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PBUGEEDINOS
OF

THE ROYAL SOCIETY.

Jutie 4, 1691

Tho Annual Meeting for the Election of Follows was held this da)

«ir WILLIAM THOMSON, O C L ,
LL D ,

President, m the Chau

The Statutes relating to tho elootion of Fellows haviiig been read.

Sir Brasmns Ommanney and Prolossor Meldola were, with the

oonsent of the Society, nominated Scrutators to assist tho Seoretanes

in examining the lists

The votes of tho Fellows present were then oollooted, and the fol-

lowing candidates were declared duly elected into the Booiotj —
Anderson, William Gilchrist, Percy 0
Bowel, Prof Frederick OiTpen, Halliburton, William Dobmson,

DSo MI).
Conroy, Sir John, Bart

,
M A Heaviside, Ohvor

Cunningham, Prof Darnel John, Marr, John Edward, M A
M.D Mond, Ludwig

DsMTson, George Mercer, D.So Shaw, William Napiei, M A
Eihott, Edwin Bailey, M A Thompson, Professor Silvanus

Frankland, Prof Percy Faraday, Phillips, D Sc
B So Tizard, Capt Thomas Henry, B.N

Thanks were given to the Scrutators,

FOth U
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June 4, 1891

Sir WILLIAM THOMSOK, D C L , LL D , President, in the Chair

* The PreBents received were laid on the table, and thanks ordered

for them.

The following Papers wore read —

L “EixpemnentB on the Discharge ot Leyden Jars'* By
Oliver J Lodoe, F R S Received May 2, 1R91

ExFEMMBUTS on TUL DiSCHAUGE Of LflDEN JaK":!

The following experiments among others weie made in the 0001*86

of 1888, beginning in Februaiy of that year A brief account of the

early experiments, with some of the deductions from them, was given

in a couple of lectures to the Society of Arts in March, 1888, on

Lightning Conductors , and ni the ‘ Blf*ctvitia«,* voJs 21, 22, 23, nnder

the same title, a number of others wore published at length,

via
,
the scries of experiments relating to * the alternative path

But the rest of the experiments has never been published m any

detail , though, as they led to some interesting observations con-

cerning electromagnetic waves, and incidentally measured the

velocity of transmission of a pulse along an isolated wire, th^
ought to have been written out for publication long ago

I now venture to communicate them to the Royal Society, beginning

with such brief account of the earhest ex|)enraentB as may suifioe

to render the steps intelligible

De^ertpiion of Jars VseJ

1 The pattern of jar ordinarily used was an open cylinder without

lid or neck, with the cUargiug rod firmly supported fiom the lutenor

and quite free from the glass above the tmfoil

They were of two principal sizes, winch I call for short “gallon’*

and “ pnt ”

Each gallon jar was 40 cm high and 13 cm diameter, coated to

within 10 5 cm of the top , and the capacit} of the pair chiefly used

was 0 0002 microfarad each Two m senes had a capacity of 28 K
metres Each pint jor was 16 5 cm high and 8*2 om diametei, and

was ooated to within 5 cm of the top The capacity of the one

chiefly used was 0 001b microfarad. Two pint jars in senes had a
capacity of 6 6 E metres
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Tn addition to these ordinary jars, a couple of large oondenserB

were made, each consisting of 16 pairs of 11-inch sqnare tinfoil

sheels, separated by double tbicknesses of window glass, each pane
about I’j inch (hick, and with a good margin ,

tinfoil strip oon-

nootors protruding on alternate sides, and copper wire prolonga-

tions, with all
3
oints soldered, terminating m a pair of knobbed rods

pi ojecting upwards through stout glass tubes more than a foot apax;^

,

the whole thoioughlj soaked and embedded in a mass of paraffin,

poured molten into a strong teak outer case 22 X 20 X 1 finches,

the whole when finishod weighing about cwt
The capacity of one of these condensers was 0 028, of the other (f02,

microtaiUid Single glass thickness would have given much greater

capacity, but preliminary experiments showed that single thicknesses

of glass wore punctured by very modest sparks

It 18 important in these experiments to have joints bettei made
than IB usual for high-tension electricity Fiszing or sparkling

inside jars is abominable

Account ok ruK Lono Oonductorm iisho in thk Eahm Expkrimints

2 Round the Lecture Thentre * supported on four verticil I posts a

good way from every wall, woie 8ti*oUhed and supported, eithei by

Milk thread or silk ribbon aceoiding to the stiength demanded, four

or five wiics, two of them of copper, one thick (No 1 B W (j ) and

the other thm (No 10), two of them of iron, one thick (No 1) and
the other thm (No 18) They arc culled respectively “ long thick

copper,*’ “ long tliuk iron,” ” long thm copper, ’ long thm iron
**

Sometimes a “ tbinno«^t non ” of No 27 B W G was used too The
thick wires formed a rndo ict tangle 840x515 cm , bomg joined

meohanieally not hir fiom their ends by a foot oi so of silk iibbon,

and sufficient free cuds being left to connect directly with jars or

machine ,
connexion being uBually made by wrapping tihfoil tightly

lound the joined conductors The thinner wires formed rather

larger rectangles

Particulars of these conductors here follow —

No 3 copper
No liron

No Idcopper
No IS iron

No S67 iron

I

Length DmnuMtr
1

OrJuinri
n'MlrttllllCC

Approximate
effP! tive

inductan(*e

Approximate
capacity

{

27 1 ineirot 1 0 7 1 cm
271 „ |0 71 ,

so 8 , 1
0 065 „

aOJ „ ;0I2 „
80 8 „ o-oas „

0 02'> oliin

O0H8 ,

2 72 ,

1 65 „
8,1

3

300 meitri>t>m „
570 „
650
W80

,

6 inttre,

6 „
„
..

8

B 2

• nnivei’wty CoUogt*, kiTerpool
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The ooppei' is oommercial quality and evidently of miserable con-

ductivity. I afterwards some real copper from Messrs Thos

Bolton and Sons, and with it the phenomena are still bettor marked

EAUlil Expkbimkkts.

* 3 The large glass condenser (0 028 mfd ) was charged through

one or qtber of the long wires, and a choice was oAcred the discharge,

so that it might go either round the wire or leap an air-gap, as it

chose , as shown in fig 1

Pio 1

A are the ordmaij terminal knobs of the Voss or Wimshnrst

machine wjbero the spark occurs, B is the discharge interval acting

as a shunt to the wire or other resistance MQN represents diagram-

metrically one of the wires round the room The spark-length B was

adjusted so that it was an off chance whether the discharge chose it

or the yfire It was noticed that when the discharge chose B the A
spark w as strong, but when the discharge chowe the wire the A spark

was weak The difference appeared to be only in the noise or sud-

denness of the spark, for when a Biess's electro-tbomiometer was
inserted in the oircmt )t indicated about the same in either case

A capillary tube was filled with veiy dilute acid so that its resis

tance was about ^ megohm, and was connected across the B knobs

instead of the long wire When this acid tube was thus made the

alternative path, and the B knobs placed so far apart that the dis-

charge was obliged to choose it, the A spark was very weak, being
reduced to a quiet spit, which Could be analysed by a slowly rotating

mirror into several detached sparks
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After a number of readings of spark-length, whioh hare been else-

where pnbhshed (and which showed among other things that it made
vory little diilereucc whether the alternative path were copper or

iron), a common Leyden jar was substituted for the condenser, and
similar results wore obtained with it

But it was now noticed, in addition, that tho jar frequently over-

dowed by sparking over its hp, and that when this happened a spark

still occurred at B though not at A
A special ovciflow or short-circuiting path was then provided,

eqiiivaieui to a pan of discharging tongs, calling this an -gap C, it

was iound that, according to the adjustment oi tho width ot spark-

gaps, dashes at B and V could bo got without A
, or at A and B

without C
,
or at C oiil^ (This was tlit beginning of experiments on

overflow )

Putting acid i csistauce into the cm uit at M or at N weakens but

does not stop tho B spaiks
,
and it has the same eflect at M us at N

But inserting resistance at does not weaken the B spaik per-

ceptibly, iieilher does cutting tbe wire thcie, only of coarse, in

order to jiermit tbe charging ot the jai in this case, the B gap has to

be bridged by some impel feci conductoi
, this shunt high resistance,

which may be a piece of diy wood or anything just sufiicient to

convey the charging cuirent, having no appreciable effect upon tho

B s[iark

But it was noticed that when the wire was cut at Q a singularly

ioug Sfiark or stioiig brush discharge attempted to jump the sjiaoe

there whenovei the machine upoxk occurxed (This was the beginning

of experiments on recoil-kick ’*)

It was also found that connecting the machine side of the jar to

earth (the long wiie, not mierrupted anywhere, being insulated)

increased the sti'ength ot tho B sparks vory much, and made them
easioi to get Evidently the wire was acting as one coat of a con-

denser, the wall being the other coat Even when the jai was dis-

oarded, no connexion being made ui its place, and the wire alone

used, sparks occurred at B perfectly well whenevei the machmo gave

a spark at A (This led to experimentH ou the surging circuit ”)

ExPSaiMENTS ON OvsEifLow (If^ebruaiy, 1888)

Small Jar

4 Tried tbe amuigement shown in fig 2, the jar being pint sue,

as described above, of plain oylmdrioal shape, open at top, with its hp

projecting 2 inches above the tinfoil so that the overflow distance was
4 inches The long wire was the 30 yards ot No. 1 copper In addi-

tion to the luaohiue spark-gap A, a couple of other intei'vals labelled

D and ¥ were abo piovided, the spark-gap D being led up to
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throngh the long thick wire, the apark-gap F through the capillary

water tube of high resistanoo already mentioned The A ki&oba were

each 2 34 cm. diameter The size of the othera does not seem to be

recorded

>iO 2

Separating the machine knobs too far for a spark there, sparks

could be got cither at C or at F or ovei the hp of the lar, or m two or

three places at once The lengths were D =: 0 72 inch, F ss 0 68 inch

Bringing the A knobs nearer together, a distance of 0 57 moh, it went

there too The A spark is the noisiest, then D, and lastly F, F is in

fact quite weak When it spaiks at D it mostly goes at F too, and

likewise overflows the hp of the jar, but not always

Shorten all the air-gaps so as to avoid overflow, and they spark

mmaltaneously at the following distances —
A D F

0435 0 565 0 575

Modified the plan of connexions to that shown in fig 3 ,
the second

water resistance or ^ leak being now introduced merely in order to

give the jar the possibility of charging

Whenever an A spark occurs, a considerable range is pernussible

with the others As to F, it does not matter how short that is made ,

it IS affeoted by the others, but has no efleot on them The overflow

of jar specially accompames a spark at D Frequently sparks occur
in all four places at once , and at times the overflows of jars are

violent and numerons, so that, when A and I) are both pretty long,

flashes fly from cork and wood and almost anything that happens to

be in ooutaot with the jar (The jar stood on a wooden block on an
insulating stool * it was principally from this timt flashes sprang
sometimes )
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Vm 3

The following readmgR give an idea of the range of adjustment

permissible, all the flashes in a horizontal line ooenmng simtil*

taneously —

Length of Spai ks (m inches)

1 D F Jar Up
. .. -

Bemorks

0 48 0 53 0 48 OvwfloTsod (4 uiohos)

0 48 — 0 48 Quwt
0 48 0 42 0 87 Overflowed

0 69 0 32 0 46 Overflowed Hero F began to fail

0 ee 1 08 0 0 Overflowed vialeatlr Hero 1) began to fluL

0 69

1

I

,

1 OS 0 9

i

FlMliing from wood oi

imvtlung

Here F began to fail again, or
to be replaced by other
flashes

Thnsy with a long D spark, F could be anjrtlimg up to nine-tenths

an inch, whereas, with a short D spark, it failed at half that

distance. The jar*overflo\r is precipitated by a modorato A spark if

D ooam too D can bo much longer than A. If both A and D are

long, the overflow » violent

Latgm’ Jar

Now voidaoe the first pint jar by one of the large " gallon ** jan of

fiimilar open shape, but with the glass protruding 4 inohes above the

coatings, so thht its overflow flash was 8 inohes long.
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(The capacity of the Jar was 0 0062 mioiofarad )

With A spark 0*62 inch long, the D and F gaps might he anything,

but so long as the D spark was allowed to pass the jar overflowed

every time the machine gave a spark at A
On putting one terminal of the machine to earth (the one not

attached to the jar), the D spark is considerably lengthened and,

€wen when the knobs are widely separated, brushes leap from each

into the air whenever an A flash occurs

Simphtfed Connea,ions

5 Tried now this samo gallon jai connected up to the innchmc in

the simplest possible manner, eithoi direct by a foot or so of ordinary

wire, or else by the long tliick coppei round room or some other long

wire, or sometimes by both, as shown in hg 4, so as to stc w hal

difference the iength of connecting circuit made to ease of overflow

luo 4

The machine’s knobs wore gradually, separated until the jar flashed

over its Iip, and then thoir distance apart was read. It was found
that with the long conneetor a very much shorter A spark was
suflSment to cause overflow than with the short-circuiting wire And
not only was it shorter, it was incomparably quieter; the jar seemed
to overflow without any trouble or violence when attached to the
long circuit, whereas, when this was short-oirouited out, the
A spark had to be long to cause au overflow, and when it occurred
its violence was groat, as if threatening to smash the jar If, under
these oucumstanoes, the short circuit was removed and the long wire
\eplaoed, the jor overflowed, not in one streak, but in a torrent or
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cascade of sparks » the namher of these sploshes gradnallj docrcasmg

down to one again as the spark A 11708 shoi teued

It MTOB also found that after an ovortiow another was more likely,

whereas alter a failui'o another failui'e was probable that there was,

m fact, a kind of hysteresis, the conditions of overflow being easier

for a decreasing A spark than for an uicreasing one of the same

length This seeinefl especially noticoable when the long connector

was thin coppei, instead of being so thick and massivo as the No 1

copper on tho one hand, or so highly resisting as tbin iron on the other

The table on p 10 snmmaiiseH the reiulings Tho full couii*ast

dots not come out strong iii the eaily numbers theie is some capneo

about wbethci tho ]ar overlloviH oi not, piobahl} ha\ing soiuolhing

to do with the state oi the glass surface

The conti ast comes out best towards tlie middle of the tablt^ The
‘ thick copjier ** and othoi long wiies ait» those speuhed in § 2

Sp%ral Conductor

6 Anothei connecting path was now made, consisting of 8 yards

of tho No 1 copper wound into an o][un spiral about a foot in

diamotci, and suspended in air by ribbon, as indialled by the dotted

lino 111 fig f)
,
when lu use, its two ends weie led, one to a niochme

tcmiinal, the other to oiiiei coat of gallon ]ar, whoso innei coat was

connected to tlie other machine toi minal

Tins being so, the lengths of machine spaik needed to make the

jor overflow (round its lip always) undei different circumstancoB wore

again read as follows —

Kind of connector used
Lengtlj ot a spark needed

for oierilow

fTluck copper spmil • . 0 61 inch

b Short circuit • * * • 1 60
Spiral again 0 03 „

§

.

Long thick wire round room 0 57 „
Both thus and epirai lu aenoB U 5b „

o The two m parallel ... 0 h2 „
^The spiral alone agnm 0 w „

fTlnck copper iinrul • . . • , *
I 0 68 to 0 5^ ludi

Thick wire round room • • , 0 51 Incli

Spiral
,

1

0 53 „
Siiort eircuit • • • • «

|

1 i »

1 Spiral ... *•••••
«

^

0 64 „
*9 Thick iron wire round room i 0 (k, „

1 Iron and copper round roomm poraUeh 0 63
Iron aiona . • 0 07 „
Copper ttlone 0 63 „
Short circuit 1 4 „
^Ot^f^ier agAAA « «•* . • 0 68 „
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Counoctor used between
machine and outer

coat of jar

Length of A spark

able to make jar

overflow

(ui tenths of inch)

Bemarks

Short wire . 7 0

,
Long thick copper wire 6 6

According to which it didLong thin copper wire from 6 65 to 7 4

Long Chiu iron wire 78
Short wire agam • • 9 6
Long iron cnunled by short 11 6 No overflow

wire
Lone iron alone «• . • • .

•

11 5 Still no overflow

ThiM bopper again • 6 4 Overflows everytime until

Thiok copper ahunted ahort 17 0
gap » shortened to tlus

Does nut overflow till this

Wire long and noisy spark is

Long thick copper alone • • 6 2
reached

Still overflow s even at

Botain thick copper Earth 6 26

this, the spark being

gentle

Jar still overflows

one knob of marhme
Ketain thick wire, but earth 5 9

jar end of it

Kow earth machine end of it 6 26
Short circuit it once more 17 0 Still does not overflow

Simple thick wire alone ouce 6 6 Overflows

more
Thm copper wire « « min 6 4, max 7 1 A htlle indeterminate,

according to whether
overflow or failure hap-
pened last , that yrhtSk

happened last beiug
easiest to get again

A has to be enormousShort circuit again . ,

Xhm iron wire • •

.

9 2

before it overflows

With this thill iron wire

All three long wirea in parallel 6 4

the overflow pomi seems
deflmto,whereas withthe
thm copper it was not

Thick wire again, bnt with a 0 6
bndge across trying to shunt
out all but about yards

|

of it
1

1

Shorl-cinmib again added 10 3
No apparent reason for

this Mortness
Kemove tho bridge but leave i

the sbori circuit

from 8 7 to 10 2

Disconnect one end of tluok 9 4
wire, but leave short circuit

Disconnect both ends, having So now evidently the jar0*4
only short-circuit u easier to qtark over,

• as it was at tho begin-

Bestore thick wire simply • .«

1

6*6
ning.
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Effect of High BesiatcMce^

1 IntorpoHe the capillary liquid tube megohm) in the oirouii

<A the thick copper wire, putting it at one or other end of it, and the

]ar refuaeH to overflow, although the spark-length A is increased to

2^ inches

The B})ai k is qmet, long, and zigssaggy The resiatanco has the

eame effect at either end, but the spark seemed straightei when the*

resistance was at ]ar end of long wire

To test effect of )>utting resistance into the mvddle of a long con-

nector, both the thick wires round room (one copper, the other iron)

were joined in series and used as connector Overflow began when
A 0 6 mob The wires were now disconnected at their far. ends

and the capillary tube made to bridge the gap The jar now refused

to overflow, though A was more than trebled in length (Fizzing

stopped it at that point )

(Jontiaat between C Fatk and Overflow

9 But when on artiBoial overflow path is supplied to the coatmgs

(as indicated by the strong line to a C knob in hg 5) the matter is

different It does not now feel the effect of a long circuit as different

from that of a short one The space at G being 0 94 inch, a spark

jumped thei*e sometimes and sometimes at A => 0 75, with the high

i*esiatance interposed in tho two long leads , and just the same hap-

pened when the resistance was removed and the long wires directly

connected

Shorten A to 0 04, and it was unable to select C, but it jnmped the

lip of the jai instead It preferred 8 inches of jar-hp to 1 inch

between the C knobs When strong enough it would seem to go
at 0 , when too weak for that it jumps the edge, but this is not

a clear account of the matter A better statement is the follow-

ing —
An A spark precipitates an overflow (i e

, over the lip of the jai),

but It does not precipitate a C spark When a spark occurs at C
there is quiet at A The A and C sparks are alternative, not

simultaiidous Moreover a 0 spaK*k does not cause overflow An
A spark can easily occur without the edge of the jar being jumped,
but the edge is never jumped without an A spark. (Connexions

being as m fig 4, with the addition of a short C or artificial overflow

path| as shown by the thick line in fig 5 )

Long Connector %n 0 Ctreutt

9. But now the thick copper spiral above mentioned (§ 6) was
smuiged to connect one of the C knobs with the outer coat of its jar
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(as indicated by tho dotted line m iig , the btioug-line shunt being

lemoved), one of the two long thick wiics lonnd the iDom Ik mg used

to cozmoct up the luae^hnie to the same outei coat, as in fig 4
Under these ciioumstanceH, simultaneous hpaiks could be got at A
and at C, and botli about the same length, but not when they are too

long, say, A = 0 r>2, C ^ 0 h? inch Hut noiv the ^at can l>e made
to overflow by either spatk if of sulhcient length Thus if A = 0 61

or if 0 = 0 74, tho jtir lip gets jumped, and sunietimes the A spark

occurs, sometimes tlio C, bat not both Another reading A = 0 611

or C = 0 94
,
jar overflows ui either case

Bostore now the usual shoti wire to tho C knobs, and the G spark

still often gc»e6, but it has no effect on the jar Tho A spark makes
the jar oveiflow as before

But if tho long lead between machine and jar be short-cn cuited*

out (as by tho dotted line of fig 4), while the thick cojjpei spiral

still joins up to the C knobs (as indicated by the dotted line in fig 5),

then A tauuot make the jar jump, while C can easily

Thus oveiflow is always easily produced by the action of the spark

occurring in a long good-oonducting lead, not in a short oi bad*oon-

ducting one

mjfect of Iron (Jote

10 Using the thick copper spiral us befoie (§ 6) to make the pjint

jur overflow, I tried whether inserting Iwge niaBSi%e iron bare in it

as a magnetic core would have any effect There happened to be

thiee large bars, each about 3 inches in diameter, which were used

They were of soft iron, and intended for the legs of an electromagnet

^0 effect was found The length ot the A spark needed to make
the jui oveiffow was, as noOi as one could tell, the same, whether the

iron was m the spiral ox' not Thus —

Without iron A as 0 53

With one boi m spiraf 0 51

With three bars 0 515

No difference that one could be sure of
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Effect of Capa^Guty

11

The spiral was now shuntod out by a couple of Leyden ]arH in

senes, % e , with their knobs touching either end of it. and with their

outer coats connected If the jars only t.oached one end of the wire,

they had no edect , but w hen they touched both ends, a larger A spark

was needed to cause o\ orflow

With the spiml alone • A = 0 153

With the capacity shunt A = 0 76

EtVperimenU on Lanje Condenser

12 It nas not desirnblo to expose the largo condenser § 1 to such

conditions as would niako it want to overflow, hocauso overflow with

it wonld mean but sting, but one of the pint jars was arranged on it

as a safety valve, and it was then connected np to the machine On
now taking machine spark at A, the pint jar might or might not

overflow its 4 inches

With very shoi t connexions A = 0 5 inch did not overflow it

With wires each a yard or ho long A = 0 t inch was sufficient

And with spiral of thick copper A =s 0 1 inch was enough

Lon Core Again

13 Tnod a stout spiral of brass wire (a spiral spring about a foot

long and an inch diameter) ,
it made the jar overflow fanly easily

Then inserted in the spiral a bundle of flue iron wires wrapped m
paiaffin paper, but could detect no difference whatever, cf § 10,

Swmmctry

14

The noteworthy circumstance in all these exponmonis is the

i^zuarkable action of a long thick good conduotoi m causing the jar

to overflow, especially if it be insulated, the most powerful con-

ductor for this purpose being one with considerable self-induction

and capacity but very little resistance Evidently such a conductor

assists the formation of an electric surging, whose accumulated

momentum charges the jar momeutanly up to bursting point Be-

sistanoe damps the vibrations down, and short wires have msnffloient

electric inertia and capacity to get them up Iron, whether massive

OFT subdivided, shows no effect whatever oij the effective inductonoe of

a eiroait surrounding it

It is also noteworthy how far more readily a jar overflows directly

between its coatings over the lip than it does through a pur of
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diacharging tongs held round the Up Probably the sharp edges of

the tmfoil contributed to this elSbct, possibly also dust or other

specks on the surface of the glass, or it may be the action of the air

film itself, but it seems as if the extremely small inductance of such a

path likewise aids what, if it is to occur at all, must take adTantago

of a flood tide, a millionth of a second’s duration

Confirmatory Experimrsts (6tli March, 1H88)

15 Two similar jars, each with dtschargeis, were connectel as

shown in fig 6

I'lG r.

A spark at A now caused the distant jar to overfiow easily bat had
no effect on the near one Similarly, a spark at C caused the jar

distant from C to overflow easily, but had no effect on its ow n jar

An A spark never caused a spark at C Spoiks occurred eithei at

A or at 0, according to which happened to bo the narrowest gap, but
not at both

,
and it was always the jar most distant from the spark

that overflowed itsJip

16 The explanation probably depends upon the fact that when a
spark discharges its near jar the charge from the distant one rashes
forward, but, not being able to amve m time, suiges back violently

and overflows The effect can probably be imitated with a long
water trongh by momentarily opening and suddenly closing a trap-

door at one end It can certainly be observed in a lavatory where
there is a constantly dribbling cistern for flushing pnrposea By
opening and suddenly closing one of the wash-basin taps a surging
is set up in the connecting pipe, and the dnbble becomes a penodur
for a second or two, in*synchrcn»m with tiie penod of longitudinal
vibration of the water m the pipe
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Something apparently of the same sort has been quite recently

observed with smuously alternating currents by Mr FeiTanti in the

Deptford mains But whereas that case can be described as a long

stretch of capacity with locally concentrated inductance, mine is a long

btretoh of mdudanoe with locally concentrated capacity Accord-

ingly, while ho observes an extra current-am}»htndp, I observe an
extra potential

The phenomenon in another form seems to have been first observed

by SirW R Grove, and fully explained by Clerk Maxwell (soc.‘ Phil

Mag for Match and May, 1868) It was subsequentl) lediscovercd

by Dr Munhead, and explained by Dr Hopkiuson (‘ Journ S T E
1884) A note sent by me to the ‘ Electrician * for 24th April, 1891,

< ontains a summary oi the history and explanation

Discussion of Ovkrfuiw and Sdugino lixcfcRiMEMs

17 For the complete explanation of the overflow experiments, the

static capacity of the long wire, and the inomentum of the pulses

1 ashing along it, must bo taken into account, and a wire is more
effective when insulated and charged than when lying on the

ground

It docs act, however, even when lying on the giound, t c , when its

magnetic momentum is all that can be sujiposed effective But the

ordinary theory of discharge oscillation will not account for the
3ar

being thereby i-aised to a higher potential than it was at the begin-

ning of the senes, the amplitude of the vibration necessarily de-

creases Hence it is probable that tht fa<t of overflow does not

prove that the entire potential of the jar is i awed , only fliat the

potential of the tinfoil edges w excessive The charge is probably

not uniformly ilistributed at the extremity of each swing The
fringe of sparklings above the edge of the tinfoil are well known
whenever a jar is discharged ,

and overflow is merely an exaggera-

tion of these sparkhngs, which usually leap up and subside In fact

they can be soon to jump higher and higher, as the spark is gradually

increased, until the lip is leaped,

« The idoa of the pulses rashing along the connecting wires, and

adding their momentum to the oscillation of the jar-dischaige, sug-

gests that there must be a best length foi the connectors, vi/
, when

the period of their pulses agi'ees with the period of oscillation of the

discharge ;
and the fact that there is a best length w found experi-

mentally

The same length of connector is not equally effective with pmt and

gallon jars A longer one is best for the larger jar , and if a con-

nector be tcx> long it does not promote overflow any more vigorously

that if it were somewhat too short
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The damping effect of reflistance no doubt partly oomoB in here hb

helping to account for the evil of unnecessarily long connecting wires

.

and no fine adjustment of length has been found necessary to bnng
out in a marked manner the surging effects

If any experimenter should fail to obtain these conspicuously, he

probably has his connectors too short or too long It ih advautago*

ous, though not essential, to hare the long wire insulated It is

essential to liavo it highly conducting Iron is fox these pui^posos by
fai the worst conducting metal, because it is magnetically throttled

Anot)her small point is that good contacts aid in causing overflow ,

especially when the connecting wires are not long enough Insigiu-

fleant air spaces suffice to damp out some of the vigour of the sub*

aidiary oscillation to which these effects seem due With long

massive leads, however, good joints are not of so much consequence

(Parenthetically it may be remaiked how well adapted the usual

oithodox lightning conductor is to develop violent surging and

splashing effects )

Further Overflow and Surging Circuit Eu'penments*

16 Two jars standing side hy side, and connected in parallel by

long wires to the machine, sometimes both overflowed Sparks

taken at the jaa knobs with ordmaiy discharging tongs had no such

effect

Tbo tongs were sometimes arranged over the bp of a |ar, so as to

help its overflow if possible , but it was not easy to do this Neai

the edge of each coating they had the best chance, but the splash

usually preferred an immense jump through ait over a glass surface

to a much smaller jnnip through the discharging tongs. Overflow is

evidently a very quick effect, and must occur in a hurry or not at

all

A couple of jars standing side by side on the same metal plate had

a gap between their knobs as shown m fig 7, and one of them was
connected by long loads to the machine It now often sparked across

C into the second far when an Aspaik occurred But the second jar

was not thereby charged The charge just sprang into it and out

again

Gonnf^ctor mihout Self-induction

19 Connected up a jai* to the mabchine with a special anti-iudnotion

zigzag of tinfoil, folded to and fro m twenty long layers with several

thicknesses of paraffin paper between Conld detect no effect on the

jar overflow It acted like a simple* short oironit

Tried, on the other hand, a high induotance ooil, viz
, the gntta-

petcha-coverod bobbin of a Wiedemann galvanometer, with an iron-
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Fza f

wire oore maide bnt ita resistance was too high it damped the

oscillatians

Connector with 8elf»%nducHon

Interposed between machine and jars two tbin wires round the

room, and led ibc outer coats of the jars direct to a discbargei, as

in fig* 8.

Fio 8.

3

VOL L. C
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The jUTB being gallon jam, stondang on wooden table Compared

A and B sparks , B was roiy long Tben snbstitutod abort wires

for the long ones, and compared again B was nearly as abort as A
Readings follow «—

^ Length of A Length of B
1

ipark B})ark

Jam joined to machine hy long wires 0 4 inch 2 2 inehn
. Short wires substituted . • 0 4 „

w \
1

06 „
1

Overflow qf Plate Condenser

»

20 Connected a pair of tea-trays to the machme by long thick

wires, and fixed them parallel to one another, keeping them asunder

by glass or paraffin pillars , the jars standing on a wooden table, or

being otherwise leakily connected so that they might charge Every

machine spark at A (fig 9) caused long brashes, or sometimes re-

markably long flashes between the plates

Eio 9

A ]ar standing on bottom plate will receive a flash, but it will not

neoessanly be thereby charged , a slight residual charge may be

found in it, but no more

Points also get struck, ]ust as noisily as knobs, and no more readily

Crowds of points, and knobs of all sizes, get struck equally well, if

of the same height and all equally well connected to the bottom
plate The h:ighest gets struck at tjhe expense of the others. Often,

however, several get st.rack at once A gas-flame burning on the

bottom plate geia struck at a much greater distance than does any
metallu conductor The vteak hobair column is precisely What this
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ovefrflow disobai^ prefers. It takes it in preference to a metal rod

of twice the apparent elevation, and strikes down right through the

dame
Bat though it thug readily smashes a weak dielectric, it will not

take a bad conductor A wet string or water tube may, in fact,

reach right up till it touches the top plate, and yet receive no flash,

while the other things shall be getting struck all the time

When the striking distance is too great for a noisy flash, a crowd

of violet brushes spit between the top plate and protuberances on the

lower plate reminding one of some lightning photographs The
effect is still more marked if the top plate is a reservoir of water with

a perforated bottom Tbe ram shower increases the length of these

multiple gentle high-resistance purple discharges Adding salt to the

water tends to bring about the ordinary noisy white flash of great

length

Contrast between Path of Discharge under ctrcumsiances of Hurry and

Leisure

21 When the plates are arranged as in fig 9, so that until an A
spark occurs they are at the same potential and are then filled by a

sudden and overflowing rush of electricity, all good-conduotmg

things of the same height struck equally well, independently of their

shape

But when, on the other hand, the difference of potential between

the plates was established gradually, as in fig 10, so that the strain

Fx0 10*

in the dielectno had time topre*anange a path of least resistance, then

small knobs got struck m great preference to big ones, and pomte
could not be struck at all, because thqr take the dischetoge quietly

An intermediate case is when the charge and dischiurge of the top

plate is brought about by pulling a lever over with stnng, so as to

connect it with the jar, as in fig 11

c 2
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Sparking Distance between Plates m the Di:fferent Cases

Tmninal of rod

itanding on bottom
plate

Sudden rush
oiiusod by A
spark, fig 0

Stoaily strain, fig 10
Tnterin.diftte

0Me,«g n

Bnes knob 1 27 inch

diameter • • . •
*

.

0 98 inch 0 90 0 67
Brasfl knob 0 50 inch

diameter .

1

0 93 „
1 2 96 1 4

Brass prunt 1 08 , At 6 mohes it prevented —

1

discharge untileoveivd
up with a thimble

Unless the jars are lai^e, CM^mpared with the capacity of the plates,

even the conditions of ftg 9 will not make the rush qnite sadden

,

and in that case points and small knobs do get strack more easil}

than large knobs and domes, especially when the top plate is nega*

tive * Bat when the rush is really sudden, no difference as to sign

manages to show itself , and even such insignificant advantage as the

point happens to show m the first oolnmn of the above table dis-

appears

High resistance, interposed between knob and bottom plate in

fig 10, alters the character of the spark entirely, making it soft and

velvety, bat has' no effect apon its length nor upon the ease with

which its knob gets struck as compared with others connected direct

Bat the same resistance, interposed in fig, 9, pievents its being struck

altogether

In other words, sudden rushes strike good conductors, independent

of terminal steady strain selects sharp oi small torminals, almost

independent of conductivity , the violence of the fiasb being, how-
ever, by high resistance very much altered The total energy is,

douMless, the some, or even greater with the quiet heating spark,

because of oonoentration and no loss by radiation , but the duration

* Thii foot hsi been explained hjHr Wimaburst, ‘ Jouru luei* Elec. ICngineent,^

im, pafe 482
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of the diBoharge is what makes the difference. The spark through

high resistance, instead of being alternating, can be seen to bo in-

torniittent (i e , multiple), when analysed m a revolting zmrror

There is no need in these sudden rush experiments for the long

leads of dg 9, though perhaps they add to the length of the sparks

22 Sparks thus obtained from the outer coats of jars are con-

venient for taking under water, or to water , and the phenomena thus

seen are singular, and sometimes violent

Water acts mainly as a dielectric under these circumstances, and,

with small electrodes, such as the bared end of a gutta-percha wire,

the water between gets burst with extraordinary violence often

breaking the containiug glass vessel

This arrangement of Leyden jars should be handy for hlasting

operations, because no specially good insulation of the leads is

necessary

Exi»EElM«*NTb 0\ SUROIXG ClBOUlT PrOPSK

23 Although all the ovei*flow experiments are controlled by

electrical surgings, I have been accustomed specially to apply the

name surging circuit to the case where sparks are obtained not

between two distinct parts of a circuit, but between two points on

one and the same goad conductor, under circumstances when it does

not form the alternative path to anywhere, and when it would

ordinarily be supposed there was no possible reason for a spark at

all. For instance, in fig. 12 the loop of wire round the room is a

mere off-shoot or appendage of an otherwise complete and very

ordinaiy arrangement, and yet a spark can occur at £ whenever the

ordinary diiobargo occurs at A , a spark, too, often quite as long,

though not so strong, as the main spark at A,

Fi0 12.

The jar is not essential to this expenment; and, in oi'der to arndyse

it by maertiQg resistance at various places, it was modified to fig 18,
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and the following readings talEsn : first, with a tiim eoppor wue, and

then with a thick copper wire, round room The J megohm liquid

resistance could he inserted at either M, N, 0, P, or Q.

The A knobs used were the small ones of a nnirersal discharger,

1 4 cm diameter, and 2 4 cm apart all the time (eqniTalent to

1 5 cm spark-len^ between flat plates) The E knobs were those

of a spsrk.micrometer, and were 1 96 cm. diameter

Fie 18

This table evidently shows that the main part of the E is tho
rushing of the diarge in the N part of the wire baek to tiie disohargsd
A knob. It has two paths, throngfar the wire «td 0, and direct aorass
the spark'gap E. Most of it chooses B, except when there is h%h
resistance at K or P. Besiatanoe at 0 interferes bat Utile* in
fact it may help more across E ; and reeistanoe at M muft cartalBly
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hftve this effect Resiatanoo at Q prevents any sudden effect of tlie

A spark on the long circuit, and therefore never calls out a spark at

E at all the charged wire discharges leisurely through resistance at

Q, and accordingly (there being no jar) the spark at A is quiet

The fact in the table not immediately intelligible is the extra

length of K spark caused by insertion of resistance at P , or, to a less

extent, at 0 It would appear to indicate the effect of surgings in

the conductor, which aocumulate a momentary opposite charge on one*

of the knobs before the one partitioned off by high resistance lyM had

time appreciably to discharge
s

Experiments ok Bbgoii* Kick

Early Observations (1 and 2 March, 1888)

24 Although the overflow oxpenments are evidence of the

momentum of a reflected pulse, an idea which is intended to be

conveyed by the term recoil kick," yot I liave been accustomed to

apply the teim specially to cases where reflexion takes place at the

frao end of a long wire, constituting an appendage or lateral exten-

sion, without forming any neccssaiy part, of a discharging circuit

ITsually a pair of similar wires were employed, and their ends were

brought near enough for the momentum of the recoiling pulse, when
spittmg off from each wire, to bridge the interval and thereby cause

a regular spark If the wires were too far separate, a momentary

brush leaped from each end and subsided again Occasionally these

brushes extended over a considerable length of wire, giving them a

peculiar luminous appearance at each discharge The fact that the

brush was an up*rash and subsidence was shown by the aimdar

appearance of both the wires, and by the fact that if a spark from

either wire was taken into a jar the jar was not found to be charged

by it

25. The brush or sparking out from the wires, which I call the

recoil kick, is most marked at certain places on those wires, and

usually at the distant ends. This was what called attention to the

effect (see above § 3) I find that Mr, A. P. 6hattook obtained the

first direct evidence of it, in some experiments with my apparatus

whiob he made m my absence on Maroh 1, 1888 The plan of the

psirtlcular connexions used by him (fig 14) has no importanoe, but it

sufficed to show how much more readily a long spark could be

obtained at the &r end of long wires than at the near end; and

Ur. Ohattook was quite clear about the effect being due to reflected

elsotrio pulses or stationary waves in the wires, and was prepared to

locde for evidence of nodes and loops if the wires had bem long

enottgh.

lb Sg« 14, W IS a high liquid resistance, the two long wires ate the
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Fig U

thin copper and thin iron round room, and 1, 2, 3 are throo alterna-

tive poaitions of a nniversal diechargor, while A are the knobs of a

VoBB machine Spark lengths are given in inchea, but there is no

importance in their absolute values

Length of A, spark needed to precipitat-e a fpark be-

tween knobs of discharger o in ita serend positions

Length of spark between
knobs of diiohavgsr

thus obtained Called C
^

Position 1 Position 2 Position Z

1

0 82 0 12 0‘ie 0 82 I

0 61 0 a? 0 26 0 62
0 42 0 24 0 22 0 48
0 17 0 14

1

0 14 0 17

26. day I west on with these obeervationB, replacing the

liquid vesistenoe W (which was useless) by a wire, and ordinarily

using two jars m senes instead of one, connecting their knobs one to
eaoh wire (more nearly as shown m 6g 16), and oonneotu^ tfamr

outer coats together and roughly to the ear& aUndmy tbem on
the same sheet of tinfoil on a wooden table And heoanse the knobs
of tnaohiue and of discharger were not the same sue, they were first

compared by letting an ordinaiy disohsige ohoose between them
They offered equally good paths, when A as 045, 0 at 0*54 iwffh-
The discharger was put in one or other of two posttums t bridging
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the long wires close to the jars (Oi), and bridging them at their far

ends (Ca), hg 14 The position Gi mamfostlj does not essentiallj

differ from A ,
the position Ca is the interesting one* Of course if C

were too short, the main spark occurred there instead of at A, but if

the main spark occurred at A, a much longer supplementary or recoil

kick spark often occurred at Ca, especially when the capacity of the

lars and the length of the wires were suited to each other. As the

following table shows

1

1

' Without any jars • « »

With amall Yoib jars •• •

' With mnt laiK (iao in •(ni*s) . •

^ Lengthen A till Bparks jiiBt ehooiio C instead

I Shorten A till moil jumI fail at C •

I

Qot maumum C sjiark • •

>» i» »> •

I
»> »i *

‘ Without any jari agmn («ize of knobi aoeounte
' foribu slight difTerenco)

With the two pintjars, m panillelf sluftod to the

far end of wire near position 3, with orerflow

knobs to represent

Same arrangement of jors shifted back to near
positian 1

Get the sparks at 0^ instead of as A • « •

Arrangement as at first

Pair of gallon jars m senes ... ...

Large condenser (0*02 mfd )

Length of sjiurks

A C.
1

Cl

i

0 8 0 3

1

0 8 0 36
0 24 0 42 1

0 39 0 42
0 22 0 42

1

0 42 0 63 —
i

0 46 0 76 “**
1

0 46 — 0 47 '

0 44
1

0 52
1

0 49
I

0 44 0*46 0 19

1

0 44
'

0 78 —
0 44 < 0 49 __
—

i
0 40

0 45 1 09 —
ro 45 0 50 —
i - 0 49 —

Thus the large condenser is as much too big as the Voss jars were

too small The gallon jars seem to show the effect best. They were

therefore replaced, but this time insulated from the earth by standing

them both on the same insulating stool with tinfoil top Very long

recoil sparks could now be got

0,

« e 0 44 1 6
0 44 1-86
0*44 1 88

GaUuu jwts m series on insulating stool

Another expenment ...... • . « •

.

Big knobs put on the disohatger ... ,
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And at greater distonoeBi mhm no regular epark ooonrred at

tiiere was still a brush discharge there at every A spark

Joiniag up a small jar to the Cs terminals, the loifg sparking and
brushing there ceased

Without this shunt jar, however, and with the terminals welt sepa-

rated, the wires glowed at everyA spark along a considerable portion

of their length, looking thick and fuzzy with momentary lummosity

(The wires were the long thm (No 18 BW G ) copper and iron

round the room * those two being up and handy for the experiment

They show the luminous appearance better than either thicker or

mdeh thinner ones ) With a small condenser the efEeci* was not great,

and with a very big one it was also not great
,
but with a single

gallon jar the glow on the wires extended more than half way round
the theatre, and a pair in senes {%,e , half the capacity) seemed to do
even a trifle better

rio 15

27 To see if the proximify of the opposite wires assisted the effect
one of them was reversed, so that the plan was as in fig. 16 ; but the
itt ends of both wires got lamitious as before (althoegh the Inmmooe
portions were now on opposite sidM of the room), and the Inmiaoeitf
extended from 8 to 2 on the one wire, sod from S' to 2 on &e other

28 A ja* wee held in the hand near either gfowinif terminal, tot
t e wins to spark into They kept <m domg so, hat the jar was not
onarged, showing that they sparked in and oat
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ThiB IS charaotemtio of what I have elsewhere examined and

called Bide fLash/'

Ebtixation of Wate-lvnoth

29. Although there is nothing precisely metrical about these ezpen-

raents, as so far conducted, it is well to notice that an approximation

to the B6lf*induction of the main discharge circuit ran be obtained

from them Vor the capacity of the two gallon jars in cascade is about

28 K metros
,
and if the length of the wires which give the best

recoil be taken as half a wave-length, the waves emitted aj*e 60 mettles

long So the inductance of the discharge circuit can be got from

2w^(2Shl^) ss 60, whence L 3 2/(t metres

This is too small, showing that the waves are longer than 60 metres,,

and that the moat appropriate capacity for these particular wires

IS something less than that of the two gallon jars m casoade ^

UisiOBtOAL Observations

30 This evidence of the existence of electro-magnetic waves seemed

to me of considerable interest, because I had been for some yeat*s

contemplating the production of radiation by direct eleotro-magnetK

oxpenmentSy the difficulty being their detection, ue, the proof of

their existence

My early notions, described to Section A of the British Assoom-

tion at York (1881), were directed towards the ambitious attempt of

trying to make the waves short enough to be visible, at least to a

thermopile or to some cliemical detector. But two years later, at

Southport, Fitsgerald pointed out that a discharging Leyden jai must
emit radiation, and that though its waves would be yards or miles

long, yet it might not be hopeless to prove that they wore waves by

obtaining interference phenomena.

Some of Lord Bayioigh’s lotge-soalo interference expenmetits with

sound waves, exhibited to the Royal Institution on January 20, 1888
(* Nature,* vol. 38, p 208), re-awakened in me the hope that such

experiments were possible, and the desire to try them And now,

simply by attaching long wires to a discharging Leyden jar oirouit,

the waves had become without trouble conspicuous One had only

to lengthen the wires enough, and to look at them in the dark, to see

by the brushes the nodes caused by the iniei-ferenoe of the direct

and reflected pulses surging to and fro in the wires; to see m fact

the wares themselves, and to measure their length in a manner pre-

cisely amdogous to the well-known experiment of Melde.

*^ else that each wire behsTw like an orseu-pipe open at one end only, aud so

is a qaartsr of a ware loi^ -4uiie, 1891.]
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Trae that the Melde experiment does not measure the wave-length

in air, and so also the observation of Mr Chattock and myself would

only measure the wave-length on wire , but it had already been shown

}yj Mr Heaviside among others, by Kirnhoff also (though 1 did not

know of Kirchoff's work), that polsos travelled along insulated non-

magneiio wires at the same speed as waves through air, or at a speed

only insignificantly less In fact Mr Foyntmg has taught us to

regard all these effects as convoyed through the air, i e
,
by the ethereal

medium^ m a manner only very subordinately affected by tlie material

of the conductor

Hence the waves guided by long isolated wires and measured in

recoil kick experiments ought to be the same length as, or only

slightly-shorier than, the true ether-waves spreading out from the

oscillating circuit into space

The foot that oloctnc w aves could be thus detected and measured,
I stated at the Society of Arts, on March 17, 1888, and published

more precisely m the * PhiL Mag ’ for August, 1888 , but to this

latter I appended a footnote to say that in the current number of

Wiedemann’s ‘Annalon,’ nz
,
that for July, the same year, there

was a paper by Dr Hertz, describing some exiienments be had made
at Karlsruhe, whereby he had detected the waves m free space a
research which in the following September was eutbusiastically pro-

claimed to the world by Fitzgerald, at Bath At the same meeting I

described in general terms my detection of the waves on the surface
of conducting wires It appears that Hertz began, much as I bad
done, by the observation of surging oirouits , for, nsiiig a coil instead
of an inductive machine, and attaching to one terminal a nearly
closed rectangle, he observed it spark across the gap In this obser-

vation also be had the start of me, for his first paper appeared in

1887 , and m his rapid development of it, in the comparative freedom
from students of Karlsruhe, he struck on the influence between one
circuit and another across space, and so made the astonishing dis-

coveiy that the radiation in air was intense enough to cause sparks
in conductors uponVbioh it fell

This same discovery would have been made by the audience at the
Boyal Institution on the evening of March 8, 1889, if it had not
been made before , for, during a lecture on Leyden jars, every time
one was discharged through a considerable length of wire, the heavily
gilt wall paper sparkled brightly, by reason of the incident radia-
tion

The achievement of Hertz is well known, and it is only the
customary interest attaching to circumstances connected witti what
will probably be regarded as an epoch in eleotneal science con-
stitutes my excuse for making the above statement
One point, about which there has been some controversy, myexpe-
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rimentfl do make dear, viz , that the velooitj of a pake along an

isolated thin copper wire u practically identical with the speed of

light
, in accordance with the theory based on Maxwell, and preriously

mentioned Hertz at one time stated, as the result of some of bis

experiments, that there was considerable discrepancy botwemi the

speed of waves along wires and of waves in free space , and, though

my own experiments were (to me at least) conclusive in the opposite

direction, yet as they had not been published m detail, they could not

be properly taken into account Tbe supposed discrepancy, however,

had the good effect of leading Professor J J Thomson to make
several lutoreutmg experiments

QuANTifATivu Rkooii Kiok EXPERIMENTS (May, 1888)

Besenpixon of TWres itscd

31 In order to make real measurements of wave-length, a circuit

was carefully prepared, consisting of two copper wires (about No 17

BW G ), 15 cm diameter, stretched parallel to one another, half a

metre apart, by silk suspenders

They lay parallel to the theatre table, % e , north and south
,
but

the room was not big enough for them to be wholly straight, so after

travelling the length of the table horizontally they were taken

a few feet vertically up, then back ovei head, and down again to the

spark micrometer, according to the plan of fig 16, nowhere being

taken near any wall or other surface Then total lengths were

1626+28 5+16 = 1570 5 cm

1529+365+16 = 15815 „

so each may be taken as 15| metres long, and the wave length corre-

sponding to their fundamental oscillation period as 31^ metros, corre-

sponding to about 10,000,000 vibratinns per second.

When used alone, those are spoken of as “ the shorter leads,” be-

cause it was very soon necessary to supplement them by a similar pair

of No 17 copper wires half a metre apait, suspended similaily, but in

an east and west direction, and used as extensions Wlieu joined up
m series with the former pair of wires the whole is spoken of as “ the

longer leads ” The additional portions measured 2263 and 2247 cm
respeotirely Hence the entire length of each of the longer leads

may be taken as 382 metres, and the wave-length correspond-

ing to their recoil as 76^ metres, or say, 4,000,000 vibrations per

second

The total resistance of the shorter leads” was 0 78 ohm, and of

the ^Monger leads,” 1 95 ohms.

The static eapooity of the longer leads I estimate, by the formula
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E1t-4 log b/a, as 147 K) om altogetber, or E/26 per mut length

;

and their self-mdaotion similarlf, for onrrente whioh keep wholly

to the oater skm, as 100,000 /< oentimetres, or 26 per mat length.

The electrostatic capacity of the '* shorter leads ” is 61 om.
i

Plan of Bajpwmmt

.‘12 At the tar end of these leads (either *' tiie longer *' or " ^e
shorter ”) was arranged the spark miorometar, a mierometer •oeew
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arrangement with millunetre thread, and head divided into 400 paxia,

made for reading Newton’a nnga, but supplied for present purposes

with a pair of knobs 1 940 and 1 965 om diameter, on insulating

glass pillars Those constitute the G spark gap at which the effect

of the recoil kick is to be observed

At the other oud of the leads is arranged the condenser, usuallj a
pair of ]arB back to back in one line, so as to close the circuit in

a simple geometrical manner, and the Yoss jars being at iSrst nsed^

% € , the small jars forming part of the Yoss mackine.

The A knobs at which the exciting spark is taken are constituted

by the universal dischaigei, which, standing on a block under the

two parallel wires above it, and connecting them together through an

air gap, can easily bo moved along the table to and fro, always in con-

tact with the wires above it , and its distance from the jaitt at one end

of the wires can bo readily measured This distance is called a, and

IS indicated in fig 16

The distance between the A knobs was supposed to remain con-

stant, but to avoid any uncertainty, and to eliminate the effect of tbe

different size of its knobs, the virtual length of the A spark was
measured with the spark-micrometer by bnnging its knobs near enough

to just shunt out the discharger, so that half the sparks chose one and

half the other The distance between the G knobs under tliese cir-

cumstances 18 entered in the table as the virtual length of the A spark

They are then separated farther, so that the spark occurs every time

at A, but it does not cease at C until they have been widened dis-

tinctly The maximum distance to which iiiey can be separated with-

out causing the G spark to altogether cease is then read, and the excess

of the one I'eadmg over the other constitutes the ** recoil kick.” This

procedure was then repeated for another position of the diachaiger A.

Tbe plan of operation nsnally was to begin with the discharger close

to the jars, and to move it away along the leads 6 om. at a time, read-

ing in each position the mmimnm and maximum G sparks, as just

explained, the maximum reading being that at which G began to

fail. Tnning is more easily done by thus vorymg the indnotauco of

the discharge oironit than in any other way.

A short range would have b^n sufficient to give the position at

which the maximum recoil kick occurred, but an extensive range was
often used with the idea of getting indications of harmonics

MaasHremeni of Oa^oUy ofJan u$ed

33 Bough estimates of the jars employed in this and similar

experiments could be made m vanous ways, and no great accuracy

IS worth aiming at with ordinary shapes of jar, because of the differ,

ence between the oironmstanoe under which they are used from those
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under which they are measured. B*evertheleBB, m order to get a

fairly good measure of their capacity, a standard oondenser was made,

with which they could be compared

Standard Avr-condenaer

A couple of plates of carefully selected plate glass, as used for

mirrors, about 2 foet square, were silverod chemically on both faces,

secnra>connexion between the two faces round the edge of the top

plate being made A circular cut or clean scratch, 1 mm broad and

53 04 cm inside diameter, was then made on the nnder surface of the

top plate so as to isolate a trap-door portion A hole previously

drilled through the centre of the top plate, and silvered inside, per-

mitted conductive ac cess to the central area ,
and the borders of the

plate acted os guoid nng The silver was cleared away from a small

patch ncai the centre of the upper surface of the top plate, and a glass

tnbo cemented on permitted the trap-dooi terminal to emerge in a

woU-insulated manner Two other tci mmals, one attached to the

bottom plate, and the other to the genera) surface of the top plate

(the gnard-ruig terminal), were provided

Four glass distance-pieces with wide bevelled edges (to improve in-

sulation) were carefully cut out of one piece of glass, and their thick-

ness was measured with a spherometer as 0 12083 inch.

The top plate was snpportod on these, near its four corners, and the

whole placed in a suitable box with artificially dried atmosphere, the

bottom plate being similarly supported near its corners, so tliat what-

ever bending there was might iswult in concentric surfaces The
eloctrostatio capacity of the trap-door was thus 572 9 cm

There was some difficulty with the insolation of the trap-door por-

tion, and tbe main leak was traced to dust, viz , fine fibres of some
length, which settled on the bottom plate and bridged the interval

between it and the top one The naiTOw gap between trap-door and
^

guard-ring, boing^of course carefully cleaned, was not found to leak

anything like so much as one of those fibres By care, the causes of

leak could be minimised, and a special key was constructed whereby
the trap-door could be dischaiged through a ballistic galvanometer

the merest instant before the guard-ring was discharged to earth. lu
fact, by a screw adjustment the two events could be made aimal-

taneons

34 A set of 144 secondary Plants cells, made by bending strips of

lead over small glass vessds standing in a sort of test-tube rack,

having been charged in twelve sets of twelve each, were connected
in senes and used to fill the condensers with

Sometimes different kicks were obtained with the whole series of
cells ; sometimes the same kick was imitated by tapping off a certain
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number of them, the eame number being taken in different pairts of

the battery to eecnro fair uniformity

Tho following are the estimafos of capacity made from these obeeis

vationa, tho standard air-condenser being taken as 573 cm —

Capacity Meaenrements

The two jars supplied with the Voss machine happen to be, nn-

fortanately, unequal Their capacity m senes was rather small to

actually measure satisfactorily so I take it as 134 cm

Fir$t Ap;pTosBmat%on to Inductance of Circuit

35 In order to estimate the inductance of the discharge circuit, it

ia neoessaiy to know tho following data —
•

Thickness of the No 17 wires .... 0 15 cm
Thickness of A discharging rods . 0 60 „
Thickness of rods inside Voss jars . . 0 98 „

Thickness inside other jars . • . . * . 0 6 „

Now, tho discharge circuit consisted of a rectangle with one pair of

opposite Bides made by oortaiu length, u, of ibe No 17 wires 50 om
iq^rt, and with the other pair of opposite sides made by discharge

and JET rods, 50 cm in length, and separated by a distance, u

1 am not prepared to calculate the inductance of this rectangle

prcoisely, but when approximately square it makes but little differ-

ence whs^her 1 reckon it m a pair oi parallel wires of lengtii u, drs-

tauee 50^ and diameter 0 15, plus a pair of parallel rods of length 50,

m. L. i>
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di«iatioe and diameter 0 8 ; or wbeiher I reokon it aa a oirole of

penmeier 2 (50+«) and average thiokneea 0 3 For oaaea where the

rectangle is elongated, the former approximation la beat, so 1 use it

10 preference to the other always , reckoning the selfinduction, there-

fore, aa

L//i =; 20a+200 log^ cni (^)»

Ite real^ value will be somewhat greater than this

36 In the following tables the experimental data were obtained

and recorded oarefally The notes appended to each, concerning the

amount of agreement between calculation and experiment, are

capable of further refinement but they suffice to show that the dia-

crepanoies between calculation and observation are as small as could

be expected, and that, to a first approximation, experiment and
theory agree , in other words, that if the velocity of a pulse, along

thm isolated copper wires, differs from the velocity of light, it does

not differ to any considerable extent

BastiLTs (12th May, 1888)

37 Two Voss Jars end to end, as shown, with Shorter Leads
”

Length u
Hin 0 eparlr, i

,

virtual length of

A epark (in mm )

hfai. length of

C eparii (in mm )

ISioosB of max ovSr
mm {0-*A) or

recoil kick (m mm }*

cm
5 9 16 —
10 9 10 — —
15 9 06 0 89 0*84
20 9 10 11 26 2 16
26 9 00 11 27 2 27
80 1 9*06 12*00 2 95
86 9*20 12*00 8 04
40 9*26 11 09 1 88
46 9 22 10 20 1*98
60 9*29

I

9 88 0 09
00

1

9 16
,

9 24 009
90 9 26

!

1

1

9 60 0 86

Here the maximnm occurs somewhere about the 35 cm distauoe,

probably on the hitber side of it
,
so we may sudge that the value

u s 34 IS about the place where tho waves emitted agree with twice

the length of the ” shorter leads,’’ » e , are 81^ metrea long.

To Bee how this agrees with oalonlation, we must decide how much
of the capacity of those wires ought to be added to the oapaolty of

the jars m oalculatang the period of the discharge osoiUatUtti. If we
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include none of the leads in the dijK)harged oapacdy, S/E ss 134 cm.

,

if we include the whoki S/E » 195 cm
As for the self-mdootion, we get that approximatelj bj puttiQg

t» ac 34 in the expression (24), which gives it as 1768 cm
So the calculated wave-length is, with the whole of the leads capa-

ciiy, 29-^(195 X 1768) 3= 3690 cm* or 37 metres, and the agreement

IS not very good If the leads capacity is not supposed efEeotive in

forcing the vibrations, its charge being merely forced to vibrate by

the jar discharge, then the calculated wave-length is 31 metros, which

IB Buspioiously accordant with observation*

38 Single Yoss Jar,* still with Shorter Leads
”

Jjengih Virtual A apavk Max 0 spark Becoil kick

cm mm mm mm
6 9 00 18 90 4 70
10 9 11 12 88 8 57
15 9 07 12 01 2 94
20 9 08 11 *86 2 68
25 9 10 11 60 2 40
30 0 10 11 20 2 10
85 9 12 11 82 2 20
46 9 11 11 46 2 84

Here the maximum is evidently off the scale , so that, to show it,

the discharging circuit requires to be stiil further diminished in sise

which IS impracticable As to calculated wave-length, the lowest

estimate makes it 30 metres, when u = 5 the highest estimate makes

it 82^ metres, either of which is so far acoordant with observation

Two Pint Jors in Series, with “ Shorter Leads.'*

Although the back kick was now fairly vigorous, no particular evi-

dence of its being greater at one place than m another was observ-

able Evidently the leads are too short Hence added the extensions

already described (§ 31)

* Pvohably the one with the larger oapooity of the two, but untortunately not

quite tore of tbit
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89. Two Pint Jttrs end to end, l^onger Leade '* (14th May, 1888).

Lensth « Tirtoal A tpart: Hftz 0 spark Becoilkiok

cm xnm. nun mm
8 9 62 16 14 5 62

10 9 46 16*24 6 79

« 12 9 68 16 88 6 26

16 9*46 16 86 b'40
20 9 73 19 20 9 47
6o 9 90 27 72 17 88
40 9 86 18 26 8 40

• 60 9*91 18 76 8 84
70 9*96 12 78 2 77
90 9 86 12 99 8*14

126 18 28

Here the eharpnesa of the mazunnm is so great as to make it

probable that « 30 happens to hit the right place pretty exactly

The caloulated wave-length for this value of u (remembenng to

substitute 0 3 for 0 4 in equation (24) because of the less thickness of

these jar-rods) ir 2ry(1700 x 721) ss 7000 cm, or 70 metres; a
tnfie less if the leads capacity is omitted ,

whereas the doable length

pf the recoiling wires indicates 76j^ metres

This IS not very good, and I hope that better oalcolaticm applied to

the data will give a better result The self-mduotion as estimated is

abnost oertamly less than the true but how much less 1 am unable

to say Another uncertainty is the appropriate capacity of the jars for

these high frequenoies It is not likely that the K for the glass will

be just the same for 4,000,000 vibrations a second as it is under

steady strain.

40 Single Yobs Jar, with ** Longer Leads

(Knobs of discharger set exactly 1 cxn apart

)

Length u
Equivaleni of A

Spark
0 ipark Becoil

cm. mm mm mm
6 9*27 38 86 8 41
10 9 26 16 20 6 94
16 9 80 16 67 727
20 9 60 14 42 4*92
26 9 60 18 88 4 88
80 9 48 ^ 18 41 8 99
86 9 66 18 40 8 86
40 9 62 18 60 4 08
60 9 50 18*63 4 13
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Here the maximum is not quite so well markedi and it is a little

unoertaiu on which side of the 15*ciu. position it lies*

Take u = 15 however, and add the capacity of the leads, 147, to

that of the jar, 357, and the calculated wave«length comes out 47
metres , ox, without the capacity of the leads, S9^ metres

This IS hopelessly different from 76^ metres, but it is probable

that It 18 the upper octave To make the fundamental wave-length

79 metres would require u to he about 130 om
It IS evidently desirable m tbeae experiments that the jar capacity

shall be much greater tlian the leads capacity , for when the two
capacities are comparable in sise, the recoil lack, although it ^hll

exists, has no very well defined maximum
It would also be desirable in future experiments on the satne plan

to use, as dielectric in the condenser, a substance, like paraffin,

whose specific inductive capacity may be depended on as fairly

constant.

Exyervmenis with Bltdmg Oondenaer^

41 The following 'oxpenments, made with an adjustable con-

denser, were intended to examine the effect of varying the capacity

as well as the self-mduotion
, also to see what evidence of harmonics

could be detected
^

The condensers used were each of them a pair of silvered tubes

sliding mto one another, their capacity, as the inner tubes were

pushed into mx different graduations, being measured above (§ 34).

The discharge oircmt was a pair of No 17 BW Q. copper wires

each 2 metres long, stretched honsonally on glass pillars, parallel to

one another and 10 cm. apart One ot the tube oondensen was

arranged as a bridge at one end of these wires
,
and the discharger,

with its knobs set 1 cm apart, was used as a movable bridge and set

at different measured distances from the condenser.

Charging from the machine was done through wooden stioka, so

as not to introduce unknown capacities The longer leads ” lead

from the coats of the tube-condenser to the apark-miorometer, where

the eqmvalent A spark and the maximum 0 or recoil spark were

observed.

The numbers entered in the following table are the exceaa of the

max. C spark over the virtual A spark, t a , C spark-length minus A
Spark-length, in millimetres* The maximum occurs in the different

edlnnms at about u as 50, say 35| 30, 26, 20, and 15, respectively.
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42 Snmmaxy of Exponmenta with Tnhe-oondenaer No 1.

(“ Longer Leads.”)

Length of A aperk

mm • • e * « • • 9 57 9 82 0 82B 9 5 9 57

Beooil kick, or C—A (in rom )

of A knobi
from oondensor

(the length «} 8 cm 6 cm 9 cm 12 cm 15 cm 18 cm
m uie in lue in use in use in use in ueo

* cm
6 — — 6 10 7 05 8 60
10 3 20 6*26 7 10 8 07 10 00 10 93
16 i

— 10 07 11*60 12 83
20 8 60

j

6 63 9 58 10 86 12 10 12 18
25 8 37 11 15 11 50
20 6 80 9 08 11 00 11 00 11 15 12 16
86 6 65 — -»

40 6 78 6 22 10 15 10 46 10 45 —
60 6 40 7 88 9 68 10 17 9 87 10*60
60 6 20 7 16 9 10 9 82 9 90
70 0 26 6 78 9 00 10 05 10 88
60 6 40 6 40 ...» 9*00 9 81
90 4 45 8 68 ». 9 00

100 4*08 0 27 8 05 7 97 7*84
150 7 10 7 00 7 82 7 18

The readings were not all taken on the eemo day , and the length of

the eqnivalent A spark, as read on different days, u recorded at the

teq> of eaoh oolamn. The ware-lengtii is the same in eadi case, and
rongh oalonlation makes it probaUy abont 27 metres when the kick

IS at a mazimnm. This may be snpposed to be the second

of the Tibration period of the long leads
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48 Sammaty of Exj^enmenia witb Tube-oondenBer No 2

(“ Longer Leads/’)

Equivalent length of A spark, 9 22 mm (June, 1888)

Boood kick, or 0—A (in mm )

Distanoo of A knobs
from oondeasor (f»)

(1)

16 cm in

use

(2)
16 cm in

nse
20 in

use

28 in

use

cm
5 6 04, C 88 A 18 0 65
10 9 00 9 18 11 04, 13 28
16 10 86 10 78 11*90 12 48
SO 12 06 11 62 12 18 12 28
26 10 90 11 15 11 25 11 90
30 11 4& 11 19 IL 23 12 08
40 10 20 10*93 11 04 12 78
60 10 16 10 86 11 89
60 10 48 10 70
70 9 68 10 86 10 03
ao 0 73 9 22
100 8 28 9 03 8 18 9 48
120 8 98 10 03
180 r 16

1

8 68 ...

160 6 84
1

8 98 7 86 10 38

The two sets with 15 cm of the condenser in nse are on different

days, the only difference being that in (2) the discharge circuit was

tamed ronnd 180* so as no longer to be Weath the longer loads at a

possibly interfering distance The absolute reading differs, but the

manraum oooars in the same place.

The maxima in all this set are by no means well-marked, bat there

u an indication of a second maxminm in the last column, at about

« Es 40 ,
and of still another near the bottom. Taking the self-

induction of the dischatge circuit as 19^ x 45, and the capacily of

the jar as 450, the calculated wave-length for w as 40 comes out

38| metres, or just the first harmonic of the leads-vibration

The second harmonic ooours at v s: 15, with wave length 26^

metres There is a sign of anoth^ maximum near 150 ; and oalonla-

Uon places a fundamental vibration, agreeing in penod with the

bads;, at about u kb 167
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II. “On a Determination of the Mean DeBrnty of the Earth

and the Gravitation Constant by means of the Common
Balance ” By J. H PoyntinQ, D Sc , F R S.. Professor of

Physics, Mason College, Birmingham. Received May 13,

1891.
f

(Abstract

)

In a paper printed in the * Proceedings of the Royal Society/

No 190, 1878, an account was given of some experiments undertaken

in order to test the possibility of using the common balance in place

of the. torsion balance in the Cavendish experiment The auoccas

obtained seemed to justify the continuation of the work, and thiB

liaper contains an account of an experiment carried out with a large

hullioil balance, in place of the chemical balance used in the pre-

liminary trials The work has been carried out at the Mason College,

Birmingham.

The Principle of the Experiment—The immediate objeot of the

experiment may be regarded as the determination of the attraction ol

one known mass on another If two spheres, of masses M and M',

have their centres a distanoe d apart, the attraction is, according to

the law of grantatioii, GMM7d*i where Q is the gravitabon constant

Astronomy }ustifieB the law in certain cases as regards H7<P> but

does not give the value of G or M, except in the product GM To
dnd G wo must measure GMM7<P in some case in which both M and
M' are known. Having found G« we may determine the mean
density of the earth, for, assuming that it is a sphere of radius B, the

weight of any mass M' at its surface is

GxiirE»AM7R*

9

Bat it g u tbe aoceloration of gravity the weight of M' may he
expressed as H'p llqaating these values, we get

Method of Uiing the Common Solanoe —With the length of beam
nsed (aboat 123 om ) a differential method wae epphoahkb in which
the attraction on the beam woe ehnunated. Two spheric^ maesea of
lead and antimony, about 21 kilos taoh, were hnng f!rom the two
acme of the balance, so that tiieir oentrea in the first position

were about 30 om above the oentre of a huge attmoting mom, a
sphere of lead and antimony about 153 laloB.| placed on a tumtaUe,
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80 that it could bo brought in turn immediately under either of the

Buspended attracted masBOS A balancing mass of half the weight,

and at double the distance from the centre of the turntable on the other

Ride, was found nocesBarj, so that the centre of gravity should be in

the axiB of rotation Before this was used, the ground level was

senously altered by the rotation of the turntable The attraction of

the balancing mass was calculated and allowed for

The alteration m the weights of the attracted niasBOs, duo to the*

motion of the attracting masses from one side to the other, wm the

quantity to be measured When this was determined m the lower

position of the attracted masses they were raised to about double the

distance, and the attraction again determined The diffeienco elimi-

nated the pull on the beam, suspending wires, &e To lessen thaeffeot

of want of homogeneity or sphericity in the massoB, or of want of

symmetry in the turntable, the masses wore all inverted and changed

over each to tlio other side, and the weighings repeated.

The position of the beam was dotonnined by the reflection of a

scale in a mirror used with ** double suspensiou ” The mirror was

suspended by two silk threads, one attached to the end of the

ordinary pointer about 60 cm. below the central knife edge, tbe other

parallel to it, being attached to a fixed support The mirror turned

through an angle about 150 times as great as that through which the

beam turned, and one scale dmsion corresponded to an angle of tilt

in the beam of about 2/15ths of a second.

The value of a scale division was determined by the use of two

equal centigram riders which oonld be placed on or taken off wire

frames representing the scale pans of a small subsidiary beam, 2 5 cm.

long, fixed parallel to and at the centre of tbe large beam When one

rider was placed on one supporting frame the other was at the same
instant lifted oS the other frame.

Tbe balance was left free throughout a senes of weighings, and no

moving parts of the i^paratus were connected with the case

Tbe values obtained are as follows *—

The gravitation constant G «=

Mean density of the earth A = 5 4934

In the paper a desenption is given of a new form of cathetometer

used to measure the diameters of the massea
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m. “ On the Pressure of Wind on Carved Vanes." By W. H.

Dines, B A. Coiitmumcated by the Meteorological Council.

Received May 14, 1891.
*

^

In June, 1890, a paper* was presented to the Kojal Society showing

the resalts of some experiments upon wind pressure upon an inclined

surface, and I now give an account of some supplementary work

upon the same sabjeot which has been done during the past winter

t The apparatus was the same as that previously described, with the

exception of the actual pressure plate, and precisely the same method

of ol^ervatiou has been adopted *

Instead of a flat wooden plate, a piece of sheet metal 1 foot square

has been used, tho metal being bent so as to form a portion of a

cylinder, the curvature of which was easily varied by drawing the

opposite edges more oi less together by means of two flno wires

The plate was attached to the lever of tho apparatus by about

13 in of l*in brass tube, the tube passing a little more than

half way aoross the book of the plate* It is evident that tbo tiaibe

must interfere with the free passage of the air over the back of the

plate, hut some kind of support behind cannot be avoided.

In certain positions, expemments could not be made qn aoooupt^of

the unsteadmeas of the motion, and the consequent fluttering of uhe

sheet metal. There was no trouble in getting the value of the presume
in these positions, but the vibratory motion was often so violent

that it tore the metal, almost as though it were piper, and sfKm

rendered the plate useless. These positions are all marked * in ihe

tables , and the corresponding values are more or less uncertain,

because, as soon as the vibrations were apparent, the engine was
stopped 08 quickly as possible to avoid the trouble of having to obtain

a new plate.

As in the preoeduig paper, 100 has been taken to represent the

moment of the pressure upon one sq ft exposed normally at 1 ft from
the axis, and all other moments are expressed relatively to this.

The results obtained are given m tho following tables, the diagram
at the head of each table showing tho form of surface to which it

applies No attempt has been made to eliminate the effect of the
eddy h'om the frame of the apparatus, a full disoassicm of which will

be founa lu ine paper referred to. The vaiueB given also indude the
pressure upon the supporting arm. This is counterbalanced in the
normal position, but must have an moreanug effect as ihe angle of
incidence increases, and for this reason it has been considered useless
to carry the experiments much beyond an angle of 60" or 70*

* ' Bov. Soc. Froo.,* vol 48, p $88.
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The diagrams showing the way m whioh the normal component of

the pressure vanes with the angle of incidence have been obtained by
taking the mean values from podtions I and II In drawing the

ourveSy the want of observations at the intermediate angles was felt,

but I do not think that further experiments would greatly modify

the forms obtained

A few observations with the plate in the other position, t 0 , with

the axis of the cylinder parallel to the long arm of the whirling

machine, have been made They are given in Tables IV and V,

In Tables I, II, IV, and V the results have been reduced to pres-

sures per sq ft , this has been done by multiplying by 12/11 7 and

12/9 respectively In Table III, the rectangle contained by the two

straight edges and the chords of the curved edges contains 1 aq ft

(the length beuig 28*8 in )

,

heneo in this case no reduction is

necessary.

Table —Axis of Cylmdei inchued to the Wind.

Fie 1.

Ooneave sorAsoe fisoing tiie wmd.

Poiition L

y.l» of
ittdiusiift.

Angle of

Iwsdsnoe.

PotUaonll,

Tatawot

.. 185, 181, 110, 117

4 • «

•

.. 118, 118 07' .... 186, 131, 180, 117

'W .... loe 80 .... 189, 181, 107, 114 110

M .. m 50 .... 188, 180m .... .. m, 108 45 .... 13S, 131, na, 118
00 . .. 108 50 139, 180, 113, 123, 108
•70 .... ..•88 5ft . .. 138, 125, 127

•80 .... ..•69 60 .. 186, 180, 184^ 188

70 .. 96, 100, 96, 98
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Convex snrfoce feomg the wind

0 . , 87, 77,76

20 .. . 78, 82,86 20 72, 73, 82,87
40* .. 73, 75, 71, 71 i 40 63.64
50 .. 60, 67, 65 45 . 78

60 .. 62, 65,59 50 65
70 . *74, •71 60 . 63,55

70 . 56,58, 60

[June 4,

Komal Component From TnUe I
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Ifomial Oomponeat From Table I
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Vonbal Component From Table n.

Oiwogir* it«lMW

Vdiltlett L 1 H.

ixti
TriiWitf

iBMiSadf
A*
IT 183, 126
20 .... 108 20” .. 143, 141, 145, 147

40 .... 101,103,105, 105,106 .30 .. 144
50 .... •90, *87, 83, 88 40 .. 151, 165, *143, *165,

60 .... 71, 73 46 ..•167
70 .. . 67 60 . n76, 181, 187

55 ..•171
60 .. 148,148,152,157
70 .. 99,105
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Mr. W. H Dine>.

CoAT4x inttlMe luHdg tite 'imul.

.... «», 87,96, 90

f • < « * 89, 96

.... 67, 7a

.... M
.f. . . 69

98.99

* . . .j X6

90 .... 009

40 .... 119,014,194

SO .... 181,180,146

60 .... 118,118

70 .... 78

- * — —

[June 4,
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Normal Component. From Table III.

Table IV.—Chord of Cylinder inolmed to Wind Diieotion.

Same plate aa TaUe I Chord 11 7 in.

Vie 4.

VIM. t. K
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>

Concave surface facing the wind

Position 1 I
Position 11

I

Angle of

tnoioenee

Value of Angle of Value of
moment incidence momont

0* ... ... 111,116

22i. . . . 116 22i" 118

45 . •124, 130 45 . . 117, *113

« Convex surface facin;;^ the wind

0 .. ... 86

22i . «5 22i , ... 76

. 45 .. 43 45 46

Table Y*—Cliord of Cylinder inclined to the Wind.

Same plate as in Table IT. Chord 9 in.

Co&eeve surface faotng the vrind*

Position li ! Posiiioti 11

Angle of Table of ' An^e of

{
inoioenoe

idae**''
,

moment memoiit.

0” .. , . . 131 * V

20 ., ... .*152 20* 120,120 ^

}
40 • . «

•

134

CoDveiL Burfaoe facing the wind.

0 . 64

20 . . 45.46 20 .

.

56

40 . 24 40 . . 24

Expenmeats for th« porpOie of findmg ’ha* i^e eurrature influences

the resistance at peipemfliealar inpifloaoe h%Te ilso been made
The curvature of the,plate ‘was fisdaa% inweased by drawing the

opposite edges more closely togefllCCy Wd tiie eorrespon^g pressures

were obtained, both wifiii the oopoava mi4 convex sntfaoes famng the

wind

The projection of the pUtto upon a |flaxia pei^ndionlar to the wmd
direotion becomes loss as the onTratnte taoreases, but the pressnres

have been reduced to nnlt area, so that they may be easily oomparable
It should bo noted, however, that tJie^wssnre Opon a rectangle is less

than upon an eqnal square, the diflerenoe betpg oonsiderable if the
rectangle be long and narrow
The results are given in the following table ~
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Table Bhomng the Relation between Reeistaaoe and Gnrvatnre

The negative sign placed before the versine means that the convex

surface is facing the wind. In each ease the area of thf plate is

1 sq ft

Chord Verwnr
Aroli of Bclstne proanire

pFojoction per nq ft

7 6 in -H8m 0 63aSftq a 72

84 „ -3 6 „ 0 70 „ 72

90 —3 3 „ 0 75 70

108 „ -21 „ 090 80

116 „ -1 r> ,. 097 82

12 0 0 100 114

12 0 0 5 100 126

118 „ 10 098 129

11 6 „ 1-5 „ 0*97 130
10*9 20 „ 091 „ 127

»'0 .. 3 8 0 75 128

She valnea ooald not be obtained b^ond this on account of the

flattering of the plate.

The following valnes are given here for the aake of ootttpariaon

Thqjr Were obtained in May, 1869, hf a einular method. The prm*
aarea are expressed per sq. ft. in the same scale >

—

A 'drin. Bolnnson cup, concave .... . .

„ convex 4S

A 5dn, BolniUKm cup, concave . . ... 128

„ convex . .

Aplate8in. diameter, with cone angle 98^ at back .. 112

The same with cone in front . ... 7A
A jtlate 8 in. diameter, with cone angle 8(1* at back . . 118

The same with octnemfitmt .... .. 45

Frutt these vritnee the carve gifm below rimwing the reletion

betwweh thepvessnre per udt area end &e onrvatnre bee been eoh>

ttn^Mtelitf attanneraaggested byBrofeasorlHi^ Theordmatee
gfive Tteisiante per onii wee of picQjeo^ii of Jilatei and the

absoiasis the angle subtended^ a section of the plate at the oentre

of onrvatnre

There are one or two points in the curve which call for special

notioa,

The scale of pressure is the same as in the other tobies and
diagnona, and 100 in the scale represents a pressure of 1 lb. per
sq. ft. at a velocity of 1$^ miles per hour It was onginally chosen
so that 100 might denote the preasure upon a square plate of
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1 sq. ft area exposed normallj, acd hence the curve ehonid intersect

the middle line at a point where the ordinate is 100 It does not do

so^ however, partly on aeooant of the eddj from the frame (see pre-

ceding paper), and partly because the two days on which the experi-

ments relating to this curve were made both happened to bo days on

which the presBure was above the average.

The slight turning up of the line near the two ends may, perhaps,

be due to the smaller area of pro3ection and consequent increase of

pressure per nnit area in those positions, or it may be due to errors

of observation. The curve was obtained from expenmeots upon one

jilate only, and it is not unlikely that a slightly different form might

have resulted from the use of a larger or smaller square plate

Diagram •liowing the Belation between the Beftiitanoe of aCurwd Plate at Perpen-
dicular Incidence per Unit ijrea of Projeotton and the Curraiure
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IV. Quadrant Electrometers/' By W* E. Atkton% FlLS,
J Perht, F.R S , and W. E Sumpner, D Sc. Received,

May 19, 1891

(Abstract

)

In 1886 it was noiicsed, on coutinuoiiBlj charging up the needle

of Sir William Thomson’s bifilar suspension quadrant eleotrometer

No, 5, made by Messrs White, of Glasgow, and in use at the labo-

ratories at the Central Institution, that the deflection of the needle,

when the same P D (potential difEerenoo) was maintained between the

quadrants instead of steadily increasing, first increased, and* then

dimitusbed
,
so that, both for a large charge on the needle as well as

for a small, the sensibility of the instrument was small A snnilsr

effect had been described by Dr J Hopkmson, in the * Proceedings

of the Physioal Society/ vol 7, Port 1, for the previous year, and
the explanation ii^igives of this canons result is, that if the alaminiam

needle be below the centre of the quadrants, the downward attrac-

tion of the needle which vanes with the square of the needle’s

charge increases the pull on the bifllar suspension, and so for high

oharges more than oompensates for the increased deflecting oouplo

due to electrical action On rausmg, however, the needle of onr

electrometer much above tbe oentre of the quadrants, the anomalooe

variatien of sensibility of the instrament with increase of charge in^ needle did not disappear, and even when the needle was raised

*0 that it was veiy close to the top of the quadrants, and when, if

Dr Hopkinaon’s explanation were correct, the sensibihty (or deflection

ooraespon^ng with a given P 0 between the quadrants) ought to

have been very great for a large charge on the needle, it was, on the

eptttrary, found to be small

$he Sksedls was oardfalfy weghed, with the platinum wire attached

and the weight dipping into the aoi^ and a c^onlation was made as

to^ magnitude of the effeot that shoold ansa from the change of

thfi.JpttUof ^e flbresdne to any upward or downward attraction of

lim naedts by the quadrants. This caloulafoon showed that lor a

P.D. itt dOOO volts between the needle and the quadrants, the amount
of such attraction was quie unable to account for the observed dmu»
nution of sensibility with large charges sn the needle Dr, Hopkin-

aon says in his paper, Increased tension of the fibres from eleotnoal

attraction does not therefore account for tbe whole of the facts,

although it does play the principal part ’* The experiments that we
made at the end of 1886 and beginning of 1867, confirmed by the

caloulatioiL above referred to, proved that, at any rate in oar speci-

msit of the quadrant electrometer, the pnnoipal part of the anomalous
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was not caused by an increased tension of the fibres, and that

|j^fore some other oanse must be looked for to explain the obsorvod

investigation, which turned out to be both lengthy and very

laborious, was therefore undertaken to ascertain the cause of this

cnrioas behaviour of our White eloctrometer At first ne thought

that it might be due to some capillary action between the platinum

weight and the sulphuric and, which varied with the potential of

the aendybut, experiment having shown that this was not the explana*

tion, wo decided to make an exhaustive senes of expenmeuts foi

determining the laws oonnecting the variation of sensibility of the

White quadrant eleclrometer with the potential of the needle, the

distance between the silk fibres, and the distance between the quad-

rants The investigation has ooonpied us on and oS for some years,

and in caiuying it out the quadrant electrometer has had to be taken

to pieces many times

To facilitate the freqnoni removal of the interior of the Leyden jar,

rondered necessary for carrying out the various oxponmonts, an im-

jmvoment was introduced mto the method of clamping the needle^

and to dimmish leakage, an improvement was introduced mto the

replenisher, both of which are desonbod in detail in the paper

The P D between the needle and the outside case of the eleotro-

meter was measured by means of one of Sir William Thomson's

absolute elecixomeiers, made especially sensitive by thuming the

c»ach springs supporting the attracted alnmminm disc.

In July, 1888, several large P Ds wete measured by means of this

absolute electrometer (using the constants that we had determined

for this instrument), and by means of one of Sir William Thomson’s
oommeroiul “electrostatic voltmeters,” reading to 20,000 volts, kindly

lent ns by Messrs Elliott Brothers The result of these comparisons

led first to a correction in the constants that had been previously

sent out with the electrostatio voltmeters from Glasgow, and secondly,

to a new dotenmnahon of the value of “e.” For Sir William

Thomson had cabbrated these voltmeters eleotromagnetically on the

basis of the value of the electrochemical equivalent of silver, as

determined by Lord Bayleigh and Mrs Sidgwiok, while we had
checked the calibration of the electrostatic voltmeter by oompariag
this instruraont with the absolnte electrometer. The value of “e”
thus obtained was 298 million metros per second

From the ezpenzuonts made on varying the distance between the

fibres supporting the needle of the quadrant electrometer, it was
found that, when the control due to the fibres was large, the eensi-

bihty of the quadrant electrometer inoroased more rapidly thag the
potential of the needle, whereas, when the control due to the fibres

was smell, the sensibility increased with the potential of the needle
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up to a certain point, and then diminiHhed again as the poientijil'^il|«

the needle was still farther increased

From experiments made by yarying the distance between
quadrants, we found that when the distance between tbe quadrant
was small, the sousibihtj first mcreoHed as the polontial of the needle

was laiscd, then it diminished, end 6nailj it increased Hgain for a

still further luci ease of the potential of the needle The curve, tbeie-

foro, connecting sensibiluy with poLential of the needle was inva-

riably of an c\j shape for a small distance between the quadiants

As the distance between the quadiants was inci eased, the sensi-

bility curve fiattened, becoming pi actically straight wlicii the distance

separating the quadi*ants w as *5 inin Koi a greater distuiic e than

this between the quadrants, ihe sensibility increased moie rapidly

than the potential of the needle

The various cuives accompanying tho«^ paper show that this

quadrant eloctromqtei may bo adjusted so that the variation of

aengibility with the potential of the needle may be made to follow

one or otlier of three duhnet Ians It the quadrants be near Uigethei,

there ai'e certain limits between which tlio potential of the needle

ma} vary without producing more than a small change in the

deflection corresponding with a fixed P D between the quadrants

,

for example, when the ijaadiaiits were about 2^ mm apart, and the

fibres near together at the top, the deflection produced by a P D of

1*45 volts between the quadrants onl} varied about 11 per cent when
the potential of the needle varied from 896 to 3586 volts, that is, by

2690 volts When the fibres wore far apart at the top, it was when tbe

quadrants woi^ about 1 mm apart, as seen m sheet 111, that a similar

flatness was obtained in the cui ve connecting deflection with potential

of the needle lu this case the deflection of tbe needle was practically

quite constant when its potential varied between 2152 and 3227 volts,

and even when the potential of the needle was increased fiom 1484

to 3407 volts, that is, by nearly 2000 volts, the deflection did not

increase by as much as 9 per cent This arrangement of tbe quad-

rants gives bat a comparatively small senbibihty, but, where great

sensibiltty is not requu'ed, it would be a convenient one to employ,

as leakage of the Leyden jor, or loss of potential of the needle due to

the rapid absorption that occurs when the jor is firat charged, would

only alightly ^oct the deflection for a fixed P D. between the

quadrants

When the quadrants were at about 3 9 mm apart, the doflectiou for

a given P 1) between the quadrants was almost dirootly proportiona]

to the potential of the needle. This then would bo the arrangement

to employ when tbe electrometer is used with alternating PDs
And lasldy, when the quadrants were 4 mm or more apart, the

defloetion increased much more rapidly than the potential of the
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needle, so that maximum sensibility, bordering on instability, is

obtained with this arrangement of the quadrants

After carrying out a large number of experiments, tbo cause of the

irregularity in the action of the Thomson quadrant electrometer, os

made by Messrs White, began to dawn on us The wire Bupporting

the aluminium needle, as well as the wire which connects the needle

•With the sulphuric acid in the Leyden jar, is enclosed in a metallic

guard tube to screen tbe wire from external action But, in order

that the needle may pi*oject outside tbo guard tube, openings are

made in its two sides. Hence the moment the needle is dedeoted

from its sero position, each half of the needle becomes unsymmetn-

oally placed relatively to the two metallic pieces which join the

upper and lower half of the guard tube Therefore, m spite of the

needle and the guai'd tube being always maintained at the same
potential, there is a repulsion between the charges on the two con-

necting pieces of the guard tube and the charges on the two halves of

the needle And this repulsion has not only the defect of senousiy

diminishing the sensibility of the quadrant electrometer as made by
Messrs White, but causes the vanaiion of sensibility of the electro-

meter with vanation of the P D between the needle and the outer

coating of the Leyden jar to follow a ikr more complicated law than

that expressed by tbe conventional formula just given

To test this theory, that the poouharities in the law of the quad-

rant electrometer are due to the electric action of the guard tube on

the needle in consequence of tbe special shape of the former, we
intensified and varied the want of symmetry of the guard tube by
attaching a piece of thin alummium foil to it above and below the

needle, and experiments made on the law connecting the sensibility

of the electrometer with the potential of the needle showed that the

law oonld be much altered in character by a slight shift ux the

position of the piece of aluminium foil

The papei then goes on to describe experiments connecting the

motion of tixe electrical sero with the potential of the needle, and
with the position of the adjustable quadrant

Guided by the results of a long course of experiments on the White
electrometer, we were led, with the assistance of Mr. Mather, to

construct an improved nuihlar quadrant electrometer which is fully

described and illustrated m the paper This improved deotrometer
differs in namerous particulars that made by Messrs White
The biAlar suspension is abandoned for reasons given xn the paper, mid
there is employed instead a new form qf adjustable magnetic control,

so arranged that the needle is practically unaffected by outside mag*
netio disturbance* All the working parts core supported from tbe
bsse, so that on removing the glass shade, which serves as the Leyden
jar, all tbe parts can be got at and adjusted %n jpotiHm; all the
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insulated stems are mado of glass, and are under oover, protected

from dost and damp
,
pressure ooniaot between the electrodes and the

quadrants is replaced by spirals of due wire screwed to the quadrants

and to the electrodes, the needle, quadrants, and guard tube are

BO shaped that, in whatever symmetrical position the quadrants be

placed, the deflection produced by a given P D between the quadrants

IS directly proportional to the potential of the needle, and farther, •

tins improved electrometer is at least ten times as sensitive as onr

specimen of the White pattern when the instmments Bve adjusted to

be m equally trustworthy condition as regards definiteness of the sero

and of the deflected position of the spot of light

Next follows un account of some experiments made by us on a

White electrometer, the needle of which Mr Boys had suspended

with a single quartz fibre Although this instrument was in excellent

condition as regards definiteness, &o , the raising of the potential of

the needle to only 4f00 volts was sufficient to show that the sensibility

was not proportional to the needle's potential

Lastly, for the purpose of obtaining conclusive evidence as to

whether our idea was correct about the oounectmg pieces of the

guard tube in the White electrometer causing the sensibility of this

instrument to ho in many cases actually less when the needle had a

high potential than when it had a low, we had constructed a little

collai with two logs This collar could be clamped to the upper

portion of the guard tube of the improved electrometer with the legs

projecting down into the quadrants on each sido of the needle, and

expenrnenta showed that when this collar was attached to the guard

tube the improved electrometer, although not a bifilar instrument,

became as bad as the White pattern For while before the attach-

ment of this collar the sensibility increased proportionately to the

potential of the needle, alter the collar was attached the sensibility

first mcreased and then diminished again as the potential of the

needle increased, and with the same adjustment of the quadrants,

controlling magnets, Ac , and with the needle charged to a potential

of 1300 volts, the mere attachment of this little collar reduced the

sensibility to one quarter

The paper concludes with a sketch of the mathematical investiga-

tion that we earned out, and it is explained that by taking into

account the eleotnoal action of the connecting pieues of the guard
tuba of the White olootrometer, the diminution in tins action as the

quadrants are pulled out, the alteration produced by the tilting of

the needle at high potentials on the magnitude of this electrical

action as well as on the rate of variation, pez* radian deflection of the

ZHtedle, of the coefficient of induction between the insulated pair of

<|uadvantfi and the needle, an expression was obtained for the defleo-

ttOtt of the needle In terms of its potential and che P D. between the
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quadrants And this expression, although oontaAQing only three

ounstantfi, fitted with considerabio accuracy all the curves given in

the several sheets accompanying the paper

The results of the investigation, bno8y summed up, aie as

follows —
1 The quadrant electrometer as made by Messrs White, although

^it may be carefully adjusted for symmetiy, does not usually even

approximately obey the recognised law for a quadrant electrometer

when the potential of the needle is alteted

2 The peculiarities in the l^eliaviour of the White electrometer are

due mainly to the elect i loul action between the guard tube and the

needle, and to the slight tilting of the needle that oceprs at high

potentials

3 By special adjustments of the quadrants of the White eloctro-

ineter the sensibility can be made to bt» either nearly independent

of the potential of the needle, or to be directly propoi tional to the

potential, oi to increase more lapidJy than the potential of the needle

4 By altering the construction of the instrumenl as desciibed, the

conventional law for the quadrant electrometer is obtamed without

any special adjustment of the quadrants beyond that for symmetiy,

and the insti*umeut is reudered many tunes as sensitive as the

specimen wo possess of the White pattern

V, “ Researcht.*« on the Absorption of Oxygen and Ponnation

of Carbonic Acid in ordinary Human Kespiratiou, and in

the Kespnation of Air containing an Excess ot Oaibonio

Acid.” By William Maroet, MD, F,K.S. Received

May 26, 1891,

Allow me to begin by recording the valuable help I have expe-

rienced throughout the present enquiry from my assistant, Mr Ed-
ward Russell, ¥ C S/ We have both put our shoulders to the wheel,

and have gone together through the great numbei of oalcnlatioos

the work entailed 1 am much indebted to Mr Russell for the pains

be has taken, and the accuracy of his judgment whenever a knotty

point had to be met and overcome*

My object m the following paper is to give an account of the oon-

aumptiun of oxygen in human respiration, or, in other words, to

determine the proportions of oxygen transformed into carbonic acid,

and of oxygen I'etained in the Idood, *10 which is added a short in-

qniry into the ofiocts produced by the inhalation of air containing

COa on the interchange of the pulmonary gases. The investigation

was earned out, so far, on myself and Mr Rnssall, while under the
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influence of food and when flisting, or at a penod of four honra at

least from breakfast, when a dosire for Inncb was clearly felt

The results aimed at, although applying to man instead of animals,

were similar in kind to those obtained on animals by Messrs Reg>-

nault and Beisot,* and moie recently by Mcssis Chapman and Bm-
baoker, of Philadelphia t Begnault and Reiset by their admirable

resoarolios have paved the way to a ooiTect hisUiry of the chemical

phenomena of respiration « and Chapman and Brubockci, who have

repeated these experiments by a similar method, deserve much proaso

for their laborious and intorestiug investigation, conti ruling, in a

marked degi ee, tho results obtained by Reguault and Rciset

Rabbits boLiig the subject of the experiments, Uegnault and Reiset

obtained for the relation bet\^oen the oxygen consumed atid CO*
produced a mean figure of 0 919 from six experiments

,
with Messrs

Chapman and Binbacker the conespondmg lesult, also from rabbits,

was 0 90

These expeiiments were made by continmg animals in a receiver

or bell -jar, and absoibmg the CO« they produced with potassium

hydrate aided by mechanical means, while oxygen was supplied

automatically as fast as tho CO3 was absorbed, and as nearly as

possible in oquaJ volumes An examination of tho figures expressiug

the results obtained by Reguault and Reiset and the American

physiologists will show that the animals at the cud of the expoi 1-

ment had to breathe an atmosphere containing an excess of CO2, as

it was impossible to nd the air entirely of this gas The proportion

of OOj present in the air at tho close of the exptument occasionally

rose to 3 per cent and higher, and this is a rather large contamina-

tion to allow of results being applied to natural breatlung, considering

that atmospheric air contains only from U 04 to 0 1 pei cout COs
Moreover, the proportions of oxygon m the chamber at the end of

the experiments varied considerably, although always lower than tho

corresponding proportion in atmospheric air So that, towaids the

end of tho experiments, the animals were breathing air containing

an excess of COg and a deficiency of O
There must bo another difficulty to contend with in such kinds of

experiments, amounting to the impossibility of keeping the animals

quiet, and muscular action exerts, we know, a very positive inflneBoo

on the phenomena of respiration

In addition to the labours of Begnanlt and Reiset, ami Chapman
and Bmbaoker, I have to quote the papers of Carl Speck,^ and of

* 'AnnslM de Chmue et de Fhyuque,* 1S49«

t * Prooeedingi of the Aotidemy of Natural Soieiwe* of Philadelphia,' January,

1891

t ** BxpenxnenteUcITntenuidiungenUberden EinflusaderNahrung auf Sauentoff

iret^bmieh und SohlensgitnauBioheidung des Menschen," von Carl Speak, * Arclur

ffirfsthologie,'lS74
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Messrs Jolyet, C T Bergoni4, and SigalaSi* while an elaborate paper

has appeared lost month (Apnl) in the ^ Annales de Chimie et dc

Physique,'* by Messrs Hannot and Ch Biobet, which also treats of

the interchange of the respiratory gases in man In the enperi*

ments last mentioned, the sir inspued was breathed through a gas

motor, and then expired through another meter Next, the air expu ed

was conducted through an apparatus destined to the absorption of

the COs, and finally through a thn*d meter The meter on the inspira*

tory tiack showed the volume of air inspired, the first expiratory

meter registered the volume of air expired, and the second the volume

of COa produced, which was equal to the difibitince of volames as

indicated by the two meters The diSorenoe of volume registered by

the ine^ratory and first expiratory meters yielded the volume of

oxygen absorbed

The method is ingenious
,
at first sight it appears satisfactory, but

on looking into the process with an experience acquired from about

15 years' woik, on and off, on the chemical phenomena of respira-

tion, and with the knowledge of the difiicalties concerning the

volnmetnc deternunatiou of carbonic acid, 1 cannot help considering

the method too rough for an inquiry which requires extremely deli-

cate manipulation

I must also take exception to the use of the face-pieces and

valves which were mtrodooed in these experiments, though reluc*

tantiy, as the authors remark In my earliest luqmnes on the

oheimcal phenomena of respiration, face-pieces and valves wefe

employed , bat eventually 1 gave them up from their interfenug with

free respiration, and from the difficulty of maintaining the valves in

an absolutely reliable state

Heili/od of Ime8t%gQi%m and InBtrum&tiis,

The method of investigation adopted in the present researches is

quite different fx*om any of those made use of by other authors* Every

care was taken to lireathe naturally during the exponment The
recumbent position was assumed in a deck chair, with the body per-

fectly supported, and the person under experiment inspired through

the nose and expired through the month, comprossing his nostnls,

during expiration, if it was thought necessaxy, with a alight motion of

the hand, or of the index fingers of both hands The movement waa,

indeed, hardly perceptible, and could not, by any meana, mfluettcdthe

COs expired After a sofficient period of rest had been allowed, the

expired air was collected in a receiver or bell-]ar suspended over salt-

water, which has been described on former oooaaiona The re-

*
*' fiehangm geseux pulmousim dans la veipiration de rhemms," 'Cbmntes

Bendus,’ 1887
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oeiver was so oarefolly oonnterpoised that the pensou under experi-

ment could not tell whether ho was breathing into it or into the

external air It was supplied with a scale divided into litres and
fractions of litres, an oil gauge showed the pressure of the air

within it, and a thermometer its temperature A number of pre-

oautions wore taken in connexion with the mode of collecting the air

expired, which cannot be entered into at present 1 have satisfied

myself that breathing into these bell-jars is identical with natural

respiration : the volumes expired, say, per minute really correspond-

ing with the volume of air expired per minute while breathing natu-

rally into the open air Each experiment lasted lietween 7 and 6

minutes

The determination of carbonic acid in the air expired nas made
exactly m the way described m a previous papei to the al Society *

The air expired was irausforrod from the boli-jar to a cylinder, shaken

with baryta-water, and finally determined by titmiion, according to

Pettenkofei 's method

The oxygen was determined in a cudiometci, consti acted on the

flame principle as the ondiomoterl have desenbod m the ^ Pi*oceodingB

of the Eoyal Societj/f but modified and nnpro\od Instead of a
straight tube this instrument consists of a (J -tube, with a neck and a

glass fltop-cock at ite bend One limb is left ojien, and the other is

closed at the top by an iron cap, iti which a three-way cock is fitted,

perfectly air-tight Two short iron tubes project beyond the tap

Both limbs of the (J-tubc aro graduated The limb bearing the iron

cap IB graduated into cubic centimeties, and the open limb is gradu-

ated into divisions correBpondmg exactly with those on the other

limb, so that, whatever bo the level of the mercury in the U-tube
under atmospheric pressure, the readings are identical m both limbs

The scale at the back of the open limb is movable, so that it can bo

brought easily into itss proper position and fixed there The closed

limb IS surrounded with a water jacktt, and the iron cap is paitly

immersed in water, while the platinum wires are embedded in a

sholiao cement, so as to bo effectually protected from contact with

the water.

The hydrogen for exploding the gas was pieparod wiili every care

from Kino and sulphuno aoid , it was washed first through a strong

solution of potassium hydrate, and then through water A volume of

hydrogen, at least nine or ten times that ot the air-spaces in the

Woulfle’s bottles, was passed through before collecting the gas , it was

finally aspired into a glass bell-jar of a cajmcity ot about a litre, and
moveable up and down m a glass receiver holding water

* “A Chamtoal Enquiry into the Phenomena of Human Revpiratiou,'’ ' Plul

Trane ,* B, 1090

i new form of Sudiomeler,** * Koy Soo Froc / June, 1888
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Befoie tbo hjdrogen was used it was tested m nearly every ease

with atmoHphej ir air

The determmatioxis of oxygen were made as follows —The U*tube
was first of all filled to overflowing with mercury through its open

Hmb, the three-way cock being turned so as to let out the mercury

after filling the tube
, by this means every trace of gas was driven out

of the tube

Then the stop-oock was turned so as to close the eudiometer and

let the hydrogen gas through it, and the instrument having been

brought into connexion with the gas-holder by india-rubber tubing,

the hydrogen, under a pressure of an inch or more of ^atm, was

driven rapidly through the stop-cock, being, nioreovei, aspired by

the dictation of on india-rubbor syringe The rock was now turned

so as to admit the hydrogen into the eudiometer, and the mercury,

being let out at the Itmd of the (J-tubo, aspired the required voluiue

of hydrogen mto the instrument, this amounted to from 18 to 20 o c

The bell-jar was then placed under atmospheric presRure, the gas

turned off, and the height of the mercury if not exactly the same in

both limbs was adjusted by adding or wiihdi«wing mercury until the

readings were alike

The air to be analysed for the determination of oxygen had been

collected by displacement with water in a cylinder holding from 1 to

1 5 litre, and shaken with a solution of barium hydrate, to nd it

entirely of its carbonic acid The cylinder was now placed on a stand,

over which was disposed a glass receiver full of water, communicating

by india-rubber tubing with the lower end of the cylinder The india-

rubber tube was oarefally filled with water, so as to let no air into

the oyluider, and then the cylinder was placed m communication

with the eudiometer The next stage was to wash out the passage

m the stop-cock with the am to be analysed, this was done by con-

necting by ludia-rubber tubing the three-way cock with the cylmdor,

and some 200 or 300 c c of air were dmvan through it from the cylinder

by the pressure of the water in the roceivet , the iron tu^ was
now stoppered on ^he opposite side by a short lubber-tube and
pinch-cock The mercury in the eudiometer was next let oat at the

bottom until a sufiioieni diminution of pressure had been obtained to

aspire the requisite volume of air from the cylinder This air was
admitted from the cylinder while under pressure, and taken into the

eudiometer by aspiration, so that the effect produced was that of a
piston driving the hydrogen before it, and giving it no time to diffuse

out of the instimment The height of the mercury was now adjusts
m both limbs by pouring m mercury, or letting it out at the bottom,

and finally the reading was taken and recorded The air and hydro-

gen were now thoroughly mixed by fitting an india-rubber synnge
to the open end of the eudiometer and pressing it with the hand,
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sacoesBion of pi^Bsurea soon effected a pei^feot mixture The tnixtnre

was exploded as nsoal with a battery, when but little commotion was
produced Then mercury was added through the open limb, and the

level adjusted iti the two limbs , a very shoi t time sufficed to ensure

no further contraction or dilatation, and then the height of the

mercury was read o£E In the calculation of the analyses a slight

correction was introduced, irom the increased temperature of the

water in the 'jacket owing to the flasli

This method proved extremely eonvemont and ic liable An
experiment could be commenced in the afternoon, sav 4 oVlocIc

, the

combination with banum liydrate foi the detennination of CO^ was
effected immediately aftoi the an had been expired, and the turbid

fluid left till the following morning for titration N‘ext, an wasidrawn

into another cylinder by displacement with water, shaken with a solu-

tion of banum hydrate foi about 12 minutes, and then the cylinder

was placed on the stand toi the determination of the oxygen in the

air it contained Fresh hydiogcn was prepariMl for each experiment,

and, as stated before, it was, in neai ty evei } case, tested with atmo-

spheric an before being used

The oalculahons of the analyses were made as follows the volume
of the air expired, amounting to about 26 litres, was i educed to the dry

state, 0® C , and 760 mm pressure This was done very rapidly by
means of the Table T have cHmsiructed for the pui*po8c * Then the

volume of CO3 pionent was easily obtained fiom the weight of this

gas found m the analysis Next, the volume of COj was subtracted

from the volume of air expired, and the oxjgeu calculated on the re-

duced volume With these data concerning the volume of air expired

a Table was oonstruoied, of which the following is an illustiation —

Table Illustruting the riosnltH of an Expeiiniout

Volmno nir inspired
j

Volume mr czpneil

88269 100 'J3008 lot)

m BB 5 71
U 71H EM 79 38

. ..

88259 100
j

1

38006 100

Volume oxygen consumed t • «

*

. 2106 00
Tolumc oorbonio aoid produced • • • . • 1^56 „
Botio of oxygon oonsumod to 00^ produced 0 BBl

Volume oxygon abeorbed . 2A1 c 0.

• • Pbil Trans / xm
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Tolum« oi^gen abaorb^d par minute . . • * • • • 89 6 c o.

Volume oi/gen abiorbed per 100 air inspirod . • • 0 75 „

Volmne oxygen absorbed per 100 O inupired • • . * 8*01 ,>

Weight oxygen oonaumed per hour 28 60 grams

Weight oxygen consumed per kilo irelght of body • • • 0 416 ,,

Weight 00s expired per mmute • • . • 0*577 „

The volnme of au* inspired 'was calculated from the nitrogen found

ju the air expired, and this is one of the mam features of the present

paper A number of experiments were undertaken to try if any

accurate determination could be made of the air inspired and expired

by filling a counterpoise bell-jar with a measured rolume of air, in-

spirmg this air through the nose and expiring it into an empty

bell-jar through the mouth The plan, however, did not prove suc-

cessful, and it was found impossible by this means to determine with

a sufficient degree of accuracy the differences of volumes between the

air inspired and expired It then ocenrrod to mo that the volnme

nitrogen found in air expired might afford a means of determining

the volume of air inspired According to one of the results obtamed

from Rognault and lteiBet*B experiments there is, under ordinary cir-

cumstances, a trifling amount of nitrogen exhaled from the blood in

the process of respiration The volume of this gas is, however, so

small that its mean proportion in dogs fed with meat was only found

to amount to the 0 (X>66 paiii of the oxygen consumed This means

from 11 to 1^1 c c in 1800 or 2000 o o of oxygen oonsumed

and in about 33,000 cc of air bi*oathed, a figure so low that,

practically, the nitrogen exhaled may be ignored in the calcnla-

tion of the analyses 1 have entered the correction in some of the

calculations, and it altera the volume of oxygen consumed by about

0 6 per cent , and that of the oxygen absorbed by 1 or 1 5 per cent

These corrections are so small that 1 have not thought it wo^h while

to make them, and the nitrogen has been taken as the same in the air

expired and inspired

It was now easy to calculate the volume of air inspired. This

volnme consisted of the atmospheric carbonic acid, oxygen, which

was taken in the proportion of 20 93 per cent, and nitrogen The
atmospheric carbonic acid was determined tn every experiment

by Pottenkofer’fl method ; it ranged from 5 to 10 parts in 10,000. In
the course of lost April an additional window was made in my
laboratory, which allowed of improved ventilation

Having prepared a table of the constituents per cent of the atr

inspired, the tfolume of air inspired was oalonlated as follows .^Tha
nitrogen (per cent ) in the air ingpired » to 100, so is the nitrogen in

the air ewptred to the volume of nir\nsptred The volume of air in-

spired IS thus obtained with much greater accuracy than by any
experimental method, as the nitrogen must invariably exhibit the
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Bame proportion whatever the volaxne of air expired thta means
the results obtained for the volumes of oxygon cotmmed and abMorhed^

which are the main objects of the present enquiry, are thoroughly

reliable

The expenments are made on two difPerent persons, and show that

not only the oarbomc aoid expired within a given time but also the

oxygen consumed vanes according to individuals The subjects of these

expenments are uotl suited to show ** extremes ” as to the function of
*

respiration, one of thorn being 63 years of age and the other 21^ both

in perfect health

Twelve expenments were made in both cases, six while under the

influence of food and six while fasting No expenments were made
under extreme fasting * •

On considering the Tables, the composition per cent of the air

expired is observed to alter but little In my case the COj vanes
from 4 53 to 5 14

The proportion of oxygen was very constant, ranging also with me
from 15 30 to 16 0

The volumes of oxygen consumed represented the volumes of

oxygen the body took up, on one hand for the combustion and
elimination of carbon in the form of carbonic acid, on the other, for

the probable elimination of tissues m the form of oiystalloid com*
pounds The relations between the oxygen consumed and the

oarbomo acid produced varied m my case between 0 816 and 0 912

with a mean of 0 868

The proportion of the oxygen consumed which is absorbod is easily

found by subtracting the volume of COa produced from the total volume
of oxygen consumed This volume has been expressed os ahiorhed por

itetnuts, a result obtained by dividing the figure found by the number
of minutes and seconds the experiment lasted The volumes ab-

sorbed per minute varied in my case from 21 8 to 42 8 e o , with a
mean of 83*0 c.c. ,

this was equal to 2*83 grams of oxygen absorbed

per hour It may be concluded tiiat this absorption of oxygen is an
important factor towards the phenomena of nutrition

The proportion of oxygen absorbed m my case for 100 parts of otr

inspired exhibits a mean of 0*74 part, and vanes from 0*44 to

1 08. This does not agree with the volume of oxygen usually oou-

sidmwd as absorbed, amounting to abont 2 per cent The correspond-

ingproportion for the experiments on Mr Bussell will be found nearly

exactly that obtained for myself, and I roust cooclude that 0*74

per cent., or a dosely approximating figure, shows the proportion of

the ear inspired (in the form of oxygen) which remains in the

blood, and oonaequently does not reappear in the corresponding air

OL L.

^ See Tablet aeeompanyiug this peper

P
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expE&red The mean proportioii of oxjrgen absorbed in tbe omygm

inaptred amounted to 3 67 per oent

The weight of oacjrgen oonaumed per hour vanes acoording to the

person under expenment, and also in relation to the lapse of time

after the ingestion of food. It ranged in my case from 19 75 grams

to 22 02 ,
and per kilo weight of my body, from 0 338 to 0 876

gram This is a much smaller proportion than that given for

animals either by Regnault and Reiset or Chapman and Brubacker

Infliitenee of Food —Food, in my oase, at a mean time of 2 hoars

and fd minutes after its ingestion, exerted apparently no effect on Uie

proporiionB of OOs, 0, and N expired, as they were nearly exactly

the same in both oases

Tbe ratio between the oxygen consumed and CO« prodnood exhibited,

m my case, a decided tendency to fall while under the fasting state,

the Bgnres obtained being 0 870 while under the indnenoe of food,

and 0 860 while fasting

The volnmes of oxygen absorbed wore much the same in both

oases, althongh exhibiting a tendency to rise while fasting

Tbe differences between tbe proportions of oxygen absorbedm 100

volumes of air, or 100 of oxygen, under the influence of digestion oi

ftsting are inappreciable

There is a decided excess in the weight of oxygen consumed under

the influence of food over that consumed fasting
, the figures being

SI 87 grams after food, and 20 26 grams fasting

The weight of COa expired per minute vanes as nsnal aooordmg

to tbe inflnenoe of food, and calls for no comment
Mr Bussell also submitted to twelve experiments, six made at a

mean tune of two hours after a meal, and six while faetmg, or at a
mean time of four hours and twenty-three minutes after food The
proportions per cent of COa, O, and N expired are mudii alike in

every expenment, varying as follows —COt, 5 36 to 5 06 , 0, 14*89

to 16 26; N, 79 36 to 79 92 The ratio of oxygen consumed to COi
produced vanes from 0818 to 0923, with a mean of 0*876. This
closely approxinpites tbe oorresponding means obtained in my own
case, amoanting to 0663, which, however, is slightly lower The
next figures in the table, ahowmg tbe propoitem uf oxygen ocm-

eumed on 100 of air and 100 of O breathed, give means vmy naariy

the same as when I submitted to experiment

The weights of oxygen consumed per hour, 25*98 gmms, and par
kilo of body weight per hour, 0 880, are decidedly higher than in my
case Mr Bussell also expired a^^ter weight of GOs per mmute
than I did, showing greater aotifity in the process of nutrition—

a

{dienomonon probably due to youth*

The influence of digeHion and fasting shows no alteration in 6be
propoiiious of COa, 0, and N expired The difference in the ratio
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between O oonsumed and 00$ prodaoed ifi baarelj perceptible,

althoagh exhibiting a elight tendenoj to fall while fasting The pro-

portions of oxygen absorbed m 100 of air and oxygen ifispired are

much the same under the influence of food and fasting

The main effect prodnoed on Mr KusRell by the ingestion of food

and fasting » to be found m the weight of oxygen consumed per
hour, which falls from 28 66 grams under the influenoe of food to

23 30 when fasting, and per kilo weight from 0 417 gram to 0 380
gram There la also, when fasting, a considerable reductipn of

weight of the C0$ expired per minute (0*578 gram to 0 468 gram)
The results obtained from the present investigation of the inter*

change of gases in the respiratory process ofman may bo summed up
as follows — •

1 The percentage of 00$, O, and N in the air expired alters

according to the person under experiment, but in every case

the proportions of oacb gas vary but slightly up to a period

of about four hours and a half after the mid-day meal, a result

I had formerly obtained for 00$

2 Tl^e ratio between the oxygen consumed and the carbonic acid

prodaoed exhibited a mean of 0871 for two persons and
twenty-four experiments This is nearly the same figure as

that obtained by Messrs Jolyet, Bergoni^, and Sigalas---0 868,

and a marked approximation to 0 90, the corresponding ratio

given for rabbits by Messrs Chapman and Brubaker
3 The mean volume of oxygen absorbed per minate was very

nearly the same for the two persona, and amounted to a totij

moan of 34 3 0 0 on twenty-four experiments This would be

equal to 2 94 grams of oxygen absorbed per hour

4 The mean volume of owyijm absorbed m relation to the wvr

inspired proved nearly the same in both persons submitted to

experiment, and amounted to 0 75 per oent A similar remark

applies to the proportions of oxygen absorbed to the ozygen

inhaled ; the figures are 36 9 in one case, and 3 55 in the other,

with a mean of 3*63

& The mean weight of oxygen oonsumod per hour varied with each

person submitted to expenment, amounting to 20*81 grams in

the older and 26 09 in the younger man. The corresponding

figures per kilo, of body weight were 0 355 gram and 0 380

gram
6. The weight of oarbonio acid expired per minute is notably

higher in the younger man, and corresponds approximately to

proportionally moreaeed amount of oxygen consumed.

The elaborate investigation of Messrs. Hannot and Utehet calls for

a few remtxks.
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The mean ventihition of the InngKf by whwb expression I eon-

o7nde JHeaflorfii Hanriot and B>icbet mean tlw sum of the air

inspired and expired, amounts, according to these authors, to 10 litres

of air per kilo weight of the bodj per hour Tbjs result agrees,

within certain limits, with those I have obtained The sum of the air

inspired and exfured in each experiment gives, ni my case, a maximum
of 9 94 litres per kilo n eight per Iioni, and a nntumum of 8 33 hires,

with a mean of 9 12 litres, which is near to Messrs Hanriot and

Biebpt’s figure of 10 litres Mr Busseirs mean pulmonary ventila-

tion IS decidedly less than mine, and lower than tiie figure obtained

by the French authors, amounting to a maximum of 9 51 litres and a

minimnm of 6 87 litres, the mean being 8 13 hires It is therefoi*e

obvious that the pulmonary ventilation vanes ]>ei kilo weight of

body, according to different people Messrs Hanriot and Bicbet

apparently experimented only on a single person

The volume of carbonic acid in 100 of expired air appears decidedly

low in Messrs Haunot and Richet's experiments, amounting to a

mean of 3 30 In the experiments which foim the subject of the

present paper, the corresponding proportion varied, for myself

between 4 bS and 5 14, and for Mr BussoU between 5 38 and 5 90

Those proportions, to which I have drawn attention m former com-

munications, vary not only with different individuals, but with the

same person under different circnmstanoes The relation between

the oxygen consumed and C0| produced is decidedly smaller in Messrs

Hanriot and Bichet*s expenmonts than in my own * those gentiemen

find the mean relation in question to be 0 78, while the mean from
my experiments on two different persons yield 0 871

The second part of the present communication deals with the respira-

Htion of air containing from 2 5 to 4 per cent of carbonio acid. The
mixinre was made by introdaomg carbonio acid, prepared from marble

and hydrochloric aoid, into a certain volume of air drawn into one of

the bell-jars The mixtnre was first of all analysed for the determinatioii

of the COa it contained, and then it was inspired through the nose,

by means of a well-fitting noso-pieoe, and expired into the other

bell-jar through the mouth The first five or six mspirations were

used for rinsing out the lungs and the bell-jar, and were driven

out of the second bell-jar through a while the person

under experiment was expiring into the open air, this was easily

effected by means of the three-way stop-oock , then the stop-oock

was again turned, and the expired air collected in the bell-jar while

the time was taken The effects produced were a sensation of want
of air and a considerable increase .in the volume of air breathed per
minute The air expired, during a period of from 2 to 4 minutes,

was collected for experiment , bnt the breathing of the air and 00|
wee earned on altogether for 4 or 5 minutes. No lasting ill effeo*s
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trare prodnced on eitlier ot us I saboii^tod to three experiments and
Mr Uuasell to two

These expenmeuts (with one exception) were undertaken at the

same time as others made with fresh air, though about an boor later,

and references are entered in the following table in order that the

corresponding expenmonta maj be oompaied with each other

Air Breathed containing an excess of Carbonic Acid

Dr Matcet under experiment

Kxpenment 1 Exponment IT Experiinout ITT

2 58 por oeut CO3 |
3 54 per eeut CO^ 4 06 per oerit COj

inspired inepired inspired

Time after food, I Time after footl, lime after food,
2h 45m

I^ab temp
,
ICf' 5

bar
, 758 7

8** 25“
I Lab temp

,
10^ 4

Bar, 756 4.

2h SQm

I

lAb temp ,
IS^ 0

Bar. 7627

On 100 expired
6 88
16 14
77 <m

On 100 expired

6 29 ]

10 78
I

76 93

0 coneumed 858 1085
9
'2 881

COg produced b38 668 i 606
Belatum. • 0 738 0 010 0 608

iSf
Oabiorbedper
minute
0 absorbed on
100 air in

71 112

g

i^i

-

127

epired 1 16 1 68 1 89
0 aheorbed on lg
100 0 in

fl
iroired «...

Weight 0 eon-

6 7t 6 06 0 90

•iimed per
hour • • , 1

Weight 0 per
88 81 25 U

{

87 811
t

hour per Jkilo U 808 0 429 a 0 476
Wei8[ht OO3

expred per
<S

0 888 jmmute ..*•
1

0 393 0 854 j
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* Mr BuBiell under experiment

Bzpeninent I Kxponment 11

COa in aar breathed • •

Time after food
Laboratory toniperaturc

Barometer .

.

8 79 per.
Sltonn

'

l(f 9
7S9 6

snt

3 3^ a

3 01 perc
3 hours
Ifi 7
764 0

ent

,
On 100 parte air expired a

0 . ...

6 68
]6 90 If

6 54
15 80

a a
V 9

H 4M c

N 77 48
X

77 66
-

0 consumed 1073 1079

00a formed * « « • . • Si 679 X Si
Belation «

I* 0 637 IS0 absorbed )>er minute 1410 0 170 0 0

0 absorbed per lUO oir oxpin^d 1 88 2 fc* 2 15
i0 absorbed per 100 0 ezinred «

Weight 0 ooneumed per hour it
10 70
31 04 i’E

Weight 0 eonsnmed per kilo

COa expired per minute
0 440
0 416 ^

0 ® 0 400
0 389 J

w ®

1

On a oonBideraiion of the foregoing tables it will be seen that the

COs expired (per rent of air expired) does not represent the COs
exhaled from the blood, bat the figure is much higher, as it includes

the COt inspired, which is expired together with the proportion

exhaled The yolumo of COa actually exhaled from the blo^ can

be calculated by sabtracting the proportion of COa m the atr

tn^tred from the corresponding proportion of COa in the air expired

Tlie volumes of CO3 actually found in the expired air have not been

entered m the following table (p 71), but the figures represent these

volumes loss the corresponding proportions of COa m the air inspired,

and th^ show that the COa actually exhaled from the blood is very

much less than in ordinary respiration

It will therefore be observed that nearly half the COa which would
have been expired in natural breathing has been retained in the

body Of course this is assuming that no COa has been absorbed

directly at the lungs Honoe there must be a very great accumula-

tion of COa u> the blood when air containing COa is inspired

It fo'llows from this inquiry on the irespiration of air containing

from 2 5 to 4 per cent of COa—
Ist That the proportion of oxygen in 100 of air expired exhibits

a slight increase beyond its proportion in ordinary breathing

2nd That the relation between the oxygen consumed and CO« pro-

duced is very much smaller than in ordinary lespiration, amounting
to a mean of 0 654 for myself and 0 567 for Mr Bussell, against a
total mean of 0 871 for both of us m ordinaiy breathing.
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Dr Marcet

Feroontage COg eipired
in ordinary breathing

Peroentage CQ| m air

inspired

Percentage COg exhaled
from blood when

breathing air and OOg

1 * 5 12 3 M 2 66
2 • • • • 5 12* 2 63 3 32
a . . 6 14 4*06 2 17—

•

Moans. 6 13 3 33 2 78

Mr Buraell

1 . 5 69 8 79 2 76
2 , , 5 51 8 91 2 56

Means 5 60 8 91 2 66

3rd That the volume of ozygea absorbed per miante is greatly

lacreased, my own mean amoaating to 103 c c ,
and Mr Bussell’s

to 155 c 0 , instead of 32 9' in my case and 37 5 m the other

4th That the pixiportione per cent of oxygon absorbed in the au
inspired are increased in both cases to a mean of 1 39 against 0 66,

and to a mean of 1 96 against 0 75 in ordinary breatlimg A corre**

sponding increase is observed in the proportion of oxygen absorbed to

the oxygen inspired

6th That the weight of oxygen consumed by the body per hour is

considerably increased, amounting to a moan in my case of 25 42

grams, against 21 37 grams, and with Mr Russell of 30 95 grams

against 26 66 in ordinary breathing

6th That the weight of carbonic acid expired per mmute is con-

siderably reduced, amounting m my case to a mean of 0 878 instead

of 0 430, and with Mr Bussell to a mean of 0 402 instead of 0 578

expired in normal respiration

These experiments, although but few in number, suffice to show

that when air is breathed containing from 2 5 to 4 per cent of

COi the amount of oxygen consumed is much greater than in

ordinary breathing, while the carbonic acid expired is very much leas.

There must consequently remain in the blood a constderhble amount

?f oxygen to be transformed into an excess of COa besides the pro->

portion required towards the other functions of the body

* The analysM following fig 2 do not really correspond, but are made under

similar mvoumstanoei of food, temperature, &c ,
and are therefore made to compare

with eaeh other in thu table.
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Sir WILLIAM THOMSON. D C L., LL D . President, m tlie Ofaam

The Presents received were laid on the table, and thanks ordered

{or them

Sir John Conroy, Mr Edwin Bailey Elliott, Mr Percy C Oilchnst,

Dr William Dobinson Halliburton, Mr John Edward Marr, Mr
Ludwig^ Mond, Professor Silvanns Phillips Thompson, and Captain

Thomas Henry Ttzard were admitted into the Society

The following Papers weie read —

L ** On Some Test Cases for the MaxwelUBoltzrnann Doctrine

regarding Distribution of Energy/’ By Bm William
Thomson, D.O L*. P ILS. Received June 11. 1891.

1 Matwell, in his article (‘ Phil Mag 1800) “ On the Collision of

Elastic Spheres/’ enunciates a very remarkable theorem, of prunary

unpoTtaaoe in the kinetic theory of gases, to the effect that, in an
assemblage of large numbers of mutually colliding spheres of two oi*

of several different magnitudes, the mean kinetic energy is the same
for equal numbers of the sphei'es irrespectively of their masses and

diameters
, or, in other words, the time-avorages of the squares of the

velocities of individual spheres are inversely as thmr masses The
mathematical investigation given as a proof of this theorem m that

first article on the subject is quite unsatisfactory
, but the mere enun-

oiaition of it, even if without proof, was a very valuable oontributiou

to Boienoe In a subsequent paper (** Dynamical Theory of Gases/’

’Phil Trans/ for May, 1866) Maxwell finds in fats equation (34)
(’ Oolleeted Works/ p 47), as a result of a thorough mathematical

itiveBtigation,the same theorem extended to include collisions between

Boscovioh pointe with mutual forces according to any law of distance,

provided only that not more than two points are in collision (that is

to say, within the distances of their mutual influence) simultaneously

Tait confirms Maxwell’s original theorem for colliding spheres of

diSereiit magnitudes in an interesting and impoi*tnnt examination of

iiie subject in §§ 16, 20, 21 of his pnper ’* On the Foundations of the

BSuetio Theory of Oases ” (‘ Trans R.8 E ’ for May, 1866)

2. BoHsmann, m hia ” Studien fiber das Gleichgewicht der leben*

d%en Kiraft twisohen bewegten matenellen Punkten” (’Sitsb K,
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Akad Wion,’ October 8, 1868), enunciated a large extension of this

theorem, and Maxvrall a still wider generalisation in Ins paper On
Boltzmann's Theorem on the Arerage Distribatioa of Energy m a

System of Material Points " (‘ Cambridge Phil Soc Trans May 6,

1878, republished m vol 2 of Maxwell's ‘ Scientific Papers,’ pp
713—741), to the following olTect (p 716) —

In the ultimate stette of the system, the average kinetic energy of

two given portions of the system must be m the ratio of the number

of degrees of freedom of those portions
"

Much disbelief and doubt has been felt as to the complete truth, or

the extent of cases for which there is truth, of this proposition

3 For a test ense, differing as little as possible from Maxwell's

original case of solid elastic spheres, consider a hollow spherical

shell and a solid sphere—globule we shall call it for brevity—witbm

the shell 1 must first digress to remark that what has hitherto by

Maxwell and Clausius and others before and after them been called

for brevity an " elastic sphere,” is not an elastic solid, capable of

rotation and of elastic deformation, and therefore capable of an

iniimte nnmber of modes of steady vibration, into which, of finer and
finer degrees of nodal sub-dxviston and shorter and shorter periods,

all translational energy would, if the Boltzmann«Maxwell generalised

proposition were true, be ulttmately transformed by oolltsioui.

The ^‘smooth elastic spheres’^ are really Boscovioh point^aioms,

with their translational inertia, and with, for law of force, zero force

at every distance between two points exceeding the sum of the radu

of the two balls, and infinite repulsion at exactly this distance Wa
may uae Boscovioh similarly for the hollow shell with globule in its

intenor, and so do away with all question as to vibrations due to

elasticity of material, whether of the shell or of the globule Let ua

simply suppose the mutual action between the shell and the globule

to be nothing except at an instant of collision, and then to be sncdi

that their relative component velocity along the radius through the

point of contact is reversed by the collision, while the motion of their

centre of mertia repains unchanged

4 For brevity, we shall call the shell and interior globule of § 3, n
double molecule, or sometimes, for more brevity, a doublet

smooth elastic sphere "of § 3 will be called simply an atom, or a
single atom ,

and the radius or diameter or surface of the atom will

mean the radius or diameter or surface of the ooiresponding sphere.

(This explanation is necessary to avoid an ambiguity which might
occur with reference to the common expression sphere of acfaon of

a Bosoovioh atom )

h Consider now a vast number of atoms and doublets, endosod in

a perfectly rigid fixed surface, having the property of reversii^ the
normal oompoueDt velocity of approach of anyatom or shell or draUst
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at the instant of contact of surfaces, while leaving nnehanged the

ahsolnto volooitj’ of the centre of inertia of the two Let any velocity

or velocities in any direction or directions be given to any one or more
of the atoms oi of the shells or globules constituting the doublets

According to the Boltzinann-Maicwell doctrine, the motion will become
disinbuted through the system, so that ultimately the time-average

kinetic energy of each atom, each shell, and each globule shall be equal ,
•

and therefore that of each doublet doable that of each atom This is

certainly a very marvolloufl conclusion
,
bnt I see no reason to doubt

it on that account Aftei' all, it is not obviously more marvellous

than the seemingly well proved conclusion, that in a mixed assemblage

of colliding single eioms, some of which have a million million times

the mass of others, the smaller masses will ultimately average a

million tunes the velocity of the larger But it is not included in

MaxwolFs proof for single atoms of different mosses [(34) of his

“ Dynamical Theory of Oases ’* referred to above]
,
and the condition

that the globules enclosed in the shells are prevented by the shells

from collisions with one another violates Tait's condition [(C) of

§ 18 of ** Foundations of K T Gases *'], ** that there is perfectly free

access for collision between each pair of particles whether of the

same or of different systems *’ An independent investigation of such

a simple and deffinte case as that of the atoms and doublets defined

§§ S'—5 IB desirable as a test, or would be interesting os an illus-

tration were test not needed, for the exceedingly wide genoralisation

set forth in the Boltzmann-Maxwell doctrine

6 Kext, instead of only a single globule within the shell of § 4,

let there be a vast number To hx ideas let the moss of the shell be

equal to a hundred times the sum of the masBes of the globules, and
let the number of the globules be a hundred million million Let

two such shells be connected by a push-and-pull massless spnng
Let all be given at rest, with the spnng stretched to any extent

,
and

then left free According to the Boltzmann-Maxwell doctrine, the

motion produced initially by the spring will become distributed

through the system, so that ultimately the sum of the kinetic

energies of the globules within each shell will bo a hundred nulhou

million times the average kinetic energy of the shell The average

velocity* of the shell will ulUmately be a hundred-millionth of ilie

average velocity of the globules A corresponding proposition m the

kmetio theory of gases is that, if 4wo rigid shells each weighing

1 gram, and containing a centigram of monatomic gas, be atiaol^ to

the two prongs of a massless perfectly elastic tuning fork, and set to

vibrate, the gas will become heated in virtue of its viscous resistance

* The *' •veonge velooity <ii « particle,** irrecpeottvely of direotion, ii (in the

kiuetio theoiy of gaM«) a oonvement czproMion for the »quare toot cf the time^

average of the square of lU veloiuty,

VOL L. a
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io the TibrAtion exotied in it b7 the vibration of the shell,until nearly

all the initial enet^ of the tuning fork is thus spent

7 Going bark to the double molecules of § 5, suppose the internal

globule to be so connected by massless springs with the shell that the

globule IB urged towards the ooutre of the shell with a fr)roe simply

proportional to the distance between the centres of the two This

arrangement, which I gave in my Baltimore Lectures, m 1884i, as an

illustration for vibratory molecules embedded in ether, would be

equivalent to two masses connected by a massless spring, if we had

only motions in one line to consider, bat it has the advantage of

being perfectly isotropic, and giving for all motions parallel to any

fixed hne exactly the same result as if there were no motion perpen-

dicular to it When a pair of masses connected by a spring strikes a

fixed obstacle or a movable body, with the line of their centres not

exactly perpendicular to the tangent plane of contact, it is caused to

rotate Ko such complication alfeots our isotropic doublet An
assemblage of snob doublets being given moving about witlun a
ngid enclosing surface, will the ultimate statistios be, for each

doublet,* equal average kinetic energies of motion 6f centre of inertta,

and of relative motion of the two constituents V

* Thu imphsi equal STerage kinetic energiiM of tlie tvo oonsiitiiente , and, con

vsmly, equal avcfage kinetic energieii of the two consHtuente, except in the cue of

thsir msMaB being equal, implies the equality itated in the text Let «, u' be abso-

lute oomponent xelooitiei of two msMM, «i, si^, perpendicular to a fixed plane i

V the oonviponding oomponent velocity of their centre of mertisi and f that

of their mutual relative motion We have

*“^"15^’ W>

wJmoe - (m-*') (,).

Kow luppoM the tune-average of ITr to be zero In every case in winch thii is

so we have, by (2),

Time av. • {fa-m') x Time-av |lP-. j. (g),

ITened in any raze m which

Time-av ipw* Tune-av mV*

w«li»ye (»-«')'« Tune
(«),

.ltd thnefore, meefit irtam m m m\ «« muit Imt.

(6).

idiMi prowl till prapoMtion. Immum,m w. mdil, im fimn (}),
if, is .Tor, DMo, tlie kiMtki nwg, of nUtthw moOum, m-V,mA
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8 If yre try to anBWc^r this question synthetically, we find a cotq*

plex and troublesome problem in the details of all but the r&rj simplest

case of collision which can occur, which is direct collision between two
not previously vibrating doublets, or any collision of one not prenonsly
vibrating doublet against a fixed piano In this case, if the masses

of globule and shell are equal, a complete collision consists of two
impacts at an interval of time equal to half the period of free vibration

of the doublet, and after the second impact there is separation without

vibration, just as if wo had had single spheres instead of the doublets

But in oblique oolhsion between two not previously vibrating doublets,

oven if the masses of sbell and globule are equal, we have a somewhat
troublenome problem to find the interval between the two impacts,

when there arr two^ and to find the final resulting vibration l^hen

the component relative motion parallel to the tangent plane of the first

impact exceeds a certain value depending on the radius of the outer

surface of the shell, the penod of free vibration of the doublets, and
the uelative velocity of approach

,
there is no second impact, and the

doublets separate with no relative velocity perpendicular to the tangent

plane, but each with the energy of thatcomponent of its previous motion

converted into vihrational energy When the mass of the shell is mnch
smaller than the mass of the interior globule, almost every collision

will consist of a large number of impacts It seems exceedingly

difficult to find bow to calculate true statistics of these chattering

collisions, and arrive at sound conclusions as to the ultimate distribu-

tion of energy in any of the very simplest eases other than

Maxwell's original case of 1880, but, if the Boltcmann-Maxwell

generalised doctrine is true, we ought to be able to see its truth as

essential, with special oleamess in the simplest cases, even without

going through the full problem pi*csented by the details I can find

nothing in MaxweH's latest article on the subject (‘Camb Phil

Trans.,' Hay 6, 1678), or in any of bis previous papers, proving an

affirmative answer to the question of § 7

9 Gbing back to § 6, let the globules be initially distributed as

nearly 'as may be homogeneously through the hollow , let each globule

be oonneoted with neighbours by massless springs ,
and let all the

globules which are near the inner surface of the shell be connected

^th it also by massless springs Or let any number of smaller

shells be enclosed within our outer shell, and connected by massless

springs aa represented by the accompanying diagram, taken from a
reprint of my Bidtimore lectures now in progress Let two such
outer shdls, given at rest with their systems of globules in equi-

librium within them, be oonneoted by massless springs, and be started

in motion, as wove the shells of § 6. There wUl not now be the

lorreat loss of energy from the vibration of the shells which there was
in § 6, On the contrary, the nltimate average kmetio energy of the

o 2
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whole two hundi*ed milhon million globalos will bo oertainly small in

oompanson wifch the altimate average kiaetio energy of the single

shell It may be becaase each globnle of § 6 is free to wander that

the energy is lost from the shell m that oaae, and distnbntod among
them* There is nothing vague in their motion allowing them to

take more and moi-e energy, now when they are connected by the

massless springs If we suppose the motions infinitesimal, or if,

whatever their ranges may be, all forces are in simple proportion

to displacements, the elementary dynamical theorem of fundantfintal

inodes shows how to find dotermmately each of the 600 million million

and BIX simple harmonic vibrations of which the motion resulting from

the prescribed initial circumstances is constituted It tells us that the

sum of the potential and kmetio energies of each mode remains

always of constant value, and that the time^average of the changing

kinetic energy during its period la half of this constant value

Without fully solving the problem for the 600 million million and

SIX co-ordinates, it is eaqr to see that the gravest fundamental mode
of the motion actually produced in the prescribed mrcumstaacefi

differs but little m period and energy from the single simple harmonic

vibration which the two shells would take if the globules were

ngidly connected to them, or were removed from within them, and
the other initial circumstances were those of § 6 But this canola-

Sion depends on the forces being ngorouely in simple proportion to

displacements

10 * In no real case could they be so, and if there is any deviation

from the simple proportionality of force to displacement, the inde-

pendent superposition of motions does not hold good. We have still a

theorem of fundamental inodes, although, ho far as 1 know, this

theory has not yot been investigated t For any stable q^stem moving
with a given sum, E, of potential and kinetic energies, there must in

general he at least as many fundamental modes of mgwdvaly psfiodui

moi%m as ihare are freedoms (or independent variables) But the

configuration of each fundamental mode is now not gmsraUy Amtlai*

* SeotioDft 10 to 17 added July 10, 1691

t It i» Aimilar for udy<sam/%o osmb, that ii to My, sasM in wfiioh thert ts no
potontial on«rgy, as, for example, a partiolo constrained to remam on a Busfaee and
uMYViDgalsngafeoditioliiieundtrtbeinAuetioeofiio applied'' fi»roe«
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for different vidnee of E , and snperpoRition of different fnndamental

modes, whether with the same or with different values of E, has now

no meaning It seems to me probable that evei^ fundamental mode
IS essentialIj unstable. It is so if Maxwell’s fnndamental assump-

tion* that the system if loft to itself in its aotoal state of motion,

will, sooner or later, pass through every phase which is consistent

with the equation of energy ” is true It seems to me quite probable

that this assumption in true, provided the actual state of motion *' is

not exactly, as to position aud velocity, a configuration of son)e one

of the fundamental modes of ngorously periodic motion, and pro-

vided also that the ** system ” has not any exceptional character,

such as those indicated by Maxwell for cases in which he wamst us

that his assumption does not hold good,

11 But, conceding Maxwell's fundamental assumption, I do not

see in the mathematical workings of his paper| any pioof of his

conclusion “that the average kinetic energy corresponding to any

one of the variables is the same for every one of the variables of

the system ” Indeed, as a general proposition its meaning is not

explained, and seems to me inexplicable The redaction of the

kinetic energy to a sum of 8qnareB§ leaves the several parts of the

whole with no correspondence to any defined or definable set of inde*

pendent variables What, for example, can the meaning of the

ronclusionll be for the case of a pointed pendulum P (a system of

two rigid bodies, one supported on a fixed, honsontal axis and the

other on a parallel axis fixed relatively to the first body, and both

acted on only by gravity). The conclusion is quite intelligible, how-

ever (but IS it true P), when the kinetic energy is expressible as a

earn of squares of rates of change of single co-ordiuates each multi-

plied by a function of all, or of some, of the co-ordinates ^ Consider,

for example, the still easier case of these coefficients constant

12. Consider more particularly the easiest case of all, motion of a

single partiole in a plane, that is the case of just two independent

variables, say, a, y, and kinetic energy equal to + The

equations of motion are

dV ^ ^
""da * dy

^

e " Scientific Pi^^en," Td II, p 714.

t iM.pp 714,715

t /5id., pp 716-728
|/M.p7«
t| Or of Maxwell's ** i," in p 728

q [It may be untrue for one set of co-ordinates, though true f6r others Consider,

for example, uniform motion in a circle For dl systems of rectdineal rectangular

CO ordinates (a, y), time-av a* -» time-av g* i but for polar oo-ocduiates (r, 9) we

have not time av. r* equal to time-aT r* e®—W T
,
July 21, IS91.]
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where Y is the potenhal energj, which nmy be any fancrfcion of

Babjeot only to ihe condition (required for stability) that it ib

essentially positive (its least value being, for brevity, tnhen as sero)

It IS easily proved that, with any given value, E, tor the sum of

kiuetie and potential energies there are two determinate modoa of

periodic motion
,
that is to say, there are two hnite closed curves

such that if m be pi*ojected from any pomt of either with velocity

eqnal to \/[2(£—V)] in the direction, eitherwards, of the tangent to

the cnive, us path will be exactly that oaz ve In a very special class

of cases there are only two such periodic motions, but it is obviom

that there are more than two m other cases

IH Take, for example,

V = i(aV+/3V’+ c^y)

For all values of E we havo

» = a cos (at-fl) 1 «« j V = 0 1

y=:0 / ji = hoos (fit—/) I

as two fandamental modes When E is infinitely small we havo
only these two, but for any finite value of K we have clearly an

infimto number of fundamental modes, and every mode diff6i*s

infinitely little from being a fandamental mode To see this let m bo

projected from any point N in OX, in a direction perpendicular to

OX, with a velocity equal to -/(2E—a*ON*)» After a sofflciently

great number of oiHiBsinga and re-orossings across tbe line X'OX, the

particle will cross this line veiy nearly at right angles, at some point,

N' Vary the position of N very slightly in one dii*eotion or other,

and re-projeot m from it perpendicularly and with proper velocity

,

till (by proper ** trial and error method) a path is found, which,

after still the same number of crossings and re-crossings, crosses

exactly at right angles at a point very near the point Lot m
continue its journey along this path and, after just as many more
crossings and re-crosbtngs, it will return exactly to N, and cross OX
there, exactly at right angles Thus the path from TS to N" is exactly

half on orbit, and fiom N" to the remaming half

14. When cEI(ja?fP) is a small numeric, the part of the kinetic

energy expressed by is very small m comparison with the total

energy, B. Hence the path is at every tune very nearly the resultant

of the two primary fundamental modes formulated in § 18 ; and an
interesting pioblem is presented, to find (by the method of the
“ variation of parameters ”) o, s, 6,/, slowly varying fonotionsof
such that

« s a sin (a^^-s), y si S sin /)t

i ^ oaoCs (aZ-^e), y ss bff COB
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shftll be the rigoroas solution, ot a practioal approximation to it

Carefal oousidemtion of posaibiJitiefi m respect to this case [oE/(«^^)

very small] seem thoroughly to confirm Maxwell’s fundamental

assumption quoted in § 11 , and that it is oorrect whether cE/(a*/3^)

bo small or largo seems exceedingly probable, or quite certain

15 But it seems also probable that Maxwell’s ooac^wrton, which
for the case of a material point moving in a plane is

Time-av ju* = Time-av y- • . . (1)

IS not true when differs from ^ It is certainly not proved No
dynamical principle except the equation of energy,

K«^+y*)=:E-V (2),

IB brought into the mathematical work of pp 722—725, which is

given by Maxwell as proof for it Hence any arbitrarily drawn
curve might be assumed for the path without violating the dynamics

which enters into Maxwell's investigation
,
and we may draw curves

for the path such as to satisfy (1), and curves not satisfying (1),

but all tiuversing the whole space within the bounding curve

(3),

and all satisfying Maxwell’s fundamental assumption (§ 11)

16 The meaning of the question is illustiated by redncing it to a

purely goometxioal question regarding the path, thus —calling 0 the

inclination to x of the tangent to the path at any point try, and g the

velocity in the path, we have

as 2 COB ^ =£ 2 Bin (7 (4),

and therefore, by (2) g = V'{2(E—V)} (6)

Hence, if we call $ the total length of curve travelled,

and the question of § 15 becomes, Is ot is sot

.. (7),

where S denotes eo great a length of path that it baa passed a great

nunber of tunee very near to ever/ point within the boandary (8),

very nearly in ereiy duaotion.

17 Ooneider now separately the parte of the two monben of (7)

denred froaa portions of the path whush oroaa an inhmteaunal area

lie having its oentre at (e, p). They are neepeefavely
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V'{2(E-V)} do\ NrfOoos’ $, and y{2(B-V)} dc\ Ndflain*

e

Jo Jo

. . (8).

wbere TUdO denotes the nnniber of portions of tho path, per unit

distance in the direction inclined ^jr+^ to ®, which pass eitherwards

across the area in directions inclined to os at anpfles between the

ralnes and $+^d0 The most general possible expression for

N IB, according to Fourier,

N = Ao+ A.jOoa2^+AjCoa4tf+Ac

J
(9)

Hence the two members of (8) become respectively

-v/{2(B-V)}J<rJir(Ao+iA,), and y{2(E-.V)}diFiv(Ao-i A,)

.. (10)

Remarking that An and At are functions of tr, and taking

da 3= dady^ we find, fiH>m (10), for the two totals of (7) respectively

A.)^WE-V)] 1

and j9r|J/Z»dyCAo—i Ai)v^[2(E-^V)] J

where JJdeedy denotes integration over the whole space enclosed

by (3). These quantities are equal if and only if
|J
dxdyAi vanishes

»

it does so, clearly, if hut it seems improbable that, except

when « it can vanish generally
,
and unless it does so, our

present test case would disprove the Boltsmann-Haxwell general

doctrine

IL “On Electrical Evaporation ” By William Crookes, F.R,S.

Received'June 4, 1891.

It IS well known that when a vacuum tube is furnished with in-

ternal platinum electrodes, the adjacent glass, especially near the

negative pole, speedily becomes blackened, owing to the deposition

of metallic platinum. The passage ot the induction current greai4y

stimulates the motion of the residual gaseous molecules , those ecu-

densed upon and m the immediate neighbourhood of the negative

pole are shot away at au immense speed in almost strai^t lines, the
epeed varying with the degree of exhaustion and with the intensity

of the induced current. Platinum being used for the negative pole,
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not onlj ftre the gaaeons molernles shot away from the electrode, but

tbe paesage of the current so affects the normal molecular motions of

the metal as to remove some of the molecules from the sphere of attrao*

tion of the mass, causing them to fly off with the stream of gaseous

molecules proceeding from the negative pole, and to adhere to any
object near it This property was, I believe, first pointed out by
Dr Wright, of Yale College, and some interesting expermieiits are

described by bim in ‘ The American Journal of Science and Arts ’*

The process has been much used for the production of small uiirrors

for physical apparatus.

This electrical volatilisation or evaporation is very similar to

ordinary evaporation by the agency of heat Cohesion in sohds

vanes according to physical and chemical constitution ,
thus Uvery

kind of solid matter requires to be raised to a certain temperature

before the molecules lose their fixity of position and are rendered

liquid, a result which is reached at widely different temperatures If

we consider a liquid at atmospheric pressure,—say, for instance, a
basin of water m an open room,—at molecular distances the boundaiy

surface between the liquid and the supenncumbent gas will not be a
plane, but turbulent Iiko a stormy ocean. The molecules at the

surface of the liquid dart to and fro, rebound from their neigh*

hours, and fly off in every direction Their initial velocity may be

either aooelerated or retarded according to the direction of impact

The result of a collision may drive a molecule in such a direction

that it remains part and parcel of the liquid , on the other hand, it

may be sent upwards without any diminution of speed, and it will

then be carried beyond the range of attraction of neighbouring mole-

cules and fly off into and mingle with the supenncumbent gas. If a

molecule of the liquid has been driven at an angle with a velocity not

sufficient to carry it beyond the range of the molecular attraction of

the hqnid it may still escape, since, in its excursion upwards, a
gaseous molecule may stnke it in tbe right direction, and its tem-

porary visit may be converted into permanent residence

The intrinsic velocity of the molecules is intensified by heat and

diminished by cold If, therefore, we raise the temperature of the

water without materially increasing that of the surrounding air, the

exonrsums of the molecules of the liquid are rendered longer and ihe

force of impact greater, and thus the escape of molecules into the

upper region of gas is inoreasedi and we say that evaporation is

augmented

the initial velooitnes of the liquid molecules can be increased by
any other means than by raising the temperature, so that their escape

mto the gas is rendered more rapid, the result may be called

evaporation ^ just as well as if heat had been applied*

^ IhhdSsdMfVol lS,p 4e, J«nii«i7,lS77,end vol li,p 109, September, 1S77.
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Hitherto I liaTO spoken of a liquid evaporating into a gas , bat the

same reasoning applies equally to a solid body* But whilst a solid

body like platmam requires an intense heat to enable its upper

stratum ot moleoules to pass beyond the sphere of attraction of the

neighbouring molecules, experiment shows that a very moderate

amount of negative eleotritxcation superadds sufficient energy to

enable the upper stratum of metallic molecules to fly beyond the

attractive power of the rest of the metal*

If a gaseous medium exists above the liquid or solid, it prevents to

some degree the moletules from dying ofi Thus both ordinary and

eleotneal evaporation are mora rapid in a vacuum than at the ordiuaiy

atmospheric pressure

1 have recently made some experiments upon the evaporation of

difEerent substanoes undei the electnc stress

Eva^atwri of Water—A delicate balance was taken, and two very
shallow porcelain dishes were filled with acidulated water and
balanced on the pans Dipping into each dish—toucluug the liquid,

but not the dub—was a platinum wire, one connected with the lu-

duiotion coil and the other iiisulated The balance was loft free to

move, but was not swinging, the pointer resting at the centre of the

scale. The water in connection with the coil was first made positive

After If hours there was scarcely any dilforenoe between the weight

of the insulated water and that which had been exposed to the

positive current Equilibnum being restored, the current was re-

versed, the negative cuntmt being kept ou the dish for two hours.

At the end of this time the electrified water was decidedly lighter

After having again restored equilibrium, the electrification of the

dishes was reversed, % e , the one that had before been insulated was

made negative and the other one was insulated* In an houi the

electrified water had become decidedly lighter than the insulated

water. The experiment was performedm aroom of uniform tempera*

ture, and any draught was prevented by the glass case of the

balance In a subsequent experiment lu which the quantities were
weighed, it was found that negatively eleotnhed water lost in If hours

1/lOOOth part of its weight more than did insulated water

This experiment shows that the dutmbing infinenoe which assists

evaporation is peouliar to the negative polo even at atmoephcric

pressures

The metal cadmium was next expenmenied upon.

Evaporation of Oadmxum,—If the flying-oS of the metal of tijie

negative pole is similar to evapomtion or volatilisation, the operaiion

should be accelerated by heat.

A tube was made as shown in fig. 1. A and B are the

poles sealed through the glass C and D are two bloclss of metaUic
cadmium of the same sue and weight* The pieoe 0 la m eentaot
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Via 1

A

with 'ill e pole B, which in the experiment waa always kept negative,

the pole A being positive. When the exhaastion was suoh that the

|>aasage of the current gave green phosphoresoenoe over the glass,

heat was applied simuUatieoasly to both ends of the y -shaped tube

by moans of a gas-bnrner and air-baih, so that one piece of cadmium
was at the same temperature as the other The current was then

applied and was kept on for about an hour, and it was remarkable

that no metal was deposited lu the neighbourhood of the positive pole,

the surrounding portion of the tube being quite clean, while the

corresponding part of the other limb of the tube, having no electrodoH,

was thickly coated, the appearance being shown in the drawing

As the temperature was high, metal had distilled off from both

lumps , hence there was no visible difference in the amount of the

deposit in the two sides It is evident that, to render the electrical

action most visible, the temperature should be kept short of the

normal volatilising point

In the next experiment an exactly similar tube was used; the

vacuum was such that the green phoaphoresoonce of the glass was
well seen, the temperature was kept just below the melting point of

oadmium, and the current was kept on for an hour On examining

the tube at the end of this tune, the appearance was as seen xn fig. 2.

A considerable deposit had taken place on the end of the tube near

the negative pole, the space round the positive pole was clear, while

in the hmb of the tube where no electricity had been passing only

a vety little deposit of metal was seen, as shown m the figure

The temperature in this experiment having been kept below the

s&aMtng poiDt, bad no electricity been applied, there would have been

little, if any, evaporation. The amplitude of the molecular

esmllatiims was inoveas^ by the rm of temperaturs^ but not saffi»
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ciontly to allow many of the molooulea to pass beyond the sphere of

attraction of the mass When, howoror, the onrrent was turned on,

the oscillations were increased snfficiently to carry some of the mole-

cules beyond their spheres of attraction and hence into the vacuous

space above As in the water experiment, this only happens at the

negative pole It would seem that, even alter having been removed

from the rest of the mass, the on«.mBhing stream of gaseous molecules

IB necessary to carry the metallic moleoulea away, and, aa I ahall pre-

sently show, even then they very quickly drop out of the ranks and

deposit on the walls of the tube*

Fia 3.

A

C

D

An ither tube was made as shown in fig. 3. the poles A, B, C, D
were platinum wires sealed thi*oagh the glass, A and D having
aluminium poles covering the platinum wire In the ends of the
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tnbe, and touching tho poles B and C, wore two pieces of cadmium
of the sumo suee and fihapo. The tube was exhausted to the

phosphorescent point, and the current was turned on, C being made
negative and D positive. No heat was applied The current was
kept on for about half an hour, until a good deposit of metal had

been deposited on tlio glass, the appearanoe being as shown in fig 4,

Fia 4

/

the glass neaa the pole C being coated with metal, while tlie glass

round the polo D was clean The outer boundary of the dark space

during tbo experiment is shown by the dotted line ef

The pole B was now made positive and the polo A negative, the

current being kept on for another half hour At the end of the time

the only additional effect was a slight darkening itiund the lump of

cadmium, in the same place as, but very much fainter than, the deposit

shown in fig 5 This is probably due to a little leakage of negative

Fia 6

dischaige from the positive pole The experiment shows that

positive eleotrifioation does not cause the metal sensibly to \oia<

tllise.

in these experiments no estimation was made of the weight of

metal removed, and the cadmium only rested by its own weight upon

tbe platinum wires that had been sealed through the glass^ To
render the experiment quantitative, and at tbe same time to remove
any disturbing effect that might be caused by heating at the point of

ittdtfiferent contact, the following experiments were made —
A y -shaped tube, shown m fig 6, had a platinum pole sealed m

each end 6 grains of pure cadmium were put into each limb and
fused round the platinum wire. The ends of the tube were then put

into an air-bath| and kept at a temperature of 200" C* during the
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continoance of tbe experiment* The exhaoetion remained at

0*00076 mm , or 1 M The indnotion cnrront was kept going for

thirty-five minutes, the poleA being negative and B positive At the

end of this time it was seen that most of the cadmium had dis*

appeared from the negative pole, leaving the platinum wire clean, no

metal being deposited near it, and the moleonles appearing to have

been shot off to a distance of about { inch The appearanoe of the

positive pole was very different
,
soaroely any of the oadminm bad

been volatilised, and the condensed metal oame almost close to the

pole. The tube was opened, and tbe remauung wires and metal were

weighed. The cadmium was then dissolved off the poles in dilute

acid , the residue was washed, dried, and weighed.

Positire pole Kegafive pole

Original weight of cadmium 600grs ffOOgrs

Cadmium remaining on the pole . • 8*6f5 „ ’0*25 „

Oadminm volatilised in 86 xmos .. 2 86 „ 6*76

e Osdirinm melte at aacf sad boQe at 800^
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The difference between the Amount of cadmium driven from tbe

two polen having proved to be ho decided, anothcn* experiment war
tned m a tube ro arranged that tbe metal oonld be more ensilj'

weighed before and after the experiment The apparatns is ^own
m fig. 7 A tnbe war blown y *sbaped» having a bulb in each limb

The platinnm poles were, aa before, at the extremities of each limb,

and in each bnlb was suspended from a small platinum hook a small

lump of eadxninm, tbe metal having been oast on to tbe wire The
wires were each weighed with and without the cadmium The tube

was exhansted, and the lower half of the tnbe was enclosed in a metal

pot otmtaaning paraffin wax, the tmnperatnre being kept at 230* C.
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dnnng the contmuanoe of the experiment A dopoRit around the

negative pole took plaoe almost immediately, and m five mmates the

balb surrounding it vras opaqne with deposited metal The positive

pole with its surrounding luminosity could be easily seen the whole

time In thirty minutes the oxpenmeiit was stopped, and after all

was cold the tube was opened and the wires weighed again The

results were as follows —
FoBitiT« polo Negabve polo

Original weight of cadmium • « 9 34 gi s 9 38 grs

Weight after expenmeut •« 9 25 „ 1 86 „

Cadmium volatilised in 30 mins 0 09 „ 7 52 „

Finding that cadmium volatilised so readily under the action of

the induction cun'ent, a large quantity, about 350 grs
,
of the pure

metal, was sealed up in a tube anunged as in fig 8, and the end of

Vio 8

the tube containing the metal was heated to a little above Ihe melting
point , the molten metal being made the negative pole,m a few hoait
the whole quantity had volatilised and condensed lu a thick layer on
the far end of the ttibe, near, but not touching, the positive pole

VoltUxluai%cn of —Silver was the next metal expMimented
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upon The apparatus was similar to that used for t}ie oadmtum
experiments (fig 7) Small lumps of pure silver were oast on the

tmds of platinum wii'es, and suspended to the inner ends of platinum

terminals passing through the glass bulb The platinum wires were

protected by glass, so that only the silver balls were ex]>osed The
whole apparatus was enclosed m a metal box lined with nuoa, and
the tomperatuin? was kept os high as the glass would allow without

softening. The apparatus was exhausted to a dark space of 3 mm ,

and the current was kept on for hours The weights of silver,

liefore and after the oxpenment, were as follows —

Original weight of silver.

.

Weight after the experiment

ToMtive pole Negative pt^le

18 14 grs 24 63 gis

1813 2444 „

Silver volatilised in hours QOl „ 019 „

It having been found that silver volatilised readily from the

negative pole in a good vacuum, experiments were instituted to ascer-

tarn whe^ier the molecules of metal shot off from the pole were

instrumental m producing phosphorescence. A glass apjmratus
,

was made as shown m fig 9« A pear-shaped bulb of German glass

\

has, near the small end, an inner concave negative pole, A, of pure

silver, 80 mounted that its inverted image is thrown upon the opposite

end of the tube In front of the polo is a screen of mica, having a

sm^l hole in the centre, so that only a narrow pencil of rays from the

silver pole can pass through, forming a bright spot of phosphor-

escence, D, at the far end of the bulb. The exhaustion was pushed

to a high point, 0 00068 mm , or 0 9 M. Tlte current from an indno-

tion coil was allowed to pass continuously for some hours, the silver

roT- r-. H
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pole being kept negative, bo aa to drive off a certain portion of the

silver electrode On subsequent examination it was found that the

silver had all been deposited in the immediate neighbonxliood of the

pole, whilst at the far end of the tube the spot D, that had been

oontmuously gloving with phosphorescent light, was practically free

from silver

A tube was next made as shown in fig 10 had two negative poles

connected together. A, A', so placed as to projeot two luminous spots

on the phosphorescent gloss of the tube. One of the dectrodes, A^
was of silver, a volatile metal

,
the other, A, was of aluminium, prac*

tically uon-volatite. On connecting the two negative poles. A, A',

with one terminal of the coil, and the positiva pole, B, with the othei

terminal, it was seen m the course of half an hour that a considerable

quantity of metal had been projected from the silver negative pole,

blackening the tobe in its neighbourhood, while no projection of

metallic partidleB took place from the aluminium pcwitiVe pole

During the whole time of the experiment, however, the two patches

of pbosphoresoent light, C and C\ had been glowing aith exactly the

same mtenBity, riiowing that the active agent in e&oiing phospbor-

escenoo was not the molecules of the solid projected from the poles,

but the residual gaseous particles, or ** ladiant matter."

In the tubes hitherto made containing silver, it had not been easy

to observe the spectium of the negative pole, owing to tbe rapid

manner in which the deposit obscured the glass A special tube

(fig 1 1) was tbereforo devised, of the following character. The silver

pole, A, was attached to the platinum pole at one end of the tube, and
the aJuminium positive ptle, B, was at the side The end of the tube

opposite the silver pole was rounded, and the spectroscope was
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arranged to observe the light of the volatilising silver “end on/’ as

shown in the figure In tins way the deposit of silver offered no

obstruction to the light, as none was deposited except on the sides of

the tube sarrounding the silver At a vacunm giving a dark space

of about 3 mm from the silver, a greenish-wlnte glow was soon to

surround the metal This glow gave a very brilliant spectrum The
spark from silver polos in air was brought into the same field of view

as the vacuum glow, by means of a right*augled pnsm attached to

the speotroBOope, and the two spectra were compared The two

strong green lines of silver were visible m each spoctrum, the

measurements taken of their wave-lengths were 334 i and 3075,

numbers which are so close to Thalon’s numbers as to leave no doubt

that they are the silver lines At a pressure giving a dark space of

2 mm the specti’um was voiy bright, and consisted chiefly of the two

green lines and the red and green hydrogen lines The intoi'calation

of a Leyden jar into the circuit does not materially increase the

brilliancy of the lines, bnt it brings out the well-known air lines

At this pressure not much silver files off from the pole At a higher

vaenum, the luminosity round the silver polo gets less and the green

lines vanish At an exhaustion of about une-milliouth of an atmo-

sphere the luminosity is feeble, the silver pole has exactly the appear-

ance of being red bot, and the volatilisation of the metal proceeds

I'apidly •

* Like the ootton prodtiomg Tolatiliistion, the “ red liost i» confined to the

superficial layers of molecules only The metal instonMy assumes, or loses, the

appoaranoo of red heat the moment the ourrent is turned on or off, showing that,

if tlie appearance » really due to a rue of temperature, it does not penetralo much
below the surface The extra aotiTity of tlie motallio molecules necessary to

Tolatihse them u, m these experiments, confined to the surface only, or the whole

mase would evaporate at once, as when a metalho wire is deflagrated by the dis-

charge of a powerful Leyden jar* When this extra activity is produced by arti-

ficial heat one of the effects u the ennssion of red light , so it is not unreasonable
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If, for the nofi^tiYe electrode, instead of a pure metal snch as

cadminm or silrer, an alloy was used, the different components might

be shot off to difforcnt distances, and in this way make an electrical

separation—a sort of fractional distillation A nogativo terminal

was formed of clean brass, and submitted to the electrical discbarj;^

in vacuo, the deposit obtained was of ihe colour of bniss tlnoughont,

and on treating the deposit chemically 1 could detect no separation

of its component metals, copper and znie

[A^^markable alloy of gold and alaminumi, of a rich puiple colour,

has been kindly sent mo by Professor Boborts-Austen Gold being

very volatile in the vacuum tnbe, and alnninuum almost fixed, this

alloy was likely to give different results from tlioso yielded by brass,

where both couBtituents fly off with almost equal readiness The
AuAl alloy had lieen cast in a clay tube m the form of a lod 2 cm
long and about 2 mm in diameter It was sealed m a \acuum tube

ns the negative pole, an Bluminmm pole being at the other side Part

of the alio}*', where it joined the platinum wire passing througli the

glass, was closely Burrounded with a narrow glass tnbe , a clean glass

plate was supported about 3 mm ivom the rod of allo} After gopd

exhaustion the induction current was passed, the alloy being kept

negative Volatilisation was very slight but at the end of hdf an

hour a faint purple deposit was seen both on the gloss plate and on

the walls of the tube On removing the rod from the appoi^atus, it

was seen that the portion whic& had been covered by the small glass

tube retained its original purple appearance, while the part that had

been exposed to electrical action had changed to the dull white colour

of alumimum Examined under the miorosoope, the whitened surface

of the Austen alloy was seen to be pitted irregularly, with no trace

of orystsUine appearance This experiment shows that fiom an alloy

of gold and alumimum the gold is ihe first to volatilise under elec*

tncal infinenoe, the alumimum being left behind The purple colour

of the deposit on glass is probably due to finely divided metallic gold.

The first deposit from a negative pole of pure gold is pink, this

changes to purple as the thiokness increases The purple then turns

to green, which gets darker and darker until the metallic lustre of

polished gold appears —June 10 ]

Returning to the analogy of liqmd evaporation, if we take several

liquids of difiPcrent boilmg pomis, put them under the same prossnre,

and apply the same amount of heat to each, the <(aantity passing

to imagmo that when the extra aptinty » produced eloetruuty the omiMiou of

red light Bhould also acooznpany the separation of molecules from ihe mass In

oompanson n ith eleetncily heat if a wastefid agent fon proniottng volatiluutiou,

as the whole mass must bo raised to the requisite teiii|kerature to produce a surface

action merely , whereas the action of olectrifioation does not appear to penetrate

much below the surface
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from the hqnitl to tlio ganeonB state will diflor widelj in oaoh

case

It lisas interesting to try a parallel expcnmont with metaln, to find

their comparative volatility under the same conditions of tomperatore,

pressure, and electrical inflaence It was necessary to hx upon one

motal as a shmdarl of comparison, and for this purpose 1 selected

gold, its elechu il volatility being great, aud it being easy to prepare

in a puic sLntt>

Fto 12

An apparatus was made as in fig 12 It is practically a vacuum
tube with four negative poles at one end and one positive pole at the

odier By a revolving commutator I was able to make eleotneal

oon&eotioii with each of the four negative poles in Buooession for

exactly the same length of time (about six seconds)
, by this means
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the Tanations in the strength of the current^ the expenment lasting

some hours, affected each metal alike

The exposed surface of the various metals used as negative poles

was kept uniform by taking them in the form of wires that had all

been drawn through the same standard bole in the draw plate, and

cutting them by gauge to a uniform length , the actual size used was
0 8 mm in diameter, and 20 mm long

The comparison metal gold had to bo used m each expennieut, the

apparatus thus enabled me to compare thi*eo different metals each

time The length of time that the current was kept on Iho revolving

commutator in each expoiiment was eight hours, making two hours

of eleotnfiLation for each of the four negative electrodes
,
the pressure

was 6uch as to give a dark space of 6 mm
The fusible metals, tin, cadmium, and lead, when put into the appa-

ratus in the form of wires, very quickly molted To avoid this diffi-

culty a special form of pole was devised Some small circular porce-

lain basins were made, 9 mm diameter, through a small hole in

the bottom a short length of iron wire, 0 8 mm m diameter, was
passed, projecting downwards about 5 mm

,
the basin was then filled

to the bnm with tbe metal to be tested, and was fitted into the appa-

ratus exactly in the same way as the wires
,
the internal diameter

of the basins at the brim was 7 mm
,
and tbe negative metal filed flat

was thus formed of a circulai* disc 7 mm diametei The standard

gold pole being treated in the same way, the numbers obtained for

tho fusible metals can be compared with gold, and take their place in

the table

The following table of the comparative volatilities was m this way
obtained, taking gold as = 100 —

Palladium ... 108 00

Gold . . 100 00

Silver 82 68

liead . «••• 7o Odi

Tin ... 56 96

Brass; \ , . 6158
Platinum ... 44 00

Oopper ... «... . «. 40 24

Gadmium 31 99

Nickel . .. .. 10 99

Indium 10 49

Iron ...» 6 50

In this expenment equal surfaces of each metal were exposed to

the current By dividing the numbem so obtained by the speoifio

graviiy of the metal, the following order is fbund *

—
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Palladium 900
Silver ... 788
Tm .

.

7 76

Lead • •

.

6G1
Gold 518
Cadmium 3 72

Copper . 2 52

Platinum 2 02

Nickel 129
1 ron .... 0 71

Indmin .. * • 0 47

Alummitim and magnesium appear to be pi'acticallj uon-yolatde

under these cit^nmRtances

The ordoi of lueUila in the table shows at once that the cleotncal

volatility in the solid state does not correspond with the order of melt-

ing points, of atomic weights, or of any other well-known constant

The Gxpcnnieiit with some of the typical metals was repeated, and

the numbers obtained did not vary materially from those given above,

showing that the order is not likely to bo far wrong

It IS seen m the above table that the electncal volatility of silver

18 high, while that of cadmium is low In tho two earlier expon-

ments, whore cadmium and silver were taken, tho cadmium negative

electrode in 80 minutes lost 7 52 gin , whilst the silvei negative

electrode in hours only lost 0 19 gr This apparent discrepancy

IS easily explained by the fact (already noted in the case of oadmiom)
that the maximum evapomtion ofEoct, duo to electi icai disturbance,

takes place when the metal is at or near the point of liquefaction If

it wero possible to form a negative |)ole in vacuo of molten silver,

then tho quantity volatihsod in a given time would be probably much
more than that of cadmium
Gold having proved to be readily volatile under the electric current,

an experiment was tried with a view to producing a larger quantity

of the volatihsod metal A tube was made having at one end a nega-

tive pole composed of a weighed brush of fine wires of pure gold, and

an alumimum pole at the other end

The tube was exhausted and the current from the induction coil put

on, making the gold brush negative ,
the resistance of the tube was

found to increase considerably as the walls became coated with metal,

so much so that, to enable the current to pass through, air had to be

let in after a while, depresamg the gauge ^ mm
.The weight of the brush before expenmeut was 854940 grs.

The induction current was kept on the tube for 14| hours
, at the

end of this tone the tube was opened and the brush removed. It now
weighed 32 5613, showing a loss of 29327 grs. When heated
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below redness the deposited film of gold was easily removed ^x>m tbe

walls of the tube in the form of \eTy bnlliant foil

After having been sabjectod to olectncal volatilisation, the appear*

anco of the losidual piece of gold andei the microscope, nsmg a j-inch

object gloss, was very like that of electiolytioally deposited xnotol,

pitted all over with minnto hollows

This expeiiment on tho volatihsaiiou of gold having produced

good coherent films of that metal, a similar experiment was tiled,

using a brush of platinum as a negative elecifrode On referring to

tbe table it will be seen that the electrical volatility of platinum is

much lower than that of gold, but it was thought that by taking

longer time a sufficient quantity might bo 'volatilised to enable it to

be re’raoved from the tube

Tho vacuum tube was exhausted to such a point as to give a daik

space of 0 mm , and it was found, as in the (ase of gold, that as a

coating of metal was deposited upon the glass tho resistance rapidly

incieascct, but m a much more marked degtee, tho residual gas in the

tube apparen tly beot)ming abaci bed as tho deposition prooeedod i t was

noi'essaiy to let a little air into the tube about every 80 minutes, to

reduce tho vacuum This appears to show that the platinum was

being deposited in a porous spongy form, with great power of

occluding the residual gas

Heating the tube when it had become m tins way iion^conduoiing

libemled sutficieut gas to depress the gauge of the pump 1 mm , and

to 1 educe tho vacuum so ns to give a dark space of about 8 mm
This gas was not ro-absorbed on cooling, but on passing tho current for

ton miuutos the tube again refused to conduct, owing to absorption.

The tube was again heated, with another liberation of gas, but much
less than bifoie, and this lime the whole was ro-absorbed on cooling

The current was kept on this tube for 25 hours; it was then

opened, but I could not remove tho deposited metal except in

small pieces, as it was brittle and porous Weighing the brush

that iiad formed the negative pole gave the following i*esults —
' Grams

Weight of platinum before expeiiment 10 1940

„ after experiment 8*1570

Loss by volatilisation in 25 houis 2 0370

Another experiment was made similar to that with gold and
platinum, but using silver as the uogative pole, tho pure metal being
formed into a brush of fine wires Less gas was oociuded during the
progress of this experiment than m the case of platmum The eilver

behaved the same as gold, tbe metal deposited fredy, and the vacuum
was easily kept at a dark space of 6mm by tbe very occasional admis-
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aion of A fraoe of air In 20 Itoars neaiJj 8 gra of silver were

rolatilmed The dopoHit of silver was deiaolied without diftoulty

from the glass in the form of bnUiant foil

111 “A ytmly 1)1 tho PLinte Lead-Sulphuiio Acid-Lead Per-

oxide Cell, from a Chemical Stand-point Pait t " By
G H liOBERTsoN. Commumcated by Profosftor Akmstuong,

F R S. Received May 27, 1H31

(Abstract

)

Tho author, m the intiodaction, siates that though, since Frankland

in lBb3 published his tust*^ Contribution to the Chemistry of Storage

liatteries,’' tho capabilities of tiie Plante ctll have been well tested

and are now thorougbly undez stood, there is still considerable uiu^ei-

taiuty as to tho precise nature of tho chemical changes which attend

thoir use, and that it was jnmcipally to study tho part played by the

electrolyte that the investigation, the results of which are recorded lu

this paper, was instituted about a year ago at tho Central Institution

at Dr Armstrong's suggestion, as McLeod's observationfl on the

electiolysis of sulphmic aoid solutions lod to tho supposition that the

changes occurring in tho acid were probably less simple than was

commonly supposed This supposition was veiified

The first section of the papei deals with the riature of tho lead salt

formed during discbaige It is pointed out that, as is well known, red

lead vanes coiisideiably m composition, genet ally containing a smaller

proportion of peroxide than is represented by tho formula PbaO^ =
PbOft2PbO ,

aud that with lutnc aud it behaves as though it were a

mixture of the two oxides, the nitric acid always dissolving out the

monoxide There is no reason why sulpbunc acid should not behave

aipularly, and, sinoe lead sulphate is but very sligbtly^ soluble, red

lead may bo exyiectod always to yield a corresponding sulphate, ^ e , a

mixture of peroxide and sulphate, containiug an amount of sulphate

oorrespondmg to the amount of monoxide originally present in com-

bination with the peroxide At Dr Armstrong's request a number of

experiments were made at the Central Insiiiutiou (long prior to the

reading of Messrs. Gladstone and Hibbeii/s papers) by two students,

Messrs Briggs and Ingold, on various samples of led lead, with the

xosult that the sulphate formed always corresponded to the monoxide

onginolly present.

As no proof of the existence of a deiuutu homogeueous sulphate

oorrespondmg to red lead oan bo afforded by analysis alone, evidenoe

must be obtained that the product differs in some of its properties

from a mixture
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It was to bo expected that the E M F of an oxyaulphate would

difEer from that of a corresponding mixtaro of sulphate and peroxide^

and have some definite value
,
therefore pastes were made of peroxide

of lead, peroxide of lead and sulphafe in the proportions of 1 to 1 and

1 to 2, and also from the product obtained by treating red load with

dilute sulphuric acid (1 to n) Bxpenments made with these pastes

showed that there was a difference of degtee only between the rod

lead paatoa and the mixtures, and that the lowering of the E M F
appeared to depend I'ather on the intimacy of the mixture, and oon-

sequent thorough coating of the peroxide granules with sulphate, than

on the proportion of salphate present

Mr Desmond Fit/gerald had already shown, in 1887, at the Institu-

tion of Electrical EngiuocrB, that the mere admixture of lead sulphate

with peroxide of lead produces a lowering of the E M F
With regard to Frankland’s observations icspecting the colour of

the product formed on the peroxide plate during discharge and the

redncibiiity of the sulpliato, the author points out that the colour la

due to the incomplcto reduction of the peroxide, owing probably to

the almost complete blocking up by lead sulphate of the pathways by
which the current travels through the electrolyte in the paste, that

careful examination of the plugs from a discharged cell shows that

the base consists of jiractically unaltered peroxide of lead, and thatthe

surface, which is ricli m PbSOi, is leally a mass of partially reduced

granules of peroxide of lead which are coated with sulphate

Also, though pure lead sulphate is very difficult to n^duoe, it is very

well known that mixtures of lead sulphate and peroxide of lead, or

other conducting substances, are reduced with comparative ease, and
it 18 very intimate mixtures of this nature which have to be dealt

with as a rule in obarging a cell

In conclusion, the author points out ^

—

That neither chemical nor eleotrioal tests give any ground for sup-

posing that any other sulphate than the ordinary white PbSOi is

concerned in the interactions occurring in the cell,

That were the sudden lowering of the EM F caused by a change

in the nature of the chemical hompounds formed on the plates, it is

very difficult to account for the very rapid recovery of the BMP.
exhibited by an apparently discharged cell

In the second section the electrolyte is dealt with, and, after refer-

ring to the work of Berthelot, Richarz, Schone, Traube, and others

on the electrolysis of snlphnnc acid solutious, the author describes

experiments made to test the effect of the addition of sodium salphate

to the elootrolyto, as, from information received from Mr Barber

Starkey, it seemed probable that the different behaviour of cells coo«

taming sodium sulphate was due to the catalytic action of this saR
on the hydrogen dioxide always found m electrolysed acid of the
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strength used m battenea, and which le probably formed by secondary

action from persulplmno acid.

Mr Preeco moat kindly aided the investigation by allowing expen-

ments to be carried out at the General Poat Odice, inhere one-half of

the aecondary cella contain 1 per cent of sodmm aulphate and the

other half ordinary dilute acid, sp gr 1180 He also put at the dis-*

posal of the antlioi iho records of the behaviour of the cells, and as

they shoned that there wan much less sulphating with sodium

sulphate, as shown by the sp gr nevoi falling to the hutiio extent as

in the plain cells, but that tho general chaiactcr of iho changes in

temporatuio and tu sp gr during chatgo and discharge were the

same in both types of cell, and of the natu]*e which the woi k of Pro-

fessor Ayrton and others lias rendered familiar to all, it was only tho

distribution of temperature and of sp gr which was investigated, and

this WAS found to be very irregulai

It was found that tho addition of sodium sulphate, in about the

proportion of 1 per cent, to fioshly elec trolysod acid, oi during

electrolysis, always produced a diminution in the total quantity of

** notive oxygen," and bi*onght the amount present in tho plain colls

down almost exactly to that found in the sodium sulphate cells

Experiments on tho gwwth of the “ peroxides ” were canned on

during five charges and discharges, but only the figures relating to

the first discharge aie given, as the other charges and discharges are

mere repetitions Tho peroxides form at once, then undergo a

dimmutiou, and then itioreaso again The alteration in the totals is

due mainly to actions ocouning at tho lead plate in the plain coll, as

at the peroxide plate the amounts steadily mciease, in the sodium

sulphate electrolyte there is a diminution at both plates, followed by

an mcroase

Determinations wore made of the amounts of “active oxygen”
present as persulphuno acid and hydrogen dioxide respectively, and

it was established that acid taken from the cell reduced peroxide of

lead The presence of hydrogen dioxide being thus established both

dirootly and indirectly, its effect on the E M F of a cell was tested

It was found that, while its addition to the acid in the case of a lead

peroxide couple m dilute sulphuno acid produced an annulment or

reversal of the EM F , the introduction of hydrogen dioxido into the

body of the peroxide paste produced an increase of E M F in the case

of a platinum-lead peroxide couple

The latter experiment was made with a view of reproducing, if

possible, the conditions of a cell which is started discharging directly

it IB fully charged, and in which the persulphurio acid formed at the

positive during charge may be supposed to bieak up with the forma-

tion of hydrogen dioxide on the cessation of the charging current,

thereby inoreasing the normal E M F of the cell.
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The cause of the pink colour of the acid noticed bj Mr. Crompton

and others was investigated, and found to be permanganic ooid,

formed probably from the manganeso present in commercial load

In conclusion, the author points out —
That “ pet oxides ” are found in appreciable quantities in the

electrofyte during charge and dischatge

,

That thoir influeuce must not be neglected in considering the

behaviour of 1 he PJanttS cell

,

And that it is to the electrolyte lathor than to tho plates that

attention must be directed if any considerable improvement is to be

effected

IV. “"A Study of the Plautd Loud-Sulphnnc Acid-Load Peroxide

Cell, fiotu a Ohemicul Stand-point, Part II—A Dwcnssnni

oi the Chtniical Changes oci lining ni the Cell " By 11. li

ARMfeTJiONO, F.Il S , and G. 11 RobehtmjN Received

June 4
,
18^]

(Abstract )

The au 11101*8 arrive in this papei at the foDowing conclusions —
1 That ilie cooling obseived m the Plante cell can only be ex-

plained as icsulting fiom the dibsociation of the dilute sulphuiic acid

,

and as the valius given by Mosers Ayrton, Lamb, Smith, and Woods
are in practical agreement with those calculated on the assumption

that the acid used is sulphuric aeid itself, ligSOi, that in all proba-

bility such acid and not tbc diluto acid contained in the coll is opei'a-

tive throughout

2 That the olwerved loss in oflicieucy cannot be due to temperature

changes, as these arise through actions occutrmg out of cirouii

8 That it IB diiBcult from a comparison of calculated with observed

values of the B M F to arrive at any final conclusion as to the exact

nature of the changes which take place m the coll On the assump-

tion that sulpbating occurs at both plates m cii'cuit and under the

mfiucnco of H3SO4, tho calculated value is considerably too high

,

while, if sulphatiiig occur only at the lead plate, the value calculated

IB fai too low

4 That a counter E,M F of about 0 5 volt would account for the

obsei'ved dopai*turo from the highest calculated value As peroxides

are always present in the electiolyte, it is conceivable that such a

counter E M F may exist , moreover, there is also the possible in-

fiucnce of the lead support to be considered

5 That the observed loss of efficiency is to be attributed to the

formation of peroxides m the electrolyte, and to tile excessive sulphat*

lug occurring chiefiy at the pei-oxido plate lu the local oirooxt existing

between the support and the paste
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Y Ou lu&uenco of Temperature upou t\ie MagnetiBatiou

of Iron and other Magnetic Siibstanoos” By Hknry
W n.DK, F.H H BooeivccI May 8, 1891

III ni) piipcr on the “ TJusynimotncaJ Distribution of 7’errostrml

Magnetism,*** it was shown that by heating small hurfatos of the thin

Bhc»et iron entiiely eoveiing the oeoan areas of the mapped globe

sti'ong magnetK' jiolanty was induced at tlio lieatcd paits, jast ns

when the magnetic continuity of the non was intejTupted by cutting

through the same jiarts of the non in an equatoiial direction

Although this cxporimtnit appealed to me to demonstiatc conclusively

that the magnetic power of iron was reduced by heating at eompara-

tixely low temperatures, and with small rnagnciisiug forces, yet, fiom

the contradictory results which hn\e been obtained by other expen-

znenters on the magnetisation of heated iron^ directly opposite con-

clusions as to the magnetic intensities of the land and ocean areas

respectively might, with some reason, be drawn fiom those which I

had arrived at

Barlow, lu an interesting paper on the magnetic behaviour of

heated iron,f refers to the discoidant opinions which prevailed

on this subject among naimal philosophers from the 17th century to

his time, and assigned the cause of these discoi dances to the obser-

yations being made with iron at different degrees of heat

Barlow found that the magnetic powei of the bara ot iron which he

expeiamonted upou, as measured by the deflections of a compass needle,

tTicreaeed with the temperature up to a dull red heat, at which it was
the strongest , but, at a bright red heat, all magnetic action of the

iron suddenly disappeared Sooresby,} ChnKtie,§ and others bad also

noted a similar increase in the magnetic power of iron with increase

of temperature, when measaned by the same means
Faraday, on the other hand, has desciihed experiments to show

that the magnetic power of iron dtmimuheH with increase of tempei*a-

ture
II

He also found that m>n at a bright red heat was not entirely

insensible to the action of large magnetising forc*es

More recently, Rowland,^ Baur,** and Hopkiuson.tt by the em-

ployment of electro-dynamic methods, have also found an luorease in

• * Eoy Sue Proc ,* Janusry 22, 189X

t 'Phil Tran# / 1822, p 117, &c

J 'Edinburgh Boy Soc Trane ,* vol 9, Part T

§ Ohriitie on Effects of Temperature, &c ,
* Phil Trans / 1826, p 62, &c

II
'Phil Mag,’ 1836, Tol 8,p 177, 'Phd Tnuis,’ ]8(W, p, 41

f 'Phd Mflg 1874, vol 48, p 831
•* ' Wndomann, Anualen,* vol 11, 1880, p 403

tt ' Phil Trans / A, 1889. vol 180, p 4«J
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the magnetic power of iron with inoreaBe of temperature These

experimenters were, howerer, the first to recognise that the apparent

increase of the magnetic power of iron, up to the dull i^d heat, only

held good for small magnetising forces, and, further, that the power

diminished for large magnetising forces with ascending tempera-

tures

Howland extended liis observations to the magnetisation of nickel

and cobalt, and found that the magnetic behavioui of these metals

with increase of tcmpezutore was the same as that observed in

iron

Experiments have also recently been made by Piofessoi Ruckei*

on the effects of temperature on the natuitil magnet (inaffneHte)^ and

he has found, by means of an extremely sensitive instrument, that

the magnetic power of this mineral luci'cascs as the temperature

rises, as m the case of iron

The important bearing which the mflaence of temperature has upon

the phenomena of terrestrial magnetism induced me to undertake

an investigation into the causes of the conflicting results obtoinod by

those physicists who have pi ccedod mo in this research, with the hope

also that 1 might be able to extend still further our knowledge of

magnetic substanc^cs, especially in their relation to terrestrial

physics

Tiio appamtus used in the investigatiou consisted of a bar electro*

magnet, foi*med of a cylinder of iron 24 inches in length and 8 5

inches m diameter The electro-magnet was placed in a vertical

position, with its lower end screwed firmly into a massive base of

oast iron The upper end of the core was furnished with a short

cylinder of non, of the same diameter as the core, and having a
oonoidal termination, which constituted the pole of the magnet
The magnotomotor was a plain cylindrical needle, 4 inches long

and 013 mcli in diameter, suspended from a single flbio of un-

twisted silk The needle received a charge of magnetism sufficient

to support fourteen times its own weight from either pole, and was
thickly covered with spun silk to prevent the weakening of its mag-
netism by close proximity to the heated substances under examina-

tion

The iron experimented upon was a oyliudnoal bar of good mal-

leable iron, 6 inches long and 0 7 inch in diameter One end of

the iron bar was drilled through its diameter to receive a strong iron

pin, which projected crosswise on each side of the bar for the purpose

of dropping it readily, when heated, into a stirrup placed over the

electro-magnet Several of these bars wore prepared from the same
rod of iron, to replace those which were reduced in thickness by
fusion and oxidation, as well as for other expenments

• * Boy Soc Proc / 1890, toI 46, p 622
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The iron bar, with ita etimipy wan pendent tram the end of «
balanced lever placed over the pole of the electro-magrneti whila the

arm of the lever, on the other side of the fnlcmm, was weighted with

a sliding weight, or with vaioable ivoights, to balance the attractive

force of the nun when in contact with the electro-magnet
For the measarement of HUialler magnetic forces, a spootal balance

was constrnctod which, besides balancing forces up to 15 lbs, would
turn with a weight of loss than half a gram
Proliminaij expcTunentH were made upon the bar hy placing it,

when cold, in the direction of the dip, with one of its ends at a

definite distance from the magnetometer, and in the same honrontal

plane When in this position, the magnetic force of the iron bar, aug-

mented by the earth's inaguetism, produced a deflection of the needle

from the magnetic meridian of 20^*

The bar was then lieated to bright lednoss, and replaced in the

same position as befote, when all the phenomena dosciihed by
Barlow were loprodutod The heated bar had no perceptible action

on the magnetometer, but on cooling down to a less red heat the

magnetic aCtiou of the non began to manifest itself, gradually at

first, and then very inpidly, till the deflection of the needle, which

was 20® with the cold non, now advanced to 43®, thereby showing an
increase of the magnetic power of the iron at this tempoiature On
the further cooling of the bar, tbo magnetic action of the iron

gradually diminished, till the same deflection of the needle was

obtained os at the commencement of the experiments

The increase in the maguetisin of the bar, as shown by this experi-

ment, although greatly augmented by the enith’s magnetism, was,

however, very feeble ,
^i when the bar was placed horizontally at the

same distance from the needle the deflection was only increnscd 5^ by
heating it to the teniperaturo most favourable to its TnuguetiBataon

,

and no increase of magnetism could be perceived when a small

eleotro-magnet, however feebly excited, was brought into direct

contact with the heated non
The bar was again heated to incipient whiteness, and placed over the

pole of the electro-magnet As tiie cooling proceeded, observations

wore taken of the intervals of time required befoio the magnetic

force was safflcieut to cause the bar to adhere to the pole of the

electro-magnet for each definite increase of weight on the lever

The coloui*, and several shados of colour, of the heated iron above

visible redness, progressing towards the orange and yellow, are

expressed in wave-lengths of well-known spectral lines of the

alkaline and alkaline earth metals in the arc spectrum, as observed

through a direct-vision spectroscope of five prisms Below these

tempeFatores, 1 have selected the meltmg points of zinc (442® C )

and tm <230^ C ), small fragments of which metals could be diopped
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into a cavity formed in tbe upper end of the bar. These temperatares

were afterwards vended^ and similar insults obtamed, when the bar

was plunged into crumbles of the melted metals The temperature

of 100^ C was determined by plunging the bar into boiling water

dunng the penod of cooling For temporatunw below zero, a bath of

solid carbonic acid and ether was employed, into which tlie bar was

placed until it was cooled down to 7b* C Tlie refngei ating arrange-

ment was so efFcctive, from the large supply of solid carbonic acid

at my disposal, that a globule of mercury placed in tbe cavity at tho

uppo^ end of tbe bar remained solid several mninfes after the comple-

tion of tbe oxperinieui

All tbe experiments detailed ui the following table were made with

descending temperatares, as stiiotly concordant results weio not

obtained with definite increments of beat, especially for the lower

ranges

The electro-magnet was exmtod by a constant current of 20

amperes

Table T

TeinpemluroB of bar Tractive foror Tnni'H (»f eoolmg

X lbs m n

Yellow, Na 6896 0 OCffl 0 CK)

Orange, Ba 6141 0 008 0 1*3

Rod, Ba 6400 1 0 0 20
6 0 0 11

Li 6705 12 0 0 8
18 0 0 14

„ Ka 6946 24 0 0 22

tf
1

SO 0 0 29

,
Bb7800 0 0 49

+ 442°C 42 0 1 25
+ 280*0 47 0 6 44
+ 100*0 60 0 8 20
+ 1S“0 62 0 No observation
- 76*0

I

ns 6 »i

Tune of cooling from A 6806 to KX)® 0
'

39 15

The principal result shown by these experiments is the continued

diminution of the magnetio power of tho iron, from the lowest to the

highest temperature to which tbe bar was subjected

As it was of importance to determme whether iron entirely loses

its magnetic power by heating, the temperature of one of the bars was
raised to incipient fusion

,
but when the bar was eairefnlly balanced

there still remained in it a meaBai*able amount of magnetic force

when the eiecti*o-magnet was brought into action
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The tttnilte also sfaoir a rapid inoreaBe of the majpietie power of tbe

bar from X 6496 to X 6705 This mcreaae was attributed, m the drat

mstanoe, to an error of observation^ bnt on repeating the experiment

similar results wore obtained The rapid increment of magnetic

force intbe interval of cooling between these speotral lines maj, there*

fore, be regarded as a reel phenomenon
Tn all the experiments which have hitherto been made, where an

increase of the magnetic power of iron with increase of temperatare

has been observed, it does not appear to have been snspected that the

moss of the iron, in relation the magnetising forces employed,

might be an important factor in the resnlts obtained, and that

nmall magnetising forcen might only penetrate to a snutU depth

below the surface of the iron, when cold, till the more central por-

tions of the mass were brought into action by increase of tempera-

ture Several magnetic properties of iron and steel, however, point

to the probability of this action of weak magnetising forces Coulomb
found that the magnetism of similar steel bars did not increase in the

ratio of their number when laid together, from which it was inferred

that the magnetism diminished from the surface to the oentrejof the

liars Joule has shown that a hollow electro-magnet has greater

attractive force than a solid one of the same sectional area, with a

small magnetising current* It is also well known that the dis-

tribution of magnetism on the polar surfaces of electro-magnets is

much greater at the oiroumferenoe than it is at the centre

That small magnetising forces penetrate but a small depth into a

mass of mm was shown by heating one of the bars to redness, and

sprinkling over its surface forroeyamde of potassium, m powder,

before plunging the heated bar into cold water The conversion of

the surfisoe of the iron into steel hy this well known process was
suiBoient to reduce the defiectum of the needle from 20** to 15^, when
the bar was placed in the direction of the dip

In addition to ihe evidence adduced of tbe snrfkoe action of simdl

magnetising forces on a mass of iron, it farther appeared to me tihst

as the time and limit of magnetisation of iron vary with the mass, for

constant magnettsing currents, or that the time and limit of magneti-

sation are constant when the magnettsing onrrent and mass vary in

propoEiiiini, so it also appeared to me that, when the mass of iron and

magnetising foroe weie proportional, the diminution of the magnotie

power of iron with increase of temperature would be oonstant fas

small, os well as for large, magnetising foroes*

That tbe increase of the magnetio power of the heated bar, as

shown ly the magnetometer, was caused hy the large mass of tbe

iron m relation to the magnetising foree of the needle was shown

by the following experimmits

* ^Amuik of KleotrieHy,' 1040, vdi 4, p 00
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(a ) A gm»ll ojhnder of iron wire, 0*2 looh long end 0*5 mob
in diemeter, wag mounted in a twisted loop formed at the end

of a piece of thin copper wire The copper wire was fixed to an arm

moving honzoniallj, in such manner that, when the cylinder of iron

was brought into close proximity to one pole of the needle, the iron

drew the needle from the magnetic meridian to a point where

eqaihbrium was established between the attractive force of the iron

and the earth's magnetism The needle was then blocked a small

fraction of an inch in advance and also behind this position
, so that

any itterease or diminution of the magnetic power of the iron would

iiiiiit the range of the needle to a fraction of an inch m either

direction

When a small gas-flame, or a lighted taper, was brought under the

cylinder of iron wii^ till it became visibly red hot, the needle receded

from the iron towards the magnetic mendian, thereby indioatmg a

diminution of the magnotio power of the iron by the magnetometer

which had previously shown an increase m the magnetic action of

the large bar On removing the source of boat from the iron, the

needle again advanced towards it On reheating the iron, the needle

again receded, and the operation could be repeated at pleasure

[That the i*ecfiSBion of the needle fi im the heated iron was not due

to the temperature being sufficiently high to render the iron virtually

uon-magnetic was shown by the needle again advancing towards the

heated iron when brought into closer proximity to it without change

of temperature, bat no increase was obwrvahle m the magnetic power

of the iron with any increase of temperature above 13^* C.-—June 3,

1891]

(5 ) A small cylinder of steel was prepared from the same piece as

that from which the magnetometer needle was cut, and of the same
dimensions as the one used in the previous experiment All trace of

permanent magnetism was removed from the steel by heating it to

hnght redness in a blowpipe flame, so that either end of the cylinder

when cold a as attracted indifferently by the same pole of the needie.

When the steel was submitted to the process of heating and cooling

in proxunity to the magnetometor, as m experiment (a), its magnetic

behanour was the same as that observed with the iron

The increase of magnetic power in the iron and steel, durtng the

period of cooling, appeared to come on gradually, in the same manner
as the magnetic power of the bar in relation to the large eleoUw-

magnei, and both experiments show decisively that the mi^etio
power of iron diminisbes with increase of temjierature for small, as

well as for large, magnetising forces

(e ) A fragment of the natural m^^net weighing 2
grains, was dehmhed from a compact and well crysiallued mass ef this

mineral The magnetite was heated to bright redness to remova all
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trace of polarily, and oare was taken to prevent now polamtieB boing

given to it by acoidental contact with the needle On boating the

magnetite in the wiie loop, as in expemnent (a), the inflaenoe pf

temperature was more marked than with the iron, as the needle

i*eoeded towards the magnetic meridian before the magnetite was

visibly i^d-hot, and advanced again very I'eadily when the sonroe of

heat was n^moved

(d ) A small rectangalar pnam of nickel, 0 2 inch long and 0 05 inch

across the sides, was submitted to the magnetometer as in tbe previous

expenmente, when the inereaso of temperature m diminisbitig the

magnetic power of the nickel was most pronounced at the temperature

of melted tin, and the metal became quite insensible to the needle at

a point much below the red heat

(e ) A rectangalar prism of pure cobalt, of the same dimeusions

as that used in the previous experiment, was submitted to the action

of the magnetiometer, when, contrary to cxpeclution, the needle

advanced towards the cobalt before it became visibly red*bot, and

remained stationary when the temperature was raised to redness

,

thereby showing an increase of magnetic power of the cobalt with

increase of temperature

The magnetic behaviour of the cobalt was so remarkable as to

induce me to make further experimenls upon the metal with more
powerful magnetising forces

A cube of pure cobalt from the Chemical Museum of the Owens
College was kindly placed at mj disposal for these experiments by

Professor H B Dixon, F B S The cube was 0*3 inch across

the Bides, and a short piece of platinum was screwed into tbe centre

of one of its faces for suspension from the balance over the laige

electro-magnet The tompei'aiure of the cube, below the red beat,

was determined by the fusion of small fragments of zinc and tin,

placed iq a conical recess drilled into the npper face of the cube

Similar cubes of nickel and malleable iron were prepared for com-

parison with the results obtained with the cobalt

The method of experimenting was as follows —The cube of

magnetic metal was suspended over tbe electro-magnet, excited by a

current of 20 ampdres, and while in this position was heated by aa
oxyhydrogen flame until the requisite temperature was attained

The cube was then quickly brought into contact with the pole of t^ie

eleotro-mognet, without any intermission of the heating blast, and
tbe magnatio force was measured by the weight required to detach

the cube from the eleotro-magnet. The cube was reduced to tbe

temperature of —76^ C by immersing it ui a bath of solid oarbonio

aotd and e&er, whilst suspended over the eloctro-magnei

The results of these experiments with the magnetio metals are

given below

X 2
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Tempersturofl

TractiTe force in Ibe

Iron Niekel Cobalt

Orange, Ba 6141 0 0005 0 0002 0 02
Bed,Ba64fM 0 02 0 0003 6 00

„ BbTSOO 9 50 0 001 6 81

+ 4*2^0 11 00 0 024 7 26
+ 2»0®C 12 60 2 000 e 76

18“C 12 76 8 125 e 81
- 76^0. 12 87 3 812 6 12

The priaoipal feature of interost m the table is the same invorsiou

of the magnetic power of the heated cube of cobalt, in relation to

iron and nickel, as was obtained bj the minnte force of the magneto-

meter needle acting upon the small pnam of the same metal The
increase of the magnetic power of the heated cnbo was, however,

much great^ei* lelatively with smaller magnetising forces, for, wbile

the ratio of increase with 20 amperes of current was as 1 1 15

between 0 and 442"* C , the ratio with 8 ampires was as 1 16
between the same temperatures

The abruptness of the change m the magnetic condition of iron,

nickel, and cobalt, observed bj Faraday,* at what is now aptly

termed the critical temperature, is also well seen in the table

,

Following up the results of the experiments which showed that

the apparent increase lu the magnetic power of heated iron was
dependent upon the mass in relation to the magnetising force, it

appeared to me that heated cobalt might show a dimmution of mag-
netic power, as in the case of iron and nickel, if a sufficiently large

magnetising force were biought to bear upon a minute quantity of

the metal, notwithstanding that it bad so far shown an mcrease of

power for large, as well as for small, magnetising foroes

A minute cylinder of cobalt,'0 06 inch long, 0 05 inch in diameter,

and I grain m weight, was formed from a piece of the same cube d
the metal used in the previous experiments A small hole was
drilled up the end of a thick pieoe of copper wire lu the direction of

Its axis, into which the cylinder of cobalt was driven tighUy for

nearly the whole of its length. An ^ye was formed at the other end
of the copper wire for suspending the cobalt over the electro-

magnet.

Siuular cylinders of iron and nickel were formed from the cabes

•-Fbil ldsg,M88e,Tol 8.P ITT; *7. p I.
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experimented with, end moanted fer anspmiBioii emr tiie riieotro*

mafcnet in the same manner as the oyhader of cobalt*

The flat end of the eleotro-magnet was Bormonnted a c<me of

iron 4 inohes high and 3 inches in diameter at the base, with the iqpex

roanded to form a pole 0 1 inch m diameter

As a ti'st of the magnetic nitensity at the pole of the eleetro*

magnet, the little cylinder uf iron was suspended from the balanoe,

when the ti active force was 0 601 lb with 20 amperes of onrrent,

which is equal to 305 lbs per square iiioli of section, or more than

17,000 times the Aveight of the iron

When the cobalt was submitted to tbe same magnetising foroe as

the iron, the tractive force at 13" C was 0 304 lb , which is tiqual to

154 lbs per square inch of section, or 8000 times the weight ot the

cylinder of cobalt

On heating the cobalt, whilst suspended over the electro-magnet, a

constant diminution of the magnetic power of the metal was now
observed from 13" G , as in the case of iron and nickel, the tractive

foroe diminishing from 0 304 lb at 13’’ C to 0 296 lb at 442" 0
The results of the expenments with tbe minute cylinders of the

magnetic metals are given below

Table ni.

Temperatures
Traotire foroe

with current
» 5 amptree

Tmettve force

with current
m 20 amp^rei

rraeUve force

Mfiq in

with current
« 20 amptree

Battoof
tracUvo force

to weight of

me^e

lb lb Ibi.

Iron

—

4tf’0 0 890 0 54?
18"0 0 437 0 601 806 17000

Nipkel—
4*8" 0 0*001 0 008

• la'o 0 064 0 127 C4 3800

Oobili—
BaUBO 0 109 0 172

4tf°C 0 156 0 2^
iro 0 140 0 801

!

154 8000

That tbe property of the anomalous moresse of the magntfbio power

of the heated cobalt was broken down by the intensity of the mag-
iiako jforoe and the diminution of the mass conjointly, as in the case

of the small and large bars of iron, was further shown by submittmg
tbe little cylinder of cobalt to tbe action of the eleotro-magnet excited

by 6 amptres of current, when the tractive foroe of the heated cobalt

was increased from 0 140 lb. at 13" 0. to 0 156 lb at 443" 0«
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On comparing the tractive force of the cobalt with that of iron«

each with 5 am^ree of current, it will be seen from the table that it

waa atiU very high, being no lees, for the iron, than 0*487 lb s=

222 Ibfl per square inch of section, or more than 12,000 times its own
weight Although th'S amount of tractive foiee la groatei than any

00 far recorded for iron, yet the magnetiaing force waa not aufBcient

to break down the property of the increase of magnetic fotce of the

heated oohalt It la well, howevei, that I should point out that flic

property only pertains in iho highest degree to tho metal when in a

state of purity, as sei era! of the specimens experimented upon, from

different sources, only exhibit the property in a feeble manner, ibe

dunmulion being dne to tlie presence of iron in the cobalt

As the determination of the limit of the magnetisabihty of iron by

difFei^ent methods is of some importance to magnelioal science, uii

experiment was made on a cylinder of annealed charcoal iron wne
0 2 inch long, 0 05 inch m diameter, and | gram in weight The

cylinder waa driven up the endof a thick cop|>or wuo for the purpose

of suspeusioii as in the previous ezpencuents The tractive force of

this specimen of iron at 13" C , with 40 amperes of enrrent, was

0 75 lb
,
which is equal to tlSl lbs per square inch of section, or

7000 times the weight of tho iron

That the limit of magnetisibility was virtually amved at in this

experiment was shown by reducing the current to 20 amphres, when

the tractive force remained at 0 784 lb ss 378 lbs per square inch of

section, or only 8 lbs less per square inch than the tractive force

obtained with 40 amperes of current

Presea/s, June 11, 1891
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Sir WILLIAM THOMSON, D 0 L., LL D , President, in the Chan

The Preseute received were laid on the table, and thanks ordered

for them.

Professor Daniel John Cannttigham, Professor Percy Faraday

Frankland, and Mr William Napier Shaw were admitted into the

Sooiety«

The following Papers wore read —

I. ^^JKesults of lleniisection of the Spinal Cord in Monkeys.’*

By Freoeriok W. Mott, M.D., B S , M.R.C.P. Communi*
cated by Professor Sohafer, F.K.S. Received June 1,

1891.
(Abstract

)

While engaged in stadying experimentally the connexions of the

cells of Clarke’s column with the ascending tracts of the spinal cord

in the monkey, 1 was snrpnsed to find that after hemisection in the

lower dorsal region the sensory dtstorbanoos produced in no way
corresponded with those already obtained by eminent observers.

1 was, therefore, led to continue my expenmeutg, and, by the kind

ponniBBion of Professor Sohafer, 1 earned them out in the Physio-

logtcal Laboratory of University College. My thanks are also due to

him for much valuable advice and assistance

The subject is one of great unpottance from a scientific, as well as

from a clinical, point of view. Some years ago, a case occurred in my
practice which tende I to shake my futh in tho absolute truth of the

doctrine of complete and immediate deousaatioa of sensory impulses

in the spinal cord, as taught by Brown-S4quard.

The experiiueniB which 1 have performed exhihit the following

principal points of interest —
1 ]^um of associated movements after conrpleie destruction of

the crossed pyramidal tract below the lesion.

2 That all sensory unpulses do not deensaate in the cord, in fact,

they appear to show that certain sensory impulses, e p , tonoh, the

muscular sense and localisation in Space, pass ohisfly iqi the side,

painful impressions np both sides. A peculiar oondition knwn as

**aUoohiria ” occurs after hemisection
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3. Tin van-motor dirtnrbanoei are on the fame aido «• tiie Jomoii,

and ocmeiet of Taeo-dllatton, swelhag of the foot, and Todaesa vith

nee of temperature of the akiu of the foot^ but, ae oompared with the

oppoeite itde, fall of temperature in the pojditeal epaoe on the aide of

the leBion« due, no doubt, to paralysie of the xnuBolea

4, The degoiieratione above and below the leeion are hunted to the

name aide when the injury is perfectly nuilateral There are certain

facts oonnotted with the degenerations wbich serve to show the ongin
and course of certain long and short tract fibres.

.

5 Stimulation of the cortex cerebn on both sides some weeks or

months after the hemisection had been perfonued gave, as a rule,

nsultit which showed that the block in the spinal cord produced by the

hemisection still existed, although there had been a very complete

retain of associAted movements

0. In one case ablation of the leg area on the same side as the

lesion m the spinal cord was performed many months afterwards

II. **The Origin and Progressive Motions of Cyclones in the

Western India Region.** By W L. Dallas. Communi-
cated by R. H Scott, F.R.S. Received June 2, 1891.

HI. ** Note on the Density of Alloys ot Nickel and Iron." By
J. Hopkinson, F.B.S. Received June 3, 1891.

In the * Proooedmgs of the Royal Society,* December 12, 1889,

Januaxy 16, 1890, and May 1, 1890, 1 described certain properties of

alloys of mokel and iron oontaming respectively 22 per cent, and

25 per cent of nickel These alloys can exist in two states at tempera-

tures between 20^ or 30” C below freesmg and a temperature of near

000” C After cooling, the allojs axe magnetisable, have a lower

eleotno resistance, a higher breaking stress, and lesser elongation

,

after heating the alloys are not magnetisable, have a higher electric

i’esistance, a lower breaking stress, and greater elongation 1 have

now to add another cunoua pioperty Tliese alloys are about 2 per

eeut less dense when in the magnetisable than when in the non-

magnetiaable state Two rings were tested ooutaming respectively

25 per cent and 22 per cent of nickel with the following results,

the deositiee being given without correction in relation to the density

of water at tbe then temperature s—
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Kiokd» Kidwl,
26 per cent. 22 per oent.

jboniity Temp DenmtT

After heating, non-magnetisable . 615 151 813 165
After cooling, magnetisable 799 14 5 796 15 6

After heating again, non-magnetisable 815 180 812 182
After cooling again, magnetisable 7 97 22 0 795 218

The rings were each time cooled to from —100® C to —110® C by

carbonic acid and ether m vacuo

IV, **An Apparatus for testing the SensitivonoBs of Safety-

lamps.” By Frank Clowes, D Sc,, Lond
,

Professor of

Chemistry, Uiuveisity College, Nottingham. Communicated

by ProfesBoi Armstrong, F.R.S, Received June 4, 1891.

It IS generally acknowledged that the Davy safety-lamp canriet

with certainty detect less than 3 per cent of firedamp lu the air of

the mme Oas-indicators of mucli greater sensitiveness have been

indented, amongt these the electncal apparatus of Livemg and the

spirit safety-lamp of Pieler take first rank The olt^eotion to these

special forms is, however, a senous one They do not serve foi

illuminating purposes, and therefoi*e it becomes necessary to carry an

ordinary safety-lamp, together with the testing apparatus Many
attempts have been made to obviate this inconvenience by producing

a safety-lamp which shall servo the donble purpose of illumination

and of detecting minute percentages of firedamp The discovery of

such a lamp would be of great value to the miner, m view of the fact

that very low percentages of firedamp have been proved to be dan-

gerous in the presence of coal-dust

The following apparatus has been devised to render easy the process

of testing the senHitiveness of different forms of safety-lamps when
used for detecting firedamp To enable satisfactoiy tests to be made
m the laboratory, it was necessary to insure (1) the easy and rapid

production of mixtures of firedamp and air m known proportions

,

(2) to insure economy of the artificially prepared methane, which

represented firedamp, and (3) to examine the flame of the lamp

under conditions as satisfactoiy as those existing m the mine
A wooden eubieal box of about 100 litres capacity was constructed

so as to be as nearly gas-tight as possible. It was tfaen made abso-

lutely gas-tight by painting it over with melted paraffin wax, which
was afterwards oansed to penetrate more perfectly by passing an

ordmary hot flat-iron over the sarfaoe This testing chamber was
furnif-bed with a small mlet tube at tie top, and with a similar outlet
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Fio 1

Fia 2

m
tube below It bad a plate-glasa window m front for olxiemng the

lamp in the intenor, and a flanged opening below for introdnoing the

aafetydamp Thia opening waa oloaed bj a water-seal ooneisting of a
small aino tray snpported by bnttona. and oontaining abont 2 indies

depth of water, into which the flange dipped A mixer wee arranged,

whidi oonaiated of a ligbt flat board, nearly equal in dimenaione to the
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Heotion of ohamber, and snipended bj an axu from the upper

comer of the chamber The mixer was moved rapidly baokwardr and
forwards from the side to ihe top of the interior of the chamber^ by
grasping a handle pro^eotiog through the front of the chamber
When a mixture of air with a certain definite percentage of fire-

damp was required, the methane, prepared and purified by ordinary

chemical methods, was introduced into the chamber in the requisite

quantity by the top inlet It displaced an equal volume of air, whioli

escaped through the lowm* outlet, the exit end of whioh was sealed by
being immersed just beneath a water surface A vigorous use of the

iiuxer secured a uniform mixture of gas and air throughout the intenoi

of the obambor in the course of a few seconds The lamp was then

mtraducod into the chamber, and placed in position behind the glass

window The simplicity of arrangement of the water-seal rendered

the necessary opening of the chamber veiy bnef, and the introduction

and removal of the lamp many times in suocession was not found to

produce any appreciable effect upon the composition of the atmosphere

inside the chamber. The appeaivmce and dimensions of the cap

over the flame were noted as soon as the cap underwent no further

change A lamp was left burning in the chamber for a considerable

length of time, and its indications underwent no change, owing to the

largo capacity of the chamber and the very limited amount of air

required to support the combustion of the small flame always used m
gas-testing. The whole mtenor of the chamber and mixer were

painted dead-black, so as to render visible pale and small caps against

a black ground

The methane was introduced from an ordinary gas-boldor A
volume of water, equal to that of the methane to be displaced, was
poured mto the top of ihe gas-holder The gas-tap of the holder was
then momentarily opened, so as to produce equilibrium of pressure

lietweeu the methane and the atmosphere The gas-tap having then

lieen placed in connexion with the upper inlet of the chamber, the

water-tap was opened, and the measured volume of water was allowed

to flow down and drive the methane into the obamber As soon as

bubbles of air ceased to appear through the water at the outlet, the

chamber was closed
, the mixer was then vigorously worked for a few

seconds, and the mixture of gas and air was ready for the introduction

of the lamp Before introducing the methane for a fresh mixture, the

atmosphere of the chamber was replaced by fresh air by removing the

water-tray from beneath the opening at Idie bottom of the chamber,

mid blowing in a powerful stream of air from a bellows to the top of

the chamber

The ohamher was supported on legs, which Vere arranged ao as to

plaroe it at a convenient height for obaervationa through the window,
and also for the introduction and removal of the safety-lamp*
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Th« aooQittcy of this method wm tested by introdaoinir the Fteler

]amp into the chamber, inrhich woe charged ancceasively with a series

of mixtures containing proportions of methane varying from 0 5 to

4 per cent The height and appearance of the cap over the flame

absolutely oorreBjiondod with a senes of standard tests already pnb*

Itshod, and made by a different method, m which firedamp was need

instead of methane

Tlie observations were usually made in a datkened room, bnt the

flame-caps were easily seen in a lighted room, provided direct bght
falling on the eye or chamber was avoided

The capacity of the chamber was 95,220 c c , accordingly the follow-

ing volumes of methane were introduced for ^ per cent mirtm*e

476 c 0 , for 1 per cent 952 c c , for 2 per cent 1904 c o , for 3 *pei

cent 2856 c c , for 4 per cent 3808 c c , and for 5 per cent 4760 c c

It will be soon that a senes of tests, in which the above-mentioned

;'iercentage mixtures were employed, involves an expenditure of only

15 litres of methane, a quantity far smaller than that required by any
other method of testing as yet descrilied

Of many forms of safety-lamp tested lu the above apparatus, the

one which most satisfactonly fnlfilled the two purposes of efficient

illumination and delicacy in gas-testing was Aahworth’s improved

Hepplewhite-Gray lamp This lamp is of specinl construction, bums
benzoline from a sponge reservoir, and its flanio is surrounded with a

glass cylinder, which is ground rough at the hinder part, this latter

device prevents the numerous rofieoted images of the flame, and l^e

generally diffused reflections which are seen from a smooth glass

suifaoe, and which render the obaorvation of a small pale flame-cep

very difficult, if not impossiblo

The wick of this lamp, when at a normal height, foivnabes a

flame of great illuminating power When lowered by a fine screw

adjustment the flame becomes blue and non-lnminous, and does

not interfere therefore with the easy observation of a pale cap.

The following heights of flamo-oap were observed, which fully bear

out unusual sensitiveness of this flame* With 0 5 per cent

of methane 7 mm ,
with 1 per cent 10 mm

,
with 2 per cent

14 mm. , with 3 per cent 20 mm ,
with 4 per cent 25 mm , and

with 5 per cent 30 mm The cap, which with the lower proportions

was somewhat itl-defined, became remarkably sharp and definite

when 3 per cent and npwai'ds of methatie was present But even

the lowest percentage gave a cap easily seen by lui mexperienoed

observer

It appears from the above record of tests that the problem of pro-

duomg a lamp which shall serve both for efficient illnmiaating and
for da^mate gas«testiag purp'ises has been solved. Tbe solution is in

some measiiTe due to the sabstitution of benzoline for oil, since the
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flame of an oil-flame cannot be altogether depnred of ite jellow

Inounous tip, wiUiont eenons nsk of total extinction
,
and tbi« faint

Jnminomtj is sufficient to prevent pale caps fi*oni being seen.

From further experiments made in the above testing chamber with

flames produced by alcohol and by hydrogen, it was found to be true m
practice, os might be inferred fi*om theoiy, that, if the flame was pale

and practically non-lummoas, the sise and definition of the fiame-oap

was augmented by increasing either the sise or the temperature of

the,flame It is quite possible by attending to these conditions to

obtain a flame which, although it is very sensitive for low percentages

of gas, becomes unsuitable for the measurement of any propoHion of

gas exceeding 3 per cent This must, for the general purposes of the

miller, be looked upon as a defect
,
but it is not a fault of the lamp

already referred to It is of interest to note that with the Pieler

spirit-lamp a flame-cap an inch in height was seen in air containing

only 0 5 per cent of methane.

V. “On the Forces, Stresses, and Fluxes of Energy in the

Electromagnetic Field,’* By OuvjSR Heavisids, FBS.
Received June $1

, 1621.

(Abstract

)

The abstract nature of this paper renders its adequate abstraction

diffioultw The principle of conservation of energy, when applied to

a theory such as Maxwelfs, which postulates the definite localisation

of energy, takes a more special form, viz , that of the continuity of

energy Its general nature is discussed. The relativity of motion

forbids us to go so far as to assume the objectivity of energy, and to

identify energy, like matter, hence the expression of the principle is

less precise than thatof the continuitjof matter (as in hydrodynamics),

for all we can say in general is that the convergence of the flux at

energy equals the rate of increase of the density of the energy
, the

flux of the energy being made up partly of the mere convection of

energy by motion of the matter (or other medium) with which it is asso-

ciated looalisably, and partly of ouergy wbioh is transferred through

the medium in other ways, as by the activity of a stress, for example,

not obviously (if at all) representable as the convection of energy.

Gravitational energy u the chief difficulty in the way of the dvryisg

out of the principle. It must come from the ether {for where else

can It come from?), when it goes to matter, but we are entirely

Ignorant of the manner of its distribution and transfeieuoe. But,

whenever energy can be localised, the principle of cantinmty of

energy is (in spite of certain drawbacks oonnected with the mronital

flow of energy) a valuable principle which should he utilised to the
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uttormoBt Praotioal fomui are ooiiaidered. In the electromagnetio

application the flux of energy hae a foar>fold make-up, viz , the

Poynting flax of energy, which oocurs whether the medium tie

stationary or moving
,
the flux of energy due to the activity of the

electromagnetic Btress when the medium i» moving, the oonveotiOD

of electric and magnetic eneigy , and the conveotiuu of other energy

associated with the working of the translational foi^ce due to ilie

htress

As EIoctro-mngnotiBm swarms with vectors, the pioper language

for its expression and investigation is the Algebra of Vectors An
account is thciefoi'e given of the method employed by the author for

some years past The quateinionio basis is rejected, and the

algebra is based u^iou a few doflnitions of notation merely It may be

regarded as Quatermons without quaternions, and simphfled to the

uttermost, or else as being merely a conveniently condensed expres-

mon of the Cartesian mathematics, understandable by all who ore

acquainted with Cartesian methods, and with which tlte vectorial

algebra is made to harmonise It is conhdently I’ocommended as a

praotioal working system

In continuation thereof, and preliminary to the examination of

electromagnetic stresses, the theory of stresses of the general type,

that 18
,
rotational, is considered

, and also the sti ess activity, and
flux of energy, and its convergence and division into translational,

rotational, and distortional paits , all of which, it is pointed oat, may
be asBOOiaied with stored potential, kiuetu*, and wasted energy, at

least so far as the mathematics is concerned

The electromagnetio equations are then introduced, using them in

the author's geueial forms, an extended form of Maxwell's

circuital law, defining electric current in terms of magnetic force,

and a oompanion equation expressing the second circuital law, this

method teplacing Maxwell's in tenus of the vector potential and the

electrostatic potential, Maxwell's equations of propagation being

found impossible to work aud not sufficiently general The equation

of activity IS then derived in as general a form as possible, including

the effects of impressed forces and intnnsio magnetisation, for a

stationary medium which may be eolotropio or not Application of

the principle of continuity of energy then immediately indicates that

the flux of enetgy in the field is represented by the formula first

discovered by Poynting Next, the equation of activity for a moving
medium is .considered It does not immediately mdicate the flux of

oneigy, and, m fact, several transformations ai'e required before

it » brought to a fully sigmfioant fonii, indicating (1) the Poyntapg

flux, the form of which is settled
; (2) the oonveotion of eleotnc and

magnetic energy ; (3) a flux of energy which, from the form in which
dus velocity of the medium enters, represents the flux of energy due
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to a working streas Like tbe Pojntifig flttx, li oontaixM veotor pro*

dnote From thie flux the etrean itself is derived, and the form of^
translational force, previously tentatively developed, is verified. It is

assumed that the medium in its motion carries its properties with it

unchanged

A Ride matter which is discussed is the propei measure of ** true
’*

electric current, in accordance with the continuity of energy It has

a four-fold make-up, viz
,
the conduction current, displacement cui-

rent, convection cnireut (or moiing electrification), and the curl of

the motional magnetic force

The stress is divisiUe into an eloctnc and a magpuetic stress These

are of the rotational type in eolotropio media They do not agree

With Maxwell's general stresses, though they work down to them in

an isotropic homogeneous stationary medium not intnnsically mag-

netised or electrised, being then the well-known tensions m certain

lines with equal lateral pressures

Another and shorter derivation of the stress is then given, guided

by the previous^ without developing the expression for the flux of

energy Variations of the properties permittivity and inductivity

with the strain can be allowed for An investigation by Professor

H Hertz is referred to His stress is not agreed with, and it is

pointed out that the assumption by which it is obtained is equivalent

to the existence of isotropy, so that its generality is destroyed. The
fibvious validity of the assumption on which the distortional activity

of the IS calculated is also questioned

Another foi m of the stress vector is examined, showing its relation

to the fictitious olectnfication and magnetic current, magnetification

and electric current, produced on tlie boundary of a region by termi-

nating the stress thereupon $ and its relation to the theoi7 of action

at a distance between the respective matters and currents

The stress subject is then considered statically. The problem is

now perfectly indeterminate, m the absence of a complete experi-

mental knowledge of the strains set up m bodies under eleotnc and
magnetic influence Only the stress in the air outside magnets and
oonduotors can be considered known Any stress within them migr

be snperadded, without any difiPereuce being made m the resultant

toroen and torques Several stress formulas are given, showing a
transition from one extreme form to another A simple example is

wm-ked out to illustrate the different ways in which Maxwell's stress

and others explain tho meohamoal actions. Maxwell's stress, whioh
involves a translational force on magnetised matter (even when only

inductively magnetised), merely because it is magnetised, leadk to a
very complicated and unnatural way of explanation. It u argued,

independently, that no stress formula riiould be allowed which mdi^
cates a translational force of the kind just mentioned
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8M ike matter is left mdetorminate fimm the stalacal steodpoint

From the dynemioal standpoint, however, we are led to a certain

definite stress distnbution, which is also, fortunately, free from the

above objection, and is harmonised with the finx of energy A peon-

lianty is the way the force on an intrinsic magnet is represented. It

iH not by force on its poles, nor on its interior, but on its sides, refer-

to a simple case of uniform longitudinal magnetisation
,

t r , it

IB done by a ^itost-olectromagnetic force on the fictitious electric

cunwut which would produce the same distribution of induction as

the magnet does There is also a force where the induotivity lanes
This force on fictitions current harmonises with the conclusion pre*

viously arrived at by the author that, when impressed forces set up
disturbances, such disturbances are determined by the curl of the

impressed forces, and proceed from their localities

In conclusion it is pointed out that the determinateness of the

stress reste upon the assumed localisation of the energy and the

two laws of cirouitation, so that with other distributions of the

energy (of the same ]:>roper total amounts) other results wonld follow

,

bat the author has been unable to produce full harmony in any other

way than that followed.

VI. ‘ Comparison of SimuUaneons Magnetic Disturbances at

several Observatories, and Determmatum ot the Value of

the Qausaian Functions for those Obseivatories. By
W Qrytxs Adams D Sc., F R S . Professor of Natural

Philosophy lu King s College, London Received Juno 11,

1891

(Abstract

)

After drawing attention to previous investigations on this subject,

and pointing out the importance of adopting the same scale values for

similar instruments at di:fierent Observatories, especially at new
Observatories which have been recently established, the disoussion

of special magpietic disturbances is undertaken, especially the dis-

turlmces of a great magnetic storm which occurred on Juno 24 and

25, 1885, for which photographic records have been obtamed from 17

ditferent Observatones 11 in Europe, 1 in Canada, 1 m India, 1 in

China, 1 lA Java, 1 at Mauntms, and 1 at Melbourne

The records ate discussed and compared, tables are formed of the

Bimoltaneous disturbances, and the traces are reduced to Greenwxoh

mean time and brought together on the same plates arranged on the

same tune-soale Plates 1 and II show the remarkable agreement

between the disturbances at the different Observatories, and the

rou u k
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Table* show that ihe amount of dititurbauoe, especiallj of liorisontal

magnetic force, is nearly tbe same at widely distant stations

An attempt has also been made to apply the Gaussian analysis to

sudden magnetic disturbances, and, with a view to their application

in futuie work, the values of the Gaussian functions have been ob-

tained foi 20 different Observatories, and the numerical equations

formed for the elements of magnetio force in three directions

mutually at right angles, and also the equation foi the magnetic

potential in terms of the Gaussian coefficients to the fourth order

The Tables give the numerical values to be multiplied by the 24

Gaussian coefficients to give the values of the forces X, Y, and Z in

the geogiaphical mendian towards the north, perpendicular to the

metidian towards the west, and vertically downwards respectively

The equations are also formed and the values obtained in tornis ot

the 24 Gaussian coefficients for X3, Ya, and Za, Xa being the horizontal

force in the magnetic meridian, Ya the horizontal force perfiendicular

to the magnetic meridian, and Za the vertical force If then Xa, Yj,

and Za be the observed values of any simultaneous disturbances, they

may be at once substituted in the equations, tbe equations giving the

24 Gaussian coefficients ma^ be solved, and the corresponding change

of magnetic potential may be determined

VIL ‘‘On tho Moasurement of the Heat produced by Compress-
iiig Liquids and Solids,” By the late Cosmo iNNfcS Burton,
B Sc , F C S , Professor of Qiemistry, Polytechnic, Shang-
hHi, and VViLLiAM Marshall, BSc, FC,S Commum-
cated by Professor Thorpe, Received June 10,

Read June 18, 1801.

In the year 1885 Messrs Orc^olman and Crockof (‘ Bdinbuigh Ro^
Soc Proc/vol 13 p 311), under Proiessor Tuit’s supervision, per-

formed a senes of expenmonts on the heat produced by the oompres-
ston of various subsiances Their method was briefly as follows «

For the application of tho pressure, the same appoiatus which we
describe and flgure later was used A tberwo-eloctnc junction of
insulated nickel and iron wn^es was fixed between tbe leather washers
and a sufficient length of wire coiled away inside the gun to allow tbe
junction to be drawn ont at the top and a specimen attached to it

Among the substances examined were glass, cork, vnloanite, glue,
bees’-wax, and paraffin oil, tho only pure chemical compounds being
chloroform and ether The following are some of t^e results obtained
Pressure, about 1 ton on the sqnare inch
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Vulcanite

Umottmap per ton.

030
Glass • . 012
Coik 0 75

Beeswax 083
Chloroform . 144
Ether 180
Paraffin (solid) • 061
Paraffin oil 139

OwiDf^ to the nnfortniiafo ohoioe of BnbstancoB, these reaults,

althoagh of interest as illustrating the application of the method, can

have little, if anj, general significance Tn the year 1888 Mr BitHon

performed a similar sonrs of experiments, with the view of gaming
some light on the physical constitution of allotropic forms of elemen-

tary substances As the results have not hitherto been published,

they are here' shortly recorded The following table gives a r6smn6

of the results obtained with tho two forma of phosphorus and with

several metals The method was in nearly all {larticulars the same
as that of Messrs Greelman and Crocket The powdered substanecs

a ore strongly compressed in sliort gla^s tubes, and the sliai p-pomted

nickel-iron junct ion pleased into the powdoi The metals were made
into little cylmdors, and a hole drilled in each, very little larger than

the junction The sample was fixed on the wires and then finely

powdered metal packed in, so as to leave the least possible air space

This method proved faiily satisiaotory for such metals as could be

obtained in ingots, and foi vety heavy and cxilierent powders, such as

graphite, arsenic, and amorphous phosphoius, but it was, of ooui*8e,

inapplicable to liquids, except water^ and almost equally so to light

powders, like charcoal

The figures in column 2, showing the amount of heat produced by

a uniform pressure of about 3()0 atmosphon^s, or 2 tons, on the square

inch, seemed to indicate that m metals the heat produced by compres-

sion varied inversely as tlie atomic weight The difference m the

heat given out by the two kinds of phosphorus is remarkable, and

may possibly be held to indicate a wide difference in muleeular

weight

The results were not sufficient, eithbr m numbei np accuracy, to

warrant the statement of any such law as that above mentioned, but

they wore of quite sufficient interest to induce ns to take up the

subject once more, using a laigor number of substances and more
aocutate methods
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SubAtanoe

Biae of teim»*ra

ture oti ftpptjwg
preesure, 800

aimos.,deg cent

Fall of tempera^
ture on Budaeiily

releasing pnw-
Buro, deg cent

Atomic
weight

Qrapbite • • • •
0*318 0 257 0 188 12

Veliow pboApliorue

„ „ 2nd
0 632
0 055

0 40H
0 012 81

AmoTphouB pliosplioriJM

;

0 200 0 289 0 170 81

2inc 0 261 1) 221 65
Arienic

.

0 261 0 248 »T»>rn 75
(.'^dnuum 0 285 0 203 0 0548 112

liu •• 0 277 0 204 0 054 118
AnUtuonjf 0 24H 0 101 120

Ltad 0 305 0 0315
tilBUlUtll 0 251 210
Water • 0 290 0 SWl —

Fig 1 —Setiion o$ “ Oun “
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Desertpftan of Apparatus and Experimental Methods

The compression apparatus used in all these Tanous senes of

experiments was one onginal Ijr constraoted for tosting the effect of

prcssuie on thormomutors Its construction is shown m fig 1 The
o}lmdor, called “the gun,” is of wrought non, about 16 inches

long and 4 itichcH diameter, with a bore of 1 inch It is fixed

\erticallj, and the lower end is fianged and closed by a very thick

flange plate, bolted upon soft leather washers, and drilled to njimit

water from the pump The pump-barrel consists of a steel ingot,

1^0 ^ drilled with a hole | inch diameter ,
in this works a plunger,

with a steel enp at the lower end, tbi*ough a stufiing-box and cup

leather The stroke of the pump is about inches, and it is moved
by a handle nearly d feet long, with a leverage of about 10 to 1

The upper end of the gnn is closed by a solid plungei , turned to fit

very accurately, and rendered water-tight by means of a steel cup,

turned to a very thin, knife-like edge, slightly belled out, so as to

press against the sides of tbe gun When pressure comes upon the

cup, the sides expand suffioiently to form an almost peifectly tight

joint The plunger is held m position by a key fitting into a hole cut

through the sides of the gnn and through the plungoi or ram The
cup IS filled with tallow or lard to avoid leaving an air space inside

the gun The connexion to the pomp is formed by a solid-drawn

copper tube with a steel connecting piece, which is sciowed upon a

washer of soft copper

For measuring pressure, a compression gauge, designed by Pio-

fessor Tait, and used by him m his experiments on the “ Challenger ”

thermometers, was employed It is represented in fig 2 Essen-

tially it consists of a steel tube, about 5 inches long, I inch m
diameter, and inch thick, filled with mercury, and bearing a glass

capillary, A This tube is enclosed in a steel vessel communicating

with tbe pump by a solid-drawn copper tuba The pressure is

meaeured by tbe nse of the mercury in tbe tube A Tbe gauge in

the first instance was graduated by means of air manometers, and woh

afterwards compared with an Amagat menmry gauge Its indications

have been found extremely constant The long bulb contains an

inner bulb, which nearly fills up tbe whole space, leaving only a thm
shell of mercury, which is very httle affected by temperature This

gauge marked 22*85 mm per ton pressure The amount is small, and

the reading cannot be said to be verjr aoonmte, but no other gau|;e

could be obtained equally trustworthy and which required so very

small a bulk of water-^ matter of great importance, as will be per^

oeived on ivtfemng to the description of the expmments given

below.

The wires of the thormo-electnc junction are intrudnoed by placing
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them between two broad washers of thiok soft leather, and screwing

these as tightly as possible between the flanges at the lower end of

the gnn The leathers were prepat ed by soaking in worm lard tn

eacuo, as recommended by Professor Andrews The arrangement was

found to hold pressure extremely well, if the bolts were tightened up

each day before begiuning the experiments As it was necessary that

many of the liquids used should be completely protected from water,

we were obliged to choose wires for the junction which could be sealed

through glass After experiments with a large number of different

pairs of metals, beginning with pare platinum and going up to per

cent, of indium, specimens of commercial platinum and an alloy of

platinum with 10 per cent of indium were selected Strange to say,

neaily the same cmrent was obtained from a junction of two different

samples of 10 per cent indium."^

The platinum wire was of about No 24 BW G ,
the alloy wire of

0" 029 diameter The latter resembled steel m its properties, being

very hard and elastic Its thickness was a disadvantage, because it

increased the mass of the junction and caused a sensible time to elapse

before the wires attained the temperature of the liquid during tlie

expenmeiits. The wires were welded to fonn the junction and
hammered tlun and flat m order that the oontaot with the Bubstanoe

under tnal might be as perfect as possible A length of about 3 feet

of the double wires a as coiled into a spiral spnng inside the gun, so

that the junction end could be drawn out at the top either for
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^p^aduation or to allow the Bobstanoe to be changed The wires were

lusniated by drawing them through iino india-rubber tubing of the

kind known as vein tubing This arrangement proved very objection-

able in practice, as the oil and grease off the inside of the gun attacked

the rubber and ultimately {lerforated it, permitting contact with the

motal Bides of the gnu
Naturally, after tins occurred, the results became perfectly irregnlai

und worthless, and the whole apparatus had to be taken to pieces in

order to renew the iiiHolatiun* This was done by stuppiiig off the

bad pieces of indiu-rubber and then covering the whole length of each

wire with a double tlnckness of narrow silk ribbon wound on and

whipped over with thread After the renewal of the insulation there

w IB nut a single defective result, and the readings vary within re-

nmikably narrow limits, as will be seen by rofoi*ence to the tables

The outer or cold junction of the thermo-electric apparatus was im-

mersed in a large wooden tub of cold water, the temperature of which

clianged but little from day to day, and might bo iH)garded as perfectly

uniform during the porforinanoe of any experiments

The apparatus for containing the Uquids which were subjected to

compression is lepreseiited in fig 3 The wires of the junction are

Fro 8—Sectimi of Tube

fixed into a hollow glass stopper, B, which was ground to fit the tube

C This tube earned a slight fiange at D, to which a disc of soft

black rubber could be tightly wh'ed This rubber disc served to close

the end of the tube and at the same time allowed perfectly free com*

mniuoatiott of pressure from the outside to the inside of the apparatus

A loop of thick copper wire was twisted round the neck of the tube

to fmmiah a handle by which it could be drawn out of the gun In
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order to prevent liquids like chlurofarm or bieulphide of eerboti

eotuinfi^ m contaot with tlie tnoia-rnbberi the tube was filled up to

the neck F with clean dry mercury Twelve tubes were provided, all

of which fitted to the same stopper, in order to prevent loss of time

in changing substances. The mercury was poured away and a fresh

rubber cap wired on for each experiment

The galvanometer used was of the dead-beat pattern, by White, of

Glasgow, of 642 turns and 1 242 ohms resistance It was placed on

a slate shelf about 20 feet distant from the compression apparatus,

and it was not at all alFected by the movements of the pump handle

or by any other part of the mechanism The scale of the galvano-

meter was graduated in arbitrary diviHiouM of nearly 2 cm in length,

these being divided into tenths , these small divisions could again bo

read to quarters As one large division on the scale corresponded

very nearly to 1 degree centigrade, the teraperatnro resdings are

very accurate In order to have all substani^es as nearly as possible

at the same temperature, a large covered vessel was sunk m the

water-tub which contained also the cold junctions, and in this vessel

the bottles of substances were placed the day before, along with mer-

cury and clean tubes ready for use The suction tube of the pump
also drew its supply from the same source

After the gun had been filled with water taken from the tub, a tube

filled with clean mercury to the neck E, and with the substance to be

compressed up to C, was then brought up to the stopper and well

pressed home, care being taken that no air bubble should be left in

inserting the stopper The wires were arranged on opposite sides of

the tube, which was then pressed down on the spiral spring formed

by tbo coiled wire inside the gun, and tbe ram inserted The dis-

charge valve at fig 1 was opened, the ram pressed home and secured

by its key Pressure was usually applied and blown off two or three

times to prove that everything was in good condition As little or

no air space was left in any part of the apparatus, the pressure rose

very rapidly, two btiokes of the pump usually sufficing

When the galvanometer was steady, its aero point was noted and
pressure immediately applied, &n operation which took about two
Roconds As tbe apparatus could nevet be made perfectly tight, it,

was always necessary to oontmue pumping slowly, watching the
gauge so as to moiiitain the pressure as nearly as possible constant till

the galvanometer beoarae steady, when the reading was taken and
pressure immediately relaxed

As soon as the galvanometei was again steady a new «ero was
taken, prussura applied again, and so on, usuidly ten times. If the
resnlts appeared to agree satisfactorily the Am fvas removed ffom
the gun, and the tube drawn up and carefully examined to eee tiiiat

no leakage had taken place. It was then set aside, a dean tnbe
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tftken, and the cycle of operations repeated In tins way three to

four Rubstancefl per hour could be finished, from ten to fifteen ob»

servHtions being taken for each The limits of accnraoj are found in

the measurement of pressure, which cannot be said to be quite Hatis-

faotoiy, and m the iiDpossihilitj of maintaining the pressure perfectly

(constant till the galvanometer can be rc*ad The error due to the

)ast-nam(‘d uiiuse m less than might bo expected, because the pressure

vanes rapid]} about the point at which it should he znamtained, and
the galvanometer does not follow the small and quirk i ises and falls

of pressure In comparing the results among themselves the actual

amount of pr6flBUi*e is not of so great importance as the fact that, as

nearly as tlio gauge would read, it was the same in eveiy case, viz

,

b tons on the aq in 8H8 atmosphei'cs

In order to show the degree of accuracy for this work, the full

figures for one saiistaiK o aie hero quoted from the expenmeut
book “

Substance token, butyi ic at id Pressure, 2 6 tons

Zero paint Jteodlng Peileistion Kia« of temp

370 11 8 5 2 .523

177 12 5 52 5 23

lHl ISl 50 5 03

18 6 ]'3 3 6.3 5.33

18 8 13 7 5 1 .513

19 0 13 7 .I.! 6.33

18 9 13 65 5 2

)

5 28

191 H9 52 . 5 23

191 1.3 8 5 ‘3 5 33

19 3 141 52 5 2.3

Average deflection 5 205

„ nso of temperature 5® 235

When the individual figures vary so little among themselves it will

easily be seen that the average of ten such observations must diffir

exti*omely httle from the truth

At the end of each day's work the jauction was graduated to

ascertain what deflection of the galvanometer corresponded to a degree

oentigrade The graduation was performed in the following

maimer —The junction was drawn out of the gun and dipped in a
beaker of cold water from the tub to find its zero As soon as the

galvanometer had been read the junction was transferred to a beaker

of warm water which was kept rapidly moving by means of a stream

of air» and the temperature and the galvanometer wore read as nearly

as posulde at the same moment
,
the junction u as then sgam placed
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la cold water to gire a ser > and re-transferred to warm water at a

difFerent temperature Care wae taken that the greatest temperature

difference between the cold and bot water should cause a deflection

slightly in excess of the largest caused by compression. The average

of four or five such observations is taken as the deflection correspond*

ing to C The same thermometer was used throughout for all

these temperature readings It was a fixed zero ’* by Hicks,

graduated m 0** 1 C , and could be read acoumtely to O'" 01

To secui e the greatest possible uniformity of conditions m all these

experiments, every preparation was completed and a]l salistauces

collected before a single compression was made The whole of the

final observations wore thus compressed into a few days, and it was
possible to maintain every part of the apparatus piaotically unchanged

during that time

The Ite9uU9

The following tabic sets forth all the resuHs obtained with liquid

specimens, togethei with such data as may probably bo useful in

arriving at general conclusions

Ko of
obserrations

Bine of Maximum
Subutunco Formula 4<emp in

deg cent

Turiation in

deg cent

il/droourbocf

—

Araylene 11 10 00 0 B
Benxole C,1I* • 10 b 43 0 8

Alcohols

—

t

Kethjl alcohol • .

.

CH4O 12 6 64 0 85
Ethyl „ C,H,Q 14 4 bO 0 8
Propyl „ . . C,H,0 10 6 88 0 36
Itobutyl alcoliol , ,

.

C4H,oO . 20 6 90 0 6
Tertiary butyl alcohol C4H10O .

—
Amyl alcohol 16 6 41
Capryl alcohol . . •

,

Alb 1 alcohol .

cvi„o 10 4 2S
C»H,0

^
10 4*66 0 8

Aldehydee —
C1H4O
(0^40),
CyfiaO.

Aldehyde ..... .... 10 3 98
6 86
6 00

S$es
000i'aeaklelitde ... ..... 11

10Botisoic oldebyde .. •

AcidU— i 1

Foriuic acid ... . CHA 10 $ 96 0 1
Acetic „ * Csb403 10 4 71 0 4
Butyric „ f^4lfsOa • 10 6*19 08

Ethereal salts

—

Methyl formate .« C1H4O,.. 11 6 29 0*6
Ktiwf „ CgUA . 11 0 68 1 2
Methyl acetate . . OsHflO, 10 7*18 0 6
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No of
obiramtioti.

Hiso of Xfit.riTti'niTi

Bubatanoo Formula temp m
deg cent

yanation in

deg cent

Ethereal Balta (< oni )
—

Kfihy) arxftate * C^HgOj . 10 7 a 0 4
l*ropjrl „ . 10 6 58 0 2
Isobut^l „ 10 H 66 0 a
Amyl „ 10 5 01 0 4
Eth^l oxalate 10 5 ai 0 2
Kthyl (arboiiate 10 5 02 0 8
AcetoBoeUo ether 10 6 00 0 a

Kthon

—

Ether C^IIioO . 11 7 77 0 8
Amyl ether c,»u«o 10 6 09 0 2

Halogen deniatirts

—

ChToroform • • CJICla 10 a 19 0 85
Carbon Uithloridc CHjClj 10 5 85 1 1

Carbon tetrachloride cru 10 7 76 0 5
Menochloreihaiie CjlUCl 11 8 10 0 7

Acetil cliloride •• CsHaOlO 10 7 71 0 3
JliehIorac*eiie acid , 10 4 17 0 a

Propel chloride . • CallyUl 10 8 54 0 7
Isobutyl chloride C^H.Cl 12 7 60 0 0
Mono( hlorbetirole CsflsOl 10 6 40 0 45

Kthyl bronudo • • CjU.Br 10 9 09 0 5

i*rop>l ,1 OsU,Hr 10 5 49 0 5
Jsobutyl „ • •

•

C4U9Br 10 6 87 0 06
Amyl „ CyiuBr 10 6 11 0 85
Monobroinbenzole CelljBr 10 5 76 0 4
J)ronitoluo)0 • « OjfKBr 10 6 00 0 4
Ethyl iodide • • CsH.I 11 7 98 0 4
Isobutyl iodide • • C4H,L 10 6 64 0 36

Unclassified—*

Acetone CyHgO 10 7 »e 0 6
Acetic anhydride ... C4USOS 10 I 5 88 0 8
Carbon disulphide , CBa 10

j

8 27 0 4

Inoraamo—'

W^ter • •• HjO 10 0 808 0 05
SulphariC amd . Hjft04 10 1 46 0 16
Mercury • . . • Hg

1

10 0 829 0*05

Bemaxiu

Ethyl Alcohol—Boadings not very traatwoxthy on aoooniit of de-

fective inBulation

Tertiary Butyl Alcohol—BeadtngH exceedingly irregular. On
taking out the tube it was found that the substance had solidified

Melted on standing

Paraldehyde *On keeping on the pressure after attaining the

Jaaaiumuxa deflectiOD, a further deflection was observed dne to the
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orjcitalliKing of the Bubetanoe The orjgtals melted rapidly at the

temperature of the room

Movochlorethane ^The whole apparatus a as cooled to 0^ C for thin

flonoB of observationfl

Propyl Bfomtde and Tsohutyl Bromide—A nlight “ kick of the

galvanometer image in the opiKisito direction to that indicating a use

of temperatnre was observed on the first stroke of tho pump
Iodides—The free iodine was extracted by shaking with mercury

Carhon Dimilphide —The temperature rose slowly to witbin a

degree of maximum , then there was a sudden rise to maximum,

succeeded by a rapid fall

Looking merely at the rise of temperature produced by pressure,

it 18 impossible to deduce any general laws from those figures We
find that, as a rule, in comparable senes, the higher the molecular

weight, the less the rise of temperature This is best seen in the

cases of the senes of acetates and the halogen substances
,
but there

are several perfectly distinct exceptions—such as the fatty acids

—

which come m the inverse order to that stated It is worthy of

note that these exceptional senes all contain large proportions of

oxygen

We would draw sjiecial attention to the effect of proBsure on pai-

aldehyde and terfciaiy butyl alcohol, both of which are caused to

solidify at temperatures above thoir normal melting point Wo think

it probable that all substances which follow tho ordinary law of ex-

pansion by boat could be solidified by pressure if tried at tempera-

tures not far from tbeir molting point The apparatus which wo
used serves extremely well for observing the coarse of events m such

cases

When a liquid which docs not solidify is compressed, the image on
the galvanometer sciile travels almost steadily and rapidly to a point

at which li remams fixed for a few seconds
,

it then begins to move
back towards zero, as the substance is oooled by the water outside

the compression tnbe Tn the two oases mentioned above (paralde-

hyde and tertiary butyl alcohol^ the bohaviovr of the galvanometer

was entirely different, indicating a rapid nse of temperature on
application of tho pressure, and then a continuous slow increase as

long as the pressure was maintained constant The method of

closing the gun by means of a ram renders it easy to remove and
inspect a substance witbin half a minute after letting off the pressure,

so that there is not time fur the crystals to melt.

Es^eriments with SoUds

A number of specimens of metals were prepared snd tested, with
ilte raBults given in tabular form below. Of each metal two small
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ingots were prepared and filed flat on one face, so that thi^ oOnld be

tied one on each side of the fiat ]nnction, which was used withcmt

anj tube It is diffioult in this waj to secure at all a satisfaotorjr

contact between the sample and junction, and we aie of opinion that

the method originally used as described in the beginning of the paper

will prove more trustworthy The rise of tompeititnrc in metals is

so small that, to obtain a readable defiection, it would be necessaiy to

use a more sensitive ]unction than can be made of platmum-indmm
alloys, as the galvanometer cannot be made much more sensitive

withont becoming too slow to permit of true readings Cousidei'able

care was taken to secute specimens of metals in a state of approxim*

nte puiity, but, the results having proved of ao little value, the

methods used need not be here dosciibed

Rue of temp
o

Alammium » 0 161

Magnesium • 01^1

Zinc • • • 0 062

Silver . * 0 04-7

Tin 0 125

Several other metals were tried, but the defiection was too slight

to allow of accurate observation

Notwithstanding the large amount of work involved m these ex-

periments, study of the results shows but too olearlj^ that this research

can only be regarded as jirelirainary Many interesting problems

present theniselves for solution, of which we think the following are

worthy of mention —
1 The effect of pressure m causing solidification should be fol-

lowed up and tested with diflerent Babstances at temperatures httlo

removed from their melting point In the case of tertiaiy butyl

alcohol it may be noted that, though the crystals formed were too

small to be clearly distinguished, they appeared to be of a different

habit from those foimed under ordinary ciroumsiauoea

2 The effect of temperature in causing differences in the amount
of heat developed It might be neot ssary to compai*e the substances

at different temperatures so as to have them all m the same physical

state

3 The relation of compresiibility to heat of compression

This IB but an indication of the few out of the many lines of

research suggested by the work we have done Some of these seem

to afford good hope of yielding new knowledge of the constitution of

matter

la ocmoluBion, we wish to record our gratitude to the Government

Gxant Committee of the Boyal Society f<)r affording us the means of
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oarryuig oat tbig reseairoh \ and also to Professor Tait for allowinfs^

ns the use of his laboratory and his ralnable apparatus, without

which these results ooald not hare been obtained.

VIIL “ On the Changes evoked in the Circulation and Bespua-

tion by Electrical Excitation of the Floor of the 4th Ven-

tricle ** By W G. Spencer, M.S , A88mtant;-Surgoon to

the Westminster Hospital. Coiunuiuicated by Professor

Horsley, F.R.S. Received June 15, 1891,

(Abstract

)

The object of the research was to connect more closely olimcal

signs with pathological changes in the medalla by localising in the

floor of the 4th ventricle the centi es which influence the oircula-

tioii and resp rition

The author commences his paper with a fall account of the work

of previous observers upon the medulla m relation to the circulation

and respiration

The research diffets from pieceding ones in the nse of the electric

current to excite without injury the floor of <he ventricle, m avoiding

puncture and incision of the medulla, m employing complete

anflesthesia with ether without at the same time impeding respiration

The floor of the 4th ventricle was accurately measured in esoh

expeiiment, so that the distance from the calamus scriptonus and

from the middle line of each point was known before it was excited

The experiments wore jierformed on oats, dogs, and monkeys, the

i-ecords of the changes which took place being divided into those

affecting respiration, tho rate of the heart, and the blood-pressure

respectively

By adding together the results obtained foi each point in all tho

'experiments on auimals of the same species, conclnsions have boon

arrived at for each spocies, and a compaiison is then made of the

three species of animals

The conclusions drawn from the experiments, aided by the facts

detailed in tho historical rotiHispect, are as follows —
(1 ) hi^rahon —Tho part of tho floor of the 4th ventricle which,

when excited, caused an increase in the normal inspiratory

impulses descending to the thorax lies along the middle line,

extending for 2 mm on either side

(2 ) ^^Jrp^ra^wm—The part of the floor of the jtth ventricle which,

when excited, caused an increase m the nomal expiratory

impulses descending to the thorax lies along the lateral part

of the ventnole, 2 to 3 mm from the middle Une.
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(3 ) Slomng of the SMpxratory Mhythm—’Tho area whicb^ when
excited, caused slowing of the respiratorj rhythm lies over

the continuation of the postero-median column, as it separates

from the column of the opposite side, and the port of the floor

of the ventricle close to the inner bolder of the oolnmn The
central point of this small area lies between 1 and 2 mm from
the calamus, and between 2 and 3 mm from the middle line

Carilio^xnhxhihon —Whilst cardio-mbibition rasy be produced all

over the flooi of the 4tfa ventricle, as well us
3
ust bi'^hnid the calaTnus,

)et it 18 host marked both in the finiquoncy of occurrence and in the

amount of slowing over the posterior third of the 4th ventncle, and

over the inner muigin of the continuation foi w aitls of the pos^ro-

modian oolumn

Blood^promxre (1) Fall—The chief depressor ni’ca is iti the binder

part of the floot, between 1 and 4 mm in front of the calatniiB

(2) Ewre (cat only) —A rise was produeed most frequently and

most largely from 4 inm from the calamus forwards to the anterior

end of the ventricle

These conclusions are exhibited graphically by maps of the

ventricle, shaded in various degrees to indicate the mtonsity of the

result ,
and a number of tracings are appended as illustrations of the

actual changes winch were piodnced by evoitation

The author concludes with a summaty of some ohni(*al apphcations

of this research, as well as of the previous one on Inti acranial

Pressure,** which forms the subject of a paper m this year’s ‘Phil

Trans * by the author and Mr Hoisley

IX, “ Contubutions to the Chemistry of Chlorophyll No I V.
’

By Edw, Schunck, P.R,S. Received Juno 10, 1891.

(Abstract

)

This paper is a continuation of the previous ones on the same
subject After describing the action of caustic alkali m a state of

fusion on phyllocyamn and the products thereby formed, the author

proceeds to give an account of pbylloxanthm, the substance formed

along with phyllocyamn by the action of acids on chlorophyll This

la followed by a dcsciiption of the change which chloiophyll under-

goes by the action of alkalis, and of the chief product thereby formed,

which the author names alhiuhtorophyU
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X. “Oa sume Histological Features and PhTMological Pro-

pel ties of the Postoesophageal Nerve Cord of the Crus-

tacea.” By W, H. Hardv Commumvated Dr Gaskell,

F R S Received June 17, 1891

[Pubhoaiion deferred ]

The Society adjourned over the Long Vacation to Thursda},

November 19

l^iesenU, June 18, 1891

Transactions

Amsterdam —Koninklijke Akademio van Weteuschappen Ver-

liandelingen (Letterkunde) Deel XIX 4to Arneterdam

1890. Verhanddingen (Natuurkunde) Deel XXVIII 4to

Amsterdam 1890
,
Vorslagen on Mededeelingon (Letterkunde)

Deel VII 8vo Amsterdam 1891 , Jaarboek 1890 8vo

Amsterdam The Academy
Baltimore —Johns Hopkins University Begiater for 1890-91-

8VO Baltmore 1891 The University

Berlin —Deutsche Chemische Gesellschaft Benchte 1891

Nos 1-8 8ro Berlin The Society

Gesellschaft fur Erdkunde Verhandlungen Band XVIII
No 4-5 8vo Berhn 1891 ,

Zeitschnft Band XXV Heft 6

8vo Berlin 1890 The Society

Kouigl PreuHR Akademie der Wisscnschafton Sitsungsberichto

Nos, 41-«5J 8VO 1890-91 The Academy
Bologua —R Accademia delle Scienze delF Istitato. Memone

Ser 4 Tomo X 4to Bologna Indici Generali 1880-

89 4to Bologna 1890 ,
Del Mendiano Iniziale e dell' Ora

Umvorsale 8vo Bologna 1690, Expose des Aatpons ap-

puyant la Transfu^tiou propos^e au sajot du M6ndi6n Initial et

de VHeure Univeraelle 8vo Bologne 1890

The Academy
Brussels — Academic Boyale de M4decine de Belgique Bulletin

S^r 4 Tome IV No 12 Tome V Nos 1-2 8vo

EnmelUs 1890-91 The Academy
Academic Boyale des Sciences, Bulletin 86r 3. Tome XX
No 12 Tome XXI Nos 1-2 8vo Brussettes 1890-91,

Manifestation en Thonneur de Jean-Servais Stas. 8vo
Bruxelles 1891 The Aoaden^*

Catania Accademia Gioenia di Scienze Natnyali Bnllettino

Mensile Ease 18-19. 8vo Catama 1891 The Academy
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Transaotiontt {continuei)^

Cracow *—Academic dee Sciences Balleiin laternahonal Oomptes
Bendus dca St'^iancos. Hai, 1891 8vo. Orocovta

The Academy.
Edinburgh —Royal Society Proceedings Vol XVIII (pp

l'-64) 8VO Edinburgh 1890 The Society

Essex —Essex Field Club The Essex Naturalist Yol V Nos
1-5 8vo Buclhiirf^t The Club

Florence —Bibhotoca Nazumale Centrale BolloHino 1891 Nos
122-1 dl 8vo Firenze IHOl

,
I Codici Palatini Vol II*

Fasc '-i 8vo Eoma 1891 The Libroiy

Jena —MedizmiHch-NaturvvisHenschafthche GeseliBchaft Jen-

aischo Zeitschrift Bd XXV Heft 1-2 8vo Jena 1890

The Smuety

Lausanne —Societe Vaiidoiso des Sciences Naturelles Bullctm

Vol XXVII No 103 8vo Lansa/nne 1891

The Society

Leipsio —Xonigl Sachs ischo Gescllscbaft der Wissenschafton

Abhandlungon Bd XVil Nos 3-4 8vo Leipzig 1891,

Benchte (Math -Phys Classe) 1891 No 1 8vo Leipzig

' The Society

London —Anthropological Institute Journal Vol XX Nos
8-4 8VO London 1891 The Institute

British Astronomical Association Journal Vol I No 7 8vo.

London 1891 The Association

Chemical Society Jonrna] January to June, 189L 8vo

Londmij Proceedings Nos 91-99. 8vo London 1891.

The Society

Oeological Society Quarteily Journal Vol XLVIl. Parts

1-2 8vo London 1891 ,
Abstracts of the Proceedings.

Nob 565-567, 570-576 8vo ILondon 1891 ]

The Society.

Institute of Brewing Transactions Vol IV. No 7. 8to

London 1891 The Institute

Institution of Civil Engineers Abstracts of Proceedings

Session 1890-91 Nos 4-10 8vo [London ]

The Institution.

Institution of Meebamoal Engineers. Proceedings 1891. No 1

8vo London The Institution.

Linnean Society Journal (Botany) Vol XXVII-XXVI3I
Nos 187-188, 193 8vo Lo^idon 1891 ,

Journal (2^1ogy)

Vol. XXIII No 147 8vo London 1891 The Somefcy

London Mathematical Society Proceedings. Vol XXII Nos.

399-408 8vo [Lmioii 1890] ,
List of Fellows 1890. 8vo.

London The Someiy,

TOI.. U h
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Trsnaaotions {conUnmd)

Marine Biologioal AMOoiation Journal Yol II* No 1. 8vo

London 1891 The Aesociation

Odontological Society Transaotione Yol XXIII No 7 8vo

London 1891 The Society

Pharmaoeutioel Society of Great Britain Journal and Traneau-

iiona January to June, 1891 8vo London The Society

PbySLoal Society Pi*oceedings. Yol XI Part 1. 8vo

London 1891 The Society

Bojral ABtronomical Society Monthly Noticoe Yol LI Nos
2-7 8vo. London 1890-91. The Society

Boyal Geographical Society Proceedings January to June,

1891 8vo London. The Society

Boyal Institute of British Architects Journal of ProoeedmgB

Yol VII No 6-14 4to London 1891 The Institute

Boyal Institution of Great Britain Beport of the Weekly
Evening Meetings. March, 1890, to May, 1891. 8vo

[London ] The Institution

Boyal Meteorological Society Quarterly Journal Yol XVIT
No 77 8vo London 1891 The Society

Boyal Microscopical Society Journal 1891 Ports 1-3 8vo

London The Society

Boyal United Service Institution Journal Yol XXXV
No 160 8vo London 1891 The Institution

Society of Arts Journal January to June, 1891 8vo London

The Society.

Society of Biblical Archaeology Proceedings Vo! XIII
Part 7 8vo London 1891 The Society

Society of Chemical Industry Journal January to May, 1891

8vq Londofi The Society.

Zoological Society Proceedings 1890 Part 4 8vo. London
1891 The Society

Milan —Beale Istituto Lombardo Bendiconti. Yol. XXIII
Fasc. 1 8vo Milano 1890 The Institute.

Moscow —Soci4t4 Imp4nalb des Naturalistes Bulletin Ann4e
1890 No. 4. 8vo Mobcou 1891 The Sooiety

Munich*—KB. Akadomie der Wisseuschaften Sitsungsborichte

Philos *Philol und Hist Classe 1891 Heft 1. 8vo Munchen
1891 ,

Sitzungsbenchte Math -Phys. Classe 1890 Heft 4
8vo Munchen 1891 The Academy

Naples*—Societi di Naturalisti Bollettino Yol V. Pose 1

8vo Na^h 1891 The Society

Netherlands —Nedorlondscfae Botanische Y4reeniging Neder^
iandsch Erutdkundig Archie! Tweede Serie Deel Y. Stuk 4
8vo Nijmegen 1891 The Netherlaadift Legation.
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Transaotiona icowtmued),

Palermo —Circolo Matematico Bendioonti Tomo Y Fane

1-^ 8vo Palermo 1891 The Oxroolo

Pans —Acaddmie dos Sciences Comptes Rendas Janrier

—

Jum, 1891 4to Parts, The Academy
Jficolo Normale Supineure Annales Tome VIII Nos 3-5

4to Parts 1891 The School

Soci^t5 do Biologic Comptes Bendas Janvier—Jam, 1891

8vo. Farts The Society

SoGi^t5 d'Encouragement pour rindustrie Nationale Bulletin

Janvier—Mai, 1891 4to Parts, Compte Rendu des Seances

1890 Nos 18-19 1891 Nos 1-9 8vo Pam, Annn-
aire 1891 12mo Paris Tho Socnety

Soci^to de Gdographio Bulletin. Tome XI No. 4 Tome
XII No 1 8vo Pams 1890-91

, Compte Rendu des

Seances 1890 Nos 16-17 1891 Nos 1-13 five Parts

The Society

Socn^t4 Fran9aiso de Physique Seances Juillot—D^cembre,

1890 8vo Parts 1891 , Resum6 des Communications

Juillct, 1890—Jam, 1891 8vo Pans
The Society

Society Mathematique Bulletin Tome XIX Nos 2-4 8vo

Parts 1891 The Society

Soci5t6 Pbilomathique Bulletin Tome III No 1 8vo

Pans 1891 ,
Comptc-Rendu Sommairo des Sauces 1890-91

Nos 4-15 8vo [Pam ] The Society

Philadelphia —Academy of Natural Sciences Proceedings 1891

Part 1 8vo Phtladelphta 1891 The Academy.

Franklin Institute Journal January to June, 1891 8vo

Phtladelphta Tho Institute

Home —Beale Accademia dei Lmcei Atti Vol Yl* Fasc

10-12 Vol VII Paso 1-6 8vo Roma 1890-91

The Academy
Reale Comitato Geologioo d*Italia Bollettino Nos 11-12

8vo Poma 1890 The Comitato.

8t. Louis —Academy of Science Constitution, liist of Members,

&c 8vo I8t, loMwJ 1890 The Academy

St Petersburg —Acad^mio Imp5nale des Sciences. M5moiros

Tome XXXVIll Nos. 2-3, 4to 8f Pitorsbourg 1890-91

The Academy

6ietla^-^R. Accademia dei Fisiocntici. Atti Sene 4. Vol HI.

Faitfe^ 8-4 8vo Stena 1891 The Academy.

Stockholm .—^Kongl Yetenskaps Akademie Ofvorsigt, Arg. 48

Nos 6vo Btockhohn 1691 The Academy
Sydney:-^Australian Museum Records. Vol. I. No 6 8vo.
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Sydney 1891 , Catalogoe of tho Aiuitrahan Birds m the

Mnsoam Part 3 8vo SydiMy 1891 The Mnseum
Linuean Society of Now South Wales Abstract of Proceedings

November, 1890 to Apni, 1891 8to Sydmy
The Sooietj

Tiomsoe —Mnseum Aarshefter XIII 8vo 1890, Aars-

beretmng 1889 8vo Troms^ 1890 The Museum
Tann —B Acrademia delle Scienze Atti Vol XXVI Disp

6-8 8vo Torino The Academy
Vienna —Kaisorliehe AkademiC der Wissenschafton Anzeiger

Jahrg 1891 Nos 1-4 8vo Wien, Denkschnften (Math-
• Naturw Classe) Bd LVI 4to Wten 1889 ,

Dcnk-

Bchnfton (Philos -Histor Glasso) Bd XXXVTI 4to Wien

1889, SttzuTigsbencbte (Math -Naturw Glasse) Abth 1

Bd XOVTIl Heft 4-9* Bd XCIX Heft 1^3 8vo

Wien 1889-90
. Abth 2a Bd XCVIII Heft 4-10 Bd

XCIX Heft 1-3 8vo Wte« 1889-90, Abth 2b Bd
XCVIII Heft 4-10 Bd XCIX Heft 1-3 8vo. Wien
1889-90, Abth 3 Bd XCVni Heft 5-10. Bd XCIX
Heft 1-3 8vo Wten 1889-90, Sitzungsberichte (Philos

-

Histor Classe) Bd CXIX—CXXI 8vo. Wten 1889-90

The Academy
XE Goographische Gesollschaft. Mittheilungon BandXXXlIl

8vo Wten 1890 The Society.

EE Geologischo Beichsanstalt Abhandlungen Band XV
Heft 3 4tQ Wten 1891 The Institute

E E Naturhistorisches Hofmuseum Annalen Bd V Nr 4
8VO Wtm 1890 • The Museum

E E. Zoologisch-Botanische Gesellsohaft Verhandlungen. Bd
XL Nos 8-4 8vo Wtmi 1890 The Society.

Washington —Buxeau of Education Contributions to Amenoau
Educational History No 3. Svo Wa8hi7igton 1888

The Bureau
National Academy of Sciences Beports 1888-90 Svo

Washington 1890-91 The Ac^emy
Smithsonian Institution Beport 1888 Svo. Wcuihingim

1890 The Institation.

U S National Museum Bulletin No 88 Svo. Washmgton
1890, Proceedings Vol XII. Nos. 782-789 Vol. XIII
Nob 790-833, 836, 838, 840-841 Svo Washmgton 1S90-91

The Musenm.
Yokohama —Asiatic Society of Japan TransactiemB. VoL XVIXI

Port 2 Vol. XIX Parti. Svo TeSye 1890-91.

The Society.
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Obftervations and Reports
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Brisbane —Post and Telegraph Department, Chief Weather
Bureau Climatological Tables October to Dooember, }889
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[Sheets ] The Department

Cape of Good Hope —Votes and Proceedings of Parliament 1890

Folio and 8vo Cape Town , Acts, Session 1890 Folio Oajric

Town, Report of the Liquor l^aws Commission, 1889-90

Folio Gape Town 1890 The Cape Government
Dublin —General Register Office Weekly Return of Births and

Deaths January to Juno, 1891 8vo Dublin

The Rcgistiar-Genoral for Ireland

Edinburgh —Observatory Oirculai Nos 16-17. 4to [Sheets ]

1891 The Observatory

Greenwich —Royal Observatory Report of the Astronomer

Royal to the Board of Visitors The Observatory

London —Meteorological Office Weekly Weather Report Vol

Vlll Nos 21-23 4to London 1891, Daily Weather
Report January to June, 1891. 4to London

The Office

Melbourne —Centennial International Exhibition Official Record

1888-89 8vo. UeUbouTTie 1890

The Executive CommuiBionerB

Obseiwatory Monthly Record August and September, 1890

8vo Melhowme^ The Observatory.

Mexico -^Observatono Meteoroldgioo-Magn^tico Central Boletin

Monsual Resumen del Ano de 1889 Nos 48-62 4to

[Af&rtco ] The Observatory

Missonn.—Geological Sui^ey Bulletin No 4 8vo. Jefforeon

City 1891 ,
Bienmal Report* 8vo Jeffereon City 1891

The Surrey

Montevideo —Observatorio Meteoroldgico. Boletm * Mensnal

Afio 3 Ndm 2. Svo. Montevideo 1891

The Observatory
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Penuajlyania —Geological Snryej Diclaonaiy of Fossils Vol

II-lII 8vo Eamahurg 1889-90, Seventh Report on the

Oil and Gas Fields of Western Pennsylvania 8vo JBarrts-

hurg 1890 , Atlas, Southern Anthracite Field Part 3 1889

The Survey

Potsdam —Die Koniglichen Observatorien fur Astrophysik, Me-

teorologie nnd Geodasie , aus Amthchem Anlass heiausg von

den betheihgten Directoren 8vo Berhn 1890

The Go\orument of Germany, through H M Treasury.

Pnlkowa —Nicolai-Haaptstcmwarte. Catalog von 5634 Stomen
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Stem-
Ephemerideu auf das Jafar 1891 8vo 8t Pitcrahawrg

,

Bericht 1887-89 8vo Si Peterabourg 1890
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San Fiancisco —California State Mining Bureau Tenth Annual
Report 1890 With Maps 8vo Sacramento

The Bureau

Stockholm —Svenges Geologiska Undersokning Scr Aa Kart-

blad med besknfnmgar Nos 84, 100, 103-107. 8vo*

Stockholm 1889 ,
Ser Bb Bpeoialkartor med besknfnmgar

Nos 4, 6, 4to and 8vo Stockholm 1889-90
,
Ser 0. Af»

handlmgar och uppsarser Nos 92-111, 113-115 8voand
4to Stockholm l889-d0 1 Om apatitens forekomstsatt i Norr*
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Lofstrand 8vo Stockholm 1890 The Survey

Sydney —Observatory Meteorological Observations 1865-1877.

8vo Sydttey The Observatory.

Washington —US Department of Agnculture Fifth Report

8vo Washington 1690. The Depaitment

U S. Fish Commission. Bulletm Vol VIII 8vo Washing^

ton 1890 The Commission

U S Naval Obsoiratory Observations 1885 4to Waahdng*
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The Observatory

U S Patent Office Official Gasette Jannarj to June, 1891

8vo Washington The Office

Journals.

Amoncan Chemical Journal. Vd. Xlll, Noa 1-5 8vo. Balti-

more 1891 The Editor

Amenoan Journal of Mathematios, Vol XIII. Nos 2-3. 4to.

BaUmore 1891 The Editon
American Journal of Philology. Vol, XII No. 1. 8vq, Both-

more 1891 The Editor,
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The Editor

Annalon der Physik und Chemie 1891 Nos 1-4 8vo LeipBtg

,
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Annales dos Mines Tome XVIIl Livr 6 Tome XTX Livr 1.
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Janvier—Mars, 1891 Pei'sonnel, 1891 8vo Pans
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8vo Christiama 1880 Bd XI Hefte 1-4 8vo Qhns^

tiama 1886 The Editors.

Astronomie (L*) Janvier—Juin, 1891 8vo Pans
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Astinnomische Nachrichten Bd CXXV'I 4to Kiel 1891

The Editors

Athenienm (The) January to June, 1891. 4to London

The Editor

Builder (The) January to June, 1891 Folio London

The Editor.

Chamber of Commerce Journal Yol X Nos 108,110-112 4to«

London 1891, The London Chamber of Commerce
Chemical News (The) January to Juno, 1891 8vo London

The Editor

Cosmos. Janvier—Juin, 1891 8vo Pans.

M I’Abbd Yalette

Directory of the Scientific Alliance of New York, 1891, 8vo Hew
York The Counotl of the Alliance

Educational Tunes (The) January to June, 1891 Folio London

The College of Preceptors.

Electrical Engineer (The) January to June, 1891 Folio Lon-

don The Editor

Electrical Beview (The) January to June, 1891 Foho London

The Editor

Slectnoian (The) January to June, 1891 Folio. London.

The Editor

fileotnoieu (L’) Janvier—Juin, 1891 8vo Pa/rU

Til. Bditor*

Galilee (Le) Not 10>18 8vo Pan*. 1891. Th. Editor

Horoloj^oal Journal (Tho) Noi 393-394. 8to. London 1891.

The Bntiah Horologtoal laatitate
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JoumalB (con^tead)

Indnstries Jannarj to Jnnei 1891 4to London.

The Editor

llathematiBohe und NatnrwisBOnschafthche Bericbte aus IJngarn

Bd VI-VII 8vo. Berlin 1889-90

The Hnngarian Academy.

MeteorologiBche Zoitschrift Jatiuar—April, 1691 Small Folio

Wien. OcBterreii hische Qosellschaft fur Meteorologie

Monitore Zoologioo Italiano Anno 2 Nnm 4-5 8vo Firenze

1891 Istitnto Anatomico, Florence

Morphologischea Jahrbnch Bd XV 1 Heft 1 <2 8ro Leipzig

1891 The Editor

Mbrskoi Shornik [Bu^nan ] 1890 Nos 7-9 1801 Nob 1-2

8to St Peiershwrg Compass Observatoi j, Cronsiadt

Naturalist (The) No 191 8vo London 1691

The Editors

Nature January to June, 1891 Boy 6vo Jycindon

The Editor

Nature Notes Vol II No 18 Sio London 1891

The Editor

New York Medical Journal Januaiy to Juno, 1891 4to New
York The Editor

Notes and Quenos January to June, 1891 4to London*

The Editor.

Nyt Magazm for Naturvidenskabeme Bd XXX Hefte 2-4

Bd XXXI Hefte 1 8vo Christiania 1886-87

The Editors

Observatory (The) January to June, 1891 8vo London*

The Editors

Bevista do Observatono Anno 6 No 4 8vo Iho de Janeiro

1891. The Observatory, Bio de Janeiro.

Revue Generate des Sciences Janvier—Juin, 1891 8vo Pom
The Editor

Bovue M^dico-Pharmaceutique Ann^e 4 No 5 4to Con-

etantinople 1891. ' The Editor

Revue Scientifique, Janvier—Join, 1891 4to Fans*

The Editor

Sbormk Mateiualov dlya Opisaniya MyestenostoY i Piemen Elavkasa

[Collection of Materials for the Description of the Localities

and Races of the Caucasus—Russian ] 8vo Ttflis 1891.

Gnrateur de rArrondissomont Soolatre du Oaueaae
Siazioni Spenmontali Agrane Italiane (Le) Vol XX Faac 4.

8vo. Ash 1891 R, Stazfone Enologica, Asti.

Symons’s Monthly Meteorological Magaame. Januaiy to Jun0«

1891 8vo. London. Mr Symons, P R.S.
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JonraalB (contiimei)

Ungansche Eerae 1888 Heft 7-10, 1889, Heft 1-10, 1890

Heft 1-4. 8vo Budapest 1888-90

The Huuganan Academy
Zeitschrift fur Biologie Bd IX Heft 4 Bd X Heft 1 8vo

Munchen 1891. The Editors.

Bergholm (J ) Neue Bechnangsmethoden der hoheren Maihomatik

8vo StutUjari 1891 The Author.

Bredichin (Th ) Snr les Phenom^ncs Extraordmaires preBcxit6B

par la Grande Com^te de 1882 Bvo 8t Pctersbourg 1890

Tlie Author

Buckton (G B ), F B S Monograph of the British Cicads or

Tettigidue Vol II Part G 8vo. London 1891 The Author

Emerson (1^ H ) and T K Goodall Notes on Perspective Drawing

and Vision 8vo Lontlon 1891 The Authors

Evans (H ) Some Account of Jura Bed Doei Hvo Derby [1890]

I'he Author

Jacobi (C O J ) Gesammelto Werko Band VI 4to Berlin

1891 K Pieuss Akademio der Wisseiisohaften

Lopatinskii (L ) [Bus8ian*>Kabardan Dictionary of Ukazatelem and

Eratkoyu Grammar Bu«smn] 8vo Tijlis IHW
Guratem de rArrondissoment Scolaire du Caucaso.

Mensbmgghe (G van der) Siir la Propntte Caracteristique de la

Surface Commune a Deux Liquidos soumis a leur Admits
Mutuelle IVoiHidme Communication 8vo Bruxelles 1691

,

Sur une Pai-ticulant4 Cuneuse dos Cuurs d’Ean ct snr I’une dee

Causes des Crues Subites 8vo Bruxelles 1891 The Author
Moktar (Mobamed, Pacha) Etude sur rOngine des Mosures

Egyptiennes ot lour Valeur 8vo Le Oavre 1891

The Sirdar of the Egyptian Army.
Nicholson (J W ) A Direct and General Method of finding the

Approximate Values of the Beal Boots of Numeiioal Equations

to any Degree of Accuracy. 4to Net(? (hleans 1891

The Author.

BwAbt (B W.) Diphtheria its Nature and Treatment Third

Edition. 8vo London 1891 The Author.

Pfifiiger (E), For Mem BS. Die Quelle der Muskelkraft Bvo.

Bom 1891 The Author
Rajna (M.) Sul Metodo Grafioo nel Calcolo delle Eclissi Solan

8vo. lft2ano 1891 The Author
Watt (Q ) A Dictionary of the Economic Products of India Vols

lU-IV. 8va London 1890. The Government of India
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rarkand Mission, Sciontido Besnlts of the Second Coleoptera 4to

Calcutta 1890 The Government of India

Apparatus for illustrating the Effects of the Earth’s Revolution in

her Orbit Mr C M Jessop.

Eight Photographs of Carboniferous Batrachians

Sir J W Dawson, F R S



Appendix to the Rejm't of the Kew Committeefor the

Year ending December 31, 1890.

MAaNETICAL AN'l) METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS,

Made at the Kew Observatory, Bichmond, Lat 51° 28' 6"

N. and Long 0** 1“ 15* 1 W., height 34 feet above mean

sea-level, for the year 1890

The reRultg given in the following tables are dednoed from the

magnetograpli curves which have been standardised by observations

of deflection and vibration These wei*e made with the Colliinatoi

Magnet K C 1 and tho Dec bnomotor Magnets marked N E and

SO 90 in the 9-iuch Unifllai Magnetometer by Jones.

The Inclination was observed with the Inclmometer by Barrow,

No 33, and needles 1 and 2, which are 3^ inches in length

The Dodmation and Force mines given in Tables I to VI are pre-

pared in accordance with the anggestions made m the fifth report of

the Committee of the Brituh Association on comparing and reducing

Magnetic Observations

The following is a list of the days during the year 1890 which

were selected by the Astronomer i^yal, as suitable for the deter-

mination of the magnetio diurnal variations, and which have been

employed m tho prepamtiou of the magnetio tables.

January . . 6, 7. 12, 30, 31

February 2. 7, 10, 23, 25

March 2, 8, 9. 29, 30.

April 8, 9. 18, 25, 28

Iby . . . 1, 13, 16, 22, 29

June 6, 10. 15, 24. 30
July . ... 8. 9. 14. 28, 29

August . 4, 12. IS, 28, 80

September 8, 9, 28, 27, 28

October 4, 7. 21, 28, 29

Novembei 8, 6. 11, 24, 29.

December

.

8. 7, 12. 14, 26
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Table I*—Hourly Means of Decimation at the Elew Obacrvatozy, Bichmond, ae

(17® + West) Month dunng

Houn • • • .B 2 3 B 6 6 B 8 9 10 11

Winter

1690 nn
Montba / Bi t / / 9 t 9 9 /

January • . 62 6 mimm 53 1 62 8 52 6 52 6 62 7 52 8 62 3 62 8 53*6
February •• 52 8 52 9 53 0 62 7 52 4 52 2 51 8 50 8 61 8 52 9
Maroh •* • 61 7 51 2 51 1 51 4 50 8 60 4 49 8 m 8 61 5 54 6
Ootober • . 48 4 48 4 48 1 48 2 48 2 47 8 47 0 46 4 46 0 47 7 50 1

November 47 4 47 6 47 7 47 6 47 5 47 2 47 0 46 8 47 1 48 3 60 0
December 4fG 6 47 0 47 0 40 8 m 9 46 7 46 4 4t> 1 46 2 47 2 48 0

Mean 40 8g 60 0 49 0 49 •) 49 0 48 8 48 7 49 8 51 5

Summer

1 / / 9 9 BB1BB 9 /

April • •
1

1 61 4 61 8 61 2 60 7 50 0 40 7 48 5 47 9 48 5 51 0 64*2
May 60 9 50 5 49 4 4H 4 48 1 47 8 48 1 40 3 52 0 54*6
June** • 60 0 50 7 60 1 49 4 48 2 47 2 47 2 47 0 48 1 50 3 52 6
July, 60 8 50 6 49 5 48 4 47 7 47 4 47 7 49 2 50 7 52 7

' Anguat • , 40 7 49 5 49 2 48 9 48 1 47 4 47 1 47 2 48 8 51 8 54 4
September , 48 1 47 0 47 4 47 3 47 2 47 1 46 4 46 6 47 8 49*8 51 5

Mean, 60 a 49 7 49 2 48 4 47 9 47 4 47 4 48 6 50 9
1

68 8

Table IT—Solar Duirnal Ilange of the Kew

' Houn 1 2 8 4. 6 6 7 8 9 10 11

Summer Mean

/

-0 0

'

-0 8

9

-1 2

/

-1 7

/

-2 6
j*

9

-8 0

/

-3 6

9

-3 6

9

-2 8

/

-0 0

/

+ 2 4

Winter Mean

-0 6

9

-0 2
i

1

/

-0 8

f

-0 t

/

-0 4

/

-0 7

/

-1 0

9

-1 6

9

-1 6

9

-0 6

/

+ 1*2

Annual Mean,

-0 6

9

-0 5

/

-0 8 -1<0

/

-1*5

9

-1 9

/

-8 2

• /

-2 6

/

-2 0

9

-0 8

/

+ 1*8

Note ^Wh«n the aign la + the nagiwt
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determined from the Magnetograph Carires on Five selected quiet Dajs in each

the Year 1890

]!foun

I

1 2

1

a 4 5 6 7 . 10 11 Hid

Winter

/ / / / 9 t / # / 9 9 / /

65 3 56 2 55 2 64 4 64 0 53 6 6.i 2 63 0 62 6 62 2 62 2 52*2 62 8
54 7 55 7 56 0 56 2 64 1 53 3 53 0 62 8 52 2 51 a 51 8 51 4 61 1

56 4 67 3 60 6 54 9 52 7 62 0 51 9 51 7 51 9 51 8 51 8 61 7 51 7
62 1 52 7 52 1 51 1 4U 7 49 3 49 0 48 8 48 3 47 1 46 9 47 1 47 6
61 6 61 7 60 2 49 1 48 4 4K 0 47 9 47 8 47 6 47 4 47 1 47 8 47 6
48 7 48 0 48 7 47 8 47 1 lU 7 46 5 46 5 46 0 45 2 45 4 46 8 46 7

63 1 5a 8 53 1 62 1 51 0 60 5 50 a 60 1 49 7 49 3 40 2 49 2 19 3

Summer

/ / i 9 9 / 9 9 9 9 9 9

57 0 57 8 6G 6 53 5 62 3 Gl 0 51 6 61 2 51 7 61 5 51 5 51 1

56 1 56 1 55 5 62 0 51 0 61 2 50 9 60 9 5L 1 61 2 51 8 61 0
54 7 66 6 65 6 65 1 62 7 62 0 61 4 61 2 5L 0 61 1 50 4
65 2 5b 6 66 5 64 9 63 2 61 6 61 2 61 3 61 4 51 3 50 6
66«6 56 8 55 4 53 4 61 6 60 4 50 4 50 3 60 2 49 9 49 6
68 8 63 7 62 4 49 7 40 6 49 a 40 a 49^ 48 7 4« 6 48 2

55 6 56 1

i

68 8 52 8 53 4 51 3 60 0 5U 8 60 7 60 8 50 7 50 5 60 1

Declination as derived from Table I

Kuou 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 BCid

Summer Mean

/ / / / / / # n” 9 / 9

4 5 2 44 4 -(2 9 41 6 40 4 0 0 -0 1 -0 1 -0 2
;

_ __

-0 4 -0 8
1

Winter Mean

/ / / / / 9 9 / 9

+2 8 48 6 42 8 4l 8 + 0 7 40 2 U 0 -0 am -1 0 -1 1 -I'l -1 0

J

Annual Mean

9 / / / 9 / 9 / 9 9 /

+8 7 + 2 4 48 6 42 4 4l 1 +0 8 0 0 -0 2 -0*6 -0 7 -0*8 -0 9

poioU to the vert of its xnetui poaiUou.
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Table III—Hourly Means of the Honzoutal Force at the Kew Obserratorj,

0 J8000 + (C.G.S units). Temperature) on Five selected quiet

Houn .. 2 3 4. 6 6 7 8 0 10 11

Winter

im
Months

lanuorv , 106 164 166 168 171 172 173 171 167 162 160
February. mm 168 169 171 178 178 174 172 1G8 162 160
March • 178 174 174 178 176 176 175 171 MEm 158 158
October •• 16S 170 170 171 171 171 168 164 155 150 1«7 1

November 105 164 166 167 mSSMiw« 170 168 164 159 160
1

December 166 105 167 170 172 171 172 171 167 162 161
,

Moan • 1U8 166 160 172 172 173 170 165 159
1

168

Summer

April • n 178 179 160 180 178 177 169 ISO 154 168
May •

«

187 1S4 188 181 180 J7fl 173 166 166 165 171
June « 186 185 184 162 181 176 170 166 166 168 164
July .« mESM 178 JftO 178 177 175 168 162 158 167 162
August 176 170 176 176 173 160 168 156 161 162 167
September 174 171 172 171 170 166 168 150 164

Mean

.

180 X70 179 178 177 173 169 168 158 157 161

(C G S units) Table IV —Diurnal Bunge of the Kew

Unurt

L
1 2 8 4 5. 6

7
j

« 8 10 11

r
(iiunmvr mean

\+ 00004 + ooooa + ooooa + 00002 - 00013 - 00018 -•00010mm
Wlstermfisn

*00000 00000 + 00001 1+ 00008 + 00004 + 00004 + 00004 + *00002 L 00003 - ooooa - 00010

Anansl m«iii

+ 00002 + *00002 + 00002 + 00002 + *00003 + OOOOl - 00002 - 00006 - ooon - 00014 -•00018

Non —Wben the ifcn ta + tb
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Riohmond, as determined from the Magnetograph Curves (corrected for

Days in each Month dunng the Tear 1890

Koon 1 2 3 4 6 c 7 8 9 10 11 Mid

Winter

16<» 164 166 167 167 J67 167 167 167 166 165 IBS 166
160 162 167 169 170 172 172 174 174 175 171 173 174
163 168 173 175 171 173 174 176 175 170 176 176 174
151 157 160 165 164 170 171 172 169 169 169 m 169
lee 166 100 169 16S 171 171 171 169 168 167 168 170
104 168 169 170 168 166 162 163 IbO 160 160 164 164

IbO
1

16*4 167 168 170 170 |m 1 169 169 ' i(>g 169 1 170
1

iSmiimor

166 172 177 181 181 183 182 187 ! ]84 185
1
184 ' 184 184

177
,

181
1

165 180 182 186 191 1% :

193 J90 1 190 198 191

mSSM 177
1

182 1H8 184 188 196 195
1

193 191
1
186 188 184

{

171 177 186 189 180 187 187 *89
;

' 189 188 1 18b > 188 1 180
,mmm 176

,

179 177 178 176 180 184
1

182 182
1

I'M
!
179 '

164 108
1

171 108 170 172 171 1 172 174 !171 174 173

169 176 180
1

180 180 181 IBS 187 186 186 183 183
{1

182

-- - _ - — _ ^ 1

Horizontal Force as deduced from Table TII

Noun 1 3 8 4 ft
*

1

^ 8 0 ) 10 11 Mid

.

Sammer muniu

-HHWOT - OQOOl + 00004 + 00004 + *00005!+ oooDoj^* coon + 00010 + 00009j+ 0000?!+ 00007 4 ««(M

Winter mtm

-*00008]|- 00004'|- 00001 + 00001 00000 1+ 00002j+ 00002|+ OtOOS1+ *00001 1+ ooooij 1 00U0l|+ *00001 + OO6OS

Annual mean

-•00008 - 00003

.1
1+ ooooij 4- *00008 + 00002 + 00004 + 00006 + *000071+ ooouej1+

00(I05|+ ooooij + 00004 + -OOCOI

TMdtiic It tteT* the mnui
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Table Y—Hourly Means of the Vertical Foroe (oorreoted for Temperatme) at the

the Five selected qmet Days in eaot

0 4aOOO +(008 units)

Hours

1890
Months

1 > 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

January . 972 971 971 971 971 971 972 972 073 070 970
February 95S 057 958 959 960 960 961 962 962 969 956
March •• 942 94.3 043 945 047 948 9.50 951 949 045 941

April • . IU5 940 944> 947 949 950 952 95U 946 940 935

May . , 909 960 9(59 971 973 972 971 11 965 962 056 954
June * 069 970 060 972 973 970 967 901 958 968 951

July • • • • 956 956 96(5 ! 967 958 957 968 056 954 946 940
Augiut • 0i7 937 038 940 941 941 040 935 938 980
September 935 930 9 56 938 038 940 940

1

940 916 933 981 I

October • 929 029 929 930 930 930 930 oai 931 929 926
November — — —

j -
1

—
1

1 — — —
Deoeinbor — —

1
~

!

1
1

1

““

Notb —During a part of Norembor and Decembor the notion

Table VI —Hourly Means of ihe Inohnation at the Kew Observatory

Five selected quie

er +

Hours •• 1 .

'

a 4 6 6 7 8 9 10 11

1890
Months

/ f / / / / / / /

Januaiy 83 2 33 3 33 2 38 0 82 8 32 8 82 7 32 9 83 2 88 4 88 S
February, . 32 7 82 6 82 6 32 5 32 4 33 4 82 4 32 5 32 8 S3 1 88 1

March, . 31 SI 9 81 9 32 0 81 8 81 9 82 0 32 3 82 6 88 0 32 0

J^nl . • •

.

81 5 31 7 31 0 31 6 31 6 81 8 81 9 32 4 82 9 88*1 82 7
Stay, • « • •

11

81 7 81 9 32 0 32 2* 32*3 32 6 32 7 83*0 38 0 82 *0 82 '4

June , 31 8 31 9 31 9 32 1 82 2 32 6 82 8 83 0 32 9 82 *9 82 8
July • • 31 8 82 0 31 8 32 0 32 1 82 2 82 7 88 0 33 2 88*1 82 6
August • * • 31 6 81 6 31 6 31 6 81 8 82 1 32 *6 88 0 83 £ 88 0 82*6

8e]^mber 31 6 31 9 31 8 31 9 82*0 32 8 82 5 82 8 38 a 88 2 88 9
October 31 7 81 8 31 ft 31 9 82 0 32 2 82 5 82 9 33 1 88 0 88 7
November 1

— — — — —
December ,

•—

Kots —Owing to tho doubtful notion of tlio Tertioal force magnetometer during a part of

observed mean values on Nov, 24, 25 and Deo 22, 24 are inserted m itahot.
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K<*w Observatory, Rioliniond, os detcrnimcd from the Mngnofcograph Curves on

Month during (lie Year 189<J

Koon 1 3 3 4 6 b 7 8 0 10 11 Mtd

070 »70 072 078 071 971 '.70 970 •w 069 068 %71055 OGO Ofio kO 934 0b4 ObJ 061 9(>4 %3 01.4 iK>3

042 01.2 OKi <.62 ‘.'5C 956 055 «.67 056 056 9G6 957 mia
034 03S 044 940 052 054 054 054 052 952 052 051 952

057 %i OM 003 066 Obi 062 962 061 9t}2 %i
mmum 054 057 •Jf.l 0ti« 067 Ob7 068 Ob7 067 0(i7 1 067 968
041 044 051 05G ObO 061 050 057 957 056 056 054 954
C20 93.1 041 042 Oil Oil 042 OU) 040 9U) 030 030
030 032 015 OT) 025 OJJ 033 03 3 00*3 03 3 031 034 086
924 024 025 <0211 02(j 02(1 025 925 023 923 022 021 991

— — T
j

1

*
i

— — — — — — —

of tlio vrrOeal force iiiHtmiiicnt whh not witiNliwtor^

calculated ft*oni the Hoii/onial and Veitital Forres dcjivod fiouj fclie

Days m each Month

Noon 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 10 11 Mjd

f / / / / / f / i t t

88 0 83 8 88 2 33 2 38 1 33 1 33 1 83 1 3.3 33 1 .33 1 33 1 88 1
88 1 83 0 32 8 88 7 38 7 32 6 32 5 3i 4 S2 4 32 4 32 4 32 6 82 4
82 6 32 2 38 0 38 0 38 8 32 3 38 2 32 1 82*2 32 1 32 1 S2 2 32 8
88 1 81 0 81 7 31 0 31 6 31 6 31 6 31 3 31 5 ai 4 31 4 31 4 81 4
88*0 31 8 81 6 32 0 31 0 81 7

1

31 8 31 0 31 1 31 3 31 a 31 1 31 2
88 8 82 0 81 7 81 4 31 8 31 8

1

81 1 31 2 31 8 81 4 31 7 31 9 81 9
88 0 31 7 31 5 31 2 31 S 31 5 31 4 31 3 ai 3 31 3 31 4 31 6 31 8
88 0 81 5 31 5 81 6 31 5 31 7 31 4 31 1 31 2 31 2 31 .1 31 3 31 4
88 8 82 0 31 *8 32 2 32 0 31 8 31 7 81 8 31 7 ai 6 ai 8 31 6 31 7
88 1 31 B 31 6 81 7

S

i 81 7 81 7 81 4 31 a 31 8 31 4 31 5 31 6 31 6

SI 7 "
1

"**"

J^ovember and Dooember, tho inchnation Iwh not been cuIciiIaUkI for thoM) inonthB, but tJie

TOb, L M
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Table
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and
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for

Ee'vr

Obserratorj

Oetcher^

1889,

to

December^

1890

This

Table

is
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from

“

BourlT

Means,*’

rols

1889

and

1890,

of

the

Meteorological

Office

*
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to

32^

at

M

8
X.
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Table IV

Sumraary of Sun-spot Observations made at the Kow Observatory

Monthe
D.y.of

1

ob«>.Vat.«n
1
enumerated

Bays appa
rently with
out irputs

1889
i

j

Ortober . 17
1

1 18

November 11
1

0 11

Dcoomber 9 8 s

1890

'

January •• • U 2 7

liebruary 11.
*

0 H

March « « • 18 1 U
ilpril • • • • • « • 18 1 10

May «• . 22 5 10

June • 18 !
1 14

July 19 1 8 8

Auguet • • • • 17 a 8

September 21 6 8

October 17 2
1

November 16 2
1

^

Beoember 1* a
1

1

Totals for 1890 * • .

«

194 26 112

• The Sun wee only faintly ruible on two <la>e during the mouth*

TOt. h. N
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November 19, 1891

Mr, JOHN EVANS, D 0 L ,
LL D ,

Ti^easarer, m the Chair

Mr William Anderson and Professor Frederick Orpon Bower were

admitted mto the Society

A List of the Presents received was laid on the table, and thanks

cindered for them

In pursuance of the Statutes, notice of the ensuing Anniversary

Meeting was given from the Chair

Sir James Cockle, Mr F Gallon, and Mr Stainton were by ballot

elected Auditors of the Treasurer's accounts on the part of the

Society

The following Papers were read —

L “ The Thermal ErniSBivity of Thin Wires in Air By W< E.

Ayuton, P*ll S ,
and II. Kilgour. Received July 2, 1891.

(Abstract

)

In 1884 it was observed experimentally that whereas the electric

current required to maintain a thick wire of given material, under

given conditions, at a given tempm*aturo was approximately pro*

portional to tlie diameter of the wire raised to the power throe halves,

the outTont was more neai'ly proportional to the first power of the

diameter if the wire were fhin When this difference in the behaviour

of a thick and thin wire was first noticed it was regoi'dod as being

quite unexpected But, as pointed out by one of us m the oonrae of

a discussion at a meeting of the Royal Society, the unexpected charao*

ter of the result was due to people having assumed that the loss of

heat from radiation and convec tion per square centimetre of surface

jier 1*^ excess temporatuie was a constant, aud mdepondeut of the size

and shape of the cooling body

The vet y valuable investigations that have been made on emisaivity

by Mr Macsfarlauc, Professor Tait, Mr Crookes, Mi. J T Bottomlfty,

and by Mr Schleierzuocber had for their object the determinataou of

the variation of the emissivity with ohangos of the surfaoe and with
change in the density of the gas surrounding the ooohng body, but it

was not part of these investigations to detenmne the change in the
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emusivity that is pixidoced by change in the shape and size of the

couhng body Indeed, so little has been the attention devoted to the

very large change that can he brought about in the value of the

eTniHZivity by simply ohangmg the dimensions of the cooling body,

tliat in Professor Everett's very valuable book of Units and Physioal

Constants the absolute results obtained by Mr Macfarlane are given

as the ** i*cBults of experiments on the loss of heat from blackened and
polished cupper m air at atmospheric pressure,” and no ref61*6000 is

made eithci to the sliape oi to the size of the ooohng body

[November 19, 1891 —Since this paper was sent in to the Royal

Society, a now edition of this book has appeared, and, m consequence

of a suggestion made to Professor Everett, the word balls ” has iieen

lidded after the word copper” in this new edition, as well as the

following paiagi*aph —
“ Influence of S%ze

“ According to Professor Ayrton, who quotes a table in *Box on

Heat,’ the coefiicieut of emission increases as the size of the emitting

body diminishes, and for a blackened sphere of radius r cm may be

stated as

<1 0 0004928+
0 0003609

r

” The value in M*Farlane*8 expenments was 2 ”]

The laws which govern the loss of heat fi*om thm cylindnoal oon-

ductors have not only considerable scientific interest in showing how
the shape of a body aSects the convection currents, but they are of

especial importance to the electncal engineer in connexion with glow

lamps, hot-wire voltmeters, fuses, Ac We, thei*cfore, thought it

desirable to ascertain the way m which the law of cooling for thick

wires, which involved the diameter raised to the power three halves,

passed into the law tor the cooling of thin wires, involving only the

firstpower of the diameter For this object, the investigaciori desonbed

m the paper was commenced at the beginning of 1888, and tlie

emimvjty was measuied of nine platinum wires, having the diameters

of 1*2, 2*0, 2*9, 4 0, G 0, 8 1, 9 d, 11 1, and 14 mils, or thousandths of

an inch

Saapeotmg iliat someof the published resultsconooming the currents

required to fuse wu'es had been much influenced by the cooling action

the blocks to which the ends of the wires were attached, we started

by making a oaloulation of the leugth necessary to give to our wires,

so that the loss of heat by conduction should not lutroduoe any im-

portant error into the determination of tho emissivity To do this it

was neoessary to calculate the distribution of temperature along a
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wire through which ft steady oarreDt was flowing and from which heat

was lost by radiation, conTection, and condnoiion, and it was farther

Tiocessary to improve on the calculation one of ns hftd published on

this subject in the * Electrician * for 1879, by taking into account the

fact that the emissivity, as well as the theimal and electric conducting

power, of the wire differed at different points in consequence of the

difference of temperature

Until we bad completed the expeiituents dcHCiibod in this papei

tve could, of course, only employ m this calculutioii values that we
had guessed at os being something noai the trnih for the emissivity

of platinum wire for different diameters and at different temperatures

Hence, after the comploiion of the experiments, wo took up the

mathematical investigation again, substituting for the emissivity such

a fnnotion of the diameter of tlie wire and the temperatme of the

point as we had experimentally found it to be Section lY of the

paper contains the investigation by which wo finally amvod at the

I akulated diutnbntion of temperatme along the wiie, and wo have to

(XpusH our sincere thanks to Professor Henrict (whom wo consulted

as U) the best method of practically solving the luther complex

differential equation an*ived at) for ilio warm interest that he has

taken in the mathematical treatment of the subject, and for the many
suggeslioiis which ho has made, and which have enabled us to arrive

at the mathematical solution given in the paper

Each wire to be tested was stretched along the axis of a watei

jacketed cylinder 32 5 cm long, the inner surface of which was
blackened and kept at a constant temperature by a stream of water

flowing through the jacket The rate at which heat was lost by any
one of the wnes was measured by the product of the current passing

through it into the P D (potential difference) maintained between ita

ends, while the ratio of the P D to the current gave the remstance of

the wire and, therefore, its temperature Expenments wore m this

way made with various currents flowing through each of the mne
wires

As the variation of resistance with tei^pcrature is known to vary
with different speoimens of platinum, expenraents were sopaxatoly

made to determine the actual law of variation of xwsistanoe with
temperature up to SOO” C for each piece of wiiv) that had been
employed m the emissivity experiments

In this later determination various thermometers were used, and
the subsequent comparison of these thermometers with a Kew standard
thermometer involved a vast amount of labour, from the foot thcai tt

u, or at any rate was not possible three yean ago, to purchase from
the Kew Observatory a standard thermometer reading from, say, 200*

to 800* 0*1 with a short, wide chamber at the boM in which the
mercury expanded below 200* 0 All that could be obtained wasa
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long thermometer which had been carefnllj tested between O'* and
100"' G , and the remainder of wliose tube h^ been simply calibrated

for nmformitj of bore The consequence was that when we desired

to compaio one of onr thermometers reading, say, from 200® to 300® C

,

with the Kew standaid, their bulbs wore very far apart when both
were immersed m the oil -bath, and with the tops of the moronry
columns just above the siirtace of the oil A shott description is

given in the paper of the devices employed to ovenomo this difficulty

ind which enable an accurate comparihou to be made lietween the

thermometers

On examining the ourvos accompanying the eorapleio paper which

show the emiBsmty for each temperature fur each of the nine wires,

we see that —
1 For any given temperature the emissiviiy is the higher the fiiiei

the wire

2 For each wire the emissivity increases with the temperature,

and the rate of increase is the greater the ftnei the wire For the

finest w^iie the rate of inciease of emissivity with temperature is very

striking

3 Hence the effect of surface on the total loss of heat (by radiation

and convection) per second per sqnaro centimetre per 1® G excess

temperature inoreasca as the temperature rises

On oompanng the loss of heat from the wire of 1 2 mils diametei

when at 300® 0 with that from the wire of 6 mils diameter v/hen at

15® 0 , both being m an enclosure at 10® C , we see that the former

loses per square ceutimetre of surface per second not

§2^1.~j9, or S8 tunoB
16—10

as much heat as the latter, as it would if the emissivity were ih >

same , but, instead,

60 X 58 or 3480 times ,

as much heat ,
arising from the fact that the emissivity, that is, the

number of oalones (gramme C ®) lost per second per square centimetre

of surface per 1* C excess temperature of the 1 2-mil wire at 300“ C

,

18 60 times as great as tbai of the 6-mil wire at 15®, the latter varying

very rapidly with the temperature near 16" 0
From the curves the following table (p 170) has been drawn up,

giving the enussivities of the various wires at eight useful tempera*

tures.

We find that the emissivity of platinum wires of different diameters

at the same temperature can be very fairly expressed by a constant

pim a conatant into the reciprocal of the diameter of the wire. For

eauunple, we find that
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AtlOO'O 6 ssO 0010360+0 0120776£Z-' (1),

„ 200 „ fl = 0 0011113+0 0143028d-' (i),

„ 300 „ e =5 0 0011353+0016084 (i-> (3;,

wheiT d iH the diameter of the wire in mils, or thouaandthb of an

inch

The omisHivitieR have been calculated in caloncH lost per second

per square oeniimetrti per I® C excess temperature, in ordei that they

ma} be compared with the emisBivities obtinned by othei oxperi-

mentors, but we prefti to speak of the diametei’s of the w ires in mth,

Hinco a wire of 1 mil is about the finest that is dinw'u commercian^\

Hence the statement that the diameters of wires are 1, 2, or 3 mils is

inoie suggestive to an engini er than saying that the^ are 0 0J54,

0 0508, or 0 0762 millimetres

The statement, not unfroquentJy made, that the current required t<*

maintain a wire of a given matenal at a given temperature abo\<*

that of tho surrounding envelope m proportional to the diumetoi ot

the wire raised to the power three halves, is equivalent to slattrig

that the emissivity is independent of tho diameter Now from the

throe formulin (1), (2), (3), given above for p, we may conclude—

That for a temperatui’e of 100® C the value of dm the lurmula

6 = 0 0010300+0 0120776^-*

must be something like 220 mils, or 5 6 mm
,
in order that the neglect

of the second term may not make an error in t> of more than 5 per

cent ,
and something like 1 15 inch, or 20 3 mm , if the enw is not

to exceed 1 per cent
,

That for a temperature of 200® C the value of d m tho formula

a = 0 0011113+0 0143028/r»

must be something like 244 mils, or G'2 mm , ni ordci that the neglect

of the second term may not make an error in e of more than 5 per

cent
,
and something like 1 28 niches, or 32 5 mm if the eiror is not

to exceed 1 per cent ,

And that for a temperature of 300® C the vaJiie of d in the

fonnula

e = 0 0011353+0 016084^-^

must be something like 267 mils, or 6 8 mm , in order that the

neglect of the second term may not make an enxir in e of moro than

5 per cent ,^and something like 1 39 mobos, or 35 3 mm , if the error

is not to exceed 1 per cent

Generally, then, we may oonclude that to assume that the emissivity

is a constant for wires whose diameters viury from a small value up to

1 inch is to make a large error in the case of the greater number of
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the wires, and an error of hundreds per cent, in the case of some of

them

Using the formala (3) which we have amvod at for determining

the emiRsivitj of platinum wires of different diameters at 300° C , it

follows that to maintain a platinum wire 0 75 mil in diameter at

300* 0 would require a current density of 331,000 amperes per

square inch, and, if the emissivity of a coppei wire of the same

diameter and at the same tomporature may be taken as being the

same, it follows that to maintain a coppci* wire 0 75 mil in diameter

at 300* C would require a current density of 790,000 amperes per

sciuare inoli

IL “ On the Tiiiie-Relations of the Excursions of the Capillary

Electrometer, with a DeBcnptiou of tlie Method of using it

for the luvestigation oi Electrical Changes ol Short Dura-

tion.” ByGKoiKTjfl J Burch, BA Oxon. Communicated

by Professor Bartholomew Price, F R S Received Sep-

tember 3, 1891

(Abstract

)

This paper is in continuation of the author's preliminary note On
a Method of dotei mining the Value of Rapid Variations of a Diffei-

tmee of Potential by means of the Capillary Electrometer," and

describes a further simphhcution of the method then brought forward,

consequent on a change in the mode of producing the photographn

lecord of an excursion

The rapidity of the movement of the moniscus was found to be
affected by (1) the degree of concentration of the aoid, (2) the length

of the capillary beyond the end of the moroury column, (3) the shape

of the tube whore it tapers to form the capillary, (4) the shape of tlio

ondee Those things might be taken as indicating the action of both

mechanical friction and olectrical resistance in detormining the rate

of movement As was announced m the preliminary note, uufh*)

ordinary (ircumstanLcs the instrament is perfectly dead-beat, the

meniscus commences to move the instant a difference of potential is

communicated to the instrument, and stops directly it is withdrawn
The conditions under which overshooting may occur, and the possible

extent of it, sro discussed It was found t^t, in general, the time-

lelatioiiH of the movement might be expressed by the equation

y =
*

M wliiolv y u the distance o{ aiaj point upon tiie onrro itota. it.

OBTinptote The tabular logarithms of a senes of ordinaies omre
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Bpoudinj^ to equal time-intervaU are m anthmetical progreBSion, and

Qie Bub-tangeiit to the carve is of constaut lengtii It was also

shown in tho prohminaiy note that the tangent to a point on the

curve produced bj an irrc^gnlar change of electromotive force coin-

cides in direction with that of the normal carve produced bj the

difference of potential existing at that instant between the termiuala

of the electromei<*r, and r>n tins was bofecd a method of dotcrminuig

the amount of that difference

Further InvesUgahofi of Formula y =
Calibration Error—The greater the range of the excursion for a

given small difference of poti ntial, tho slowei is the action of tho

lustrumeut ilencc, m the majoritj of capillaneB, the rate of move-

ment decreases as the nicniHcns approaches tho tip of the capillary

Change of Rfitttetance—Tho shortei the length of dilute acidt the

smaller is the resistance, and the quickei is the motion
,
hence, lu all

instruments there is a toudency to vucreaseil lapidify as tho meniscus

approaches the tip of the capillary The equivalent inteinal resist-

ance of an electrometer may be wiitteu

R=:r(L+0,

where I = the longtii of the capillary beyond the moniscuR at any

moment, and L s= a constant many times larger than and repre-

senting the BTfm total of the lUcchanKal and the remaining elcctnoal

resistances The effect of tho change of resistance is so much smaller

that it may be completely masked and neutralised by the cabbration

error, which has an opposite effort

Change tn the Mode of Fhotograjphing the Excursions

In order to bring out the details of the electrical phenomena of

muscle, it was necessary to make the plates move faster than was

possible with the apparatus hitherto employed To do this they were

attached to a kind of balanced pendulum and caused to de^ribe an

arc of a circle With this arrangement the normal excursion is best

expressed in polar coordinates Time being i^ecorded on a oirculai

arc, t becomes 6 Instead of tho rectilinear asymptote there is an

asymptotic circle of radius = B The expression for the radius vector

18 r as Bi±y, the equation connecting y and 0 being y « ae’^ With
such a curve tho method of analysis first put forwai*d is no longer

applicable In place of it however there is a still simpler one The
equation to the polar subnormal, root ^ ss is m this ease

independent of B, being simply ey In other words, the polar sub-

nona^ to a point on the curve is a constant multiple of its distance
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from the aBympfcotto oirclo, and oonsequently, by the eame recuioiuni^

on vrhich the previous method of analysiH was based, Tepreaenta, on a

scale which can be easily determined, and which is constant so lon^

as the resistance in circuit is unchanged, the difPerence of potential

between tbe terminals of the oloctrometer, rntniw or plus the

difference of potential indicated by thepo«t/ion of the meniscus above

or below the zero^lino

Avahfsis of a Normal Cum

Full detnils lire girou <if the mcRSurcmenl of a normal curve, the

equation to winch w'^as shown to be y = the Tnuximum differ-

ence between the obsericd and the cHlculatcd valnes being only

0 071 mm The constant rnultipliei in this ( aso was c =- 8 50

Details of five other smaller excarsions of known value arc also given,

showing that the enor in detei mining differences ut potential by this

nnthod is less than 1 per cent

Artificial Spikes

This rinnic was given to excursions prodiwMid by two currents in

opposite direr tions, ear h lasting about 0 01)6 second It was intended

by this means to in\estigate the effects of overshooting, and also to

asoertam whether the tlectrometer was capable of discnin mating

between a current of dofimU^ strcnigth suddenly communicated to it,

and a more or less gradual rise of a difference of potential extending

over a period of equal duration That it can do so was clearly estab-

lished The iffect of the elasticity of the memsius, and of overshoot-

ing propel, IN shown With no lestsiance m cnemt it did not exceed

0 01 of the full excursion, and was rendered inappreciable by the

introduction of a few thousand ohms

Pari II

AppUcattan of the Method ic the Study of the Nlectrieal Ya/riaitioiM of

^ Musole
•

After a brief sketch of the problem under consideration and the

mode m winch the physiological experiments were made, the anthoi

desc*rilies minutely the manner in which a muscle-curve is analysed

In order to illustrate the kind of information which can be thus oh*

tsmed, he gives a senes of specimen recevrds of the electrical variations

of the gaBtrocnemins of the frog, together with the analysis of each
The interpretation of the results, from a physiological standpoint, he
desires to leave entirely in the hands of Profeasoir Burden Sandmm,
to whom he is indebted for permission to make use of the pboto-
graphs
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III, '‘On the Colhwon of Elastic Bodies.” By S H, Burbukt,
F R.S Received October 24, 1891.

(Abfltraci )

1 Tn this papor T discnss, firatly, a case snprpoBted by Sir W
Thomson on June 11 as a tost of the truth of the MnxwelUBoItnnann
dootrine onrKornin^ the distribution of energy Sir W Thomson
suppOKOH a iminbor of hollow elastic sphores, each containing a smaller

sphere Fict* to moic within it 'J’his pair he calls a doubht
If V be the velof ity of the centre of inertia of a doublet, R the

relative velocity of the two spheies, then, under the distribution m
question, for given direction of R, all iliioctions of V are equally prob-

able, and the converse is also tme If a collision occurs, ibo change

of direction of R <lnc to it is independent of fchedirei tion of V, as well

as of the magnitudes of V and R Therefore, after collisions, as well

as before, for eriviu direction of R all dacLtions of V are eqnaily

probable Whence it follows that tin dish 1 but 1011 of velocities is

unaffected by collisions This appears to me l/O be Bound as well for

internal os for extc^rnal collisiorig

2 The charactenstic of collisions of con\cntional elustit bodies is

the discontinuous change in the velocities without alteration of the

kinetic energy If that occurs for any material system of n degrees of

freedom, there arc »— l independent Imeai functions of the velocities

ej . which leinam unaltei*ed, call them Si*. , S»«i, and one, li,

which 18 unaltered in magnitude but reversed in sign

S The kinetic energy cannot contain any of the products RS, but

must be of the form aW = \R*+^(Sj . • where /(Si . . S«.,)

IS a quadratic function of these qnaiititieK

4. If after collision the velocities i?'i . . r'« wore all reversed m
Sign, R and Si ... • Sn.i would be reversed m sign The s^ stem

would retrace its course, undergoing collision, cbanging v' into v

B would be positive before and negative niter collisiou Si ... • S«.|

would be throughout negative, t.6 , of opposite signs to the signs they

had in the first case

5 To define a collision, we assume that a certain function yfr of the

coordinates and oonstants cannot become positive, and when ss o,

being positive, dyfr/dt obanges sign discontinuously, and a colli-

sion occurs It follows that d^fr/dt is equal or proportional to R*

6 Wbat has been proved for a system holds equally for a pair of

systems, having coordinates pi....|vfor the one, and pn-i* **pn

for the other, if ^ be a function of pi ... .pm which cannot become

positive.

7. All those systems for which, at a given instant, ^ lies between
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zero and d^fdt being positive, will undergo collision

within the time It after thaA instant Therefore dy^jdt or R measures

the frequency of collision

8

From the linear equations connecting Oi • . Oa with

Si • • Sn.i and It, wo can find, say, Vi as a linear function of

Si . Sr,.i B, and v\ as the same function of Si Sa_i and —

B

Therefore = 4B2;iS, and (ri^—vV)B= 4R^2;(S, where the

^'s are functions of the coordinates and constants Now lot

Si . . * S»_i go through all values consistent with

2E^XB*+/(S, Sa-,).

and let 0(Sf. Sa t)f7Si be the number in unit volume

of systems for which they lie between

Sj and Si+dS, Ac

,

given E and R and the coordinates within certain limits

Then

III •
(

'i*) (S,--S,.i) dS, . . dSA-i

= 4R»JfJ . ^(S,-SA^i)2/tSdSi. ..dSA-i

Now, in the Haxwell-Boltzmann distribution, 0(S] , • . « Sa-i) la a

function of the kinetic energy only, and, therefore, constant through-

out this integration Therefore

JJ|..
(ei»^rV)RdSi. dSA-i = 4R=J| .•.S/ttSdSi... dS*-!

= 0,

because for every set of values of Sj , . Sa..i there is included in the

integration another set with reversed signs

Now
jjj

• « • • /R dSi . , dSA-

1

expresses the mean value of

V|*— v't’for all collisions, given E and R, and since it is zero, the

distribution of velocities is not altered by collision, or the Maxwell-

Jloltzmanu distribution, giveiv existing, is not affected by colhsionB

9 Certain examples are given showing the values of

and R in given oases, viz —I Elastic spheres of masses M and nu

II Elastic spheies colliding with spheroids.

10 Professor Burnside's problem o! a set of equal and suntlar

spheres, each of which, instead of being homogeneous, has its centre

of inertia at a small distance c from the centre of figure Disoufh

Sion of hiB result, which does not agree with the MaxweU-Boltzzaann
doctrme, owing, as 1 believe, to an oversight

11 A general proof is now given of the permanence of the distri-

bution, viz
,
if there be a set of systems called system M, each haviug
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ooordmates jdi • « « « Pn and anolker aet called ajafcema m with co-

ordinates Pr+\** *Pn Let F(pt.«, I’rV), Vr)dpi , . d/Or OT

F dpi . • drr be the number of systems M with coordinates and

relooitiGS between

*
Pi and +

&a

,

Vi and Oi+dvj,

d;C ,

and f(pr+i* ®«)dpr+i dvu the corresponding num-
ber for the other set, between limits

Pr+I flnd Pr+i+ dpp+i, d-o . . (B)

Let Yf bo a function, such that when = 0 a collision occurs

Then d^jdt oi R donotos the frequency of collision And

¥f H dpi dtff .1 denotes the number m unit of time of collisions

between members of llie two sets having then coordinates pj ,

and velocities Vi Vn

Similai ly, the number m unit time of collisions in the reverse di-

rection IS

F'/ R dp\ dp dvi dvu^i dR

In the Maxwoll-Boltzmaun distribution F/, ¥f are functions of the

kinetic eneigy only, and this bring tbe same m the two states,

F/ =s F'jT. And as many direct as i everso collisions take place in unit

time, which insures the permanence of the distribution

12 If F/^ F'/, then the number of systems of the fixst kind whose

coordinates and velocities be between

Pi and p, + dpi,

<bc,

t?i and vx+dvi,

Ac,

is increased per unit of time by oolliaions with the second set, having

coordmaies and velocities between

pr+ j and pr+i

+

dpr+u
Ac.,

Wr+l Uud Uf4.i+ <for+ii

&0,

by the quantity

dpx • • « dWr R<^r+i • • • • dR,

and by collision with q^etems m without restiiotion by the quantity

4^. « • . dvr
JJ

• • • • ® • • • • dR|
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in which B 18 a fanction of • . «« and the oo^rdmatefl, and the

integration inclndeB all values of • • » • and B
We will suppose now (see 13, poet) that the number F is not in-

creased or diminished bj any ucaus except b} oollision with systems

m If that bo so,

itt

and

JJ..
.l^logPrfp,. . dVr
at

= jj.. .(P/-r/)RlogF<?j>,....J/)*-,dc, ..dv,^i>lE

By symmetry,

Jj....^log/dpr+i .di)»

s= JJ . (P'/-F/) R log/*^pi .... dv,.... dv».i

m

Now if

H =
JJ

. . • . F (logF— 1) dpj . . . di;r+
JJ

. • . ./(log/— l) dpr+i • • • • dvut

^.^ = JJ.....iIl0gF.Z/., ...dVr+l\....^l0gfdi,r^, ...dv„

and therofoio

= jj
.

.
(P7-P/) R log (P/) rfp, . . . . dp» dc, . . .dvu

By symmetry, us wo may interobaDgo the Mjoenta,

= JJ
. . .

.
(P/-P7) R log (P/) rfp, . . .

.

dp^ dt^... dv.,

and therefore

iJJ ...(F/'~P/)Rlog^rf|,.....dj;.ie, ....*„

which iH nocessanly negative, if not aero, and^tiien only sero when
F/ = F/, that iff, when the Maxwoll-Boltwnann distribution prevails*

13 It can be shown in the case of rigid elastic bodies that F is not
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altered except by oollisioue, provided /log/ and F log F become sero

when any of the velocities becomes infimte

14 The rate at which H approaches its minimum is found m the

case of two sets of elastic spheres of masses M and in, whose numbers
m unit volume are N and n, as follows —^Let H = Hj+ K, where Hi
is the minimum to which H tends K is defined to be the ih»turba/Hce

1 dlL
and » — the rate of bubsidenoe

K dt

Suppose that the number in unit volume of spheres M having

velocities betwee^n IT and (J+dU towaids the element of voiumo

dU sin nkdadfi is,

tPdU Bin « d» dp.

in which 7i(l+ D) is wntteu for h in the usual expression for tliat

number
Similarly for the m spheres, 7i(l+d) shall be written for A It

IB assumed that the total energy is not altered by the distuiba^foe,

which requires that

n

TTd
ssN+n.

D and d are supposed so small that and <7’’ are to be neglected

Then we find

and

K-|^N+n<P,

« « rN+«v ^ iP

where $ is the sum of the radu of M and m

Hence J — yfMw) jrs*

K dt
”

and K = K„f-«‘,

d ss du

dKIdt 18 proportional to the density and to the s<]tiaio root of the

absolute temperature
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IV. On the Looub of Singular Pomts and Lmee ^hich occur

xn connexion with the Theory of the Locub of Ultimate

Intersectiona of a Sjetem of Siii’faoos By M J. M Hill,

M.A., So D , Professor of Mathematn^ at Univeisity College,

London. Comnnimcated by Professor H£2^ai0l, F.R.S

Received October 5, 1891.

(Abstract

)

Introduction

In a paper “ On the c- and p-Discrimmants of Ordinary Tntegrable

Differential Equations of the First Older,*’ published m vol 10 of

the * Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society,’ the factors

which occur m the c-discriminant of an equation of the form

f (^1 Vi 0 ^ 9, where / (x, y, c) is a rational integral function of

Vi e, are determined analytically

^18 shown* that if E = 0 be the equation of the onyelope locus of

the curves / (a*, c) = 0 , if N = 0 bo the equation of their node

locus , if C =: 0 be the equation of their cusp locas
,
then the factors

of the diBcrimmant aie E, N®, 0*

The smgulantioB considered ai*e those whose forms depend on the

terms of the second degree only, when the origin of coordinates is at

the singular point

The object of this paper is to extend these results to surfaces

It IB well known that if the equation of a system of surfaces con-

tain arbitiary parameters, and if a locos of nltimate intersections

exist, then there cannot be more than two independent parameters

Hence the investigation falls naturally into two parts the first is

the case where there is only one independent parameter, and the

second is the case where there are two
The investigation given in this paper is limited to the case in

which the equation is rational and integral both as regards the

coordinates and the parametem

Paet I.

The Eqmiwn of the 8urface$ t$ a Eational Integral Funetum of the

Coordinates and one Arbitrary Paratneier,

In the ease in which there is only one arbitrary parameter each
snifaoe of the system intersects the oonsecntiye anrfkoe in a onrve

* The theorem was onginally given by ProfeMm* Osyley, In the 'MeMeqgerof
Msthemafcioi,' vol S, 1978, pp
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whose equations are the equahou of the surface and the equation

obtained bj^ifferentiating it with regard to the parameter. These

equations will bo called the fundamental equations m this part Hence
each surface touches the envelope along a curve, which is called a
charaotci istio It is known that the equation of the envelope may
be obtained by eliminating the parameter from the fuudamental

equations and equating a factor of the result to zero But it fiequeutly

happens that there are other factors of the icsult (or discriminant as

it will in future bo called) which when equated to zero do not give

the equation of the envelope

Following out the same line of argument os that used in reference

to a system of plane curves, it will be sliown that those factors are

connected with loci of singular points Now if each surface have

one Bingulai point, then its coordinates may m gonoral be expressed

as functions of the parameter of the sutfaoe to which it belongs.

Hence the loons of all the singular points of the surfaces of the

system is a curve Its oquations, ihorcfoi-o, cannot bo found by
equating a factor of the discriminant to sero But if each si:u||kce

of the system have upon it a nodal line, then the loons of the ipudal

lines of all the surfaces is a surface, and it will be shown that its

equation may be found by equating to zero a factor of the discnmu
nant

The Binguloi* points in space, the form of which depends only on
the terms of tho second oixler, when the origin of coordinates is

taken at the singular point, aio

(i ) The conic node, where all tho tangent lines to the surface lie

on a cone of the second order.

(ii ) The biplanar node or bmode This is the particular case of

the preceding, m which the tangent cone to the surface breaks up
into two non-oomcident planes Those planes are called tho biplanes,

and their intersection is called the edge of the binodc

(ill ) The umplanar node or unode This is the particular case of

the oomo node, in which tho tangent cone breaks up into two co-

incident planes. The plane with which these planes coincide is

called the nniplane

It is shown that a surface oannot have upon it a curve at

every point of which there is a como node. Hence there are two

varieties of nodal lines to bo considered , the first, being such that

every point is a bmode, may be called a binodal lino , and the second,

being such that every pomt on it is a unode, may be called a unodal

hne*

It will be proved that if E = 0 be the equation of the envelope

loons, B as 0 the equation of the loons of bmodal lines, IT s= 0 the

equation of the loous of unodal lines, then the factors of the diaorimi-

nnut are in general E, B*,

YOt L. 0
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This is the general theorem, but it is assumed in ihe course of tiie

investigation, when the dfscriminant is being formed, thAt the fnn*

daxnental equations ai*e satisfied bj onij one value of the parameter at

each point on the envelo2)e locus or on a locus of bmodal or unodal

linos

The investigation is accordingly carried a step further, and it w
shown that if tho fundamental equations are satisfied by two equal

values of tbe parameter at points on an envelope locus, or on a

locus of bmodal or unodnl lines, tho factors of the discriminant ore

E» U*
The geometrical meaning of the condition that tho fundamental

equations are satisfied by two equal values of the parametei m the case

of the envelope is that tho line of contact of tho envelope with each

surface of tho system counts three times over as a curve of intorsoc-

tum, instead of twice as in tho ordinary case, or that two consecutive

oharactenstiGs coincide The meaning of the condition in the case

of the loci ot singular lines is that each of tlicse loci is also an

onv^pc
Tlti results are given in the following table —

DeBcnption of locus.
Factor of discriminant

oorresponding to locus

Number of values of
pamuioter satisrjing

fundamental equations

Knrelopc • , « £ (Art 1) 1

Locus of biQodel Imia * B8<Art S) 1

Locus of unodal lines XT3 (Art 0) 1

Enrolope such that tifto

ounsecutive chametor
utics coincide

(Art r) 2 coinciding

Loons of bmodal linos,

vrhiiii 18 also an enve
lope

(Art 8) 2 comoiding

Locus of unodal Jmos, .

which IS nUo an enre* !

lope
V* (Art 0) 2 wwfw*idmg

Part II

The Equalxon of the System of Surfaces w a Bakonal Integral Function

of the Coordinates and two Arbitrary Farameters*

In tho case m which there are two arbitrary parameters in the
equation of the system of surfaces, the equation of the leous ot tdtl*
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snato intersections is found hy eliminating the parameters between
this eqnation and the two cqnaitons obtained by differentiating it

with regard to the parameters These equations will in this paii of

the investigation bo called the fandamontiil equations

In general the locns of ultimate interscciions is a surface, for the

coordinutfs of each ])omt on it can be expressed as functions of the

two arbitral y parumotei s The exceptional cases in which it is not

n surface are onumorated at the end of tlio paper These include the

case whore the equation of the system of surfaces is of tho first degree

in the parameteiH Hence it will be supposed that tlie degree of the

(qnutumof the system of surfaces in the parameters is above the

first

In general also the locus of ultimate intersections possesses the

onvclopo property, and the equation of tho envelope is determined by

equating tho disorimmarit, or a factor of it, to zero

If factors of tho discriminant exist which, when equated to zeio,

give surfaces not possessing the enrolopo pixipeity, then, as m Pait J,

it IS shown that those Burfaces are connected with loci of singului

points

Now the locus of singular points of a systom of surfaces w host

equation contains two ai'bitrary paiameters is m general a curvt

(not a surface), whose equations can be obtained liy olinunating the

two parameters from the equation of tho system of surfaces aud the

tluee equations obtained by differentiating it with regard to the

coordinates Hence its equations cannot be determined by equating

to zero a factor of the discriminant.

But if every surface of tho system have a singular point, then zu

general its coordinates may be expressed as functions of the two

parameters of the surface to which it belongs Hence tho locus of

tho singular points is a surface. It will bo proved that it is a part

of the locus of ultimate intersections Hence its equations can he

obtained by equating to zero a factor of the discnmiuaut

Let now E a» 0 be tho equation of tlie onvolopo-locus,

C = 0 tho equation of the conic node locus,

B =s 0 the equation of the biplanor node locus,

U = 0 the equation of tho uniplauar node locus

Now at any point on the locns of ultimate intersections

—

(I) Tfiere niay he one eyehiti of valaes of iht^ parameters aa't'tfjing

the fundamental equations

In this cose there may be envelope, come node, oi btplonar node

loci
, and tho results ai^ given in the following table —
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Description of locus.
Factor of discriminant

correspoudiug to looua

Nature of intersociion of

surfaces represented by
fundamental equations

at a point on locus of

ultimate intersections

KnTolopo (Art 0) 1 point (Art 26)

Ounie node lor us C (AH 10) 2 jioints (Art 27)

1 Biplanar nodo locus 11) 6 points (Art 28)

(II ) That may he more than one system of disltnct values of the

parameterg satisfying the fundamental equations

lu this case the effect of the distmot values is additive Thus if

tkeie be p systems of values at a point on the envelope locus, the

factor E would occur to the p^ power

(III ) Two or more systems of values of the parameters satisfying tlic

fundamental equations may coincide

The results must be stated differently in the cases («) wliero tbe

degi*oo in the parameters of the equation of the system of surfaces is

greater than two
, (^) where the degree in the parameters of the

equation of the system of surfaces is two
In the case («) it will bo shown that there may bo envolope*loci, m

which tbe envelope has stationary contact with each snrface of the

system, conio-nodo loci, which are also envelopes, biplanar nodo

loci, m which the edge always touches the biplanar nodo locus, and
uniplanar node loci« Tbe results are given in the following table —

Doscnptiou of locus
Factor of discnminant
oorresponding to locus

Nature of intersection of

surfaces represented by
fundamental equations

at a point on loous of
ultunaU mterseotiona

Envelope locus liaving

stationary contact with
each snrface of system

<

(Art IS) 2 points (Art £0)

Como node locus, which
IS also on envelope C* (Art. 14) 8 points (Art 87)

Biplanar node locus with
edge of biplanar nodo
touching biplanar nodo
locus

(Art 16) 4 pointa (Art 88)

Umplanar node loous (Art, 12) 6 pomts (Art. 89)
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The case (/9) always falls under the next case

(lY ) The values of the parameteis aati'^fying ike fundamental equa^^

tions may hecome i^idetermitiatc

If the equation of tho system of surfaces be of the second degree

in the purameieirs, and the analytical condition hold ‘winch expresses

that the fundamental equations are satisfiod by two coinciding

systems of values, then tins condition requires to be specially inter-

preted For now tho second and third fundamental equations are of

the first degree in the parameters, so that il they are satisfied by two

coinciding systems of values, they must be indeterminate

It IB, however, possible to duteimine a system of \alueso£

the parameters satisfying them In this ease the three surfaces repro*

sentod by the fundamental equations intersect m a common curve

(which IS fixed for fixed values of the parametois) lying on the locus

of ultimate inlersc*ctions
,
whereas in tho pi evious cases they intersect

in a finite number of points lying on the locus of ultimate inter-

sections

The surface of tho system, corresponding to tho fixed values of

tho parameters, toucheH tho locus of ultimate intersections along tho

above-mentioned curve

In general iheie are tteo conic nodes of the system at every point of

the locus of ultimate intersections The parameters of tho surfaces

having the conic nodes ore determined by two quadratic equations,

called the parametric quadratics, and in general the roots of each

parametric quadratic ai*e unequal If tho roots of hath parametric

quadratics are equal, tho two surfaces having conic nodes are replaced

by one surface having a tnplanar or uniplanar node

If the parameters of one of the surfaces having a conic node become

injimte, this surface may be considered to disappear, and there is but

one conic node at oooh point of the locus of ultimate intersections

It the parametors of both surfaces liaving oonic nodes become

tuftmte, both these surfaces may be considered to disappear, and the

locus of nltiinate intorsectious is an envelope locus (touching each

surface of the system along a curve)

If the parameters of hoik surfaces having conic nodes become

indeterminate, then there are at each point an inhiute number of

biplanar nodes, and each surface of the system has a bmodal Ime

lying on the locus of ultimate intersections

The results are given m tho following table *

—
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1

1

' Description of locus

]

Factor of discriminant

corresjionding to locus

Both pommeiric
quadratics Im^e

1 Lolub of 0 conic nodoa C® (Art 19) Thoir roots unequal

Biplanar node locus n^itli

edge of biplanar node
touching biplanar node
locus

B»(Art 21) Their roots cqtuil

1

ITniplanar nude lotus • V* (Art 22) Ihoir roots equal
{

{

Locus of one conic node C-* ( Irt 23) One root infinite
^

,

En^olope locus • • £> (Art 24) Both roots inflmto
I

‘ Binodal hue locus « • • •

1

B‘ (Art 25) Uhcir roots mdetermiu
j

ate
1

1

It will bo noticed that when the equation of the system of surfaces

13 of the second de^^ree in the parameters, and the condition holds

which expivsscs that the fundamental equations are satisfied by two

euinoiding values of the pai'ameters, there is a reduction lu the

number of faotoi's of the discriminant corresponding to the singulai

point loci, the factors C^, W becoming C*, B®, U* ivspectively.

The explanation is as follows —
The discriminant is formed by solving the second and third funda*

mental equations for the parameters, sul^tituting each pair of values

ni the left-hand side of the first fundamental equation, multiplying

the results together, and also multiplying by a rationalising factor

Now m the cose where the degi'ee of the equation in the paianietors

IB the second, there is only one system of roots corresponding to

ilio loci uudei consideration, whereas there are two when the degree
in the parametera is above the second Hence this accounts for a
diminution lu the number of factors when the degree m the para-

meters IS the second

But this diminution is poiUy counterbalanced by an increase due
to the fact that the rationalising factor vauishea at every point on
the locus of ultimate interseotions, and consequently increases the
number of factors corresponding to the singular point loci. The
result of the two causes is what has been stated above.
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Berlin —Qeflellschafbfur Erdkande Yerhandlungea Bd. XVIII
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1891. The Museum
Cambndge, Mess —Harvard College. Museum of Comparatnre

Zookgy Bulletin. Vol XXI Nos 2-5 8vo. Cambridge

1891 , Harvard University Bulletin. Vol VI No 5 8to.

lOambridge^ 1891. Harvard Umversity.

Catania.—^Acoademia Oioeiua di Soienze Natnrali Bullettino

Mensile Nuova Sene. Faso 20-22. 8vo. Oatama 1891,

The Academy
Ccgpenhagen;—H* Banske Vi^en/dcabemes Selskab. Sknfter.

^ dte Bsalcke. Natorvid. og Math. Afdeling. Bd. VI. No 2.
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Transactions (conhnned).

4to KjifhenhavnlS90

;

Oversigt 1890 No. 3 1891. No 1

8ro Kj^henhavn 1890-91 The Academy.

Cracovr —^Academie des Soiotices Balletin International

Comptos Ilendus des Sdanoes 1891 No 6 8\ro Oraeov%e

Tlie Academy
Danxig —Naturforschendo Gesellschaft Schriften Bd YIT

Heft 4 8vo Danzig 1891 The Society

Delft —ficole Polytechnique Annalcs Tome VI Livr 3-4

Tomo VII Lnr 1 4to 1891 The School

Dublin —Royal Dublin Society Scientific Proceedings Vol VI
Part 10 Vol VII Parts 1-2 8vo Dublin 1890-91,

Scientific Transactions Vol IV Nos C-8 4to Dublin
' 1890-91 The Society

Royal Irish Academy Proceedings Vol L No 5 Vol II

No 1 8vo Dublin 1891 ,
Transactions Vol XXIX

Part 16 4to Dublin 1891 The Academy
Royal Society of Autiqnanes of Ireland Jonnial of the Pro-

ceedings Vol I No C-7 8vo Dublin 1891

The Society

Eastbonme ‘—Natural History Society Transactions Vol II

Part 4 8vo Eastbonme 11891} The Society

Emden —Naturforschendo Gesellschaft Jahresbencht 1888-90.

8vo Emden 1891 The Society.

Erlangen —PhysikaliBcb-Mediomische Sooietat Sitznngsbe-

nchte Heft 23 870 Munchen 1891

The Society

Essex Field Club The Essex Naturalist Vol,V No 6 8vo
Buchhurst Hill 1891 The Club

Falmouth —Royal Cornwall Polytechnic Society Annual Report

1890 8VO Falmouth [1891]. The Society

Frankfort-on-Main —Senckcnbergisohe Natnrforsohende Gesell-

schaft Bericht 1891 8vo. Frankfurt a.Jf

The Sometj
Freibntg 1 B —^Natnrforsobende Gesellsohaft Benchte Bd, V

Heft 1-2. 8vo Freiburg 1890-91. The Society

Geneva —Soci4t£ de Physique et d’HistoireNatnrelle. Mdmoires
Tome XXXI Fartie 1 . 4to Chneve 1890-91. The Society

Gloucester —Cotteswold Natnratuts* Field Club Proceedings

Vol X Part 2 8vo. Qloueester [1891] The Club
Haarlem —Una^e Teyler Archives. Sdr 2. Vol. Ill, Partie 6.

8vo. Haarlem 1891. The Mnseani.
Halifax —Nova Scotian Institute of Natural Sdenoe. Proceedings

and Transactions. Vol. VH. Part 4. 8vo. Ealifaz 1890.

The Institute.
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Hobart —Bojal Society of Tasmania Papers and Proceedings

1890 8vo Tamania 1891 The Society

Leipsic *—Astronomische Gesellsrhaft VicrteljahrBScbnft. Jabrg

20 Hofto 1-2 8vo Le%pz%g 1891 The Society

Fursthch Jabloiiowski’sc/ho Ocsellschaft Jahrcsbericht Mans
1891 8vo Letpzig, Preisschi iffcen Jfr 28 8\o Leipzig

1891 The Society

Kfiuigl Sachs Gcscllschaft dei Wissonscbaften Abhandlungon

(Math -Ph^s Cltisso) Bd XVIT No 0 8vo Leipzig

,

Borichte 1691 No 2 B\o Leipzig, Abhoiidlungcu

(Philol -IIiBior Classe) Bd XII No 3 Bd XIJI No 1

8vo Leipzig 1891 , Boncbte 1891 No 1. 8to Leipzig

Tho Society

LiTcrpooI —Geological Society Proeeodingar Vol VI Part 3

8vo Liverpool 1891 Tho Society

London -^British Astronomical Association Jonmal Vol 1

Nob 8-10 8vo Loiidon 1891 Tho Association

British Museum (Natural History) —Catalogue of Birds

Vol XIX 8vo London 1891, Catalogue of Fossil Birds

8vo London 1891 ,
Bniish Oligooeiio and Eooene Mollosca

8vo, London 1891
,
Lepidoptera Hoterocera Part 8 4to

London 1891. The Trustees

Clinical Society Transactions Vol. XXIV 8\o. London 1S91

Tho Society

East India Association Journal Vol XXIII Nos S-4 6vo

London 1891 The Association

Entomological Society Transactions 1891 Parts 2-3. 8iro

London Tho Societj

Geological Society List of Follows 1891 8yo London

The Society

Iron and Steel Institute Journal 1891 No 1 8vo London

The Institute

Odoniological Society Transactions Vol XXIII No 8 8vo

London 1891 The Society

Photographic Society of Great Britain Journal and Transac-

tions. Vol. XV No 9 Vol XVI. No 1 London 1891

The Society.

Qaekett Microscopical Club. Journal Vol IV. No 29 8vo.

London 1891 The Club

Boyal Agnoultural Society of England Journal Ser 3.

Vol. II. PartB 2-3. 8yo London 1891.

The Society.

Boyal College of Snigeons Calendar 1891. 8to. London
The College.
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Royal Horticultural Society* Journal. Vol XII Part 3

Vol XIII Part 2 8vo Loniott [1891]. The Society.

Royal Medical and Chimrgical Society Prooeedinge Vola II-

III 8vo London [1890-91], Vol IV* Pp 1-9. 8vo

[London 1891 ]
The Society

RoyalMeteorological Society TheMeteorological Record Vol X
Nos. 39-40 8vo London [1891] The Society

Royal Statistical Society Journal Vol LIV Farts 2-3 8vo

Lo7*don 1891 The Society

Royal United Service Institution Journal Vol XXXV Nos

161-164 8vo London 1891. The Institution

St Bartholomew’s Hospital. Staiistioal Tables of the Patients

under Treatmonli 1890. 8vo London 1891

The Hospital

Society of Antiquaries Arcbajologia Vol LII 4to London

1890 ,
Proceedings Vol XIII No 8 8vo London [1891]

The Society

Society of Biblical Archu&ology Proceedings Vol* XIII

Part 8 8\o London 1891 The Society

University College Calendar 1891-92. 8vo London 1891

The College

ManchestcJ —Geological Society Transactions Vol XXI Parts

7-10 8vo Manchester 1891 The Society

Literary and Philosophical Society Memoiis and Proceedings

Vol IV Nos 4-5 8vo Manchester [1691] The Society.

Mexico —Sociedad Ciontifica Antonio Ali»te Memonas y
Roista Tomo IV. Nnm. 7-10. Svo Mexico 1891

The Society

Michigan Mining School Catalogue 1890-91 Svo Hotsgkton

1891 The School

Montreal —McQiU College Calendar 1891-92 Svo. Montreal

1891 The College

Royal Society of Canada Proceedings and Transactions Vol
VIII 4to Montrecd^'iB&l. The Society

Pans*—£cole Normals Sup^neure. Annalos. Tome VIII Nos
6-9. 4to. Fans 1891 The School

Sooi6t4 Fiun9aiae de Physique Stances Janvier—Avnl, 1891
Svo Fans The Somety*

Philadelphia:—Amoncau Philosophical Society. Proceedings.
Vol. XXIX. No. 135. Sv^b Fhiladelphiok 1891

The Society.

Plymouth •—Plymouth Institution Annual Report and Trans*
actions. Vol XI Part 1. Svo, Flynouth l89l. .

*

The Institution*
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Heft 5 4to Berlin 1891 The Obaerratorj

Bucharest ^Itisiitut Meteoiologiquo do Boumanie Amxales

Tome IV 1888 4to 1891 Tlie Institute

Cadiz —Institute y Obaeivatorio do Manna de San Fernando.

Observaoioncs Mcteoi oldgicas Aiio , 1890 Folio

Fernando 1891 The Institute

Calcutta —lloveuuo and Agiicultural Dopartinont, Goveintnent of

India Memorandum on the Snowfall m the Mountain

Districts bordering Noitheni India, Ac Folio *S"twZa 1891

The Department

Canada —Geological and Hatuiul Hifetoiy Survey Annual
Bcpoit, 1888-89 S%o Montrval 1890, Contributions to

Canadian Palopontology Vol I Pari 3 8vo, Montreal 189L
The Survoj

Bouse of Commons Documents relating to the bixing of a

Standard of Time and the Legalisation ihoieof 8vo Ottaua

1891, The Canadian Parliament.

Chemnitz —Kontgl. Sachs Motcorologisches Institut Jahrbucli

1889-90 4to. Ckemnttz 1891 The Institute

Christiania — Sterna arte Maguetisclio Beobaclitungen und
Stundlicho Temperatmbcobachtungcn 1882-83 4to

Chrut%an%a 1891 ,
Supplement zu don Zoneiibeobachtnugen nt

Chnstia&ia 4to Ckruttama 1891 The Observatory

Coimbra —Obscrvatorio Meteorologico e Magnetico Obseiva^des

Magnetioas 1878-90, ObservafSes Moteorologioas 1890

Folio Coimbra 1891 The Observatory

Cordoba ;—Oficina Meteoroldgioa Argentina Analcs. Tomo YlII.

4to. Buenoa Aires 1890 The OlBice*

Edinburgh Royal Observatoiy Circulars, Nos 18-21. 4to

[Sheets ] 1891 The Observatory

Hongkong:—Observatory. Observations. 1890 Fobo Hongkong

1891. The Observatory,

India Geological Survey of India Memoirs. Yol XXIY
Part 8. 8vo. Cafcarta 1890 ; Records. Vol XXIY. Parta
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Obflorratioiis and Keporfca

1-3 Conients and Index of tbo Becords, 1808-87 8vo

Cakuita 1891 The Survey

Great Trigonometrical Survey Spint*Tjp\elled Heights No 5,

Bombay Prcsidencj , No 6, Madras Presidonc} 8vo Dehra

Dun 1891 The Survey

Ijondon —Army Modical Depaitmeni Report 1889 8\o London

1891 The Department

House of Commons Report from the Soleci Committee on Com
Sales Polio London 1891 Mr Chaney

Hydrographic Department, Admiralty Tolegraplno Determma-

tioziB of Longitudes on the West Coast of Africa 1889 Folio

. [XoTufon 1891 ] The Department

Medical Depat tment, Local Government Board Rcpoz*t on tho

lufluen/a Epidemic of 1889-90 8vo London 1891

The Department,

Meteorological Office Daily Weather Charts to illustrato tho

Tracks of Two Cyclones in the Arabian Sea. 4to London

1891 ,
Meteorological Charts of tho Portion of tho Indian

Ocean adjacent to Cape Gaaixiafui and Ras Hafdu Obi Folio

London 1891 The Office

Backhouse (T W ) Publications of tho West Hendon House Obser-

vatoi7 , Sunderland No 1 The Structure of the Sidereal

Universe 4to Sundorlmd 1891 The Author.

Bowman (Sir W ), F R.S Obituary Notice of F C Donders, For
Mom R S [From ProceodmgB of the Royal Society ] 8vo
London 1891 The Author.

Buckton (G B ), F R S Monograph of tho British Cicadas or Tetti-

gidm Vol II. Part 7 8vo London 1891, The Author
Gigholi (H H ) Pnmo Resoconto dei Risnltati della Inchiesta

Ornitologica in Italia Parto 3 Notuie dlndole Generale. 8vo.

Firente 1891 ' The Author.
Greenhill (A G ), F R S Differential and Integral Oalonlus, with

Apphcationa Second edition 8vo London 1891

The Author.
Gunn, John, Memorials of Edited by H. B Woodward and E« T.

Newton 8vo. Norwtchl89\, The Editors.
Huggins (W ), F R S. Address to British AsBooiatiou, Cardiff Meet*

mg, 1691 Svo. London The Author.
Jones (T R ), F R S Ostracoda from the Cambro-Silurian, SrinnaUf

and Devonian Books Svo Montreal 1891 The Author.
Lawes (Sir J. B ), F.BS, Memoranda of the Origin^ Plan» and
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llcBultB of tho Field aud other Experiments at Rothamsted,

Herts 1891. 4to London Sir J B Lawes
Pierce (GW) Tho Life-Romance of an Algebraist 8vo, Boston

1891 The Author
Fiesso (C H ) Art of Perfnmerj Fifth edition 8vo London

1891 Tho Author
Richardson (B W ), F R R Thomas Sopwiih, M A , C E , F R S

,

with Excerpts fiom Ins Diary of Fifty-seven Yoars Hvo London

1891 Tho Author

Roche (K ) Momoircs do Mathcmatiques et d'Astronomie 4to

Mmhtjpelli^r 1844—1882 , Lo Chmat Actual do Montpellier 4to

Mmtpclher 1882 Prof A Roche
Schlioh (W ) A Manual of Forestry Vol II 8ro London 1891

Tho India Office

Symons (G J P R S British Rainfall, 1890 8vo London 1891

Mr Symons
Thome (R Thorne), FRS Diphtheiia its Natural History and

Prevention 8vo London 1891 ,
The Progress of Preventive

Medicine during tho Victorian Era 183?—1887 8vo London

1888 With a copy of the Report of tho Medical Officer of tho

Piivy Council, 1870. 8vo London 1871

Dr Thome Thome
Very (F W ) Prize Essay on tho Distribution of the Moon’s Heat

and its Variation with the Phase 8vo The Hague 1891

Society of Arts and Sciences, Utrecht.

Wanngton (B ), F R S The Chemistry of the Farm. Sixth edition.

8vo Lon^ 1891 The Author.

Williamson (B ), F S An Elementary Treatise on the Integral

Calculus Sixth edition 8vo London 1891 Tho Author

Wolf (R.) Astronomische Mittheilungon Apiil, 1891. 8vo

[ZttmA] The Author

Rootangular Bronze Medal struck in honour of M G A Him
M Grosseteste, Mulhausen
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Koifmljer 26, 1891

Mr JOHN EVANS, D C L . LL D , TreaRuror, in the Chan

A List of the Presonta was laid on the table, and thanks ordered for

them.

Pursuant to notice, Alexander Agassiz, Dr Benjamin Apthoi’po

Gould, IVofessor Eduard 8trasburgci, and Profeesoi Pietro

Tacchini 'wore balloted for and elected Foreign Members of tho

Society

In pursTianeo of the Statutes, notico of tho ensuing Annivoifcary

Meeting wasgnen from the Chair, and the list of Oflicors and Council

nominated for elei'tion 'was road aa follows —
Trmdcnl —Sir William Thomson, D C.L , LL D
Trcasnrci —John Evans, D C L

,
LL D.

rt . f Professor Michael Foster, M A , M D
See, dm trs-

1 Rayleigh, M A ,
D C L

Fonign Seentaiy—Sir Archibald Ooikie, LL D

Oth(*r Menibeis of fhe Council—Captain William do Wsveleslio

Abnrj, C B
,
William Thomas Blawford, P G S ,

Professor Alexander

Crum Brown, D Sc , Professor George Carey Foster, B.A , Jatnea

Whithiead Loo Glaishoi, I) Sc ,
Frederick Duoano Godman,

F L*S
,
John TlopkinRon, D Sc ,

Professor George Downing Liveing,

M A , Professoi Joseph Norman Lockyer, F B A S ; Professor

Arthni Milnes Marshall, D So , Philip Henry P^e-Sraith, MD ,

William Clmndlei Hoborts-Austen, PCS, Professor Edward Albert

fichafoi , M R C S , S*r George Gabriel Stokes, Bart., M A , Pro-

fessor Sydney Howard Vines, M A
, General James Thomas Walker,

CB

Tho following Papers were read —
y

I. “On Instability of Periodic Motion.” By Sir WILLIAM
Thomson, P R S. Boceived November 12, 1891.

1 Lot 0, ^ he geneiahscd coordinates of a system ; and let

A (Y-^, 0, . . . . , . . . ) bo the action in a path (§ 2 above) from
tho configuration 0', , . , . ) to the configuration (^, 0, . . . .

)

%vith

kinetic energy (E—V) with any given constant value for E,
the total energy

, V being tho potential energy, of which tiie
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value is given for every possiUe configaration of tiie system Lot

Vy iT)
* * * • »

£*9 ^1 • • • f
genei'alised componout

momentumH of tho system as it passos through the configarations

•• •) and (Y^', 0'. .. .) respectively Jf by any means
have fully solved tho problem of tho motion of tho system under the

given fomve* (of which V is tho potential energy), wo know A foi

every given sot of values of 0, , y/, 0*, that is to say, it

18 a known function of (
1//^, 0 . , y/, 0'* • • ) Then, by Hamil-

ton’s principle [Thoinson and Tait’s ‘ Natuial Philosophy,’ § 330 (18)],

w© have

dA
(: = dA dA

dyr’ dtp
*

dx'
^ “ d»'

dA . dA ^ dA
""

d'i/r’
S'-

drp’' J

2 Now lot P'P designate a particular path f from position

(01 01 which for brevity wo shall call P\ to position

(0) 0» • • • ) whicli wo shall call P Let oP «P bo a part of a known
periodic path, from which P'P ib evidently littlo distant. But first,

whether oPoP periodic or not, provided it is evidently near to

P'P, and provided oP' and ,tP are mtinitely near to P', and P, respec-

tively, we have, by Tayloi ’a theorem, and by (1),

A-CV', 0, Jf* .\f ••••)

a: A((iYr, tfpi *X> • I o0^ oX'f • • • )

+o»'(V'—ol^-) +of(^6--«0) + . — cf (<&'—"0')— • . •

.

..(2)

• This u a term introduced hy my brother, Professor James Tbomson, to denote

a force system

t For any given value of E, the sum of potential and kinetic energies, tho problem

of finding a path from any position V* to any position Pis determinate. Its solution

IS, for each coordinate of the sysiom, a dotemunate function of the coordinates which

define P and P' and of i, the time reckoned from the instant of passing through P'

The eolation is single for the case of a particle moving under the influence of no

force , every path being an infinite straight hne. For a single partido moving

under the influence of a uniform taroo lU parallel lines (as gravity in small scale

temstrhd boUistioa) the solution is duplex or unaginary For orcry constramedly

finite lystom the splutum is mflmtely multiple $ ns u virtually well known by ovoiy

hiUiaid player for tho case of a Boecoviolmm atom flying about withm an enclosing

surface, and by every tennis player for tlie parabolas with which he is oonoemod,

and thmr reflexions from walls or pavement*
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3

Let us now simplify by choosing our coordinates so that tiio

values of <4, x>
position of the path

oP'oP ,
and let for any position of this path, be the action along it

i-cckonod from zero at oP' These assumptions, expressed in symbols,

nri» as follows —

= 0, -5— = y, . . . . “s-r — —y f

^
(Z0 dx

(iA
dx'

“
’

'

[ for all valaes of yjr and if 0 = 0, x = 0, . • . ,
0'=s 0, x^ — 0, . . *

. J

..(3)

4

Taking now

Yr Oj
Y'"
" oV^» 00 " 0\ “ 0, • •

TV 0 ba\ e

• » oX — 0, • • • .

,

..(4),

A(oT^, 1)0, 0X1 > «V'‘S > ox'i ) A(oy» 0, 0, • , 0, 0, 0, .) (5)

and, in virtue of this and of (3) and (1), (2) becomes

A(o0, 0, Xi • • >
*^*1 x' ) ~ A(o0, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, 0)

+ J L“0’+ 22x'*+ 33^*+'‘^'" +®®X* +0®^'*

+ 2(120X+ 130^+ 1400'+ lB0x' + 1®0^'

28xd +24x0'+26xx' +2®X^’

-34^'+86J>x'

(6).

+4«0V+460'5'

+6ex'^')3.

where, merely for simplicity of notation, we suppose the total number
of freedoms of the system, that is to say, the total number of the co-

ordinates ir, 0, X) to be four , and for brevity put

5

From (6) we find, by (1),

far 110+ 12x+ 13^+ 140'+ 16x'
+!&>'''

ij as 210+22x+l»^+a40'+25x'+ai^'

fas 810+82x+885+840'+8Bx'+ 86JI’

-f'3B410+42x+433+440'+«x'+4«^'
^

-V=s 610+B2x+88d+B40’+66x'+My

-fes ei0+e8x-hfla^+«40'+«6x'+««^-
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Th«Be eqnaiioioa allow us to dotermine the three displaoemonts, 0, x»

and the three corresponding momentams, for anj position on
the path, in terms of the initial valnos, 0', x'« supposed

known
6 . To introduce now our snpposition (§ 2) that o? oP is part of a

periodic path
,
let Q bo a position on it between oP' and oP « and let

us now, to avoid ambiguity, call it o^^'QoP Lot oP' and oP now be

taken to coincide in a position which we shall call O ,
in other words,

let qP'QoPi or OQO, be the complete penodio oii'cnit, or orbit as we
may call it Our path P'P is now a path infinitely near to this orbit,

and P' and P are tno consecutive positions in it for which 0 has

the value zero These two positions are infinitely near to one another

and to O We shall call them 0„ and Of+i* considering them as the

positions on our path in which is zero for the tth time and for tho

(i*f l)th time, from an earlier initial epoch than first passage through

0 which wo have been hitherto oonsideimg It is acoordmgly

convenient now to modify our notation as follows —

0' “ 0»t x' = Xit
5' = , r = fi, v' = ’?»* r'= Ti

0 = 01+11 X = X*+ii ^ = -^•+1 > f = fi+i» n r = fi+l

Hero 01, Xu the generalised components of distance from 0,
at the »th transit through 0* = 0 of tho system pursuing its path
infinitely near to the orbit, and are the corresponding

momentum components With the notation of (9), equations (8)
become equations by which the yaluos of these components for the

i+lth time of transit through =: 0 can be found from thoir values

for the ith time They are equations of finite difforonces, and are to

be treated aeetmdwn artem, as follows —
7, Assume

x»+« = px>t ;

fi+» “ /*?'« i*+» — f'+i = /»f‘

Sabstitatiog aooordingty m (8) modified by (9), and e1nmn«.tmg

ni> iTii we find

^U+~+41^+44^0+^12+'^+18/»+46^X+^W+“+48^+18^^ as 0

(^+“+61^+Mi^ 0+^>S+~+M(»+M^X+^®8+~+®3/*+®®^^ ss 0

(®1+~+61^+m) 0+[M+~+<WA«+fl6^X+(8*+“+88/»+66)^ « 0
/ \

Uu).

anaariring i3»t 4 L s U, 12 m 21
,
&e., we eee that tbe determinant

TOL.!,. p
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for the elimination of the ratios i* symmotncal with referanoe

to p and ij^ Henoo it is

C»(/>H/^-')+Cs(/>'+/>^)+CiO>+rO+2Co - . . (12),

where Co, Ci, Ca, Cj aro coefiicionis of which the values in terms ot

11, 12, &c ,
are easily written out The determinant equated to seiY>

gives an equation of the sixth degree for determining of winch for

each root there is another equal to its rocipiocal. Wo reduce it to an

equation of the third degree by putting

P “f“

p

^ 35E Se «•••••• • • • •* • (1^)*

Let Ss, €3 bo the roots of the equation thus found The coirespond-

ing values of p aro

ej±y(ei*— 1), Ca± v^Csa*— 1), Cj± 1) .• •. (14)*

In the case of e having any real value between 1 and —1, it is con-

venient to put

e ^ cos «, ^

which gives /> s= cos«+isma > • • • • • (15)

and s= cos * sin »J

8 Suppose now, for tho first timo of passing through = 0, tho

three coordinates and three corresponding momentums, 0i, Xu

fi» Cii to be all given , we find

X»+i = B ipi^+ + Bj/?j*+

B

y...(16).

fi+i = BVV+ ®’V»”‘+^W+F'y»3“*J

where Ai, A'l, Aa, A'a, • • . .

,

Fi, F'j, F,, F'a are thirty-six coofiScionts

whiob are determined by the^ix equations (16), with i = 0 * and the

BIX equations (8), modified by (9) , with % suooosBively put = 1, 2,

3, 4, 5 ,
with the given values substituted for 0i, xi, fi? Vu fi 1*1

l-hem , and with for 0*, xii values by (16).

9 Onx result proves that every path infinitely near to tho orbit is

unstable unless every root of the equation for e has a real value
between 1 and -^1 It does notprove that the motion is stable when
this condition is fulfilled Stability or instability for this case oannot
be tested without going to higherorders of approximation in the oon-
eideration of paths very nearly coincident with an orbit.
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Addekdum.

Tho subject of periodic motion and its stability has been treated

with great power by M Pomcord m a paper, “ Sur lo Probl^me den

Troia Corps et les !^quatioiis do la Dynamique,” for winch the pi tzo

of His Majesty the King of Swodon was awiutled ou the 21st January,

1889 This papc)
,
which has been published in Mittag*Lefflor's * Acta

Mathematica/ 13, 1 and 2 (270 4to pp), Stockholm, 1890, only

bocamo known to me recently through Professor Cayley I am
greatly interested to find in it much tliat bears upon tho subject

of my commumcation of last June to tho Bojral Society “ On some
Test Cases for the MaTwelUBoliztnann Doctrine regarding Distribu-

tion of Energy ,
” pat fcicularly in p 239, tho following paragraph —

On pout ddmontroi quo dans lo voismage d'uno trajeotoiro feimdo

represontant one solution periodique, soit stable, soit instable, il

passe uno infinite d’antres trajectoiros formdos. Cela ne Hu£St pas, ou

toute ngnenr, pour oonclure quo tonto region de Tespace, si petite

qu’olle soit, est traversde par une infinite des trajectoires fermeos,

mais cela suffit poui donner ^ oette hypotheso un haut camct^ie de

vraisemblance This statemont is exceedingly interesting in con-

nexion with Maxwell’s fundamental sapposition quoted in § 10 ot

my paper, *' that the system, if left to itself in its actual state of motion,

will, sooner or latei, pass through ovory phaso which is consistent

with the equation of energy , ’*t assumption which Maxwell gives

not as a conclusion, but as a proposition which we may with con-

siderable confidence assart, • except fur particular forms of the

surface of tho fixed obstacle It will be seen that Pomcaid’s bypo-

thesis, having a high character of probability,” does not go so far as

Maxwell’s, which assorts that every portion of space is traversed ttt

all dfi/reohons by every trajectory Tho conclastou which I gave m
S 13, as seeming to mo quite certain, “that oveiy mode differs

mfimtely httle from being a fundamental mode,” is clearly a neces-

sary conseqaeoaoe of Maxwell’s fundamental supposition, the trutii

of Wluch still seems to me highly probable, provided exceptional oaeea

ore properly dealt mth
I also find the following statement, pp 100—101 ;—“ 11 y aura done

en gfin^ral n quaniit^s a’ dishnctes. Nous les appellorcms les

otenU de stdbihte de la solution piSrtodiqne oossid^ree

“ Si oes n coefficients sent tons r£els et n^gatifa, la solution period-

ique Beta stable, car les quantites fj and 71,
resteront mfeneures a

une hmite donndc

“H ne faut pas toutefow entendre oe mot de stabihte an sens

* Hie “tmjeotoire feno^e’* of M Poiaear^ is vhst I railed a ** fundamental

mode of ngorotialy periodiu motion,'* or ** an orbit
**

t * SoienUde P^srs,* Toh 2, p. 714.

r 2
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abaola En elCet, noaa avona n4ghg6 lea carrea dea f et dea et rien

ne prouvo quVn tenant compte do ccs carroa, le roanltat ne aerait psa

chang^ nona ponvona dire an moina quo lea f et y, b*i1s aunt

originan'emcTii tr^ potita, roateront tr^a petita pendant tr^a long*

temps. Nona pourona expnmor co fait on diaant que la aolution

penodique ]omt amon do la atnbihti^ «fCuZa^rc, da mom a de la atabilite

Umporat)e ” Here tbo conclusion of § 9 of my preaent papor la per-

fectly anticipated, and is expressed in a moat interesting manner.

M Poincare's investigation and mino ai e as different ns tivo investi-

gationa of the same subject could ^^ell bo, and it is \cry aatisfactoT}- to

find perfect agreement in concluaiona

11. new Mode of Respiration in tlie Mynapoda” By
F O SiXCLViR (formerly P. G. HeathootK), M.A., Follow

of the Canibudge Philosophical Society Received Angnst

12
,
1 ^591 .

(Abstract

)

Tbo Scntigei idie respire by means of a senea of organa arranged in

tbe middle dorsal line at the posterior edge of every dorsal scale

except the last

Each organ consists of a slit bounded by four curved ridges, two at

the edges of the alit, and two external to the latter The slit leads

into an air sac From the sac a number of tubes are given off
,
these

tubes are arranged in two semicircular masses The ends of the

tubes project into the pericardium in snch a manner that the ends

are bathed m the blood and aerate it just before it is returned into

the heart by moans of tbe ostia In the living animal the blood can

be seen throagb the transparent ohitm of the dorsal surface snrround-

mg the ends of the tubes , and in the organ and surrounding iissnes

out out of a Sentigera directly it is killed, the blood oorpnsoles can be
seen clustering round the tube ends If the mass of tubes of a
freshly killed specimen are teksed out under tbe microscope in glj*

oerine, they con be seen to be filled with aii The tubes each branch
several times Each tube is lined with ohitin, which is a contlnna*

tion of the chitin of the exo-skeleton Each tube is also clothed with
cells, which are a ooutiunation of the hypodormis. Tbe tubes end in

a blxmt point of very delicate ohitm

Measonsfor BuppoHng ttw Organa to he B^xratorg

1. There are no other organs which could be supposed to be respi-

ratory in fnnetioii.

2. The tnbes are ohitinooa, and the chitin grows thin and mem-
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bnmoQB towards the end, affording a good opportunity for inter-

change of gases.

3. The tube ends project mto the pcncardmm, so that they are

bathed with the blood

4 The tubes are idled with air

5 The organ is so placed os to ac^rate the blood just before it

returns to the heart

6 In Scutigem the dorsal scales do not agree in numbei ith the

legs The organs are arianged on the dorsal scales
,
that is they are

not arianged in eorrespondcnco with the mesoblabtic or puinitue

segmentation (see a former paper before this Socictj, “ThePost-
Embrjoiiic Development of Julus 1888) This lendeis it

probable that they ate not a piimitivo development, but a i^ccnt

modidcatiou, agreeing with the fact that all other Myiiapods hreutho

by the more primitive method of tracheoe

This mode of respiiation differs from that in other Mjiinpods m
the following partioulars —

1 The tubes ate collected into one definite organ, instead of being

distributed about the body

2 The tubes have no spiral thread

3 In acting on the blood just before it returns to the heart, so that

aerated blood is disiribuicd instead of unaorated

It resembles the trache© of othei Myriapods in the following par-

ticulars —
1 In the air sac mto which the tubes open

2 In the cylindrical form of the tubes

3 In the branching of the tubes

The organs resemble the tracheal lungs of Spiders

—

1. In the large an sac

2 In the number of tubes opening into an air sac

3 In the arrangement for bathing the tubes with blood m a blood

smuB

4 In the supply of aerated blood by the heart.

They differ from them in

—

1 The form of the tubes, which in Scutigera are cylindrical

2 In the absence of the membrane winch in Spiders surrounds

the organ

I therefore hold that the respiratory organ in Scutigera holds a
position intermediate between the trache© of Mynapods and the lungs

of Spiders I hold with A Louokart (*Zeitsch. fiir Wiss Zool.,*

Tol 1, p 246, 1849, ‘‘ Ueher den Ban und Bedeutmg der sag Langen
heidenAraehntden*') that the tmohe© have developed into the lungs of

Spiders and Scorpions, and I think that the organs m question form
a series of which the lowest term is the troche©, the next the organ
of Scutigera, then the lungs of Spiders, and then of Scorpions
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III. ‘‘ Further Observatjons on the GeatatJon of Indian Raya

being Natural Histoiy Notes from H.M. Indian Manna

Survey Steamer ‘ Invostigatoi,’ Commander B. P. Hoskyn,

R N., Commanding Senes II. No 2 ” By J Wood*

Mason, Superintendent of the Indian Museum, and Pro-

fessor ot Compaiativo Anatomy m the Medical College of

Bengal, and A Alcock M.B., Surgeon, IMS, Surgeon-

Naturalist to the Survey. Communicated by Professor

M. Foster, See It S. Received Octobt r 9, 1891

* CONTKNXS

^ 1 Introduction

^ 2 The partunont female and new born 3 oung of Ttygon wnJqa

3 The uterus and Irophonciuala of Trytfon walya at the end of pregnancy

b 4 The uU nw and troplionemata of Tryyon fmfya at thi beginuing ot prognanoy

§ O 0oQclufllOU9

§ 1 InltoduLiion

On Iho 24th of February of this year wo communicatod the results

rtf some observations on the uterine vilhlorm papillce, or tropho-

nemata, of Ptooplatfjpa mtcrtira (B1 Schi;i ) and their relation to the

embryo, and also incidentally referred to the structure and probable

functions of similar utcniic papilloo in Trygon bleirket i and Myl%ohat%s

ruenhofii

We were able to show that in the pregnant females of those

Ilatoids tho mucous membrane of the uterus is extended in the form

rtf elongate papill®, the entire surface of which, again, is beset with

tubnlax glands, and wo were able to bring forward evidence in favouj*

of the viow—more especially in the case of Fferoplattra imcrura—
that the function of these glands is to secrete a nutxitive fluid which
1** conveyed down the pharynx and into tho stomach of the embryo

JrSinoe tho date of that communication wo have been fortunate

enough to obtain, in the course of the “ lnvcstigatoi**s survey of tho

GodA\ an Delta, pi»egnant and parturient females of Trygm waiga,

Muller and Henle, a pregnant female of Myhohatie meuhqfit

(B1 Schn ), numerous pregnant females of Fteroplatcpa imenvta
(Bl Sthn ), and an unimpregnated uterus of Narcine^ the examina*
tion of which appears to corroborate the view advanced by us as to

the function of the uteiine papillee and their relation to tho embryo.
In the case of IHeroplaima mtemra^ of which Bpecios we have ex*

amincd over a score of piegnant females, we find that tho oviduct
IS dilated into an uterus on both sides of the body equally, and that
each uterus may contain from one to three embryos, the usual number
boiDg two In tho early stages of gestation the entire surface of the
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mucous membrane of the uterus is besot witb tropbonematl^at with

the growth of the foetus the trophonomata become atrophied by
pressure, except opposite tho spiracles of the foetus, where they re-

main os laige bunches which penetrate through the spiracles deep
mio the foetal pharynx We hud that where, as appears to bo the

most common condition, two embryos occupy the uterus, the one is

rolled up within the other—head to head and tail to tail—but in such a
wa^ as to kayo tho spiracles of the inner one exposed for tho tropho-

nemaia to enici In one lemarkable instance, where one spiracle of

the inner embryo was overlapped and concealed, that spiiacle was
of diminutive size, while its fellow of the opposite side was much
enlarged On micioscopic examination wo find tho nntrient secre-

tion of the trophonomata to contain numei^uu small granular bodies,

and a few lai go granular corpuscles which rosonibie leucocytes

In tho jirognaiit female of Mijlwhatib nieukojii wo found three

young ones, two males and a female, of different sizes, in an utenuo
enlargement which exists on the left side only In the two smallest

there ait) very delicate etiernahgills
,
but of such structures there is

no trace whatever m tho largest embryo

Tho spiracles in all ait> singularly largo and patent, being kept

open by an eavo-liko extension of the cranial cartilage The mucous
mombiuue of tho uterus, which is thickly besot with long branched

glandular villi, was intensely a asoular, h^ an odour, not of fish, ])ut

like that of raw beef, and was covered with a creamy yellowish-

coloured fluid boniewhat resembling ** laudable pus in appearance

It may bo mentioned that tho spiral gut of one of tho embryos was
found to be full of tho same creamy fluid, unchanged A]>par8ntly

loose m the body cavity, in the largest foetus, were found strings of

bcad-like concretions held together by inspissated albuminous

material and on examination under the microscope these concre-

tions were found to contain numerous crystals of oxalate of lime and
dumb-bell-shaped bodies exactly I'esemblmg the dumb-bell concre-

tions of urate of ammoma found in human unno.

As one of us has already described (^Journal Asiatic Society

Bengal,* vol 59, Part II, pp. 54 and 55) the general structure of the

uterus and uterine glands lu the stage preparatory to pregnancy in

Myhcbatti n%euh<f^, we are deferring a report on this species m tho

hope of obtaining ampler material to make the report more com-

plete

We devote this paper to some aooount of the phenomena of gesta-

tion in Trygon toalgoy in which we have been able to make fuller

observations.
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§ 2. On the Parturient Female and Netc^bom Young of Trjgon
tralga.

Two females of Trygon toalga^ Muller and Henie, were taken at

CooazL&da^ m the Godavari Delta, on the 8th of April of this jear

The abdomen, in one of them, was so much distended that the

normal flat shape of the flsh was obscured On transfer of thia

specimen to a bucket of sea watoft two young ones wore seen to be
suddenly extruded from the cloacal onixee—ono a few minutes aftei

the othoi The young ones su am about vigorously in the bucket

Relatively to the size of the abdominal cavity of the mother, which in

this species is much contracted, the young ones are enormous
, and

on seeing the two of them beside the open maternal abdomen it

appears almost mcrodiblo that they could ever have been compressed

into such n confined space

The following am the measurements of the mother and offspring,

with their weight after preservation m spint —

Mother
New bom
young one,

No 1

New born
young one,

No 2

Length of disk
Breath of disk

Length of tail ««

Length of snout from margin 1

of Ironto-HMa} proeoae to y
tip .. - J

Wefght . .. f

205 mm
185 „
180 „

6?

2735 graini

07 mm
70
86 „

i»

200 gnun*

67 mm
72 «
»5 „

..

175gmiiM

Both young ones wore females , neither of them had any traces of
external gill filaments

, both of them had a small papilliform um-
bilical vesicle about 1 mm long The spiraolcs in both were large
and widely open
Before going on to describe the visoeral anatomy of the young, and

the structure of the uterus and its trophonemata in the adult, there
are oortam interesting external oharaoters, dutinguishing the young
from the mature female, which are important enough to be men-
tioned.

(1 ) In the young, the dorsal surface of the body is quite smooth
and devoid of the dermal tubercles which, in this situation, chamo-
tonse the adult (2 ) The youug have only one tail spine, whereas
^e adnlt has two, and m front of them along senes of fixed spiuelets.

(3^ The middle third of the space between the base of the tail spine
ana the tip of the tail is occupied in the young one by a median fold
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of tho dorsal integument 15 xom long and about 0*75 mm in height

,

this IS, no doubt, a vestige of the vertical s) stem of dna, of which no
trace exists in the adult (4) The ventral dns in the young are

placed relatively farther back than they are m tho adult, projecting

considerably beyond the hinder margin of tho disk, while in the

adult they barely reach this limit (5 ) The tail is relatively a good

deal longer in the young
The young arc pigmented in all respects like the adult

In the young one, immediately after it has loft the utei'us, tho

abdomen is very tumid, its anieiior wall being stretebod so thin that

tho abdominal and intestinal contents can bo seen through it On
opening the abdomen, its cavity is found to be almost completely

filled by the enormously distended colon (spiral gut), the liver,

stomach, and duodenum beiug displaced forwanl beneath the pectoral

girdle
,
the rectum is very sharply marked off from the colon, and

appears as a narrow cord
,
the cosuphagus and stomach are empty,

but the colon is filled with bile-stained granular material, which,

under the action of spirit, has become a hard, yollowish-brown

cake, of which the weight is no less than ono-sixth to oue-seventh of

that of the eutire body

The laigo relative size of tho i^ctal gland is remarkable, not only

in this species, but also, we may mention, in the feetus of Myhohatu
nteuhojii and Ihroplaiaa inia ura

§ 3 Oa the Utf^rus and Troplionemata of Trygon walga at the Close

of Pregnancy

The abdomen of tho mother was laid open immediately after the

birth of the young ones The nght ovary and oviduct are un-

developed , tho loft ovary is large, and tho distal end of its oviduct is

dilated into a pyriform uterine swelling, tho aperture of which

projects into the cloaca as a copspicuous os uteri On openmg the

ute^, which 16 much contracted when empty, we find a moderately

thick fibrous and muscular wall, lined internally with a mucous

membrane which is everywhere produced into long papillse (tropho-

nemata) , those are brittle and friable

The trophonemaia, which are cylindrical, uubranched, and taper

slightly from base to apex, are about 10 mm in length and about

1 mm. lu breadth; and, on examination with a low magnifying

power, their surface is seeu to be granular and much fissured.

A tmnsverse section through the utenno wall shows, from without

inwards, (1) a thin lajer of fibrous tissue, (2) a la>er of muscular

fibres out transversely, (3) a layer of muscular fibres cut longitudin-

ally, and (4) the vasculM* submuoosa and the mucosa about to bo

desc^bed as they appear in a tropbouema.
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BeotiGQB, both transTerAe and longitadinal, through a tropbonema

diaplay a central core of fine oonneotivo tissno, in which, besides

arteneg, veins, and a dense oapilloiy plexus, are cells and very numer**

ous free leucocytes , and sarronnduig or external to this a seneis of

solid finger-shaped coagnla formed of confluent colls in various stages

of degeneration At the ono extreme, these finger-shaped masses are

seen to be made up of desquamated colls the protoplasm of which
has simply become confluent into a solid mass wherein the nuclei,

with the nuclear network very clear and conspicuous, stand out

distinct and unchanged
,

while, at the other extreme, are found

nothing but solid granular coagula m which uoithez nuclei noi

structure of any kind can be distinguished, with leucocytes scattered

between them
We may anticipate evouts by stating that these solid masses of

cells and granular coagnla appear to be epithelial casts ” of the

glands which, as wo shall show, invest the surface of the tropho-

nomata in the earlier stages of pregnancy, bat which, at the close of

pregnancy, are undergoing coagulative degeneration, while the

leucocytes present appear to be exercising a rcsorptivo function

§ 4 On the Uteins and Trophonfmata of Tiygon w^alga at the

Brgiiming of Frfg^taucy

The second female specimen is about the same size as the first, but

had not the same convexity of the abdomen It also has the right

ovary and oviduct undeveloped, while the left ovary is enlarged and
distended with ova, and the distal end of its oviduct is dilated into a

pyriform uterine chamber, which, however, is smaller tlian m the first

specimen—measuting only 32 mm from the fundus to the og. An
egg which had recently descended into the uterus was ixiptored

accidentally in diBscctiou

The uteina has at this stage in all yespeots the same form os it has

at the end of pregnancy , but the trophonomata, on the contrary, are

as strongly contiasted as possible in the two stages For while in the

late stage they have ihe form of an elongated cone and ai'e in process

of disintegration, in the early stage they are strap-shaped and are in

process of integration* That the trophonomata were not functioning,

their incompletely evolved condition proves, apart from the considera^

tion that m the well-filled yolk-sac there would be abundant snatenanoe
for the embryo for some time

The tiophonomata are somewhat wavy, rather thick and flediy,

strap-shaped bodies, measuring about 10 5 mm. in length by abont
1 lum m greatest breadth. Narrow at them ongin, they almost
immediately widen out to thmr greatest breadth, which is mamtamed
to abont the seventh tenth of their length, whence they taper to their
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rounded extremity They nre witli difficdity stroigliteixed out from

tbeir Mravy curt. In stained preparations a dark unbranohed line is

seen following the sinuosities of the trophonema, nearer to one margin

than to the other, and taponng away to nothing at the apex
,

it is the

rounded thickening formed by tne (developing) axial vein which is so

conspicuouR in the trophonemata of Ftmopla^ma

A trophonema, lightly stained with boinix carmine, mounted in

spirit and glycerine, and viewed under a Zeiss D ocular 2 by trans-

mitted light, shows a darker and broader median baud and two lighter

and much narrower marginal bands In the former the axial vein

presents itselt as a streak with a pale axis, winch transverse sections

provo to be the optic expression of the commencing lamen In each

of the latter a largo vessel, which in transverse section is seen to be

an artery, can readily be mhde out By careful focussing, the suiface

of the broad median band is seen to be covei ed with a coarse polygonal

network, with paloi meshes, which correspond to the simple oi oom-

pound duct-opetiings of subjacent glands, the network, like the

Hurfaco of the pale maigiiial bands, is covered continuously with

minute fat glassy colls having sharply defined nuclei and distinct

limiting membranes Some preparations siiggost that, m tropho-

nomata which are less advanced lu doveiopmeut than the one under

description, this layer of pavement cells may form a continuous

investment ovei the whole trophonema

Transverse sections of a trophonema show that the meshes of tho

polygonal netwoik above i*eferred to coincide with bulb-shaped nests

of cells which arc the still solid foundations of glands

These glands are arranged, as in Ftcroplatcea (vnk * Roy Soc Proc ,'

vol 49, n VIII, fig 5), perpendicular to tho surface, side by side, in

the substance of the mucosa, but not quite so close togetbot They
are squat bulb-shaped organs, and are often compound, with two,

three, or, perhaps, four acmi In consequence of the absence of

limiting ooll-membranos, tho exact arrangement of the gland colls

cannot bo made out, but the nuclei, which are elongate, aio arranged

somewhat irregularly in two strata—tho nuclei of the two strata and
of tlie same stratum overlapping one another; whence it may be

inferred, though no cell-boundanes are traceable, that the gland

tissue forma a two-layered stratified columnar epithelium similar to

that winch is found in many parts of the Mammalian respiratory

tract.

Tho glands, which, as above stated, are quite solid without any
trace of lumen, appear to have originated as ingrowths of the in-

dilEere&t layers of the epithelium alone, the outer layer of flat glassy

pavement cells which invests the surface of the trophonema between
the glands and at its sides not having been involved m the process

And, from appearances presented by less developed tropbonemataf
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w6 infer that, in early sta^, the pavement layer forme a oontinaona

investment over the vrhole trophonema , and that sabseqaently, by

the separation fiom one another at definite spots of the pavement

cells, stomata aro formed, which, when the lamina of the glands are

established, become the mouths of the glands Be this as it may, the

cuter (pavement) layer is not traceable into the mouths of the glands

at any point in any of our sections

The tiophonomata possess an oxceodingly rich vascular supply

All the sections show two large, but not very thick-walled, arteries,

one in each non-glandular maigin
,
minute arterioles here and there

between adjacent glands immediately beneath tlio epithelium , and,

between tho layom of glands of opposite faces, a plexus of sinuoas

cawities or capillaries

Tho capillary plexus m transverse sections of r trophonema is seen

to extend deejily between the glands right up to tho superficial

artcnules, and, m tho pai t correspondiiig to the position of the gitsat

axial vein of Pteroplatt^a^ it pieaents a solid or spongy circular

expansion, in tho centre of which the futuie lumen of tho vessel is

commencing to bo formed In transverse section of a group of glands

the capillary plexus is soon to fonn a polygonal network, in the

meshes of which the glands he

In comparison with Pieroplatcca imcrura^ the trophonemata of

Trygon « alga are characterised by the possession of an epithelium

which 18 several cells thick instead of one cell thick, and by the

richer vascular supply of their glands, each of which is embedded

in a little capillary cup of its own, like a filbert in its husk

§ 5 Ctmelueians

1 Comparison of tho iiophonemata m the two stages above

described, showing, on tho one hand, at tho onset of pregnancy, a
mucous membrane of largo nucleated indifferent cells and of solid

unformed glands, and, on the other hand, when the term of pregnancy
is fulfilled, a surface layer of gland-casts of epithelium in various

stages of degeneration, appears to be conclusive proof that the glands

are developed for the special requirements of tho pregnant state.

2 As regards the funotion of these glands, the presence in evexy

caae where a fresh pregnant uterus has been examined of a viscid

turbid or actually milky albuminous fluid, and further the finding in

the case of Mylwhatu meuhoJi% of one and the same secretion in the

utei ns of the mother and m the intestine of the foetus, seem to fully

oonfiim our original oonolusion that they are in all oases milk^glands
famishing a secretion for tho nounshment of the embiyo.

3* Regarding tho channel through which the mitk is carried into

the foetus, we think it to be lu every species that we have examined^
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Pieroplatma «ntcrura» Myhohalu nieuhq/Ut Trygon walgHf and Trygon

hhekerti the lai^ wide-opon eptracles In PteroplaicBa we know that

the trophonemata pass into the aptraoles ,
bnt the aingolar distension

of these orifices in the other speoies, in contrast to the smallness of

the other apertnres of the body, points to the oonolnsion stated

4 The stomach in all cases that we have hitherto observed (except

in IVygon bleeken^ whore the observation was lost) is empty, Bmall»

and displaced ,
while the colon (spiral gnt) is full, large, and dis*

tended at the expense of other organs And this leads us to the

oonolnsion that the foetal stomach is simply a channel through which

the easily assimilable food passes to be absorbed by the spiral gut

And of this conclusion the presence of tho unchanged miUc ” in the

spiral gut of Myhohatis is corroborative

5« Finally, as to tho method of respiration of the feetns, no conoln-

Bion can as yet bo arrived at It is probably safe to assume that the

consumption of oxygen and the production of carbonic acid by the

fostus are comparatively smaH, and that the respiratory exchanges

are sufficiently earned out through the soft foetal skin where this

comes in cont^t with the vascular trophonemata and uterine wall

Hitherto, we liavo not found any special distribution of blood-

vessels to tho skin, in the foetus And in Ptert^latma the manner in

which, when two foetuses are present, the one is rolled np within the

other, prevents contact of the inner foetus with the uterine wall,

except at the snout, and where the trophonemata enter tho spiracles.

We are indebted to Professor G B Howes for calling our atten-

tion to a short note by Dr W A Haswell (‘ Proceedings Linnean

Society, New South Wales/ vol 3, 1889, pp 1713 to 1716) on

Urokphus^M which it is suggested that the extraordinarily long

external gills of the foetus are concerned lu absorbing matter which

is supposed to exude from the blood-vessels of the utenne nlli

IV. “ On some of the Variations observed in the Babbit’s Liver

imder certain Physiological and Pathological Ciroom-

stanoos.” By T. Laudkr Bbunton, M.D., B.Sc.,

and Shxbiban DsU&msiy M.B., B.So. Beceived October

22. 1891.

(Abstract

)

Under the influfflioe of the natural stimulus of digestion, numerous

changes are observable in liver cells. In this we partly confirm

and partly complete (and add to) the observations of previous

investigators.
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Ir Some of them indicate the Dzistence of a peonhar kinetic Btate«

manifested by trritabtUty and coniractiKtyf giving rife to varuUions in

the distribution of the mttoma of the cells.

The alternate onlargemont and shrinking of the nnolei seem to

point in the same direction

The correlation bet/ween these phenomena and certain alternations

m the contractility of iho sphincter pupilloo still further strengthens

this new
2 During digestion, in addition to the dynamic state ]ust allnded

to, glycogen accumulates m the cells, and gradnally hlla up all the

meshes of the mitoma This begins in the hepatic sono almost im-

mediately after the beginning of a meal, attains its maximnm from

the third to the eighth hour, and gradually diminishes, till at the

twelfth hour only a few grannies are left in the h^atic sone, which is

thus thejiist and the last to he infiUrated with glycogen

Another evidence of chemical activity is given by the accumulation

of a ferruginous pigment in the cells of the liver This begins to be

well marked five hours after a meal
, it gradnally incrcasos, until at

the twelfth hour it has attained its maximum,* after which it rapidly

diminishes It is to be noted that the first effect of taking a meal is

to cause a diminution of this iron^containing pigment in the liver

celts

There IS, therefore, evidence that the signs of activity of hver cells

occur in the following order —
(a ) Alterations m ike Sizo of the Meshes and in the JHsinhution of

the Miioma—This occurs veiy early, and continues till the eighth

hour at least

(b<) Accumulation of some products which have been separated

from the food and absorbed, butyetnotassimilatedf (or utilised in the

production of energy) (glycogen). This becomes marked also early

after the taking of a meal, and attains its maximum between the

third and eighth hours

(c ) Accumulation of some products which have been sepsfrated in

the cell as a result of its special functional acthnty, but as yet not

expelled from it (iron^eontaining pigment) This attains its maximum
at the twelfth hour

It is evident that the first and the last of these signs are not neces-

sarily under the dependence of the absorption of food On the

contrary, the second is apparently one of the results of absorption

It 18, therefore, probable that, whilst the first and the third may be
brought about by various stimulating agents, tho seoond, being con-

* As demonstrated by nuereohenuoal rcactioos, (It is, howeran pmidble thsi(

port of the iron eompomda set free by the sphtting up 'of hismog^obin may notW
revealed by th» method )

t This » said with referenoe to the boly taken m a whole.
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neoted with the taking of food, is hardlj to be expected to be among
the reflulta of Btimnlation of starving cells

In studying the effects of dmgs it will be useful to consider the

relation of those various effects in order to understand the special

mode of action of the agent employed

By those observations we have also obtained indications of the

ways in which cells can be placed m different states of activity, so

that, by the administration of drugs at various times aftei a meal, we
can study more accurately what accelerating, restiaining, or other-

wise modifying, iniluenoes tho drug may have

We have been driven to consider, incidentally, some other problems,

snph as the relations which exist between contractility and secretory

activity, but such things cannot bo considered fully m this oom-
munication

V, **On tho Electromotive Phenomena of the Mammalian
Heart.” By W. M. Batliss, B.A., B Sc., and Ernkst H.

Starling, M.D , M.R.O.P., Joint Lecturer on Physiology at

Giiy^a Hospital. (From tho Physiological Laboratorj-,

Umvfisity College, London) Communicated by E. A
Schafer, P.R.S Received October 23, 1891,

(Abstract

)

Methodt of JResearch .—The heart being exposed, two points of its

surface were connected by means of non-polansable electrodes with

the terminals of a capillary elootrometer An image of the meniscus

was thrown on to a moving photographic plate, on which were also

recorded the contractions of tho ventricle, a time tracing (8 or 100

per second), and in many cases the timo of stimulation (when

artifioial stimuli were used), or the period of excitation of the vagus

(when it was desired to slow tho heart). In nearly all experiments

we used dogs

We have also made expenments on the excised heart. In these,

the heart, immediately after the chest was opened, was placed in a

warm moist chamber The wires of the electrodes and the tube

going to the tambour recording the heart boats passed through holes

in the sides of the chamber

Beaulti.—^As to the wave of negativity m tho ventricle, we find

that in animals whose hearts are in as normal a condition as possible

the variation is always diphasic, the negativity at tho base preceding

that at the apex. The reanlt is the same whether tho /perioatdiitm be

mtact or opened, or whatever points of the ventncular surfheo are

led off.
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The character and direction of this vanation, howerer, if ezoeed-

inglj senBittve to slight changes in the temperature of the varionf

parte of the heart, so that in order to obtain a constant result in

animals with opened chest it is necessary to nso warmed air for

artiQcial respiration

The following experiment illustrates the sensitiveness of the direo*

tion of the elcctiical vanation to changes in the temperature of tho

respired air •

—

June 27, 1890—Dog Operation as already dosenbed, artificial

respiration with warmed air Base of right ventricle (anterior

surface) to acid, apex of left ventricle to capillary

Direction of vanation

—

« (a ) Before opening pericardium diphasic—base, apex

(h ) After opening pericardium diphasic—base, apex

The hot water was now poured out of tho vessel surrounding the

spiral, and this was filled with ice After five minutes another

photograpli m as taken of the variation

—

(c ) Tnphosic—^base, apex, base

(d ) (After another five minutes ) Diphasic—apex base

(e ) The ico was now replaced by hot water

After ten mmutes more, the variation was found to be once again

diphasic, the base becoming negative first

Cold air was then used again, with the same result as before

Tho same reversal of tho variation can be obtained in tho tortoise's

heart by warming the apex and cooling the base simultaneoasly

If we may regard the electrometer tracings as reliable, that is to

say, if the vanation—apex, base—^with cooled base is the real varia-

tion, and it IB not really a tnphasio one with a first phase too small

to be read on an electrometer, the ozdy^ oonolnsion we can draw from

onr experiments is that the excitatory wave in the ventricle is a

different thing from tho wave of negativity, and precedes it (since m
the hearts with cooled base, although the ventricles were beating m
normal sequence to the auricles, the negativity began at apex
before tbe base)

PcMBSibly, in the ventricles/' the exmtatoxy state is not transmitted

directly from one muscle cell to another, hut by tho intervention of

the inteimuscular network of nerves shown by Dogiel, Openohowski,
and others, to he universally present m the venteicnlar walls.

Time Meaturements—Some point of the anncles or ventricles wu
stimulated three times a second by means of an induction shook. In
this way an artificial rhythm is induced, the heart contraotiQg to

every stimulation. This is the only method by which it is possible

to get time measurements lu the mammalian heart, since we cannot
put this organ mto a prolonged standstill, as we can the frergfs heart
by means of the Stannius ligature.
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The latent period of eleotncal response of anncalar and veutncalar

muscle to duect electnoal stimnlation is so short that we could not

measure it accurately with the means at our disposal It is certainly

less than 0 01^'

Wo lia\o sought to measure the rapidity of propagation of the wave
in the mammalian ventricle in the same way as Eugelmann and
Sanderson and Pago estimated it in the frog's heart, namely
measuring the time intci val between tho beginning and the culmina-

tion of the initial phase

In tho exposed heart of a dog, breathing warmed air, tho rate is

generally about 30 mm in 0 01", about 3 metros per second

But the sensitiveness of the foim and direction of tho variation to

slight changes in tomperature of different pai'ts of tho heart sui^ce
must make us hesitate in taking theso figures as the correot ones

There is a long period of delay in tho passage across tho auriculo-

vontnculur groove A mean of eight observations gavo 0 15" as the

tune elapsed after stimulation of tho auricles before tho development

of negativity at the base of tho ventnclos Nearly tho whole of tins

timo IS taken up in tho passage from anncles to ventricles, since it

makes very little difference to tho time interval, whether the stimuli

be applied to an auncnlar appendage, or the auncles close to tho

aunculo-ventriculor groo> e

Lastly, we have obtained no cvidciioe of tho supposed tetanic nature

of a cardiac contraction (Fredoricq), all our lesults pointing con-

clusively to tho contraction being a single wave, staiting at tho base

and passing thence to the apex ot the heart

The conclusions arrived at by Sanderson and Pago in ihoir woik on

the heart of tho frog and tortoise hold good also for the mammahau
heart.

Appendix

On the Eleetneal Varuition of the llea/rt of Man and the Intact Dog

We have also photographed the eleotncal change of the heart of

man and of tho dog, with chest unopened, and, in opposition to

Waller, we find that the variation is of such a natuie as to show
negativity always oommencing at the base The greatest effect was
obtained by leading off from tho apex beat and tho right hand, but

we found the sem^ character of variation from whatever points on the

sui’fooe of the body wo led off, i.e ,
tho olectrodo nearest tho base

became negative first.

The photographs show what the eye could not distinguish clearly,

that each beat is accompanied by a triphasic variation, oonsisfciug

of lot, a ** spike ” (basal negmtirity) ;
2nd, a more prolonged excursion

m the oppoMte direction (a^cal negativity) , and 3rd, a large and pro-

longed movemeut in the same direction os the ** spike” (basal nega-

TOL* t(. Q
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tirity) Hence we oonolnde thftt tlie h$oome$ negative ih^

apoK, and that its negatml^ oTerlasts that of the apex

We do not &el aUe as yet to explain the triphaaio nature o£ the

variation ,
it shows, however, that normally the excitatory state at the

base lasts longer than at the apex

Presents, November 26, 1891
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Astronomische Nachrichtcn Bd CXXVII 4to Ktpl IMl
The Editor

Epigraphia Indica and Record of the Archioological Survey of

India Part 7 Polio, Calcutta 1890 The Editor

Journal of Comparative Neurology Vol I Pages 1-200 8ro

Otncinnaii 1891 The Editor

Mittheilungen aus der Zoologischon Station zn Neapel Band X
Heft 1 8vo Berlin 1891 The Zoological Station

Njt Magasin for Natnrvidenskabeme. Bind XXXIJ Hefto 1-2

8vo ChnsHama 1890-91

The Physiographiske Porenmg, Christiania

Records of the Australian Museum Vol I No 7-8 8vo Sydney
1891 TheTrastoefl

Ronsta Argentina do Historia Nataml Tomo I Entr 3-5. 8vo

Buenos Aires 189J. The Editor

Sbomik Materialov dlya Opisaniya Myestonostel i Piemen Xavkasa
[Collection of Materials for the Description of the Localities

and Places of the Caucasns—iJiWMoa ] Vol XL 8vo
1891

Curateup do TArrondissoment Scolaire dn Oaooase
Scientific Memoirs by Medical Officers of the Army of India. Part

6 4to Calcutta 1891. The Editor.
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Journals (oon^tnued).

Staziom Sperimentali Agittrie Italians (Le) Yol. XX. Faso« 6*^.

Yol XXI Fasc l*-3 8vo. Ait% 1891

'EL Stasione Enologioa, Aati.

Technology Quarterly. Yol lY No 1-2. 8vo Boston 1891

Mass Institute of Technology, Boston.

Zoitschrift fur Naturwissenschaften Band LXllI Heft 6.

Band LXIY Heft 1-3 8vo RalU 1890-91

Naturwissonschafthcher Ycrein, HoUe.

Ameghino (F) Nuevos HestoH de Mamiferoa Fdsilus dcscubiortos

por Carlos Ameghino eu el Eoceno Infenor de la Patogoma
Austral 8ro Buenos Aires 1891 Tho Author.

Buchanan (J Y ), F B S On the Composition of some Deep-Sea

Deposits from tho Mediterianean 8vo Edinburgh 1891

Tho Author
Chauroau (A ), For Mem R S Sui la Fusion des Sensations

Chroniatiques perfues isoloment par chacun dos Deux Yeux.

4to« Pans 1891, Sur la Tmnsformation des Virus A propos des

Relations qui existent entio la Yaccino ot la Yaiiolo 8vo Parts

1891 ,
Sur le Mecamsmc des Mouvcments do Tins 8vo Pans

1888 Tho Author.

Clowes (F ) and J B Coleman Quantitative Chemical Analysis

8vo London 1891 Dr Clowes.

Gray (A ) Plates prepared between tho years 1849 and 1859, to

aooompany a Report on tho Forest Trees of North America 4to

'Washington 1891. The Smithsonian Institution

Haeckel (E ) Anthropogonio oder Entwickelungsgeschiohte des

Hensohen. YiertoAudage 2 vols 8vo Leipzigl&9l

The Author.

Hale (H. E ) Tho Dltra-yiolet Spectrum of tho Solar Prominences^

8vo London 1891 Tho Author.

Kessler (R ) Praktischo Philosophie. 8to. Leipzig 1891.

The Author
Langley (S P) Rechorches Exp^zimentales A^rodynamiques ot

Donndos d’Exp^rieuce 4to Pans 1891. Tho Author.

Le Oh&tolier (H ) Note sur le Dosage du Grisou par los Lunitea

dTnflamznabihte 8vo. Paris 1891. The Author*

Leponte (F ) Dispositions OalvanomAtnquos et Emploi des Lampes
& Inoandescenoo pour TExplosion des Iddlanges D^tonants 8to.

BruateUes 1891 Tho Author.

Halftone (M ) Iniroduziono alia Teoria delle Sorie. Parte Fruna^

I Determinanti Wronskiani o la Legge Suproma 8vo. Caiantaro

l$9l ; La Funaione Alef di Eodne Wronaki 6vo. Oatanaoro
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1891 ; SuUe Baditi Comnni a pi^ Eqnazioni 8to. Oakmaro
1891 The Author.

Mueller (Baron F. Ton), F.BS Iconography of Anetrahan Sal-

solaceoua Plants. Decade 7 4to MeUiOume 1891

The GoTomment of Yiotona
P&uger (E.), For. Mem. B.S Emige Erklarnngen, betreffcnd meinon

Aufsatz * Die Quelle der MnBkelkraft Yorlaufiger AbriSB
’

Eine Antwort an Horm Prof Dr Seogen Svo Bom 1891

,

Zwcite Antwort an Herm Prof Socgen botroffend Muskelkraft

nnd Zuokorbildung 8yo Bom 1891 The Author
Fihl (0 A L ) The Stellar Cluster x Porsei micrometrically but-

Toyed 4to ChruHama 1891 The Author.

BeEknbaut (A A.) On a Geometrical Method of finding the most
Probable Apparent Orbit of a Double Star 8vo. Duhhn 1891

The Author.

Seal (B ) A Memoir on the Coefficients of Numbers, being a Chapter
in the Theory of Numbers 8vo Calcutta 1891.

The Author,
Stourdza (France Grigon) Les Lois Fondamontales de I’Uniyers

8vo Pom 1891 The Author.

KoveTnber 30, 1891

ANNIVBBSART MEETING.

^
Sir WILLIAM THOMSON, D.C L*, LL D

, President, in the Chair

The Bqwrt of tho Auditors of the Treaemor’s Aooonnts, on the p*rt
of the Society, wee presented, by which it uppean that the tolel
receipts on tho General Account daring the past year,
balanoea carried from the preceding year and repaymentot a mortoage
loan of £16,000, amount to £22,483 3d on the General Aooonnt^
and that the total receipts on account of Trust Funds,
bi^oes earned from the preceding year, amount to £6,096 12«. lOd
The total expenditure for the same period, including inTestments,
•mounte to £21,891 9t 9d on the General Aooount, and £2,849 9*. lld>

^ * W«noe on the General AooMnt
0^1,022 6* 8d. at the hankers*, and £19 11# lOd in tho of tho

and, on aooount of Trust Funds, a balanoe at the hankers*
of £8,?66 2*. lid.

•* ww oaium.

The thanks of the Sooiefy were voted to the Tresrarer
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The Secreioiy then read the following Liata

Fellows deceased since the last Anniversary (Dec 1890).

On ilie Sonne LiaL

Balfoar, Thomas Graham^ M D Howett, Sir Prescott Gardner,

Brady, Homy Bowman, F G S Bart
,
F R.C S

Carpenter, l^hilip Herbert, D So Jeffery, Henry Mai'tyn, M A
Casey, John, M 11 1 A Jones, Thomas Wharton, F B C S
Croll, James, LL D Marshall, John, F B 0 S
Duncan, Peter Martin, F 0 S Mosolcy, Honry Nottidgo, M A
Granville, George Lc\eBon Gower, Smith, Rt Hon William Henry

Earl, K G York, His Grace William Thom-
Hawkshaw, Sir John, MICE son. Archbishop of, D D

On the Foreign List

Bocqnoi*el, Edmond.
Hilgoli, Carl Wilhelm von

Weber, Wilhelm Ednord

Fellows elected since the last Anmvorsaiy

Anderson, William Hnnnen, Right Hon Jame<i, Loid,

Bower, Prof. Frederick Orpon, D C L
D.Sc Heaviside, Oliver

Conroy, Sir John, Bai^t
, M A Jackson, Right lion William

Cannuigham, Prof Darnel John, Lawies

M D Marr, John Edward, M A
Dawson, Geoigo Mercer, D Sc Mond, Ludwig
Elliott, Edwin Bailoy, M A. Shaw, William Hapior, M A.

Frankland, Prof Percy Faraday, Thompson, Professoi Silvanng

B So. Phillips, D Sc

Gilohnst, Percy Carlyle. Tizord, Captain Thomas Henry,

Halliburton, William Dobmson, BN
MD.

On the Foreign Liet*

Agassiz, Alexander.
|

Strasbnrgor, Eduard

Gould, Beiyamin ApUiorp I Tacohmi, Pietro

The President then addressed the Society as follows :

—

Since tlie last Anniversaty Heetmg the Royal Sociefy haye lost

fifteen of their Fellows and three Foreign Members. t

James Croll, who died on the 15th of December, at the age of

aixt^-nine, presented in his life a rare case of mbom passion for
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pliilofloplij and science conquering all obstacles and attaining to the

object of life-long devotion to scientific research and philosophical

speculation Dependent wholly on his own work for his support, he

commenced earning a livelihood as a beginner in a merchant's office

,

iiTid with hi8 ability he might, no doubt, have earned promotion and

become a snocessful merchant But the superior attraction of

philosophy prevailed, and he wroto a book on the ‘ The Philosophy of

Theism,’ wluch was published in a largo octavo volume, 1 believe

while he was still working lu the merchant’s office After being one

out of about seventy unsuccessful candidates for the post of Under-

Keeper of the Hnnteiian Museum of the University of Glasgow, be

was appointed m 1859 to the post of Janitor of Anderson’s College,

GlaiBgow Aliout this time the Geological Society of Glasgow was

founded, and became the centre of an active company of geologists,

who took up the study of the traces of the Glacial period, so striking

and abundant in the West of Scotland 'Croll and his successful com-

petitor for the University post, John Young, both of them with

oharactonstic ardour, threw themselves into the work of geology

Croll, accoiding to his peculiar bent of mind, was drawn chiefly into

the more speculative lines of geological inquiry, and in 1864 pub-

bshed his essay on ‘ The Physical Cause of the Changes of Climate

dnnng the Glacial Kpoch,’ which deservedly gained the oarofnl con-

sideration both of geologists and of astronomerB This speculation

undoubtedly presonted a causa for some of tho changes of climate

which have occurred m geological history, although we can scarcely

consider it adequate to bo so powerful and exclusive a factor as

Croll endeavoured to make it. His vigorous dispute with Carpenter

regarding oceanic circulation rightly enforced attention to the

importance of wind as the prime mover of some of tho great ocean

currents, but did not overthrow Carpenter’s very important views

regarding the effects of heat, according to which differences of tem-

perature in tho water itself in different regions and at different depths

have paramount efficacy m producing some of the great oceanic oir-

oulatioufi After serving for eight years as Janitor in Anderson’s
College, Glasgow, Croll was selected by Sir Archibald Geikie to take

chaige of the maps and correspondence of tho Geological Survey in

Ddinbnigh. But, according to rule, he must be examined, and the

Civil Service examiners plucked him in anthmetic and EngUsh com-
position On the strong urgency of Sir Roderick Murchison (who
asked me, from my personal knowledge of Croll, to write a statement
of my opinion regarding his quakflcations), the Oml Service Com-
musioners, with a wisely hboral relaxation of their rules, accepted
hra great calculations regarding the eccentricity of the earth’s dibit
and the precession of tho equinoxes during the last ten milUcm years
as sufficient evidence of hia arithmetical capacity, and his book on
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*The Philosophy of Theism* and numeroiifl papers publuhed in

scientific joamals as proof of his ability to write good English Ho was,

therefore^ allowed to receive the appointment in the Geological Sarvey

in Edinburgh, though ho had failed to pass the qualifying examina*

tion During the rest of his life he was thns kept in i elation with

the grunt practical work of the Geological Sarvey in Scotland, and

was allowed time to devote himself to specnlative study and writing

in geological physics, astt*onomy, and philosophy During the last

year of his life ho sent to press his last work, published a few weeks

before his death, entitled * The Philosophical Basis of Evolution '

The bitter winter of 1891 severely tried the health of many dis-

tinguished men During the fii*st seveutoen da}s of January the

Royal Society lost four Fellows

John Marshall was Professor of Anatomy to the Royal Academy,
and, 08 repi^esentativo of the lloj^al College of Surgeons, President of

the General Medical Council llis contributious to surgical litera-

ture, though not numerous, were considered of high value by those

able to judge He died, on the 1st January, at the age of seventy-two.

Dr Casey, Fellow of the Royal University of Ireland, distirgnished

08 a mathematician, was corresponding member of several soicntiflc

societies, and author of historical and elementary works on various

branches of mathematics He was in vigorous health until a short

time before bis death, when he was seised with bronchitis Ho died,

on January 8rd, at the ago of seventy

Di. Brady’s scientific reputation was maiuly connected with his

researches on the Rbisopoda and other minute forms of Invertebrate

life On these he published many monious of groat value, by which

knowledge was largely advanced He was a Fellow of the Royal

Society, the Lmnean Society, and the Geological Society , and corre-

sponding member of several foreign scientific bodies He died, on

January 10th, at the age of fifty-six Ho bequeathed to the Royal

Society all his books and papers relating to the Protozoa, with an

additional benefaction to which I shall refer later

Dr Graham Balfour was Surgeon-General to the Army and
Bonoraiy Physician to the Queen, and President of the Royal Statis-

tical Society He died, on January 17th, at the ago of sixty-eight.

Dr. Peter Martin Duncan, Professor of Geology m King’s College,

was well known, not only as a geologist who devoted himself esped-

ally to the study of fossil Corals and Eohmodenns, and added greatly

to knowledge by his valuable pubhshed memoirs on that subject, but

also as a popular exponent of geology and zoology and an author and
editor of works extending through the whole range of natural

history. One groat rosnlt of his work was a popular ^Katural

History/ ia six quarto volumes, brought out between the years 1878
and written by able speeiabsts, on a oomprebeBsive plan under
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luB own direction, and contaming many articloB written hy Umaelf.

He died, on May 29th, at the age of sixty-seven.

Sir John Hawkshaw was undoubtedly one of the greatest engineers

of this century. At the age of twenty-one ho was appointed to

take charge of important mining works in Venezuela, whore he

remained for three years, chiefly occupied in improving the naviga-

tion of the River Aroa for flat-bottomed boats employed to earry

away the produce of the St Felipe copper mines Repeated attacks

of fever and ag^e compollod him to return to England, but not until

after many of the English miners employed under him, chiefly pickwl

men from Cornwall, and several ot the medical attendants of tlie

station, had died from the olEocts o£ the unhealthy climate The

house in which ho lived at the mines still exists, and bears hts name

Soon after he left, all its inhabitants were murdered, and it has

remained unmhabiied ever since. From Ins return to England in

1884 until a few years before his death Hawksbaw was successfully

occupied m the design, and in supermtendonoo of the execution, of

great engineering works, and in advising the Government, muni-

cipal corporations, and other public bodies, upon every variety of

engineering questions Ho early made his mark in engineering

science and practice m respect to two important questions. In 1638

he reported to the Great Western Railway Company strongly against

maintaming their broad gauge, and advocated a uniform gauge
throughout the country, a few yoai*s later, in a keen contest of

opinion agamst Robert Stephenson, he urged the practicability and
advantageousness of introducing steeper gradients. The soundness

of his views on both these questions is now generally admitted and
the introduction of steeper gradients, in consequence of his advocacy,

led to a rapid extension of railways in all parts of tho world He
was President of the Institution of Civil Engineers, 1862-63, and
President of the British Association at Bristol m 1875 Ue died, on
June 2nd, at the ago of eighty

Sir Prescott Gardner Howeit was Fi^ofeasor of Human Anatomy
and Surgery in the College of Surgeons, andbecame President of tho
College as successor to Sir James Paget in 1883. Ho won high
reputation, also, as an artist Even while most occupied in his

arduous profession as a surgeon, ho took recreation in painting and
dmwing with a pexsevonng zeal and a high degree of snooess rare
among amateurs. He died on tho 19th of Juno, at the age of seventy-
nine

Dr Philip Herbert Carpenter was a member of the scicntiSo ^taff

of the deep-sea exploring expeditions of Her Majesty’s steamships
“Lightning*' (1868) and “Porcupine^ (1869-7^), and in 1873 ho
was^ appointed Assistant Naturalist to Her Majesty's ship Valois
oub/* which accompanied Sir G. Nazes’ Arctic expedition to Diso^
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Idand, and spent the summer sounding and dredging in Dayis Strait

and the North Atlantic. He devoted himself continuonsly, from

1875y to studying tho morphology of the Echinodevms, more par*

tioularly of the Cnnoidsi both recent and fossil. Ho wrote nnmerons
papers, which were puhUshed in tho TiunBactiona of the Boyal

Sooioty and of the Linnean and Geological Sociotios In 1883 he

was awarded the Lyell Fund by the Geological Socioij of London, in

recognition of tho value of his work, and in 1885 was elected a Fellow

of the Boyal Society In 1877 ho was appointed Assistant-Master at

Eton, especially charged with the teaching of biology, and held this

post till ius death, on the 21st Ootohor, at the age of thirty-ume

Dr Heniy Moseley, Linacro Professor of Human and Comparative

Anatomy in the University of Oxford, one of the eminent natnrshats

of the “ Challenger **
expedition, who served on board the ** Chal-

lenger ” during tho entire voyage round tho world, from 1872 till

1876, died on the 10th of this month, at tho age of forty-six He was

author of many important papers in vanons branches of natural

history, chiefly comparative anatomy and marine zoology

Henry Mortyn Jeffery, after taking high places in the Mathematical

and Classical Triposes at Cambridge in 1849, commenced professional

life as Lecturer in the College of Civil Engineers in Putney , and

m later years oontinued it as Headmaster of Pate’s Grammar School,

Oheltenham, until he retired in 1882 As a teacher ho was largely

occupied with classics, but hia favonrito study was mathematics, and

he 18 well known as the author of a long and continuous senes of

papers on subjects of pure mathomatica which have been published

in the * Quarterly Journal of Mathematics,’ tho ‘Journal of the

London Mathematical Society,’ and tho ‘Beports of tho Bntish

Aasodation ’ Ho was actively occupied to the last with mathematioal

work and in the preparation of a text-book on his favounte mathe-

mahoal subjects. Ho died, on the Srd of November, at the age of

aixiy-six

Thomas Wharton Jones, a distinguished physiologist, died on the

7th of this month, at nearly eighty years of ago. Professor Huxley

was one of his pupils forty years ago and gives bright and pleasant

reaxunisoenoes of mteroourse with his “ old master.”

Three distinguished men occupying high positions in the State,

Fellows of tiae Boyal Society, his Grace Wilham Thomson, D.D.,

Lord Archbishop of York; ; the Bight Honourable George Leveson*

Gower, S»G , Earl of Granville $ and the Bight Honourable Wimasa
Henry Smith, MJP. ; died during the postyear at the ages of seventy-

two, seventy-six, and sixiy-six.

iW career of Carl Wilhelm von Nfigeh, of Munich, daring fifty

yean of most active and fertile soientifia work, is of special utexest

2atImhistoty of botany and of biological speculation.^ He was elected
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Foreign Member of the Boyal Bometjr in 1881| and died on the 10th

of May, 1891, at the age of aerentj-foar

The name of Becqnerel haa been famous in soienoe sinoe the days

of Biot, Davy, Bo La Bive, Faraday, Ampdre, and Arago I wdl
remember going to the Jardm des Plantos, m Paris, in January

1 845, with an introduction from Profossor James Forbes to Antoine

C^Bor Becqnerel, who, even at tiiat remote time, whs a veteran in

physical science
,
and finding him m hia laboratory there, assisted

in work regarding olectrolyiically deposited films on polished

metallic surfaces and thoir colours, by his son Edmond, a bright

young man who had already commonood following his father's

example as an active worker in exporimeutal physics Ho had been

assomated in 1839 with his father and the still older veteran, Biot, m
experiments on phosphorescence produced by elootnc currents, a
subject the profound importance of which is moro appreciated now
than it was then Through fifty years of active and fruitful work in

many departments of physical science, that subject of phosphor-

escence icmained a speciality with Edmond Becquercl; and hia son

Henn, who survives him, has, in his turn, taken it up and given im-

portant contnbutions to knowledge regarding it Edmond Beoquerel

was elected Foreign Member of the Royal Society in 1888, and died

on the 11th of May, 1891, at the age of seventy-one

Wilhelm Eduard Weber, of Gottingen, the second of throe sons of

Michael Weber (Professor of Positive Dmnity at tho beginning of

this century in Wittenberg), of whom two were Foreign Members of

the Royal Society and all three active workers for tho advancement
of natural knowledge, was elected ForeignMember of the Royal Society

in 1850, and died on the 24th of Juno, 1891, at the age of eighty-seven*

He was collGogue of Gauss in the great work on magnetic moasure-

ment and on terrestrial magnetism of which they gave fruits to the

world m the * Resultate aus den Beobochtungen des Magnetisohieii

Vereins * Tho system of absolute measurement which Gauss mtaro-

duoed for magnetism in general, and applied practically to terrestrial

magnetism, was nobly followed up by Weber, in extending it to

eleoiromagnetism and electrostatics, a truly opoeb-making work in

physical science On it is founded the splendidly valuable system of

practical measurement, in absolute units, of electric resistanoe^ of

electromotive-force, and of electric current, which, after a first intro-

duction into this country in the year 1861, and a for^ years*

struggle, has, since the last Anniversary Meeting of the Royal
Society, become defimtiroly legalised for England through the actum
of the Board of Trade, advised by a Committee to which the Royal
Society, the British Association, and the Inshtution of Eleotr^
Engineers were invited to send, and sent, representatives

,
The Royal Society, since the last Anmversarj Meeting, have beeia
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tA always, aotiro both in the proceedings of their ordinary xoeetings,

which havo boon fnli of scientific mterest, and in the conduct of the

important afEaira committed to their Goancil During the past year

ninetecxi memoirs have been published in the ‘ Philosophical Trans-

actions,' containing a total of 1020 pages and 60 plates Of the
* Proceedings/ six numbers bare been issued, containing 893 pages

Of the largo number of papers which have been published m the
* Proceedings ' two-tbirds arc on the physics and dynanucs of dead
mattei and one-third on biological sabjoots

As stated by Sir George Stokes in hib Presidential Address at the

last Anuivcrfiaiy Meeting, a revision of the whole body of tbe Statutes

of the Royal Society bad boon entered npoUi a Committoo had
recently reported to the Council, and their report had been left to the

new Council then entering on office to take such action in the matter

as might bo judged proper The Council now concluding their term of

office have accordingly given much time to the subject, and havo com-
pleted the work of i^c -enacting tho Statutes with such amendments
as have seemed desirable The only questions upon which there was
effective difference of opinion wore those connected with the election

of Fellows, which wore I’eforred to by Sir George Stokes as having

elicited considerable difference of opinion m tho reporting Committee

The Council, after much anxious conBidei*atiOD, resolved to make no
change of the existing Statutes in this respect

Thcro have been no changes during the post session in the constitu-

tion of the staff employed m tlie Offices and Librazy, but in the

Catalogue Department, two lady assistants and two copyists have
been engaged to work under the supenntendonce of Miss Chambers,

who succeeded in July of loat year to the post rendered vacant by the

death of the late Mr. Holt, and who conimucs to give every satisfac-

tion in tho discharge of her duties

In January of the present year a communication was received from
our Fellow Professor G 8. Brady, intimating that his brother, the

late Mr. Heniy Bowman Brady, whose decease 1 have already men-
tioned, had bequeathed to the Society all his books and papeis relating

to tbe Protozoa, with the rcoommeudation that they should be kept

together as a distinct collection In case this recommendation should

be adopted, a further bequest of £300 was made, the interest of

pnncipal or both to be applied, at the discretion of the Council, to the

purchase of works on the same or kindred subjects, to bo added to the

oolleotion The Council have accepted both theso bequests, and a
case n&arked with an engraved plate has been set aside in the Library

tot the aceommodation of tbe Brady collection

Hia Excellency Robert Halliday Gnnmng, M D , LL D., F.B S.E ,

who in 1887 founded certain scholarships and prizes, called the

Tietona Jubilee Pnws, for the promotion of original scientific work
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wd pToBoimoj in scientific edncftiion in connection with the Bojal

Societj of Edinburgh, the UniTersity of Edinburgh, and other

institatious m that city, desires to institute foundations of a

similar kind in London He has accordingly given to the Boyal

Society a sum of £1000, to be ultimately invested in such manner

as the President and Council, in their absolute aud uuoontrolied

disorotxon, may tbmk fit, and to be hold in trust always for the

purpose of forming a fund the annual income of which shall bo

applied triennmlly towards the promotion of physical science and

biology in such manner as to the President and Council of the Boyal

Society may appear most desirable The President and Council, for

the time being, are given full power to make suoh rules and regula-

tions as they think fit with regard to the applioation of the income of

the fund, which “ shall always be kept distinct from and not in any

way immixed with the general funds of the Boyal Society ”

A very important resolution for the advancement of natural

knowledge has been adopted during the past year by the Boyal Com-
missioners of the Exhibition of 1851, in the institution of the Exhibi-

tion Science Scholarships, to which, after the first year, on expenditure

to the extent of £5,000 a year is to be devoted Sixteen appoint-

ments have already been made to scholarships of £150, to be held for

two yeais, with possible renewal for a third year Tho Commissioners

require of each candidate for an appointment satisfactory evidenoe of

proficiency m a three years* course of University or high class College

study, and of capacity foi expenmontal work. To the tenure of each

scholarship the duty is assigned of advancing science by expenmentel

work m physics, mechanics, chemistry, or any application of smenoe

tending to benefit our national industries

A Committee of the British Association appointed for the purpose

of reporting on tho beat means of oompanng and reducing observa-

tions on terrestrial magnetism has strongly reoommendod the re-

establishment of a magnetic observatory at the Cape of Good Hope.
A conference on the Bub

3
oct was held between the Committee and Dr«

Gill, the Astronomer Boyal of the Cape of Good Hope, last June,

during his recent visit to England, which has resultedm an application

to the Admiralty to carry this recommendation into practical effect

m connection with the astronomical observatory of the Cape of Good
Hope (belonging to the Admiiulty) This applxoatum is at present

under the considoration of the Admiralty.

A fundamental investigation in astronomy, of great importax&oe in

respect to tho primary observational work of astrononuoal obserra-
tones, aud of exceeding interest in connection with tidal, meteo-
rological, and geological observations and specnlaticmB, has been
definiii\ oly entered upon during the past year, and has already given
Bubstoiiiial results of a most promising oharaoter. The Internatknial
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Geodetic Union, at ite laet meeting in the autanm of 1890, on the

motion of Profoasor Foerster, of Berlin, resolved to send an astro-

nomical expedition to Honolnln, which is within 9** of the opposite

meridian to Berlin (171^ west from Berlin), for the purpose of mahuig
a twelve months* senes of observations on latitude corresponding to

twelve months* analogous observations to be made in the Bojal
Observatory, Berlin. Accordingly Dr Marcuse went from Berlm,

and, along with Mr Preston sent by the Coast and Gkodetic Survey

Department of the United States, began making latitude observations

in Honolulu about the beginning of June. In a letter from Professor

Foerster, received a few weeks ago, he tells me that he has already

received from Honolulu a first instalment of several hundred deter-

tmuations of latitude, made during a first throe months of the pro-

posed year of observations, and that, in comparing those results

with the corresponding results of the Berlin Observatory, he finds

beyond doubt tiiat m these three months the latitude increased in

Berlin by one-third of a second and decreased lu Honolulu by almost

exaotly the same amount Thus, we have decisive demonstration

that motion, relatively to the Earth, of the Earth’s instantaneous axis

of rotation, is the cause of vanations of latitude which had been

observed in Berlin, Greenwich, and other great observatones, and

which could not be wholly attributed to errors of observation This,

Professor Foerster remarks, gives observational proof of a dynamical

oonolnsion contained in my Presidential Address to Section A of the

Bntish Association, at Glasgow, m 1876, to the effect that irregular

movements of the Earth's axis to the extent of lialf a second may be

produced by the temporary changes of sea-level due to meteorological

causes

It IS proposed that four permanent stations for regular and con-

tinued observation of latitude, at places of approximately equal lati-

tude and on meridians approximately fiO** apart, should bo established

under the auspices of the International Geodetic Union The reason

for this IS that a change in the instantaneous axis of rotation in the

direction perpendicular to the mondian of any one place would not

alter its latitude, but would alter the latitude of a place 90'* from it in

longitude by an amount equal to the angular change of the position

of the axis. Thus two stations m meridians differing by 90° would

tbeoretioally suffice, by observations of latitude, to determine the

ohanges in the position of the mstantanoous axis; but differential

results, such as those already obtained between Berlin and Honolulu,

differing by approximately 180® in longitude, are neoessary for olimin-

ftting eeroN of observation suffioiently to give satisfactory and useful

results. It is to be hoped that England, and all other great nations

in which science is cultivated, will co-operate with the International

Geodetm Union in this important work.
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Among tbo moBfc intereBting soientxflo oronte of tbe pMt josr was

tlio celebration of tbe 100th anniversary of the birth of Faraday by

the two Faraday Lectures in tbe Royal Institution last June. In the

first of these, which was delivered by Lord Rayleigh, under the

presidency of the Prince of Wales, an old pupil of Faraday's and now
Vico-Patron of the Royal Institution, a general survey of Faraday’s

work during his fifty-four years* connection with the Royal Institu-

tion was given Naturally, a large part of the lecture was devoted to

magnetism and electricity and to electro-magnetic induction
,
but it

contained also much that must have been surprising to the andienoo,

scarcely prepared to be told, as they were told by Lord Rayleigh, that

** Faraday's miud was essentially inathomatical in its qualities," and

thaj), particularly in Ins aoouBtical work, ho had made many very

acute observations of physical phenomena, of a kind to help m guiding

the mathematician to the solution of difiicult and highly interesting

problems of mathematical dynamics, and in some cases actually to

give him the solution surprisingly different from what might ^vo
boon expected even by highly qualified mathematical invostigatora

The other Faiaday Lecture, given by Professoi Dewar, was a

splendid realisation of Faraday’s anticipations regarding the liquefac-

tion of the permanent gases," according to which no extreme of

pressure might ho capable of liquefying hydrogen or oxygen at

ordmary temperature, while a very moderate pressure might suffice

to liquefy them if then tomporaturos could be sufficiently lowered

Professor Dewax actually showed liquid oxygen in a gloss tumbler,

not boilmg or in a state of commotion like a tumbler of soda-water^

but quietly and without any sensible motion keeping itself cool by its

own evaporation, while it rapidly formed a thick jacket of hoar-frost

on the outside of the vossel by condensation of watery vapour from the

Surrounding atmosphere The surprise and delight of the audience

reached a climax when hetmd oxygen was poured from one open

vessel to another bolore their eyes

A matter of great imporianqe in respect to the health of the oom-
mupity was submitted to the Royal Society by the liondon County
Council, in a letter of dale May 1, 1891, asking for information and
suggesting investigation regarding the vitality of microsoopic paiho-
gemc organisms m large bodies of water, such os nvers which are

sources of water-supply and which are exposed to contammatiou*
After some con*espondenoe it was agreed, between the County Council
and the Council of the Royal Society, to enter upon an investigSrtm&i
the expense of which was to be defrayed partly by the London County
Council and portly by the Royal Society out of the Government Ghrant
for Scientific Resoaroh When we consider how much of disease
and death is due to cOlitaminatod water, we must feel that it is

scarcely possible to overestimate tbe vital importance of the pro*
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posed mTestigation. Let ns hope that the allumoe between the

London Oonniy Coanoil and the Bojal Societj, for this great worir,

may bo snooeei^l in bringing ont practioally nsofnl results

The President then presented the Medals awarded by the Society,

as follows

ProfesBor Stanislao Cannizzaro (Copley Medal)

Stanislao Cannizzaro, Senator of Italy, and Professor of Chemistry

in the University of Rome, has rendered invaluable service to the

philosophy of modem chemical science The work of Avogadro, in

1811, and afterwards that of Amp6re,had already thrown maoh 1light

on tho relative weights of the molecules of elementary bodies, and on

the proportions m which those weights enter into chemical combina-

iion But it IS to Cannizzaro that we owe the completion of what

they had loft unfiniBhed He pointed out the all-unportaiit difference,

hitherto overlooked, between molecular and atomic eights, and

showed—(1) How the atomic weights of the elements contained m a

volatile compound can be deduced from the molecular weights of

such compounds
, (2) how the atomic weights of the elements tho

vaponr-densities of whose compounds were unknown can be ascer*

tamed by help of their Bpocidc heats By those investigations the

senes of atomic weights of the elements, the most important of all

chemical constants, and tho relation which these weights boor to the

molecular weights of the elements, have been placed on the firm basis

on which they have ever since rested. It is to Cannizzaro that

science is indebted for this fundamental discovery, and it is this

which it IB proposed to recognise by tho award of the Copley Medal

Professor Charles Lapworth^ FM 8 {Iloyal Medal)

Professor Lapworth is the author of some of the most original and

suggestive papers which have appeared m the geological literature of

this oonniry for the last twenty years Special reference may be

made to his researches on graptolites, and to his patient investigation

by these means of the exceedingly complicated structure of the

Silurian uplands of the South of Scotland Be has been able not

only to supply the key which has given tho solution of the stratU

graydiioal difficulttes of that region, but also to furnish theoretical

geology with an array of new facts from which to philosophise as to

the taeohaaism of mountain-making Of not loss unportsnee are his

detailed studies of the structure of the North-west Highlands and his

demonstration of the true order of stratigraphicol sequence in that

zegioft of complex disturbance As a stratigraphist he has attained

the higbest rank, and he has likewise made himself a chief palssonto-

m. iH It
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logical authoniy on the atruotim and diatribniioii of the (JrapkAHidaa,

For Bome years past he has been engaged in a labomons stndy of the

Silurian and Cambrian rooks of the middle of England, the detailed

pubhoatiou of wbioh is awaited with much interest by goologtsts*

Profmor Eucler^ FB 8. {Royal Medal)

In con3ttDction with Professor Eemold, Professor Ruckor carried

out an important senes of researches (extending over ton years) on

the electric resistance and other physical properties of liquid films, in

the course of which the fact was established that the black part of

a soap film m eqnilibnum has a uniform or nearly uniform thick-

ness of 11 or 12 micromillimetres, and that there is an abrupt

augmentation across its border to a thickness of about 30 or 40 micro-

milhmetres in passing to the coloured portions This, considered in

connection with the well-known sudden opening out of the little black

areas in an ordinary soap-bubble, proves a minimum of snrface-tension

for some tbickneas between 10 and 50 micromillimetroB, which, m the

ordinary soap-bubble unmodified by Remold and Rucker’s eleotno

current, is temporarily balanced in virtue of the abrupt change of

thickness, a proposition*of fundamental importance in the molecular

theory, implying the existence of molecular heterogeneousness

In theoretical oalcalations connected with the compounding of

dynamos and motors to produce constant potential difference, constant

current, or constant speed, electnoians did not see their way to obtain
results of a sufficiently simple character to be of use m practice, if

they employed a function of the current which fairly represented the
magnetism They were, therefore, compelled to assume m snob
calculations that the magnetism was a linear function of the current,
although it was well known that this was very far from being true
when the current was large Professor Riicker, however, developed
a simple method of attacking such prohlems, and showed how the
magnetic saturation of the iron might be taken into account, and
a comprehensive solution of the general problem of ootupounffing
dynamos and motors obtameddn a workable form% Professor R{l(deei**s

paper ooatauung his investigation, and which will be found ia tim
^ Proceedings of the Physical Society,* is a most valuable oontributiou
to the theory of direot-cuirent dynamos motors

Professor Rucker has, with the co-operation of Professor Thorpe*
completed a Magnetic Survey of the British Isles (1884-89), which,
independently of its great value in investigations of the dtotribution
of the earth's megnqtism, and the changes to whidrit is subject, is
specially remarkable for the exhaustive disonssion of the observutione

**^®**®®6 to r^gioxu of locol nukgiutus dutnrlMxio^ ihoip
tion to the geologioal oouiiiQtios p{ tiie Mcth’e onwt m the
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boorhood. Profeuor BGoker hat followed up this discit8Bio& hy a
papw on The Relation between the Magnetic Permeability of Bo^
and Begional Magnetic Diaturbances/’ road before the Bojral Society*

The high esiimate that hae been formed of the valne of this

Magnetic Survey u perhaps most easily appreciated from the very
large sums that the Ghivernment Grant Committee have reoom*
mended should be contributed to aid in the completion of this work
of international importance

I

Vrofe$80T Victor Meyer {Davy Medal)

Professor Victor Moyei, formerly the successor of Wohler at

Gottingen, and who now occupies the ohair of Bunsen at HeideU
berg, IS eminent as an original worker and disooverer in almost every
branoh of oliemical scienoo His methods of determining the vapour
densities of substances have been of the greatest service to ehemists,

not only as convenient and generally applicable modes of asoertam-

ing atomic and molecular weights, but also as serving to throw light

on the molecular constitution of elements and compounds under
varying conditions of temporaturo and pressure A striking example
of the value of those methods is seen in their application by them
author to the study of the molecular dissociation of the element

iodine*—one of the most masterly investigations of recent years, and
which IS universally recognised as of the very highest significance

and importance Not less noteworthy are Victor Moyer's services to

organic chemistry His work on the nitroso*bodios, and his brilliant

discovery of thiophene, the initial member of a class of substanoes

hitherto unknown, his subsequent synthetical formation of it, and
the remarkable senes of researches on its derivatives, in port oarried

out with the Old of his pupils, stamp him as an investigator of

exceptional power and distinction.

The Statutes relating to the eleotum of Council and Officers were

then read, and Mr Crookes and Prof. Meldola having been, with the

consent of the Society, nominated Scrutators, the votes of the Fellows

present were taken, and the following were declared duly elected ae

Oonncil and Offioete for the ensuing year

Preeideni —Sir William Thomson, D C L., LL D

TVaa«ttrer.^ohn Evans, D.C.L., LL D

^ ^ f Professor Michael Foster, MA.., M D
Seeretonee.—

\ The Lord Bayleigh, M A., D C L.

Ibreiyn Seoreiary^—Bir Arohibidd Qeikie, LL*D
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Other Memhers of the OomoQ^

Capiam William de Wiveleslie Abney, O.B , William Tbotnaa

Blanford, F G S ,
Professor Alexander Cram Brown, D Sc , Pro*

fesBor Goorge Carey Foster, B A
,
James Whitbread Leo Glaisher,

D Sc ;
Frederick Ducatio Godman, F L S , John Hopkinnon, D So*

;

Professor George Downing Liveiag, M A ,
Professor Joseph Norman

Lockyer, F R A S ,
Professor Arthur Milnos MarshaU, D Sc , Philip

Henry I^-Smith, M T) , William Chandler Roberts*Austen, PCS,
Professor Edward Albert Schafer, M R C S ,

Sir George Gabnol

Stokes, Bart,M A ,
Professor Sydney Howard Vines, M«A

,
General

James Thomas Walker, C B
a

The thanks of the Society were giren to the Scrutators*
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The following Table shows the progress and present state of the

Society with respect to the nninber of Fellows —

PittroD

and
Royal

Foreign
Com

poandem
iA

yewly
£S

yewJy
Total

Dec. 1, 1890 5 49 1C8 143 150m
Since Elected • • • • • + 4 + 1 + 12

Smee Deceased •• - 3 - C - 8 - 1 Bb
Nw. 80, 1891 .. 5 46 ICG 138 161 516

Account of the appropnation of tho sum of £4,000 (the Govern-

ment Grant) annually voted by Parliament to the Royal

Society, to bo employed in aiding the advancement of

Science (continued from Vol. XLVIII, p, 480).

1890—^1891

Prof Piazzi Smyth, for farther Research in Speotrosoopic

Measuroment of Ultra Definition and Extreme Separation. . •

E H. Griffiths, forApparains required m a Re-dctermination

of tho Value of Joule's Equivalent ;

A M W Downmg, to determine the Orbit of the Minor
Planet Flora. . •«. ••*•***

Dr Edndge Green, to ascertain quantitatively the Percentage

of Lobs of Light in cases of Colour-blindness due to a Shortened

^3jpoctmm .... ...• • • •

H L Callendar, for tho Manufacture of a Standard Platinum
Thermometer, and the Gompanson of the same with an Air

Thermometer at High as welhas Low Temperatures
Prof J N Lockyer, for Observations (chiefly Long Exposure

Photographs) of Nebuhe, and of Groups III and V
J. Joly, for Extension of his Research on the Specific Heats

of Gases at Constant Volnme to Higher Pressures

Prof G H Darwin, to make an Ahaons with Card Guide
Plates for the Rodnotion of Tidal Observations « • • •

J H Gray, for a Determination of the Thermal Condttotivity

otMetals

£

70

60

20

80

125

40

50

50

£605CaiTied forward
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&
Brought forward 505

Town Gardening Committee of the Mandieeter Field*

Naturalists* Sooietj, and Scientific Committee of the Boyal

Horticaltural Society, for an Analysis of the Air and Fog of

Manchester and Salford, and for farther Inqniiy into the

Composition of London Fog and its Kfiecis on Cultivated

Plants 50
Dr T Ewan, for Apparatus to aid in a Besoarch on the

Absorption Spectra of Copper Salts in Solution, and the

Changes which they undergo on Dilution, Heating, &o 25

Cl Higgs, for tlie Production by Photography of a Map of

the Normal Solar Spectrum, Ac , from w I 3,000 to 10,000. • • 50

Prof Tait, for a Research on the circumstances of Impact,

especially its l<luration •• ••»*. **• •• 30

G S Turpin, for Continuation of a Research on the Ignition

of Explosive Gaseous Mixtures • 50
Prof J y Jones, for a further Determination of tlie Ohm

by the hfethod of Ijorenz •• *••••«• • • • 50

Dr W Huggins, for the Continuance of his Work on the

Motions and Constitution of the Stars and Nebulae . 109
Prof Rucker and Prof Thorpe, towards the expense of a

Magnetic Survey of the United Kingdom 609
Dr J B. Tingle, for an Investigation of the Action of

various Ethereal Salts on Camphor and other Ketones, with

special reference to the Elucidation of the Constitution of

Camphor * • «... * 15
Dr Dittmar, for a Ro-determination of the Atomic Weights

of Potassium, Sodium, and Lithium 109
Prof W. H Perkin, Jun , for a Research on the Constitution

of Camphoric, Camphorouic, and allied Acids 75

J. N Collie, for a Reseai-ch on the Constitutional Formnl»

of (1) Dehydracetio Amd
, (2) Meconio and Pyromeconxe

Acids 29

Dr H. Marshall, for a Research on the Oxidation of various

Substances (Balts, Acids, Ac ) by means of Electrolysis 25

W. H. Pendlebury, for the Investigation of a Case of

Gradual Chemical Change, namely, that between Potassmm

Chromate and Potassium Iodide m presenoe of an Amd 15

J. A Barker, to investigate further the Change of Volume

which occurs in the Combination of Chlorine and Hydrogen,

and to find out its Cause , and for two other specified Re-

searches • * 50

Carried forward £1^760
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£
Brought forward 1|760

W A Shenstone^for Pajinont of an AsBiBtant in inrestigat*

mg (1) the Influence of the Silent Dtacharge of Electnoitj

on Oases
, (2) the Conditions of the Formation of Ibloid

Salts* • •• •• •••• •• •• •• • •••• •••*••«•••• 50

Dr C B A Wnght, for Continuation of Expenmonts on
** Ternary Alloys,” more especially those containing Load (or

Bismuth) and Zinc as Immiscible Metals with Cadmium (or

Antimony) as “ Solvent ” Metal. 50

Dr A W Bishop, to continue the Investigation of the Com*
,

pounds of Camphor-aldehyde (CuHieOt) already begun in con*

junction with Prof. Glaisen, of Munich . • 20

Dr H G Colman, for a Uosearch on the Action of Acotobutyl

Bromide on Ethyl Malonato . • • • 20

Dr T H* Marshall, for completing a Besearch on the Con-

stitution of Trimethyleno Derivatives, and for other specified

BpOscarches •«. •••••« • *.* * .**••••• 25

Prof W B Dnnstan, fora Besearch on the Action of Alkalies

on the Nitro-paraffins 50

S U Pickering, for Continuation of bis Besearch on the

Nature of Solutions * * « • • « * 25

Dr V S Kipping, for a Study of Fluorescont Compounds* • 25

H N Dickson, for an Investigation of the Physical Condition

of the Waters of the English ChanneL • • , • • 100

J* Murray, lor farther Examination of the Western Lochs of

Scotland •• •«*••*• •*»• « • * • . • • •**•*•• 800

Western Scotland Marine Flora Committee (per G Mnn*ay),

for the Exploration of the Marine Flora of Western Scotland 100

Prof T Johnson, for an Investigation of the Manne Flora of

Ireland, especially the West and South-west Coasts 30

J M Maofarlano, for a further Study of Plant Hybrids* . « • 25
W T Thiselton Dyer, for a Collector to be attached to the

Sierra Leone Dehnutation Commission 850
T W Bridge, for further Juvestigattons into the Anatcmiy

of the Teleostean Fishes 20
A* Willey, for an Investigation of the Anatomy of Balamh

glosius {Extended Orant, £150 for two yeara) 800
Liverpool Marine Biology Committee (per W A Herdman),

towards the Expenses of the further Exploralaon of the Marme
Fauna and Flora of Liverpool Bay 50

Prof A C. Haddon, fbr an Investigatioa on the Anatomy of
the Actiniffi and Corals of Torres Straits . . . • 50

Carried forward £8,850
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£ 9 d
Brong^ht forward 3>350 0 0

Dr* D. Sharp (for a Committee), to report on the

present State of onr Knowledge of the Sandwich Islands,

and to investigate ascertained Dofioiencies in the Fauna 200 0 0

W Garatang, to obtain material for working out the

Embryology of certain Tnnicata . • 50 0 0
T Scott, for Study and De<%ciiptiun of the Ento-

mostraoa obtained by Mr Battray in 1886 20 0 0

Secretary, Royal Society, for Balance of Account foi

Objeotiyes purcliased in pursuance of a Resolution of

Board G, and engraving the same • « » 5 116
Dr L Shore, for an Investigation of the Action of

the Epithelial Cells of the Intestinal Mucous Membrane
on Peptone during Absorption 20 0 0

Dr McFadyean and Dr A P Aitkeu, for a Research

on the Toxic Substances generated by the Miciobes of

Anthrax, Blaok-qnarter, and Glanders, and on a

Chemical Vaccine ” for each of these Diseases • • • 75 0 0

C S Sherrington, for the Examination in detail of the

Actions and the Topography of Reflex and Automatic

Centres in the Lower Half of the Spinal Cord, &c • 75 0 0

Prof. Schflfer, for (specified) Investigations into the

Functions of the Central Korvous System, in Monkeys
and Dogs « 75 0 0

ReseBToh Committee, Pharmaceutical Society (per

Prof W B Dunstan), for an Investigation of the

Mature of the Alkaloids contained in the vanons Species

of Aconite *«..«• 150 0 0

G N Stewart, for Investigation of the Vasomotor

Regnlation of the Circulation in particular Organs and
Farts of the Body 10 0 0

Dr P. F Frankland, for contmmng his Investiga-

iions on the Chemical Changes brought about by «

epuoiflo Micro-organisms 80 0 0
L, Hill and W M Bayliss, for a Research on the

FormaUon of Heat in Secreting Glands and the

Influence of the Nervous System thereon 25 0 0

W SaviUe Kent, for a Research on Corals and Coral

Animals in the Fi]i Islands 100 0 0

Prof D. E. Jones, in aid of an Investigation on

Hertsum Vibrations 35 0 0

J. H Cooke (per J Morray), m aid of a Geological

Investigation in Malta and a^BCont Islands . 20 0 0

£4,290 11 e
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Dr.
I

Or.

£ 9 d
\ £ • do

By Appropnationif fts

ftl)OTd •••• •• 4^290 XX G
„ fialanes^ Fntiting^

Pottage, Adveriu-

ing, and otlier Ad-

minutratire Ex*

pentet 98 36 1

„ Balance, Nov 30,

1891 878 14 S

£4,788 0 10
I

£4,758 0 10

To Balanoe, November 30, 1890 • 460 18 8

„ Grant from Treasury • • • • . • 4,000 0 0

„ B^ymonts •• 2i0 C 8

„ Interest on Deposit •• . •••• 66 15 6

Account of Grants from the Donation Fund m 1890-91.

£ 9 d.

Prof Harwell, towards tho Institution of a Marino Bio-

logical Station at Sydney • • 50 0 0
Dr Sclator, to enable Capt Swayne to procure liim

Specimens of African Antelopes 20 0 0

Dr Woodward, to aid Dr Forsyth-Major m lus Re-

searches on Fossil Mammalia 50 0 0
Dr Woodward, in aid of the Publication of the Ro-

searchoBof Dr Forsyth-Major on Miocene Fossil Mammals
of iho Island of Samos • • 100 0 0

Prof Haddon, in aid of the Publication of his Ethno-

graphical Besearcbea in the Torres Straits 50 0 0
Mr Carruthers, in aid of Mr E J Baker's Visit to the

Herbaria of Madrid and Geneva 15 0 0
A Soper, Balance of the Grant of £200 to tho late

W de la Rue for completing his Catalogue of Latitude and
Longitude of Solar Spots 17 18 0

£302 13 0
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December 10, 1801

Sir WILLIAM THOMSON, D C L , LL D , President, m the Chair

A List of the Presents received was laid on the table, and thanks

ordered for thorn

The President announced that he had appointed as Vice-Presi-

dents

—

The Treasurer

Professor G C Foster

Professor Liveing

Sir Q Q. Stokes

The President read the following Letter from Professor Dewar —
Uoyal Znshtutxon^

lO^/t DecewbeTy 1801
Dlar Sir Whxiam Thomson,

The following observation, which I have just made, may inieiest

the members of the Royal Society, and if yon think it of sufficient

importance you may announce it at this day's mooting

At 3 p H. this aftemooTi I placed a quantity of liquid oxygen m the

state of rapid ebullition in air (and therefore at a temperature of

--ISl" C ) between the poles of the histone Faraday magnet, m a

cup-shaped piece of rock salt (which I have found is not moistened

by liquid oxygen, and therefore keeps it in the spheroidal state), and

to my surpnse 1 have witnessed the liquid oxygon, as soon as the

magnet was stimulated, suddefdy lewp tip to the poles and remain there

permanently attached imhl %t evapuraled To see liquid oxygen

suddenly attracted by the magnet is a very beautiful ooniirmation of

oar knowledge of the properties of gaseous oxygen

Yours faithfully,

Jamks Dkwab

The following Papers were read —
1 On a Oomponaated Air Therniomotor.” ByH L. GallendaR,

M.A., Fellow of Trinity College, Cambridge. Commuxu*

Gated by Proiessor J. J. Thomson, F.R.S Beoeived

October 29, 1891.

In a paper which I had the honour to present to the Boyal Sooidt}

some four yeai*8 ago “ On the Practical Measuremeut of Tempera-

m. 1., s
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iure/’ * I desunbed tn detail a somewhat elabomte form of air thei'i-

momeier with which it was found possible to attain an aoouracy of

the Older of 0 01° C I have since succeeded in overcoming some of

the difficulties encountered in that investigation, and in evolving on

similar linos a form of instrument which is capable of a much higher

Older of accuracy, and wliicli has the further advantage that both the

observations and the calculations are immensely simplided

The standard mstiument for measuring temperatnre selected by

llegnanlt in hm classical researches was the constant-volume air

thermomet/er In my earlier experiments I employed air thermo-

meters of this type, but modified them by the introduction of a

Hulpliui 1C acid gauge of small bom between the thermometne bulb

and tbe meicmy manometer I was thus enabled to i educe thu

1 orrect on to be applied for the small volume of air which was not

( xposed to the tempoiature to be mc^asuied, and at the same time to

(ibserve small variations of tomperatui*e with gieatei accuracy

Tlio constant-volume typo of air Ihoimotneiin, however, has

several disadvantages The degieo of accuracy attainable depends

primarily on the exact measmement of prossuio b^ rncani^ of a

mercury manometer The observations involved are slow and

laborious, and it is difficult, auless the temperatuio is absolutely

steady, to sccuie an accuracy of the order of a tenth of a degree C
At high temperatures this method has the further disadvantage that

the bulb 18 exposed to vanations of presBUic, the lifict of which lu

altering its volume cannot be accurately estimated

For these and other reasons I soon abandoned the constani-volumo

air thermometer in favour of the constant-pressure type The bulb

may thus be entirely freed frodi stress at high temperatures and the

mercury manomeiei may bo dispensed with The anxdiaiy rosei’voir

containing moi*cnry into which the air is allowed to dilate may be

kept permanently in melting ice, and the volume icpresentnig the

dilatation of the air may bo detei mined by weigliing the merrniy

displaced This observation may be made at leisui-o, and admits of

very considerable occuiacy

With tbe form of instromont described lu the previous paper, it

was still nocessaty to read the barometer These readings were

found to be b} far the groatc^ source of uncertainty 1 was so much
impressed with this in the course of some exfioriments on the boiling*

point of Bulphurf that 1 determined to construct an instrument
which should be altogether indepeiideut of the measurement of

meiuory columns

If the prcssuio of the air enclosed, instead of being adjusted to

equality with that of the atmosphere, be adjusted always to the same
• *Pha Tmiw/ A.X887

*

t ’ Flul Iran* / A, imi, p 180
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standard oomUmt preaenre, the trouhle of reading the barometer win
he saved, and the caionlaiioQS will be considerably simplified The
Himplest, and at the same time the most aoonrste, method of secunng a

standard consttmt pressure is to connect the onter hmb of the

sulphuric acid gange to a glass ba)b filled with air of suitable

density, and kepi m melting ice, pi*eferably m the same receptaole

as the mercury bulb in which the dilatation of the aii is measured

The pressure in the thenuomotrre bulb can easily be adjusted to

equality with the standard pressure to within 1 or 2 mm of sulphuric

acid, and the small outstanding difPerence of pressure can lie read

quickly and accurately by incans of a katheiometer microscojio

1 sot up an expeninontal instrument of this kind in October, 1890,

and satisfied myself that it was quite possible to read its indications

the thousandth pai i of a degree C at ordmaiy temperatures This,

I believe, to bo a very much higher order of accuracy than has

hitherto been thought attainable with an air thermometer My only

remaining difficulty was the slight uncertainty as to the mean tem-

perature of the connecting tubes By the use of the sn1]>huno aeid

gauge it IS possible to make this correction comparatively Hutall, but

it still remains uncertain, and vanes slightly with the (^xtent of

inimersion of the stem of the thermometer It is also a mihii

troublesome eoricction to apply, and complicates all the calculations

very considerably

It has since occurred to mo that this imublesomo and uncortam

oorrectiou may be entirely eliminated, both from the observations and

from the calculations, with this partiouls^ form of instrument, by

making the standard pressure bulb commuuicato with a set of ouii-

necting tubes equal iii volume and similatly situated to those of the

thermomotno bulb itself

The method of determining the correction to be applied for that

part of the stem of which the temperature is vanablo, by means of

a similar oompeusatmg tube placed in close proximity to it, has

o<'casionally been applied by previous observors It nas first om-
ployod by Deville and Trooat in 1864, in their experiments on the

expansion of porcelain at high temperatures They connected the

compensating tube to a separate manometer, and by observing the

pressure or the amount of the air it contained wore enabled to

eliminate the term repi'esenting the ofiect of the ooimecting tubes

from their equations

Other observers have used a similar device, but, so far as I am
aware, no one has hitheito noticed that, in the case of the differential

air thermometer, the compensation can be rendered automatic, so that

changes of temporatnre of the connecting tubes have no effeot on tlie

readings, and need not be taken into account in the calculations.

The conditions under which the compensation is perfect with the
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form of lAstrament above deecnbed ore reiy Himple They are, (1)

that the two »ets of oonaeciing tubea ehonld be of equal volume aud

at the same mean temperature
, (2) that the maae of air onoioeed in

the standard prcaeare bulb should be equal to that m the ihenno-

metno and mercury bulbs
, (3) that the pressures should bo adjusted

to equality

Let mu be the mass of air m tbe standai d pressure bulb and its

connecting tubes, and let be its pressure Let he the volume

of the bulb, and its temperature measured on the scale of the

air thermometer Let t be the volume of tbe conuecting tubes, and

^ their mean temperature ,
then we have

Po + = mjc,

where ^ is a constant

Lot mi be the mass of air in the thermometnc and mercury bulbs

and their connecting tubes, and let pi be its pressure Let Vi, Ym be

the volumes of the air in those bulbs respectively at the tempera-

tures 01 and 0m » then we have as before

Pi {Vi/d,+‘V4d«,-fv/0'} niih

If now we make mg as m,, and pg ss we have the equation

Vu/6>o+ t/d' =: YitOi‘^yj0m+ vl0'

The term vjB* disappears from the equation, and if we also make
Oq = 0^ by keeping both the mercury and standanl pressure bulbs in

melting ice, tbe value of 0i is accurately given by the very simple

expression

It IS convenient, and at the same time more symmetrical, to make
the volume of the standard pressure bulb adjustable with mercury
It IS then possible to take obsoi rations with the same thermometer at

different pressures By this means, as explained in a previous paper,*

we cau investigate with some accuracy the behaviour of gases at high

temperatures, and thus reduce the indications of the air thermometer

to the true scale of absolute temperature

The form of instrument above described is designed for the most
accurate work. For rough purposes, and especially for small ranges
of temperature, very much simpler lustruments may be oonsirncted

on similar principles

It IS evident, from an inspection of the equations already given,

that the compensation is still sufficiently accurate for rough work,
provided that the difference of pressure is small, and that the volume

• * Phil Trans,* A, 1887, p 288
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of the connecting tubes is not too large compared with that of the

bulb It 18 often a matter of great convenience to have the thermo-

metrio bulb at Homo distance from the indicating apparatnSf and not

! igidly connected to it Since the connecting tubes are compensated,

tliej may bo made of considerable length and of flexible maternal,

sneb as coin|io or even rubber tubing, without much loss of

ac( nracy

For moderate ranges of temperature, an auxiliary bulb for moanur-

mg the dilatation of the air and adjusting the presnures to equality

may be dispensed with The sulphunu acid gauge itself may be

graduated to indicate the difl'erence of temperature between the two
bulbs In ordinary work, howevei, it would be inconvenient either

to keep the standard bulb always nt the same temperature, or to take

its temperature and do an liildition sum at each observation The
simplent wa^ of avoiding this is to adjust the volume of the sulphuric

furnl in the pi esaure gauge so that its ox{)anBion may compensate for

the dilatation of the air in the standard pressure bulb This oom-

pensation ma) readily be made sufiiciently accurate over the small

range of teniporature of the air of a workshop or laboratory

When the instrument is thus compensated for changes of tempera-

ture in the standard bulb, one tube of the pressure gauge can be

graduated directly in degrees to indicate the temperature of the

thermometric bulb The indications are then as easy to road as

those of a mercury tlitnnonn>l«*' They are not ailocted by ohanges

of temperature in the surrounding air or by variations in the height

of the barometer, and they are indejKmdent of the length of stem

immersed The range covered by a single instrument may be 100^ C
or moi*e, and may bo made to corresjiond to any part of the scale by
suitably adjusting the volumes of the an buJI>s and tubes of the

pressure gauge

I have found such theimometeis* exceedingly convenient and
satisfactoiy for rough work at temperatures beyond the range of

meionry thermomoiers They can bo made to read easily to the

tenth of a degree at 460® C , and if properly componsafcod their

indications are very raliable Such a degree of accuracy is amply
sufficient for most pui*poses, and the absence of all necessity for cal-

culation or correction of the ladings is a very great advantsgo

* Porhaps t ought to mention that thii direct-reading form of inatrument has

been patented, owing to lU many oommeroial applioationi It » made bjr Mr 1 d,

Hicks, of Hatton Clardon, E 0
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II ** Note on the Necesaity of umng Well-Anneeled and Homo-
genooue Glass for the Mirrors of Telescopes/’ By A. A.

CoMUON, LL.D., F.R.S. Received November 18, 1891.

In 1880 1 orOered oC the St Gobam GlaBsworks, tbrougb tbeir

London sgciit, M de Grand Hy, a disk of glass for the mirror of a

r> foot telescope The limit of weight imposed by the manufacturors

permitted a disk of about 61 inches diameter and 5 inches thickness
,

this was made with a hole through the middle of 10 mches, in order to

enable the telescope to be used as a Cassegrain toleseupe if required

Not being in a position to begin work at that time, the disk of

glass was left in its case, standing against a wall, at a slight angU

,

till 1886, when it was put upon a grinding machine to bo worked into

a mipror With the intention of acquiring the necessary skill to

make a good mirroi
, 1 intended to make many mii rors of this one

disk b} successive re^gnudiiig and re-6g^ring

The hrat polishing was done before the whole surface of iho glass

was brought down to a uniform face

On inspection by Foucault’s method of testing at the centre of

curvature, the image of a round hole was found to be very elliptical

,

very little attention was paid to this at the time, as it was thought

that subsequent wotk would bring all right After many re*grind-

ingK, in each of which a practically new mirroi was made, this

elliptic appearance of the image porsistod Local polishing was tried,

to improve the hgure of revolution, without success, m fact it made
matters worse The telescope mounting being ready in 1888, the

mirror was hnisbed as well as possible, and put into the telescope,

where a star could be examined, ibis not being possible when the

mirror was on the machine , for photographic purposes the mirror was

fair, giving good stellai images, bat lor visual work, with moderate

powers, the definition did not come up to the required standard

It was of interest to find the cause of this had image
,
at first it

was thought that the long time the disk hud stood on edge, at an

angle, had caused it , m this case it might in time become leas ,
hut,

after being re-mado in 1689,' and again in 1890, the mirror was, if

anything, worse than before When pcdisbed, m certain lights broad

bands of colour, red and blue, could be seen ui the body of the glass

about a foot from the edge all round, indicating in my opimon
much internal tension, probably due to imperfect annealing

Another disk was ordered in December, 1888, as soon as the first

had been tried in the telescope. This seoond disk was delivered in

1890 and made into a mirror, without showing m the slightest

manner any of the defects of the first

In the course of tlic work on this Inst disk, a discovery was ma
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thftt nioBt probably explains the caase of failure of the first , in tlie

process of polishing a certain amount of heat is produced, and it was
always the custom to allow the mirror to crK>I down for some hours

before testing
,

it was also always considered that somo slight changt*

of focal length was caused by the heat, but 1 was quite unprepared,

on testing the mirror directly after polishing, m order to determine

what this change amounted to, to find the enormous amount thuH

produced After two hours figuring with a 15-inoh polisher, with

the face of harder ream than usual, so that the friction and heat

were below the averugo amount in one polisbuig, tho change of focal

length was found to be 4 inches, that is to say, the image was made
4 inches further from the mirror than the usual place, or tho mirroi

Imd at that time a radius of curvature 2 inches greater than the

normal , in tho course of three hours this had disappeared, and the

image was produced at the normal place As the whole trouble of

the first i^^irror was caused by opposite diameters of the same zone

coming to a focus in planes difieniig b} about ^ of an inch, it cuu

i lisil^ be seen that this may ha\ o been < auned by the failure of the

glass to contract lu a perfect and regular manner
,
in figuring, a

Jaigc amount of tho work would neressatily be done on tho expanded

glass, and it is reasonable to suppose that the figure thus given

would be conoct while the glass was in this state, but that on

cooling, unless the glass contracted regularly, this correct figure

would be lost

ilttcr tho second mirroi was finishcMl tho first mirror was re-ground,

nnd the polishing was done very slowly, half-an-hour in tho momiug,
and the same time lu the oveiuug, with manifest impro\ tmeut in the

hgure, but still without getting rid of all the deteots

That the fault was m the glass there is no doubt , the method of

working adopted shows, in the case of the second 5-foot, and m othei

mirrors of 20-, dO-, and 36-tnch mirrors, that a perfect surface of

revolution can always be obtained if the glass is gopd
,
unless this

perfect Bui’face of revolution is obtained, it is quite hopeless to expect

a good mirror

The makers could not re-anneal the first disk, but they have under-

taken, m a reiy handsome manner, to replace it by a new one ,
this

1 hope will bo as good as the second one made by them, which is as

nearly as possible perfect
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111 “On Boine of the PropertieB of Water and of Steam.” By
WrUiiAM Ramsay, F.R.S., Profeaeor of Chemislry m Uni-

versity College, London, and Sydmet Youno, Professor ol

Chemistry in Univei sity College, BnstoL Received Novem-
ber 6, 1891.

(Absiract

)

This investigation forms one of a 8< nes, former members of whi(*h

Tt fer to the thermal properties of ethyl oxide and various alcohols

Owing to the high temperature of the crtiical point of water, the

work was confiiiod to comparatively low temperatures Tables arc

given in the papei of the orthobanc volumes of liquid water at tem-

perainrea between 100*' and ^270“, of the compressibility of water at

different temperatures
,
of the vapour-prossures of water up to 270°

,

and of the density ol the vajiour of water under various conditions of

tempciaturo and pressure Begnault’s rneasuroments of vapour-

pressure do not extend beyond 220*
,
and the results of this investi-

gation confirm them m a remarkable manner, besides amplifpng

them The densities of the saturated vapoui, also, measured

directly, are nearly identic al with those calculated from Regnault’s

deteiminations of heats of vaporisation, but near the condensing

point of sti am, especially at low temperatures, the pressure is to<i

low, owing to the adhesion of water-vapour to glass, which causes

condensation at prcRsures below the vapoui -pressures This neces-

satily renders the measurementH near the condensing points nnoertam,

but the numbers calculated from Regnault’s resnlbs give volumes for

saturated steam agreeiug suflioiently well with those obtained by

direct measurements at volumes somewhot latger than those of the

saturated vapour It is pnibable that the real isochorio lines for

water show a linear relation between temperaturo and pi essuro ,
but,

owing to the circumstance mentioned, they deviate from rectilmeariiy

near the condenBing-pomts of the vapour

TV *‘On Hindoo Astronomy” By Brennand. Commum-
cated by C B. ClAllKE, F K S Received November 10,

1891

(Abstract

)

fntToduot%on,—Gives a short history of Indian astronomy, as known
in Europe in the lost ceniury

1 reats of Indian astronoraica] floras, and gives some aooount of the
Riddbantas and their authors, &o

h nds With an investigation of the great number called the Kalpa,
ol 4,320,000,000 years, showing its uses in astronomical caloulaiions,
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and tliat thare is concealed within it, as a sacred mystery, the tme
value of the preoession of the Equinox

Chapter J—On the tovolutions of the celestial bodies
,
thoir mean

Bidoi^al and synodic periods, as compared with the same elements

in modern tables Idean places at a given time On the Earth’s

diameter, On the Moon’s horisontal parallax and distance from

the Earth

A theory deducing the oibits of the planets and the extent of the

Universe, or Bralimanda, fixim the Moon’s daily rate of motion in

her oi bit

I'hcory regarding the causes of the planetary motions,

Chapter II—On tngoni^metrical formula^ known to the Hindoos

The construction of then tables of sinos and \orsod sines On the

epicycle and its deferent, and on the eccentric and ooncentiic, used

tor calculating the tine ” place of a planet from the mean place

Chapter III — J’loblems m asUonomy, on time, ascensional differ-

ence, declination, celestial longitndo, horoscope, Ac
(Utapters IV^ K, VI—The calculation and piojection of lunar and

solar eclipses

ConjunctiouH, heliacal nsings and settings, stars of the Zodiac, Ac
,

The luniHolar ycai, Ac
The cycle of Jupiter of 60 years

V “ llepulsioii and Rotation produced by Alternating Electni

Currents/’ By (x T VValkeji, JIA, B Sc„ Fellow of

Tnuity (^)llege, tJambiidgo (JoinnjuTnuitod by Prof J J,

THOMbUN, Fdl S Received Novuuber .% 18111,

J(Abstract

)

In the ‘Electrical World,* May, 1887, p 258, or the ‘ ElectncaJ

Engineei*’ (New York), Juno, 1887, p, 211, “Novel Phenomena of

Altiirnating Currents,” may be seen an acoonnt of some experiments

by Professor Ehhu Thomson on the mechanical force between con-

ductors in which alternating currents are circulatuig

In the case of a ring of metal in the presence of an electromagnet,

ID the coils of which an alternating current is passing, a force of

repulsion is experienced by the ring, which may be explained as

follows —

•

Were the induced ourrents in the closed conductor unaffected by
self.induotioin) the only phenomena exhibited would be alternate equal

attractions and repulsions

This may be illustrated by fig 1 Here the strong line represents

the pninary and the thin the secondary, while of the dotted line any
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Via 1

ordtViate repreRentfl the pniducfc of tlie otdinates of tho other lirip«,

and licnoe represents the mechanical force of attracUon or repulsion

In tbe case of self-iudnction causing a lag, shift, or retardation of

phase of the secondary current, there is a repulsion duo to the sum-

niativo effects of stiong oppostio cuiTcnts for a lengthened penod

against an attraction duo to the sunixnahTo efiects of weak currents

of tho same direction during a shortoned period, the resultant effect

being a greatly prepondi rating repulsion

The diagram for this is tig 2 Professor Thomson has shown,

expeiimentally, that two ciroular coils, whoso planes are [lerpcmdicnlai

Fig 2

to the Imo joining their centres, repel one another when en alternating
ouirent travemeB one of them, and that if they be placed witih their
centres coincident and planes making an aonto a^lo, there will be a
couple tending to increase that angle
As these results have been used as means of measuring alternating
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currents, £ have oalonlated in § 1 expresKions for the intonaities of the

force and couple respectively

Anothei experiment is the following ,—A sheet of copper is placed

so as to half cover an alternating magnetic (lole Upon this, near the

[Kilo, IS laid a hollow sphei o of copper The electromagnetic action

produces a couple so powirfui that the friction of rotation is over-

come, and the sphere spun xound

In order to throw light on this, after* a theorem lu § 2 as to the

kind of currents set up in a conductor, 1 have considered a numbe}
of cases A thill circular nihuite (ylimlrioal shell lies in an altei**

iiatiiig field of currents paiullei to its axis, and the couple upon it is

found The result is applied to give the couples on two such shells

in the presence of a pai-allcl ( urrent and of a pan of cuncuts forming

an electiximagnet

The couple in action upon a thin sphei loal shell m a geuerol

periodic field, has next been found, and is applied to gi\ e the coupl(*s

on two thin shells under the mfiuenco of

—

(i ) An alternating current in a straight infinite wire

(ii ) A pair of such currents foitiuug an eloctroinaguot

(ill ) An alternating maguetio pole

(iv ) An alternating electromagnet of very short length

It transpires that, whntevei the field in notion upon the oylindei and

sphere (the former consisting of currents paialltl to the axis), theie

will be no eon pie if the field be completely m one phase Thus, the

sphere of Professor Thomson is made to spin because the currents

induced in the copper plate do not coincide m phase with those of the

magnet, and not (as lias been stated) because it acts as a screen and
I’cnders the field unsymmetrical Wei-e the plate a perfect condnctoi,

it would be a perfect screen, but there would bo no couple

PrcBcmia, Decemher 10, 18^1.
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Bevae M^dioo-Pharmaoeutique 1891 Nos 6*10 4to [Con*

BtamixwipU ] The Editors.

StaeiOQi Spenmentah Agrane Italiane (Lo) Yol XXI Faao 4

8vo 1891 B Stasiooe Enologioa, Aeti

Victorian Year-Book 1889-90 8vo Melhowme 1890

The Goveninieiit of Victoim.

Docemher 17, 1891

Mr JOHN EVANS, D C L , LL I)
,
Tieasurer, in the Chair

A List of the Presents reooirod was laid on the table, and thanks

ordered for them

The Chaiiman read the follow mg letter from Professor Dewar —

lioyal hushtuUon^

17th 2)flcm&er, 1891

DiuAtt Sir Wju(\m Tu(»m«on,

T had intended coming to the Society, in ordm* to make a furtlier

I ommunication with regaid to the magnetic and other properties of

liquid oxygen, but I am confined to the Laboratory, owing to difll-

lulties with regard to the progress of such investigation In the

meantime it may interest the Fellows to know that 1 have examined

the properties of liquid erof/c in the magnetic held, and find it also

highly attracted

1 hope to make a detailed communication very soon to the

Society

Yours faithfully,

Jamjvs Dewar

The fbllowing Papers were read —
L “Tite ‘Gingei-beer Plant/ and the Organisms composing

It: a Contnbutiorj to the Study of Fci mentation-yeasts

and Bacteria.” By H. Marshall Ward, M A,, F.RS

,

FL.S .9 Professor of Botany at the Forestry School, Royal

Indian Engineering College, Coopei's Ilill Received

November 19, 1891.

The author has been engaged for some time m the investigation of

a remaarkable compound organism found m home-made giugei'^beer

fertaentv^ioes.
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It oooarfi as jellj-like, Bemi-transparent, jellowuh^vliite aiaM»e««

aggregated into bram-likc clttmpB, or forming depogita at the bottom

of the fermentations, and presents resemblances to the so-called

Kefphvr grams of tbe Cancasas, with which, howeier, it is by no

means identical

He finds that it consists essentially of a symbiotic association of a

speoiho and a Scli%zomyeete^ morphologically comparable

to a Lichen, bat, as met with naturally, invariably has othei species

of yeasts, bacteria, and mould-fnngi casually associated ivith those

He has snccessfally nndertakon the separation of tbe varioas forms,

and groups them as follows —
1 The essential organisms arc a yeast, which turns out to be a

ne'yf species allied to Saccharomycett elhpaoideuB (lleoss and Hanson),

and which he proposes to call S fynformxs , and a bacterium, also

new and of a new type, and named by him BoM^tenum vermiforme

2 Two other foims were met with in all the specimens (from

vanons parts of the country and from America) examined

—

Mycoderma

oereviBux (f)esm ) and Bacterium (KUtsiug and Zopf)

8 As foreign mtrudeis, more or less commonly occnrrmg m the

various spec imens examined, were the following —
« A pink or rosy yeast-like form

—

Orypioooeem glutmis (Fresenius ) i

ft A small white aerobian top-yeast, with peculiar characters, and

not identified with any known form

7 The ordiuarv Sacoharomyces eereviM (Meyen and

Hansen)

d Three, or probably four, nnknown yeasts of rare occurrence

fi A bacillus which fmms spores, and liquefies gelatine with a

greenish tinge

f A large spore-formmg bacillus, which also liquefies gelatine

7 and $ Two^perhaps three—other Sohizomycetes not identified

< A largo yoast-like form which grows into a mycelium, and turns

out to bo OUhum lactu (Fresenius)

K A common blue mould—Pentctlhum glaueum (Link)

X A brown Torula "-like form, which turns out to be Demahim
puUulaiu (De Bary)

One, or perhaps several, species of “Torula’* of nnknown
origin and fates

Of these forms, the author has succeeded in oultivatuig and
examining very thoroughly all but those under 0 and p m the foie-

gomg list,

Bacchm^mycea pyrifonma (n sp ) is a remarkably anafirobian bottom
yeast, forming spores, and developing large quantities of carbon
dioxide, but forming little alcohol It has also^an aerobian form ' '

veil form of Hansen—in which the rounded cells grow out into olnb-

shaped or pyriform cells, whence the proposed specific name It inTorts
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cane «iigftr» and {crmentB the prodaola , bat it is miabl^ {oferment milk

sugar It forms rounded, morula^like, white colonies in gelatine, and
tbo antbot bas separated pure oaltares from these He bas also

studied the development and germination of the spores, which are

formed m 24—48 hours at suitable temperatures on porous earthen*

ware blocks They also develop on gelatine

The technological characte]*B have been kindly determined and
confirmed for the author by Mr Horace Brown, F H S , and Dr
Moms, of Burton-on-Trenfc

The specific Schiaomycete (BeLCtertum vermifomie^ has been

very fully studied by the author It occurs in tho fermentations as

rod lets or filaments, curved or straight, encased in a remarkably thick,

firm, gelatinous sheath, and is prunounoedly anaerobic, so much se,

that the best results are got by cultivating it in carbon dioxide under

pressure.

The sheathed filaments are so like worms, that the name proposed

for the species is appropriately derived from this character

It will not grow on gelatine, and separation cultures had to be

made m saccharine liquids by the dilution methods.

It grows best in solutions of beet-root, or of cane sugar, with re*

latively large quantities of nitrogenous organic matter—e g ,
bouillon,

osparagin—and tartano acid Good results were obtained with

mixtures of Pasteur's solution and bouillon

The author found that the bacterium into which the filaments sub-

sequently break up can escape from its sheath and become free, in

which state it divides rapidly like ordinary bacteria Eventually, all

the forms—filaments, long rods, short rodlets-^break up into oooou

No spores have been observed These changes are dependent espe-

cially on the nutritive medium, but are also affected by the gaseous

environment and the temperature The jelly-hke clumps of the so-

called ginger-beer plant’* are essentially composed of these sheathed

and coiled Sohizomycetes, entangling the cells of Sixocharomyees

pyTtforrnut But the action of the Scbizomycete alone on the sac-

charine medium differs from that exerted when it is associated with
the yeast, and from that exerted by the latter alone.

This was proved by cultivating each separately, and also by culti-

vations in which, while each organism was submeif^ed m the same
fermentable medium, they were separated permeable poroela^

(Chamberland filters), through which neither could pass

^he author has also reconstructed the ginger-boer plant** by
mixing pure cultures of the above two organisms , the Schiaomyoete

entangled the yeast-oells xu its gelatinous coils, and the synthesised

compoimd organism behaved as the specimens not analysed into their

oonstitnents

Some vexy onrious pbenomona in connexion with the formation of

VOli. L. T
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iha galsiinona ahoafhs and tbe escape of the bacteria from them W6i«

observed m banging-drop caltaresi and are figured and described by

the author The conditions for the development of the gelatinons

sheaths—and therefore of the coherent bram-hke xnasaes of the

Schizomycete—are a sacohanne acid medium and absence of oxygen

The process occurs best m carbon dioxide it is suppressed in bouillon,

and in neutral solutions in hydrogen, though the organism grows in

the free, non-sheathed, motile form under these conditions

The behavioui of pure cultures of the bacteria m as complete a

vacuum as could be produced by a good mercnry pump, worked daily,

and even several times a day for several weeks, is also noteworthy

The author records his thanks to hiS fhend and colleague Professor

Mc^Lieod for much assistance in I'egard to this apparatus The develop-

ment of the sheaths is apparently mdefimtely postponed in vacao« but

tbe organism increased, and each time the pump was set going an

appreciable quantity of carbon dioxide was obtained In vacuum
tubes the same gas was evolved, and eventually attained a presanre

sufficient to burst some of tlie tubes The quantity of carbon dioxide

evolved daily by the action of the bacterium alone, however, is small

compared with that disengaged when tbe organism is working m
conceit with the symbiotic yeast

, in the latter case the pressure of the

gas became so dangerous that the author had to abandon the use of

sealed tubes

The products of the fermentation duo to the Schuomyoete have not

yet been fully determined in detail , lactic acid, or some allied com-

pound, seems to be the chief result, but there are probably other

bodies as well

The author owes acknowledgment to Dr Matthews, of Cooper’s

Hill, for advice and assistance in examining tbe products of these

fermentatiionR

The pink yeast-hke form proved to be very interesting It has
nothing to do with the ginger-beer plant " proper, though it was
invariably met with as a foreign intruder m the specimens The
anther identifies it with a form described by Hansen, m 1879,*

unfortunately the original 10^ in Danish, but the figures are so good
that little doubt is entortamed as to the identity It is idso jirobably

tbe same as Fresenms’ OryptococcuB gltUxms in one of its forms It is

not a Saoohoromycete, and does not ferment like a yeast, it is

aHrobian

The chief discovery of interest was that in hanging drops the

author traced the evolution of this “ rose-yeast into a large com-
plex myoelmm, bearing oonidia, and so like some o{ tbe Basidfo-

mycetes that it may almost certainly be regained as a degraded or

* *Orgu»imer i Ol og filort,’ Oopeidiigwi, 1878.
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** torula
**
siaj^ of ono of these higher fnngt Foil desonptioiis and

figores are given hy the anther*

The form Mycoderma cerevtiw was thoronghly examined The
author's regoUs confirm what is known as to lU aerobian characters

Statements as its identity with Otdium lacUs were not only not
confirmed, but the author grew these two forms side by side, and
maintains their distinctness Nor could he obtain spores in this

fungus, thus failing to confirm earlier statements to the contrary.

He regards it as probable that oil-drops hare been mistaken for

spores, he also finds that in later stages of fermentation by this

organism a strong oily-smelling body is produced

With regard to Bartermm acetic the author has nothing now to add
A point of sumo interest was the repeated production of acetic other,

which scented the laboratory when this Sohxsomycete was growing
m company with the small white aerobian top-yeast referred to

under (fi) As this phenomenon was found to have nothing to do

with the question being investigated, the authoi did not pursue it

farther It seemed probable, however, that the yeast pivducod alcohol,,

which the Schisomycete, in presence of oxygon, partially oxidised,

and that the fragrant ether was produced by interaction of the pro*

dnefs

W^th regard to the other forma found, the author was chiefly con-

cerned with testing their relations to the important and essential

organisms It ne^ only be remarked here that hanging-drop

cultures of Demaltitm ptiUultms were voiy successful, and that soma

of the moulds, and at least one hactUu$ (of which the spore-fortna-

tion, Ac , were traced also), were traced to the ginger used in the

manufacture of the well-known beverage

Tbe author hopes very shortly to have the honour to lay before the

Society a full account of his research, of which the above is only a

brief notioe The fuller account will contain detailed desonptionsi, as

well as figures of the apparatus, mode of culture, Ac.

II. “ Studies in the Morphology of Spore-prodnoing Membena
Preliminary Statement on the Lycopodium and Ophio-

glonacem." By F« 0. Bower, F.B.S, Received Novem*

her 27, 1891,

It m currently held that the sporophyte, or neutral generation m
arebsgoiuate plants, is the result of elaboration of the sygote that

while in oerte^ Algm the sygoiesimply divides to form a number of

V<nw8 (oarpospeu'es), m the lower Bryophyta there has been a differ-

sntiatum of an extexnal, letenle, and protective wall, diatuiot from the
T 2
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intfentttl mus of spores The bigger Bryopihyla s htegerpto-
portiion of sterilo tissae, erhioh m ifaem oompoSes Ibe seta, oohilitdQa,

and wall, while the spotogenons tiwme is oomperati'eely redneed m
balk, though atOl forming one united band In the rawmlar planfe

the proportion of stenie tieene to the sporogonouB time in hitger

etill , elaboration of form hae in them rosnlted in the produotion of

appendicular organs, while the sporogenons tissue ts partitioned off

into small, isolated masses, or eren single cells, these being situated

in members which are commonly called aporan^ia The senes from

the lowest to the highest o! these types probably illastrates the

essential points in the actaal process of evolntion of the higher from

the lower forms, from it we reoogpti^**^ ascending senes

^ows a progressive stenlisaiion of the tissnos of the nentral genera-

tion, and also an increasing elahoraiton of eorternal form and iniefnal

structure^ the two lines of progress going, in a measure, hand in hand

It IS obvious that, if the progression were as above stated, the

fnnohon of the spore^production preceded the vegetative functions

of the sporopfayte in point of time ,
spore-producmg members majr,

in this sense, bo termed primary from the point of view of descent, and
the vegetative members, secondary, the morphology of spore-pro-

ducing members should accordingly take precedence of the roorpho-'

logy of vegetative members, and an exhaustive study of the former

IS therefore specially necessaiy

The widest gap in the senes of those plants which show atttitbe^

alternation is believed to be that beta*een the Bryophytaand the Vas-

cular Cryptogams, to bridge over this gap between plants with

simple form and united aiohesponum, and those with oompleu fbMU

aud separate small archespona, is the most clearly ouistandtilg ptiob*

lem of morphology Of intermediate forms there are praeticaQ]i*iione

known
, but it is believed by the author that a oarefnl examinatioti

of the spore-producing members of the lower vaaimlar phnitty vrttlK

special regard to their development, will best lead to some clear

opinion as to the way m which the tranntion may have taken place.

A comparison of such plants as form natural senes may demonstrate

progressions of elaboration and sienlisation, which may be regarded

as analogous to the progression from the Biyophytatto Aa VMOaltti^

Ciyptogams Such an analogous progression is believed to be found
m the Lyoopodiam and Ophiogloasaoem Even if thisanaiogjr be not

admitted, the further investigation of the sporangia of certain rarer

and less known Vascular Cryptogams, to be described below, will be
of sufficient interest to justify the work
The present preliminary statement will refer to the Iiyobpodksaf

and OphiogloBsaoeie only .

The simplest known iype of the former is wlfikfc I
agree with Dr TreUb in regardtug as a trtdy rttffiilaitpimsiy ldrm>
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Tto eponophyto iuuiftuybi of two parts *-^<i)tbo fm>toeoniii with sts

aiul roots, and <u) tbs ttrobU<u$i with iBiporopbflls asui

sporaugia The trausition from (i) to {xi) is uaoallj sadden, and
without mtorsudiate steps*

Xhe sporangiam ofi'hylZopZorsttm,as regards its external form, is mter-

medjiate tn character between thatof Lyoopodium Selago andL alptmm

,

ibe archesporium consists of a single row of about six cells, one

of which a{^eara in each radial seotton > in this, PhylloglowmA is like

Is uiago* The whole strobilns also, when mature, is closely similar

to that of a simple L^oopodivm^ and the development of the spor-

angium corresponds also in all essential points.

Several species of Lycopodium have been examined as regards the

structure and developmout of the sporangium
,
previous investigators

have dgared only radial sections , it is ubvioas that radial, transverse,

and tangential sections in vanous stages will be necessary for the

complete descnption of the development of so large and complex a

body , the result ofcomparison of such sections has been—(i) to acquire

a idear knowledge of the form and ooinpoaition of the arohe-

sporipm, and (u) to show that this varies m different species of the

genus.

Two oases will be briefly described, vis
, L Sclago andL clavatim

In the former the sporangium appears os a rather narrow, sharply

convex outgrowth from the upper surface of the sporophyll ; the

aroheaporium consists of a single row of cells, of which one only

appears m the radial section ,
the smaUest number seen m the tan-

gential acotiona la seven, which may possibly be referable in origin

to three parent calls. While the arcbosponum increases largely with

age,neititor the stalk of the sporangium nor the sub-archesponal tissue

ummaas greatly in bulk, so that the mature sporangium assumes the

fom of a aligbtiy ourved sausage, attaobed by a compai*atively slender

and long Stalk*

In L* olomiMm (to which also X. cdpvimm closely corresponds),

the aponangium appears as a broad, only slightly convex out-growth

,

the aroheapomuiu ^s not consist of a single row of cells, but usually

of ikrss reifff . thus three cells would appear in each radial section

hotib radial and transverse sections show that these are not readily

referable m ongm to a single parent oelL In tangential section it

appears that ten or more cells may be present in each row. As ilie

arohesporiuui gropra, the stalk remvns short and bulky, while the

aub*archesporial mass develops se a large pad of sterile tissue, wbieh

arches the sporogenous tissue oonvexly upwards. The whole spor-

angium irheu mature it thus strongly curved, and is inserted on the

apmidiyU by a abort and maseive stalk. These ebaracters are im«

pteisnt lof eomparisou with O^wglomm
hmyg be added that, so fiur as ohaervatious have yet been made on
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SelafftneUa, its spomngiam appears to be oompaiable to the Sdago

tjpe of Lycopodium^ thongh with diffetenoeB of detail, which need

uot now be specified

The resnlts obtained by obserration of the Lycopodmn hare been

naed for purposes of comparison with the Ophioglossaoess, and the

result is a view as to the real nature of the so-called “ fertile frond.’*

This structure has long been a morphological crux, and various

opinions have been held with regard to it, which severally make
demands upon morphologioal faith The theorynow to be put forward

is, that the ** ferhle frond %a an elaborated andpariihoned sporam/Mm,

homologous with the smallei and non-purtitioncd sporangium of the

Lyoopodinn Developmental evidence will now be adduced in support

of this theory

The ** fertile frond ” of Ophtoyhesum vulgatum arises as an out-

growth of the upper surface of the stenlo leaf ’* not, it is true, at

the base, but rather below the middle the oell-divisions do not cor-

lespend in detail to those in the young sporangium of Lycopodium^

lint I do not think that, at the present day, this will he reokoned as a

material ground for rejecting an homology There is in fact, at first,

a single initial cell, with rather irregular segmentation, but the apical

growth of the elongated and upward directed •* fertile frond ** passes

01 er shortly to the type with, apparently, four mitials

The origin of the archosponum and spOrogenous tissue has been

traced in Ophtoderma pendulum by the help of matenai supplied

through the kindness of Dr M Treub In ibis plant, as m Ophio^

yloBsum^ the sporangia are deeply sunk m the “ fertile frond,*’ and

form a longitudinal series running along each lateral margin of it,

asd extending to the extreme apex Transverse sections in the

young state would thus show the arohesporia at the most curved

points of the elliptical section In the youngest transverse sections

which were observed, tbe archeaponal tissue appears composed of

many cells, and it is doubtful whether all be referable to a single

parent cell , but, soeiug that this section would correspond to what is

seen in a radial or a transversesection of the sporangiumof LyeopodimHf

and that there is a difference^ (e.^ , between L selago and L elavaium)

as to the reference of the archesponum to a single call in snoh sections

in different speoies of that genus, this question cOtmot be considered

as a vital one

Tbe arohesponal tissue thus seen in transverse sections of theyoung
fertile frond,” is found in tangential and radial sections to be 0 coa-

iinuouB band, which extends along each margin to the apex, it xs

believed to correspond to tbe curved band of archesporUd tissue tn

Lycopod%um, and may, therefore, be styled the poteniud
But whereas in Lyeapodwm the whole of this tissue fetas spores,

only parts of it develop as sporogeztous tissue in Qpkfodsmar lcr»aB
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it grows older, the erehesponal band becomes diSerei&tiated into

(a) 9poTogen<m nuwM«, which soon are densely filled with protoplssm,

and develop further into spores, as already known, and (1^)

ttinmea^ which intervene between these, and develop into the septa

between the sporangia, together with part of the tapetum

A similar oontinnona band of hypodermal tissue has been found in

Ophtaglossum also, and is believed to be the oontinuons potmUtal

areheaportum.

If the tissue thns recognised in OphtcAermxt^ and, with less certainty,

m Ophtogluantm^ be the potential archesponum, and correspond totho

curved band of archesponum in Lycopodtwniy then the whole *' fertile

frond *' of Ophioglowum and OpKioderrm must be homologous with

the sporangium of Lycopodium the centia! tissue of the “fertile

frond*' will be the counterpart of the snb-archesporial mass of

Lyeopodinmy and the whole will illustrate ike re$ult cf eltthorationf

parixdl aterihaatton^ and consequent partitioning qf the sporcmgtum

But it will farther be pointed out that the Ophioglosaacem, which
are a natural family with obviously close afiinities, lUustmto the pro-

gress of elaboration of the sporangium by still further steps within

their own circle of aflinity* This will appear on compaiison of

Selmmthostachyif of which I have reooived well-preserved specimens,

collected m Ceylon by Mr J Bretland Former Hero the “ fertile

frond ” IS not so simple as in Ophvoglostum, its homology is, however,

demonstrated by its position, and by the fact that its main features of

early development are similar The spore-producing parts are borne

along the two lateral margins
;
but, instead of the large sporangia

deeply sunk in the tissue, os in Ophiogloesumt their place is taken in HeU
mmthoitachye by branched outgrowths, each of which may bear a num-
ber of smaller sporangia, these branched outgrowths may be styled

provisionally the sparangtophore^. They are not disposed with strict

regularity, but are restricted to the margins of the “ fertile frond,”

and thus topographically they replace the sporangia of Ophtoglossum

functionally they do the same, for part at least of their tissue becomes

sporogenous Thu development of them has been traced, but it need

not now be described in detail ,
it will suffice to make the general

statement that it shows nothing incompatible with the theory above

put forward The sporangia correspond in their development and
main features to those of Lotryehium A comparison of Helimniho*

Btacbye with Ophioglo$$iim would point to the conclusion that in the

former is seen a farther phase of elahorahon^ partial sierthBation^ and
partiiiomng If the archesponum of Ophtoglossum were further sub-

divided Jof stenhsed partitiona, and the several parts raised hf vege-

tative outgrowth of tissue, so as to project beyond the gdnetal

surface, the result would be something like that which is actually

•een in Sehninthoetachyt
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There pe, howeyer, other facts relating to both the OphioglDaBaoee

end Ljcopodmqp which are obTions externally, and which are, I think,

most readily ezjdainod on an bypothosui of elaboration and partial

sterilisation * these will now be briefly alluded to In certain species

of Ljfoqpodum (e*ff ,
L Selcjigo) there la no marked difference between

the foliage leaves and the sporophjlls m many other species the

difference is only alight It may be noted that m certain species

(e^, L alp%mnt) towards the base of the strobilns the yonng
sporangia.show gradual redaction m sise, these leading on to oases of

oomplete aborsioD. At the apex of the strobilns also there is often a

smulor reduction of the sporangia (PhyUaghnsum^ L clavatum^ &q ),

the nppertnost leaves being thus stenlo Again in L Selago and
aomo tropical species, sporangia ai^e borne on certain aonos of the

plant, while on alternating zones there are only sterile leaves In the

OphiogloBsacew also the leaves of weak plants are freqaeutly stenle,

and bear no matured “ fertile fronds ** examination of these, how-

ever, frequently discloses a small and abortive ** fertile frond occu-

pying the position of the normal one How are these organs in the

Xiycopods and Ophioglosmm to be explained unless they be r^arded

IIS the reduced and abortive remains of parts which under other

OircnmstanceB might h%ve come to fnnotional maturity P They are,

ui fact, evidence of farther stenkmhon, though in this case it is not

partial, bat extends even to the whole sporogenoos tissue of certain

sporangia

Putting together these last facts, and the developmental data pre-

viously stated, the following seems to me to be a reasonable theory,

yrbioh will, I think, throw some bght upon the probable relations of

the Lycopoduus and OphiogloBsaoew from the point of view of

descent.

—

The primeval strobilns consisted of axis, sporophylls, and sporangia,

say of these parts iras capable of further elabomtion, and the balanop

of them inter «e might thus have been modified

In PhyHoglo$sum there is a small strobilns which Bpnnga direct
|yom the protooorxn. This whole strobilus is probaUy of a pnimtive

type, and may oorrespond to an elaborated sporogonial head (see below)

In the varions species of Lycopoditm the whole plant (exclusive qf

the protocorm, Ac } represents an extended and bn^nohed form of

such a strobilus, of which many of the sporopfaylls have been stonl-

ised, and appear as the foliage leaves, having no sporangia. T^m
whole plant shows a prevalence of development of the am over Ukp

leaves or sporangia*

In the Op)aioglossaoem converse is the case; the axis reqaainp
relatively small (except in Selm/inthottackye^ whetp it iq seeufs
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apoiangia (s fartile Ironda m largely extended, the elahoi^ioa

of the taro ahowing a remarki^le patallehem la Op^^ogHomm val-

where the eporopbjU is ample though much larger than in

Jjyeop(dtAm,t the sporanginio C* fertile frond ") is elongated and
partitioned bj the atenhsation of transverse banda of the potential

arohosponum In Ophutderma (aa also m some speciea of Ophioglo$^

atna) the aporophjll is irregularly lobed, while the aporangium
(“ fertile frond **) la occaaionally branched In Heli/fitnthostachya the

.^porophyll is branched, and the whole eporangmm (“ fertile frond *')

IS also branched occasionally , but in addition it ahowa that elabora-

tion above described, and it may be looked upon as the mult of

further partitioning of tho aichesponum, and outgrowth of separate

parts of the superhcial tissues as the “ sporangiophores." Finally, in

fome species of JSolryckimn the apoi^iphyll and aporangium (“ fertile

frond ") are both i-epeatedly branched, and show the farthest diver-

gence of the whole series fi*om their simpler prototypes, which are the

aporophyll and sporangium of the Lycopods

In this view thus stated there is nothing incompatible with what

might be expected on a pnon grounds
, on tl^e contrary, tliere is

good inaaon to look upon such a progression as one of the natural

ways m which the number of spores produced might be increased,

such increase m number being obnoaaly beneficial* Taking the

simple strubilns as the starting point, one method would be tho

elongation of the strohilus, and increase in the namber of sporangia

produced upon it, they remaining individually of relatively small

sue, this IS the type seen in the Lycopods A converse method

would be to morease the individual sue of the sporangium, while the

number of sporangia might remain small and be matured at intervals

,

0116 18 exemplified by the Ophioglossaoeas But if simple enlargement

of thesporangium took place, without subdivision of the arefaesponam,

the rapid supply of nounabmeut to the enlarged mass of growuig

qmres would be difficult, while at the period when the sporogenous

mass usemi^flmd, owing to the cells separating from one another, and

fioatiug freely m fiui^ the sporangium would run groat risk of

meobaTMoal injury from without, and a single puncture of the wall of

the huge sposau^iuii would nun the whole. These difficulties are

aU avoided by partitioning of the sporangia ,
the stonle tissae of the

partitimis, while strengtheiuijg the vrhole, would, together with the

luoveaeed sob^^arohesponal mass, serve the more readily to brmg
nounsbinent to the developing sporogenous tissue; the transfer is

fuvtiher provided for by the vascular qretein which extends upwards

through the centre of the fertile frond,** and evou into the

qp^nyuigiophoveB of BblmiHfAorteohy#

.

, ^ ^ theory would be to bnug the Ophioglpsseoee
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sygiematicallj nearer io the L^oopodinn ; this relationship has bsen

recognised hj Tarious wntere on other grounds, and the characters of

the sexual generation will eren help to support this nearer affinity.

A special interest will now centre round a small and very rare

plant, VIZ
,
Opktoglossum Bergianum, one dried specimen of which

1 received fvom Professor MacOwan. It appears to show points of

affinity both to Fhglloglnsatim and Opkioglo8$wni While it is obviously

an Ophtoglonsumf it shows (1) in the form of the leaf and the general

hnbit, (2) in the fact that more than a single leaf is exposed at onoe^

(3) in the low point of insertion of the “ fertile frond,** and (4) m
the small number of partitions in it (sporai^ia. 8—12), characters

which suggest that its further mvesiigation would probably disolose

foots of the greatest importance.

The relation of hoetes to oar series will naturally be a close one;

just as the plant of Ophioglosgum may be looked upon as a vertioal

strobilus, of which the large eporophylls are developed m slow suo-

cesHiou, so also may hofUes be regarded as a simple vertical strobilus,

but the leaves aie more numerous, the leaf (sporophylJ) is relatively

large, though simple The sporangium is, lu form, like a fiattened

cake, inserted on the upper surface of the leaf, near its base , it also

is partitioned, more or less completely, and Goebel has shown clearly

in hiB drawings how the hypodermid tissue, which may here also be

styled the potential archesponuoi, becomes differentiated into sterile

trabeoulce and sporogenous cells. To this differentiation I should

assign a similar inteipi etation to that in the Ophioglossaoem
,
the

sporangiucn is, however, less elaborated, and its sizeand prominenceare

not such as to have led to its sporangial character being lost sight of.

Quite recently, on examining the fane senes of seetions of Lepido-

strobui m the British Museum, I have found processes of stento tissue

which spring from the base of the sporangium, and project far into

the mass of spores , these appear to be comparable to the trabeoulss

of Isoetes^ though diffenng in points of detail

I do not think it desirable as yet to express opinions as to the

bearing of this work upon the other Ferns. At present 1 am disposed

to think that the Ophioglossacem and I$oete$ are in an interm^ote
position between the Lycopoda and other Ferns, and that their aflBLuity

to the former is certainly quite as close as to the latter.

The Psilotaoem are prol^bly a separate senes, remote firom both

;

they will be dealt with on a later occasion

We have seen how the Ophioglossacee illustrate, according to our
theory, the elaboration and partitioning of a sporangium, which m the
Lycopods is relatively small and simple, and has an undivided orohe-

sponum. It IB suggested that m this senes there may be seen a
progression analogous to that by which the vasoular plants originaited

from some Bryophytic forms with simple sporogonial head. T*dss,
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for example, the strobilse of ]jyeopod%umy cft oi Squiiohm, it is not

diffloalt to BOO how, from a Brjophyte with an archeBporium such as

that of Anthoeerott^ the atrobilas might originate from the sporogoniat

head, by partitioning off the arcbesponum (such as that aeon in Ophto-

drnna), and outgrowth of new members from the surfooe (such as are

Been in HelvumthoBtachyn) The details of the process might doubtless

be different
,

it is not even contended at present that this may hare
been the mode of origin of all the stocks of Vascnlar Cryptogams
But the point is that an elahorahon ivmtlar to that wh^th may he traoed

tfi the apore^heartng memberg of the l/ycogodnnm and OphiogloBsacem of
ike present da/y mighty %/ earned out in a sporogomum such as that of

Anthoceros, result in a strobilus not unlike those of Equisetnm or

Lycopodium The gap between the Bryophytes and Vascnlar Crypto-

gams would thus be bridged over by a hypothesis based upon
analogy 1 am fully aware bow open such a hypothesis is to entt-

cism, but I think that it is bettor, after careful and widely extended

comparative observation, to put out the hypothesis than to bo content

with no dear hypothesis ei all More especially is this so m the

present case, where uo intermediate types are at proseni known to

exist, and where we have no special reason to expect that sneh types

will be discovered

The above description makes it evident that a revision of temnno-

logy of Bpore-beanng members will be nectmsaiy
, if the spore-bear-

ing member of the OphioglossacesD be homologous with the sporau*

gmm of Lycopodium, it is obviously nudesirablo to call it a fertile

frond** It could not, however, be termed a sporangium without

violence to the nieaumg of this word I have not yet arrived at a

ooncluBiou on Buch points as these, and shall defer the definition of

the terms to be naed until the memoir, of the contents of which this

IS a short and partial piuhmittaij statement, shall be ready for pre-

sentation to the Society

In conclusion, no reference has been made in this statement to the

higher plants Clearly the enunciation of new views with regard to

the lower vascular plants most affeot opinions as to the morphology of

the higher The mteipretation of these will ultimately have to

depend upon oonclusions drawn from the study of the lower types

Hitherto it has been the practice to read the morphology of the lower

forma in terms of the morphology of the higher , the converse will

have to be ultimately adopted Kevetrtholess, I have abstamed at

present from touching upon such questions as these, partly because

such dtscussions would obscure the present issues, partly because the

time has hardly yet come for any general statement

The Society adjourned over the ChristmaB Beoeas to Thursday,

SkavMj 1892
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The investigation, some of the results of which are to be given m
the present paper, was stimnlated by the conclusions of studies

which I camod on during the last five years, and by the observa-

tions of Bunge* and Zaleskif on the occurrence of iron-holding

proteids in the food and m the liver The oonolusions which I drew
from my studies were —

(1 ) That in Amphibia the hiemoglobin is derived Irom the very

shnndAnt chromatin of the hflBmatoblasts X

(2 ) Thatm the maturing ova of Amphibia the abundant chromatin

of the nucleus diffuses out the latter, and, as the diffusion com-

mences and progresses, the yolk spherules appear and increase in

Bise In other words, ohromaton constitutes a large part of eaoh yolk

spherule

(8 ) That there is a transferexice of chromatin from the maternal

tissues to the foetal villi in the placenta of the Gat, and that this

chromatin is earned from the central portions of the villi by the

amoeboid cells of the latter onwards towa^s the foetns

From the first conclusion it follows that the chromatin of haamato-

blasts contains iron. A consideration of the remaining conclusions

points, however, to a wider distribution of iron Bunge found m
the j6Bsi of the hen’s egg an iron-holdmg nuclein, which, from its

* “Usher die Asiimilsfcion dm Eueni," *Zeit f Pbjno} Ohemie,' tdI 9, p. 49,

t “Studisn ilber die Leber—I. Eiaengehslt der Leber," *2!eit f Pbjetel

Otenie,’ vol 10, p 468.

t The obferfatacoM on thie eubject are detonbed in a paper which » to appear in

thefiwtiMeming number of the *Traoeaotione of the Canadian Ixutitute

'
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sappoBfid 6oniieaci<m wttfa Hftmatbpoieaa m the derdoping ohUdc,

named t^sBinatogen In tihe eimpbibian ovk also tbe iron is united

with a proteid iixed m the yolk spherules, and as this proteid has

all the characters of a nuoloin, it is, therefbre, in all probability, fha

game oomponnd as that described by Bunge This nuolem is, appa-

rently, none other than the chromatin diffused from the unclens of

the maturing ovum If so, it is possible that the original unmodified

nuclear ofaromatin of the ovum contains iron. Again, the ftiot, that

the lower Yertebrata receive the iron which is present in them during

larval life m combiuatiou with a nuclein, points to the occurrence

during the embryonic period in Mammalia of the same or a similar

endowment with an iron-holding nnolein There is, in the Cat, as

stated already, a transference of chromahn from the znatenml to

foetal tissues Judging from all the aspects of these questions it was

inferred also that, in the transference of chromatin to the embryo,

the latter receives all the iron which it requires.

These points, taken in connexion with the fact that Zaloski isolated

from the liver colls of vanous animals a nuclein in which inon is

firmly bound, led me to the generalisation that the ohromatm of

every cell contains iron as a necessary constituent of itself I detail

min^ to test the aocnracy of this generalisation Under my dlreb-

tiont, Mr B R Bensley isolated, from lamb’s testicles and the oair#

thymus, quantities of nuclein, which, when carefully purified, gavW
not the slightest iron reaction, but m the ash of which there YMi
abundant evidence of the presence of the metal.*

Although care was taken to obtain ^e xmolefU free from
lunmatin, yet 1 was not oertam that we did obtain it absolutely m
pure condition It is well known that fixed or dead ^romaiin
readily absorbs dyes, and, as it is extremely probable that this poweaT

IB exerOised on other sabstanoes, it may well be believed that

* In the piwparatiou of nuolem from iheae souroei we prooeedad m follows *•—

The organe, freed frmn eonneotiye tieeue structuret, were finely minced and rahbsd

up m a ghM* mortar with a email quantity of a S per oeat eolution of hydrooldone
aoid. To this fluid, after having been strained through modoratoly fine mnstta,

to remove email porttone of fibrcme tieeue, more of the weak eolution of the sold

was added, with a small quantity of ft glycenne extract of the mucosa of the oardiae

portion of the pig*s stomMoh The fluid eo prepared was kept at a temperature of
36^ d To the undigested residue left each day fresh quantities of the fayd!io<dilorie

sold •blutiou and of the glyoenne extract weTo added, until the peptone Msorion
was no longer ohtsinable from it It was next wtahed with alcohol, then cassfulbl^

with ether, to remove all the fat, and submitted to the aotion of strong fftwinoffta

for twenty four hours A portion was thus dissolved, and the solution, freed froni

the insoluble part by filtration through iron free paper, was next treatad edth three
times Its volume of alcohol The precipitate from tto was removed^ dis-

solved tn ammonia, and repreoipitatod with alcohol The siudeih so obtdned gas^
no iron to Bunge's fluid, nor did it give to aioohol amdifted with fu^mita add
hwmatiiL.
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lumfitiA is M renfilj absorbed and as ianaoionslj held by <diromatin

as aaKe some dyes. Indeed, ibe aocnraoy ^ Zaleski's observations on
hepaUnt the iron-holding nnclem of tbe hver oells, may be open also

to objecfcton on this score, tt is, to a certain extent, aooepted that

the liver is the organ 'which converts the beamatin of disintegrated

iMsmoglabin into the bile and nnne pigments Now, tho liver cells

are probably the agents in this conversion, and the hasmatm which is

held hy them and their nuclei cannot, preanmably, be removed by the
washing out of the lobular capillaries with saline solutions.

Such being the difBonlty, the solntion appeared, at first sight,

to lie in tike preparation of nuclein from an animal from which

hiemoglobin is absent No opportunity presented itself for making
suoh preparations of the snbstanoe in desired quantities, and it

appeared to me that nnclem from such a sonroe could not be free

from the histo-heematins found by MaoMunn to be present in all

ttsBTtes, except those of the nervous system With this difficulty

before me, I felt compelled to relinquish that line of investigation,

and to attempt another

It occurred to me that it might be poseible to demonstrate under

the mioroBOopo the presence of iron in the ohromatm of the cellular

elements of suoh tissues as are almost wholly free from hmmatins,

and in those tissues which are hardened so rapidly, as to prevent a

traasfereuoe from without of hsDmoglobin or hcematiu into the cells.

Suoh tissues are tho cutaneous epithelium in Amphibia and Fisbes,

the oomea and cartilage m all Vertebrates This demonstration 1

had often attempted without success, and I was forced to adopt the

eouolusion that, if iron is present m the mtaot nucleus, it is either

so firmly bound in the molecules of ohromatm that the ordinary

rsagents cannot attack it, or so small in quantity that its colour

reaofoons are absent, even under tbe microscope Bunge, however, in

the oase of hsamatogen, had shown that ammonium sulphide has the

power of separating the iron , and Mr. Bensley and myself ascer-

tained that this reagent has the same effect on isolated chromatin,

when kept in a warm condition for a long time in contact with the

snhstanoe, the iron separatum as sulphide I tried the effect of the

reagent on tusnes, and took, for example, pieces of tbe mesentery of

Nsoterwr, iput them in a ground-stoppered bottle with ammonium
sulphide, and kept the botUe in a warm oven for several days. At
tine end of that time, tbe pieces of tissue showed along the line of the

blood-vessels a greemsh-blue colour, while the remaining portions had
a diffuse hgbi<green colour Under the miorosoope, the iron reaotiou

appmwed m the red blood cells and their nuclei, while the remabing
celliilar elements showed nothing further than a diffuse light-green

colour in both cell and nnoleus 1 found, moreover, that the same
>tstt)ts were obtained when the pieparations were unmersed in esi

VDL 0
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itlooholio solnldoB of ammonifim tnlphido for tw«ntgr«f<mr honiv, and

kept at the temperatare of the laboratory. The pieoea of tiMiid

remained for two weeks or more in the warm ammomam aalphidSy

bat no colour reaottona appeared in the chromatin of the cells Not

satisfied with the conditions under which the experiments wore

carried on, I adopted other methods It ooonrred to me that, if I kepi

a few cells for a long time completely separated from one another under

a oorer*glaSB, on a slide and surronnded with ammoninm sulphide,

the reaction might come out. To prevent the evaporation of the

ammoninm sulphide, I luted the edges of the cover to the slide with

various luting compounds, only to find that, in some way or other,

the preparation spoiled after a day or twa The luting method being

useless, 1 employ^ another device Glycerine, when kept in contact

with ammonium sulphide at a moderately high temperature for some

time, does not aflhct the latter reagent, and is itself unaffected. I

teased out with clean gooBe*quill points on a slide a small piece of the

testicle of Neeiuruaj hardened in 70 per cent alcohol, added a drop

of freshly-prepared ammonium sulphide, put on a oover-giass, allowed

a drop of glycerine to run in from its edge, and then placed the slide

in a warm oven with a constant temperature of 60* G Here it was

allowed to he for three days, at the end of which time I examined it

under the microscope, and found that, in addition to that reaction

distinctly present in the cell body and nucleus of each red corpasole,

there was one apparent in the nuclei of a group of testicular cells at

one spot in the preparation The slide was replaced in the warm
oven, and the daily examination of it showed that, accompanying the

increase in the number of cells presenting the iron reaction, there

was an increase in the depth of the colour m those nuclei first

affected, until, at Ute end of twenty days, the great majority oi the

testicular nuclei under a cover*glaS8, 16 mm square, manifested a

colour vaiying from bght green or greeuish-hlue to dark-green or

black Under a high-power objective the colour was found confined

to the ohromatm nodules and nuclear network. After three weeks
the nuclei adjacent to the edges of the oover-giass began to lose their

stained appearance, until, finally, the chromatin possessed only a rusty

appearance due to the formation of ferric oxide, for, when a mixture
hydrooblono aoid and potassio forrooyanide was allowed to ran under
the cover, the mst-ooloured nudei immediately assumed a deep asure*

blue colour. That it was the chromatm alono in such cells wUeh
presented the reaction with ammonium sulphide was abnndetttty

shown m the kaiyokmetio figures present m the same piiepavstion.

The aohromatin and oell substance were unaffected*

Encouraged by the success of this experiment, I made a ttumberof
preparations from the other organs of iTsefom, hardened dso m 70

fer cent, aleohok Nearly all of these were snooessftd, but the tlfoe
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required tor tbe production of Mae renchoa Timed grentif^ A nninber

of ooTiditioxw aeain to oMiet m, or retard^ and eyen prevent tiie euooew

of the expenment , but what are all the favourable oonditione I do
not know as yet. It is oertaiu, however, that there la a proper pro*

portion of glycenne and ammonium sulphide in the mixture to be

added, and 1 am at present endeavonnng to determine what that pro*

portion is It IS also ascertained that the nuolens must be ear*

rounded on all sides by the mixture, otherwise it very rarely shows

the reaction Where the cell body is large, as, for example, in the

semi-maiured ovanan ova of Nec^unm^ the reaction has not yet

appeared , while in those very small ova, in which the nucleus, noh
in chromatin, forms by far the greater part of the cell, the reaction

appears as readily as in the testioular nuclei* Agam, the preparatma

may advance in the reaction up to a certain point, showing the

majority of its nuclei possessing a light-green, greemsb-hlufi, or

slate colour, when a change occurs, the rust-tint replacing these

colours in the chroxnatm. So far as my experience goes, this happens

when too little sulphide has been mixed with the glycerine, or when
tbe sulphide need is beginning to turn deep yellow, or is old

The deep-yellow sulphide gives no reaction with nuclei, even alter

eight weeks, while the most active is the freshly prepared reagent

This seems to indicate that the process, by which the iron is set free

from the ohromatin, is essontially a redncing one, the yellow sulphide

having much less reducing power than the coloarles8> or nearly colonr-

less, leagent In this way we can explain why the nucleus must be

completely surrounded by the reagent, for the reducing oapaci^ of

the latter is limited, and a large quantity of it must be concentrated

in its action on some parhcnlarly small olqect When, however, the

oellular elements are in a mass, not oven the peripherally placed

nuclei are effected m the numner described, but they react when they

are teased out and separated.

In some tissues there is more or less of albuminate iron or erf a
d^Kwit of inorganic iron compounds In such a case the addition of

ammonium sulphide gives a reaction immediately. The presence of

such oomponn^ sometimes offers a difficulty, especiallyif they happen
to occur in the nuclei. I guarded egaiost oeninsion in all snoh osaes

by submitting thin sections of such tissues made with the flree hand
to the notion of a large quantity of Bunge's fluid for eight to ten

hours.* Bnofa sections also, if made from alcohol-hardened tissues

With g clean steel knife, covered with absolute alcohol, are not in the

^ l!hu fluid oonn»ti of muety volunet ol 96 per oeat. sloohol and ten volttmes of

hydroehloHo aoid, 96 per oent itreogtlL It, eeoording to Bunge, extmoU all uuw-
pada inm emnpotmde and albumtiiate iron egg-yolk, and I have found that it

maovee all trsoM of tueh from Motions of the spleen, liver, and kidney, whioh
waot immedwtely on the appUoation of amd fezrocyamde eolations.

Q 2
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•KgfaiMt degreeinpren^BSted tritii iron fmn the iniffcniment Zalerin,*

bas aho found that, in eeotaona of tke hver made in tlie uetia} way,

trhere la nethmg in the diatTihntton and quantity of iron preaeut,

different from what is obaereed in aeetiona of the aame piece of tiaaue

prepared with n glaaa knife

Having aaoertained the oonditiona, generally, under which the pre*

aenoe of iron ie anooeanfully demonatrated in chromatin, I tried once

more the expenmeats with those tissues which can readilybe fditained

free, at least, from hasmoglobin I found that the reaction came out

definitely and distinctly with the chromatin of the corneal and

cutaneous epithelium, and in the nuclei of the cartilage eella of

Neciwrus Here, as in the other instances, the time required for the

production of the reaction was found to vary greatly, and two prc*

paratioBB from the same organ, e g ,
the cornea, preeented difibreiices

in this respect

1 have snoceoded in obtaining the iron reaction in the chromatin of

the cells of tlie following oigans and tissnes of NectwruB —^testicle,

ovary, gastric and intestinal epithelium, gastric and intestinal glands,

pancreas, hver, kidney, cartilage of tongue and shoulder girdle, the

onianeouB epithelium, the xnesenteno endothelium and oomieotive

tissue, and the musoulans of the intestine I found also the iron

reaction an the chromatin of red, white, and fusiform cells of the

blood

From two human plaoento of about five and Severn woeke respec-

tively, thorough]^ ^ed from haemoglobin before hardenmg, and

having the appoaranoe of bleached linen, I removed portions, which

1 washed carefully with a mixture of alcohol and sulphuno acid to

depnve them of tiaoes of haematan, and subjected them to the action

of warm ammonium sulphide on the elide The nuolm of all the

isolated epithelial cells of such gave a beautifal and intense iron re-

action after ten days Indeed, certain parts of the preparations

reminded one of the lodine-green nuclear stam, but after being three

weeks in the warm oven, the colour became greenish-blaok The
nuclei of the hmmaioblagts in the villi give the iron reaction in twenty-
four hours, and about two tp four days are required to show that the

masses situated in the eosmophilous amosbocytes scattered through
the connective tissue of the vilh also contain iron*

The iron reaction was obtained at the end of two wedn in the ,

nuclei of the epidermal cells of a festal kitten removed at about half

term from the recently killed oat m a way to prevent the absorp-
tion of, or contamination with, hemoglobin.
Treatment of sections of the placenta of the oat with warm

ammonium sulphide also shows, as I expected, that with the passage
of diromatm from the maternal to the festal tissues, there u dso a

• Xo0 p 4B8.
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transference of iron to ttie embryo. At the bam of tfaer ]ilaoe&ial

mnooRa, there are glands whose oeUuJar eletnente paes tfasoni^ a
history not unlike in some zespeots that of the maiDniar7 gland

They proliferate, enlarge i» sise, apparently extrude particles like fat

into the lumen of the gland, and then they undergo ohromatolysis

The masses of chromatin set free can be readily recognised m the

d^hru In some cases the upper wall of the gland is broken through

by the extremity of a villu8» whose elongated epithelial cells now
stretch amoeba-like towards the debrxa^ particles of which they invog-

inate, and among these, chiomatm granules The latter finally reach

the centre of the Tiilns^ and, with the ohromatin obtained trom dis-

integrated maternal endothelial cells, form there a more or less

compact column of chromatin When the embryo measures 25 mm
m length, the amount of chromatin is smaUr but in considerably

later stages it is so abundant that, in stained sections of 30 /s m
thickness, the masses formed of it can be aeon with the naked eye

In the younger placeutm the chi*omatiu gives, with warm ammonium
sulphide, the reaction at the end of twenty-four hours, but the pro-

Bonce of iron is not indicated by hydroohlono acid and potasaio ferro-

cyamde In the older placeutsB, the amd and ferrocyanide mixture

gives the iron reaction with the chromatin masses at once, as does

also the ammonium sulphide, Now, the oliromatin granules in the

dibrvf of the glands at the base of the placentm do not m any case

give a reaction with the acid mixture, while with warm ammonium
sulphide they show the presence of iron after two days From this

it IB to be oonoluded that the chromatin of disintegrated cells mani-

fests more and more readily as time goes on the reaction with

ammonium sulphide, and my experiments with this reagent on de-

generating cells m other organs confirm this conolusion.

Now m such sections the plaoentm, the ohromatin of none of the

ordinary cells gives the reaction, even if the sections are kept for

weeks in contact with warm ammonium sulphide, either in a bottle

or under a covered glass If the cells are teas^ out from one another^

BO that they lie free and separate under the cover, the reaction is

obtaiaed m each in about ten days, and it is as distinct as m the

ohromatin granules in the glandular d6br%$^ or as in the masses in the

central parts of the viUi.

I have also obtained the iron reaction in the ohromatin in the mtes-

tinol cells and the maturing ova of Onusiw, in the nuclei of iha

matunog ova, and of the spermatosoids of Aieans myakniDy and in the

smaller cells of the Jarvm of a species of PhwmmuB found on the

stones m running water in the neighbourhood of Toronto in winter.

The oalls of the soliraiy gland of the latter animal are too huge to

give the seaoiioB readily, and, as I write, it has only now begun to

a^ear in the nnoleolos in which the ohromatin filament ternunatee.
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In the smaller eeilsi the reaotiott seems to differentiate between tfae

obroxnatm and Imin parts of tbe filament.

1 may state also, that by tins method the iron*ho1dtng oomponnd

of tbe muBole-fibre in (htxacua is found to be confined to its dim

bands

1 have repeatedly employed tbe bydrochlono acid and potassic

fernoyanide mixture to show that the green or greenish-black com-

pound resulting in tbe nuclei from the action of ammonium sulphide

IS ferrous sulphide For this purpose, the nuclei, which are rich in

chromatin, eg, those of. the testicular cells and of the immature

ovanan ova in Nectunu, ai« the best Usual )y 1 washed out the

glycerine and sulphide mixture from under the cover-glass by the

addition of a large drop of a mixture of equal parts of glycerine and

water, and, after some hours, when it had run under the cover, a

strip of paper toaching the opposite side drained away a portion of

this A repetition of this process several times left Very little

sulphide, and, very often, few cells under the cover The addition

now of a drop of a mixture of weak hydrochloric acid, and of freshly

prepared potassio femcyanide led to the formation lu the previously

green or greenish-blaok nuclei of a deep asure-bluo colour, strictly

limited to the parts originally affected with the ammonium sulphide.

This reaction is sharp, and oomea out almost immediately, whei*ea8

when hydrochloric acid and potassio ferrooyanide are nsed, the blue

reaction comes out in about half-an-hour, and the colour seems to

diffuse through the nucleus and sometimes into the coll The acid

and fernoyanide mixture I have also employed successfully on tbe

nuclei of the cutaneous epithelium, and of the hepatic, gastric, intes-

tinal, and pancreatic cells of Neeturua, which had previously reacted

with ammonium sulphide In no case was it found that the imme-
diate application of the acid reagent mentioned, or of add ferro-

oyanide solution, gave the slightest reactum with those spedes of

nuclei which required a more or less lengthy contact with ammonium
sulphide m order to develop the iron reaction In every parhonlar

instance referred to, tbe latter reagent had to be employed to decom-

pose the chromatin, and set 'free its iron as sulphide, and the aoid

mixtures then, and then only, gave a deep asure-blue colour

Now it might be urged that this u*on reaction is dne to hfematiii

or an allied iron oomponnd The observations which I ntiw proceed

to detail will, I think, completely meet this Direction

Believing that if iron enters into the composition of the obromatin

of the animal cell, it must be also present in that of the vegetable

cell, I asked Mr Bensley to employ my method m studying thedis^

tribution of irmi in tbe latter. His investigations, so far M they

have gone, have confirmed mine, since he has found that the obro*

matin of the pollen cells of Bumihusi Ouourbiia, nad of ihe
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«ib11b of pollen Mtoe of SyacMhui^ all fixed in aloohol, givoi irith

several days' application of warm ammonium sulphide, under the

cover«glae8, a greeniah-blue or a dark green reaction.

We have observed that the ohromatin of the karjokmetio figures

in the pollen grains of Cttcurbtia shows an intense coloration with

ammomam sulphide. It has, moreover, been found that there is here,

as shown by the application of staining reagents (Ehrlich's hssma-

toxylm and Czokor’s alum oochineal), a diffusion of the chromatin

from one of the two nuclei of the maturing pollen gram into the

pollen cell, and this diffuHion continues till, finally, there is, com-

paratively, little ohromatin left m the shrunken nucleus * While
the diffusion is taking place, the ohromatin is more abundant m the

immediate neighbourhood of the nucleus Now in such maturing

pollen gmins, hardened in alcohol, there is produced by ammonium
sulphide after several days' stay in the warm oven, an iron reaction,

corresponding tn intensity and distribution with the colour produced

by che staining reagents, diffuse in the nucleus, strongly marked in

its neighbourhood, and slightly at the periphery of the cell As the

maturation of the pollen grain progresses, the iron reaction is more
readily obtainable, and, when tho maturation is apparently complete,

the pollen oell gives, with freshly prepared ammonium sulphide, in a

few hours a light gr een reaction which becomes but a shade deeper

after several days' stay in the warm oven

Mr Beusley has also been able to determine with the ferrooyanido

mixture the passage of iron salt along tho bast portion of the flbro-

vascular bundles in the ovary after the opening of the fiower, and ho

has traced these iron salts in sections of the ovary through the raphe

of the ovules up to the boundary line of the latter Beyond this point

the iron salts, if they advance, become hidden or disposed of in such

a way that they no longm* give reactions with acid solutions of potilssic

ferrooyamde or ferricyanide Nor do sections of the ovules show any

ireaotion with warm ammonium sulphide, either under a cover-glass

or m the bottle. Taught by tho expenznents on animal cells, I teased

out with goose-quill points sections of the ovules m ammonium sul-

phide and glyoenne on the slide, so far as to isolate the various pans

of the ovule, and, after keeping the preparation in the warm oven

for three days^ the nuclei of nearly all the separate and individual

cells showed a dark green reaction, which was due to the presence of

iron, as the appheatum of a mtxture of dilute hydroohlono aoid and

potassio ferrioyanide proved. 1 have been able in this way to deters

* A. limilsr diffusion of nuclear tiibitanoe into the poUen cell takes place,

oooording to Btrwburgor, in tboce Augiotpermi in which each pofien gnUn derelopc

aomerous pollen tabec (* BiteimgHber der Nredcrrhein Gefoll, fUr Nstur* god Hetl*

kuode,' Berber, 188S, referred to in Just’s * Botantsohe Jahresbenohta * for that

year).
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miM the pTOsmee of iron in the oheometiki of n Inrge ntonher of

vei|petable cells.

I asked Mr J J MacKensie to undertake the study ol the distri-

bution of iron in fungi and sign, and very enoouraging have been,

so far, the results of his examination He has found, for example,

that lu the gonidta of Cyttopus ecmdidus, hardened in alcohol, the

application of waim aaamomum sulphide and glycerme on the slide

for eight days brings out the presence of four or more blue-greeu,

round bodies, measuring 1 6 ^ in diameter, and corresponding to the

nuclei of the zoogonidia, the rest of the protoplasm of the gonidia

remaining absolutely unooloured The coloured parts gave one the

impression as if the gonidia had been given a purely nuclear stain

-with todine-green Mr MacKcnsie has also observed interesting

results following the employment of ammonium sulphide on some

blue-green algss, which indicate that here also theie is a substance

like chromatin in firm combination with iron

T think that enough has been advanced to show that my view, that

the chromatin of every cell, animal and vegetable, is an iron-holding

compound, is one which is now capable of pi\>of I cannot assert

that it 16 proved as yet, since I am awai*e that that can only be done

after an extensive senes of observatious made and careful work
performed* Mr MacKensie, Mr Bensley, and myself are continuing

the in\ ostigations outlined, and we hope befoi*e long to be in a

position to bring forward an abiuidauce of interesting facts, which

are now accumulating, and of which those given here are examples

1 forego any speculation as to the bearings which my observabons

may have on our knowledge of animal and vegetable metabolism, I

content myself here with referring briefly to the condition m which
the iron present in the chromatin As stated already, I have
found that the hmmoglobm of Amphibia is formed from the diromatia

of the boematoblasts This would seem to indicate that the iron is

attached m the chromatin molecule to an atom-group somewhat like

that of luematin As the oxygen-carrying property of hssmogkbin

18 generally attributed to the presence of the iron lu it, we may ask

ourselves whether tlie ohemiopl processes in the chromatin of the

living cell are due to a constant alternation of the oxidised and
reduced conditions of the iron in the ohromatm molecule As hnmo-
globm results from degeneration or disintegration of chromatuif we
would naturally expect to And in it one or other conditioii speoialiy

prominent The more stable oonditmn is that of oxidstion. It is

possible that m living chromatin the conditions are mere readily

interchangeable, and that therein lies a basis for a theory of those

chemical processes of the dell which are grouped under the term
vital**
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The ob]ect which I have kept in view in the research, the first

lesnlts of which are described lu this paper, has been to ascertain as

far as possible what sabstanoes are reallv present in the watery

extract of fresh mascle, and which of the substances commonly
desi rilied as being present m it are really due to changes taking

place in. the flesh during the processes of analjsis-—^in short which

of the substances obtained from flesh are educts, and which are mere
products therefrom

And, in this investigation, 1 have been on my guard against two

great sources of error, viz —
Iflt Changes produced in the ingredients of the muscle-substance

by chemical agents and chemical or physical forces generally
,
and

2tid]y Changes bi'ought about by bacterial action.

This latter source of error seems to me of extreme importance, since

it IS now well known that profound changes are effected in the oom«
position of such susceptible bodies as flesh through the agency of

Imctena, long before those grosser efiects are produced which lead to

the development of foetid gases, Sdc
,
and which ore oommouiy de-

scribed as “ putrefaction
”

Accordingly, I shall describe my experiments in the order in which

they are canded out, viz —
Ist. Preliminary experiments, which are especially designed to

exclude the first source of error ; and
2ndly Experiments designed so as to exclude, as far as possible,

botli sources of error

Prehmmary MssperimmU

It is well kuown that when kreatimn is kept in a watery solution,

whose reactum is alkihne, at the boiling temperature for a length of

time, the base is gradually converted into kreatine by assunilatiug to

itself the elements of water.

Now, in Liebig’s prooess for preparing kreatme from flesh, the

^lulieal of frihosphonc acid is preeipttated from the watery extract of

the mnsdle-sabstanoe by addition of baryta-water, so long as any
precipitate occurs , one resoli of which treatment is that the liquid

becomes strongly alkaline. It has^ therefore, been snggested that

dtmng tihe oonoentratioxL of the alkaline soluhon any kreatimn oi'igi-



nally presont in the flesh extract would undergo oonTemion into

kroatine, and coneequently that the kreatine which is aitimately

obtained may hare resulted either partly or entirely from a oonrer-

Bion of kreatinin into kreatine^ in short that the kroatine is a mere

from the fieshi not a tme eAuct My first expenment was

designed to test this theory

Expenment I —70 lb. of fresh bntcher^s beef was finely out up by

a sausage maohinef after being froed as far as possible from fat and

bone» and thoroughly incorporated with water by hand-kneading

By means of a specially designed screw-press, which was made for

me by Messrs Farrow and Jackson, the aqueous extract was removed

from the fibre This process was repeated with fresh additions of

water, until four extracts were obtained, each extract being sepa-

rately examined

The albuminoid substances were separated from all the extracts by

beat (about 80*^0 ), moat of Jthe oolonrmg matter being earned down
by the coagulated albumen The filtrates were then concentrated by

evaporation ever steam, until a scum began to form upon the surface,

after which the farther ooncentratien was effected %n vacua over

sniphuno acid, by means of a Carr6*8 freesmg maoliine Ko chemical

agent was added to any of the extracts at any time, until the con-

centration was complete

In each ease the residue obtained by concentrating these extracts

was partly crystalline and pai*tly gelatinous

Complete seiiaration of the orystallme trom the amorphous matter

was readily effected by means of dilute alcohol, which left the crystal-

line matter undissolvod

Finally, by fractional crystallisation from water, the orystallme

matter was resolved into an oiganic and an inorganic substance.

The organic crystals were kreatine

The inorganic salt was acid potassium phosphate, EH1PO4
The results of this experiment prove

—

1st, that kreatme may be obtained from the watery extract of flesh

whose natural acidity has not been chemically neutralised, so that

hydrolytic conversion of kreatinm into kreatine is most improbable

,

and,

2ndly, that the presence of phosphates in solution does not inter-

fere—as has been stated to be the case by some observenh—witb the

crystallisation of kreatine from extract of flesh

Inasmuoh as I am not aware that acid potassium phosphate has

been actually obtained in crystals from the watery extract of omsole

hitherto, I have thought it ^visable to give analytical reeulta which
prove the identity of the suhetanoe *

The Bidt IS much more soluble m water than the kreatme with

winch it u associated, so tiwt the sepmUou of the two substaneoi is
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6MJ, It oooars in bud glistening anbydrons pnstns wuilly mdint*

ing from a common centre. Tbe aqueous solution of these crystals is

acid to litmus and gives a yellow precipitate on addition of silver

nitrate solution This precipitate (AgaPOi) is much increased on

carefully ncntralisiug the liquid with ammouia
When boated the crystals lose water and fuse The fused mass

dissolves slowly m wafer to a nB^dral solution, which gives a white

flooenlent precipitate with silver mtrate (AgPOg)

1 349 grams of the crystals lost 0 1835 gram of H^O on ignition,

cori^ponding with 1.1 602 per cent of the original weight.

According to the equation KH^POi= KPO^ 4* H«0, the crystals

would theoretically lose 13 22 per cent.

0 985 gram of the crystals gave 2 999 grams of AgaPO^, corre-

^
Bponding with 0 680 gram PO4, t e , 69 03 per cent PO4

The filtrate from the AgsP04 was freed from silver by HCl, and
the K in the filtrate converted into K3SO4 by HaSOi, evaporation, dc
The weight of K1SO4, obtained from 0 985 gram of the KH3PO4,

was 0 6652 gram, which coiresponds with 0 2986 gram of potassium,

or 30 31 per cent Ki

The hydrogen in the salt was determined by titration with lime*

water of known strength. 0 112 gram of the salt was ueutmlised by

0 05739285 gram of Ca(H0)3*

According to the equation .SKHsPOi+SCaCHO)! sss Cai(P04)i+

KaP04+6H90, this result indicates 0 00155 gram of hydrogen, or

1 38 pel cent of hydixigen.

These results agree with the formula KH9PO4.

Required for KEsPO^ Found

Lobs of HjO on ignition .

.

13 602

K 28 72 80 31

138
PO. 69 81 69 03

10000 100 72

The prepamtton of pure acid potaMsium phosphate from ihe

watety extract of flesh is especially interesting as showing how a

mere product may be taken for an educt.

It IS well known that Liebig has described jputowtttm oJ^Zorids a« a

oonsiitneut of fresh muscle substance; and no doubt many observers

who have followed out his process for the preparation of kreatine

have obtained cubical crystals of potassinm chloride on treating the

mother liquors from the kreatme with alcohol 1 have myself never
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failed to obtain this salt after the nae ol baryta-water, aa directed by

Liebig

But the action of baryta^water on the watery eolation of KHsPOi
would be represented thus

—

2KHaP04+3Ba(H0)a = Baa(PO*)*+2KHO+4.HaO

And the potaesio hydrate thus praduoed would of course decompose

the hydrochlorides of any organic bases present in the solution,

forming potassium chloride and liberating the bases The KCl,

therefore, would be B,pro(lu>ctj not an educiffrofm the jdesh

Ea^ervment H—Tins was a preliminary experiment made with

50 lb. of butcher’s lieef, in order to ascertain the action of mcrounc

Monde m aqueous solution Briefly summed up, the results wore as

follows —
The addition of a sufficient quantity of mercuric olilorido solution

to the watery extract of fresh beef causes complete and iiistantand^

OUB precipitation of the albuminoid constituents and of the whole of

the colouring matter

The filtrate from the coloured albummous precipitate deposits, on

standing, a spherical mercury salt, isomorphous with the spherical

mercury salt of urinary kimtiuin dosoribed by me m the * Roy Soc

Proo rol 43, pp 493—534

This spherical mercury salt yields a kreatinm isomorphous with

the tabular kreatmm of urine, when subjected to similar treatment to

that described in my paper quoted above

Encouraged by these results, I determined to apply the merouno
chloride method, which 1 had formeily made use ofm examining the

kreatinm of untie, to the examination of the bases in the juioo of

flesh

2nd Eospenme^ts Designed to Exclude Errors due to Bacterial Acftcn,

as well as those due to Ohemteal and Physical Actum,

Before describing these expenments, I will bnefiy indicate some of

the special advantages possessed by what I havo called the mer-

curic chloride method " for the examination of organio bases

The method itself, as applied to the examination of unne, is fully

described m my paper quoted above It enabled me to isolate from
human unue what 1 believe to be the exorementitums kreatinm
which has always been secreted by the human kidney, but whose
pioperties I was the first to describe.

Perhaps the claims of my method to excellence in preparing «n
educi will be best appreciated by comparison with other metbodsy «e

in the following table.
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Methods for Isolation of Ereatinm from Utfne*

2111

I

Ileintc

and PotUinkofer

II

Liebig*

in
Maly

IV

The Author.

Fresh unne neu-
tralMod with lod
lam carbonate,

evaporated to a
nyrup Svrnp ex*

hautlod with aloo

hoi, and alcoholic

sino ohlondeadded

Freeh urine lieu

traliMid with milk
of bme Calcium
chloride added to

complete preoipi

tataon i iltrato

ciaporated till the

ealts oiystalhee

out Zino chlonde
added tothe liquor
Kreatmin xino

ohlonde dueolvcd
in boiling water
and treated with
lead hydrate at

tliH boiling tempo
ratiire Filtrate

evaiiorated

Cnne evaporated
to ij^rd of ita ori-

gin^ bulk Load
acetateadded Fil

trate freed from
leadbyHaS Fil*

Irate neutralieed bv
Bodic oarbonatoam\
precipitated by
mercuno chlonde
Pnnupitate sue

pend^ in water,

and deoompoied by
HtS Filtrate eva

' pointed Beeidue
reciyattilhsed from
alcohol

Fresh unne +
of it« voliimo

of cold saturated
solution of Bodic

acetate, + ith of its

volume of oold

saturated solution

of mercuno chlor-

ide Filter un
mediately Collect

tlie precipitate

which fonna In t)ie

filtrate in 48 hours
Decompose the
Hg salt by HjS
underwater Treat
filtrate witli

Pb(HO)3 at ordi
narv temperature
Kvaporate filtrate

ta vaouo over
H,S04

Product, kreat-

inin mixed with

kreatme

Product, kreatin

m hydroohlonile
Product, ^0

resoent urinary
kveatinin

The following is a brief snmmaiy of the advantages possessed by
the meronno ohlonde method, which render it peculiarly applicable

to the case of such an easily changed substance as fresh znascle —
1 The gortnioidal action of mercuric chloride is so powerful that,

if added in tuffioient quantity, bacterial action is rendered

impossible*

2 It removes from solatioii at once the more pntresoible consti-

tuents of the liquid (albuminoid matters)

3 It precipitates kreatiuin gradually^ so as to allow of separation

of that base as mercury salt, and of subsequent isolation of the

base itself, without any application of beat

i. By removing from solution the pntresoible subBtanooB, it favouiw

the molatum of any bases, which it does not precipitate,

inasmuch as these substances are protected by it from any
danger^ alteration by bacterial action

fibmg time indicated my reasons for adopting the merourio
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chloride meUiod in exftmuung the besea in the juice of flesbf I will

now describe the details of mj eacperimentB, in which both baotenal

action, and change due to chemioal agents have been avoided as far as

possible

The two expenments deecnbed above were made with ordinary

butcher’s meat, and, although the substance was not of course

grossly putnd, I had no precise knowledge of the date of the death

of the animals which supplied it, and consequently no knowledge of

the duration of exposure of the flesh to aerial, te, to bacterial,

influences

I was enabled to overcome this difficulty, and to avoid this uncer-

tainty, by the kind help of Professor G T. Brown, who volunteered to

obtain for me a healthy animal at the Royal VeiennaTy College, and

to allow me to commence my experiments m the chemical laboratory

at that institution

Experiment, commenced at the Foyal Veterinary Oollege

A healthy cow was killed at 10 45 A M on Thursday, January 3,

1889.

1 am indebted to Professor G T Blown for the following account

of the mode m which the animal was killed —“ The cow was killed

by an expert slaughterman from the Metropolitan Abattoirs at

Islington As your object was to free the system from blood as

quickly and completely as possible, the animal was rendered uncon-

scious by a single blow from the poleaxe, and instantly the large

vessels emerging from the front ol the chest wm*e divided The

death of the cow was almost instantaneous
”

Professor Brown examined the internal organs, and assured me
that he had found no trace of oiganio disease in any of them.

The flesh was removed at once from the oaroass, and brought to

me whilst still warm.
After chopping some of it finely, 1 endeavoured to express juice

from it with my specially constructed screw press, but not a drop

could be obtained It, therefore, became necessary to add water to

the macerated muscle.

30 lb. (s: 13 62 kilograms) of the finely-chopped flesh was mxnoed

thoroughly by kneading with the fingers with 5 litres {5 kOograms)
of water This was done at 12 noon January 8. At 8 P.1U on the

afternoon of the same day the expression of the juice was oommenoed,
and was completed at 6 30 p.m , t s ,

rather hu them saosn htmre after

the death of the animal. In all 2500 ox. of a red liquid waa aqaeMd
out, mixed with 3750 o o. of a solation of merouno ohlonda, saturated

at 15*^ C , and filtered immediately* Both precipitate and filtratewere
of course preserved. From thie time onwards ^e snbstattoes obtained
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from tbefld 30 Ibt. of beef were free from all dang^ of iduange by
baotenal action

, and the eonrre from which the extract was made had
been expoeed to bacterial action for only eeren honre. This extract

will be spoken of as portion A ”

The muscle fibre from which the above extract was taken was
left in a porcelam bath all night (the weather was very cold at the

tune), and no more water was added to it

On Friday, January 4, this fibre was again put through the press,

and, although as much as possible had been squeezed out of it on the

previous day, and no more water had been added, an additional

3750 c 0 of a red liquid was obtained

The total volume of liquid obtained from these 30 lbs of flesh

amounted, therefore, to 6250 o o , whilst the volume of water added
was 5000 0 0 Therefore, 1250 oc of actual juice must have been

expressed from 13 62 kilograms of flesh, is, the ]aioe obtained was
about iVth of the weight of the flesh taken^

This second portion of juice was not mixed with portion A, but

2250 0 e of the mercnrio chloride solution was added to it at 1 P M
on Friday afternoon, and it was Altered at once* The precipitate and
filtrate were preserved and labelled ** Portion B ” The utmost

exposure to baotenal action undergone by portion B was twenty*six

hours.

So far there is evidence that one irasult of baotenal action is to

render the muscle substance more fluid

The following four porUons of fledi from the same cow were
extracted with water, and the extracts mixed together m one large

vessel with mercnrio ohlonde solution —
(1 ) 22 Ib, 8 oz + 4 litres of water at 4 p.m on Thursday

January 3, and left all night*

Expressed 5220 c*c. of red liquid (of which 1220 c o , or about

of the flesh, must have been juice) at 3 p u ou» Fn^y, and added

2000 0.0 of figCJ jBolution.

(2 ) 18 lb 12 oz (as 8 576 kilograms) of flesh + 3 litres of water

at 1.30 p It. on Fnday, Jannary A
Exi^essed 3700 o o of red liquid (of which 700 o.c*, or of

weight of the flesh, must have been juice) at 6 p-n, on F^day,
January 4, and added 2000 q.o. of HgCU scdution,

(30 23 lb 8 os. (ss 10 215 kilogAnns of flesh) 4* 3 litres of water

at 4 p.K. Fridiqr*

3000 0 c. of red liquid equeesed out at 8 P.ic. Fnday, and 2000 04^4

of HgClt added.

<40 221b. 8 OE. of flesh + 8800 0 0. of water

^imased 3100 0.0. of red liquid at 9 p.m. on Friday, Januaiy 4,

and mixed with 2000 0.0 of HgCU solution.

' The juioe from these last four portions wsa mixed with the mer*
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oano «!i]oride in cm Tenwl, wd tbt» mixed mrtveot irill be deBoribed

ee ** portion 0 **
Tlie entire weifflit erf fleeh oontnlmting to portion C

nmonnted to 86 lb. 4 oe. (s 39*22 kdogreme), and the duration of expo-

Bore to baoterial action varied from 26 to 34 boura After^atanding a

week, the turbid liquid was Altered. Filtmte and precipitate both

preserved, and labelled Portion G ** Altogether, then, I snereeded

lu working up 116 lb 4 oz , or 52 84 kilos , of lean muBole*6bpo from

the oow.

In thiR paper I shall desenbe only the resnlts obtained from the

examination of the three filtrates after addition of merenne chlonde,

VIZ
,
portions A (exposed 7 hours to air), B (exposed 26 honrB to

air), and C (exposed 34 honre at most)

^y endeavour hRH been to treat these three ftltraies in exactly the

same way as far as possible, fio as to avoid introducing any change in

one of them fay an agency to whose influence the others were not

exposed By these means T efaould feel justiflcd m attributing any

difference between the products obtained to bacterial action upon

the flesh before the addition of the antiseptic merenne chlonde

solution One change took place in all the three solutioxis, viz ,^
very gradual separation of a white precipitate, which appeared

granular macroscopioally, and which consisted of minute spheres of

perfect tmusparency when examined microscopically In short, all

the flltrates gradually deposited a sphencpl mercury salt isomorphous

with the mercury salt of the kreatimn of urme
These precipitates were not Anally separated by flltration until

the liquid had in each case ceased to deposit the spherical compound
The sphenoal precipitate was separated from portion A in April,

1890, washed, dried at the ordinsfry temperature, end weighed. Its

weight was 44 16 grams

The sphenoal oompound was separated from portion B m February,

1891 Its weight was 28*01 grams

The sphencal compound was separated from portion C m Janiuuy,

1890, Its weight was 76 5 grams

The three filtrates from these precijutates all remained perfectly

clear on standing for not \i§& than a week in each case, showing

that the mercuric chloride still in solution had no further power

to cause formation erf insoluble compounds.

It IS remarkable that the prfoipitates from A and B, which orni-

tain the extracts from 30 Ib of flesh, weigh together nearly as

much as the entire precipitate from portion G, which is

from 86 lb 4 oz of flesh This lesser proportioned weight of Hg
precipitate from the portion C cannot be accounted for by the delay

of a week m the filtration of the first preofpitate by mercuric
chlonde, because the sepsratiou of the spherical precipitate is iro

extremely slow in the case of the watery extract of flesh. The et*
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platiaiion of tide dimmaiioa in l^e weight of epbenoal mercniy salt

obtained from portion C must therefore be sought in the more pro-

Jonged expoBUie of the Besh from which this extract was obtained

to bacterial influences

The sphoncal mercury salts obtained as above were decomposed

by HgS nuder water, and the acid filtrates evaporated vorno over

HiSOi at the ordinary temperature In each case crystals woie ob>

lamed isomorphons with the hydrochloi ide of nnnary kreatinm.

These crystals when dissolved lu water yielded acid solutions which

became strongly alkaline when digested with pure load hydrate at

the ordinary temperature On evaporating the alkaline filtrates in

vacuo over sulphnno acid, the 8anM)ns kreatinm formed in each case

anhydrous crystals isomorphous with the tabular ki'eatmm of urine

This sarcuus kreatinm, therefore, differs from the urinary kreat-

imn in yielding anhydrous tables instead of efiloresoent prisms when
prepared without application of heat

It appears, however, that the sart uns kreatinm may be rendered

efflorescent by similar treatment to that which changes tabular

nnnary kreatinm into the efflorescent base, for the washings from the

preoipitate by lead hydrate in soluiioii of hydrochlondo of kreatinm

from portion 0 were evaporated at 60" C , instead of at the ordinary

temperature, and the acid solution was treated with rb(HO)»,

filtered, and the alkaline filtrate also evaporated at 60" G A number
of long transparent neodhs formed, isomorphous with the eifloioscent

kreatinm of unne, and these needles became opnqne when dry On
rediBSolvmg the efflorescent base in water and again evaporating,^

tabular kreatinm separated out,

A farther oomparison of the properties of this saroous kreatinm

reveals additional diflerenoes between this base and the kreatinm of

urine

In the table on p 528, vol 43, of the * Proceedings/ 1 have laid

stress upon the following points in comparing different kreatinms —
Solubility m water and alcohol, properties of platinum and gold

salts, and reduction of OuO, qompared with glnoose

Acoordmgly 1 have especially examined the saroous kroatmm,

obtained as above described, with relation to these particulars

(1 ) Sohthihty %n Water of Sarcouc Kreattmn

4 1995 grams of solution of sarcous kreatimn m water, saturated

at 13 7* C • left, on evaporation, 0 3575 gram of kreatinm

Therefore, 8 8420 grams of water dissolved 0 3575 gram of

kreatmin

Hence, 1 part by weight of kreatinm is dissolved by 10*74 parts hy

weight of water at 13 7*^ C.

TOt. Xn X
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(2 ) BohtbiUty in Alcohol of Soroow Kreaiinin

14 9815 grams oS solation of saroons kreaiinin m alooliol ol sp gr.

0 800, sataiated at 13 7® 0 , left, on eyaporation^ 0 0306 gram of

kreatinin

Therefore, 14*9510 grams of alcohol dissolrod 00305 gram of

sarcona kreatimn at 13 7® 0
Hence, 1 part of kreatimn disaolvea in 490 2 parts of alcohol at

13 7® C.

(3 ) pTopertiei of the Platinum Salt of Sarcoua Kroahmn

When sarcona kreatimn la diasolTod m dilute hydrochloric aoid,

and a solution of platmio chloride added, an orange-coloured platinum

salt separates out m crystals on ovaporation over sulphuric acid

This platinum salt resembles that of urinary kreatimn in containing

2 inola of water of crystallisation, which are expelled at 100*^ C

,

leaving the anhydrous salt as a lemon-yellow mass.

2 8577 grama of air-dned platinum salt of sarcoua kreatimn lost

0 1567 gram of water at 100® G ,
becoming 2 7010 grama of

anhydrous platinum salt

These numbers correspond with a loss of 5 47 per cent H|0

Required for

S(C4HfN«0 HOI) PtCh 2HtO Round

5 34 per cent HaO. 5 47 per cent HaO

In calculating the percentage composition of the platinum salt of

saroouB kieatimn, 1 have adopted the followmg atomic weights *

—

0 5= 12, H = 1, N = 14, O = 16, Cl = 35 6, Pt » 1944

0 5288 gram of platinum salt of sarcona kreatimn, dried at 100^ C

»

left, after ignition, 0 1628 gram of platinum,

Aooording to these numbers, the dry platinum salt contains 30 76

per cent of platinum

Required for

2(04H7NaO HOI) PtC!l4 Found.

30 69 per cent Pt 30 78 per cent Pt

Dotermdnahon of the Boluhihty %n Water of the Platinum BaU of

Barcoue Kreahmn

3 942 grama of solution of the platinum salt of sarcous kreatinin m
wat^r, saturated at 15® C., left, on evaporation at 100* C ,

0^18?

gram of dry platinum salt

Aooording to these numbers, 22 6 parts by weight of water dKiolve

1 part by weight of the platinum salt.
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4 Frcperhei th» Gold Salt of 8areou$ KtoaUnin,

When saroouB tabular kreatimn is diasolved m diluted hydro*

rhlono aoid, and the solution mixed iN^itb one of aunc chlonde, a
splendid gold salt orystathaes out, on evaporation over sulpbunc acid,

in glistening yellow plates, which are permanent in the air and lose

no weight at 100° 0

0 1060 gram o^ the gold salt of sarcons kreatinin, having been

dried at 100° C , left on ignition 0 0465 gram of gold, equivalent

to 43 66 per cent of An

Bftqnirad for

C4H7N3O HCl A11OI3 Found

43 46 per cent An 43 66 per oent An

In the above calculation, the following atomic weights wore

employed —
H = l, C = 12, N = 14. 0 = 16, 01 = 355, An = 1968

The gold salt of sarcons kreatimn differs from the gold salts of all

the nnnaiy kroatinins, described by me in Jane, 1887, in that it is

completely dissolved by ether

However, during evaporation of its ethereal solution, even at the

ordinary temperature, the salt undergoes decomposition, and a

mixture of nunc chloride and tho hydrochlonde of sarcons kreatinin

crystalliBOB out

S Rednetion of Cupnc Oxide in Boiling Alkaline Sohttxon hy Sarcofts

Kreatinin^ compared mih that of Qlnooee

0 1 gram of saroous kreatinin was dissolved in 50 c c of water

14 2 G«c of this solution decolorised 40 c c of Pavy-Fehling soln-

tion, t e , 0 0284 gram of kreatimn reduces as much cupnc oxide

as 002 gram of glucose Therefore 10 grams of G«HisO« are

equivalent in reducing power to 14 2 grams of CiHtNsO There-

fm 4 mols of glucose = 9 mols of sarcous kreatimn,

for 10 • 14-2 180 • 266 6

= C.H„0|

and 720 : 1017 • 180^254 25

= 4 X (0,HiA)180 = 9 X113(0^30)

The differences between tho properties of the saroous and urinary

tabular kreatmins will be apparent at a glance when arranged in a
taUe^ aafoUews:—
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Companaon between Sarcoua and Urinary Tabniar Ereatinins

Tftbular breaUiiiii

of unne

Solubility III wa
!
1 m 10 78 at ir C

ter

Solubility in al-

cohol

Properties of J
platinum salt*^

1 m 862 at XT'" C

Contains

2 mole HaO

Solubility 1 m 14

1

at 10^ 0

UncbanfSed by
ether

Properties of

gold salt

Reduction of

CuO, compared 4 mols C4ITtNjO
with that of

I

2 uiols glucose

glucose

Tabular kreatmin
from urinary

kreatme
Sarcous kreatmin

Im 10e8atie6*’C' luil074rtia.7*C

1 maSlBt I8 5°C 1 in 400 Satis 7*0

Coiittune

2 mols HjO
Contams

2 mols H3O

Solubility i in 24 4
at 15^ C

Solubility 1 m 22 6
atXS^C

Decomposed by
ether

Soluble in ether

Decomposed on
evaporation

6niols C«H;N30»
2 mols glucose

9 mols 041^^30 B
4 mols glucose

Besides tbe difTerenoes apparent in the above table, it will be

n‘memb©red that sarcous kreatuiiti appears in the effloroscent form

only after its solntion lias been kept at 60^ C for some time ,
whereas

the natural kroatinm of unne, when ptepared most carefully without

heat, IS always efflorescent (O4H1N3O 2UaO)
Also the tabular crystals formed by saroous kreahnm are not so

large as those formed by the tabular kreatmin of unne.

Having thus isolated and examined a sarcous kreatmin by the

morouric chloride method, my attention was turned m the next place

to the examination of the filtered solutions from which the gphenoal

mercury salts of the saicous kreatmin had been separated Tfaeao

filtrates were three in number, viz
,
from portions A, B, and 0 In

each case, the filtrate was allowed to stand for at least a week, m
order to ensure that it remained perfectly clear this having been

asoertaiued, my nest endeavour was to separate the merouno ohlonde

from the solutions, if possible, without adding any i^agent to them

which would be likely to alter the orgauio oonstituenta during subse-

qnent evaporation

Finally, I effected this separation by means of pure lead hydrate,

Pb(HO)„ When lead hydrate is added in excess to solution of

mercuric ohlondo, a yellow sabstanoe rematns undissolved, and, on
filtering after a short time, the filtrate la found to bo puw water, all

tiuces of lead, mercury, and chlorine remaining in the undisaolved

niatter Here, then, was a method which removed the HgCU mth*
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onfc adding anything to the solnhon* Pare lead hy^te waa aooord-

ingly added to all throe filtrates

In portion A more time was required to remove all meronnc
chloride from the solution than in the case of portions B and C«

Load hydrate was first added to portion A in Apt il| 1890 , and,

although more load hydrate was stirrod in from time to timo, the

solution was not freo from mercury until March 231^, 1891 It was
then filtered and evapoinited

The filtrate (portion A was that which was extracted within seven

hours of tho death of the animal) was evaporated first over steam,

then on a hot copper plate at (K)*’ C No brown colour was developed

m the solution during the concentration by heat, but it remained

colourless, even when reduced to a syrup This concentrated liquor

was left standing over satphuno acid

No krcatme crystals were formed in portion A, but a numbet of

octahedral crystals separated out These crystals contain potassium,

cfalonue, and much nitrogenous organic matter Their solution docs

not respond to Engel’s test for kreatine with mercuric chloride and

potassium hydrate

The aqueous solution of these crystals is neutral to litmus When
heated, the crystals lost 14 7 per cent of their weight, leaving a

black ash consisting of potasatum chloride, entangling carbon I

have a large quantity of these octahodi'al crystals, and I hope soon to

submit thein to complete analysis and investigation. No PO4 was

found m this part of portion A
In the case of portion B, tho separation of the merouno chloride

from the solution by lead hydrate was completed in three weeks

The filtrate was evaporated over steam Only slight darkening of

colour took place during concentration The yellow syrupy hqaid

deposited crystals on standing The syrup was mixed with alcohol

(in which the czystals did not dissolve) and filtered. Tho orystallme

matter was washed with dilute alcohol, dried, and weighed, its

weight was 2 24 grams Having been weighed, the crystals were

redissolved and recrystallised, when they were found to be pure

EHsPOi. No kreatine crystals ooa}d be detected The alcoholic

liquor was, of course, preserved for further examination

In the cose of portion C, six weeks’ digestion with lead hydrate

removed the mercuno chloride from the filtrate from the aphertoal

merouiy salt of the saroons kroatimn The liquid was filtered from

the mixed lead and mercury precipitate, and concentrated by eva-

poration over steam and then at 60*^ C
Unl&e portions A and B, portion C became extremely dark-

coloured dunng evaporation, and the product was a brown jelly,

eutangUng much crystalline matter

Tbs residue was well stirred with dilute alcohol nntU only the
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crystals remamed aadiBsolfiid* The clooholio Hqiior was then

filtered The filtrate was preserred, and tiie otystals^ haruig been

drained and washed with aloohol, were TeciystaUised from watery

solution* The reorjatalliBod product was evidently kreatine» and its

weight was 16 63 grams This kreatiue was once more reorystallised

from water, and 0 2430 gi*am of the product (air-dried) was kept at

100** C tiU its weight was couslant The previously txansparent

crystals became opaque during this treatment, and lost 0 0290 gfvam

of HaO, or 11 93 per cent, of their weight Kreatme, CaHaNiOa HaO,

loses 12 08 per cent at 100° C
Therefore, the portion of the extract of meat prepared from flesh

which had been most exposed to bacterial action became brown

during evaporation and deposited crystals of kreatme in abundance,

whilst the portions first extracted gave no kreatme, and did not

become brown during concentration

It will bo well to summarise these results m tabular foim.

Portion A.

Weight of flesh taken

Exposure to air before HgCb added •

.

Volume of cold saturated HgCU added •

Weight of sphencal Hg salt of kroatinm

Time roqunnd to remove HgCh by
Pb(HO)*

Darkening of colour during evaporation

by heat of filtrate after Pb(HO)s • •

.

Kreatme obtained ,

Crystalline product . .

30 lb (13 62 kilograms)

7 hours

3760 cc.

44 16 grams

II months

None
None
An octahedral com-

pound

Portion B

Weight of flesh (second extract from
same portion of flesh as A)

Expoaura to air before HgCl^ added. . .

.

Volnmo of HgCly solution .added

Weight of sphencal Hg salt of kreatinm

Time required to remove UgCla by
Fo(nO),

Darkenmg of colour during oonceutration

Kreatme obtained

CTjataliine product

30 lb (13 62 kilognons)

26 hours

2260 CO
31 68 grams

S weeks

Very slight

None
KH.P04
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Partion C*

Weight of flesh

Earposnro to air before HgCU
Volume of HgCls solution

Weight of spherical Hg salt • , • •

Time required to remove HgCU
Darkening of colour dnnng evaporation

Ereatme obtamed

86 lb 4 OSB.

34 hours

8000 o 0

76 5 grams

6 weeks

Very great

16 63 grams

The deductions which 1 am mohned to draw from these results

are —
1 That kreatine is not present in fresh muscle substance, but that

it IS a product of bactoml action upon some constituent t>f

the flesh

2 That the source of kreatine obtained from flesh is either the

sarcouB kreatinin or sotuo closeljr-allied substance

3 That saroous kreatimn is probably a true ** edaeU** t e
,
is really

present in the fresh muscle-substance
, but, having regard to

the extremely slow separation of its mercury salt, it is just

possible that it may result from gradual changes efleoted in

some closely allied substance by the prolonged action of solu-

tion of mercuric chloride

In conclusion, I will briefly record some experiments which I have

made to ascertain whether kreatine may be converted into other bases

by tbo prolonged action of meronne cblonde in aqueous solution at

the ordinary temperature It is commonly asserted that aqueous

solution of kreatine is not acted upon by morcuric cblonde This

statement, however, requires modification It is true that there is

no instantaneous action, but, after standing for 24 hours, a slight

cloud forms in a mixed aqueous solution of kreatine and meronrio

chloride. This precipitate increases week after week, and month
after month, and is the mercury salt of kroatinm (spherical)

0*$ gram of pure kreatine, dissolved in 70 c.o of water and mixed

with 20 c c of cold saturated solution of mercuric ohlonde,

deposited in the course of five months 0 7591 gram of spheri-

oal mercury salt of kreatimn, from which a tabular kreatmin

was obtamed in well-formed crystals This tabular kreatmin

formed a beautiful gold salt, which left, on ignition, 43 63 pmr

cent of gold,

Bequired fur C|HtN80.HC1 AuCli, 43*46 per cent Au
This gold salt resembled that of the tabular kreatimn obtauned

iVom unoary kreatine by Liebig^s prooesa, in being dfioompogei hy

afW, AuGl* being disaolved and die kreatmin hydrochloride left
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It 18 certain that tbiB oonyeriioc o{ Icreatine intokreatmin does

not take place when meroono chloride la added to the watery extract

of flesh—

1 . Booaase abundance of kreatme is obtained after this treatment,

as in portion C
2 Because the kreatmin obtained from flesh differs in properties

from the one obtained by action of HgOa upon pare kreatme,

the gold salt of the former kreatmin being soluble in ether,

and decomposed only during evaporation , whilst the gold salt

of the latter is insoluble in ether, but is at oiioe decomposed

thereby

** Contributions to the Chemistry of Clilorophyll No IV.” By
Edward Sohunok, F.B.S. Received June 16,—Read

June 18, 1891.

Action of AlkaUc on Phyllooyamn (canhnuation) —In Parts I and III

of this memoir 1 gave nn account of the action of aqueous alkahs

on phyllocyanin, and of the products thereby formed,* By the action

of oausitc alkali in a state of fusion phyllocyanin undergoes a more

profound decomposition, leading to the formation of several prodnots,

one of which I shall now describe

When caustic potasli lye to which phyllocyanin has been added is

boiled down nearly to dryness a groan mass is left which still contains

phyllocyanin, for on dissolving a little of it in water, adding an excess

of acetic acid, and shaking up with ether, a solution is obtained

which shows the spectrum of phyllocyanin On heating the green

mass to near the point of fusion its colour suddenly changes to

brown, and the phyllocyanin is now completely altered In order to

ensure complete decomposition water is added, and the solution is

then boiled down, and the residual mass again heated to near the

point of fusion The mass is then dissolved in water, and to the

reddish-brown solution there is added an excess of acetic acid, which

gives a voluminous brown prempitato The whole is now shaken up
with ether without any previous filtration The ether dissolves a
portion of the precipitate, acquiring a red colour, and, having been

separated in the usual manner, is slowly evaporated Pnnng evapo-

ration the solution deposits a dark-brown mass, winch is filtered off

and treated with boiling alcohol The latter acquires a red oolonr,

leaving behind a good deal of impurity, which is filtered off On
adding zinc acetate to the filtrate a brown precipitate falls, while the
liquid acquires a bright purple colour. The latter after Stratum is

• *R*V,Soc Froo,’ToLS9,p865,siidwfl,44^ppM^^
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eTApmted Dnnng eyaporation it d6poBit4i an amorphous red powder,

which IB filiered off and washed with a httle cold alcohol This red

powder ib a smc oomponnd , when burnt it loaves a residue of zinc oxide

On being treated with hot alcohol to which a little hydrochloric

acid IS added the powder dissolves, yielding a enmson solution, which

after adding water and shaking up with ether divides into two layers,

an upper brown ethereal one and a lower one which ib acid and has a

bright enmson colour The two liquids having been separated, the

upper one is found to leave on evaporation a brown amorphous

reflidue, while the lower one, after partial evaporation, gives with

water a brown preoipifate Tbe latter, having been filtered off, is

dissolved m boiling alcohol
, the alcoholic solution deposits on staml-

ing fine lustrous crystalline needles

The propeiiies of the substance prepared as jnst described are as

follows —In mass it appears plum«coIoared, and shows much lustre

Under the microscope it is seen to consist of small, regular, pnsmatic

crystals, which are reddish-brown by transmitted light Heated on

platinum it melts to a brown mass, which on being further heateil

bums, leaving much charcoal When heated in a tube it gives oft

fumes, but yields no crystalline subhnnate It is soluble in boiling

alcohol and other, the solution having a red colour inclining io

crimson It is also soluble in chloroform, but insoluble in carbon di*

sulphide even on boiling It dissolves m glacial acetic acid and in

conoentratod hydiochlonc acid, the solutions exhibiting a fine enmson
colour The solutions show well-defined absorption bands, but their

spectra differ tnter se , those of the alcdhohc and ethereal solutions

are nearly alike, but that of the solution m hydrochlonc acid is very

different The spectra are remarkable for the entire absence of bands

at the red end, but they need not be further described, as they are

represented on the plate accompanying this paper

I give DO name to this substance, as it may possibly turn out to be

identical with one or other of the bodies obtained by Hoppe-Soyler

as products of the action of oaustio potash on his oblorophyllan,* one

of which ho has named dichromatic acid,*' while to another he

applies the term “ phylloporphyrin,” I may state that the spectrum

of the hydrochlonc acid solution of my substance corresponds exactly

with that of a purple^ooloured solution (containing unfortunately

very httle substance) labelled ** phylloporphynn,'* which I owe to the

kindness of Dr Schuohardt, of Qoerlitz The yield of my substance m
relation to tbe quantity of phyllooyamn employed is exceedingly atnall,

S8 the account of my meth^ of prepanng and pnnfying it would,

indeed, lead one to conclude. Large quantities of one or more other

sttbstances are formed at the same time, but, being brown, amoj^houa,

and humus-like, they do not invite examinalaoii.

* *Zeito f Fbyskd. Cheni ,* vol 4^ Heft 8
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This may, 1 thmk, be a luitable place for a few remarlu on Ibe

somewhat altered senee in which I nse the terma phyllooyaun and

phyllozantbin, namee bestowed by Fremy on what he supposed to be

constitaents of chlorophyll In his first memoir on the green coloor-

ing matter of leaves Fremy* maintamed that by acting on chlorophyll

with a mixture of ether and hydroohlono acid he had caused it to

split up into two colouring matters, one of which passes into the

acid, imparting to it a bright blue colour, while the other diBsolves tn

the ether, which it colours yellow, the two togethei oausiug by their

combined presence the ordinary green colour of leaves and otheET

organs 1 need not here refer to the fact, suifioiently manifest to any

one who has paid attention to the subject, that Fromy was m error

in 8ap}>08ing that his two colouring matters pre-existed as auob in

the oells of plants, and was not aware that they were, in part at least,

products of the decomposition of chlorophyll 1 merely wish to

remark that the author's two colouring matters must have been,

considering the mode of preparation employed, mixtures of several

sabstances, some of which, so far as we know, are not in any way
connected with chlorophj II, using the latter teim in the stricter scmae

as being the suhstauco to which the green colour of leaves, &o , is due

At the same time I thmk it right to say a few words to justify myself

in retaining Fremy's names, and at the same time applying them m
a somewhat different sense Returning to Fremy'a first experiment

with ether and hydrochloiic acid, I think I have proved, by what is

stated in the first part of this memoir, that the author’s blue liquid

is m fact a solution m hydroohlono acid of a substance which is a

product of decompoBitiou of chlorophyll This substance I coll phyllo-

cyauin It is a weak base, forming with acids unstable compounds
of a blue colour, Fremy's phyllocyanin being in fact such a compound
It also combines with bases, though not without at the same tune

undergoiug a change, a descnption of which is contained in the thurd

part of this memoir f To have given it another name would prob-

ably have led to misundorstaudiug on the part of those not specially

cotivei*sant with the subject, and to confusion m its terminology. A
similar instance of the retention of name presents itself m the case of

the alkaloid berbenu The berbenn of die original discoverer was
subsequently found to be the hydrochloride of a base which then

retained the name berbenu, though not identical with the original

substance so called In his second memoir;^ Fremy takes quite

another view of the constitution of chlorophyll Having acted on
chlorophyll in alcoholic solution with caustic baryta he obtamed an
insoluble compound, which he called phyllooys^te of baryta, and

* *Oomptsi Bendus/ toL 60, p 405

t ' Boy Soo. Pros toh 44,*p. 448

) *OofflptaiB«iidiu/ td 61, p IBB*
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wliioh hf deoompoBitKm witfa acid yielded phyllooyamo acid, while

bts pbylloxanthm remaiued diecolred m the aloohoho liqaid, and wae
left behind on evaporation in yellow or red oiystals resembling bi-

chromate of pofcash This process the author oonsiders to be one of

sapoiufioation, ohlorophyll itself being a species of fat, which by the

action of bases splits up, the process being described by him as

follows — La ohlorophylle, e8p6ce particnlidre de corps gras colors,

4proave done par Taction des bases fmorgiqaes uue sorte de saponifica-

tion dont la phylioxanthine, corps neutre janne, seraat la glycerine, et

Tacido phyllocyaniqne serait Taoide gras colors en vert blen&tre’’

The process may, however, be explained m a simpler manner « On
coming into contact with caustic liatyta chlorophyll simply combines

with the latter foiming an insoluble compound, and is again set at

liberty by a strong acid, but is at the same time decomposed by the

acid yielding phyllocyanm, the so-called phyllocyanic acid being

simply identical with the latter The properties of his acid, as de-

sciibed by the author, are just those of phyllocyanm m my sense of

the term It is hardly necessary to lefer here to Fremj's third

memoir,* in which he eDdeavom*s to prove that the colourmg matter

of leaves is a mixture of phylloxanthin and phyllocyanate potash, of a

conclusion even less probable than those previously arrived at

As ^gards Fremy’s phylloxanthin, it is evident that it must, con-

sidering the method of preparation employed, have consisted of

several more or less yellow substanoes, some of which may have been

present as such in the solution of chlorophyll taken, while others were

formed by the action of the hydrochloric acid on the chlorophyll in

solution In ius first memoir Fremy states that his phyJloxantlbn is,

in bis opinion, identical with the yellow colouring matter of leaves

developed in the dark as well as that of yellow autumnal leaves

Whether the colour of etiolated and that of faded leaves is due to the

same Babstance, and whether the latter is identical with the yellow

colourmg matter which always aooompaniee ohlorophyll in healthy

gieen leaves is unoertam, but there can be no doubt that the latter,

the constant companion ot ohlorophyll, was present inFromy's phyllo-

xanthin solution Though still an imperfectly known substance,

its general properties have been ascertamed, and it is now usually

called xantfaophylL In his second memoir Fremy gives a description

of has phylloxanthin, from which it is evident that the substance

obtamed by hia new process was identical with Hartaen’s chrysophyll

and Bougarel's erythrophyll, a body yielding beautifhl red crystals,

giving solutions of a deep yellow colour, and apparently present in

all grann leaves. This then is the second constituent of Fremy's

phylloxanthin, but tiiore is yet a third, which, though overlooked by

that chemist, must have b^n pi^esent along with the two others, at

e • Comptei Bsndui,* tcA. 84^ p 988.
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least vhon the ptoceaB first described, using ether wad hj^roohlorio

aoid, was employed ;
and it is this, following the example of Tsohireh,

thafc 1 propose to call phylloxanthinm the stricter sense, inappropriate

as the term is in some respects

Phylloxanthin is a product formed along with pbyllocyanin by the

action of strong acids on chlorophyll, and is left dissolved m ether

when to an ethereal solntion of the two concentrated hydrochloric

acid IB added, the phyllocyanm passing into the acid When the

process described in the firat part of this memoir, the first stage of

which consists in passing hydrocblonc acid gas into an alcoholic

extract of leaves, is employed, the xanthophyll, ohryaophyll, and any

other colonnng matter that may be present remain in eolation, while

the phyllocyanm and phylloxanthin formed by the action of the acid

are deposited along with some fatty matter

Having thus explained the sense m which the terms phyllocyanm

and phylloxanthin are employed m this memoir, I will now proceed

to give an account of the mode of preparation and properties of

Phjlhfranthin

Although the quantity of this substance formed by the decomposi-

tton of chlorophyll wiLh acids is much larger than that of tbe

phyllocyanm accompanying it, its preparation m a state of punty is

much more difficult, and the product even at the best is never free

from impurities of a fatty nature

The olive-green ethereal solution containing phylloxanthin, after

being separated from the lower acid one containing phyllocyanm, and

shaken up with concentrated hydrochloric acid, so os to remove any
of the latter substance that may be present, is left exposed to the air

m shallow vessels, so as to allow the greater part of the ether to

evaporate, when it loaves a quantity of matter m dark brown cakes

floating m an acid liquid. The latter having been removed, the

cakes are washed with water, and then left to dram on paper That
the mass thus obtained contains, besides colouring matter, a large

quantity of fat is evident, for jm rubbing a small portion between the

fingers it softens, and it melts completelym boiling water The fatty

matter may, to a groat extent, be removed by treating the mixture
with concentrated hydrochloric acid, m which the colouring matter
after a time dissolves leaving the fatty matter behind , but the former
undergoes a change by this treatment, and is no longer unalterec

phylloxanthin, as I shall show further on By the action of atkalts,

too, a change is effected, so that it is necesBury to use other solventa
for the purification of phylloxanthin For thyi purpose the emde
Bubstanoe from the ethereal solution is first dissolved in a small
quantity of chloroform, and the solution is then mixed with several
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its volume of alcohol and left to stand, urhen it depoBits a great

part of the phjllozanthiii, much of the fatty matter being left m
Bolution

The deposit is then filtei^d off, washed with alcohol, dned, and
dissolved in boiling glaoutl aootic acid This solution on cooling

and standing yields a copious deposit of phylloxanthm, which is

filtered off and may again be dissolved in boiling glacial acetic amd
The second deposit is filtered off, washed with alcohol, and dissolved

in hot ether The ethereal solution is then slowly evaporated in

beakers Daring evaporation a dark mass is deposited, wluch after

about three-fourths ot the ether have evaporat^ is filtered off and
redjBsulved in ether The ethereal solution is evaporated, and the

portion which first separates out is filtered off as before This process

may be repeated several times if it is thought necessary The quantity

finally obtained after this lengthy pxooess is, of coarse, relatively

small Unfortunately, too, it is after all not absolutely pare
, it

oontains fatty matter, as may be easily ascertained by treating a little

of it with moderately strong boiling mtnc acid, when the colouring

matter is decomposed and dissolved, leaving the fatty matter, which
floats about in the boiling liquid in oily dixips There is no reason,

however, to suppose that this oontamination with fatty matter inter*

fores with the reactions of the substance, so far at least as its behaviour

to vanouB solvents and the colour or changes of colour which it

presents are concerned Tho properties of phylloxanthm resemble

those of pbyllooyanm so closely as to load to the conclusion that

the two snUtances must be closely related, that they are perhaps

isomenc, and that possibly one of them might be converted into the

other by some process still to be discovered In the following descrip-

tion, therefore, I shall refer only slightly to those properties which

the two substances possess in common
When prepared in the way above described and then dned phyllo-

xanthin appears dark green, almost blaok, thus differing from phyllo-

cyanin, which always shows a dark indigo-bluo colour It is

amoiphons, even under the microscope, though it may occasionally be

obtamed by very slow evaporation of its ethereal solution m small

rosettes, which are mst-colonred by transmitted light When a very

minute portion is placed on a glass slide, then moistened with ether

under a oover-glass, it is seen to resolve itself under the microscope

into a number long whip-hke filaments and pseudo-orystalhne

needles, maob carved and twisted, which are brown by transmitted

light Chloi'ophyllan, according to Hoppe-Seyler, shows the same

behaviour nnder the microscope

Phylloxanthm is soluble in boiling absolute alcohol, but a great

port separates out again on the solution cooling as a granular

amotphous deposit It is more soluble ui ether, carbon disulphide,
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besiBol, and aniline than in alcohol ; it also dmolTce in ligroia, bet

the best solvent is chloroform. These solntions are less distinctly

l^en, and more brown, than those of phyllocjramn
;
they are floor*

esoent, and when dilate exhibit a marked reddish tinge, of which

nothing 18 seen in the case of phyllocyanin Tbe ethereal sotntion

shows fivo bands closely resembling those of phyllocyanin, as regards

both position and relative intensity, with this difference, however, that

the first and second bands lie farther away from tbe red end than

with the latter, while the space between the fourth and fifth bands

IS so maoh darkened that when the solution is concentrated the two

bands appear as one When the ethereal solution is shaken up with

concentrated hydrochloric acid, the latter remains colourless, unless

phyllocyanin is present, when it acquires a blue colour It would,

however, be a mistake to suppose that if, on standing, a blue oolora-

tion makes its appearance in the lower liquid, the presence of phyllo-

oyaninis indicated, for by the action of hydrochlono aoid phylloxanthm

undergoes a change whereby it becomes soluble in the acid, leaving

the ether m which it was previously dissolved That this is the case

IS evident from the fact that the blue coloration commences where

the ether and the acid are in contact, and extends from above down-

wards

Fbylloxanthin, like phyllocyamh, may be heated for several hours

at 130^ without undergoing any change, but at 160” decomposition

oommences, and at 180” the substance is oompleioly decomposed,

yielding a charred mass, which is entirely insoluble m chlor^orm

When heated on platinum phylloxanthm bums with a luminous

flame yielding a bulky charcoal, which bums away with difilculty,

leaving a little dark-coloured ash , this aah oonsistB of feme oxide.

Since all tbe specimens of phylloxanthm I have prepared leave on

burning more or less feme oxide, the presence of the latter cannot

be altogether accidental Those who maintain that iron in some form

or other is an essential oonstituent of chlorophyll may not be sur*

prised at its being found m one of tbo products of the decomposition

of chlorophyll
,
but it is difficult to understand why the iron, if origi-

nally present, should not have been removed during the treatment

with hydrochloric acid and aoetio acid to which the product was Bnb*>

xmtted, and should still be present after repeated solution of the sub*

stance m ether

On adding a little mtno acid to a saturated solution (rf pbyQo*
xaathm in glacial aoetio and the colour of the solution changes to a
deep yellow; the solution deposits nothing on cooling ; it gives with
water a brown flocculent precipitate, the filtrate horn wHch is

yellow, and shows no abso^tion bands, while the preoipitete after

washing dissolves m aloohol, giving a yellow solution which shows
absorption bands, and leaves on evaporatioa a yellow itfitfle aanorph-
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oQji residne Chromio acid ada in a aimilar manner Treated iritli

boiling ooncentrated nitno amd, phylloxanthm is deoompoBed, a
quantity of yollow semi-fased fatty matter being left behind, the

filtrate leaves on evaporation a oryatalline residue, oonsisting mainly

of oxalic acid

A cblorofomno eolution of phylloxanthin when exposed to sunlight

in a loosely stoppered bottle gradually becomes paler, and at last

almost oolourlesB No difference m tbe rapidity of bleaching could

be observed when a solution of phyliooyanin of as nearly as possible

the same strength was exposed to the action of light along with the

solution of phylloxanthin The process is doubtless one of slow oxi*

dation under the influence of light

On adding a httlo bromine to a ohloroformio solution of phjllo-

xanthin the colour of the latter changes to a bright grass-green,

resembling that of ohlorophyll solutions, but its spectrum differs

from that of chlorophyll, as well as from that of phylloxanthin ,
it

shows one very broad band, extendmg over a groat part of the red

and the whole of the orange, with a faint band in the green, and an

indication of one uenrer the blue, together with much obscuration at

tbe blue end The solution loaves on evaporation a little amorphous
residue, winch is purple by reflected, and dark green by transmitted,

light, and contains bromine On adding an excess of bromine to a

ohloroformio solutiou of phylloxanthin the colour of the solution

obanges to a deep yellow, but it still shows a band in the red

On treating phylloxanthin with ooncentrated hydrochloric acid in

the cold no change takes place at first, but after some time a great

part of the substance dissolves, yielding a dark greenish-blue solu-

tion, while part remains nndissolvod as a green fatty niaBs, which

may be separated hj filtration through asbestos The filtrate appeaip

sli^tly more green than a eolation of phyllocyanin in hydroohlono

amd, but it shows nearly the same spectrum as the latter, though the

blinds of which it consists are far less distinct and well marked The
solution, when shaken up with ether, imparts no colour to tho latter,

behavingm this respect like a splation of phylloqyamn, which shows

that phylloxanthin by treatment with hydroohlono acid undergoes

some change Nevertheless, when the product of the action is pre-

apataied^m the aoid solution by water the precipitate, after filter-

ing off and washing, dissolves in ether, yielding a solution which

shows the colour and absorption spectrum of a solution of pbyllo*

xanthin Tho precipitated product dissolves also in glacial acetic

amd boiling, and the solution on oobling deposits a portion which,

when filtered off and dned, appears dark blue, like phyllocyanin, and

when viewed under the microscope shows the same indistiaotly

cryateUme form as the latter. Inall other respects, however, it gives

tbe ssane reactions as phylloxanthin, so that it is oertain no trans-
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formation mto phyllooyanin is effooted by the aotioB of aoid The
bebavioar of phylloxanthm to oonoentrated Bulphnno acid oloaely

resembles that jast described

When onpnc acetate is added to a eolation of phyllozanthin in

boiling glacial acetic acid the solnhon becomes dark green, and a

compound is formed very eitmlar to that which phyllooyanm yields

when treated in the same way The solution, on cooling and stand-

ing, gives a dark-coloured deposit, which, after filtering off and treat-

ment with dilute hydrochloric acid, so as to remove any excess of

cupric acetate that may be present, is redissolved in boiling glacial

acetic acid From this solution the compound crystallises out in

small scales, which are purple and Instrons by rofieoted light and

pale green by transmitted light It closely resembles the oorre-

spondiiig phyllocyanm compound, its solutions show the sameabsoip-

tion speotrum as those of the latter, though they have less of a blue

tint, and appear more green When the same experiment is made
using zinc acetate instead of cupno acetate no change of ooloui

tabes place, and the acetic acid solution on cooling deposits nnaltered

phylloxanthin , m this respect the two substances show a marked dif

ference, since phyllooyanm yields a double compound with zmo and

acetic acid, as described m Pai t 1 of this memoir
When ferrous oxide and argentic oxide aro employed along with

phylloxanthin and acetic acid compounds are formed similar to those

yielded by phylloc) aum, but their properties are not of sufficient

interest to merit detailed description Towards lead acetate phyllo-

xanthin, like phyllocyanm, behaves with complete indifference

When metallic tin is added to a solution of phylloxanthm in con-

centrated hydrocblono acid the phenomena are similar to those

observed in the case of phyllocyamii After standing some time the

bright bluish-green colour of the solution changes to olive, and it

now gives with water a brown precipitate* On allowing the hydro-

chloric acid solution to stand in contact with metallic tm for some

time longer, it becomes red, and now gives with water a red fiooon-

lent precipitate, which on being filtered off and washed turns brown,

and then dissolves in alcohol with a brown colour
,
the alcoholic solu-

tion shows only a faint band' in tbe green, but on the addition of a

little cauatio alkali it turns yellow, and now shows three bands,

which are not, however, veiy distinct

Phylloxanthin docs not dissolve readily m aqueous alkal], but it

does so with ease when alcoholic potash or soda is employed* Wh^n
treated with boiling alcohol to which a little alcoholic potash is

added phylloxanthin dissolves at once and entirely, yielding a

solution, which on continning to boil tnms green. On standing fov

some time the solution gives a daik-coloured deposit, which »
filtered off, washed with alcohol, and dissolved in water. The watery
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iolution {ptreR with ftoid a greaniah^hrown preoipxtatei which la filtered

off and disBolved in a httle boiling glacial acetic acid. The eolation

on being left to stand for somo days yields a depoftii, which is filtered

off, washed wiili a little alcohol, and dried This product corresponds

to the phyllotaomn obtained by the action of alkalis on phyllocyanuL
but its properties, though similar, are less characteristic When dry
it appears almost black and amorphous , under the microscope, boa*
ever, it is seen to consist m part of prismatio crystals It is soluble

in alcohol, ether, chloroform, and glacial acetic acid, but is insoluble

in petroleum ether The solution in ether has a piuk colour, and
shows a spectrum consisting of four bands, of which two, yi? , one m
the red and the other in the green, are very dm k. On diluting tlie

solution until only a slight tinge of colour is left, the band m the

gi^en becomes very faint, while that in the red splits up into two
nearly e(]ual narrow bands , the band in the gioen remains single,

however much the solution may be diluted, whereas the analogous

derivative of p}iyl1oo>anin, after its solution has stood for Home time,

shows a characteristic double band in this part of the spectrum

The description of ph} lloxanthin just given shows that the pro-

perties of the substance closely resemble those of its companion

phyllooyanin Until the composition of the two substances has been

ascertained, it is impoHSible to say m what relation they stand to

one anothei , it is firohably a case of momerisin All attempts to

transform phylloxanthiii into phyllocyanm, or vice ver»d, failed It

IS certain, howevei, that the two substances are not formed simul-

taneonslj, unless strong acids, such »s hydrochloric, ore employed

When, for instance, a little acetic acid is added to an ethereal solu-

tion of chlorophyll there is an immediate change ot colour m the

solution accompanied by the formation of phylloxanthin , it is only

after some time that phyllocyanm makes its api>earance , at least, such

is the conclusion dorivoil from spectroscopic examination of the solu-

tion

This phenomenon may be explained by sapposing that the two

substances phyllocyanm and phylloxanthin are formed by the de*

composition of two distinct bodies The researches ot Stokes, Sorby,

and others have Jed to the coudnsioii that ordinary chlorophyll is a

mixture of several cokunng matters, two of which Mr Sorby has

named “blue ohlorophyH’’ and “yellow chlorophyll” respectively

In a written communication which Sir G. Stokes has kindly addressed

to me, he informs me that^ho has satisfied himself that by decompcNH-*

tion with acids bine chlorophyll yields phyllooyanin, whereas y^w
oUoropbyU gives phylloxanthin This interesting fact affords a

stmlang confirmation of the views held by him regarding the complex

nature of obloropliyll

The liierainre of chlorophyll odntams desonptioos of several snh-

toiu u T
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Bknoes the properties of which closely resemble those of phyllo*

xanthin Oue of these is Pnngsheim’s “ hypoohloms/* After im-

mersing tissaes containing chloiophyll in dilute hydrochloric scid,

PniigsTieim observed the formation, after some time, of peculiar

brown crystalloid, sometimes even crystalhsed, bodies, attached to,

and proc^mg from, the chlorophyll corpuscles of the cells, and

which he supposed to pre-exist in the latter, the acid merely servifig

to eliminate thorn They ronstitnte his hypoclilonn, I have re-

peated Prisgsbeim*s uxpertmonta with the leaves of vanons plants,

and fonnd the phenomena tinder the microscopo exactly snch as he

describes On ezanuning the properties of the hypochlonn obtained,

more especially the absorption spectrum of its solution, I aiTivod at

the. concluHion that they do not differ from those of pbylloxanthm,

and that the two snbstancHis are, in fact, identical

Action of Alkalis on Ohloropkyll

The action of alkalis on chlorophyll has been less frequently and

less minutely studied than that of acids This may he easily ac-

counted for, seeing that, by the prolonged action of alkalis on solutions

of chlorophyll, no marked changes as regards colour or other outward

properties take pUiee in the latter, some authors going so far as to

say that no change ulialever is effected by the m tion, the chlorophyll

merely combining uith the alkali to form a saline compound. That
alkalis do not effect so profound an alteration in chlorophyll as acids

do ib ime ,
still, there can be no doubt that the former do lead to

the formation of a sabstanoe having quite distinct properties, as I

think 1 shall succeed in showing

Chautaid,* who was, 1 believe, the first to study the action of

alkalis on chlorophyll, states that when caustic potash is added to an

alcoholic solution of chlorophyll, which is then heated, a change takes

place m the spectrum, which consists m the splitting into two of the

band m the red, called by him “ bande sp^ifiqne,'* the addition of an
excess of acid causing it to appear single again, the doubling re-

appearing with alkalis, and so on The fainter bands of the chloro-

phyll speotrnm disappeared /ilmost entirely in Chantard’s experiment
On adding potash or soda to a chlorophyll solution Russell and

Lapraikf observed a change in the spectram, which consktod in the
fading out of all except the least refrangible or dominant band, the

latter at the same time spreading towards the bine With a con-
siderable excess of alkali the dominant band divided into tvro distinct

bauds, in accordance with the observation of Cbautard
Tschiich^ devotes a whole chapter of his Investigatuma to an

• ‘ ComptM Bendas ' vol 76, pp 670, ISTB

t ‘Journal of the Ohemioa Society,* vol, 41, p 664
t * Cntertuebutigen Ob das Cblompbyll,’ Beriio, 18S4
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account of the action of ulkalu on chlorophyll The oondasion he

arrives at is that the action ludaces a complete change in the chloro-

phyll, leading to the foimation of a distinct substance which he calls

chloiH>phyliic acid ” The compoands of this substance with alkalts

show, when in solution, two bands in the red, one of them being very

Uvm By the ai'tiou of bydi*ochlonc acid chlorophyllic acid under-

goes decomposition , the ethereal solution of the product of decom-

position hIiowb a BpectTuni which is, appaiently, tlint of phyllocyamn

Hansen in his memoir, entitled Der Chlorophyllfaihstoff/’

*

assumes that chlorophyll uiidorgoes no change by the action of alkalis^

and even subiiuts the crude colouring matter to a process of saponi-

fication 111 order to obtain it in a state of purity The final product

obtained by Hansen appeared in spbeero-crystale, and consisted,

accoiding to Inin, of chlorophyll, or, as be prefers to call li, chloro-

phyll-green,” in the highest possible state of purity The fact that

its BolutiouB show the ordinary chlorophyll spectrum would seem to

pinive the acuiiucy of tins view Neveitboless^ it is evident from the

description of its mode of prepaiuttou and properties that cblorophyll-

greon most have been a sodium compound
, and this, indeed, is

acknowledged by the authoi himsolf who, in a subsequent memoir,

f

describes a process for obtaining the colouring matter free from

sodium, which, from the fact of the substance being very sensitive to

the influence of acids, must be conducted with care

In a memoir, entitled ” Extraction do la Mati^re Yerte des Fouilles/'t

Guigxiet describes a method for obtaining the sodium compound of

chlorophyll in dark gi-een, crystallme needles, of which he says that

Its solations show exactly the same absorption bands as those of

ordmary chlorophyll I have repeated the experiments of Hansen

and Quignet, but have not succeeded in obtaining a crystalline com-

pound as they did, probably from want of manipulative skill on my
port The product prepared by Quignet’s process, though amorphous,

did, however, on decomposition with acid yield a result which plainly

showed that the body acted on was by no means unchanged chloro-

phyll
,
the product of decomposition gave the reactions not of phyllo-

oyanin or pbylloxanihm, but of phyllotaonm

In order to confirm or otherwise the results arrived at by my pre-

decessors, I devised a new and comparatively simple method of pre-

panng what has been called “ alkaline chlorophyll ” The process I

adopt may be described as follows*—Fresh leaves, preferably of

grass, are treated with boiling spirits of wine containmg about 80 per

cent, of alcohol. The green extract is filtered hot and, after standing

for a day or two, yields a dark green voluminoas deposit contaupaii^

* 'irbeiton d Bot Inatitui* m WUnburg,* vcl 8, p. 1.

t * Arbeiten d Bot Instituts m Wfinburg/ vol. 3, p. fi,

X
* Comptes Beudui/ vol. 100, p 434
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ft oonmdembk portion of tbft chlorophyll of the extract ftlong with

other matters The deposit is filtered off and then treated with a

boiling aolniion of canstio soda in strong alcohol The boiling should

bo ooiitmued foi some time before the liqtiid is filtered Throagh the

dark green filtrate a onrreni of (*arbon dioxide is then passed far some

time The gaa prudnoes a green deposit which settles rapidly, the liquid

only retaining a pale yellowisb^groon colour After standing sotno

time the deposit is dltered off , it consists in great part of ctystalline

particles of sodium bicarbonate, together with the product of the action

of alkali on chlorophyll combined with soda The mass on the filter is

now washed with cold alcohol as long as the latter takes up colour, and

IS then treated with water, lu which the greater part dissolres, a little

nicely oryatalhsed chryaophjll being genemlly left nndissolTed The

filtrate is now mixed with several times its volume of a saturated solu*

tion of common salt Tins gives a green fiocculeui piecipitate which

settles slowlj, leaving a Bupeinatant pale green liquid The precipi-

tate IS filtered off and washed with saturated salt solution until the

percolating liquid is no longer alkaline It is then treated with boiling

alcohol, which dissohes the greater part, leaving undissolved a small

quantity of green powder consisting of calcium and magnesium com*

pounds formed by double decomposition from the calcium and mag-

nesium chlorides with which common salt is usually ooutammated*

The filteiod alcoholic solution leaves on evaporation a dark green

icsidne along with a quantity of salt The latter may be in part

removed by treatment with a small quantity of cold water, and the

rest remains behind when cold absolute alcohol, m which the green

compound is soluble, is added The solution in absolute alcohol » of

a pure dark green, and leaves on evaporation an amorphous resm-hke
residue, which is purple and lustrous by refiected and bright green

fay tiansmitted light, it maybe easily pulvemod, yielding a dark
green powder

The product thus obtained is a sodium compound, and is soluble in

water The aqueous solution gives green precipitates with bonum
chloride, lead acetate, cupno acetate, and silver nitrate, the silver

precipitate blackens at once on#boikng the liquid In order to obtain

the substance with which the sodium is combined, the product is dis-

solved in water and just sufficient acetic acid is added to set the

green substance combined with the soHium at liberty The whole is

then shaken up with ether, which dissolves the green fiocoulent pro*

cipitate, giving a dark green solution. The latter is waited several

tunes with water in order to remove the free acid and sodium
acetate, and is then evaporated spontaneously, when it leaves a teitodue

which cannot he diatingmshed by its appearanee from the sodium
compound from which it is derived.

The Bubstanee thus obtained possesses properties by which it may
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be easily distinguished from chlorophyll, and which give it the

character of a substanoe m\ generis 1 would propose to call it, until

a better name can be found, alhaehlorephyll^ a name pointing at the

same time to the agent by which it is formed and to its resemblance

to the mothet substance It shows no signs whatever of crystalline

ritruoiure, is quite insoluble in boiling water, but easily soluble lu

alcohol, other, chloroform, beimil, aniline, and carbon disulphide, but
insoluble in petroleum ether Its solniions have a brilliant green

(olour with a pronounced bluish tinge, by which they may be easily

distinguished from ordinary chlorophyll solutions, and a marked red

fluoiesceiioe The etheieal solution shows no less thim six absorption

bands Of these, the two in the red probably correspond witli those

iirat observed by Chautard, while the one in the blue is in a part bf

the spectrum m which total absorption takes place with ordinary

(hlorophyll solutions

Alkiichlorophyll in solution shows a lemarkable degree of pei-

nianeuee when exposed to the combined action of air and light as

compared with chlorophyll Having prepaiod an etheteal solution of

atkaohlorophyll, and also an ethereal solution of ordinary chlorophyll,

from teru fronds, as neat ly as possible of the same depth of coloui as

the differance of tint would permit, I exposed the two solutions lu

loosely sioppeied bottles to the action of alteinaie sunlight and

diffused daylight in a window facing the sooth The experiment

commenced on the 2181 Febrnaiy On the 27th of the same month
the chlorophyll solution had lost its green colour and become yellow,

the chlorophyll bands having dtsappeaied, those still renittining being

due to phyllocyanin, the formation of which was doubtless due to de-

composition of part of the chlorophyll The solution oi alkacliloro*

phyll, on the other hand, was still green, and still showed the six

original bands, though it was found to have lost in intensity of coloui

when compared with anothei portion ot the same solution that had

been kept in the daik On the 11th March the solution had become
pale green, and now only showed four bands On the 25th March
the solution still showed the bands in the led and blue, though they

appeared very faint On the 6th May a slight green tinge was stdl

visible, but the bands had nearly disappeared The relatively great

stability of alkaohlorophyli when exposed to air and light is of itself

suffiment to prove that by the action of alkali chlorophyll undergoes a

thorough change

The action o€ acids on alkaohlorophyli is especially interesting, be-

cause the products to which it gives rise differ entirely from those

derived from the decomposition of chlorophyll with acids When
acetic acid is added to an alcoholic solution of alkaohlorophyli the

aolnticm on heating loses its green colour, which changes to a dirty

pniple. The substame is now completely decomposed, but no phyllo-
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cyaniB is found among the prodnots of decomposition, tiio chief

product nearly rosombling phyllotaonin, with which it is indeed prob-

ably identical The solution, on being evaporated nearly to dryness,

gives a dark coloured deposit, which being filtered off may bo dis-

solved in boilmg glacial acetic acid The solution loft to staud yields

a somi-crystallino deposit, which, filtered off, washed with cold alcohol,

and dried, appears purple by reflected light, it dissolves, though not

TOadily, in ether, giving a parphsh solution ni Inch shows the same

absorption bands as phyllotaonin acetate or etlijlphyllotaonm Ou
treatment with alcoholic poiasli it dissolves, giving a bright grcou

solntion which on boiling turns brown, and on now adding acetic ivtid

and shaking u]) with ether a solution is obtained which has the

colour and shows the same bands as a solution of phyllocjanin

These reactions would seem to indicate the presence of phyllotaonin

among the products of decomposition of alkachloroph}'!! ,
the simul-

taneous presence of other products, especially fatty acid, renders its

purification difficult The method of preparing alkachlorophyll as

above described does not of contuse preclude the possibility of its con-

taining an admixture of fatty acid , still 1 csnuot help thinking that

a poHiou at least of the fatty acid found is actually foimod during

the process of dccompasittou with acids

In order to see whether, in addition to the one just described,

some other pioduct or products possibly soluble in water were formed

by the action of acids on alkachlorophyll, a quantity of the substance

was treated with boiling dilute sulphuric acid The acid liquid

filtered from the uudissolved matter was coloured blue On being

neutralised with barium carbonate the blue colour disappearedt and

the liquid having been filtered and evaporated left a slightly coloured

residue winch was treated with absolute alcohol This dissolved a

portion, and left after filtration and evaporation a pale yellow

glutinous residue This residue was soluble m water, but msoluble

in other The watery solution had an alkaline reaction , it did not

react with Fehhng's solution The alcoholic solution gave with

])latinnm chloride a pale yellow crystalline deposit The quantity of

the substance obtainod lu this expenuient was too small to allow of

its identification* Should it turn out to be an organic base, as its re-

aotions would seem to indicate, the fact would tend to confirm the

view taken by Hoppo-Seyler, who obtained cbohn as a product of de

composition of his olilorophyllan, and hence concluded that ohloro-

pbyll itself might have a constitution similar to that of leoitbin
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Abiorption Spectra of Substances desonbed in this Paper

1 Product of the action of melting caustic potash on phyllocyaiiiD diisolred in

alcohol

2 The same dissolred in ether

8 The same dusolTcd in oonoentrated hydrooltloric acid

4^ PhyUocyamn m ether,*

6 Ph^Uoxanthin in ether ^

6. Product of the action of alkali on phylloxanthm in ether

7. The same, dilute solution

S. The same disscdted in acetic aoid

9.

AlkachlorophjU in ether.

10. Product of the action of sulphurio acid on alkaohlorophyll m ether

11. Product of the action of acetio acid on alkuchlorophyll in ether

* TUs speotrum, which has alreadj been figuradi is here giren again for the sake

of oompavisOn with the following one

m. i. z
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Jmwry 14, 1892

Mr JOHN EVANS, D C L
,
LL D , TroaBuror, in the Ohair

Tho Ohairxnan announced the lamented death of H H H the Duke
of Clarence and Avondale

The EelloTVB determined to adjourn the Meeting forthwith, and

directed the Secretaries to send, on behalf of the Society, addreases of

sympathy in their deep afBiction to Her Majesty tiie Queen and

Thew Boyal Highnesses the Prince and Pnncoss of Wales

January 21, 1892

Sir WILLIAM THOMSON, D 0 L., LL D ,
President, m the Chair.

The Treasurer read a Letter which had been sent to him as Chair-

man of the piecoding Meeting, expressing the warm thanks of the

Fnnoe of Wales for the sympathy expressed by the Fellows of the

Bc^al Society m his affliction

The Treasurer offered the Congratulations of the Society to ^
President on his elevation to the Peerage

A List of the Presents received was laid on the table, and thanks

ordered for tliem

Tho Bight Hon Fairer Herschell, Lord Herschell, wliose certificate

had been suspended, as required by the Statutes, was balloted for

and elected a Fellow of the Society.

The following Papers weiwread —

1. “Note on the Audibility of single Sound Wares, and the

Number of Yibrations neoessaiy to produce a Tone.” By
E. F. Hkbroitn and Gbrald F. Ybo, F.B.S. Beoeired

Norember 26, 1691.

I

When mrestigating the soands produced by akdetel Buuole whan
caused to oontraot at retying rates by electric etimnlatioA, we wan
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thoroughly oonvinoed that a Bugle ooutraotion produced by a aing^e

mduotion shock gave nee to an audible sound of somewhat the same
.character as the first sound of the heart *

But it was urged by some physical finends that if the contraction

were really a single one, causing a single vibration, it could not be

hoard, because a senes of vibrations was necessary to produce a sound,

and therefore^ unless secondary oscillations saoceeded the contraction,

the latter would be mandible

Now muscular tissue, especially when surrounded by fascia,

fnt, &o , seemed to be particularly ill suited for sustaining any snob

BonoB of vibrations, and no such oscillations can be detected on tbe

gmphio record of tbe muscular movement
When the muscle was stimulated at regular intervals with luoreasmg

frequencies tho short thnds due to each contraction could be heard

separately up to a rate of about forty per second, when these thuds

became gradually fused into a dull tone, only clear at somewhat

above the rate now accepted as the lower limit of audibility of true

tones, VIZ
,
forty-one vibrations per second We adopt this rate,

given by Holmholtz,t and neglect the rates of Savart and Proyer,|

as we behove the tones they heard were probably due to harmonic

additionB to the ramble of single sound waves caused by 8 or

16 V D pel second That the dronmg sound produced by the

lowest organ pipes is not really heard as a tiue tone seems satis-

factorily pioved by the well-known fact that they cannot bo tuned

by tbe ear alone even of tho greatest expert, but only indirectly by
the beats which they make with the tones of the upper octaves The
value of such sounds as those produced by a body vibratmg slower

than forty times per second, and having no time tone capable of

differentiation of pitch, can only be to modify and soften tbe tones of

higher octaves, which so occupy the auditory apparatus as to make
the separation of the slow single vibrations no longer perceptible.

But tho question of the vibrations becoming fused into a musical

tone is distinct from that of the audibility of each vibration separately,

except in so far as the admission of imperfect union distinctly

implies the audibility of the separate vibrations

To us there did not seem to bo the least physiological difficulty in

* ' Jonmal of Thyiiolosy,’ vol 6, p 287

t ' Ihe Lehre v d Tonempflnduugen,* &e , Brauntdhweig, 1870, p 278 In der

ItUttitlenfoht voUendeton Musik das Orohestm ut deshalb auoh der tieftte Tm
weUther sngowendet wird, du X!, de» ContrsbaMss von 41 Sehwinguugon, und ish

glaube nut fischerheit TorsuHagen su kOnnon, das alls Anstrenguaen der neueren

Xeohnik, tiefero gut musikahsohe Tone hervorRuhnngen, soheitem mUsMii, idahC

wed es an Mittoln fehlta passemde Luftbewegungen au emgen, aottdem v«l das

memdhlkhe Ohr seme BMnste vemagt"

{ * Fhjfsiologisohe Abbaadlungen/ Thsil 1| l^* 1-*17.
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the belief that a single wave oonld be transmitted, so as to excite

the ieraunalB of the anditoiy nerre

On the other hand, if one oomplete vibration does not stimulate

the hearing apparatus, a distinct logical difficulty presents itself

when we attempt to explain how multiples of no stimulation otm give

nse to such an immense variety of definite efFeots on the ooohlea and

the brain If expressed as a formula, the inaudibility of single

vibrations appears absurd, 1 V D =0 but 528 V D = C"

Being satisfied that a smgle contraoiiou of muscle could lie heard

as a thud, and that the smgle thuds could be heard separately until a

rate was attamed that fused them luto a tone, it was thought

advisable to examine some physical instruments for the production of

sonnd, which admit of adjustment to various rates above and below

the lower limit of appreciation of tone

It IS well known tliat, with organ pipes 32 feet long, or with a

monochord, the stnng of which by weighting has been made to

vibrate below thirty times per second, sounds are hoard having the

character of an imperfectly fused rumble, in which the ear can dis-

tinctly detect the separate vibrations, but no distinctive tone

Some exception might be taken to the evidence furnished by the

use of pipes or strmgs as to the audibility of the separate waves on

account of the possibility of harmonic sub-division of the column of

air or stnng giving the octave as the chief harmonic We, therefore,

preferred to use tuning forks, m the case of which this objection does

not obtain, as their vibrations are probably the most purely pendular^

and the first harmonic of the fork is so much higher in pitch (6;^ times

the vibration frequency of the fundamental tone), as to be always

readily recogmsable if present With a fork of 30 Y D per second,

a sound is produced which is audible through the air, but much more
distinctly so by placing the base of the fork in contact with the head

or by fixing the fork firmly in a block of wood which was auscultated

by a binaural stethescope The character of the sound remained the

same when transmitted by these different methods At this rate of

vibration (thirty per second), the impression is just becoming oon-

tinuouB, but not suffioiently^o as either to prevent the recognition of

the separate vibrations or to produce a distinctive tone By the use of

brass weights, firmly clamped at different heights on the prongs of

the fork, its rate of vibration was reduced to 28, 24, and 20 V D« per

second respectively, the rate being estimated by being recorded on a

smoked surface moving at a known velocity The effect of this reduc-

tion of rate IS that, while the intensity of the sound becomes enfeebled,

the separatiou of the constituent vibrations becomes more distinct atid

nnmistakable Thus the audibility of the fork becomes less and less

as the rate is lowered, but the sound always preserves the same tone-

less and interrupted character These effects of reducing the rate of
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^vibration ougbt not to take place if tlie audition depended upon
adventitious vibrations set up in bodies in contact with the fork Bat^

if each vibration transmits a distinct movement to the ossicles of the

ear, both those effects should be expected, and are easily explained.

And the fact that, with the low rates of vibration, the waves in air

are so long and the changes of pressure so gpudual that the sound
ceases to be appreciated through the air, while still distinctly audible

through the bones of the head, also becomes clear We may then con*

elude that when the rate of vibration is i educed to that at winch the

individual waves are no longer heard, the fork has become absolutely

inaudible , w bile the power of difEercntiating tone is lost long before

this limit has been reached

It might be alleged that, although the fork gives nse to a senes of

pure pendular vibrations, these set up secondary vibrations of higher

frequency in the membrane of the tympanum, or some medium thixmgb

which the waves pass.

To test this point, we constructed a kmd of phonautograph m
imitation of the tympanic membrane It consisted of a circular metal

frame, over which a thin india-rubber membrane was Bti*etohed with

very slight and adjustable tension An extremely light lever, armed
with a fine wnting point, and poised on jewelled bearings, similar to

the escapement of a watch, was brought into connexion with the

centre of this membrane, so as to record its slightest movement on a

smooth, lightly-smoked, moving surface With this apparatus we
were able to record the vibration of forks at the rate of 25 and 30

Y,D per second, when the foik was held about 2 or 3 cm from

the membrane, and the vibrations thus transmitted through the

medium of the air The tracing was made up of a senes of regular

undulations, entirely free from any indication cither of over-tones or

''self-tone" of the membrane It appears, then, exceedingly im-

probable, if such a comparatively rough mechanism can transmit

these slow toneless waves without exhibiting any tendency to per-

sistent vibration of its own, that tlfis should occur with the memlmna
lytnpani, the structure of which is adaptively modified so as to check,

in particular, any such effect, and which is capable of differentiating

4iuoh a wide range of tones with equal precision

From the forgoing it would appear that not only is there no

diflSioulty in understanding how these waves, whioh are too slow to

produce a tone, are earned to the nerve, but also that the pnre

pendular vibrations of the tuning fork furnish oonolustve evidence of

the audibility of each single wave when reduced to a rate at whioh

tone OBin no longer be discriminated

In order to obtain smgle vibrations of the more rapid rate of higher

notes {ie., vibrations of short durations isolated from the series

oaniing the note) we employed a disk siren in whioh any number of
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bolaa could be left open or dosed at will The wheel was turned by

hand, about twenty-fire rotations of the disk being the xnaziTnum

attainable with the required regularity

By loanug only one hole open, only one pnff was made at each

revolution. By varying the rate of rotation, wares of different dura-

taion, ie, corresponding to vibiahons of different pitch, could be

produced Xo matter how the rate of revelation was increased, up

to the maximum, twenty-five per second, only the single puffs conld bo

beard ;
at first quite separate, then as a soft purr, and at the quickest

rate like a kind of rapid patter

With this siren, the sonnd caused by the single impulse is most

dutmet and clear, and its invanabihty in character with varying rate

and varying blast of air pertionlarly noticeable The single pnffs of

a duration not exceeding second were thus perfectly audible

As the rates just referred to were estimated from the number of

reyolutions made hy the driving wheel, wo thought it advisable to

control this method of measuring the length of the waves by asoer-

ieinmg the note produced hy the siren when all the holes were open

while the disk revolved at the same rates It was thus found that

clear tones could be heard varying with the rate up to the maximal

attainable limit, somewhat above the note C'^', % 0., 1056 per seoondr

n.

No doubt adventitious secondary osallations followed the single

puffs for a short period, and probably gave them oharacteT as well as

making them more distinctly audible Hence we widied to hear

what character the tones wonld have if caused by a short series of

those vibrations We commenced with a number of holes open

which, at our maximal rate, would have a duration of seoond.

This gave a tone similar to, and quite as distinct as, that produced

when all the holes were open. We then gradually reduced the

number of holes used, and we found a fact which, as far as we know,
has not been previously observed, and for which we were not prepared

by the importance given by our physical friends to the necessity of a
series of waves m the production of sounds. When only two holes

remained open, the variation in tone following ohanges in rate was
perfectly distinct, and a note even higher than C'", corresponding to

1056 TD conld be heard perfectly That is to say, a senes made up
of two pnfih which lasted Ti^vth of a second each, or less tiiaa y^ih
of a second for the senes, was capable of stimulating the terminals of

the auditory nerve in such a way as to make the tone 0'"' readily

recognisable.

When the single hole and the double hole Were tned alternately,

the result was striking. The pitch of the note oansed hy tiie iboct-

series of two puffs rose and fdl with the inorease or deeraase of
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rate of rotatioiit while with the single hole the ptxfff though distinotlj'

audible^ remained the same monotonoiw sound, independent of

sudden Tanations of the speed of the disk. The only change ut

character was that the intensity diminished with the lower rates of

nbration

From the foregoing, we have been led to the following oonclusions*-—

1. When sound is produced by a vibrating body, each individual

wave of the senes causing the tone stimulates the terminals of the

auditory nerve* If the single vibrations are of such a nature as to be
inaudible, no tone can be hoard

2 The individual vibrations can be hoard when the rate of vibra-

tion IS too slow for a distinctive tone to be appreciated

3 The immediate snccosaion of two waves, at rates of vibration

above fifty per second, gives nso to a sensation of tone having the

same pitch as that yielded by a prolonged senes at the same rate*

That IS to say, one can distinguish the tone produced when only

two vibrations of a senes roach the terminals of the auditory nerve.

4 Having worked for some time with rates of vibration near the

limit of the lowest tones, we are forced to admit that wo have not

attained the skill (said to be attained by practice) of distinguishing

small changes m pitch with rates of vibration below fifty per second

;

at least, in the case of pendular vibration, such as is produced by
tuning forks or muscular contraction

II On the Mechanism of the Closure of the Larynx. A Pre*

hminaiy Communication.” By T. P. Andkhsok StuarT,

M.D., Professor of Physiology, University of Sydney,

N.S.W., Australia. Commumcated by Professor E A.

SOHAFEB, F R S. Received December 10, 1891.

By a senes of papers ending with that by myself with Dr. A
McOormiok (* Joum. Anat Physiol,’ January, 1892), it has bean

finally determined that the time-honoured doctnno of the closure of

the larynx by a hd-like action of the epiglottis is quite untenable

,

but, so for as 1 am aware, no satisfaotorj account of how after all the

larynx is closed voluntarily and i*efiexly has as yet been given. The

determination of the positive side of the question was nevertheless

the necessary sequel of the determination of the negative side;

having settled how it u not dosed, one naturally proceeded to enquire

how &e larynx u dosed, since dosed it at times mast be, and that at

its vety entrance.

In the literature of the subject I find that there is considerable

Icosenees of diction ” Closure of the larynx ” may mean either

“ dosore of ihe glottis,” dosore of the vestibule,” or ” dosnre of
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the mipenor aperture of the hxjm *' These are manifestly three

very different things, and it is that of the superior apertnre whidii

was effected hj the epiglottis according to the old doctrine On
aooonnt of this looseness of diction, the expenxnents of John Beid

lose most of their value in this connexion

Now when one reflects that closure of the glottis merely would

still leave patent all that portion of the laryngeal cavity above the

level of the glottis, the vestibule, a region exquisitely sensitivo to

mechanical imtation, one immediately perceives that if the epiglottis

does not effect the closure, then some other agency must exist where*

by the superior aperture of the larynx, its very entrance, is closed

against the entrance of food particles during deglutition It is quite

immaterial where the closure takes placo so far as closure of the

larynx during forced efforts is concerned, but it is not immaterial

where it is effected in deglutition, for the superior aperture, at least,

must be closed, however much farther downwards the closure takes

place Were it to remain open, the vestibule of the larynx would be

a regular funnel specially adapted, as it were, to take up particles of

food Such particles after the act of deglutition is over would need

to be expelled by a violent expiration, a cough, or they would by their

weight fall into, or by the force of the inspiratory air blast they would

be drawn into, the lower passages Now these things do not happen,

so that a jpnon even, we may assume that the actual entrance to

the larynx %$ closed, and experimentally 1 have $een that %t %a closed,

while, on the other hand, Longet kept the margins of the glottis so

apart that that aperture could not bo closed, and yet the act of

swallowing was earned out normally

It may be well to give a straightforward aoconnt of how I have
observed the larynx to be closed, and I shall then give details of

expenmental observations

The observations were made on

—

1 A man who had a large part of the side wall of the pharynx
removed for oaromoma, without in any way interfenng with the

laiynx The man made a good recovery, and when feeding by the

use of the stomach-tube vras disoontinued, he immediately swallowed
as perfectly as he over afterwards did, so that no education of the

parts seemed necessary, and he contmues to swallow about as well

as he ever did, so that in function the parts are practically unim*
paired This man usually wears a rubber pad over the hole, but
iTpon the removal of the same, that is, even with the hole open, one
osti watch with the unaided eye many of the phenmnena of v^untory
closure of the latynx, swallowing, coughing, singing, end so on.

With the hole open a hohxA of solid food is snooessfally awallowed,
perhaps once out of three attempts , the other two times it wiU HPBipt
by the open hole
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2 A Beriea of healtihy persona examined laryngosoopicallf

Frogs, Tortoises, Lissards, Birds, examined by simply opening the

month and observing the top of the larynx, and the effects of stunn-

lating certain of its muscles

4 The Opossum, Oat, Dog, and Goat, ansDsthetised with chloroform,

and the laiyngeal aperture examined through an incision in the

middle line above the level of the epiglottis Swallowing was
observed as it occniTod spontaneously or was evoked by irritating the

pharyngeal mucous membrane The relation of the tip of the

epiglottis to the lower end of the incision formed an excellent guide

as to whether or not the epiglottis moved The complete closure of

the larynx was tested by the stoppage of a current of air sucked

down through the larynx.

lu Man, and presumably in other animaJs with larynges of a like

build, duiing respiration the ai^tonoid cartilages stimd backwards
and are rotated outwards. They, surmounted by the Santorinian

carblages and enveloped in the mnoous membrane, are continually

bat somewhat irregularly advancing and retirmg synchronously with

the movements of expiration and inspiration When they are back*

wards as m inspiration, the arytenoids, the posterior margin of the

sapenor apertnra of the laiynx, lie against, and may indent, the pos-

terior wall of the pharynx In forced respiration those movements are

exaggerated The upward and backward direction oouimues more
or less the direction ot the plane of the lamina of the cncoid cartilage*

When the laryngeal entrance is to be closed, the arytenoid carti«

lages leave the posterior wall of the pharynx, are rotated and are

moved bodily inwards, so as to bring their internal faces into contact,

are luclmed forwards, and glide forwards

By the apposition of the arytenoids a mesial fissure makes ito

appearance, bounded posteriorly by tbe fold of mucosa oontaining

the transverse arytenoid muscle and laterally by the arytenoids

The plane lU which this fissure lies is, in Man m tbe erect posture,

obliquely from before downwards and backwards This fissure ends

anteriorly m another fissure, which, however, is transverse
,
the two

together constitute a trirodiate fissure having the form of a squat

the vertical limb being somewhat short, and the transverse limb

rounded, owing to the pulling inwards, towards the middle line, of

Ae margins of the epiglottis, so that the epiglottis thus forms a more
marked hollow to receive the tips of the arytenoids.

The transverse fissure constituting the hood of the X is bounded

anteriorly by the epiglottis, and posteriorly by the ary-epiglottio folds*

The ends of this fiissure are closed by the junction of the aty-

ep^lottio folds with the margin of the epiglottis, and in the middle

hue posteriorly it receives the posterior or inter-arytenoid limb of

the trirodiate fissure
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Around the central point of this inradiate fisanre are to be noted

three pronunenoee or thiCScnesses, vis , in front, and in the tneaiaJ

plane, the onahion of the epiglottu more or less filling up the alight

hollow left between the two prominences next to be mentioned, vie

,

slight thiokenings at the pomt of flexion of the arj-epiglottic folds,

where the lateral boundary of the antero-postonor hmbof the fisaure

beoomeB continuous with the posterior boundary of the transverse

portion , these are the tuborcles of Wnsberg
Havinj^ observed the appearances m the case of Djason (*J]

Anat Physiol ut supra) ^ 1 thought it advisable to got indopendent

observations made by professed laryngologists, whom I had made

acquainted witli my observations At my request, therefore, Dr
Bairett and Mr Iredell, of Melbourne, kindly undertook to look into

the matter, and here is what they say —
Dr* Barrett— The appearances of the larynx as seen from above

with the laryngoBGopo when closed dunng forcible expulsive efforts

A laryngOBCopic examination was made in the cases of two young

men with normal throats They were directed to make expulsive

efforts, as m defecation In both cases the appearances were similar

A view was first obtained dunng ordinary expiration, and then forcible

expulsive efibrts wore made The following changes occurred*—

The cords and arytenoids approximated, and then the arytenoids

moved forward until the muoons membrane and oonucula over them

were firmly pressed agamst the epiglottis, at a point much higher

than the attachment of the vocal cords The epiglottis did not

durrng the closure m any way alter its inclination, reroaimng vertical

throughout. In one case, however, it became very much more curved

round a vertical axis It did not participate actively in the closure.

The closed larynx may be said to show a tnradiate figure like a
shortened vortical limb beingmuch shortened, and representmg

the fissure between the arytenoids, and the crossed limb bemg some-

what curved.”

Mr Iredell,— Undoubtedly dnnng straining the posterior carti-

lages of the nm of the larynx come forward and appear to be about

to form the figure you draw, but long before anything of the kind is

perfect the muscular parts of the pharynx prevent all view This la

much more so during the act of swallowing This much is clear

:

there is no sign of the epiglottis folding backwards and downwards^
and as the act of swallowing proceeds this would appear to become
more and more impossible Yet there is an appsarance^xt may be*

only an appearance—of a tendency to move back the whole body of
the tongue, carrying with it the epiglotus ”•

* I behove that the difference m the amount seen hy the two obtervava la due to
the loot that Dr Barrett probably used the eoealne epmy, while Mr Iredtdl did aOt.

I remember that the former did uie itm one csee in my pmeaoe, while with the

latter I did not speak of it.
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If it be a aimple volontarj olorore of the huyogeal entxanoe, with

or -mthoat expiratory effort, fihat is imder observation, nothing farther

18 to bo noted When the entrance is opened the aiytenoidB leave

the epiglottis and then each other, are rotated outwalks and back-

wards, move bodily outwards, glide backwards, and thus again assomo
the position they occupy in respiration*

If, however, the entrance is to bo closed as a part of the act of

swallowing, then, of coarse, the well known movement of the entire

larynx upwards and forwards ensues, and the tips of the arytenoids

are seen to be jammed firmly against the epiglottis This is dne

partly to the thyro*arytenoid vigorously rotating the arytenoids

inwards, and pulling them downwards and forwards, so that tboir

tips come into contact with the base of the epiglottis
,

partly, how-

ever, it IS due to the elevators of the larynx pulling the laiynx

upwards and forwards against the base of the tongue* In this

position of the larynx the epiglottis lies between the rest of the larynx

and the tongue and is firmly applied to both, is in fact compressed

between them It is, however, clear that if the epiglofctis were not

there the laryngeal entrance would still be closed, partly by the

gathering up of its margins as above described, and partly by its

direct contact with the base of the tongue, there being now no epi-

glottis to intervene

The behaviour of the distal or apical portion of the epiglottis at

this stage is not the same m all animals In the Dog, for instance, the

epiglottis IS extremely flexible, and comparatively short, and is thus

easily engaged between the tongue and the larynx In the Dog, there-

fore, the distal portion of the epiglottis hoe ike appearance of closing

the laryngeal onfice m the hd-hke way usually described as general

in its application
, but how little this is essential is at once evident

when we remember the little or no inconvemonce following its com*

plete removal In animals such as the Goat, which, like Han, boa the

distal portion of the epiglottis long and stiff, quite another picture is

presented dunng this stage of the act of swallowing* It is only tha

base of the epiglottis which is engaged between the base of the tongue

and the larynx
,
the distal portion does not fold down os a lid, but is

applied to the most posterior part of the back of the tongue, so that

the hollow laryngeal surface of the epiglottis continues backwards

the Borfsoe over which the bolus glides from the tongue.

This, I think, may indicate &e function of the hyo-epiglottio

muscle about which there has been so much doubt May it not

serve to pull the epiglottis towards the hyoid bone dunng the act

of deglutition, so that the epiglottis would be drawn upwards

and forwards with the larynx t The hyo-epiglottio musclo would

Hbm stand in the same relation to the epiglottic cartilage as the-

hyo-thyxmd muscle does to the thyroid oartali^* lu this way tber
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epiglattifi would he on tbe tongue’s am^aoe, and be firmly pulled

against it, so that tbe bolus would have less chanoe of getting between

the epiglottis and the tongue in its passage downwards Kot all

animals have this muscle, but then differences in the arrangements of

the other parts may account for this My experiments show that

wnters have hitherto taken too httlo notice of the differences in tbe

anatomy of the larynx in different animals Those differences are

very considerable

I think we can generalise by saying that the closure of the larynx

IS invariably effected by contact of tho arytenoids with each other

and then contact of the two togotlier with some part of the anterior

wall of tbe laryngeal cavity, hut how this latter contact ur effected

vanes with the anatomical arrangements of the parts

Tho extent of the contact of aiytouoid with arytenoid varies* It

may bo (1) by the entire internal faces of the cartilages, (2) by an

area along the anterior margin only, in which case the mnoosa over

it may be very thin and the whitish cartilage may show through, as

in the Koala, or (8) tho cartilages, though brought together, cannot,

owing to their form, close the respiratory glottis (Milne Edwards)

We may, 1 think, divide* arytenoids into lelaiively large and

relatively small Then the former into relatively narrow and rela-

tively broad Thus we get three groups of arytenoid cartilages, vis

,

(1) high and nariKiw, (2) high and broad, (3) small

In the high and nan'ow gioup the arytenoids fold over into contaot

with the front wall of the laryngeal cavity the base of the epiglottis

as I have desenbed in Man and the Goat
In tbe high and broad group, including many of tbe Marsupials I

have examined, tho arytenoids move more bodily forwards into

contact with the base of the epiglottis, or at least the front of tbe

vestibule

In the group of small arytenoids, neither folding nor movement
bodily forwards would suffice to effect the contact, and here the lower

part of tbe epiglottis is permanently bent backwards, so that the

wall of the upper and front part of the laryngeal cavity forms a little

hood over the vocal cords, about the posterior margin of which hood
the arytenoid contact takes place In this case, therefore, the

epiglottic base has, as it were (permanently), gone to meet the

(small) aiytenoids, which thus are able to effect the contact with a

minimum of movement t
In all cases I attach the greatest importance in effecting tbe

iaryngeal closure to tbe contact of the latynx as a whole with the

Troviaionally

f On lookuigoTor the preporatioue of the latynx in the HunterianMuseum, I was
struck with the frequency of this hooded condition of the epiglottis i it ositil

abnost the nde
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ba«6 of the tongae, with or without the interrention of the epiglottic

heee The movements of the aiytenoids constitute a gathanng up
of the back and side boundarieSt while its front boundaiy is virtttaU7
gathered np by its remaimng stationary against the base of the

tongne while the whole larynx moves forward This is why swalhiw-

ing 18 so often bat little affected by the loss of the epiglottis by
disease, accident, or experiment Even loss of the arytenoids by
disease does not seem to necessarily cause difficulties in deglutition

I think it more than probable that there are differences between
various species, and even between individuals of the same species, as

to the importance of the part played by the tongne tn closmg the

larynx This seems to follow from the very various anatomical dis-

positions of the parts, and may acconnt for much of the difference in

the symptoms and signs of a particulai laryngeal lesion m different

individuals In one case a lesion of the arytenoids oi ary-epiglottio

folds IS not followed by difficulties of swallowing, while apparently

the same, or even a loss, degree of the same lesion in another case

IS followed by almost total inability to swallou, at all events, liquid

food* For instance, m John Beid s cxpeiiments of cutting all the

four laryngeal nerves m four Rabbits, two continued to take milk and

two refused it Two Dogs similarly treated continued to take both

solids and liquids In none of these cases uas food found m the air

passages after death Reid therefore concludes that ** the epiglottis

can prevent the ingress of food into the larynx when the

movements of all the mnsclos which diminish the size of the glottis

(stc) have been suspended by section of the laryngeal nerves ” (“An
Experimental Enquiry into the Function of the Eighth Pair of

Nerves,'* ‘Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal,* January, 1838 )

This same forward and upward movement of the larynx bnngs
the lemma of the onooid cartilage away from the back wall of the

pharynx, and so provides the room necessary for the passage of the

bolus When the arytenoids are in position forwards, their highest

points arc their xnaxgins bounding the mesial ffssar^ This fbsuie

thus traverses, as it were, a little ridge from before baokwarda, and

from this ndgo the top of the closed larynx slopes downwards at the

Bides and posteriorly, but especially at the sides

Thus, when the laryngeal entrance is closed as for deglutition there

IS a fairly even surface for the bolus to glide over, from the laryngeal

face of the epiglottis to the posterior surface of the arytenoids and

lamina of the oncoid, and so into the gullet

According to this account of the closure of the laryngeal entrance,,

the arytenoids enclosed in their mucosa—an arytenoid valve or flap-^

take the place of the epiglottis according to the old acconnt, which la

now all but universally discredited

I have no doubt that the apparent fitness of the epiglottis as a lid
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io oorer the rotoG*bax lias given a longer life to the iiime-boaoitred

dootnne of the fttnciiona of the epiglottis than it would otherwise

have had, it seemed so heautifollj fitted for its office that nntil

recently it did not occur to any one to question it. Upon oonsidera*

tiox), however, of the part played by the arytenoid valve according to

my aooonnt, it appears to be much more beautiful than the part

played by the epiglottis m the old account of the closure of the

laijnx, for, in addition to the merit of boiog demonstrably true, it

co«ordinatcs and explains many obsorvations hitherfo without any

connecting link or explanation, as ill bo set forth later on In the

meantime, however, 1 may point out how this arytenoid valve stands

at the parting of the ways downwartls out of the phar3mx when it

stands backwards the food-passage is closed and the air-passage is

open, when it lies forwards the air-passage is closed and the food-

passage IS opeiL Thus it can make, as it were, a funnel forwards

into the air-tube or a funnel backwards into the food-tnbe In short,

and to use a particularly Australian illustration, it stands like the

little movable gate by which sheep are drafted out of the common
yard into soporate pens—it drafts the air forwards and the food back-

wards

This use of tlie term funnel is fully justifiable In ordinary respira^

tion, especially during inspiration, since the top of the arytenoid flap

lies against—may oven indent—the posterior pharyngeal wall, the way
to the gullet IS stopped, while the vestibule of the larynx is wide and
patent, and, of course, is wide at the entrance and narrows downwards
to the glottis In this condition tho shape of the entrance is appa-

rently five-sided, thongh really there is a sixth, but comparatively

small, side in the middle line posteriorly, where the transverse aryte-

noid muscle is Tho anterior side is formed by tbe epiglottis The
lateral margins consist each of an anterior moiety formed by the ary-

cpiglottic fold, and of a posterior moiety containing the arytenoid

tips and Santorinian cartilages When the larynx of the Ck>at is

exposed, this anterior funnel is peculiarly striking during forced in-

spiration, and the superior margin of it is almost circular, the violent

outward and backward movement of the arytenoid tips pulling back-

wards the margin of the epiglottis, and so rounding off the antmor
angles, and tho flexible tips of the arytenoid and Santorinian oartil-

ages yielding to the pull of tbe ary-opiglottic folds, and so rounding
off the lateral angles

The posterior funnel, though less sinking, is hardly less teal than
the anterior one It really exists only dunng fho act of swidlowing,
and then also its ontonor wall is composite and somewhat imgnlar.
The anterior wall is formed above by the epiglottis, in tbe middle
by the back of the aiytenoid flap, and below by the back of tbe
Jamina of tho cnccnd. Now, while the epiglottis la alwfl^ mottif cw
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hut in pontieii, ilt* ujttooii portioa u onfy then datiag eloaiue of

tin bryngMl opextue, end the Lunina of the fsnooid v heaved
forwardn only dnrmg deglataiuni. Thns only during daglnriUpn does
the laminiii of the cncoid fona the inferuw part of the anterior wall
of a ium\el

Yery much tho same condition of parts la aeen in Manatu* (Wal-
doyor, * RiUungsb dor Komg Prouaa Akiid ,* Beihn, l«8tt) » Here
one canmit speak of a bifuxcaimu of the food channel as if it wont to

tbo right and left of the epiglottis, for, in Afanatua, even small quan-
titles of lluids Tuust reach the oesophagus by passing straight over

the larynx Since, however, the laryngeal eiitianoe is tirinly closed

lu the way I have dosenbod, and so makes a surface gently moliued

baokwaids, the cnti*ancc of liquids and solid foods is effloie/itiy

prevented

The two funnels then, the air-funuel and the food-funnel, are

alternately conditioned, the former solely, the latt/er laigoly, by the

movement of the arytenoid flap backwaids and forwards lespeotively

In passing and m this connexion, one may point out a part played

by the lamina of the cncoid When the arytenoids move forwards

their vocal processes move towaixls each other and at the same
time dounuards, so that tho plane of the glottis comes to lie

lowci posteriorly Anteriorly, of oonrso, tho plane is fixed by the

attachment of the true cords to the thyroid cartilage Thus the

speoial vocal apparatus dunzig deglutition lies deep down within tho

laryngeal cavity, and by the lamina of the oricoid is protected from

the pressure of the bolus, pulled forwards, as it is, by tho musoular

slings of the inferior oonatnetor of the pharynx

If we think of the old descriptions of the closure of the laryngeal

entrance by tho folding back of the epiglottis, we see at once that

there would be a most awkward angle round which the bolus would
have to tmvel just as it entered the gullet This angle would be

formed above by the tip of the epiglottis, and below by the posterior

margin of the laryngeal entrance, , tho tip of tho arytenoid flap

A similar angle would exist in the case of all animals the plane of

the entrance to whose larynx crossed the axis of movement of the

descending bolus, the angle being tbe more marked the more nearly

at a nght angle tins plane crossed this axis, and li is partly to get md
of this angle that the folding forwards of this arytenoid flap takes

place In animals, on the other hand, where the plane and the axis

are parallel there is no angle and there is no folding forward of the

arytenoid—merely an outwards and inwards movement, an opening

and sbuttmg of the lozenge-shaped entrance, as in the ease of the

Tortoise, Lizard, Frog, Snake, &o. In addition to the above angle, there

would be also au inoonvement open angle between the tongue and the

epiglottis, ui which food partioles would be most likely to lodge, and
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upon the resilience of the epigloitiB, being engaged between it and

the tongue^ they wonid give rise to irritation. Aa a matter of faot^

it does sometimes happen that food gets between epiglottis and

tongue, bnt it would sorely often happen if the dootrme of the hd-like

action of the epiglottis were tme
By my account of the normal olosnro of the larynx many farther

points in the anatomy of the larynx and many observations as to its

physiology now receive an explanation Some writers have come

near to the truth, and of all Luschka has come nearest, many pasnages

in his writing showing that he has ]U8t failed to grasp tlie whole

meaning of what ho describes

The External Thyro-arytenoid Mu$cU—The direction of its fibres is

in the main from before, backwards and upwards
,

this is clearly the

direction most suited to the folding forwards of the arytenoid oar**

tilsge Thns the cngin of the muscle is in front, at the thyroid

cartilage as the more fixed end The insertion of the muscle extends

in the vertical direotion, well nigh throughout the entire length of

the axytonoid cartilage, so that its superior fibres have a great

mechamoal advantage lu inclining the cartilage forwards, while its

inferior fibres especially pull it forwards at its base Owing to its

insertion into the outer surface of the arytenoid cartilage, it tends

powerfully to rotate the cartilage so inwards that the mtomal fMes
of the cartilages come into apposition Thus the muscle bnngs about

three of the movements of the arytenoid cartilages that close the

larynx, vis, rotation inwards, inolination forwards, and ghding

forwards at the cnco-orytenoid joint Theso movoments have been

seen experimentally upon electrical stimulation in Man * The fourth

movement is the apposition of the arytenoids by the arytenotdeue

trwMveratis

The muscle thus with the transverse arytenoid forms a sphincter

for the laiynx t
Having this function of the muscle in mind, one at once under-

stands why it IS such a large muscle, why it extends vertically so far

beyond the level of the true cords, and in short why as viewed in a

vortical transverse section of the larynx it seems to have so httle

relation to the true cords thb fact is %t is (with the toinsverse ary-

tenoid muscle) the true sphincter vestibuh,*’} for it rotates inwards the

* Yon ZiemMon, * Dto ElootnoitUt in dor Median ’

t The term ** conetnotor rottibuh ’* haa already been employed, but npphed to

the ory-epiglottie mmole, by Luichka Thto mamfeBtly la inoorreot, for thu muadle

could not conitnct the Tcatibule, % • , down to the lev^ of the lower border of the

aupenor corda, however much it might oonatnet the entraaoe or ad%Uut larynfiU,

t The term aphutcier ” la apphed by Henle to the aggregate of the thyro-

arytenoida, arytenoid and ary-epiglottio muaolea, but hia notion of the action of tbse

nraaoular maaa u that the oiytenoid pulla the arytenoid oaitilagea together, while

the fibraa that have in the relaxed condition a bend with the oonoavity inwards
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anterior margins of the arytenoid cartilages, and thus brings together

the sides of the vesiibnle, and then it mohnos the aiytenoids so as to

encroach on the space from above downwards, and from behind for-

wards-*-the three mnsoles, that is, the two thyro-arjtenoids and the

transverse arytenoid, now gi*asp the vestibnlo, so to speak, obliterate

its space, and thus close the larynx With them act the ary-opiglottici

so as to close the very entrance

In certain animals there is no elastic tissno in what would corre-

spond to the true cord (Bland Sutton, * Journal of Anatomy and

Physiology,* ” Nature of Ligaments **), which thus is entirely ot

muscle enclosed in mucous membrane This seems to indicate the

primary importance of the muscle as a muscle rather than as a
vibrating cord, a view also expressed by Bland Sutton npon purely

anatomical grounds May it not be simply that the elastic property

IS secured for the vibratmg tissue at a physiologioally cheaper rate

through fibrous than through muscular tissue P

Nothing IS said here of the feeble thyro-aryk^nmdeus xntemxis •

this, probably, is the proper muscle of the vocal oords, and in any

case, from its feeble development and its attachments, it cannot have

much influence in closing the larynx

This descnption of the mode of closure of the larynx meets the

cose during Wh inspiration and expiration In closure during

inspiration the closure is absolute and, after the muscles have once

brought the ports into position, is entirely mechanical This one can

easily verify by sucking air down through either the dead or the

living larynx The margins of the aperture come together and
remam pi^essed together by atmospheric pressure Against ex-

piration the resistance is entirely muscular, for the margins of the

apertnro open outwards, and air can always be blown upwards so as

to foroe open the dosed larynx. The thyro-arytenoid and transverse

aiytenoid appear to me to be quite adequately developed to resist

pressure to a high degree, because, in the first place, these musdes
are really not so small as one is aocustomed to think they are ,

and,

in the second place, the surface which has to bear pressure in the

dosed larynx is not extensive

In such larynges as the Lisard’s, the muscle simply rotates the

cartdago to close the lozenge-shaped aperture whioh corresponds to

the glottis of Man
The ATytmo%d MueeU—This mnsole must be divided into (1) the

two oblique portions, which are really continuations of the aty-

ejHgbttio musde, and are dealt with under that heading, and (2)

the transverse portion The transverse portion alone is now under

oonaideration. Owing to the articular surface of the oxytonoid car-

•fckaightea themselvei, ind so bnng the side wills of the entnnoa together This,

d eourse, is quite a djflerent thing from my aooount

TOt. L. 2 1
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tilage bemg on the under surface of the musonlar process, which is pro-

jected bac^ards from the cartila||;e, the surfaces of attachment of

the muscle lie in front of the ]omt, t e , in front of the fnlorum, so that

the muscle powerfully rotates the cartilages inwards, draws them

together, apposes their internal surfaces, and pulls them powerfhllj

together Thus the muscle acts with the thyro-arjtenoids as a

sphincter of the larynx The muscle likewise forms an elastic liga-

ment between tbo two cartilages, hbrous tissues being clearly unsuit-

able White fibrous tissues would imply fixity of interval, and elastic

tissues would need in certain positions to be stretched by considerable

muscular force, while in other positions they would be lax The muscle

likewise forms part of the surface over which the bolus glides lu

deglutition, but at this time it is m contraction, and therefore firm

,

and, lastly, it closes m the triangular space which must always remain

in front of tlie lamina of the oncoid, even when the arytenoids are

applied to one another by their mner faces

The Ary^epiglothc Muscle^ tncludtng the Oblique Portion of* the

Arytenoid Muecle—Its function, apparently, is to make tense the ary-

epiglottio folds of mucous membrsme, part of the immediate bound-

anos of the entrance Thus the entrance is bounded during degluti-

tion either by cartilage or by tense musole, so that the bolus hM no
chance of entering The tension is manifest from the more marked
backward curvature of the lateral edge of the epiglottis; thus the

concavity of the epiglottis becomes more marked, forms, indeed, a

deeper groove to receive the tips of the arytenoids during deglutition

On this account the transverse hmb of the fissure, or hei^ of the

X» IB markedly concave backwards

That the muscle is prolonged over the back of the upper part of

the cartilage of its own side to the base of the cartilage of the
opposite Bide is necessary It thus tends to brace together the two
cartilages, whereas, if it only went to the cartilage of its own side, it

would tend to separate the cartilages, and thus to destroy the effec-

tiveness of the closure of the onfice.

A subsidiary effect is to help the thyro-arytenoid iu rotating

inwards and pulling forwards the arytenoids
, to this extent there-

fore, but only to this extend is the name constrictor vestibuk
”

(Lusohka) justifiable

The Lateral Orwo-arytenoid Muicle —Besides rotating the arytenoid

cartilage, this muscle must also help in tilting the whole cartilage

forwards by pulling the base forwards so that the posterior part of

the articular surface comes to rest on the onooid j^th this muscle
and the posterior cnoo-orytenoid being inserted at the base of the
cartilage, therefore vojy close to the axis of rotation, seottie a com-
paratively large movement with but little actual shortening of the
muscles
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In most Mammals tibe latynz is nsaally open, and is only skat
-wken Bomo temporary oooasion arises In some Mammals, sneh as

the Porpoise and Dngong (Owen), Qrampus, White Whale, Dolphin,

&o , the larynx, on the other hand, appears to be usually shat, and
here the X-shaped fissure which I hare described is quite endent
Is not the usual condition in these Mammals an indication of what is

most likely to be the temporaiy mode of closare in the others P

Birds are extremely instructivo in this connexion Here the rooal

function 18 entirely removed from the larynx, so that the larynx has

for Its sole office the guarding of the entrance to the trachea

Inspection and exponment show the entrance to be closed by the

arytenoid cartilages, or bones, and the thyro-arytenoid muscles

Since this is their function in Birds (and the same applies to Tortoises,

Lisards, Reptiles, Frogs, ), is it not all the more likely to be at least

a function in Mammals P Bland Sutton (loc cit ) in this connexion,

and npon other grounds, believes that the original function of the

vocal cord is to protect the air passages, speech being a superadded

function ” Closure of the larynx is the one never failing office of the

larynx, and the arytenoid cartilages and their muscles are the only

never failing structures
,
epiglottis, false cords, true cords, as such,

and ventricles may all be absent. Does not this indicate some

oonnexion P

The fissure seems to depend npon the presence of an

epiglottis ,
where that is present, it keeps the anterior end of the

fissure wide, makes, m short, the transverse head of the X Where
there is no epiglottis and nothing to take its place, the fissure is purely

antero-postonor, so that at the vertical hmb of the X more

primitive, and by makmg a succession of transverse sections of the

olosed laxynz, the head of the X gnidually narrows with the narrow-

ing of the epiglottis, so that at the level of the glottis the vertical, i e ,

antero-postenor, limb alone remains even in Man It will be observed

that in cutting away the higher parts of the larynx, one has removed

that part which is peculiar to Man and other animals having larynges

of a similar build Only the bases of the arytenoid caridages and

the attached true cords remain. This latter level thus oorresponds

to the opening of, say the Frog or Tortoise, and the shape of the open-

ing IB praoti^ly the same, a loxenge

The heighteningof the arytenoids in Man appears to give these two

advantages 1st, it permits of the entrance to the air passages having

the funnel shape which favours the entrance of air, 2n^ it with-

draws the vocal apparatus from the vicinity of the veiy entmnoey so

that it IS the better protected.

Closure of the entrance to ,the larynx by tight dosing up of the

arytenoid cartilages and ary-epiglottic folds '* was obsemd by tbe

laryngosoope (Bruns, * Arch. f. Path. Anat«,* vol. 48« 1868, p. 135^

2 1 2
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quoted by LoBcbka) in the ease of a girl who had lost the epiglottis

by nloeration, bat Losohka concludes from a consideration of other

oases that this was a mere aooommodation gradually effected hy the

muscles by prolonged practice acquiring the necessary strength to

mutually approximate the side walls'* of the yestibule In the

case repot cd by myself with McCormick already referred to,

the pati<.at, immediately upon the cessation of feeding by the

stomach-tube, could swallow as well as he did later on, and to all

intents and purposes as well as he could before the operation, and in

him wo were able to see by merely looking through the hole in the

side of the neck, that the laryngeal closure was accompanied by the

T-shaped fissure Here, therefore, there was no ‘‘ prolonged

practice ’*
, there was no practice at all, and the same remark applies

to the cases aheady quoted os haying been examined for me by Barrett

The fissure is also shown in Czermak’s classical work, but the forma-
tion of the head of the X misinterpreted

,
it is said to be by the

backward movement of the epiglottis, instead of by the forward
movement of the arytenoids

Short of complete closure, tlio arytenoid fiap comes forward so that

it IS approximated to the front wall of the laryngeal cavity, therefore,

in Man, to the epiglottis, and if air be now expired, the characteristic

sound of straining is produced by the vibration of the margins of the

entrance to the air passages, not of the vocal cords merely

Listei (Holmes 'Surgery,' Article on Anaestliotics ") ascertamed
laryngoscopically that true chloroform stertor is produced by vibration

"of the posterior part of the arytesno-epiglottidean folds, which
are carried forwards to touch the haso of the epiglottis during the
stertorous broathing, and are placed m still further apposition with
it when the obstruction becomes complete " Thus, Lister saw " an
antero-postenor co-aptation of the structures of the laxyngeal aperture
at a somewhat deeper level , without any change in the position or
form of the epiglottis, towards which the folds of the mucous mem-
brane above the apices of the axytenoid cartilages are earned forwards
till they are in contact with its base This is soon m coughing and
also m laryngeal stertor" Nevertheless, the olosure by the epi-

glottis IS the mode of closure Lister adopted for deglutition

In certain lesions of the true cords, the gruff voice is, as Sir Joseph
Lister communicated to me ondly, to be asonbed to a vibration of
the aiy-epiglottio folds, a suggestion with which I entirely agree
1 believe also that in gatghng, the larynx is almost dosed, and the
air issues under pressure from the narrow fissure I have desonbed.

In tbe Kangaroo apparently a great extent of the arytenoida is ex-
posed to the fnetion of the passing bolus, and along the ridge of the
apposed arytenoids, where the fnotion takes place, the cartilage shows
through, and the mucosa is not movable In the human larynx tlu$
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aiytenoid ridge oontains the antero-pontenor limb of the X-fiosiiro,

but it is xnnch shorter and leas promment than m the Kangaroo.

The elastic nature of the tips of the arytenoids and the Santorinian

cartilages admirably fits them for gliding into position down the

front of the laryngeal cavity In this respect also, the form of the

Santoninan cai*tilageR, convex forwards in the closed aperture, helps,

and the cushion of the epiglottis, when present, corresponds tO the

interval between them In the open aperture, the tips of the comi-
cula are directed inwards and backwards, but this merely bnngs them
parallel when the arytenoids ai e in the closed position The elastic

nature of all these airtilagos enables them to lit each other perfectly

when brought into aiiposition, and to recover their shape when the

pressnre is removed, and the pad of fat m front of the epiglottis helps

in this connexion Even in the dead subject, these phenomena can be

observed more or less by simply pressing the arytenoids forwards—*

the closure is perfect without the epiglottis ever moving
In animals with the cornicula more highly developed than they

arc in Man and the Qoat, this account does not apply In the Bog,

for instance, they are long and pointed, and are pushed aside out of

the mesial plane when the larynx is closed

The superior or false vocal cords, as the arytenoids are rotated

inwards, of course, come into apposition with each other, since

posteriorly they are attached to the anterior margins of the arytenoids

and anteriorly they are attached together to the re-entrant angle of

the thyroid cartilage As the arytenoid cartilages move forwards,

the superior cords are shoiteued from before backwards, and possibly

this may account for tlie large amount of elastic tissue in their struc-

ture, and it may possibly be the office of the bundles of striped

muscular fibres, which have been described as radiating into the false

cords from various muscles of the region, to perform a similar func-

tion, that of taking up the slack of the shortened false cord. As the

action of the thyro-arytenoid is continued, the soft substance of these

cords will tend to he squeezed both upwards into contact with the

advancing arytenoids, and downwards to encroach on the ventnole

At the same tune, the sacouh will be compressed from the sides by
the thyro-arytenoids and from behind by the arytenoid cartilages.

This may be the reason why the saooulus is over only the anterior

part of the ventricle, for here it is out of the way of the advancing

aiytenoid, and any secretion whioh might be squeezed out of it

would immediately pervade the whole length of the ventnole, now
narrowed the encroachment of the false cords, and so would lubri-

cate the whole length of the true cord, although the sacculus is over

the anterior part only The fact that we often swallow when the

cords are diy, as in hoarseness after much speaking, supports this

idea, for the aalira swallowed cannot possibly aSeot the coria; the
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aot of Bwalloinngi howemtt oouldf hj expressnig the Baooular secre*

tion, and distributing this seoretion as well as the oopums seoxetum

of the rest of this region over the true cords

The Onco-arytenoid Joint—^The relatively great antero-postenor

diameter, the ovoid form, and plane surface of the arytenoid artionlar

Burfaoo, in the light of this description of the mode of olosure of the

glottis are quite comprehensible.

As the vocal process of the arytenoid with its attached true vocal

cord sinks into the larynx, it moves nearly in a circle, of which the

cord IB the radius, and the cartilage glides forwards on the cncoid,

so that the cord’s tension remains fairly equable As a matter of fact,

however, the tension of the cord in the sunk position is greater than

before, so that the more gliding of the arytenoid does not wholly

compensate the tilting forward of the whole cartilage is relatively

great, so that the vocal process is carried relatively far backwards

and BO the cord is put upon the stretch

When the larynx is open the narrow end of the ovoid rests on the

cncoid, but in tbo closed larynx it is the broad end of the ovoid In

the open larynx, stability is not of moment
,
rather is mobility im*

portant, for there is no pressure to be resisted and m swallowing it is

of importance to get the cartilages quickly into position, and, more*

over, we saw that the arytenoids are in continual movement even m
tranquil respiration In tho closed larynx, on the other hand,

stability is (rf tho utmost moment, and then, not only is the broad end

of the ovoid on tho cncoid, but possibly tho little intro-artioular

hbro-cartilago attached to the capsular ligament of the articulation,

and projecting into the ]omt cavity from the posterior blunt oiroum*

ferenoo of the arytenoid articular surface (Luschka), conies into play

to increase tho surface upon which the arytenoid rests only alcmg

a line can there be contact of the cncoid cylinder with the arytenoid

plane, but the fibro-caitilage probably increases this surface of con-

tact so that the arytenoid rests on the criooid in front, and on the

intTa-articulor cartilage behind. The fibro-cariilage iilhng up the

angle of the joint postenorly would play also the part of a sort of

patella protecting this extremely important jomt from any meobanical
violence from the passing bolus.

A farther advantage of tho gliding forwards of the arytenoid is

that, while m the open laiynx the muscular process projects somewhat
behind tho plane of the cncoid lamina, in the closed larynx it does
not, BO that there is no impediment to the descending bolus, and less

chance of damage to the cartilage and joint.

The long axis of the arytenoid articular surface is from behind in-

wards and forwards, and this is the direction an which the base
glides

The axytenoid cartilages of course glide laterally also, lor the
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onooid arboalar Bnrfaoe ib abont half as long again as the arytenoid

IB broad— the open larynx the arytenoids rest on the outer end of

the cnooid surface, in the olosed larynx on the inner end, so that

tfa^ now he closely apposed Thus the action of the three true

sphincter or oonstneior muscles brings the aiytenoids exactly into

the position described in the closed larynx
,

the thyro^aryteno%d€%

rotate the arytenoid cartilages inwards and pull them forwards, the

arytmoxdeus transveraxia pulls them together The narrowing of the

iainina of the cnooid os wo ascend has an important influence in per-

mitting the arytenoids to approach each other bodily, though a tnan-

gular space, the base of which corresponds to the width of the oncoid

lamina, must always remain filled by the aTytenoxdeua

The epithelium on the inner faces of the arytenoid oartilagps is

stratified squamous (Davis, quoted by Klein), and this is accounted

for by the pressure between the two comparatively hard and resistant

arytenoids Covering the greater part of the side walls of the vesti-

bnlo it 18 ciliated columnar, but tbero being no rubbing of surface

upon surface, the mucosa being soft, and the surface being covered

by a thick layei of mucus, the cilia are not damaged by the compres-

sion of the vostibulo m deglutition The epithelium for a little way
within the maigm is stratified squamous, here, however, one can

imagine that some friction takes place during the movements of the

parts

The shape of the epiglottis fits in with my account of the act of

deglutition it lies on the posterior port of the dorsum of the tongue,

but it would certainly not fit the top of the larynx did it fold over

it as m the current description, for there is no relation either in

size or form, nor is there any pattern on its laryngeal surface as if

it were often applied to the laryngeal aperture And, as Howes
writes 31 Anat Physiol / 1889, p 271), “ In many
Mammals the porta are so arranged that the posterior border of the

velum appears to overlie the epiglottis, abutting against the ventral

laryngeal wall In aueh a case, did the epiglottis merely funotion,

during deglutition, as a hd, the effects of its displacement would be

simply that of forcing it book upon the velum palati A flappang

action in deglutition, aa ordinarily understood, could manifestly

only be possible in forms in which the velum stops short of the

epiglottis."
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in. Additional Observations on the Development of ApUryx^
By T. Jeffery Pabeer, B.Sc., F.R.S., Piofessor of Biology

in the University of Otago, Diuiedin, New Zealand. Re-

ceived December 15, 1891

(Abstract

)

The paper is founded upon tho study of three embryos of

austTOfha obtained since the author's former communication on this

subject vras vrntton

Tho youngest (stage E') is intermediate between £ and F of the

former paper, tho next (£') between F and G, tho most advanced

(O') between G and H
In £' tho characteristic form of tho beak has already appeared

In F' tho pollex is unusually large, giving the fore-limb the normal

oharactensticB of an embryo wing
Several important additions and corrections are iriade to tbe former

account of the skull, especially with regard to tho pro-sphenoid

region, the basi-cranial fontanolles, and the relations between the

trabeenlar and pora-ohordal regions

Tho aooonnt of tho shonlder-girdle is amended In Aj^&ryx owem
the coracoid region is solid, and no pro-coracoid appears ever to be

formed in A australu a ligamentous pro-corscoid is present at a

oomparatively early period (stage F’ and perhaps E'),

An intermedium is present m the corpus in all three specimens in

addition to the elements previously described

Tho brain in stage G' is interesting, as being at what may be called

the critical stage, tho oerebellom is fully developed, and the optio

lobes have attained the maximum proportional size and are lateral

in position In all essential respects the bram of this embxyo is

typically avian

lY.
** On a Differential ElectrqiRtatic Method of measiuixig High
Electnoal Reaiatanoea.'* By Major Cardew, RE. Com--

znunicated by Sir William Thomson, D.C.L,, P.RS
Reoeived Jauuaxy 6, 1892.

The following method has been found usefhl for determining the

relative value in insulating quality of small samples of materials, the

insulation Tesutanoe of short pieces of cable, and other vexy high
resiBtanoes

The arrangement is also suitable for oontinuoualy mdioatiug the
position on any electnoal circuit, worked at a high presaure^ of the
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resalttot fault or point of eoro potential
» and for moasanng the in-

anlatton of the circuit while the pressure us on.

0(yivneotvms—The method consists in connecting the quadrants of

an ordinary quadrant electrometer to the terminals of a source of

fairly high £.M F , while the aluminium vane or needle is connected

to earth.

The resistance to be determined is connected to one side of this

arrangement, and a variable resistance of the same order of nil|B^nitude

to the other side, the free ends of each being connected to earth

The centre of the battery, or other source of E M F
,
is then eaithed

for a short time, bimgmg the needle to the zero reading, and, after

the removal of this earth oonnoction, the needle will tia\el to one

Hide or the other, nnless the I'osistanco to the passage of electricity

from each {lole to earth is exactly equal, in which cose the needle will

remain permanently at zero

]3y observing the motion and varjing the comparison resistance

accordingly, this balance is soon arrived at, if within the range of

venation provided

The arrangement is shown in the figure, where B is the battery or

other source of E M F
, Q the quadrants, N the needle, X the un-

known resistance, and B the variable resistance The earth contacts

ore shown by E

Dla^nun of connections for eleotrostatio balaaoe for Tory high reustonoes The
opposite quodmnte of oleotrometor are not shoim

Prfncipls.—The method depends upon the well-known fact that

every source of electricity produces equal quantities of what are
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oonuDOnly called the two kinds of eleotnoity in any tune, however

extended, and at any instant at an equal rate.

I have reoently drawn attentiou to this law as determining the

potentials from earth of the two sides of any system of electno supply

(yide my paper read on the 23rd April, 1891, at the Institution of

Eleotncal Engineers).

If wo conceive, therefore, a perfectly insulated voltaio battery, the

potentiidb of the terminals of this source from earth would be deter-

mined by momentarily connecting any one of the metal plates with

the earth Under such conditions, tho smallest leakage either

pole to earth through a resistance amounting to many millions of

megohms, if unbalanced by any leakage from the other pole, must

rapidly reduce the potential of tho impexfectly insulated pole to

zero

The only bmit, therefore, to tho sensibility of the method is the

imperfection of the insulation of the measuring apparatus, and this

insulation, with propei precautions, can be easily maintained at a value

exceeding 1,000,000 megohms
8owrce$ of E M F—A very convenient source of E M F for the

purpose 18 tile arrangement of small zmo*coppor couples in senes,

moistened by dipping the whole into a pan containing acidulated

water, which is lu use at the Physical Laboratory at Glasgow

University

Four hundred such couples are usually arranged on an ebonite

support, and the sensibility with this number is ample *

A still better source, when alternating onrrents are available, is a

special form of transformer, the secondary coil being suspended in

air by a silk cord

The highest insolation can thus be secured. But when the rosiet-

anoe to ie balanced possesses appreciable eapaaty, the use of an

alternating EM F. is unsuitable, on account (rf the masking of tbo

effect of the leakage current proper by tho capacity current

Oow^riion BotistancoB—The vanable resistance is, most conveni-

ently, some material of uniform cross section, sc that its resistance

vanes as the length put in circuit. Keels of white silk, cotton,

thread, and siring are very smtable, and with a few such simple

matenala, balances ean be obtomed through a great range of value,

although^ no multiplying or dividing power is possible. Thus, a

white enikoidety silk has been found to have aresistanoe ol approxi-

mately 250,000 megohms per inch
, a green thread, partly silk and

partly cotton, 10,000 megohms per inch in a dry atmosphere

,

* The melioguiy legs supplied with this bstteiy should be r^lsoed by groored

eboxute legs, to unprore mBulatum, and it is idio of sdrentage to insert under eseh
leg s piece of seehng-wax ^e oouples require to be taken oat and olesned oeos«

sumaUy, if aUowed to get dirty, the S M F beoomeelow
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m ariinnxj measnnng tape, 1400 zaegohma per iaob, 4bo., down to a

pieoe of wet tape, which gave 64,000 ohma per inch

These resistances are, to some extent, affected by the degree of

hmnidity of the air, bat, when necessary, they can be rapidly standard-

ised wi^ sufficient accuracy by determining one of the lowest by the

usual method), or, as a check, when time allows, a highly insulated

condenser can be shunted by a length of silk, and the loss of charge,

m a given time, measured •

UnaymmetrMal InstUahm of Apparatus—If, from any cause which

cannot be discovered or removed, the insulation rosistanco of tho

apparatus is unsymmetriral, indicated by the needle taking up a false

zero when connection is made between tho battery and quadrants,

symmetry can bo always secured by connecting a length of silk, found

by trial, between the more highly insulated jiole and earth

L%rmt$ of Accuracy —The accuracy attainable by this method

depends on the sensibility of the electrometer and the potential

difference employed

With an ordinary suspension, however, it has been found that

with a battery giving about 350 volts the difference m reading be-

tween that with the centre of tho battery earthed and that with the

earth connection made at 1 volt from the centre amounted to 1 2 scale

divisions

This sensibility should, therefore, bo ample to socuro an accuracy

within 1 per cent, which, for resistances of several thousand

megohms, is generally sufficient

Leakage Indicaior—The same principle of balance may be usefully

adapted as a leakage indicator for electric supply cii^cmts worked at

high pressure

For this purpose a special pattern of electrometer is requisite

The quadrants are connected, respectively, to the two mams oon-

stitntzng a oironit, and the needle to earth If the insulation of the

entire circuit is good, the potential from earth of the two mains will

probably be nearly equal, and the needle will remain at zero ,
any

leakage taking place will disturb the balance to one side or the

other

By temporarily switching a small leak first on one side and then

on the other, and noting the effect, the absolute value of the insula-

tion may be approxunately assessed

The arrangement is not applicable, however, to a concentric system

of mams with alternating currents, or in any case whore the oapacitieB

ere large and seriously unequal
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V. ‘‘On the Elecfrol3'fli8 of Silver Nitrate tn VaeuoJ* By
Arthur Schitster, F.R.S, and Arthur W. CrorsIiEy,

B Sc. Received January 5, 1892.

The following inveBtigation was undertaken in order to clear up

some minor irrogulantics which ocoar when the intensity of an

oleotnc current is measured by means of a silver voltameter

The electrolysis of silver nitrate yields with moderate precautions

such very consistent results that it seemed of interest to follow up

the small apparent deviations from Faraday's laws which are found

to exist One of these irregnlarities has been noticed by Lord Ray-

leigh, who found that the deposit of silver from a hot solution was

abont one x^a^t in i\\ o thousand heavier than the deposit from a cold

solution A second anomaly lies in a small but regular disotepancy

in the deposits when these aro taken simnltaneoosly in platinum

liowls of diHcrent sizes
,
the difference, according to our experiments,

seems to depend on the current density at the anode But the chief

jiart of this paper m ill deal with the fact discoverod by ns, that the

deposits are slightly larget when the eleotrolysis is oondnoted tn

vactio than when, as usual, the voltameters are oxxmsed to air at the

ordinary pressure This difference we trace to the effects of dissolved

Fio 1
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oxygon, for wb-en the eieotrolyais la earned oufc in an atmosphere of

oxygen the deposits are smaller than those obtained in air

The apparatas wo employed to obtain a deposit in vacua is illns-

trated in fig 1 An inyorted bell*]ar, closed at the bottom by an
mdiarmbber stopper and at tho top by a plate of glass, contains a
tight-fitting cylindrical cage of wire gaxiise, winch nerves as support

to tho electrodes The platinum basm is placed on two stout copper

wires, F, which are soldered to tbe cage Metallic contact between

the wires and tbe bowl is secured by tbe help of tmfoil, which is

wrapped round the wires and forms a cushion on which tho bowl

rests One of the wires loading to tlie battery is soldered to the

cage The anode is suspended from a glass rod, C, fixed to tho cage

near its upper end, the current being conveyed to tho anode by an

insulated wiio passing through a glass tube, B, winch is also secured

to the cage Throe pieces of glass tubing pass through the india-

rubber stopper, ono serves to exhaust tho vessel, while the wires

leading to the battery pass through the remaining two

The stopper is rendered air-tight by means of Faraday cement, and

some grease has to bo used to prevent leakage between the glass

plate and boll-jar To prevent partioles of this grease contaminating

the solution, a tightly-fitting piece of cardboaid, not shown in tho

figure, was placed above tho cage In tho latter part of the investi-

gation two nearly identical bell-jars wore used

The same current always passed through two or three voltameters

in suooesBioii, and tho deposits obtained simultaneously wore com-

pared with each other One of the platinum bowls, to be refen*ed to

as tho large bowl, has a diameter of 5 inches, while tho smaller bowl

had a diametor of inches

The silver anodes had a thickness of about 2 nmi , and generally

larger anodes were used in the largo bowl than m the small one

With rei^ot to the contact between the anodes and the platinum

wires conveying the ourrent, it seems worth while to draw attention

to a precaution, which, if neglected, may cause serious tiouble. We
placed at first, for the sake of oonveuienoe, the anodes simply into

two loops of platmum wire. These loops crossed at right angles as

in fig 2 The ourrent under these oircumstanceR is apt to pass

partly from the platmum wires, and dark red crystals (probably

Fzo 2.
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A|f*0») then shoot ont rapidly and fona a bridge aoross the eleotro^

lyte

We have not obaerred sinular effects when the silver idates were

perforated, and the platinum wires which passed under the silver

plate were everywhere in metallic contact with it We used filter-

paper to cover the anodes, and followed generally Lord Bayleigh'a

instiructionB regarding the conduct of the experiment The platinum

basins were in some oxpenments first cleaned oat with sand« bat

often this was not done They were then washed with (1) con-

centrated nitno acid, (2) strong caustic soda, (3) tap water, (4)

distilled watei I'hey were dned roughly with a clean silk hand-

kerchief and heated over a Bunsen flame After an hour’s cooling

they were weighed The deposits of stiver were washed three or

four times with distilled water, and allowed to stand under water

for a night , they were then again washed several times and dned in

an air-bath at first at 100^ G. , the temperature was finally raised to

160° for ten minutes. After an hour’s cooling, the final weighings

were taken

In a large number of oxpenments it almost certainly happens that

some anomalous resnlts are obtained, either through msuflicient wash-

ing or through loss of small quantities of silver Wo give, without

exception, the result of each expenment, and think that on the whole

they show a remarkable consistency in the indications of the silver

voltametorB The effects we investigate are the differences in the

deposit of less than one part in a thousand, and the possibility of

investigating these differences is a proof that the electrolysis of

silver nitrate can safely be trusted to that degree of accuracy.

The only sonous source of error against which we had to guard was

the prevention of leakage in the leads between the two voltameters

Tliat onr results can in no way be attributed to such leakage is

shown by the fact that the voltameters were used in the same position

With the bell-jar exhausted or fall of air When the jar was fall of

air, the difference in the deposit disappeared, except for the small

anomaly due to the different sizes of the basins

When the jor is exhausted, it might be thought that a film of

moisture could condense outside the platinum bowl, owing to the

ooohng doe to evaporation in an atmosphere saturated with vapour

If such a film were to a certain extent to short-cirouit the bowl, a

smaller deposit would be formed tn vacw), but our efbot is an

increase, not a diminution, of the deposit Our leads were all care-

fully insulated, and as the resistance of the voltameters was never

more than 1 ohm, there is no difficulty m avoiding leakage to the

extent required

For the sake of clearness, we do not give onr results in the order

m which they were obtained, but the numbers attached to eacdi
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exponmettt repregent the order in which they were made* We begin

by comparing together the deposits obtained m bowls of different

sizes, both being in air

With the exception of the last three observations, the results give

a consistent difference of about two parts in ten thousand in favour of

tbo larger bowl With respect to the last three observations, wo have

to offer the following explanation —In order to trace, if possible, the

difference between tbo results obtained with large and small bowls,

we used in these experiments two anodes of the same size, while in all

other cases the anodes were approximately proportional to the size of

the bowl Experiment 12 is anomalous , we cannot account for tho

difference of 3 milligrams in favour of the small bowl, and simply

record the observation
,
but do not think that this one experiment

con render the results of the others doubtful, especially when token

in conjunction with Lord Rayleigh*s observations, presently to be re-

ferred to Experiments 13 and 14 seem to show that when anodes

of the same size are used the discrepancy between the bowls dis-

appears This conUrms an impression we have gamed that the

effect is possibly due to secondary products formed at tho anode

when the cnn*cnt density there exceeds a certain value It seems

certain that too great a current density at the anode is accompanied

by a smaller deposit, but our experiments are not sufficient to decide

whether the systematic difference in the two bowls is to be asonbed

to the same cause

Table II.—Comparison of Deposits obtained by Lord Rayleigh in

Large and Small Bowls

Bate
Bepoeit in

large bowb
Bepout m
small bowls

Difference in

mgnns
1 Percentage

1

difference.

Nov an
grme
8 016G

grms
8 016S + 0 1 40 008

Boo 4 2 0907 2 9902 + 0 5 40 017
Feb 16 2 3484 2 8462 + 0 2 -t-O 009

Feb 22 8 2977
2 8488

^ 8 2966
+ 0 1

+ 1 1
40 004
40 088

Feb 29 S 2698
8 2979
2*2698

-0 2
-1-0 6

-0 006
-t-O 022

Mar 6 1 2247
2 2701
1 2247

-0 8

4x0 0
-U 018
<1:0 000

Mar 10 1 0648
1 2248
1 0648

-0 1

40 6
>0 001
-t-O 047

Mar 14 1 2897
1*0646
1 2692

40 8
40 6

•fO 028
•fO 089

1 2698 40 4 •fO 081

Mean . •l-O'Oll
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Lord Bayleigli in hiB ezpenmenta on the Bilver voltameter need
two bowls of approximately the same size as ours, and the foregoing

cotnpanson wilt show that the difference in the deposits pointed out
by us also appears in his resalts

In Table II we ha\ o ontorod in two separate colnmns the deposits

obtained by Lord Rayleigh simultaneously from silver nitrate sola*

tions m largo and small bowls respectively

The mean deposit in the large bowls is therefore greater by ap-

proximately the same amount as in our experiments In three cases

only were the deposits in the small bowls heavier ,
and m two out of

these three cases I he bowl showing these larger deposits contained

a 30 per cent solutiou, while the other at the samo time was filled

with a 15 per cent solution It seems possible, therefore, that when
the strength of the solution is inci'oasad to 30 per cent the difference

due to the size of the bowls will disappear We have recalculated

Lord Rayleigh's value for the equivaleut of silver, taking the de-

posita in the large and small bowls separately, using the weight of

silver deposited before heating to verge of redness , we find for tho

equivalent of silver

(a) calculated from deposits in large bowls 0 0111817

(h) „ „ small „ 0 •0111797

Mean ... 0 0111807

The heating to redness seems to affect the deposits equally, and
reduces the weight, on the average, by abont one part in ten

thousand, which accounts for tbe difference between the above moan
and the equivalent as given by Lord Rayleigh and Mrs Sidgwick

In some of oor later experiments wo need three voltametorB in

senes, two of them being kept in an exhausted receiver

This arrangement allowed ns to judge whether the difference in

the results obtained with large and small bowls persisted tn vacuo.

The results are not very concordant, but tbe average deposits are

heavier in the large bowl, and hence we do not believe that the in-

fluence of current density con be ascribed to tbe presence of air in

the solution

In Expenment 27 tho manipulation differed, in so far as the bowls

uere cleared out with sand before use a proceeding adopted in the

first experiments as for as the eleventh, but abandoned afterwards.

We cannot, of course, draw any oonolosions from a single experiment,

but it does not seem impossible that the complete removal of the

old surface by washing with sand renders the effect of onnrent density

more prominent There is, no doubt, a differenoe in the condition

under which the electrolysis is earned ont, according as the deposit

t^es place on platmom as m the first few seconds, or on silver as in

TOIu L. 2 b
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the later etages, and after a nnniber of experimenta there may be a
thin layer of silver, possibly an alloy of silver and platinnm, irliioh

resists the action of acid, and oan only be scraped oat with sand It

IS to be noted that Kohlransoh took his silver deposits on platinum

which had previously been covered with a layer of silver, while m
Lord Rayleigh’s experiments the silver deposits were removed from
the dish before a new experiment was made The difference may
account for the somewhat greater equivalent found by Kohlransoh

,

but the concordance of ihe results shows that there oan be no
systematic difference amounting to more than a few parts in ten

thousand

Wo turn now to the mam part of the investigation, which is the

comparison of the deposits obtained m air and vacuo The solution

used in the different voltameters was always taken out of the same
bottle We had intended in this way to make sure that any difference

m the deposits was not due to some chemical diffeience in the solu-

tions It did not occur to us at the time that the solution in one

voltameter being freed of air, we should gradually diminish the

amount of air also in the other voltameter, for the solutions wore

kept in stoppered bottles, which did not allow of a ready re-absorption

of oxygen It will bo seen that the differences in the deposits, when
these were taken in air and vacuo^ were larger and more regular m
the first expel iments than later on, and this may have been due to

the gradual elimination of oxygen out of the solution

Our first experiments were made with the large bowl placed tn

eactio, and the small one in air The results, to which a later one is

added foi the sake of completeness, are embodied m Table lY Ex-

periment 17 was not a satisfactory one, as will be explained later on,

aud IB therefore included in square brackets

The large difference between the result obtained m air and in vacuo

first drew our attention to a possible influence of the sise of the bowl

The experiments made to clear up this point have already been

desonb^ A few deposits were taken with the small howl tn vacuo

and the largo bowl in air
, although the two effects counteract each

other, the deposits t» vacuo are larger than those m air, as is shown
by Table V
On the supposition that the effect due to the size of the bowl is the

same m air as it is tn voeno, we may combine the results of Tables

IV and Y, and thus find that the deposits of silver tn vacuo are about

one part in a thousand larger than those in air The next two
experiments (Table YI) were a surprise
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Wo traced tlie oause'of tbe anomaloas results shoirn in this table

The anode of the small bowl had by repeated use been gradually

dissolved ,
the current densify was consequently increased Under

these circumstances the current becomes unsteady, polarisation efiects

make themselves apparent, and the deposits are no longer trust-

worthy The deposits taken when the current density is too great

have generally a yellow colour. We are reminded of some old expe-

riments in which by increasing the current density black deposits

were obtained on the kathode, which at one time were supposed to

be a hydride of silver Poggendoiff is generally stated to have

proved that the black deposit is not a compound, but silver in a

finely divided state On referring to Poggondorif’s paper, his experi-

mehts do not seem convincing, and he has expressed hunself with

more caution than those who quoted him afterwards He state*),

however, that the black deposit often suddenly changes into a light

one Some observations made by Mi Hoskms Abxahall in tlie

Owens College Laboratory, aa well as our own experiments, lead us

to believe that it is the current density at the anode more than that

at the kathode, which introduces the anomalous results When the

deposits are thus untrustworthy, the current, as far as wo are able to

judge, 18 always unsteady, so that no danger arises when the silver

voltameter is used for the calibration of mstruments
At this stage of the inquiry we introduced a second bell-jar and a

second voltameter of approximately the same sise as the small one

pronously used The balance was also changed, and the weighings

were taken on a new short-beam balance This balance was unsteady
in its indications after firot setting up, and a sudden change of zero

while one of the basins was being weighed I'enders the result of Experi-

ment 17 doubtful The numbers obtained in this experiment are

therefore included in square brackets in our tables Table VII gives

the comparison of the deposits in air and in vaetto taken m basins of

nearly the same size A glance at the numbers can leave no doubt
as to tbe reality of the increase in the deposit under reduced pres-

sure, although the amount of the mci'ease is a little uncertain. There
IS only one case (Experiment^23) in whioh the doposits are prac-

tically identical, and in that case it was noticed that the deposit in

vacuo was yellow—on indication that the current density was probably
just a little too large The average difierenoe between the deposits

IS about one part in two or three thousand.
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In the last three expenwents, which gaye ooniparatiyelj large

differenoeSi the solutions used ware kept sepaiute between the ezpe-

nments, and this leads ns to think that we had preyionsly committed

an error in mixing our solutions, which, as has ahaady been stated,

must gradually haye become free of air Experiment 29 shows, how-

ever, too great a difference, some of the silver in the bowl kept in air

may have been lost in the washing

It seems remarkable that the electro chemical equivalent of silvei

as deduced from tho electrolysis %n vacm is almost identical with that

obtained m Lord Eayleigh and Mrs Sidgwick’s deposits from hot

solutions

One point as yet remains to bo discussed It was reasonable to

assume that the inci eased deposit in vacuo was duo to tho removal ol

tho oxygen out of the solution In order to obtain more definite

information, wo took some deposits in an atmosphere of oxygen In

the drst experiment tho two bell-jars were exhausted, and one of

them filled with oxygen, which was allowed to stand for three hours

over the solution before electrolysis

The result was as follows —

Deposit 11) air (small bowl) . , I 8618

„ oxygen „ 1 8618

„ „ (large bowl) I 8624

There is here no difference except that due to the sizo of the bowl

As it seemed doubtful whether the oxygen had in tho course of three

hours been absorbed to its full extent by the solution, three more
experiments were made and conducted as follows

—

One small basm was kept in air as bofoi^
, the other was kept

tn vacuoy while the large basm was filled with a solution which after

boiling had a stream of oxygen passed through until it was con-

sidered that the liquid was saturated with the gas The solution

thus prepared was kept m an atmosphere of oxygen The oom-
panson between the deposits in air and vacuo have already been
given (Experiments 29, 30, 31, Jable VII)

Tho weight of the deposits in air and in oxygen was us follows —
Small bowl Large bowl Percentage

in air in oxygon difference,

1 8498 1 8488 0 04
1 8990 1 8983 0 04
I -8989 1 8981 0 04

We attribute the consistency of these results partly, atony rote, to

the fact that the solutions used in the three bowb* were kept
separate
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In looking at the flgnres it must be remembered that the lai^c

bowl wonld, if placed in air, hare giren a largm* deposit than the

amnll one, bo that the difference between oxygen and air is realty

greater than would appear from the numbers There seems little

doubt, therefore, that it is the removal of oxygon which is the cause

of the increased deposits tn vacuo

We have made a number of experiments on the polansation of the

electrodes m our silver voltameters It does not fbllow that because

there is as much silver dissolved as deposited, there is necessarily

complete absence of what is commonly called polansation In the

first place, the silver is dissolved fiom a compact sheet which is in

a molecular condition different to the crystalline form in which it is

deposited Secondly, tiio silver is dissolved into a more concentrated

solution than that out of which it is deposited, and, as Warburg has

pointed out, it is voiy difficult to distinguish polansation effects from

electromotive forces due to differences of concentration Ourexpen-
ments have shown a small but very consistent polansation of

0 007 volt, which was the same tn vacno and in air

If, after the polarising current has passed, the anode is taken out,

and replaced after the liquid has been thoroughly stiired, the polari-

sation 18 reduced, but still exists to the extent of about oue-third the

onginal value The electromotive force of polarisation does not seem

to be different when the platinum basin is partially or completely

covered with silver ,
but the greater the amount of silver the more

slowly does the polarisation die out We cannot draw any very

dehuite conclusions from these observations, but it seemed worth

while to put them on record

Wo do not wish to enter into a full discussion of the explanation of

our results, but only diaw attention to two phenomena investigated

by Helmholtz and Warbui'g respectively It was shown by Holm-
holtz that the small current which passes through water under the

action of electromotive forces insuflSoient to decompose it is duo to

the presence of dissolved oxygon If part of the current in a solution

of silver nitrate is conveyed by hydrogen atoms, no hydrogen could

separate out as gas, but a recombination with the dissolved oxygen
could take place A small fraction of the current might bo conveyed

precisely in the way desenbod by Helmholtz In a subsequent paper,*

Helmholtz draws from thermodynamic principles the conclusion that
** in very dilute solutions or m acids containmg no salts at all, metals,

which we otherwise consider unoxidisable in the acid, may dissolve

to a small extent with evolution of hydrogen

Warburg,t w an important paper, shows that voltaic cells may be

formed by two pieces of the same metal, dipped into the same aoluw

• * Oolleoted Works/ vol 2, p 97fi

t * Wiedeuionn, Aunslen/ vol. 88, p. 821
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tioD, if the solution Burrounduig one of the electrodes oontainB ozjgen

m solution Ho establishes, further, the fact that in such oases the

metal actuallj enters into solution, and explains thereby a variety of

phenomena From his observations there seems little doubt that even

in a solution of silver nitrate silver may dissolve to a slight extent

The amount so dissolved is possibly moreased when the silver is in

the nascent state, and may then become measurable *

We draw the general conclusion from out experiments that the

true electrochemical equivalent of silver is probably not quite one

part in a thousand greater than the value given by Lord Rayleigh,

but that, if tbe experiments are conducted in air and under mrcuni-

stances similar to those under which Lord Rayleigh’s measurements

were made, the anomalies desenbed by us do not mterfore with the

use of the silver voltameter as a curi*ent measurer On the contrary,

the fact that we were able to show the existence of systematic

difEeronces amounting to not more than two parts in ten thousand is

a proof of its trastworthiness

VI “A new Mode of Rospnation m the Mynapoda/’ By
F Sinclair (formerly F G. Heathootk), Fellow

of the Cambndge Philosophical Society. Commimicatod
by A. Sedgwick, F.R.S Received January 8, 1892.

[This is a new version of the Paper read November 26, 1891 See

anfe, p 200]

VIL “ The ‘ Qinger-beer Plant,' and the Organisms composing
it* a Contribution to the Study of Fermontation-yearts

and Bactena.” By H. Marshall Ward, M.A., F.R.Sm
F.L.S

,

Professor of Botany at the Forestry Sohool, Royal
Indian Engineenug College, Coopers Hill. Received
January 14, 1892.

[The Paper pnnted at page 261, aafe, coutams the substanoe of this

Paper lu abstract ]

* I have aaBured myielf b/ experunent that the well-known duninntioB in weight
of copper in copper sulphate does not take {dace ta oeedo, care being taken to

remove the dissolved oxygen oompkaelj. Expenments an at pnsaht in pngtesi to

tnvesUgate the eleotfolysis of copper n eano —A. S.
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Ball (Sir B S*}> VBS The Theory of Fermamnt Screwe^ Ninth

Memoir 4to. DuUvn 1891 The Author

Bernier (F) Travels in the Mogul Empire (Constable’s Oriental

Mmoellanj* Yol. I) 8to. London 1891 Mr. A Constable

Bigourdan (G ) Histoire de rAstronomie 4 Toulouse 4to Ports

1883 (With three other Excerpts in 4to ) The Author

Blanford (W T ), F B S The Fauna of British India, including

Ceylon and Burma Part 2 8vo London 1891
*

The Author.

Brener (A ) Cbersichtliche Darstellung der Mathematischon

Theonen uber die Disporsion des Lichtes 8to Erfurt 1891

The Author

Burnett (S M ) Refraction in the Principal Meridians of a Triaxial

Ellipsoid 8\ o New York 1883 The Author

Carpent^ (A } Sewage Farming 8vo Lortdon^ 1891

The Author

Daubr^e (M ), For Mem R 8 Roohorohes Experimentalea snr le

Bdle possible des Gaz iL hautes temperatures dans divers

Ph^nom&nes G^ologiques Svo Pans 1891 The Author

Hann (J ) Studion uber die Luftdruck und Temperatar auf dem
Sonnbltckgipfol Svo Wien 1891 The Author

HarknesB (W ) pn the Color Correction of Achromatic Tclesoopes

Svo [Neto Yorl^ 1880 ,
On the Progress of Science as exem-

plified m the Art of Weighing and Measuring Svo WusJnngio^i

1888 The Author

Him (G A ), Mauifestatioii en THonneur de Svo i^frashourg [1891]

M GroRseteste, Mulhouse

Kaiser (O ) Die Funktioneu der Gauglienzellen des Ifalsmarkes

Preissehrift S\o Eaag IS91 The Author

Maidment (C) The Geology of Witwatersi and, to accompany his

first published Map of the Gold Fields Svo Gape Town 1 890

(With Map, sopaiate ) The Author

Baaley (H H ) The Tribes and Castes of Bengal Anthnipometnc
Data Vols I-II 8vo Calcutta 1891 The Author

Tubeiouloflis Reprints of Three Editorials regarding ilie Priontv m
demonstrating the Toxic Effect of Matter accompanying the

Tubercle Bacillus and its Nidus Svo [Philadelphta 1890-91.]

Bacteriological Laboratory, Academy of Natural Sciences,

Philadelphia

Wardle (T ) On the History and Growing Utilisations of Tussur

Silk 8vo, London 1891 The Author

Wood Mason (J ) Natural History Notes from H M Indian Marine
Purvey Steamer “Investigator” SenSs H No. 1 On the

Results of Deep-Sea Dredging during the Season ] 890-91. 8ro.

[Iforwfon.] The Antihor.
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Yarkand Mission^ Second Scientific Bennlta Introductory Note and
Map 4to London 1891 , AveHf by B. B Sharpe 4to. London
1891 The Qovemment of India

Stiver Modal, mscnbod Johann Svatoplnk Preal ELarl Bohvoj Presl

Mr W T Thiaelton Dyer, F R S
Twonty-two Volnmoa, vanoua, viz , seven vole 4to and fifteen vola

8VO Also fifty- tiVO parts of 'Philosophical Transactions,' and

217 Nos of ‘ Proceedings of tho Royal Society
'

The Relatives of the late Mr W H L Russell, F R B

Jaimary 28, 1892

Mr JOHN EVANS, D C L , LL D , Ti*oasarcr, lu the Choir

A List of the Presents received was laid on tho table, and thanks
ordered for them

The following Papers were read —

I. “On tho Molting Points of the Gold-Alnmimum Sones of

Alloys” By W C, lloBEETb-

A

usten, CB., F.R.S Re-

ceived Jannaiy 25, 1892

The author has already dcHcrtbod and exhibited to tho Sooiety a
new alloy of gold and aluminium, AuAU, which is lemarkable for its

intense purple colour.

Tho physical constants of the gold-alnmiuium alloys arc being

determined and the results will soon bo ready for pubhcation, but tho

semes has been found to have one interesting peculiarity which

deBen’'e8 special mention The author has shown (* Roy Soc Proc /
vol 49, 189], p 347) that the addition of 0 2 per cent of aluminium to

gold produces an appreciable fall m the freezing point, an addition of

0 4 per cent causing a fall of 14 28®, or an “ atomic fall ” of 6 0® 0
These facts indicated that it was desirable to ascertain wlut are

the melting points of the gold-aluminium series of alloys generally,

and this has now been done with the aid of the Le Ghatelier thermo-

couple used in the way which was previously described (Inc oit )

Tho results show that, although a white alloy, oontainmg 10 per

of alutninium, has a melting point which is no loss than 417®

lower than that of gold , the purple alloy, on the other hand, melts

2 c 2
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at a point which has jet to be definitely fixed^ but whidi is several

degrees above gold * In &ot, when workmen who are aoonstomed to

melt gold on a large scale, attempt to melt this pnrple substance, they

find it diffionlt to believe that they are dealing with a gold alloy, as

it IS so infusible

The melting points of the rest of the senes noher in aluminium

appear to fall continuously to 6G0°, a little below the molting point of

idaminium (665* G )

The purple alloy presents the only case, known to the author, of an

alloy, from mercury, having a higher melting point than that of

the least fusible of its constituents, and he considers that this fact

affords strong evidence of its being a true compound of gold and

altimmium

It 18 generally admitted that there are true compounds in the

oopper-tm senes, for SnCns and SnCui seem to be well defined, but

their melting points are much lower than that of copper

A P Laurie has just shown (* Phil Mag ,* January, 1892) that in

the gold-tin series, the alloy containing 63 per cent of gold and

37 per cent of tm has an electromotive force which distinguishes it

from the rest of the senes and points conclusively to its being a true

oompoutid, but the author finds that it melts readily below redness

The melting points of ordinaiy chemical compounds are often

much higher than the melting point of the least fusible constituent

QaUna^ for instance, molts at a strong red heat , it is difficult to fix

the point aconrately as the substance volatilizes, but it is close to

900* G Its constituents, lead end sulphur, melt at 335* and 115*

respectively. St%hntte also, sulphide of antimony, melts at about

530*, acco^iug to Dr Joly, while antimony fuses at 440*

The gold-aluminium senes is of unusual interest, and well deserves

careful attention

^ [Two very careful expenmenta were made, each with 40 gnunmes of the

alloy, the ooohng curve being traced by the autographic reoender already

deHcnbed (‘ Boy Soc Proc ,* loc c%i ) These curves gave 1065* and 1070^ rfipec

tively as the melting point of the alloy AuAlf, the mean of which is 38 6* higher
than the molting point of gold If, however, small quantiiaes of the alk^ be
before the oxy-hydrogen blowpipe, it is easy to obtain a Jower result, as alnniiiiiiun

IS readily burnt out from the little mass The composition of the alloy is therely
changed to one of the senes noher in gold, whtoh the meltiiig points are low^
tiuw that of gold,—Peb 9, 1398 }
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H. “Colour Photometry. Part III." By Captun W. DK AV.

Abnet, O.B., B E., D.O.L., F.B S , and Ma]oi><Genm»,l

Fbsting, B £., F B.S. Beceived Decomber 14, 1891.

(Abfitraot

)

The aatboiB refer to their paper oa Colour-Photometry (Bakenan
Lecture, 1886), m which a method was given of formiug a curve of

lumuiofiity of the spectrum, the soufoe of light beiiig the crater of the

]iOBLtive pole of an electric arc lamp

They point; out that in making the observations for forming this

curve no attention was paid to the part of the retina of the eye which

was used, and which embraced the “ yellow spot " and some of the

Rurrounding portion

In their farther researches this point came to be of importanoe,

and they describe how, by modifications of the apparatus and of the

methods of observing, tlioy were able to use either the yellow spot or

poitions outside it, and they give the results of the obaerrations,

shonving how the curves become modified in each case

The absorption by the yellow spot takes plaoe m all rays more
Infrangible than E

,
but to the less refrangible rays the outer part of

the retina is less sensitive tliau the central part

The Lifmt of Colour Vmon—It is well known that when light of

any colour becomes enfeebled to a oertam degree, the eye fails to see

colour, though it may still recognise the existence of light Observa-

tions were made to determine the point at which, for each part of the

spectrum, the sensation of colour is lost The same apparatos as

before was used for forming the spectrum and the reference beam
of white light, and a supplementary apparatus was devised for reduc-

ing the beam of light and for measuring the amount of reduction

Each coloured beam was reduced until, in comparison with a feeble

white beam, it appeared colourless The amount of reduction lu

each case being measured, a curve was plotted showing the propor-

tional redaction m part of the speotrnm The absolute intensity of

the beam from D having been measured by comparison with an amyl
acetate lamp, that of each other part of the speotrum was calculated

by aid of the luminosity curve above referr^ to It then became

possible to plot a curve which shows the intensity of the ongmal
sonroe at w^ch, m each part of the spectrum, colour first becomes

visible.

The portion of the spectrum in which colour is visible from the

feeblest sonroe is between about k500 and X615 This aocounts for

the faot that in a feeble light, such as that of the moon, objects appear
to be of a greenish hue, and also that moonlight passing throngh

edonred windows does not give a coloured image in most oases.
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Sstivndton of the Light of different PaHe of the Sfeeirem—A fall

description is given of the apparatas used and of the method of

observation for determining how much the light of each part of the

spectrum must be reduoed in order that it may be extinguished

Observations were made (1) with the central part of the eye only

and (2) with the whole eye

From these observations curves were plotted, showing the propor-

tion of the beam from each part of the spectrum which was just not

visible These ai^ called extinction curves They differ only in that

part of the spectrum whore the yellow spot absorption takes place

The minimum ordinate is at about X 5300, and represents 65/10^, that

being the proportion to which the beam had been reduced at extinc-

tion, the intensity of the unreduced beam from D lu the same

spectrum being that of an amyl acetate lump at 6 feet The intensiby

of other beams of tho spectrum was oaloulated from this by the aid

of the luminosity curve as before A curve was then derived from

each of the eztmotiou curves by taking os ordinates tho product of

such ordinate of an extinction enrve and the luminosity of the corre-

sponding beam, those derived curves then represent (on thesupposition

that all the beams were originally of the same lommosity as D), the

proportion, and therefore the absolute intensity, of any beam which
would be just not visible Those two curves differ slightly at the

part affected by the yellow spot, bat that for the whole eye is hon-
Bontal from the extreme violet end to about X4800 ,

it then rises rapidly

to X 6840, and again becomes honsontal This seems to confirm the

new that a single sensation only is excited by each of tho ends of the

speotnun

The reciprocals of the ordinates of either of the first two extinc-

tion curves being taken, what is called a ** persistency ” curve is

formed The curve for the whole eye and that for the central

portion are given It is reasonable to expect that the “ persistenoy
’’

ouTve should have relation to some colour sensation of the eye, which
may perhaps be looked upon as the dominant sensation, os it is ex-

cited by the smallest quantities of light

An examination with the Results of observations made by colour-

blind people IB then entered on,

A gentleman, M , made a series of observations He has two oolour

sensations only, which ho calls '* red ’* and “ black ” Yellow be
desoribeB as white," green as ** bright black," blue as ** darker

black " His luminosity curve has been plotted on such a scale that

the red portion corresponds with that of the normal curve The rest,

however, falls below this, and it leaves off a little beyond F. The
curve formed by the differences of his and the normal ordinates may
be considered to be M ’s deficiency curve

Two hrotberSi P. and Q , were also examined. They have iba laam
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vmon, which is taonoohromatio Their Inminosity carve, defi-

Gieacj curve, and the normal persistency curve correspond very

nearly except m the part affected by the yellow spot It therefore

appears as if P and Q had only the sensation which is looked upon as

the dominant sensation in the normal eye, and of which M ’s eye is

devoid, and that F *8 and M ’s eyes together would make up a normal

eye

The results are also given of the examination of the vision of a red-

blind (HR) and of a green-blind person (V H ) Their “ persis-

tency” curves, as well as that of P, nearly correspond generally

with each other and with that of normal vision The ** absolute

intensity ” extinction curves of H R and V H also do not differ

notably from the normal , but m P 's case the ordinates are larger,

from which it may be inferred that his sense of vision is less acute

Assuming blue, green, and rod to be the three primary sensations,

P 's and Q 's luminosity enrve orM *s deficiency curve would represent

the first, and V H ’s deficiency curve the second, but H B 's defi-

ciency curve would not quite represent the third, as he is not entirely

devoid of appreciation of red

Lumtnonty Curve of Spectrum of Imo Intensiiy—The normal per-

sistency curve being apparently the same as the luminosity curve

of persons with but one colour sensation, expenments were made
to determine what would be the luminosity to the normal eye

of the different parts of a spectrum of a very low intensity. A
spectrum was formed of which the beam from D was equal in inten-

sity to 1/132 6 of an amyl acetate lamp at 1 foot The luminosity

curve of this was found to correspond very nearly to that of P , and
to the normal persistency curve By reducing the light in less

degrees, luminosity curves were produced cori'esponding to those of

peraons more ot* less red-blind

Experiments were then made to ascertain whether this change in

the relative luminosities of the different rays would continue to vary

with constantly inoreasing intensity of the light, or whether a pomt
would be reached after which the curve, when it hod the same
maximum ordinate, would be oonstant

A beam being taken from one point in tlie spectrum, it was ooiu*

pared with the reference (white) beam Rotating sectors were
placed in both beams, and equality of luminosity thereby produced.

The aperture of one set of sectors being varied, the alteration of the

other which was neoessaiy to re-establish the equality of illuminatioiL

in each case was noted. Curves were then plotted for several rays,

of which the ordmates represent the apertures in the coloured beams
and absoissie those in the white l^am when the illnminatioti ie

equal. Clearly, if these curves ever became straight lines for til

psaHaof the speofoum, the luminosity curve would become constant.
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This was fouud to be the case. The carve of the beam from soale

No 468 of the spectram (about X5C13) was found to be straight

from the ongin Those of beams of greater refrangibilitj were at

first concave to the axis of abscissa), those of less refrangibihty

convex , but all had booome straight before an intensity of 1/60 of an

amyl acetate lamp at 1 foot had been reached

III. " On corlain Ternary Alloys. Part V Detennination of

various Critical Curves, and then Tio-hnes and Linutiug

Poiute ” By C. R Alder Wright, D Sc., F R.S , Lecturer

on Chemistry and Physics in St Mary’s Hospital Medical

School Received November 19, 1891.

The triangular method of graphical roprosentation suggested by Sir

G O Stokes, and described in Part IV (‘ Roy. Soc Proc ,* vol 49,

p 174), substantially amounts to the tracing out of a enrve (** critical

curve ’*) wbicb shall express the saturation of the solvent C with a

mixture m given variable proportions of tbe other two constituents,

A, B , the variation being such that any given point on the curve

is related to some other point (** conjugate pomt in a way given

by the consideration that all mixtuiwe of the three constituents,

A, B, 0, represented by points lying on the line (“ tie-line**) jommg
these two conjugate points ideal ” alloys, or mixtures), will sepaiute

into two different ternary mixtures corresponding with the two points

roBpeotively, whereas any mixture of the same constituents, repre-

sented by a point lying outtide the ontical curve, will form a ** real
*’

alloy, or mixture, not separating Bpontaneoasly >nto two different

fluids but existing as a stable homogeneous whole

The experiments described m Part IV unmistakably point to the

conclusion that tr/ieneear euffieimUly inUmate and prolonged

twre of the three coneUtuents can he effected^ there %h no variation what*

ever in the position of the pomt experimentally determined as

conjugate to some other ^iven point on tbe curve, no matter what
may be the proportions subsisting between the three eonstituentB

employed, but that wlien metals are need, the practical difficulty in

effecting thorough intermixture by stimng when molten is oooasion-

ally so great as to lead to slight, but sensible, differenoes in the

composition of the ternary alloys formed simultaneonsly with seme
one given alloy approxiinately conjugate thereto, in different oases

where the relative proportions of the oonstituents are xuaterialty

different

A large number of additional experiments on this point have been
made, the general result of which is completely to oorroborafee end
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confirm these oonolasioxui , when the proportions of tibe oonstitoenia

are snch that approximately equal quantities of the two diiferent

ternary alloys are formed, the error due to inoompleto intermixture

IS generally a minimum, this obviously happens when the oon-

stituents are used in snch proportions as to represent an ideal
*'

alloy corresponding approximately with the central point of the tie-

line uniting the two conjugate points When, however, the propor-

tions of the constituents differ materially from these, representing an
“ ideal ” alloy considerably nearer to one conjugate point than to the

other, so that one of the two ternary alloys is formed in much latger

quantity than the other, the effect of inoomplote intermixture becomes

more marked, more especially when the heatnf»r of the two allots

largely preponderates

In cases where the criitoal curve is approximately symmetrical

with respect to the central line of the triangle drawn fiom its apex

perpendicular to the base, so that the ** limiting point ” lies near to

the apex, the minimum error due to incomplete intermixture is

accordingly observed when the two immiscible metals, A, B, arc used

in approximately equal quantities throughout If, on the other hand,

the ontioal carve is unsymmetncal, m order to minim iso the erroi

due to imperfect intermixture (more especially as regards those parts

of the curve where the proportion of the “ solvent,’' C, is greatest),

the other two metals, A, B must not be used in equal quantity, but

the one or the other must be in excess according as the limiting

point” lies on the right or the left-hand side of the central line

Thus, as shown below, m the case of mixtures of chloroform, aoetio

acid, and water, the limiting point lies considerably to the Uft

(chloroform side) of the central line , similarly with mixtures of lead,

silver, and sine, the limiting point is also considerably to the left

(lead side) of the central line. In snch cases the heavier of the two
immiscible constituents, A, B (chloroform, lead) must be made to pre-

dominate considerably over the lighter one (water, sino), m order that

approximately equal quantities of the two ternary mixtures may bo

formed. On the other hand, with mixtures of lead (or bismuth), tin,

and zmo, the limiting point lies sensibly to the right of the central line

(smo Bide)
$ so tliat to determme as accuiately as possible the positions

of the conjugate points situated towards the limiting point, sitio must
be made to predomuiate over lead (or bismuth) in the mixtures

employed

The effect of this in praotioe is that in order to trace out the

oritmal curve for a given trio of metals the most expeditious way is to

begin by preparing two or three mixtures with small quantities of

solvent 0 and approximately equal quantities of A and B
,
from (he

results obtained with these mixtures, represented gn^hically on
Stoksa' triangular system, a fair idea can generally be fcnmuid as to
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whftt mast be the proportion between A and B, m ord^ to jield with

a somewhat larger quantity of 0 an ideal ” alloy that will separate

into approximately equal quantities of the two temaiy alloys formed

thorefrora Similarly, from these farther results, the proportions

requisite for the aocarate determination of other pairs of conjugate

points higher up still can be inferred ; and so on In this way the

cntical curve is gradually traced ont with a much smaller proportion

of wasted labour (owing to imperfect formation of truly conjugate

ternary alloys) than would otherwise l)o the case This method of

procedure has accordingly been adopted in the investigatiun of

vanouB cntioal outvos of the kind which will bo discuBsed in a future

paper

These considerations obviously suggest the possibility that, in

certain canes at any rate, the mean curvo values deduced in the

earlier parts of this research may require some httle degree of

revision, inasmuch as some of the pairs of alloys Himultaneously

formed were derived from mixtures yielding one alloy in much
larger quantity than the other

,
so that some small amount of expen*'

mental erroi, due to imperfect formation of truly conjugate alloys,

might exist Accordingly, a considerable number of the experiments

that might possibly be faulty from this cause have been repeated,

using proportions of A and B better suited to the end in new, nz ,

formation of the two ternary alloys produced in not widely different

quantities relatively to one another. Further, a variety of additional

experiments have been made with the object of deducing the sitna-

tions of pairs of conjugate points lying nearer to the limiting points

than those previously determined These further experiments, how-
ever, have demonstrated the existence of two other sources of error,

not noticeable to so great an extent at the other parts of the ontioal .

curve

In the first place, when an ideal ” alloy is used oorrespondmg
with a pair of conjugate pomts lying near to the limiting point, the

two alloys formed difier far less widely m oomposition than is the

ease with other pairs more removed from the limiting point, oonse*

quently, the densities of the two alloys do not greatly differ, whi<di

oiroumstance appears greatly to impede their complete sspaiation

from one another by gravitation whilst standing at rest molten
Secondly, such ''ideal" alloys appear to be extremely sensitive to

slight differences of tomperatore, at least as compared with mixtures
not so near the limiting point; so that whilst a difference of 10% 20%
01* even £0° C makes but little difference m the compositions of the
two ternary alloys formed from a given ideal ” aSioy not near lie
limiting point, it produces a marked effect on an “ ideal " alloy near
to that point; m some cases, indeed, a nse ci a few degrees in

temperatore will suffice to transform an ideal " alloy separating into
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two ternavy alloya ooneideraMj different fi*om one another into a

real '* alloy not aeparating at all, but remaining perfectly homo-
goneons at this slightly higher tmnperature Leaving out of ssj^t

the practical impossibility of maintainmg a lead-bath at 600°—800° C
at an absolutely constant temperature (within, say, + 10°) for eight

or ten hours together, the lowering of the temperature taking place

on removing the olay test-tube from the lead-bath sometimes appears

to cause a measurable amount of separation of a different heavier alloy

from the lighter one foimed in the bath, and env ve^sd^ during the

short time that elapses before tho compound moss becomes solid Bo
that, in line, duplicate experiments with ideal" mixtui'es situated

near to the limiting point are apt to yield discordant resnlts owing
to one or other of these causes, or to the two combined, and in

consequence the direct determination of the exact position of the

limiting point is impracticable, although of course its situation can

be appraximately deduced from the gi*aphioal representation of the

resuNii on the triangular system Still nearer approximations can be

obtained by the nso of other methods kindly suggested by Sir O G
Stokes, and more fully desonbed below

The present paper deals with the results of the further experiments

made, as above stated, with the mixtures partly described m the

previous four Parts* (lead-tin-xmo, bismuth-tm-sinc, lead-silver-sinc,

bismuth-silver-sino, ohloroform-aoetio acid-water), for the purpose of

more completely determining the exact positions of the oiitioal curves

for oertain definite temperatures, and tho systems of tie-lines and their

limiting points pertaining to each curve respeotively In a subse-

quent paper the analogous curves will be described, derived from the

combinationB of lead or bismuth with zino as A, B, and cadmium or

antunony as C, and with various analogous ternary mixtures whore

aluminium takes the place of sino.

Mtatures of 67i?oro/orw, Water^ and Aoehc Actd

The expeadments described in Part IV were continued, using

mixtures oontaizung more chloroform than water (from 2 to 3 parts

chloroform to 1 of water), and nearly, but not quite, enough acetic

aoid to form a homogeneous fluid, the oompositiou requu^ being

arrived at by adding enough aoetio aoid to form a single fluid, and

then dropping in a kttle water or chloroform, or both, until aepara-

tion ensued. With mixtures represented by points lying close to the

pennt, it was found that comparatively slight variationa m
temperature produced marked alterations m the oomposiUon of the

two fluids into which the mixture aepazated, more especially as

•Part I, ‘Boj. Soo Proo; rol 46, p 461, PiirtII,vol 4S,p 86; Partm^
U6i Partly, voh 48, p. 17A
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r«§ardB the lighter fluid , thus the eame xnixture yielded the following

fiipmst aooordbg m the tem^rature at which tihe emaa wee leaia*

tamed dunog the period of agitatioa and etanduig lay near tp 80%
16*, or —4* leBpectively ; whilst at tMperaitiires afaore 26* a sin^e

bomogmeous fluid wee formed, not eeparatmg at all tmtii the temper

rature was slightly lowered

Tam-
psvafcuM

•

Heavier fluid Lighter fluid

Ohioro*
form

Water
Acetic

acid

Ohloro-
fbrm

Water Acetic
aad

W 55 62 9 60 84 78 30 38 21 89 4it-m
16®

1

56 '19 9 56 34 25 26 10 26*04 4!t 86
68-88 7*36 88*77 28 00 26 76 51 28

— . ^ -

In Older to obtain munberB as nearly as possible comparable with

one another and with those previously described in Part IV (aU

of which were obtained at temperatures pretty close to 18*),

the mixtures employed were examined at temperatares somevrlmt

above, and also at a little below 18*, m such fashion that the average

numbers obtamed with each mixture should represent the meaniooin^

jiOBitions for an avei*age temperature sensibly as 18* The foUowuig

ai erage nnmbeis were thus obtained in three such oases —

No «f

tie^lue

ilcavior fluid Lighter fluid

Ohloro
form

Water
AeeHc
acid

Ohlovo-

form
Water Acetic

acid

9 67 Ifi 6 30 27 65 18*83 81*11 60 56
10 50 00 7 03 32 OS 36 30 86 38 4»'41
11 56 81 0 38 34 61 33 86 38 38 47 87

Fig 1 represents these values, together with those prevtously

desonbed lu Part IV, the iie*hnes numbered 1 to 8 being those pre*

viotLsIy described, and those marked 9, 10, and 11, the above three

sets of average values respectively. The line ab is the tie-lme umting
the two points obtained as above-mentioiied *wtth om mixtovs
examined at —4® 0., obviously belonging to a ontioaJ ourve lyiii^

ouMe the curve for 18®. The pomt P indioates a mixtan of ofaloro*
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form 25 per cent ,
iirater 25 per cent , and acetic aoid 60 per cent.^

not separating into two flaids at IS**, as provionsly described The
point marked L is the limiting point/’ deduced from tbe above

figures by means of two different graphioai methods suggested by
Su* G G Stokes

By the first method, the percentages of chloroform, water, and
acetic acid in the heavier liquid being respectively indicated by A, B,

and C, and those in the lighter liquid by A’, B', and C', the values of

A^B (positive quantities) are plotted off as abscissm to tlie rig^t,

and those of A'-*-B' (negative quantities) to the left of the origin,

the values of C'—0 (positive) being used as ordinates for the first

set of absoissiB, and those of C-^C' (negative) for the second set

Fig, 2, curve No. 1, reprosenrs the plotting thus obtained
, hy joining

the et^ of the two portions of curve thus laid down by the dotted

line 11, 11, as shown, a point, a, is deduced where this dotted Kne cuts

the base line. This point, e, corresponds with the ** limiting point,

where the lighter and heavier alloya merge into one, when the

ptottmg u carefully made on a sufficiently large scale, the poeihoxi of
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4 is found to oorrespond with the valos A—B » 35 9 In sunibur

fashion the values of C+O' are plotted off m ordinaitaa to eadh -of

ilie two sets of abaoisaie, and the ends of the two portions of onrve

l7o 2 thus obtained also joined, as shown b^this dotted line. A
point, b, IB thus deduced where this dotted line outs the perpendieolar

to the base at the point a The length ab thus represents the valne

of O+C for the point a, t o
, at the Inmting point,” whenobvionslj

G s: 0'
, when thesoale ib sufficiently large this is found to correspond

with tile value of 0+G' s 835 From these two values for A—B
and C+C' (s= 20), the following values for A, B, and C result —

*

C ^ G = ^
whence A+B «= 100-4175 =s 5825

* _ A+B+ (A-H) _ 58 25+ 25 9A -- -

p _ A+B-(A-B) _ 6825-259
”

2 2

41*75

4207

1618

10000

I3y the eecond method. A, B, C, and A « B', C\ haruig tne name
meat^ingfl aa before^ two onrves are plotted, eaoh with the valaeB of

{A—A'—(B—B')}* as absoiss®, one with the values of A+A' «s
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ordinatest the other with those of B -f B' Fig 3 represents the two

oorres thns obtained , by prolonging thoee, as shown by the dotted

hneii, two points are obtained, r and d, respectively repiesenttng the

values of A-f A' and B+B', when the abscissa becomes 0, which

oorresponds with the position of the “ limiting point
** With a sufR-

oiontiy large-scale plotting, the points c and d are found to correspond

respe^irely with the values 84 5 and 32 5 , and as at the '' limiting

point A 5= A', and B =s B', it thence results that

—

A = Mil = 4226

B = = 1625

C = lOO-CA-B) « 4160

10000

The average values for the “ limiting point *’ deduced from the two
methods jointly are oonsequontly

—

Irt Method Sod Method Mem
Chloroform ... . 42*07 42 25 4216
T^ater •« ••••«• 16 18 1625 1621
Aoetio acid. . .

«

. 41*76 4150 4163

100 00 100 00 100*00
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It is noteworthy that the proportiOB betwem ehknttfoiin end waiter

thoB dedooed for the **limiting pomt” is dose to tiutreqnind for tiw

inoleonlnr ratio 2CHC1*, SH^O.

Oatonlatod Found*

ECfiCi,.... . 2890 s 7264 4216 = 7223
6H,0 90 0 = 27 36 1621 s 27 77

329 0 100-00 58 37 100 00

But irliether this is merely an accidental oomoidenoe, or is really dne

to a tendency to form a definite bjdrate of ohlorofom in presenoe of

acetic acid, cannot be decided by tbeee eiqierixnenis alone. Tbe
results with allc^ subsequently descnbed tather suggest that it w
only a coincidence*

AlhyB cf Leady Tin^ and Ztnc,

In Parts 1 and II seven different series of observations are reoordedi

made witb mixtures of lead, tin, and sino, at temperatnies varying

from about 565" C up to near 800", and contaming lead and sine in

ratios varying from 2 1 to 1 2 On plotting these different senes

on tbe triangular system, it is evident that tbe entioal curves dedoced

from those experiments where tbe temperature did not exceed

689—750" are substantially identical, whereas that derived from

experiments at a higher temperature, 750^850” averaging near 800",

lies perceptibly tnnde the others Again, but little diacordanoe

between the general directions and degrees of slope of the tie-Unes

IB noticed in any of the senes at temperatures not above 750" where

tbe ratio of lead to sine was 1 * 1 or 1 2 ,
with the senes where this

ratio was 2.1, however, the upper ties do not closely coincide

with those denved from the other senes, but (as pointed out

by Sir G G Stokes, Part IV} are inclined to them at angles not

far from 5", thus indicating the existence of some canso constantly at

work interfenng with separation into truly conjugate alloys ,
obviously

this cause is the largo preponderance of heavier alloy formed over

lighter alloy, which, as above stated, produces a marked efibet on the

result by preventing thorough intermixture by stirring

On plotting out in these seven oases the values of {A—A'— (B—B')}’

as abaoiSBfla, and of A+A' andB+B' as ordinates (Stokes’ 2nd method,
sc^ra), similar differences are observed. All the experiments at

565—760" concord fairly well when the senes where the ratio of

lead to Btno was 1 1 or 1 2 are taken into account; whereas the

senes where the ratio was 2 . 1 exhibit a much wider departure

The expenments at 750—850", and the concordant ones at 565^750^
'
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lead to ihe following approximations respeotivelj to the composition

of the mixtnres of metals at the limiting point —
566—750"

Lead * 21—23$ say 22
Tin 34-"36 „ 35

Zinc*. • 42—44 „ 43

750—860®

23-25, say 24
31-33 „ 32
43- 45 „ 44

100 100

The critical curve foi the higher temperature consequently lies tfuicie

that for the lower temperatoro, since it contains a limiting point

oocrespondtng with a smaller tin percentage.

tn order to define the npper portion of the ontioal curve still more
exactly^ and thus to deduce a closer approximation to the true

ymiiing point, a number of additional experiments were made at a
temperatnre close to 650", with mixtures oontaining 31 to 34 per cent,

ol tm, and lead and zinc in proportions lying between 1 1 75 and

1 ;r2, this being tbe ratio oalonlated to yield approximately equal

qitantities of heavier and lighter alloys, and thus to minimise the

eiritor due to imperfect intermixture The following table gives the

jj

i.
tie*

hue.

'

)

Heavier aUoy4 Lighter alloy

Ezoeai
of tin

age in

l^htar
afi^over
tint in

heavier
tin. Zt»o Lead Ziue. Lead

I

1i

0
4*46
6 04
9 60
la 60
14*76
16 11
1871
81*96
26 28
20 48
81 65
88 68
85 68
85 66

1*24
1 76
2*05

240
8*66
4 22
4 78
5 68
7*67
18 24
16 76
19 78
22 36
26*88
86 25

08*76
08 79
01 01
87*01
88 74
81 02
70 16
76 67
70*48
60 48
53 81
48 Ol
48 76
39 50
29 10

0
« M
9 91
18 47
16 'es

19 87
S) 86
88 61
86•W
27 49
28 64
89 68
80 88
dO 84
82 H5

08 86
00 76
86 71
B2 18
78 48
75 86
78 61
70 04
66*72
62 88
50 04
57 87
56 26
55 38
48 51

1 14
2 61
a 88
4 86
4 64
6 87
6*14

7 45
8 21
10 18
J1 42
12 65
IS 42
14 48
18 64

rw
+8*87
*9-a
-t-4-08

+4 61
•*4 84
+8 99
+t U
+ 1 81
-0 79
-2 06
-S 68
-4 79
-2 80

average yalnes finally deduced firom these expenmeuts, together with

the majority of the valuations derived from Senes I, II, III, IV, and
V (Part I), a few experunents m these senes being discarded, together

TOi. £. 2 n
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with the entire Senes VI where excess of lead was used, on aooonnt

of showing less general odnoordanoe with the arerage tiian the others,

obnouslj on account of incomplete intennixtare and consequent

formation of alloys not so truly conjugate as in the other cases In

all 88 Gompoand ingots, and consequently 176 ternary alloys, were

used in the deduction of the 14 pairs of conjugate points thus

tabulated, so that each point represents the average of somewhat

more than six alloy analyses

Fig 4 represents these values plotted on the triangular system

On companng the figures m the last column with the oonresponding

ones obtained in the previous experiments (Part I), it is noticeable

that the tin distribution is such that the excess of tin percentage in

the lighter alloy over that in the heavier one now shows tm maxima,
the second of which was not indicated by the former less complete
senes The first is a + maximum, arnved at near the 8th ^line

,

the second a — maximum, situated near to the 13th Obviotisly the

existence of a maximn n (+ or -*) is a necessary resnlt of a slope
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of the tie-linen to the one side or the other, since the lowest

possible tie unites the points obtained with a percentage of

solvent metal = nil, whilst the upper ties dwindle down to a point at

the limiting point, bo that for each of these limiting ties the per-

centage of solvent metal is the same in both heavier and lighter

alloy formed ; but it is noticeable that only in one othei* case out of a

dozen ternary alloys now under examination is a Hcond maximum
noticeable, i.e., only in this one other case (lead-aluminium-tin alloys)

are the upper and lower ties found to slope in opposite directions ; in

all other instances, whether the ties slope to the right or to the left,

the direction of the slope is the same throughout the whole extent of

the exotical curve.

It is further noticeable that both with lead zino-tin and lead-

aluminixun-tin alloys the position of the Erst maximum is such thut

it occurs when the ratio of lead to tin in the heavier alloy is sensibly

nea^ to that indicated by the formula SnPha. Thus in the case of the

li^^sino-Un alloys above described

—

Cftleiilated. Pound *

Sn iTs® 15-9? 1476 « 15^
Pbg 621 « 8403 81*02 84*69

789 « 100*00 96*78 « 100*00

The parallel results obtained with lead-aluminium-tin alloys will be

deebribed in a future paper ;
it may be noticed, however, that with

neither series of alloys is any marked elevation or depression in the

outline of the critical curve noticeable at the part corresponding with

the pcmpound SaPb^, unlike the curve obtained with load-ainc-ailver

and biemuth-sino-silver alloys, where the formation of the definite

compounds AgZhi« and Ag^Zn» leads to marked alterations of ouiliiie

It vrm found impracticable to obtain any accurate valoations ot

tie4ines situated nearer to the limiting poidt than Ko. 14;

attempts were made, but the results exhibited too great an amonni
of discordance amongst themselves, and too wide departures from the

curve indicated by the above experiments, to enable them to be re-

garded as trustworthy ; the causes of this being, as above stated, the

slight difference in density between the two alloys formed, and the

relatively large effect of temperature variation at this part of the

curve as compared with other portions farther removed from the

Hmitiiig point. In Eg. 4 (representing the above table plotted on
the tr^gular system) L is the limiting point deduced by Stokes'

2nd from a carofuLly madie large-scale plotting, giving as the

probable values A+A' « 45 and B+B' = 86, whence

2
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Lead = y = 22*5

ZM!b m ^ va 48*5

Tin 5= 350

100*0

On BfCoaunt of the peculiar serpentine form of the curve obtained by

the 1st HethocI, the positions of the limiting point cannot be so

readily deduced by this method as in the case of chloroform, acetic

and wai^r.

The points marked a, 5, c, d, e, /, gr, respectively indicate vsji^ious

*^mal ** alloys obtained in the course of the experiments described in

Paarts I and 11.

Critical Curve at 800“

The exphriments at temperatures lying between 750“ and 850“,

detailed in Fart II, were similarly snpplemented by some addittorol

ones made with mixtures containing lead azid aino in the proportion

1 ;
1*75 to 1 : 2, so as to obtain more accurate valuations, more

especially in the case of the pairs of conjugate points lying neaarer to

limiting point. The fallowing table represents the avelMige

vhlues finally obtained from these additional valuations conjoh^y

nrith the former ones.

No. of

tie*line.

heavier alloy.

— 1

Li|;hteridli>y.

Tin. Load. Zinc. Tin. Lead. Zinc.

0 98-70 1 *S0 0 1-57 98*48
1 e 51 89-97 3 52 9*56 . 4*80 BB-U

12 -M 68-09 4-87 16*80 7*18 77^07
5 16 -ai 78-17 6-62 19*84 8*87 n-29
4 18 '81 74*02 7-17 21*79 10*64 07^67
% : 21 '29 69-12 9-69 «)*80 10*00 06*00 1

0
,

24-60 61*77 12*68 86*82 12-80 1

7 26-48 67-07 16*60 26-44 12*16 61*41
B 29-12 60-51

1
20-87

'

28*47 12*64 68*89

Fig. 5 represents these values, the exterior curve indicating the

Burners above stated foi* temperatures near to 060“. The ^points

marked A and B represent two mixtures examined, not ^parating
into two at 800% although lying inside the critical curve far 050“*

On applying Stokes' 2nd Method, the curvee xn^ked Jfdv, 0i

are obtained, those marked Kb. 2 being the c^wnpespdndMj^f^ c^
deduced from the mean values at 650“ above described. Obviously
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the oiurves marked 1 are closely m accordance with those dednoible

hf ahiftit&g th0 ottrves maritad 2 upwards ou the iwper

;

fairly be inferred that whilst the Talues of A-b A* and B+lrat
the limiting point ore close to 46 and respectively, those for

Ko, 2 are not far from Ad-A* = 48, and B-f B' = 88, as indicated

the dotted prolongations whence, the compositions at this hmii^hg

point for 660® C and SOif 0 respectively are close to ji

At 660“ At 800°

Lead.. , 226 24-0

Zinc ... 4tJ-6 440
Tin.

,

360 32-0

lOO-O lOO'O

Thoipomts marked hi and la (%* 5) respectively indicate these com'-

positions.

It IB worthy of notice that m each case the ratio between lead slid

amo is not far from that indicated by the formula PbZs^

Found

Cl«lool«tod 5jtW. U90p,
W.. 34-67 WS » 34«2 ^-0 « >

Zitto.. 663S 42 6 66-38 44-0 s 64-71

100-00 66 0 100-00 680 JOO'OO

A prton, it would oeem not imposBible that th« position of th«

limiting point might correspond with the formation of a definite

ofiijf^jponnd «f ilie ttro isunisoilsle metitlii, «6htble-i)ni tb9 ^‘^w>}v,mt
’’

oMl ttf «B m^nt wit^ the temperatore 0« tito othei

h»ii«| 4)ie «xp«rii&entiii whimMineiitljr described rimw i^«t wbau s^vei

rtf||o0S toM mlte&t meta^ an aqtori; diSenra^ t»iio betiiirMijf lead

ahi idafi mbriffts ai ae Ijmitog paint torn il^iiind;, more Amdlf ap-

promOmsting ic thJISn. Sapestoenis how in progreiSt

inSdste toit witb emthnonf w wbrant metal atoifa rivto, h|^{h-oxt-

nniftoty rbS|P» hi dedtmed.

|t k fimtber aotioeable tlmt timnpper tie-liims, djoplotod k'fig 4

(Ifos, 9 4o 14),,vkibl; ooaTeigo tc^^mtoMr in sn^ tbhi tbe

pdint repmsentog tb« oomporitioo to ns gg, Pb as 11, to ^ per

o«st. liet m tin nribt of tlnrn all Tbk oopggiiniftoii

•hgg*^ a«t kwo k a tmrito^to tot tomatoh ol tWtoite

oomponad, snob that whilst a nmmidoHfelk stogs ip tobipwriton is

shown hf the bsnribr allojOi a mndh soshi^'iMm koKwos^.iil the

^ of the lighter nUops oonlngto toesM^th i tlial t^oitogltok »
indicated by the formnla Snto^ k strongly suggested by the mroam*
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stance that in this oompound the two metals are to one another nearly

in the ratio of that exmiing at this central point—

Found
Calculated for

r
— JL _

1.

^

Tin 112 28 = 315
Zinc 68 8 61 = 08 5

100 0 80 100 0

It will be shown in a future paper that analogous oon\ergent dis

positions of the lines are observed with other ternary metallic

mixtures also Itading to the conclusion th it definite compounds aie

foimed a well marked case in point is noticed with alloys of lead

zinc and cadmium whore a marked tonveigence is observable to a

point where the cadmium and load aio m the ratio indicated by the

formula CdPb»

Mhije of B%emath T%n^ and Zim

The ^penmentB desoribed in Part III when plotted on the

emg^T syetemi indicate that the limiting point in the ontioal oum
for nuictttm o£ bistnuth, tm^ and emo is situated to the ngbt (sino

side) of the central line of the triangle
,
so that in mder to deternnne^

with the least of error through imperfect mterimnttixe« the

oei)«jn|;ate points sitnated near the limiting point, the mixtnm used

nmst ecn^tam more «mo than bismnih i^cordmgly a wmhm of

experiments were made with mixtures containing bismnih

and mnovm the proportion 1 2 5 to 1 3 $, and from 12 to 21 percent

of tm The fignreis thus obtained showed that some of the compoimd
mgoht prenopAy emmnntd (prispored with of

Am) slightly but sepmbly oSedied hy the mot dtm
to incomplete inteiMs^ owing to the {nepoiedoipioe ol header
AlkcfhwM cret hghtc^ one. Tho following table mdutate the

wolnesdnoUy dodnped fartherpperbrnah^to
iiintih%ise of the Icmmer eems not motomtiy eftei^ by this soni^

d et near to 4^ 0 It is notmeeWe
tMthep fnrth^ enperimento Akm that the numerical tatoe <4 lAm

too itowntoge m Am bghtoridloy oyer that in toe hmkt
a mrnAmm (of nsmtira mA toen dimipitoto ef!#,

a |gant not

yojt \ ^

\ mmArnm toofe toitoee# l^o g rs^piroeentl^ Am
anam^ns figures obtained at 700*-^00^ (Senes II, Part III) 0b
viously the ontical curve for the higher temperature lies ifmdB that

for the lower temperature, as in the cose of the lead smo^tin alloys

above described The point marked A represents a mixttxre not sepo.
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I

I

1
•s

i

Hwner alloy liighter alloy

Bxoemof
tm per-

oentago in

lighter

alloy orer
that in

heavier
Tm Ztnc Tm Biimuth Zino

0 85 72 14 28 0 2 32 97 68 0
1 8 88 80 27 16 50 1 98 8 45 94 57 -1 25
2 6 86 76 82 17 88 8 97 4 21 91 82 -2 88
8 70 62 19 10 6 36 a 6 68 88 12 -4 03
4 66 as 20 14 7 96 6 61 86 64 -6 66

8 61 85 29 66 11 19 8 68 80 13 -7 90
6 46 01 38 10 12 72 9 72 77 66 -8 08
7 42 48 87 IS 12 98 9 70 77 82 -7 46
8 81 89 80 88 47 78 17 25 11 92 70 82 -4 64
9 2> 87 25 94 61 69 . 18 16 18 04 67 80 -a 21

rating into two at (“ real ” atloj') ; that aatfcad B, a wmihir
is»tare,notaeparatbg at 750*

, these contained TCSiieetivelj<ae«rago

of analyses of both ends) *

—
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A B
Bismuth 38 7 48 2

Zmo

.

• « • • 35 3 318
Tin .

.

26 0 200

100 0 100 0

The point B evidently falls well outside the ciitical curve for 750®,

although ifc 18 not distinctly outside that foi G50''

On applying Stokes’ second system to the above \alueB, the fol-

lowing figures result from a large-scale plotting —A-f A' = 37,

B + B' 120, whence the composition foi the limiting point, L,

IS —
Bismuth 18 5

Zme 60 0

Tin.. . 21 5

100 0

These percentages of bismuth and zinc are not far from those re-

quired for the formula BiZuio

CUoulatod Found

Bismuth . •

.

244 386 = 235
Zme , •

.

76-6 600 = 76-5

100 0 1000

lufiMsiiuuoh, however, ba an entirely different proportion is found

when silver is the solvent” metal (approximately BiZu»), this

oamtot be regarded as much evidence of the existence of an atomic

compound of bismuth and sine at the limiting point.

On contrasting together the curves thus deduced for mixtures of

lead«xmo-tin and bismuth-xino-tin, it is obvious that in each case the

curve for a higher temperature hes ifmde that for a lower tempera-

tua^. When bismuth is the heavier immiscible metal, the carve lies

inside that obtained with lead instead of bismuth, apparently the

same a^lationship holds m the case of alloys

and of
I
*alttminiuia-tin aHoys, as will be hereafter disouased.

The limiting points above dedaced in each oaselie to the (nno
side) of the central line of the triangle, and the uppermost tje^Hnes

in each case slope to the right. With bismath^amo-tin alloys the

same disposition is also observed with the lower tie-lines, but with

lead-sino-tin alloys the lower ties slope to the left, the reason for this

difference probably being that lead and tin exhibit a tendency to

combine together to form a definite compound, SnPh», the formation
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of which afieota the composition of certain of the heavier alloys,

whilst no similar «ompound appears to be formed between bismuth

and tin Owing to fche critical curve for bismnth-zino-tin being so

much lower down than that for lead-zinc-tm, the tendency towards

formation of the compound SnZn4, which affects the dutictiou of slope

of the ties in the latter curve, is almost invisible with the former

ones Some slight indication of an effect is, however, perceptible, the

slope of the ties to the right visibly ceasing to increase towards the

upper part of the curve in the same marked way os is noticeable at

the lower part thereof It is remarkable in this connexion that the

upper ties with alloys of lead and zinc, when tin m the solvent ruetal,

are the only ones sloping downwaids to the light, those obtained

with lead and zinc when silver, cadmium, oi antimony is the bolvent

metal, uniformly sloping downwards to the left Piecisoly the same
remarks apply to the corresponding alloys containing aluminium

instead of zinc so far as at present exainmod.

Alloys of Lcad^ Silver^ and Z%nc

The experiments detailed in Fart II indicate that the position of

the limiting point with lead*silver^*ino alloys lies considerably to the

oi the centra! line of the triangle, and not to the right as with

the above^desonbed alloys containing tin Accordingly, a number of

additional experiments were made with mixtures containing lead and

zinc in proportions from 3 2 to 4 : 1 (according to the amount of

silver present), with the object of correcting any possibly erroneous

values due to imperfect intermixture owing to inequality between the

quantities of heavier and lighter alloys formed , and also of obtain-

ing pairs of conjugate points situated nearer to the limiting point

ilw those already deduced, and thus of enabling the position of the

limiting point itself to be calculated In all these farther experiznents

the pOroentege of silver in the mixture exceeded 20, so that only those

p<^ntS were re-valued lying nearer to the limiting point than those

where the effect of the fomatioB of the compound AgZn^ in produ-

cing irregularity became " appreciable The temperature

TSO**—*860® throughout, averaging near to 800" as before

The following table represents the average results obtained by
ttkkmg into consideration these further experiments, together with

those described in Senes I and II, Part It, none of whioh wore found
to be affected by the error due to incomplete intermixture to anyihmg
like BO great an extent as was found with some lew of the Ingote fm-
pared with tin The 14 pairs of conjugate points are deduced from
the exammation of 89 oomponnd ingots m all, representing 78 ternary

alloys Bach point, therefore, nearly represents the average of three

alloy analyses.
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Ko of

tie line

_

1

Sihtr

leevier alloi

Lcful Zmc H Li^litii alloi

Lead

r

Zinc

1 25 90 09 2 06 18 91 S U 67 "7
1 64 96 28 2 18 to 89 3 *18 55 72
1 71 96 43 1 86 45 01 3 37 51 62
2 SO 06*79 J 83 47 68 3 74 48 58

5 i 18
1

94 43 1 39
'

52 80 4 09 43 11

0 5 65 '

• 93 16 1 39
;

:>% 92 4 21 4U btf

7 10
1

88 02 1 76 60 14 9 <K> 10 SO
H 12 (i2 86 38 3 00 •» W) 11 30 25 (K>

9 15 bO 81 88 J 43 65 34 13 87 20 79
10 17 43 80 15 2 42 66 94 14 79 19 iV
n 17 05 79 78 2 67 67 03 16 48 lb 49
12 19 51 78 64 1 95 63 79 22 29 .3 02
13 29 53 68 03 2 44 60 35 28 42 IT 2*1

14 29 90 07 21 3 89 59 32 29 1*1 11 52

i
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Fig 8 represents these vnlnes on the tnangnler ^ntem, tiie point

A mdioetiag an alloy that did not separate, oontainiiig Ag s 67*3,

Pb s 20 1, Zn s 12 4
The position of the limiting point L is fonnd by a laige-aoale

plotting on Stokes’ second systom to correspond mth the Talnes —
A+A' = 964

B+B' = 126

whence the composition at the limitmg pomt is *

—

Lead = 482
Zmo = 63
Silver = 45 5

1000

It IS noteworthy that the ratio between lead and nnc at the limit-

ing point thus fonnd with silver as the *' solvent ” metal, is entirely

different from that deduced above when tm la the solvent ; with tin,

tiw ratio corresponds pretty closely wlffi that indioatad by tito tanmiia

PUbf, whereas with nlver it oorreqponda move nascly with PbaZn.

Oaloalated. IbaaA
Pb 8648 48*2 » 8d*44

Zn 1357 6*8 m U'56

10000 54*5 100*00

The dotted lines 1, IT, III at the lower portsone of the criUcal

onrre represent the values described in Series 1, end XU raqiee*

tively (Part II), and indicate very dearly the effect produced by 1b«

fonnationof the definite compound AgZn«, and its gradual diminatocn

as previously described. Similarly, the effectd the fcvaiadon of the

oompound AgiZn* is readily visibU in the right-hand brandi cl the

curve ;
die copjugate point Ifo. $ is obviously dose to an an^ in

the carve line and represents^ alloy containing diver and tm is

the proportmna 54*98 and 41*^ or ahnoet cxacity ^g^i-

Oalottlsted. Obsarved.

Silver 57*07 54*98 « 86*75

Lead 42*98 41*86 « 48*85

100*00 98*79 3/mO

Leaving cot of dght dm bu]^ inwaideal kmof pavtirf die
curve, diu to the Ibnaadon of it isMOMMlidad tld«iiM
curve for lead and smo with silver as “sdvent ” motel UeeoMtnds that
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with tm «• M nhowii belowi the snme reIntioiMfaip aleo

holds wHh UamniilMhiHdlvi^ and bismnih-ciiicMno <mms»

AUoye cf BiewiUJ^ S*lvct
»
and Ztno.

The expenme&ts desonbed m Parfc III show that with blamnth<i

sioo-silver alloys^ as with those of lead-sino-silyer, the position of

the limitinff point lies to the left (bismuth side) of the central line,

Aooordingly, a nmnber of additional experiments were made with

Hilrer peroentages upwards of twenty, and with smc and bismuth in

the proportions 1 : 1*33 to 1 : 1 5, so as to deduce more accurately and
completely the upper portion of the critical cnrre, only those points

being re-valued where the influence of the formation of the compound
AgZng had become inappreciable.

The following table exhibits the average results thus obtained,

together with those described m Senes I (Part II}, the temperature

throughout being 700^—800*, averaging near to 750**
, twenty-four

compound ingots in all being employed, representing forty-eight

tomaiy alloys.

J!fo,of

tia-lme.

Hesfier alloy. < Lighter alloy.

Bdver. Buntuih Zinc Sihor Bumuth, Zme,

1 6 08 79 28 15 64 87 00 5 S4 67 (50

6*84 77 24 15 62 , 38 80 5 93 55 27
8 7 58 78'68 18 84 43 16 7 90 48 85
4 8 08 77 99 13 03 46 81 8 67 45 02
6 la 11 76 19 11 10 47 94 10-06 42 01
C 18 <08 68 97 12 .15 49 92 12 42 37 60
7 aa 96 68 78 14 82 51 34 14 84 84 32
8 29 86 88 10 17 64 61 16 ' 17 21 81 08
0 37 88 48 87 19 40 49 73

,
22 78 27 49

10 41 '88 88 68 20 26 17 16
1

28 76 24 09
11 48 74 88 68 ‘ 22 44

r

1 46 25 1
82*11 22 04

Fig, 9 represents these results on the triangular system, the posi-

tion of the limiting point L being thence deduced by Stokes’ second

system, a large-scale plotting giving the values —

A+A' == 66*25

B+B' = 445

wdienoe the composition at the limiting point is —
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Bismuth 3812
Zmo. • . 2225
Silrei . 44*63

100*00

This represents a ratio between bismuth and eino not far from that

indicated hv the formula BiZn,, whereas the oorrespcmding ratio with

tin as solvent metal was found to be not far from that mdioated bj*

Oaloulatod V«und

Bismabh .

.

6176 3312 = 5982
ZlBO .

.

38 24 2225 s 4018

100*00 55 87 10000

The dotted lines I and II at the base of the ontioal curve represent

respectively^ the values given in Series I (Part III), obtained bjr

fusion for dght hours, and m Senes II and III, obtained by eeparate
further fusion of the lighter and heavier aUcys thus formed.
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the correspondixig retalta obtained with lead-Kino-ailyer allpja ahowu
in fig* 8) these luM clearly indioate the efitete dae to the femaetioki

of ^Zoe and Ag'4Zii4 ,
the formation of the first leading to a mairkied

bulge iatearAr on both tides of the enrre at the lowest part ; and that

of tihe eeoond to an ouJtwwrd bnlge somewhat higher np in the left-

hand branch, as compared with the dotted line at oonneoting the

upper part of the cnrve with the point h on the base linoi representisig

the alloy of bismuth and sine formed in the absence of “ solvent

metal

The points marked A, B, and C represent certain mixtures ex*

fitoined that did not separate into two different alloys, % e
, that formed

“ real " alloys at 750”

Leaving out of sight the lower bulges inwards and outwards, due
to formation of AgZn^ and Ag4Zns, it is evident that the critical curve

for bismnth-zmc-silvor lies *rmde that for lead-sinc-silvor, just as that

for bismnth-Eino-tm lies inside that for lead-zino-tm Further, the

curve for bismuth-zmc-silver lies outside that for bismuth-sino-tin

just as the curvefor load-zmo-silver lies outside that for lead-eino-tm

With silver as ** solvent " metal the limiting point lies to the left of

the oentral line of the triangle (bismuth or lead side) , whilst with

tin as iolrent metal it lies to the nght (sino side) In the first case

the ties uniformly slope downwards to the left, and in the second, to the

nght eo far as the upper ones are concerned , although a slope to the

left is observed with the lower ones for the lead-zino-tin alloys, sug-

gesting the existence of a tendency to form a definite oompouud of

load and tin (possibly SiiPbs), no analogous tendency being notice-

able with bismuth and tm
The author has much pleasure in acknowledging the assistanoe

afforded him by Mr. Sydney Joyce m carrying out the further expon-

rnents above described

IV, '‘Note on some Specimens of Bock which have been

exposed to High Temperatures” By Professor T G.

Bonnet, D.Sc,, LL.D., F,R.S. Received December 18,

1891

The effects of raising several varieties of rook to tempeiatures

which, though high, in some oases were below those required to pro-

duce ihsicm were described to the Boyal Society by Mr. Butley in

1886 * The following notes may be useful as a oontinoation of a

subject which is not without interest owing to its beani^ on natural

processes

Some tnne siaoe, Mr. J Postlethwaiie, F G S , of Eeswiok, kindly

e ‘Boy SoG Froe voL 40, p. 480.
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pmentad me wit^h two **
Titrified ^ speoimeike of tlie eo^oelled qaartz^

felmte at 9L Jobn*a Vale, togeth0r with aome hagmmta of the

orcfamuy rock. All bad been obtiuned from the quarry near Threl.

ketd The vitnfied speoimens, as he informed me, ** had been thrown

with some fnel into the fire of the engine whioh propels the machinery

by which the felsite is crashed for road-metal ’* They had been picked

oot from amongst the engino-slag, and had been giren to him by

Mr Humphreys, the late foreman of the quariy Mr Postle-

tbwaite Rubseqnently, on enquiry, at my request, was told that the

temperature of the fire would probably be not less than that of a

largo locomotive (the engine is 70-horso power), in the hottest part

of which pig-iron melts So that these specimens may have boon

ramed to a temperature of about 2000® F •

The rook is intrusive in Skiddaw slate, fragments of which it

includes, and which it slightly alters near the junction It is so well

known to geologists that w e may refer for most particulars to the

Survey map and the memou,t in which are given a brief deaonptiou

(p 8S) and a small figure of the microsoopio stracture (Plate 1, fig fi)

The rock is a somewhat porphyntio nuoro-granite
,
the matrix is

holoGiystallme, consisting chiefly of small grains of felspar and

quartz The former are usually rather too much decomposed to

admit of the species being determined
,
as a rule, they appear to have

consolidated before the quartz, since they are rectilinear (nearly

square) m outline, the other mineral filling tho interspaces. The
quartz contains several minute fluid cavities, with relatively small

bubbles, and an occasional miorolith or belonite, so small that any

attempt to determine it would be a waste of time A fair number of

mica flakes, which sometimes run to a larger size, are also present

Of these, tho smaller occasionally appear to be moulded to the felspars

Evidently they once belonged to the biohte group, but are now re-

placed, as IB very common, by a pale-greenisb, slightly dichroio,

secondary mineral—a hydrous mica, or possibly a chlonte There

are sparse granules of iron oxide and of (P) impure sphoue

In this ground-mass are scattered larger felspar crystals, also more

or less decomposed, in whidh sometimes the striping of plagioclose

can still be distinguished, but at others the crystal is occupied

entirely by a minute fibrous or filmy secondary product, affording

• Dana, * Charartensticii of Volcanomi/ p 144, oonsiders that the fcemperataro of

molten baealt, suoh an that of Kilanea, is from SOCXf to 2500** V For cCmpleto

fusion of vuch a rook aa the St John’# Tale qaarte-felaite a higher texnpiffataro

would be required than in the cave of baialt, but, m the Hawaiian lava is very

liquid, and some basic rocks, when stdl melted, are below 2000^ perhaps the latter

of these temperatures might be sufficient.

t 'Mem Geol Survey,* lake Hutnot (by J 0 Ward), p, 8 See also apaper

by the same author, * 0eoi Soo Quart J1 / toI 82, pp 12, 22, ko«
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r4her brilhaAt tiats with th« oromed nieoh The ovjbMb sr6

oooaaioitallj oompoaite, some are fairly idtomorphio, others appear to

have suSered more or less eittornal corrosion There aare besides

some grains of qnai*tz (also affected by the action of the magma)
which contain fluid cavities with a leather stream-hke arrangement
They are similar to, but generally larger than, those in the ground-

mass Both minerals occasionally en<*lose microhths, among them, 1

think, sircon Besides the mica, wo find one or two rather tufted

groups of a prismatic mineral, which exhibits a fairly marked
dichmsm, pale-brown to bluish-green, at first sight not unlike

touxmaline As, however, the extinction certainly is oblique, though
the angle is not large, this mineral is no doubt a hornblende, and
probably of secondary origin

The account may be completed by quoting the following bulk
analysis of the rock, given by Mr Ward (^Geol Soc Quart Joum,’
Tol 32. p 22) —

SiO, = 67 180

Al,Ott = 16 bSO

Fe,0, = 0 559

FeO =s 2151
CaO ss 2 352

MgO =: 1 549

K,0 rs 2 914

Na,0 = 4032
PA = 0179
SO^ =s trace

CO, = 0H86
Lobs on ignition ss 1 549

100 000

The vitnBcd specimens are coated oxtomally with a pellicle of

dark-brown glass
,
tbe surface of one being rather scoriaoeous, and

** pitted ” with cavities full one-third of an inch in diameter ,
that is,

the ordinary surface of broken felstone (for I presume this to be the

outside of a fragment) is replaced by that of a vesicular slag

Internally many minute cavities, from the size of a small pin-bead

downwax^B, have been developed, the rook has assumed a darkei

gray oulour, in which the white porpbyntio crystals of felspar ptand

out more distinctly than before,^ and it has a more aoonaoeous

aspect

Ou examming the slides out from the partially melted rook, two

* In tbs spsonneni of unaltered rook the larger eryetals of folepar are of a

yellowbh tinti the emaUer, however, are white, but leai diatinot, owing to tbe pale

gray matrix.

VOX*, u 2 X
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changes are obvious afc a glance—^the derelopneai of a nninber of

vaondea,* and the presence of a oonsiderable atnount of brown glass

The former are nsoallj sphencal, or nearly so, with well-defined,

** clean-cut *’ edges The smaller of them are often lined, perhaps in

some oases partly filled, with opamte, and are thus Tender^ more or

less opaque In some cases, very tiny clear crystallites are inter-

spersed among the blackest dust The ground-maes of the rock

consists of somewhat rounded, or sub-angular, grams of a clear

mineral set in a base of light-brown glass Of these, the majority

unquestionably represent tho quartz of the original ground-mass, but

I think that some are felspar Most of tho mica has also vanished,

though here and there a small remnant may be detected Tlie

cavities in these quartz grams appear to me to be less numerous but

a little larger than before Often they are seemingly empty, but in

some the bubbles still remain apparently without any change The

huger quartzes of the unaltered rook now appear as grains which

have a rather irregular outline, and are much cracked Hero also

the cavities seem to be reduced m numbei, but not to have increased

in sive The larger felspars have disappeared
,
but their position, on

closer examination, can be identified by irregular patches of dirty

glass, m which are veiy numerona vacuoles, these generally are

rather small in size, and coated with dark dust In parts of tho glass

minute fibres may be obsei'ved, which, however, do not act on polar-

ised light
,
in others a tmy patch or spot is feebly doubly-refracting

In other parts (especially, I think, where the vacnbles am larger, but

less numerous) the glass is a deep-brown, barely translucent, or even

o|)aque Here and there, in the glass generally, and near the edges

(»f included grains, groups of minute vermicular cavities appear, and

a few microlitliB occur lu tho slide, which are so small that it w'ould

not be safe to offei an opinion as to their nature or age

Practically, the effect of the heating has been to melt down the

folspathio and the micaceous constituents, without veiy materially

afEeoting the quartz, and to render the mass vesicular

At Les Talbots, in Guernsey, bmek is made of a material which is

mainly, if not wholly, disintegrated granite An over-burnt speoimeu

which I have examined is a brown slaggy gloss, full of mineral frag-

ments t These, under the microscope, ore seen to be chiefly quartz

and felspar The grains of the former are traversed by nnmerous
cracks, and the pieces appear to have been sometimes displaced, but

to be otherwise unaffected. Those of felspar also are cracked Nume-
rous vesicles have formed the majority very small, but some are easily

* Them, it will be remembered, were developed m the experimenU desenbed hj

Mr Butley, both m a pitchstone from Amui and so obndiau from Montana
t The speeiinen wm coUeetod by tlie Bev E HiU, E Gh S In 188B he took me

to tlw locahty
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seen with a low power; these nre more or less coated with opaoite,

and set in a glass variable m character; m parts it is rather deep-
brown, in others fairlj clear, almost colonrless, bat crowded either

with very minute and rather filmy microhths or with pale-coloured

bolonites and grannies of opaoite (the last being sometimes in more
considerable quantities than one would have expected) , now and then
it IB simply a brown glass In one fragment with multiple twinning
the linos mdioating the composition faces can be traced in parts which
have ceased to act on polarised light In some fragments, mainly
vitrified, spots occaeioually may be observed which continue to bo
doubly refracting, though mthor feebly, appearing like famt white

clouds on a dark background The ground-mass is studded with
minute fragments of quarts, p(Thap8 with some felspar, set in a gfass

full of cavities, the smaller beutig lined with opacite, as in the case of

the last-described rock *

liTearly forty years since, an attempt was made by Messrs Chanc(%

of Birmingham, to uiiliso basalt for various purposes, by melting it

and then running it into moulds, pounng it ont in sheets, &c Refer-

ence has often been made to these experiments, but, so tar as I am
aware, no detailed account was published, nor has any connected

study been made of the results t It may be, therefore, of interest to

record the structure of some specimens which 1 have examined Two
of these wei'e given to me a short time since by J T Chance, Esq
One of them is a large fragment, evidently part of a block which has

been cast in a mould It was labelled, melted 1851 to 1854, devitn-

fied t On the sui face which was in contact with the mould is a film

of deep-brown glaae, like that of an over-burnt Staffordshire ^'blue-

bnek ” The rock is dark, almost black, with a faint purple tinge,

generally compact, exhibiting slight traces of a ciystalline structure

in one pari. lu it are a fair number of small cavities, more or less

spbmcal, and a few of rather large size, towards the exterior, very

irregular m shape On microscopic examination the following con-

stituents are ol»erved —(1) magneute, very abundant m minute

grams, which, however, evidently are often cubes or octahedra , (2)

very nmnerous miorohthio prisms, ranging up to about 0 002 inch lu

* ICiea should be present, but I only find two flakes, and those are so mttoh

uUeMid as to be barely recognisable, having lost their oharaotenstio dichroism,

and looking like bundles of yellowish fibres

t They are referred to for oomparative purposes by Messrs Judd and Oole m
their important paper on the Basalt-glass (taohylyte) of the Western Isles of Scot-

land (<aeol »oo Quart Jl,* vol 39, p 444); also by Mr WaUer, *Midlana

Natufalist,* toI 8 (188S), p. 261

t From * Urn’s Diotionazy of Arts,’ &o , t « ** Basalt,*' it would appear almost

oeiiain that this tpeeimen was “ deritnAed” by slow cooling, obtained by runnmg

the molten material into moulds of sand oontamed m iron boxes, nused to a red
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length (3) thin microhlihe of felapar, not seldom al>ottt 0*01 mob
long, sometimes as much as 0*02 inch. These, from measnrement of

the extinction angles, may be referred, at any rate m many oases, to

labradonte They may be called skeleton crystals, foi not nnfre-

qnently the edges are penetrated by microliths of the other minerals,

or they enclose a sort of thm bar composed of them
,
in some oases

the ontline of the latter is a very acute-angled triangle, and a fow

microliths (usually of the angite) are scattered in advance of the

apex along a line in the ci^stal These crystals have a tendency to

**
Deritrified ** bsMilt, thomuf; fkolettl rrystaJd of felppiir m a ground msai full of

oryitahites of the tame k 33

bifurcate, and to form slightly divergent groups, as shown in the
illustration f The magnetite, also, is often grouped along lines which
run at right angles, one to another, as figui'ed by Yogolaang^ and by
Zirkel §

The groand-mass among the skeletal crystals consists of a oonfnsed
aggregate of the same constituents, bnt of smaller sise, so that they
cannot bo readily distinguished with powers below a one-eighth
objective It is difficult to be qnite certain, but I think that no glass

remains The supposed augite is sometimes slightly vermicular in
form The felspar appears to have consolidated Last, and the same, 1
think, was the case with the larger skeleton crystals, though tbe mass
when they formed must have been sufficiently plastic to allow these
to bo developed in dotinito directions for some distance Mr. Teall’s

figurell of the Cleveland dyke, from near Preston, presents a general

* It M ditRouH to detenmne their exsot nature, but I hare little healtahon m
identifying them with augite

t A eomewhat similar, but more eurred and Taiiable, grouping in the oaee vi
eugite u detionbed by K S Dana m a oompaet baialt from Mount Loa, Bandwieli
Iilandt—J D Pana, * Characterutiet of Toloanoet,* p 88^ &o.
J In a baMlt Arom near North Berwiek (‘Die EryetaUiten/ Bate XTII, «g. !>.

S ^BaMltgeitoine/ fig 54

11 'OeoLBoo Quart J1 voL 40, Plate 18, flg 4
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res^mblanoe to the enbjeot of our dosoription, except ibut in tt the

cryetalsare loagei, thmuer,* aud differently grouped, and a slightly-

curved arrangemeut is perceptible in the ground-maRfi

The JKsoond specimen is a large fragment of a nlab of black glass,

about one*third of an inch thick 1 ii a thin si ice this appears, on iiuoro*>

scc^ic ezamiuatiou, to be a brown glass, which becomes quite cqpaque

in a narrow sonef near each edge, but in the intermediate part vanes
from a light*brown to a rather nch umber-brown, each tint being

slightly granulated It exhibits a fluida) structure, the stripes m one
part being bent into a fold Tlie use of high powers brings out

specks of opaoite, but fails to resolve the glass, so that obviously the

colouring matter m very finely distiibuted

A third slide, cut from a specimen given to mo by Professor Judd,

shows well-defined sphoruhtes^ (deep-brown) in a glass (pale-brown,

almost buff). In the ceuti^ of some of these spherulites is a cruci-

form group consisting of aggregated granules of opaoite or femte,

from which ipdiate similar but thinner bands, interspersed with

clearer fibres, which also have a tendency to group themselves cross-

wise, rathei than to diverge m all directions Tlieee fibres seem to

have a very faint depolarising influence, but they are so small and
still BO discoloured as to bo uniit for examination § Those fibmus

structures can generally be traced to Ihe edge of the sphorulite, but

the dark lines, by wbteh alone it is to be recognised^ become so thin

that the outer part, with low powers, appears commonly to be btruo-

tureless

A fourth spcciiuen m the museum at IJnivorstty College is labelled

Melted Rowley Basalt, cooled in Id days, fioni upper surface

Eagle Foundry, Birmingham, Febi uary, 1830 ”|| 'rhis is a black glass,

with a slightly irregular, sub-couclioidal fractui^), rather vesicular

m one part, and opposite to this bearing apparently the impression

of a mould Under the microscope, it is a clear glass of a wanu-
farown colour, by no means dark It contains a few minute cavities

and gwiales of opaoite
,
there tan) some larger vacuoles, circular m

section, from 0 01 inch to 0 0^5 inch in diameter, and a lew otroulat*

spots, about the same sise, slightly grayer and mpro granular than

the rest of the rook ,
also one small portion of a deeper brown gloss

* Thouih oooMioruiUy one more ** stumpy " may be seen

t Ur. BoUey obaerved that an opaque aone ocourred in a epeoimen of vitrMUd

bsiilt where it joined a fragment of unmelted baaalt, which had been dropped into

the oradhle after due had been removed from the dame.

t ICr Butley obeerved a rudely apheruUttc etructure lu a slowly eooled apeoiniflu

ofmBedhaislt(VlateT,flg 4)

i tn the immediate neighbourhood of the central oiobmni they eeem to enoLaie

granulee, arranged abug Imee with very short oroM-pieoei.

H The dab IS as printed, but, ae mioh, label bears the same signature, *'Wi£Uaa
Bsidtes," it nay be a elenoal error for 1S&6

2 B 2
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with a paler border, something like a flear.de>]7S m shape But oti

the whole the glass is remarkablj nniform and free from mtumhthie

enclosures of appreciable sise

A fifth spocimon consists of a number of small black glassy fVag>

nients labelled ‘‘Melted Uowley Basalt, cooled in water Elsglo

Foundiy, Birmingham, February, 1858 ** This material is not suited

for slicing, so I have had some oi it imunded and havo examined the

powder This shows the rock to be a glass which breaks into rather

flat sharp-edged chips with a clean somewhat conchoidal fracture, in

colour a transluoent umber-brown, not daik in the thicker parts of

the fragments, and a very faint olive-brown, almost oolourless, in the

thinner One or two of the larger chips give slight mdioations of

a fl^idal structure, and contain, rarely, a minute canty oi a granule

or two of opaoite

All the basalt on which Messrs Cbanoe exponmented came, 1

behevo, from the well-known mass near Bowley llegis,* which has

been often described The natural rook is usually fairly coarsely

crystalline
,
but I happen to possess specimens of an unnsnally glassy

variety, collected by myself nearly twenty years since, from a pit

which was then being opened on the norlhern side of the hill, near

some collienes, which, as I was told, were called the California pits,

the exoavatioQ being evidently almost at the base of the basalt.

These specimens, macroscopioally, are compact dark magma^biuudts,

with rather smooth soh-conohoidal fracture, onef slightly more com**

pact than the othei Under the microscope we see m both, but more
commonly in the less compact, sparse grams of serpentimsed ohnne
and crystals of plagioclase, eaob about 0 003 inch long, together

with grains of iron oxide (magnetite, or perhaps in some oases

ilmenite) scattered m a colourless matrix which is tbioklj studded

with smaller granules ol iron oxide, and tiny, rather irregularly

formed pnsms of iilmost colourless angite, among which the presonoe

of lath-hke microliths oi felspar la saggested On applying polarised

light (with a magnification of about 50 diameters) much of the clear

part seems not to firodnoo any depolansmg offcot, though obviously

felspar microliths are frequently present m it, but with about

150 diameters very faint bands of gray light make their appearanoe

—most clearly in the coarser-grained specimen m the other, even

when a quartr plate is used, no difference of tint can be seen in some
parts, either as the stage is rotated, or by comparison of the edge of

the slice with the coloured field The mdeftoito, almost ghost-hke

* See AUporti, ‘ Geol Boc Quart J1 ,* vol 80, p 54B. Mr Rat% dmorihod
0peiiinen« of melted 1>aea)r from the Qtmni'u Oaueeiray, and from Kilanea and
Mokua Weo Weo, m the Hawaiian Islaada

i The fi»t obtained, for I vidted the quarry a year or two afterwaids, when
had been oofouderably enlarged.
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aspect of ilie cryatallitea (where they are seen) does not appear to

proceed from a crowding of minute xmcrolithe (tor a crystallite may
sometimes be larger than one of the angite granules) ^

but from its

power to depolarise being weak, as if its molecular condition wore
only elightly anisotropic It is, therofoie, possible that the wck is

in the act of passing rather than has actually passed from a glassy

condition, though it is not truly a tachylite

On companug the results of artifinal pxooesses, desmbod above,

with i-ocks which have sohdiBcd fi*om natural fusion, wo obseive

(1) that while quartz and felspar crystals in acid rocks, after having

formed, fioquently appear to have been partially melted down, the

quartzes, as a i*ule, are not cracked, the inner parts of the felspars arc not

locally converted into glass The exterior only—as when a soluble sub-

stance IS acted on by a fluid—appears to have been affected
, (2) that,

m the case of the basic rocks artificially melted, the glassy part is a

wme tachylite, but the structure of the dovitnfled specimen, with its

peouhar skeletal crystals of folspar and magnetite and absence ol

well-defined augite, is nnusnal in nature • It is, however, as I know
from specimens in my own collection, and as may bo seen from

Vogelsang’s book, rather characteristic of slags and glasses This

appears to be conflrmatoxy of the view commonly ontertamed that an

Igneous rock is not liquefied by the action of heat alone, but that

water is a contributing agent, and is always present in the magma

,

farther that the formation of a glassm the process of cooling is facili-

tated by the escape of the water, which may explain the comparative

rantj of iachylites in nature, and the fact that when they do occur,

they are veij seldom more than “ selvages ” to masses of basalt

PresenUf January 28, 1892
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February 4, 1892*

Mr JOHN EVANS, D G L , LL D , Treasurer, in the Ohatr,

The Right Hon Farror Heraohell, Baron Horachell, was admitted

into the Society

A List of the Presents received was laid on the table, and thanks

ordered for them

The following Papers were read —

1. Oil the New Star m Amiga Preliminary Note ” By
J. Norman Lookyer, F.R.S. Received February 4, 1892,

From a note m * The Times * of Wednesday, Pebruaiy 3rd, 1 learnt

that a new star had been discovered in the constellation Auriga, and

that photographs had been obtained at G7*oeDwioh on Monday night

Observations were therefore impossible here before last night This

IS mnch to be regretted, and suggests that some local organisation is

needed to further quick tianamission of nows to observing stations

relating to phenomena which may change in a few days or even

hours

Last night was fortunately fine, and two photographs were taken

of the spectrum—
h m*

The 1st exposed 1 30, from 7 30 to 9

The 2nd „ . • • ,3 0 „ 9 30 „ 12 30

The first registered thirteen lines; the second appears to contain

some additional ones, but they are very faint and have not yut been

measured

A complete discussion of these photographs will form the substance

of a subHoquent communication, but already the following approxi-

mations to the wave-lengths have been obtained, the photographs

being treated absolutely independently, means, however, being taken

for the four least refrangible lines, as there has not yet been time to

construct a proper curve for this region,

1 have recently taken up the question of stellar spectra, and And
that a 6-inch object glass* with a pnsm in front of it, is all that is

required for the brighter stars This instrument was employed upon
the nova, which is of about the 5th magnitude, so the exposures were

necessarily long.

vta. L, 2 r
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Lines Measured in tke First I^otograph

Lines Measured in the Second Photograph

Wave length Hydrogen lines Probable origin

8933 (K)
3988 H

Ca

4101 h
4130
4172
4227 •• Ca
4268
4810 ••

&
Hydrocarbon

4840
4516
4518
4587
4618

Fop the eye observations, the new 3-foot mirror, which has recently

been presented to the Astrophysical Laboratory by Mr Common, wb»
employed, but unfortunately 'the clock is not yet mounted, so that

the observations were difficult

C was the brightest line observed In the green there were
several linos, the brightest of which was in all probability F, tbe

poaition being estimated by oompanson with the flame of a wax
taper Another line was coincident, with the dispersion employed,

with the radiation at X 500 from burning magnesium wire A fainter

line between tbe two last named was probably near X 495, thus oom*
plKing tlie trio of hues which is oharaotenstio of the spectra of

nebolffi. There was also a fairly bright line or band oouundent with

the edge of the carbon fluting near X517 given by the flame of the
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taper. A feeble line in the yellow was coinoidenti under the condi-

tions employed, with the sodium line at D
The bydropfen line at Q was distinctly seen, as well as a band or

gronp of lines between Q and F
Nearly all the linos appear to be approximately, if not actually,

coincident with the lines seen in the varioas types of Cygnus stars,

the chief difference being the apparent existence of carl^n, hydro-

carbon, and calcium in the nova

The colour was estimated by Mr Fowler as reddish-yellow, and by
Mr Boxandall as lather purplish My own impression was that the

star was reddish, with a purple tinge This was in the 10-inch

achromatic In the 3-foot rofleotor it was certainly less red than

many stars of Group II No nebulosity was observed eithei in the

3-foot or the 10 inch refrnctoi, nor does any appear in a photograph of

the region taken by a 3<^-inoh Dallmayer lens with three hours* ex-

posure It should be stated that the camera was earned by the

photographic telescope, the clock of which had had its normal rate

purposely changed to give breadth to the spectrum

The photographs were taken and reduced by Messrs Fowler and
Baxandall The eye observations and compaiisons were made by
Mr Fowler alone

11. ** Note on the Energy Absorbed by Friction in the Bores of

Rifled Guns ” By Captain Noblk, 0 B
,
F.R S., &o. (late

Royal Artillery) Received December 31, 1891.

The object of the experiments which I proceed to describe was to

ascertain approximately, and under varied conditions, the loss of

energy due to the friction of the driving ring of the projectile m the

bores of nfled guns

The rotation of modern breech-loadmg projectiles is generally given

by means of a copper ring or band on the projectile, on a plan

originally proposed by Mr Yavassour, the diameter of this nng being

not only somewhat larger than that of the bore, but even laiger than

the diameter of the circle representing the bottom of the grooves^

and the projections which give the rotation are formed by the pressure

of the powder gases forcing the driving nng into the grooves of the

gun At the oommenoement of motion the dnving ring is conse-

i^uently exactly moulded to the section of the bore at the seat of the

shot, and under the conditions due to the pressure to which the gue
» at the moment subjected

it will readily be conceived that a band or ring, moulded as de-

scribed, may give rise to considerable friction in its passage throng
the bore, and the amount of this Inction may be modified to at

ecmiidetable exteoat by vanous oiroumstanoes.

2 r 2
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For etTsmple, the nature of the powder employed majf depending

on the deposit or foaling left m the bore, affect appreciably the

friction Again, the fnotion may bo considerably modified by tlie

form and diameter of the nng itself, while a vanablo amount of

energy mast bo absorbed by the methods employed to give rotation,

and by the amount of that rotation

In the preliminary experimonts three descriptions of powder were

em^iloyed—(1) the jwwder known as P, or the pobbJe powder of the

Bngliah Somoe
, (2) an amide powder m which the mtiato of

potassa of ordinaiy powder is largely replaced by nitrate of ammonia,

and which powder, lu addition to other valnable properties, gives rise

to a smoke much less dense and much more rapidly dispersed than

IS the tase with pebble and other similar powders, and (.3) a trne

smokeless powder The form of smokeless powder employed in this

country is best known under the name ol a propelling agent

which promises to be of great value, and for which we are indebted

to the labours and oxpenments of Sir F Abel and Professor Dewar
A somewhat similar explosive is employed abroad under the name
of ** ballistite," and with this explosive also I have been able to

make an interesting senes of expenments These experiments do

not, however, come within the scope of the present note

The preliminary experiments having shown that a very consider*

able amount of fnotion was, in the case of pebble powder, dno to the

foaling of the gun, while no such result was observed either in the

case of the amide powder or the oordite, it was determined to carry

out the subsequent expenments with the amide powder, firing, how-

evei, for purposes of corroboratiou an oooasional round with the

cordite, of which a small quantity only was available

It may be of interest to note the loss of velocity and energy due to

the fouling with pebble powder The charge of powdei m a 12-om.

gun being 12 lbs
,
and the weight of the shot 45 lbs , the velocity of

the shot, the gun being carefully cleaned and oiled, was, in three

trials, respectively, 1877 ft -secs, 1877 fb-secs, and 1878 ft -secs.

The two rounds fired immediately afterwards, the bore then being

foul, were reapootively 1850 afid 1868 ft -secs , 1848 and 1847 ft *8eos ,

1852 and 1847 ft -secs , or, taking the means of the whole senes, the

mean velocity with the gun clean was 1877 3 ft -sees., with the bore

foul 1852 ft.-seos ,
or, to put the resnlt in another form, the mean

energy realised from the pebble powder, the bora being carefully

dean^, and allowance being made for the energy of rotation, was
1102 ft.-tons, while the mean energy similarly realised with the

bore foul was only 1072 ft -tons, showing a loss of 30 ft .tons or of

2 73 per cent of energy attributable to tlie extra friction due to the
powder deposit in tbe bore.

For die purposes of the subsequent expenments, threu
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qmok-firing guns were speoially prepared and nfled in the following

manner —The first had grooves of the usaal section of the Service,

bnt these grooves were all cut parallel to the axis of the bore, that is

to say, the pitch of tho nfling was infinite, or, iii other words, there

was no twist, and no rotation round tho central axis would bo com-

municated io the projectile
,

tlie second gun was rified with a

uniform pitch of 1 turn in 162 inches (about 1 turn in 85 calibres)
,

while the third guu was nfied with a umformly-increasing pitch of

from 1 turn lu 472" 5 at the breech to I turn in 162" at tlio muszle,

so that in the last two guns, assuming the same muzzle vehioity, the

projectiles would leave tho gun with the same angular velocity

The projectiles used tn these experiments were fiat-headed cylin-

ders (all being made of tho exact weight of 45 lbs ), and differed from

one another solely in tho driving bands of the projectiles, which

differed from one another both in diameter and length, the differences

being shown m the sketches attached to the tabular resnlts

Tho first experiments wero made with the tings marked

throe rounds being filed from each of the three guns described, and

the following table shows the velocities and energies obtained from

each nature of gun

Table J — Results of Experiments with Driving Rings

Section “ A **

Nature of nfltng
Muule

velocities

Huisle
energies

Mean
musslo
velocity

Mean
muule
energy.

ft secs ft tons ft sees ft tons

rmo 141G1

No tVIBt . * ^ S184 imy 2180 1416

1.2186 1424 J

r2109 18941

ITiiifonn niling . • • • 2110 1895

L2UB 1405 J

rwa 1864] i

Buabolio nfling ... i 2088 1866 V 8081 1866
12076 !

1850 J
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Nov, if the results giveu in this table be examined, it will be

observed that the whole of'^the velocities obtained from the gnn with**

out twist are higher than those obtained from the gun nfled with a

nmform twist, while the whole of the velocities obtained from the

last-mentioned gun are higher than those obtained from the gnu

with the parabolic or uniformly increasing twist

Using the mean results, there is a loss of velocity of 20 ft -secs m
passing from the gnn with no twist to that with a nniform twist, and

a fnrthor loss of 29 ft -secs , or 49 ft -seos in all, in passing to the gnn

with the parabolic rifling Tiunslating these losses of velocity into

losses of energy, it appears that there is a loss of 21 ft tons, or about

1 5 per cent of the total energy due to the uniform rifling, and a

further loss of 39 ft -tons, or 2 75 per cent , making 60 ft -tons, or

about 4| per cent , in all when tho parabolic rifling is employed

In a paper published in vol 45 of the * Philosophical Magazine ’

(1873) 1 investigated the ratio existing between the forces tending to

produce translation and rotation m the bores of rifled guns, and 1

showed that, jfB be the pressure tending to produce rotation, and O
be the gaseous pressure actmg on the base of the projectile, the

resultant of which pressui’e acts along the axis of the bore, that is,

idong the axis of Z, then in the case of the parabolic nfling

2/(Gz+Mi;>)^

VV) sm ( 1 ).

where r is the radius of the bore, p the radius of gyration of the

projectile, k the principal parameter of the parabola (the plane of aeg

being supposed to be at the vertex of the parabola and at right

angles to the axis of the bore), S the angle which the normal to the

driving surface of tho groove makes with the radius at the point

under consideration, v tho velocity at that point, /ii the coefficient of

I 'notion.
;

While in |bhe case of a nnifonn twist

1 Ti — 2irp^G

I

pi(2wp*k--rh) (27rp^-hr/ik) hin ^
*' * '

I
7(1+^) + c)*}

vhere A is the pitch of the rifling, k the tangent of the angle which
he groove makes with the plane of «y, the other constants, 4:0.,

I leanng the meaning I have already assigned to them
Now to olftam the unmenoal values of B from the above equations,

I ir knowledge of the values of G, that is, of the total prossures actingm the base jpf the projectile, and in the ease of the parabolic nflmg
tho velooiiy at all pointa of the bore, la neoessary, and, the explosives;
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tued being novel, for this mvesfcigation, as well as for other pnrposea,

I have recently determined by direct eicpi*rimenta in the ^re of a
12*om quick-firing gnu the mean velocities and meap gaaeons

^pressures at all points of the bore, both for the amide powder, mamly
used in this investigation, and for cordite
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The oarre shown on p 413 exhibits for the charges nsed aind

explosives I have n«med the results of these expenments, aud>

employing these values, the following tables give for uniform

porabolio rtfling the value of K, that is, the pressure tending tq

give rotation calculated from formula (1) and (3)< They also give

the pressure acting on the base of the shot, and the velocity in the

bore.

Table III—^Parabolic Rifling, Amide Powder.

Trsrel of shot

in bore m foot

Total prefifluro on
base of ihoi m tons

Velocity,

ft-seos

Total proBRure B between
dnying Burfooe of groove
and nng of projectile

in tone

0 6 254 7 548 7 9
1 0 264 0 849 9 7
1 5 246 0 1064 10 3
2 0 207 9 1224 10 5
2 6 176 7 1848 10 5
8 0 160 7 1487 10 4
4 0 115 2 1677 10 5
8*0 94 9 1080 10 8
6 0 80 6 1761 11 1
7 0 69 6 1628 11 4
8 0 60 0 1884 11 6
9 0 62 1 1981 11 8
10 0 44 8 1970 n 9
11 0 88 4 2004 12 0
12 0 82 9 2082 12-0
18 0 ^ 28 4 2056 12 1
14 0 24 8 2076 12 1
14 4 82 6

1

8084 12 1
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The values of B as given in fhe last colnmns of the above tables

are graphically shown on p 414, and from a comparison of the two
curves it will be readily seen that, although the maximum pressure

between the driving aarfaoes is not so high with the parabolic as

with the uniform nfling, yet, as has been pointed out by Professor

Osborne Reynolds, the mean driving pressure is with the parabolic

rifling considerably higher, and as the energy absorbed by the friction

between the driving surfaces is approximately proportional to the

mean driving pressures, the loss of energy with that form of rifling is

appreciably greater than with the uniform nfling

In the expenments I am now discusHiiig the mean d]*iving pressure

throughout the bore was, with the uniform nfling, 7 35 tons
,

the

mean loss of energy due to the uniform rifling was 21 ft -tons , hence

the coeflicient of the friction between the driving surfaces derived

from these particular experiments is ^ ^ 0 199

Again, with the parabolic rifling, the mean dnving pressure

throughout the bore is 11 06 tons, and if we had only a similar

fnction to consider, the loss of enei^y with this nfling sbonld be pro-

portioned to the pressure The loss, however, is much higher,

amounting, in fact, to 60 ft -tons Part of this extra loss must be

asenbed to the continual alteration of form that the copper dnving
nng IS subjected to in its passage up the bore,* but it seems to be

doubtful if the whole of this loss can be ascribed to this cause Part

may possibly be ascribed to the nbs being continually forced, so to

speak, to nde on to the sloping dnving surface
, but the number of

rounds in each case being few, a part may possibly be asenbed to

* The actum I refer to will readily be understood from the annexed diagram

If the thick lines represent the plan of one of the grooves at the initial angle of the

rifling, the projections on the driving nng will bo moulded mto that form, and if

the light Unoe represent the groove at its terminal angle it will be seen that the

final form of the projections on the ring will be as shovm by the shading, while the

o«oss*hatohed portion represents the metal removed by the action of the driving

luriaoe
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Tariations in the energy developed in the gan Variations m energy,

under precisely similar oonditions, might easily amount to 1 or 2

per cent
,
or occasionally more, and, as will be subsequently seen, the

differences between the uniform and parabolic nffing, although always

in the same direction, are not the same in all the series, and the mean
•of the whole will probably give the most reliable result

Bumming up the results at which we have so far arrived in the

experiments 1 have discussed, it appears that the total loss of energy

arising from the fouling of pebble powder and from the fnotion due

to the parabolic nfling together amounted to close upon 7 per cent of

tho whole energy developed

The thud and subsequent senes of experiments were made some

weeks later, and from climatic or other causes there was a slight

but decided decrement in the energy obtained with the amide powder

This decrement did not in any way affect the expenmenta except that

the absolute values of the energies at tho different dates are not

atnetiy comparable

The object of the thutl senes was to ascertain if a narrow drivuig

band would rotate the projectile equally well, as with an inoroaamg

twist it IS important, if rotation be secured, that the breadth of the

dnving band bo as small as is convenient, and further, as in the last

senes, to asoerfcam the loss of energy due to the uniform and para*

bolio riding

The results of this third senes were as shown lu the following

table —

Table IV—Results of Experiments with Rings of Section “ B "

Nftturo of nflmg

fTo twut

Uniform twist • , •

i

Fsrsboho twut . , •

{

i

Muule
velooit^

lluKsle
energies

Mean
muzzle

yelomUes

Mean
muzzle
energies

ft tecs ft tons ft-seos ft •tons

2112 1892 1
2104 1881 i 2118 1894
2124 1408 J

2109 1898 1
2094 1873 y 2099 1880
2095 1876 J

2067 1888 1
•

2066 1387 y 2066 1887
2006 1387 j
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The reealts of this senes confirm geuoraliy those of the pi^nous

senes The loss of energy due to the friction of the nniform rifling

amounts to 14 ft -tons, or, a little more than 1 per cent
,
while that

due to friction and other causes with the parabolic rifling amounts to

57 ft -tons or about 4 I per cent
,
and nearly the same as before.

The diflereuoe between the uniform and parabolic rifling should hare

been less than in the former senes , as a matter of fact it is greater,

but this may be accounted for by rariatious m the powder as pro-

vionsly suggested, as fhe suppression of a single lound lu each of the

two guns would make the results in accordance with theory

The coofflcicut of friction calculated from the uniform rifling gives

/ti = 0 138

The driving nng in this senes was amply sufficient for rotative

purposes, tbero not being oven with the highest velocity obtained the

slightest appearance ot slip or undue wear

In the fourth senes the driving ring was of the Government pattern,

but longer, and as is shown in section “ C,*’ and the rosnlts obtained

were as given in the table.

Table V—Besnlts of Exponmonts with Driving Bings of

Section “ C ”

The loas of velocity due to the amform and parabolic rifling le,

from iheeo experunente, respectively 33 and 52 ft.-Beo8 , and the loss
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of energy respectively 88 and 62 ft^tons, or, expressed in peroentagesi

2 71 per cent for the uniform nfimg and 4 72 per cent (the highest

reached) for the parabolic rifling

The value of /tt, the coefficient of friction, calculated from the

nniform nfling, is 0 359

The fifth and sixth senes were fired with driving bands of the

Government pattern, but with radii succoBsively slightly increased, aa

shown m the diagrams, and the results are given in the two follow*

ing tables

Table VI —Results of Experiments with Dnving Bings of

Section “E”
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Table yil.—Reealt of Bzpenmenfc with Dri7iiLg^ Rings of

Secstion “F**

Nature of rifling
Muxsle

velocities

Muz7le
euorgios

Mean
mtiz^lo

velocity

Mcati
murzle
iniorgy

ft secs ft tons

-

ft -sees ft tons

f2n2 13M2T

No twist • . \2Ul 1480 V 2181 1117
[2141

r 210-1 1878

1

1

1

TTmform nfling • 1884 V 2113 1895

[2124 1418 J

r2093 13721
Parsbiflu! rifling 1380 y 1875

[2094 1373 J
1

From these two tables it will be seen that the loss of velocity

due to the uniform and paiabohc rifling is, in Table VI, 12 ft -secs

and 64 ft -geos respectively
, and in Table Vll, 18 ft -secs and 36 ft •

sees, respectively
,
these volooities corresponding to losses of energy

of 12 ft -tons and 22 tt -tons due to the umtorm twist, and 41 ft -tons

and 42 ft -tons, or about 3 per cent, due to the parabolic tifling

Calculated as before from the uniform rifling, the coefficients of fric-

tion are respectively 0 114 and 0 208

Examining now with respect to the uniform i ifling the whole of the

senes I h4ve described, and observing that with this nfling the

parhoular form or width of the driving img would have but a very

slight, if any, effect upon the loss of energy dne to fnction, it will

be seen, from TableVIII, that the mean loss of energy amounts to 1*52

per cent, of the total energy corresponding to a mean coefficient of

friction of 0 203, or, say, 0 2.

If, as I have pointed oat, the loss of energy m the parabolic rifling

was proportional to the pressure on the dnving surfaces, the additional

loss due to that nfling would be 0 74 per cent* The actual additional

loss is, on the mean of the whole of the experiments, about three times

as great, the mean loss due to parabolic rifling being, as shown by
Table VllI, S 78 per cent , and this coosidarable increment may be
escribed to the oaosea I have mentioned.
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Table VIII.—Showing the percentage of Lose of Energy due tc

Fnction m the vanone Senee
,
showing also the Deduced Value

of the Coefficient of Friction

BaruNi
Loss due to

uniform rifling

Loss due to

jiambohc rifling

Coefficient of
fnrtion

per cent per cent. A»l

2 1 4R 4 28 0 190
8 1 01 4 09 0 183
4 2 71 4 72 0 869
6 0 85 2 90 0 114
6 1 56 2 97 0 208

Means 1 62 8 78 1

1
'

1 0 208
1

It may be worth while to i ntion that, in the groove formerly used

in the Service, the angle between the normal to the driving surface

and the radius could, without serious error, be taken as = 90* In

the groove adopted in the guns under consideration the moan value

of S IB only about 34° 45\ and this difference in the driving angle

ncreaaes the value of B, and, m consequence, the fnotion, by about

76 per cent It would be interesting to make careful experiments

to ascertain if there be any measurable difference in energy if an

angle more nearly approaching to 90° were adopted On account of

the different length of the radius of gyration in the case of a solid

shot and of a shell, the value of B is considerably affeotod when
the latter projectile is fired The difference of values is shown by

the curves on p 414

In nearly all the oountries of Europe an increasing twist is the

form of nfimg usually adopted , and, with snob a oonsensns of prac-

tice, it must be assumed that some advantage is supposed to be gamed

by its use There is, of course, with the parabolic nfling a less

maxnnum pressure on the driving surfaces , but, as far as energy is

oonoemed, both theory and the experiments 1 have detailed concur in

showing that there is a distinct and very appreciable loss resulting

from its employment It is quite poHsible, although I am not

acquainted with any carefully-conducted experiments on the pointy

that superior accuracy may be tbe advantage obtained , and if this

were decidedly so, a loss of one or two per cent of energy would not

be, perhaps, a serious price to pay
,
but as, without any inoonvenmnce,

the question of accuracy could be easily settled, I trust that before

very long this point also may be definitely determined

It only remains to give tbe results obtainedr with cordite. At the

time the expenmenis were made, I had only at my disposal a rerf

limited amount of this explosive, and I was only able to fire one
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round in oaeli of the ^na, using the driving rings marked A, B, and
C As it would be useless to attempt to draw general conclusions

from single rounds, and ns in guns of the calibre expenmenfod with

the diffei ence between the driving rings ij4 not very marked^ T have

treated the series ns if all the rounds had been fired with the same
driving ring , the results arc given m Table IX

Table TX—Hesulis of Experiments with Cordito

IVafcure of nfling
Miuelo

velociMeti

Miiszlo

onorgios

Mean
mu/Klo

Telocities

Mean
mursle

energies

ft 900% ft tons ft seen ft tons

(2177 1479
•}

"No twist < 2171 1476 y 2181 1488
12104 1500 J

reiflo 14611
TTniform nfling i 2161 1462 y 2164 1467

1.2172 1477 J

r215G 14561
Farsbolus nfling i 2162 1450 y 2155 1464

12167 1467J

;

From the cordite experiments, it follows that the loss of energy duo

to the uniform nfling is 21 ft -tons, oi 1 4^3 per cent , and to the para-

bolio nfling 34 ft -tons, or 2 3 percent the coefiioientof friction

deduced fiom the loss of energy with the uniform nfling being 0 199,

or nearly the same value as was given m Table YIll

III. " On the Thermal Conductivities of Crystals and other Bod
Conductors*’ By CHARiiEh U Lses, M.Sc., late Bishop

Berkeley Fellow at the Owens College, Manchester.

Communicated by Professor Arthuh Sohtjster, FR.S.

Received January 22, 1892

(Abstract

)

The author oommenoes by pointing out the great difPerences be-

tween the results obtained in 1879 by G Forbes for the oon-

ductivities of quarts in different directions and those obtained m
1883 by Tuschmidt. He then refers to Eundt’s discovery, that

the metals stand in the same order as conductors, and as to the

velocity of propagation of light through them, and mentions that hia
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^acpenments were ongAAAllj intunded to fami«h data for a aimtlar

oompanaon for crysMs, hnt that their object has been extended.

After some preliminajy experiments, he adopted the ‘Minded bar"

method, which consists in placing a diso of the matenal the oon-

daotmtj of which is required, between the ends of two bars of

metal placed coaxiallj, heating one end of the oombinaiion, and

observing, by means of thormo-jnnotions applied to the bars, the

distribution of temperature along them, first, with the disc in position,

second, with the bars in oontart without the disc Wlien the con*

duotivity of the bar is known, these observations suffice to detor-

mmo that of the disc

The bars used wore 1 9 cm diameter, and about 34 era long

The ends which came in contact with the discs wore am ilgamated,

as this was found to be the best method of securing good contacts

These bars were suspended horizontally m a frame, by moans of

strings passing over adjusting screws, which enabled the bars to be

set accurately in the required position The temperatures were found

by means of a copper-platmum-silvor junction applied to points along

the bars, at which small conical holes about 0 5 mm diameter,

containing meioury, were placed This junction was m oirouit with

a galvanometer, and the circuit was so arranged that its resistance

could be found by a modification of Thomson’s bridge method
The conductivity of the brass bar was determined before catting,

by the method—duo to Forbes—of determining the loss of heat from

the surface by allowing the bar to cool and observing the change of

temperature with time, and then observing the steady distribution of

temperature along the bar when heated at one end

The author shows that change of both the internal ’* and “ external

"

conductivities with temperature mast be taken into account m the

equation for the distribution of temperature He takes each to be a
linear function of the temporatnre, and finds finally the conductivity’

of the bar to be 0 27 c g s unit, and io increase slightly with the

temperature

The discs used were of the same diameter as the bar, and were of

various thicknesses, in order to make the distribution of temperaiure

throughout the bars nearly the same in each case

The following are the results obtained, the conductivities of a few
other bodies being given, in order to show the positions of the bodies

experimented on amongst conductors generally. No relation of the

kind found by Eundt for metals seems to hold for the orystob

experunented on —
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)

BmHH . . . . 0 ^ 0 26 to 0 8
Bmmuib . • * — 0 017 ,»

Mercury . • — (* 018 Atigstibm

I

Crown glass • • •

1

bhni gloss

1

Glass • »•

1

Kock sole

0 0024
0 OOJO

j

1

“
0*014

0 OOlC (H Mejer) i

0 (K.14 ,. 1

1 0 0021 (PwM)
i

10 0006 {a lorbas) '

0 016 (Xuschniidt)

I

" 1-
1 . 1. 1 .

^ (JuarU along hxis •

1

0 080 / 0 026 (Tusohmidt)
10 001 (G Forbes)

i >1 perpendu ular to uiis 0 016 J 0 (K14 1

[0 016 (TusobntuU)

I
Iceland spur along axis 0 010 0 010

fy
nerpmidicular Ui axis 0 0084 0 008 „

Mica periHMiUK itiar to cleavngi^ ( 0 OUlfl i

White marble « • •
1

0 0071

1

ro 007 (P««IeO 1

1
10 001 (» Forbn)

Slate • 0 0017
1

0 0008 „
'

I

Water • « ]

— 0 OOIG (Wiukelniatm)
Qlytenne -- 0 0007 „
Ohreoil ' — 0 0004(0 Webir)
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1

0 00060
ParafBn . . * .

' 0 OOOOl ' 0 0001 (G Forbes)

Pure rubber 1 0 00038 1

00000
1 1\0 0006 (PeoIoO

Sulphur . ,
0 000-15

Kbonite ' 0 OOOK)
1

0 00008 (G Forbes)
Gutta perulia ‘ 0 OOOUi

1

Taper . ... . ' 0 00031 I

ABoeatoe paper 0 OCKKi i

' Mahogany
Walnut ,

Cork .

.

» •

• *

4 «

0 00047
0 000.16

0 00013

Silk.. .

Ck>ttou

Flannel

4 « < t •

e

• «

e

0 00022
0 00056
0 00028

IV. *‘Oa the Mechanical Stretching of LiquicU. an Experi-

mental Detenuinatimi of the Volume-Extouabihty ot Ethyl

Alcohol." By A. M Wobthinoton, M A Coinmunioated

by Professor POVUTINQ, F.B.S. Received f'obiuaiy 1, 1892.

(Abstract.)

After adverting to the three known methods of snbjeoting a liquid

to tension, a is
,
(i) the method of the mverted barometer, (u) iUe

TOL 1.. 2 a
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centnfDgal ineibod demised b} Osborne Bejnolda, (in) tbe metbod of

cooling discovered in 1850 bj Bertbelot, and pointang out that the

fi Bt two afford means of meuHuiing biresB but not strain, while the

third gives a measure of strain but not stress, the author proceeds to

0escribe the manner in which be had used the method of Borthclot in

tombinattoM with a new mode of determining the stress, and had

succeeded lu obtaining simultautMius nieasutes of tensile stress and

strain for ethyl alcohol up to a tension of iiioi e than 1 7 a mosphores,

or 255 lbs per square inch

The liquid, deprived of air by prolonged boiling, is scaled m a stixing

glass vessel, which it almost fills at a particular tcm^icratnre, the

residual space being occupied only by vapour On raising the tem-

perature, the liquid expands and fills the whole On now lowering

tbe temperature, the liquid is pievented from contracting by ils

adhesion to the walls of the vesselH, and i*cmains distended, sUll

filling the whole and exeiting an inward pnll on the walls of the

vessel The tension excried is measured by means of tbe c hange in

oupacity of the ellipsoidal bulb of a thermometei sealed into the

\es^el and called the ** tonometer ’* This bulb becomes slightly more

spherical, aud tbci'efore more capacious, uxider the pull of the liquid,

and the men uiy in the tonometer stem tails The tension correspond-

ing to the fall IS picMously determined from observation of the use
produced by an equal pressure applied over the same surface

Tile liquid is caused at any desuod instiint to let go its hold and

spring back to the unsti etched volume conesponduig to its tempera-

ture and to its saturated Yapo^l-)llc^sule by heating fur a moment, by

means of an oleotiic current, a fine platmam wire passing traiisvex'sely

through the capillaiy tube that forms part of the vessel The space

left vacant m the tube lepieHcuis the apparent extension uncorrcctud

for the yielding of the glass vessel

The measures obtained show that, within the limits of observa-

tional error, the strcHS and this apppareiit stiain aie proportional up
to the highest tension i^eacbed ^17 atmospheres)

, but, since the small

yielding of the nearly rigid glass vessel must itself be propoi tional to

the stress, it follows that tbe stress and absolute strain are propoi

-

tioual

By subjecting the liquid to a pressure of 12 atmospheres in the eame

veeseli it was found that the apparent compressibility was the same m
the apparent extensibility, whence li is deduced tliiit between pies-

Bures of +12 and —17 atmospheres the absolute coefficient of elaati-

oiTy IS, within the hunts of obsei vational error, constant Its actual

value IB best obtained by observations of compressibility

The pqier concludes with a description and explanation of a
peculiar phenomenon of adhesion between two solids in contact when
luunersed in a liquid that u subjected to tension

'
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TranHiiotions

Baltimore —Johns Hopkins University Sixteenth Annual Beport

8vo Baltimore 1891 The University

Batavia*—BatavioaHch Gonootschap van Kunsten en Wetonsohap*
pen. Vetbandeliugen DeelXLV Sink 3-4 Decl XLV'I
8vo Batavia 1891 .

Notulen Duel XXVIll Ad 3-4 Ded
XXIX All 1-2 8vo Batavia 18*^0-91, Tijdsclinft

Deel XXXIV A6 3-6 8\o Banana 1891 ,
Dagh-lV'giBU r

gehondeu lut Casteel Batavia 160J 4to Batavia 1891

The Society

Bergen —Mustum, Aarsboretning 1890 8vo Bertjm 1891

The Museum
Berlin —Deutsche ChomiMhe Gcsellschaft Bonchte 1891 Nos

11-19 8vo Berlin The Society.

Gesellschaft fur Erdkiinde Vorhandlungen Bd XVIII Nor
9-- 10 8\o Birhn 1891 The Society

Konigl Preuss Akudemit' dei WiSRenschaften Sitziingsbenchte

18^^! Nos 1-40 8vo Berhn

,

Politische CoireRpondeiix

Friednchs dcs Qrosson Bd XVIII Halft 2 4to Berlin

1891 The AtUMlemy

Brighton —Natuial History and Philosophical Society Abstracts

of Papeis for the year 1891 8vo Brighton 1891

The Society.

Brussels —Academic Hoyale do M^deeine de Bdgiquo Bulletin

Ser 4 Tome V Nos 4-iO 8vo Bruxellet 1891

The Academy
Acad^mie Boyule des Sciences Bulletin S^^r 3 Tome XXI
Nob 6-12 8vo Brasadlei 1891 ,

Annuairo 1892 8vo

Brumellee The Academy
Buffalo —Society of Natural Sciences Bulletin Vol V No 3

8vo Buffalo 1891 The Society

Calontta —Indian Museum. List of the Snakes By W L Solater

8vo Calcutta 1891 The Museum
Cambridge —Philosophical Society Prooeednigs Vol VII

Part 4 The Fouudatiou and Early Tears of the Society 8vo

Cambridge 1891 The Society

Cambridge, Mass —Museum of Comparative Zoology Bulletin.

Vol XXII Nos 1-2 8vo Cambridge 1891 ,
Annual Beport

of the Gumtor^ 1890-91 8vo Cambridge 1891

The Muaenm
Copenhagen*—XD Videnskabernes Belskab Sknfter 6te

Bttkke. Bind V No. 4 Bind VU Nos »-4 4to.

2 0 2
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The Society
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Edinburgh ^Boyal Scottish Society of Arts. Transactionb

Vol XIII Part 1 8vo Ifldinburgh 1891 The Society

Boya] Society Proceedings Vol XVIII (pp 65-260) 8vo
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8vo Buckhur$i Bill 1891 The Club

Helsingfors — Sallakap fot Finlands Geografi Fcnnia IV 8vo

Helsingfors 1891 The Society

Hermannstadt —Siebenburgischer Vereinfui NatiirwisRonschafteu

Verhandlnngen Jahrg XLI 8vo HermanmintU 1891
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ische Zoitschrift Baud XXV Utft 3-4 Band XXVI
Heft 1-2 8vo Jena 1891 The Society

Kew — Royal Cardens Bulletin of Misoellnneons Information

1891 Nos 58-59 Appendtees 3-4 1892 No 61 Ap-
pendix 1 8VO London 1891-92 The Director

Kharkofif —Section Medicale de la Society des Suencos Expert*

mentalea, Uni verstte de Kharkow Travaux 1891 [Rnssian ]

8vo Kharhmv 1891 The Society

Klausenburg —Erdclyi Muaeum-Egylet Ertosito 1891 Part I

No 3 Part III 8vo Kohssvdrt The Society

Leipsic AstronoTnisohe Gesellscbaft Yierteljolirseobrift Jahrg.

26 Heft 4 8vo, Leipzig 1891 The Society

London —Anthropological Institute Journal Vol XXI Nos
1-2 8vo London 1891 Tbo Institute

Chemical Society Journal July to December, 1891. 8vo
London

,

Proceedings Nos 90, 100-104 8vo London 1891

,

A List of the Offioers and Fellows 8vo London 1891

The Society

Geological Society Quarterly Journal Vol XLVII Parts
3-4 8vo London 1891 , Abstracts of the Proceedings,

Nos 577-581 8vo [London 1891 ] The Society

Institute of Brewing Transactions. Vol V No 2 8vo
London 1892 The Institute

Institution of Civil Engineers Abstraots of Proceedings Ses-

sion 1891-92 Nos 1-4 8vo [London ] The Institution

Institution of Meohamcal Engineers ProoMdings 1891, No 4.

6vo London 1891* The Xnatitutum
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Linnean Society Transactions (Botany) Vol III Parts 2-3.

4to Lonihm 1891, Transmtious (Z(»olo|Bfy) Vol V Parts

5-7 4to Xoa£?/>» 1890-91 ,
Journal (Botany) Vol XXVI.

No 176 Vol XXV II Nos 187-188 Vol XXVIII Nos
194-196 Vol XXrX No 197 8vo London 1891,

Journal (Zoolof^) Vol XXIII No 148 Vol XXIV
Nos 14^>-ir»0 8VO London IByi , Proceedings November,
1988 to Juno, 1890 8vo London 1891

,

List of Fellows 8io
Jjimdon 1891 The Sociot}

London Mathematical Society l^nioeedings Vol XXII No-a

414-425 8vo [^Lcmdon] 18‘M The Society

Mmoralogical Society The Miueialogieal Magassme Vol IX
No 44 8vo Lttndon 1891 The Society

Odoniological Society of Groat Britain 1 mnsactions Vol

XXIV No ‘2 8\o JWoal891 The Society

Pbarmaeentioal Society of Great Britain Joarna] and Trausac-

iiouR July to December, 1891 8vo London

The Society

Physical Society Proceedings Vol XI Part 2 8vo

London 1891. The Society

Quekett Microseopioal Club Journal Her 2 Vol IV No
dO 8vo rjofuion 1892 The Club

Royal Astitmomical Society Monthly Notues Vol LI. Nos
8-9 Vol LI I Nos 1-2 8vo London 1891, List of

Fellows, 1891 8VO [London J The Society

Royal Geographical Society Proceedings July to Dooembor,

1891 8vo London The Society

Royal Institute of Biitiab Architects Transactions Now
Senes Vol VII 4fo Iwn>lon J891

,
Jouinal of Proceed-

ings Vol VII Nos 17-20 Vol VIII Nos 1-5 4to

London 1891 ,
Kalendar 1891-92 8vo Lotidon

The Institute

Royal Institution of Great Britain Report of the Weekly
Evenmg Meetings February to Juno, 1891 8vo [London J

The Institution

Royal Medical and Chimrgical Society ProceHlmgs Third

Senes Vol IV Sheets 3-5 8vo London 1891-92

The Society.

Royal MeteorologLcal Society Quarterly Journal Vol XVII
Nofl 79-80 8ro London 1891 The Society

Royal Mioroscopioal Society Jouinal 1891 Parts 5-6. 8vo

London The Society

Royal Statistical Society Journal Vol LIV Part 4 8vo

London 1891 The Society.
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Bojal United ServioeJnstitntion Journal January, 1892 8vo

London The Institution
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London The Society
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Part 2 Sv’o London 1891 The Society
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1891 8vo London The Society

Zoological Society Transactions Vol XIII PuiiB2-8 4to
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The Society
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The University
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The Academy
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The Society

Sociy^o de Gyographie Bulletin Tome XII Trim 2-8 8vo

Pam 1891
,
Compte Rendu des Syaxiccs 1891 Nos 14-20

The Society

Sooiyty Mathymatique de France Bulletin Tome XIX Nos

5-

7 8vo Parts [1891] The Society

Sooiyty Philomathiqne Bulletin Tome III Nos 2-3 8vo

Pam 1891 , Compte-Rendu Sommaire des Seances 1891

Jnm—-Dyoembre 8vo [Pam] The Society

Fluladelphia —Academy of Natural Sciences Proceedings 1891

Pages 201-456 8vo [Philadelphia ] The Academy
Franklin Institute Journal July to December, 1801 8vo.

[Philadelphia ] The Institute

Pisa .—Someth Toscana di Sciense Naturah , Atti Vol. ZI 8vo

Pua 1891 The Society

Rome .—Beale Accademia dei Lincei Atti Ser. 4. Beadi**
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Tlie Academy
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Nog 8vo Stockholm 1891 The Academy
Sydney —Lmncan Soticty of New South Wales Abstract of
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The Society

Tunn —R Accadcmia delle Sciouice Atti Vol XXVI Disp

14-15 8VO Toiino The Academy
Vienna —Kniserliche Akadenn© der WiBsenschaftoii Ansciger

Jalirg 1891 Nos 20-27 1892 Nos 1-2 8vo Wten

,
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Abth a Heft 1-4, 6-7 8vo Wien 1891
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M'xen 1891 The Muserum

K K Zoologisch-Botaniaohe Goscllschaft Vorhandlungen

Bd XLI 8vo Wien 1891 The Society.

WUrzbut^ —Pliysikahsch-Medicinische Oogcllgcbafb Sitsutigs-

benchte Jabrg l89l Nos 4-5 8vo [Wurzburg 1891],

Verhnndlungen. Band XXV No h 8vo Wurzburg 1891

The Society

Black (C E D ) A Memoir on the Indian Surveys, 1875—1890

8vo Londtm 1891 The Secretary of State for India

Buoktott (G B ), F R S Monograph of the British Cicadm, or

Tcttigidea Fart 8 8vo London 1891 The Author

Cayley (A»)» F R S Collected Mathematical Papers Vol IV 4tn

Camhrtdj;fe 1891 The Author

Huyghefus (C ) CBuvres Completes. Tome IV 4to La JIay$

1891 lia Sociebe Hollandaise des Smenres
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Laiiig(S) The Antiqmtj of Man 8vo. [1891]

^ The Author
Modlicott (H B ), F B S The Evolution of Mind in Man 8vo

London 1892 The Author

Mueller (Baron Ford von), F B S loono^phy of Austi alien Saleo*

laceous Plants. 4to Mnlhoume 1891

The Governmoiit of Yiotoria

Paganelh (A ) Cronologia Biblica e i Fatti dei due Tobia 8vo

Frato 1892 The Author

Pfluger (E ), For Mem B S Ueber die Entstehung von Fett und
Eiweiss im Korpor der Thiere 8vo Honn 1891

The Author

Ba]tia (MO OHservaisioni fatto uella B Speoola di Bi*era durante

I’EcliSNe di Luna del 15 Novembro 1891 8vo Milunn 1891

The Author

Sehreiber (P ) Untersuohung uber die Penodicitat des Nieder-

schlages im Konigreioh Sachsen 8vo [TTtan] 1891.

The Author

Stuart (A J ) The World and the Flood a New Theory described
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Wilde (H ), F B 8 On the Causes of the Phenomena of Terrestiial
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Nine Oarte de Tmte Photographs of Fellows of the Ro>aI Society
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Fehuary 11, 1892.

Mr JOHN EVANS, D C L
, LL D , Tieararcr, in the Chair.

The Chaiman read the following Letter —

Whitehall^

6th FehiuarVy 1892
Sra,

I have had the honour to luj before the Qneen the lojal and dutifnl

Address of the Follows of t}ie Ro^'al Socu*t^ of [jondou on the occa-

sion o( the death of His Royal Highness Tlie Duke of Clarenoe and

Avondale, K O
,
and f have ti> infonn you that Her Majesty was

pleased to receive the Address very graciously

1 have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient Servant,

Hi*nuy MAriiuws
The Treasurer and Vtce- Prendent of the

Royal Society of London

A List of the PreHents lecoived was laid on the table, and thanks

ordered for them.

The following Papers were read —

1 ‘‘Note on the Spectrum of Nova Aungee’’ By J NoitMAN

Looeyek, F.R.S Received Febiuary 8, 1892.

Since the obsei vations of Wednesday ^Feb 3), recorded m a pre-

liminary note, the weather precluded any furfchoi work till last night

(Feb 7). Two more photographs were taken and eye observations

made.

The photographs, though exposed for a shorter time, gave many
more lines than the long exposed one on Wednesday

The bngbt lines at K, H, A, and O ore acoompamed by dark lines

on tbmr more refrangible sides

Addendum. Received February 11.

Bye Obeereationa,

On aooount of oontinued bad weatber, no further photographs or

obserrattotts of the Nova have been obtained sinoe February 7 It
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t^en appeared to be slightly brighter than on Febrnaty 8, when the

star was first observed at Eengington With the lO-inoh refractor

and Maclean apectrosoope, C was seen to be very brilliant, and there

wore fonr very conspicaous lines in the green Several fainter linen

were also seen, and a dark line was suspected in the orange* I

noticed that some of the lines, especially the bright one near F, on

the less refrangible nuie, appeared to change rapidly in relative

brightness, and this wnn confirmed by Mr Fowler

Observations of the speetrnm were made by Mr Fowler with the

8-foot rcfloctoi and the Hilger 3-pnsm spectroscope Of the fonr

most conspicuous lines m the green, F is the most refmngible, and

rouipariHons with burning magnesium showed one of them to be

sensibly coincident with the edge of the magnesium fluting at 500 6

l*he least refrangible of the fonr bright green lines was found to be

slightly less refrangible than the carbon fluting near X 517 , it gives

no indtcations of a fluted character, and further observations seemed

io suggest that it was magnesium 5, unless fheie bo a very great

change of postiion duo to motion lu the hue of sight The fonxtli

line, which lies between F and 500 6, is about one-third of the dis-

tance between them from F, and its wave-length, assuming the star

to be at rest, was estimated to be about 490

In addition to these, the G line of hydrogen was distinctly visible,

and also a group of lines between O and F The latter were not

measure I, as they appear on the photographs

Amongst tlie faiuter lines, one was ostiuoated to be near X 527, and
IS probably the n*on line at E By comparison with the spectrum ot

manganese chloride burning m a spirit-lamp flame, another line was

found to be sensibly coincident with the edge of the brightest fluting,

X557 6

There was a bright line a httlc more refraugible than C, and the

D line was faintly visible

Phoiographt,

The first photograph was c^xposed from 10 20 to 11 50 p*v » and the

second from 12 to 2 a m , Feb 7, the 6-inoh objoct-glass and pnsm being

employed in each case The same number of lines is shown m both

photographs, the sky not being so clear during the second as during

the first exposure Twenty bright lines hare been measured, and
their wave*>lengthB are given in the accompanying table

The table also shows probable coincidences with the lines in the

spectra of the Wolf-Eayet stars, as photographed by Profemor
Pickering, dark lines in the Orion stars, photagmphed at Kensing-
ton , and bright lines in the Orion nebula, pbotogr^hed at Weatgate.
Thu part of the subject will be discussed in a subsequent paper
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In addition to tbe lines recorded in the table, the photographs of

the epeotmm of the Novi^ebowed several Imee more r^rangible than

K. These have not yet been rednoed, but they probably inolade

some of tbe nltra-nolet hydrogen lines

All the lines m the spectrnm of the Nova are broad, althongh in a

photograph of the spectram of Arctnras, taken with the same mstm-
mental couditions, the lines are perfectly sharp It is important

to note that the broadening of the lines is not accompanied any

falhng off of intensity at the edges, as m the case of the hydrogen

lines lu such a star as Sinus With the method employed m taking

the photographs, long ezposaros aio liable to result in a thickening

of all the lines, on aooonnt of atmospheric tremors The lines would

also be thick if the Nova be haasy, as observed at Greenwich. In the

photograph however, all the lines are not equally thick

if the hues aio similarly broadened when a slit spectroscope is

cmiployed, the effect must be due to intenia! ugitatiouH, ior if different

legions of the Nova are moving with varying velocity, or with the

same velocity m different directions, a normally hne line might be

widened, as observed in the photographs

The hydrogen lines and the K line of oalcmm are very bright, and,

as pointed out in the note above, they are accompanied by dark lines

on thoir more refrangible sides This was previously noticed m the

photographs taken on February 3, but as the dark lines wore not very

conspicttons, they were not referred to until further confirmation

had been obtained

It appears from a note in the * Standard * newspaper, February 10,

that dark lines have also been observed on the more refrangible

sides of the bright hydrogen hues in the photographs taken at

Harvard Oolloge Observatoiy

A somewhat similar phenomenon has already been recorded by
Professor Fiokonug, in the case of L^res, and this has been oon-

firmed by a senes of photographs taken at Kensington In this

case, the bnght linos are alternately more and less refrangible than

the dark ones, with a period probably corresponding to tbe known
period of variation in the light of the stor Tiie maximum relative

velocity indicated is stated by Professor Pickering as approximately

300 English miles per second

In the case of Nova Aang», the dark lines in all four photographs

taken at Kensington are more refrangible than the bnght ones, so

that as yet there is no evidence of revolution The relative velocity

indicated by the displacement of the dark lines with respect to tbe

bnght ones appears to be over, rather than under, 500 miles per

second The redaction is not yet oomplete*

Should tbe photographs whioh may be obtained in the future con-

tinue to show tbe dark lines displaced to the more refrangible side of
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the bnght ones, it will be a valuable oonfirmation of mj bjpotheeis

BA to the caases winch produce a new star, namelj, the colluion of

two meteor swarmn On this supposition, the spectrum of Nova
Anrigm would snggcMit that a dense swarm is moving towards the

earth with a great velocity, and passing through a sparser swarm,
hioh IS receding The groat agitation set up in the dense swarm

would produce the daik line spectrum, while the sparser swarm would
give the bright lines

In taking the drst photograph, I was assisted by Mr Fowler
, the

second was taken by Messrs Fowler and Shackloton Mi* Bazandall

IS re8]>onRible fot the deternnnation of the wave-lengths of the lines,

and Mr Shackloton for the dotei minaiiou of lelativo velocity

TI, ** ContnbxitioiiR to the Phymologj’^ and Pathology of the

Mnniiualiau llojirl (Fiotn the Canjbndge Pathological

Laboratoiy) By C S. ROT, M.D
,
FUS, Profesaor ol

Pathology, and J G Adami, M A., M Fellow of Jesus

College, Cftiubndge Received December 31, 1891.

(Abstract

)

Our communication begins b) stating that we have sought to study

the action of the Mammalian heart lu conditions (nnei^cised and

intact) as nearly approacinng the noi'mal as we were able to make
compatible with the employment of exact methodh of lesearch. This

IS followed by a general consideration of the difiiculties attendant

upon such u study, and of the means by which these difficulties may
bo overcome

Under the heading of Methods we desoiibe a cardxomefer which we

employed to measure the contraction volume and the “ output,** as

well as the changes in the volume of the heart other than those due

to its rhythmic contractions and expansions A dosciiptum is also

given of the method of employing it, together with a statement as to

the degree of the accuracy with which, according to our ovpci lenoe,

the iuHtrument supplies information regarding the changes in the

volume of the iieort We then describe an automatic counter, which

we employed for measuring out and recording the output of the

heart, as obtained by tbe cardiometer

This IS followed by a description of our myoeardtographs which w©
made use of to record the eontraettons and expansions of any part

or parts of the ventncnlar and auricular walls without inteirfermg

with the movements of the heart In most oases we employed this

instrament to obtain simultaneous records of tbe oontoactions of

one auricle and one ventmcle We state also our doobta aa to the
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valiitt of obflervationo made on the heart by button ” oardio-

graphs*

Section III begins bj a consideration of the relationship between

the oironmferenoe of a hollow spherical mnscle and its oobic conlents,

this being illnstrated by a diagram, and by one or two concrete

examples with regnrd to the bearing of this subject upon the phy-

siology of the ventiicles

We then state the relation between the internal circnmfci*enoo of a

hollow spherical muscle and the resistance to contraction of its

walls Reference is also made to the clastic lesistanoe which the

heart wall itself offers to contraction, ami the bearing of this upon

the production of negatire pleasure within its cavity under cerlaiu

conditions*

We then consider briefly the effect on the venti ii ular oontrnotions

of changes in the blood pressure within the sjatomio and pulmonary

arteries, pointing out how much the heart has in common with the

voluntary muscles of the body, and explaining why the amount of

residual blood is liable to changes, concluding with a few remarks

upon failure of the heart ”

In Section IV we enter upon a study of the effects of the vagus

nerve upon the heart We begin with the changes in the contraction

volume, and point out that, at first sight, oui cui ves seem to show

that, other things being equal, the volume of blood expelled at each

systole vanes in inverse ratio to the rapidify of heart beat Wo show,

however, that this general law does not hold good for vagus slowing

(if, indeed, it be oxaot for slowing of nny kind), which is found to

be aooompamed by a lowenng of the output, that, with moderate

slowing, this diminution of the output may be as much as 30 or 35

per cent

We then speak of the increase in the amount of residual blood m
the heart which is produced by vagus excitation, showing that this

does not necessarily indicate any weakening of the ventnoular con-

trac*tionH*

We next analyse myocardiograpbic records of the action of the

vagus npon the heart, showing that the auricular contractions are

weakened or arrested, and noting that the inffuence of the vagus npon

the force of the auricular contiaotious bears no constant proportion to

the vagus slowing By strong vagus excitation or by mnsoann the

auriolos may be completely at rested, it may be, for hours This com*

plete arrest is, in some cases, led up to by progressive weakening, but

sometimes arrest occurs immediately after fairly strong beats, or with

fairly strong beats presenting tbemselves at times dunng the airest.

These latter oases may be explained by weakemng of the excitations

which reach the auricles from the smiis, altiiough they are possibly

due to dimimshed exeitdnliiy of the auricles*
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On ooming to the effvot of the vagt upon the ventrides we find that

the diatenBion of the heart daring ragus actions is due to the ven*

trioles being more expanded, both in diastole and in systole We point

nut that the increased volume of the heart at the end of systole is a

necessary result of the increased contraction volumi
,
and combat the

conclusions of those who ascnbe it to weakening of the ventncalar

contractions, pointing out that the greiitly inci eased contraction

volume increases to a corresponding extent the w oik done at each

contraction We give detailed leasons for coucluding that this

suffices to explain the apparent diminution of the veutncular con*

ti actions

We then examine the influence of the vagus U{X>n the tonus of the

I'claxed vontnclrs, and point out that the great distension during

vagus action is due entirely to increased mtra-voninoular pressure

during diastole, and not, as has l>een asseriod by some, to any change

in the elasticity of the relaxed ventncnlar wall

Next, we consider the cause of the nse of venous (Hvstemie and
pulmonary) pressure, and find that this is due not to any increase lu

the amount of blood entering the vinus in a given time or ti» oouirac*

tion of their walls, but that it is to be usenbod to the dimmiahcd

inflow into the veutru les

Thj cause of this diminished inflow luto the ventnclos leading to

corresponding dimmuiion of the output is twofold, namely, weaken-

mg or arrest of the auricles, and, secondly, the tlasiic resistance uf

the ventricular wall to distension We show that this explanation

must apply to both sides of the heart, and that observed faots cone-

spond with it

We then consider the after-effects of vagus excitation, and show

that the temporary increase in the output which is sometimes present

may be explained by a temporary niereabe iii the force of the aunoular

contractions, and by the vonouB pressure taking some little time to

fall after the vagus excitation has ceased

After this, we examme the influence of the vagus upon the heart

rhythm, and show that, when the vagus excitation reaches a certain

degree (vaxying in diffeient animals), the ventricles begin to beat

independently of the sinnsand auricles
;
that this rhythm, winch is at

first slow and irrogalar, gradually becomes foiily rapid and almost

completely regular.

This rhythm, we show, must be looked upon as the same as that

which, as Wooldridge and Tigerstedt observed, makea its appearatioe

when the ventrides are severed from the anrtolos We poiut out,

however, that the independent ventricular rhythm of vagus action ia

eharaoieriaed by the slowness with which it establishos itself

Tlua eharaoteristio is due to the lowering of the excitability of the

veiltrioUHi produced by vognii action, and we addui^e a considerable
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nutiibei of facts sliowingf that the vagus thus lowei the excitability of

tho ventiiclcs, ami that, b^ ineans of muscaiiu aud by (hscoritiimoiiH

stimulation of tho vagus, it is possible to isolato the influonoo of tbu

vagus on the rh>tb»n and forte of tlio auricles from its influence

upon the (-xcitalnlity of the lontneles The powei of the \agus to

stop the vcnti 11 Its tturiyiorar il^ can only bo explained by this diminu-

tion of then excitability

>Ve show that, with a certain degree of \agufi oxcitaiion iiregu-

lanty of tho ventricles mitssaril^ losults, in (onsequeiieo of the

sinus and the uleo-\ I'lili n ulai rh'v thins mttifnnig with oiio auotlut
,

that this IS the (•ommon i uist of iniguhini^
,
and that niegularitv

may also Ik (ansed by tin auricles not icspondiug to all the iriipulBcs

wbic h real h them from the sinus

We explain thni. Ill rnre instances, dirctt iviifation of tho vagus

may so lower the cxc it ibility of the \eTitncle that the c'ontractions

niav not extend o\cr tin whole of then walls, and may in this way

produce tlie uppaii nt wcaktuung which is soiiictimos mot with

Tn Section V we pass on to study the olfet t of tliiect excitation of

ilia 7ipni auffrfifufttH 8 {(ur/h lanfm) upon fho hciirt, and sliow that

the acceleration of the iliythm rnav be txticniel) slight if the heart

be b( citing fast, and that the acoelciation and augmentation of force

of ibo heart bear no consfant propoition to one another Tho

augmtmtoi nerves im roast* the diastolic expansion of the tniruloH and

also incriast tlieir H^\Htoln contraction, but those twocflectb do not

go baud in hand

Excitation of tho augmciitors me leases the output of the heart,

owing to the iiurcnsed force and fiequence of tho auticulai oootrac-

ttons, the lesult of this being that the prcssuics in the systoimc and

pulmonary aKoiies use, while the systemic and pulmonary venous

piosHures fall If th(»ro bo but little quiokoumg, the contraction

volume of the voiit’uhs is inu cased

The auginentoiH, on direct stimulal ion, cfluse a slight increase in

tho diastolic expansion of the vcnliicles, which is passive in nature

and due to the increased force of (h( auricular contraction The

force of the ventu* uhu tonti actions is increased
,
they contract more

completely, dimnnshing tho amount of residual blood, in spite of the

fact that tho arterial pressure la usually aonu wliat raised

There aio <ertaiii nerve hbies other than fhe ncri% augmentores

propel whteb pass from the stellate ganglion to the heart, some-

times by tho annulus of Vieussens to the inferior cervical ganglion

but Bometimes as separate branches passing directly to the beait

fixim tho ganglion stellatum, or the aiiuulus On peripheral excita-

tion of tho cut nerves there is marked weakening of the contractions

both of the auricles and of the ventnoles, usually with some degree

of slowing, this being sometimes followed on cessation of the excita-
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turn by a very well-marked increase in the force and fi*equence

of the auricular and vuntricular contractions They may be vaso-

constnetorH tor the coronary vessels, although wo give no proof of

tins

Theie are nerve fibres which descend to the heart by the vago-
sympaihetu M, which, on excitation undtr certain conditiotirt, increase

tbo force and heqii(‘Tici of buU of the auricles and ventricles, and
whir h niaj be vaso dilatoiH for tlie coionary vessels

H4 Hex exdtation of the \agQK produces wsults which are the

same as thoHo of daij<t exc itatioii of the nerve, and the cuives arc

more tjpual and satisfactui} ihuu those obtained on duett excitation

of the nerve

Excitation of a mixed nerve like the sciatic usually produces

effects on tlic heart similar in kind to those due to direct excitation

of the augmentors, but the ph(.nomena an* conipliLated by the greater

rise of the prcMssuio in the sysUmic artoiies Sometimts the increase

m foiceof the vtiitride more than toiin terbalances this increased re-

sistance to contraction, and the amount of residual blood in the left

Ventricle is reduced, in other cases the increase in force of the ven-

tricular conti actions is not sufficient to countorbalatice the increased

lesislance, and the residual blood in the left ventncle is increased

In Section IX we sliow that excitation of the central end of a

mixed nerve hkt fh« sciatic or splanchnu usuallj affects both the

augmeittor and vngus conties m the medulla, and tliat, lu nearly all

eases, the augmeiitor centri is the more strongly excited of the two,

so that aiigmentor eflects show theiusilves during the excitation, but

are succeeded by vagus action on ceasing to excite the nerve In

many cases augmentoi offocts alone show themsilves When excited

reflexly the augmentor centre ceases to act eailier than the vagus,

the opposite, theiefons to what takes place with direct excitation

In rare cokes the excitation of the vagus centre may be strongei than

that of the niignuuitor from the first Although, in the absence ot

any augmentor action, the vagus does not reduce the foice of the

ventricular systole, it does unmistakably have the power of in-

hibiting the strengthening influence which the augmentors cxei t upon
the ventiicular coutractions

Li Section X, upou the pai t played by the vagus in the economy,

wo show that vagus excitation leiieves the heart of woik and there-

fore of waste to as great an extent as is compatible with a (ontiuna-

tion of the circulation, and conclude that the vagns acts as a

protective nerve to the heart, reducing the work thrown upon that

organ when from fatigue or other cause such lehet is required by if

The presence of fibres in the sciatic and other mixed nerves which

cause reflex excitation of the vagus would seem to indicate that this

nerve muy be used by other paits of the body to diminish the out-
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pat of the heart aud lower the blood pressure, thereby reducing the

activity of the omulation as a whole The influence of the blooil

prOBflure in the Byntemic arteneH on the degree of vagus activity and

the readiness with which the 'vngus centre is called into play b}

raising the intercranial pressure indicate that the vagus mechanism

IS specially employed in lowering the circulation so as to limit

cerebral congestion The vagus acts chiefly in the interests of the

heart aud central nervons system

The power of the%agus ovei the heart is limited, and the ideo-

ventncular mochaniam, winch comes into play when the vagus action

exceeds a certain limit, must be looked upon as the means by which

arrest of the circulation and death is prevented, whenever from any

cause the nerve exeits a maximum influence The power of the

vagus to lower the excitability of the ventricles makes their tem-

porary arrest possible, but this reduction of the excitability of the

ventricles cannot be kept up, no matter how strong the stimuli applied

to Iho nerve, for a period long enough to endanger the economy

In Section XI wo show that the function of the augmentor in the

economy is to increase the work and tissue waste of the heart as part

of the mechanism by which the nervous system governs the circu-

lation, and that the augmentor mechanism sacrifices the heart in

order to increase the output of the organ and enable the ventricles

to pump out their contents against a heightened arterial pressure

Such excessive action of the heart is limited by the vagus, which,

as we have seen, readily steps in so soon as the call for an increased

supply of blood lias ceased. It may do so oatlier, presumably because

the mcreased blood pressure or the fatigue of the heart calls for vagus

interv ontion

In Section XII wo consider the mode of interaction of the vngi and

augmentores , we point out that when the vagi are paralysed by sec-

tion or atropin tbo augmentores have no control over the cardiac

rhythm, and that therefore they can only act by inhibiting the iiiflu-

enO(^ of the vagi on the rhythmic centre of the heart When noither

nerve is acting on the auricles they contract with a certain foroe,

which 16 increased by the augmentores and diminished or inhibited

by the vagi The force of the ventricular contractions is increased

by augmentor action this increase can be inhibited by vagus excita-

tion, which latter has otherwise no power to reduce the strength of

ventricular contractions

The force of the heart's contractions is influenced by other factors

than the \agt, augmentores, and other nerves The pressure of the

blood in the coronary arteries is one of the most important of these

factors If this be lowered, the contractions of both auricles and
veutnclos dimmish m strength, while a rise of pressure lu the

systemic arteries causes an increase in the foroe of the heart's eon*
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tractions, so tbat tbe force of the boards contractions is to a certain

extent n^gulated auiomaticolly by changes m the blood pressure in

the aorta which ih one of the variable quantities affeotuig the woik
of the left venti iclo

Change of the volume of blood m the body affects gi eatly the con-

traction volnnie an<i output of the heart In3ectionH into the veins of

a volume of dotibrinafed blood equal to one-tenth of the total blocxl

in the body may double the output It is important note here

that there is no in< lease in the strength of the venirieulai eontrae-

tions ; increase m the work, thoroforo, of the %ontricles due to increnso

ui the output has no tondeney to automatical ly increase the force of

the ventricular eoniraetioiis, as is the case with use of piessure lu the

systemic arid 16*4 We lefer to tho bearing of this lu cases of

plethora

Increase of tho watery constituents of tho blood increases the oou-

tiuotion volume tuid output to tho same extent (though only tonipor-

anly) as does transfusion of blood, but aiis more unfavoutably on

the heart, seeing that tho woik done by tbe ventricles is increased,

while the nuiiitive value of the blood supplied to the coronaries is

diminiAhed

Tho increased output of the heart both in plethora and in hydwemia
is duo to rise of pressure m the systemic veins increasing the volume

of blood which entcis the right \ontricle duiing diastole Wo rt^fer

to the bearing of those facts upon the timtment of ohlorosis and

heart disease

In Section XIV we consider the limits of the powei of the heart to

perform the work thrown upon it, and show that in strictly phjsio-

logical conditions, and in spite of the beautiful mechanism by w'hieli

the force of tho veiitricnlar contraction m regelated, tho heart, like

voluntary muscles of the body, is liable to fatigue when the work thrown

upon it greatly exceeds that rcqniied to maintain the oircnlation under

ordinary circumstances We take as example the increased work

thrown upon the organ during active muscular exertion, and show

that exertion and endurance of fatigue are limited mainly by tbe

limited power of the heart to continue supplying the mci-eased

amount of blood which is required by tho acting voluntary muscles.

We show that those luxuries which are forbidden or limited m
training," and which are known to hinder prolonged exertion, such

as water, alcohol, tobacco, caffeui, all dii^ctly weaken the force of the

heart's contractions, and, in tho cose of water, place the organ under

a disadvantage ,
also that fatigue of the heart loads to dilatation of

the organ

On comparing the power of fatigued veiitncles to carry on increased

work, as compared with well-nourished unfatigued ventnoles, it is

found that not only is the strengthening effect of the augmoutm
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nerves upon tho mdiTidaal contractiouB lorn in the former cade, bat

hIko that the fatif^aed and therefore dilated heart is per uufavoui-

ably placed for meetiiifif mcreaao in the work thrown upon it An
explanation ih ^i\en ot the roaaou whj lu heart disease failure takes

place during excition

The part played by the vagus in protecting tho diHeased heart from

harmful over-work is referred to, anti it is show n that in ogulai it^ of

the heart in disease may be explained by ihe mode in which this

nerve, when acting powerfully, releiises the ventricles from the con-

trol of the rhythmic centn in the sinus The chief foi*nis of xhythmic

and anhythxiiic irrogulaxity are oonsiden^d, and it is shown that these

correspond with the forms of inegulanty which can he prodiu^ed by

vagus action The irregular heai*t expends mote energy, and its

tissues therefore aro more wasted, for a giveu amount of woik than

the henit which is beating regulaily

The effect upon the heart of imperfect aeration of the blood is, first

of all, to produce powirfnl vagus action from the medullary centre,

this IS usually, though not always, accompanied m curansed animals

by diminution of the output of the hear! But reasons are given for

assuming that the output would bo me reasod in uuouransed animals,

owing to the high venous pressure which results from struggling

Ihssides the vagus action, it can be shown that asphyxia causes pro-

gressive weakening both of the auricles and of the ventricles, and
attention ts drawn to the fact that the considerable nse of pressure

m the systemic ai terns in asphyxia is accompanied by vagus effects

upon the heart, and not by augmeiitor actum, as is the case, so fat

as we know, in all other instances in which the vaso-oonstnetor

centre is excited m the normal individual

It IB noted tliat tho change in the heart and circulation which takes

place duiiug asphyxia points to the conclusion that, when the total

amount of oxygen in the blood is lowered, it is for tho benefit of the

economy that those organs, such os the ccmtral nervous system, whose

continuous blood supply is a vital necessity, should be richly furnished

with blood by constriction of the vessels of the spleen, kidney, and
digestive systeni, whoso blood supply can bo cut off temporarily with-

out danger to life, and also that the heart should carry on the circu-

lation in a mannei involving as little as possible waste of its own
substance This, as we have seen, it is the function of the vagus

nerve to bring about

HI The Rdle played by Sugar in the Animal Economy.
Preliminary Note on the Behaviour of Sugar m Blood.”

By Vaughan Harlkt, M.D. Communicated by Gborok
Harley, M.D., F.K.S Received January 4, 161^2
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Fldinburgh — ** Challeugei Office Repm t of the Scientifai Results

* of the Voyage of 11 M S “ Challenger ’* Deep-Sea Deposits

4to London 1891 11 M Stationery Office

India — Geological Suivey Records Vol XXIV Part 4 8vo

Calcutta 1891 The Survey

London —Admiralty Hydrographic Department Longitudes,

Western Australia 1890-91 Folio Loudon

The Department

Meteorological Office Weekly Weather Reports Vol VIII

No 52 With Appendices 4to London 1891 , Ditto

Vol IX Nos 1-4 4to London 1892, Summary of the

Observations made at the Stations included in the Daily and

Weekly Weather Reports April, 1891 4to London

The Office

Melbourne — Observatory Monthly Record July—August, 1891

8vo Melhoarne The Observatory

Missouri —Geological Survey Bulletin No 5 8vo Jefferson

City 1891 The Sui voy

Pans —Pouts et Chauss^es Service Hydrom5trique du Bassin de

la Seine Observations sur les Cours d’Ean et la Pluie

Ansi<^e 1890 Folio Versailles [1891J , R48um6 dos Observa-

tions Centrahsees pendant I’Ann^o 1890 S'vo VersaiUer

1891 M lo Conducteur des Ponts et Cbaoss^eb

Sydney —Observatoiy Meteorological Observations July—
August, 1891 8vo J The Observatory

Tiflis —Physikalisches Observatonum Beobaclitungen der Tem-
peratur dos Erdbodeus 1884-85 8vo Tiflts 1886, 1891

,

Magnetische Beobachtungen 1890 Meteorologische Beobaoh-

tungen 1890 8vo 2\Jt%s 1891 The Observatory

Wnshington —U S Commission of Fish and Fisheries Report

1887 6vo Washington 1891, The Gommiiisioo

Windsor, NSW —Report of Mr Tebbutt’s Observatory. 1890

8VO Sydney 1891 With Pamphlet on the Sydney Observa-

tory 8vo 1891. The Observatoiy
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Joarnala

Amencan ffournal of Philologj Yol XII No. 3. 8ro
mare 1891 The Editor

Annalea Hydrograpliiques S^t 2 Ann6e 1891 Vol II 8vu«

Fans Service Hjdrographiqne de la Mariue
Astronomy and Astro-Physics No lOl 8\o N(yrihfield {M%nn )

1892 The Editors

Ateneo Veneto (L*) Scr 14 Vol IT Fasc 1-6 Ser 15 Vol 1

Fuse 1-6 8vo Venez%a 1891 The Tstitato Veneto
Boleiin de MtiiaH Aha 7 Nnrn 10 4to Lima 1891

141 Kscoela Especial de Ingenioros, Lima
Canadian Record of Science Vol TV No 8 8vo Montreal

1891 Naiuml History Society, Montreal

Epigtapliia Indica and Record of the A rchesological Survey of

Lidia Vol I Parts 4to Calcutta

The Qovernment of India.

HaaeU’s Annual foi 1892 8vo Idondon 1891

Messrs Hazel), Watson, and Viney

Journal of Compflrative Neurology Vol I December, 1891

8\o Cti^unuatt The Editoi

Mitthcilnngeu aus dor Zoologischen Station zn Neapel Band X
Heft 2 8vo Berlin 1891 The Station

Momtore Zoolugteo Italiano Anno 2 No 12 8vo Ftrenzt^ 1891

Istituto AnatoniitiO, Florence

Morskoi Sbornik 1891 Nos 3-9 8vo 8t Feterehurg

Compass Observatory, Cronstadt

Nature Notes Vol HI Nos 25-26 8vo Lomkm 1892

The Editor

Revista Argentina de Hmtona Natural Tomo T Entrega 6 8vo

Buetwt Atres 1891 Dr Florentino Ameglimo

RevMta del Museo de La Plata Tonio I 8vo La Plata 1890-91

The Musonm
Kevihta do Observatono Anno 6 No 11 8\o Uto de Janmo

1891 The Obseivjitory, Rio de Janeiri)

Revne MWico-Pharmaceutique 1891 Nos 11-12 4to Con*

etauHnoyle The Editors

SkandmaviBches ArcLiv Bd I Heft 1- 2 8vo Tjund 1891

The Editoi

Year-Book of Anstralia 1886, 1889-90 8\o London

Messrs Kegan Paul, Trench, Trubner, aud Co

Year-Book of Pharnmey 1891 8vo London

Briiisli Pharmaoeutioal Confeimoe
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Carael (T ) Epitome Florie Enropw Faso 1 Monocotylodonea

8vo Flormtxm 1892 The Author

Payrer (Sir J ), F R S Presidential Addioss, Intfn*national Oongress

of Hygiene and Demography, 1891 8vo TiOndftn [1892]

The Authoi

Rosooe (Sir H E ), P R S
,
and C Schorlommer, F R S A Treatise

on Chemistry Vol III Part VI 8vo London

Tho Authors

Map of England showing Ijines of Etpial Magnetic Deolination foi

January 1, 189^ The Editor, ‘Colliery Guardian
’

Reduced Photograph of Map showing tho Points of Earthquake

Frequency lu New Zealand Mi George Hog ben, Timaru

F^hruary 18, 1892

The LdRD KELVIN, D C L ,
LL D ,

Piesident, in the Chair

A List of the Presents received was laid on tho table, and thanks

otdered for them

The following Papers wei^e read —

L “The Nature ol the Shoulder On die and (Clavicular Anh
in Sauropterygia By H. G. Seeley, F.R.S. Received

January 18, 1892

[Publication deferred ]

II. “ On the Origin from the Spinal C’oxd of the Cervical and

Upper Thoracic Synipatlietio Fibrcss, with some Observa-

tions on White and firoy Rami Conirnumcantes.” By J N
Langley, M A , F.R.S., Fellow and Lecturex of Trinity

College, Cambridge, Received January 20, 1892,

(Abstract.)

The exponments of which an account is given m this paper were

made upon anaesthetised cats, dogs, and rabbits The lower cervical

and upper thoracic nerves were tied, out, and stimulated in the
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rertebral canal, and the effects of the stimmlation observed The
rosnlts were as follows —
None of the lower cervical nerves prodnces nnj of the effects

which can be produced by stimnlating tlie upper thoinoic or cervic^a)

sympathetic , t e , the lower cervical nerves send no effeient visceral

iibres to the sympathetic

The ptipil receives dilator fibres from the Ist, 2nd, and 3rd thoracic

nerves The relative effect of these neives upon tlu‘ pu]»il vanes
somewhat in different animals of the same species, and varies con-

siderably in animals of diffeient orders In the cal and dojr, both

the 1st and 2nd thoracic ncives cause great dilation of the pupil
,
in

the cat, as a rule, the Ist produces greater dilation than the 2ud
thoracic, but tins is not always the case, and sometimes the 2n<? is

more powerful than the Ist thoracic nerve, the 8rd thoracic nerve

has a comparatively slight action, and the extent of its action vanes

in some cases the dilation ptodmed by it is readily nbsci ved, ni others

it requires special attention In the labbit, the 2nd thoraiMc nerve is

the chief dilator nerve for the pupil
,
the 3rd tlioiacic net ve produces

a coDRiderablo dilation, but less promptly than the 2nd, the Ist

thoracic has the least action of the thiee, and in some cases has a
very slight effect

The ner\o-fibros causing teirachmi of the mctHahng membrane and

npming of the eyehds have in the dog and rabbit the same origin as

the dilator fibres for the pupil In the cat, their oiigin is somewhat
more extended, a few hbres atise from the 4th thoracic nerve, and
ocoftsionally a very few from the hth thoracic nerve

The laao-motor fibres for the Aead* arise in the cat from the first five

thoracic nerves, in the dog from the first four, and probably to a

slight extent also from the 6th The 1 st thoracic nerve has a slight to

moderate vaso-niotor effect m the dog, a less and inconstnnt effect in

the oat, the 2nd and 3rd thoracic ncives cause complete and rapid

constnotion of the small arteries on the same side of the head , the

4th thoracic also causes complete contraction, but more slowly than

either the 3rd or the 2nd m the dog its effect is loss than in the cat

,

the 5th thoracic nerve has in the oat a distinct though less effect than

the 4th , m the dog its action is doubtful

In the rabbit, the vaso-motor nerves for the oar arise from the 2nd

to the 8tb thoracic nerves inclusiie, the 6th nerve has usually the

most rapid effect
,
passing upwards or downwards, the effect decreases

,

the 2ud and 8tb nerves usually cause complete constnotion m a part

only of the auricular artery

The secretory fibres for the msh-maaxllary gland of the cat and dog
have the same origin as the vaso-motoi fibi^ for the head The 2nd
dioraoio causes secretion more readily than any other nerve

* Oeiiaiu parts only of the head have been observed
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The cardiac aceelrrcJjpr fibres arme in the cat from the first four oi

hve thoracic nerves
,
the maximum effect is obtained sometimes from

the 2Qd and sometimes from the 3rd thoracic nerve ,
the let and the

4th thoracic nerves have in some animals a considerable accelerator

action, lu otliers btile oi none*
,
the 5th nerve appears occasionally to

contain a few acoeloratoi fibres, but further evidence ih dtHirable

Taking into account the pile motor fibres of the cat and dog, it is

seen that the cervical uy tnpatht'iic arises in these animals from the

first seven, and in the rabbit from the first eight, thorntic nerves , the

Ist thoracic is, hoivevoi, less icpiescuied in the cervical sympathetic

of the rabbit than it is m that of the cat and dog

Comparing the rabbit \*v itb the cat and dog, as regards Hympathotio

fibres, which are present in all, it results that m the cat and dog

the fibies of any one kind are higher m origin, and in some cases

present in fewer s}>inal nerves, than they are in the rabbit In accord-

ance aith this, the 2iid thoracic more fieqnently causes a movement
of the fore-foot in the rabbit than in the other two animals On the

whole, the syinpalhetio fibres of any one kind appear to bo slightly

higher in the dog than in the cat

The uppeimost white ramuH communicans arises from the 1st

thoracic nei ve
,

the lowest in the dog and cat arises usually, as de-

scribed by GaskelJ, from the 4th lumbar nerve
,
occasionally, howovei

,

the 5th lumbar nerve gives off a white lamus to the sympathetic

Both m the upper and lower regions of ilio spinal cord, there is

satisfactory expenmontal evidence of efferent syinpathotic fibres in

those spinal nerves which have white rami, and in those only This

18 in agreement with the views of Gaskcll

In the grey rami, medullated fibres of greater diameter than 4 /c

—

and, perhaps, some of the smaller ones—are probably affeient fibres,

which pass to the spinal cord by the white rnmi

A comparison of the hiHtoIogical characters and of the I'effex effects

yielded by various paita of the sympathetic, by the depressor, and by

the nervus erigens, affords strong evidence that a considerable

number of the medullated fibres of larger diameter than 4 althongh

afferent, are not fibies of general sensibility

In the course of the paper the results of previous observers are

given and discussed

III “On the Relative Densities of Hydrogen and Oxygen. II

By Lord Hatleigh, Sec. R.S. Received Febnmry
m2.

In a preliminary notice upon this subject,* I explained the pro-

cedure by which I found os the ratio of densities 15 884 The
* * Rojr fiw. Froe vol 43, p 35G, Februniy, 1863
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hydrogen was prepared from zino and aulphiyiOt or from Bino and
hydrochloric, acid, and was liberated upon a platinum plate, the

generatoi being in fact a Smee cell, enclosed in a vessel capable of

sustaining a vacuum, and set in action by closing tho electric circuit

Hi an external contact The hydrogen thus prepared was pun fled by
corrosive sublimate and potash, and desiccated by passage through

a long tube packed witli pliosphonc auhydiide The oxygen was
from chlorate o\ potash, or from mixed chlorates of potash and soda

In a sabsoqueut paper on the Composition of Water,* I attacked

the problem by a direct synthesis ol water from wciglied qunntiiieHof

the two component gases Tho latio of atomic weights thus obtained

was 15 89

At the time when these researches wore commenced, the latent

work bearing upon the subject dated from 1845, and the number then

accepted was 15 90 There was, however, nothing to show that tho

true ratio really deviated from the 16 1 of Prout's law, and the

mum object of my work was to ascertain whether or not such devia-

tion existed About the }ear 1888, howevei, a revival of interest in

this question mamiested itself, especially in the United States, and

several results of impoitance have been published Thus, Piofessoi

Cooke and Mr T W Richards found a number which, when oor-

i-ected foi an error of weighing that had at fii*st been overlooked,

became 15 869

The Hubitaiitial agrooment of this number with those obtained by

myself seemed at hist to settle the question, but almost immediately

afterwaids there appeared an account of a research by Mr Keiser,

who used a method presenUug some excellent features, and whose

result was as high as 15 949 Tho discrepancy has not been fully

explained, but subsequent uumbers agree more nearly with the lower

value Thus, Noyes obtains 1 5 896, and Dittuiar and Henderson give

15 866

1 bad intended furthei to elaborate and extend my observations

on the synthesis of water from weighed quantities of oxygen and

hydrogen, but the publication of Prutessoi E W Morley’s masterly

reseoicbes upon the Yolumetrio Composition of Watci ”t led me to

the conclusion that the best contribution that 1 could now make to

the subject would be by the further determination of the relative

densities of the two gases The oombnatiou of this with the number

2 0002,( obtained by Morley as the mean of astonishingly concordant

• * Boy Soo Proo ,* vol 45, p 426, February, 1889

t 'Amer Journ 8oi Afarrli, 1891

t It should nut be overlooked that this number w diAcult to reconode with

views generally held as to the applicability of Avogadro's law to very rare gawe
From what we know of the behaviour of oxygen and hydrogen ptitn underoom

pretsion, it seems improbable that volumes which are as 2 0002 1 under atme*
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indmdaal expenmenta, would give a better reault for the atomic

weights than any I could hope to obtain directly

In all work of this aort, the errora to be contended with may be

clahsed as either s} stemaiic or casual The latter are elitiunated by

?*epetifcion, and are nsually of no importance in the final mean It in

systematic errors that are most to be dreaded But although directly

of but little account, casual errors greatly embarrass a research by'

rendering difficult and tedious the detection of systematic errors

Thus, in the present case, almost the only source of error that can

prejudice the Bnal result is mipunty in the gases, espc(*ially in the

hydrogen The better the hydrogen, the lighter it will prove, but

the diBcrimination is blunted by the inevitable errors of weighing

Aftei pel haps a i^eek's aork it may become clear that the hydiogon

IS a htlle at fault, us happened in one case from penetration of

nitrogen between the scaled -in platinum oiectrodes and the glass of

the generator

Another difficulty, which affects the presentation of results, turns

upon the one-sided charactei of the errors most to be feared As

has been said, impure hydrogen can only be too heavy, and another

important source of enor, depending upon imperfect efitablishmeiit of

cquilibritim of pressure between the contents of the globe and the

external atmosphei c, also works one-stdedlv in the same direction

The lattei souice of error is most to be feared immediately after a

re-greasing of the tap of the globe The superfluous grease flnds its

way into the perforation of the plug, and partially blocks the passage,

so that the SIX miuntes usually alloweil for the escape of the initial

excess of pressure in the globe may become inadequate Pa;rtly

from this cause and partly from incomplete washing out of nitrogen

ftom the generator, the first filling of a set was so often found ab-

normally heavy that it became a rule in all cnees to ivyoct it Fi'om

these and other causes, such as accidental leakages not discovered at

the time, it was difficult to secure a sot of determinations in which

the mean really represented the most probable value At the same

time, any srlntrary rejection of individual results must be avoided as

far as possible

In the present work two objects have been especially kept in view

The first is simplicity upon the chemical side, and the second the use

of materials m such a form that the elimination of impurities goes

forward in the normal working of the process. When, as m the

former determinations, the hydrogen is made from Kinc, any im-

purity which that material may coutaiu and oommunioate to the gas

cannot be ehminated from the generator; for each expenmsnt

9phevio oooditiont would romsan m2 1 upon indefinite expsiwion Aeoordiag to

(he fonnuU of Van der Waali, a greater eliange than this m the ratio of rolauiei

u to be expected.
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bnnga uito plaj a fi*««h quantity of ainc, with ite accompanying con*

lamination Moreover, the supply of auid that can be mol tided m
one charge of the generator is inadequate, and good reRults are only

obtaiued as the charge is becoming exliaustod Those difhculties are

avoided when zitie is disiarded The only material consumed during

the experiments is then the water, of which a laigc quantity can be

inclndtd from the hrst On the other hand, the hydrogen hbomted
i«* necessarily contaminated with ox}gen, and this must be removed
by (sopper contained in a led-hot tube In the expinments to lie

described the genoiatoi was charged with potash,* and the gases

were liberated at piatmmu electrodi^ In the case of a hydrogen

filling the oxygen blew off on one side fi*om a tuercuiy seal, and on

the other the hydrogen was cotnejcd through hot tubes contaiuihg

copper The bulk of the aqueous \fipour was de{M>sittd in a small

flnsk containing strong solution ol potunh, and the gas then passed

over solid potash to a long tulie packed with phosphoric anhydride

Of this only a very short length showed signs of being affected at the

cloi^o of all operations

With respect to impurities, other than oxygen and oxides of

hydrogen, which may contauiinato the gas, we have the following

alternative Eitbei the impurity is evolved much more lapidly than

in proportion to the consumption of water m the generator, or it is not

If the rate of evolution of the impunty, reckoned as a fraction of the

quantity originally present, is not much more i*aptd than the cone-

spoudtngly reckoned consumption of water, the presence of the im-

purity will be of little importance If on the other hand, as is

probable, the rate of evolntion is much more rapid than the con-

sumption of water, the impurity is soon eliminated from the residue,

and the gas sabsequentiy generated becomes practically pure A
similar argument bolds good if the source of the impurity be in the

copper, or even in the phosphoric anhydiide , and it applies with in-

creased fcuoe when at the close of one set of operations the generator

IS replenished by the moie addition of water It is, howevei, here

assumed that the apparatus itself is perfectly tight

Except for the reversal of the electric cuiient, the action of the

apparatus is almost the same whether oxygen or hydrogen is to be

collected In the latter case tbe copptr in the hot tubes is in the re-

duced, and in the former case tn the oxidised, state For the sake of

distinctness we will sappose that the globe is to be filled with

hydrogen

The generator itself (fig 1) is of the (J-fortn, with unusually long

bmnohes, and it is supplied from Grove cells with about 3 amperes

of deotne current Since on one side the oxygen blows off into the

* At the suggeition of Profewor Morley, the tolution was freed from osrbouate,

or ueArly to, by the uee of baryta, of which it oontainod a slight exeesi
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Fig \

air, the preftf^ure in the generator is always nearly atmospheric Some
trouble has been canhed by leakage between the platinum electrodes

and the glass In the later experiments to bo hero recorded these

jomta were drowned with mercury On leaving the generator the

hydrogen tinverBos a red*hot tube of herd glass charged with copper,*

then a dusk containing a sttong solution of potash, and afterwards a

second similar hot tube The additional tube was introdnced with

the idea that the action of the hot copper in promoting the union

of the hydrogen with its oxygen contamination might be more com-

plete after removal of the greater part of the oxygen, whether in the

combined or in tbe uucombined state From tbis point onwaid the

gas was nearly dr}' In the eat her experiments the junctions of the

hard furnace tubes with the soft glass of the remainder of the ap-

paratus wore effected by fusion One of these joints remained in nee,

bnt the others were replaced by india-rubber connexions drmamd in

mercury It is believed that no leakage occurred at these joints,

but as an additional security a tap was provided between tbe

generator and tbe furnace, and was kept closed whenever there was

no forward current of hydrogen* In this way the liquid in the

generator would be protected from any possible indltration of

nitrogen Any that might 6nd its way into the furnace tubes could

easily be removed before the commencement of a filling

Almost immediately upon leaving the furnace tubes the gas arnves

* Tile copper must he free from sulphur { othenrue the oontamlnatlou with

sulphuretted hydrogen u somewhat persistent*
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nfc a tap which for diRtinctrie^H may bo called the regulafcor Tn the

ISfenerator and in the furnace tubea the prcsBiire must be neailj atmo-
spheric, but in the pf1ol>o thcie la (at the commencement) a vacuum
The traziHition from the one preaanre to the other tal^oH place at tho

I'ogulatoi, which muat bo ho adjusted that the flow through it la

approximately equal to tho production of gns At first the manipula-
tion of the regulator was a sontce of tiouble and required almost con-

stant attention, but ayciy simple addition gave the desired control

This was meiely a long wooden arm, attached to the plug, which
seived both as a lever and as an inihcntoi Underneath the pointed

extremity was a small tablt to w huh its motions contd bo leferred

During the first two-thiids of a tilImg very httle read|nstinent was
needed, and the appaiatus could be left for half an hoin with but

little fear of displacing too much tho- liquid in the gcnoratoi Towards
tho close, as the motive forte fell oiT, the tap i*equiud to be opened

more widely Sometimes tho recovery of 1om»1 could bo more con-

veniently effected by insertion of rehistance mb') the olcctnc circuit,

or by intorrnpting it altogcthei foi a few miimtcB Into detailH of

this kind it IS hiiidly nccessai > to go further

F'rom the regulntor the gas passed to tho desiccating tubes The
first of these was charged with fiagments of solid potash, and the

second with a long length of phosphoric anhydride Finally, a tube

stuffed with glass wool niteixieptod any suspondod matter that might

have been cari lod forwai d

The connexion of tho globe with the generator, with the I’oppler,

and with the blow-off, is shown in tho accompanying fig 2 On tho

morning of a piojected filling the vacnouH globe would be connected

with tho free end of the Htout-wallcd india-rubber tube, and secured

by binding wire The generator being cut off, a high vacuum would

bo made up to the tap of the globe After a couple of hours' stand-

ing the leakage through the indm rubber and at the jomth could be

measured The amount of the leakage found in the first two honra

was usually negligible, considered as an addition to a globoful of

hydrogen, and the leakage that would occur in tho hours following

would (m the absonoo of accidents) be still smaller If the test were

satisfactory, the filling would proceed as follows —
The electric cuirent through tho generator being established and

the fhmaoe being heated, any ox>gen that might have percolated into

the diying tubes had first to be washed out In order to do this

more effectively, a moderate vacuum (of pressure equal to about 1 incJi

of mercury) was maintained m the tubes and up to the regularor by

the action of the pump In this way the current of gas is made very

rapid, and the half hour allowed must have been more than suffioient

for the purpose The generator was then temporarily cut off, and a

hi^ vacuum produced in tho globe connexion and in the blow-off
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tube, which, being oat of the mam cnrrent of gas, might be eupposed

to liorbour impurities After this the pump would be out off, the

connexion with the generator ro-estahlished, and, finellj, the tap of

the globe oautionsly opened

'J'he operation of filling usually occupied from two to three hours

When the gas began to blow off under an excess of pressure repre-

sented by about half an inch of mercury, the blow-off cistern was

lowered so as to leave the extremity of the tube free For two

mmutes the current of gas from the generator was allowed to flow

through, after which the geneiator was cut off, and the globe left m
simple communication with the atmosphere, until it was supposed

that equilibrium of piessure had been sufiiciently established Doubts

have at various tunes been felt as to tlie interval required for this

purpose If too little time is allowed, there will remain an excess of

pressure in the globe, and the calculated weight of the filhog will

come out too high. On the other hand, an undue prolongation of the

time might lead to a diffusion of atr back into the globe, In a special

experiment no abnormal weight was detected after half an hour's

communioation, so that the danger on this side appeared to be small*

When the passi^i^ through the taps were free from grease, one or
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two miniiteB Rufficod for the eatablishmotit of eqinlibnum, but thero

waa always a possibility of a paitial obstrurtion In the results to be
presently given foui xni antes were allowed aftci tbo sepamtiou from
the generator It may Iw retnarkul that a part of any mmuto error

that may anso from this somee will be ehtnuiatcMl m the companaon
i%ith oxvgt'n, wliuh was oolkctiod undci like eoudiiionH

The reading of the barofneters and thcrmometirs at the moment
when the tap of the globe was tiiniod off took place as described m
the former paper I'lic UTi«ingeineiit% fot the weighings wen also

the same

In the evaeutt lions the procesH was always continued until, as

tested by the gauge of the Topfdei aftei at least a quaitti of nn

houi*H standing, the losiduo could be ntghdid Ucio, again, ani

minute enor would be chinitiaicd in the comparison of tlio two
gases

In the case of oxygen, the enors doe to coTitamination (even witli

hydrogen) arc veiy much dimiiiisbed, and sinnliir cuiors of 'weighing

tell viiy much loss upon the proportional ugieemenl of the hnal

numbeis A compuiison of tht actual results with the two kinds of

gas does not, howevei show so gicat an ndvuntagc on the side of tlu

oxygen as might ha^o been expected The inference appeals to be

that the indiMdual results are somewhat largely affected by temporo-

line enors Two Uuimomiters were, indofd, used (on opposite

Rides) within tlio wooden box by wbuh the globe is sunounded, and

they could easily be nad to witliiu C Hut lu otliei respu ts, the

eircnmstanoes weio uiifa\ oui able in tt>usequunce of the pre^enco in

the samo room of the furnace necessary to beat the copper An
ciiw of +0 C in tilt teui}K*r.it.urc leads to a distitpancy of 1 pari

111 1500 m the tinal Tiuinbtis Some furtliei elabonitioti ot the

screouiug arrangements aitually employ td w^ould have been nn im-

provement, but laasmuch as tlie cm iiinstancts wire precisely the

name for the two gnsos, no systematic ciroi can here aiise The

tUormometerB weie, of couise, the samo in the two * ases

The ezpenments are giouped in five two tor oxygen and three

for hydrogen lu each set the work was usually continued until the

tap of the globe required re-groasmg, or until, owing to a bi*eakage oi

to Bomo other accident, operations had to bo suspended

tOl L
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Oxygen

[Feb. 18,

1891 Weight
Bar

ienip , F
Olohn

temp
,
C

gratne b D

•Turn) 29 • •• a 5182 70 20 85

flulv 2 2 6173 6ft 20 60

July 4 2 6172 674 19 75

July 6 . « 2 6193 704 21 40
July ft . 2 6174 61 17 60
July 10 2 6177 654 1ft 05

Mean • 2 51785 68 20“

The BIZ fillings were all indopciulent, except that of Jaly b, when
the bulk of the oxygen rcmammg from the previous filling was not

removed. It so happens that this case shows the greatest dis-

crepancy! but thei>e seems to be no saffiicient reason for rejecting it

Hydrogen

1891 Weight.
Bar

temp
,
F

01obo
temp , C

Julv 81
gram

0 15807 604 U90
August 4 • 0 15816 4)5 18 00
August 6 0 16811 (.64 19 20
Augudt 8 , 0 16808 05 18 16
Augiu«t 11 0 15801 66 19 16
August 13 0 15809 684 20 10

Mean 0 15808
1

65 18*'

Hydrogen

1801 Weight..
Bar

temp
, F

Globe
temp , 0

Soploinbcr 22 ,

gram
0 15800 6l

Beptember 24 0 15820 614 16 3
September 28 0 16792

1

62 17 6
Beptember 30 0 16788 634 18 1

October 2 •

,

0 16782 62 17 8

Moan ... 0 16797 61
~o
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1801 WiMghfc
Bar

temp
,
F

aioiw
temp , 0

October 26
|?ram

0 loH(J7 18"30
October 28 • 0 15801 5G 14 00
Ot tober 81 0 15817 50 10 96
Novembers 0 157*>0 63| 12 10
NiAonibor 5 0 15810 55 12 00
November 7 0 15708 50 10 70
November 10 . 0 15802 48 0 30
November 13 • 0 15807 55^ 12 70

M<an 0 15804 53 ir

Oxygen

1801 Weiglit
Bur

ti uip ,
F

aiolie

ttinp
, C

November 81

grauifl

2 5183 5S 12 'l6

Deoomber H . 2 5168 50 13 55
Dei^mber 5 • 2 5172 501 14 15
December 7 2 5181 58^ 14 70
Becombor 8 2 5156 51 11 15

Mean 2 6172 55 13“

In almost ©very case the weight of the globe full is compared with

the mean of the immediately preceding and following weiglits mnpy
The numbers recorded m the second column are derived from the

rcadmgs of the balanoe by the introduction of corrections

—

(1 ) For the errors of the weights thomfielveB, found by a sys*

teraatic companson, only relative values uucorrccted for buoyancy

being required

(2 ) For the deviation of the mean* barometric reading at the time

of filling from 30 inches (as read upon the vernier)

(3) For the deviation of the temperature of the barometers

(Column 3) from P

(4 ) For the deviation of the temperature of the gas (as read upon

the thermomefors) from 12® 0
As ma example, 1 will take m detail the calculation foi the hydro-

gen filling of October 26 Aftei the evacuation of Octobei 24, the

working globe (14) with its compensating volume piece and

• Thore were two barometere

2 1 2
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0 4778 giam stood on tbe left of tho balance with globe (11) on the

light The position of eqnilibrinm of tho pointet, as dotermmod

after four different rt leasoments, each observed in the usual manner

was 19 02 scale dtvisiuiis In like manntr, altei the evacuation of

October 27, with the same wiights in use, the equilibrium p(iHition ol

the point/er was 18 40 After the tilling nf Odober 2<), the weights

associated with (14) were 0 3220 gram, instead of 0 4778, and the

pointer reading was 20 08 So far as the weights are concerned, tlie

value of the hydrogen would be 0 4778—0 3220, or 0 1 '>58 gram , but

to this we must add a torioction conesponding to 1 34 scale divisions,

being tbo difft ronce between 20 08 and |(19 02-f 18 40) At the time

in question, tlie \aluc ot a scale division was 0 00020 gram, so that

we obtain

—

0 1558+0 00027 = 0 15607

The paiticular weights in use on this occasion were such that no

correction is necessary in order to allow for then errors

Tht mean barometer leading at the time of tilling was 29 742, so

that the foctoi lequii^cd on tins aciount is 30 29 742 The correc*

tion foi tomporatuie ol gas is liom 1:5 5 to 12'^

Log 015607 •• = 1 19332

For barometer 000375
For tern pc lut ui e 0 001 98

Ix>g 015814 •. = 1 19906

To this a conection foi the temperature of the haicrnietf^'i has still

to bo applied For 1"* F the correcting factor is (1—0 00rX)89), or

for 6® F (1—0 000445) l^Voin 015814 wo are thus to subtract

0 (>0007, gi>ing the tubulai nuuibei 0 15807

A furthe” minute cot ret turn to tho mean of each set may be made
for the tempeiatine of the glass A warm globe is larger than a cold

one, and consequently bolds more gas If we suppose that tbu

\oIume expansion of tho glass per degree C is 0 000026, we find,

corrected to 12® C —
Hydi ogen

1891 Weight

(Train

•Tuly 0 15808
Sepfewber 0 167‘)7

October 0 l&MH

Mean

Bar
temp ,

F
Globe

temp
, <J

Corrected
to 1/*

Kmm
0 15BU5e
0 1579bO
0 15804U

0 luois
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Oxygen

18»1
Iblp

temp F
G-lobe

temp
,
C

C-omotad
to 12°

1 ^ruthK
1 O «

flino 1 2 517H5 08 20 1 2 51785

[

Novimibir 2 51720
1

1
55 U

1
£ 51713

1

Ah Mil
,

' UH
j

ir>^

j

J 57J21-

The means heio extubitod give the weights of the two gases as they

would be found with the globt» at J2“ C
,
and the haromitciH at 00'" F.

and at 30 inches The < lose agreement of the mean temperatures foi

the two giises shows how little loom there is for systoTnutie erroi do-

jiendcnt U[>on uiip( i !c( tions in the baiomelets atnl thti momet/Cis But
tho I'osult's still itipiirc ujoditication bcfoic they can bo eotnparod with

the view of do<lu( ing the relative dcnsitits of the gajses

in the hist thi te is s systematic, though mnmt/e, difference in

the pressures Inthoito considered as coiiespouding Tho terminal of

tho blow-ofE lube is 3d inciies below the < outre of the globe at the time

of tilling In the one case this is occupied by hydrogen, and in the

other by oxygen If wo treat tho latter as tho standard, w(3 must
logard the hydrogen fillings as taking plaoe nndei an excess of pies-

sun ecpial to
j
” of tht weight of a column of oxygon 33 inches high

,

and this most be compared with 30 inches of men ury Bence, if we
take tho sp gr of oxygen under atmospheric conditions at OOOH,
and that of mercury at 13 b, the excess of pressure uudei which the

hydrogen was colics ted is as a fiactioii of tho whole pi assure

33 15 0 0014

30 Id Tdd”
= 0 000106,

and OOOOlOGxO 158 =s 0 000017* This, then, is what we must sub-

tract from the weight of t>he hydrog^ i on account of the difForence of

pi-essuros duo to the gas in the blow-ofl; tube Hius

H=: 0 157998, 0 = 251724

a

[These numbers are not quite comparable with those given in the

former communication, inasmuch as the standard temperature then

used for the barometers was 55*^ F Reduced so as to correspond to

60% the former numbers become

H = 0 15797, 0 = 25174.
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The agreement is shtisfactory, eapeoially when it is remembered

that both gnses wore prepared by dilEercnt methods in the two sets of

expenmentR—Peb 17]
But there is still another and R more important correction to bo

uitroductd In my foiiner paper it was shown that when the weigli-

ings are conducted in air the true weight of ilie gas contained m tbo

globe IS not given by merely snbtmtting the weight of the globe

when empty from tlie weight when full When the globe w empty,

its external volume is If br than when full, and thup, in older to obtain

the true weight, the apparent weight of the gas tuiist be increased by

the weight of air whose \olume is equal to the change of volume of

the globe

In order to determine the amount of this change of volume, the

globe IS filled to the neck with recently boded dmtdled watex, and

the efEect is obseried npon the level in the stem due to a suction of,

say, 20 inches of mercuiy It is not advisable to carry the exhaus-

tion much furthei foi fear of apprriaching too neaily the point at

which bubbles of vafKiur may be formed internally In the earlier

experiments, described in the praliminaiy note, the nppor surface of

the liquid was in the stem of the glob() itself (below the tap), and

the only diiticulty lay m the acciiiate estimation of a change of

volume oocuinng in a wide and sumawhat irregular tube 7'he

method employed was to produce, by intrc^duciion of a weighed

quantity of mercury, a nse of level equal to that caused by the

suction

The advantage of this procedure lay in the avoidance of joints

and of tbo tap itself, bnt, for the reasons given, the leadings were
not quite so accurate as might be desired I wished, thei^fore, to

supplement, if possible, the former determination by ono in wbioh
tlio change of volume occurred in a tube narrower and of better

shape With this object in view, the stem of the globe was prolonged

by a graduated tubular pipette attached with tlie aid of mdia-

mbber The tubes thctnsolvos wei e treated with gutta-perolia cement,

and brought almost into contact It had hardly been ex^ieoted that

the joint would prove unyielding under the applied suction, but it

was considered that the amount ol the }ielding could be estimated

and allowed for by operations conducted wdh tap clotted The event,

however, proved that the yielding at the joint was scarcely, if at all,

perceptible ^
The pipette, of bore such that 16 cm corresponded to 1 o o , was

graduated to 0 01, and was read by estimation to 0 001 o o In order
the better to eliminate the changes dne to temperature, readings

under atmospheric pressnre, and under a suction of 20 inches of mei^
outy, were alternated On January 28, 1892, a first set gave 0 648—
0 300 = 0 648, a sooond gave 0 6645-0 816 s: 0 3485 and a third gave
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0 676—0 326 = 0 349 Similar opei-atigns with tap closed* gave iio

visible movemoTit

The result of the day’s oxpenmonts was thus 0 3485 for 20 inohos,

or 0 523 for 30 inches, suction Similar experiments on January 28,

at a dilTerent pail of the graduation, gave 0 526 On this day the

yielding with tap closed woe 3asi visible, and was estimated at 0 001

Asa mean result, wc may adopt 0 524 cc The graduation of the

pipette was Hubscqucntly verified by weighing a thread of mercury

that occupiofl a measured length

A paitof the alsjve-measured volume IS due to the expansion of

the water when the prossuie is relieved Wo miiy take this at

()0fX)047 of the volume per atmosphere The volume itself may be

deiived with sufhueut accuracy ftir the present purpose from ‘the

weight of its oxygen contents It is 2 517/0 00137, or 1837 oe
The expansion of the water pei atmosphere is thus 0 000()t7 x 1837, or

0087 1 c This IS to be subtracted fram 0 521', and leaves 0 437 ( c

This number applies strictly to the volume cTulosed within the glnss,

but the change tn the external volnmo of the globe will be almost the

same t
The correction now under consideration is thus the weight of

0 437cc of air at the aveiage tomperatnie of the balance room
The density of this air may be estimated at 0 00122, so that the

weight of 0 437 c c is 0 000533 gmm This is the quantity which

must be added to the appai«nt weights of the gases The former

estimate was 0 0005b gram The fanally corrected weights aig

thus

H = 01S8:)31, 0 = 251777,

and for the ixitio of densities we have

16 *882 .

This corresponds to a mean atmospheric condition of pressure and
temperature

If we combine the above ratio of densities with Professor Morley’s

ratio of volumes, viz, 2 0002 1, we get, os the ratio of atomic

weights, 15 880

If wc refer to the table, wo see that the agreement of the first and

For greater eosunty the tap was turned while the interior waa imdor suction

f For a sphoncul shell of gloas of uuiforni lliicknesB and with elastic oonstaiils

following Poisson's law, the ratio of the difTerenc e of the mternal and external

expansion to eiilier of them is 4^/dn, where i » the tlnoknoHs of the shell, and a
the mean radius In the present application the valito of ajt, deduced from the

measured ciroumferonoe and from the weight of glass, is about 110

[Perhaps an arrangement in which the external voUime » directly measured

would have been preferable allowance for expaiwioii of water would than ba

needed -Feb 17]
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tlnrd sonos of hydrogen weighings is very good, but that the moan
from the second serios is decidedly lighter Tins may Lave been in

|iart fortuitous, but it is scarcely probable lhat it wfi» so altogether

Under the (irLUmstancea we can hardly leckon the aciui^aeyof the

hnal resnlts as closer than

A word slioold perhaps be said upon a possible source of systomatn*

eiror, viz, mercury vapour There is no doubt Unit hydrogen

passed over mercuiy takes up enough tiO cause a slow and snperUctal,

bjt quite distinct, discoloration of sulphur ovoi wliicliit subsequently

dows In the expeiimeuts here recorded, the gas did not, indeed,

flow over nierenry in mass, but, inaRniucli ns mercury was used to

HI cure the tightness of some of the {oints, it is difficult to feel sure of

its absence Again, in evacuations conducted with a mercury pump
(an tho vacnnru be regarded as free from meicuTy vapour, which, it

must be reinombcred, would not show itself upon the gauge of the

Toppler ? If both the hydrogen and tho “ vacuum ** were satusatod

with mercury vaptmr, tho lesuli of tho weigliinga would, ai'oording to

Ualton’s law, be free from its influence The same may be said of

any volatile impurity aiising from the grease* npon the stopcocks

As tho mattei stands, the results must, I think, be regarded as affected

with a possible (^rioi amounting to a fraction of the weight of mercury

vapour at the ternporatuies employed But this is probably a very

Hinall quantity

According to Hertz,t the vapour.prossure of nicrcuiy at 16® C
would bo about 0 OOl mm If this bo correr t, tho weight of mercury

vapour lu an atmosphere of hydrogen would be as a fraction of the

1 alter

9001 ^ 200 ^ _1_
700 aaoo

It appears that in an investigation of hydrogen aiming at an accu-

racy of 1/10,000 the question of mercury vapour requires very careful

consideration

Tho accompanying table of results found by various expeumeutors

may be useful for comparison —

* Cmnpoied of Twiolinfl and broswax

t ‘ Wiod Ann / vol 17, p 199
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Name Date !

1

Atomio
WOlglltM

Dentitifls

1842
,

15 U(i

Ki/tnault 1845 1
— J5 Of)

Bayhfish 1888 15 884
Cooke aiul Kir hard** 1888 15 8fjO

K«iw r 1888 Vy 040 -

KaTttigli 18SM 15 80
Novoa 1800 I'l HOfi

Dittinar 18*^0 J5 8(»6 1

Morloy 1801 15 879 —
T>»diu 18111 1

!

1 > 005
Havleigh 1802

1 1

15 882

In conclusion, I rniist express my obli^^itions to Mr Goidon, who
has asBiatod mo throughout The work has been unubually tedious,

partly from lis inherent nature, roqmnng as it does a (crtiiintyof

0 ] milligram in the weighings, and stilJ more from the coustiinr

liability to accidents, winch may render nugatory u largo amount of

preparatory wuik

Vresenihf Fthruanj 1ft, 1892

Transaotions

llasol —Naturforschendo GiBoIIschaft Vorhandlungen Bd IX
Heft 2 8VO Hand 1891 The Society

Cambridgo —Philosophical Society Transactions Vol XV
Part 2 4to Vamhridqt 1891 The Society

Cambridge, Mass —Harvard College Museum of Comparative

Zoology Bulletin Vol XXII No 8, 8vo Camhndge
1892 The Museum

Harvard University Bulletin Vol VI No 7 8vo Oaw-
hrxdge 1892 The University

Cherbourg —Society Nationale dos Sciences Naturelloa ot Matb6-

matiques M^moires Tome XXVII 8vo Ghtrhomg \%9\

The Society

Dtjon -^Academie des Sciences, Arts et Belles-Lettres M^moires

S4r 4 Tome If 8vo Jhjon 1891 The Aoadomy
Kaatbourne —Natural History Society Transactions Vol 11

Part 5 8vo [1892] The Society

Edinburgh —Royal Society Transactions Vol XXXVI Part

2 4to Bihnburgh 1891 The Society

Glasgow —Philosophical Society Proceedings Vol XXll 8vo

QJmgow 1691, The Society
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The Academy
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4to Touhuso 1891 The Facoltj.
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George, Hanover Square 8vo London 1891 Mr Cassal

Saint-Lager (Dr ) La Pnont6 des Noms de Plantes 8vo. Pans
1890 ,

La Guerre des NympheSi suivie de la Nouvello Incamahon

de Bnda, Rvo Pans 1891 , Consideratimis sur le Polymor-

pliisme de quelqnes Esp^cea du Genre Buplenrum 8vo Pans
1891 The Author

Wood-Mason (J ) Natural History Notes from H M Indian Marine

Survey St^^amer Investigator ” Ser 2 No 1 Gmstaoea

8vo [^London] 1891 The Author

Woods (H ) Cataiogne of the Type Fossils in the Woodwardian

Maseutu, Cambridge 8vo. (7am 1891 The Museum
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February 25, 1892

Ml JOHN EVANS, D C L
,
LL D ,

Ti easuror, m the Chair

A Inst of the Preaents received was laid on the table, and thanks

ordered for them

The following Papers were read —

I “ Preliminary Note on Nova Aiingro” By WILLIAM Huooins
1)CL, LLD, F II S., and Mis HuaoiNS Received

Febimary 24, 1892.

We have delayed up to the present time presenting any account of

our observations of Nova Aurigm, in the constant hope that hne

weather would enable us to make our observations more complete

We think now, however, that it may be of interest without further

delay to send a short preliminary notice of this remarkable, and, in

•ome respects, unprecedented, ockstial phenomenon For up t.o this

time we have no recoid of a stai in the spcctniin of which the bright

and dark lines of the same substances liavo been regarded as indi-

cating respectively motions of approach and of recession of so gieat

magnitude It was paitly for this reason that we were anxious for

the opportunity of observing if any change in the amount of relative

motion would show itself •

We received a telegram from Di. Copeland in the early morning

of the 2nd instant, and began our obsei vatious of the star on the

night of the 2nd instant

Perhaps the most noticeable feature to the eyo in the star’s

spectrum wah the great bnlhaiiry of the hydrogen lines at C, P, and
G, but the point of greatest interest was obviously that two of these

Imes, P and G—and we have since observed the same with C—were
accompanied each by a strong absorption hne on the side towards the

blue Comparison with the Imes of terrestrial hydrogen, while con-

firming the obvious presumption that the star lines were really those

of hydrogen, showed at once a large motion of recession of the bright

lines and a motion of approach of a similar order of magnitude of the

hydrogen which produced tbe absorption

A photograph which we have since taken gives the star’s spectrum
as far in the ultra-violet as about X 9200 On this plate we see not
only the other hydrogen lines at h and H, but also the senes beyond,
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‘which 18 oharActoriBtiG of the white stars, bright, with dark absorp-

tion lines on the bine side

Besides the h^diogcn heries thoi'c appear to be other linos donbled

in a similar mannor, lurlnding the sodium lines at D The line K,
which IS at least as stiongly impj eased upon the plate as H, is not

followed by so strong an absorption

In the green part of the spectrum throe very bnlhani lines are seen

on the red side of P One of those fulls not far from the position of

the chief nebular line, but even when the shift of the spectrum is

taken into account, we can scarcely itgard this line as the true

nebular line In this connexion it was a point of some importance

to find that the strong and very < hanictonstic lino of the Orion

nebula, which falls about X *1725, is absent in our photograph of the

Nova, also the strong lino between m and at about X .-IRtlS

[The third lino fiom F is rather broad and resolvable into lines

It falls partly upon the more refrangible pan of the magnesium

triplet at &, but its character and position do not permit ns to ascribe

It cither to magnesium or caibon —Fob 2*1
]

Wo wish to mention an early photograph of this star taken on the

3rd mstant by Father Sidgroaves, at Stonyhurst, which we had the

privilege of examining This successful photograph extends from

about h to near D, and shows the remarkable doubling of many of

the bnght lines by dark ones, a feature which was at once noticed by

Father Sidgreares and ourselves

In our photograph the spectinm of the sfnr, which extends on the

plate as far into the ultm violet as our photographs of Sinus, is

crowded throughout its entire length with dork and bnght lines In

the visible region tbe number of bright lines and groups, including

the double lino of sodium, a 6ne line about the position of D^, and

linos on both sides of C, is also very great

Wo prefer in this preliminary note not to enter into any more de-

tailed discussion of the star’s spectrum, nor to lefer to the probable

phenomena which may now be in progress m this celestial body We
rtserve those considerations foi the present

II Note on tho New Star in Annga.” By J NobmaN
Lookyeb, F,R S Keceived February 25, 181)2.

Since my note of February 11, observations of tho new star have

only been possible at Kensington on seven evenings, namely,

February 11, 12, Id, 16, 22, 23, and 24 The 13th and 22nd were

tho only two very fine nights.

The star now appears to be fading In the photograph of the

region taken on February 3 the Nova appeared to be brighter than
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)(
Aangaa (mftg 5 0), bat in tbat taken on Fobruarj 23 it is not

brighter than ilif* companion to this star, which is fainter than 6th

magmtado No marked diminution in brightuess was noticed bofoie

February 22

The colour has not appiuciably changed since the star was 6rst

observed

Photographs of the spectrum were aUompled on all the dates

named Those of Fobrnrir\ 11, 12, lo, and 23, hovie\ei, wore insnfli-

( lentlj exposed, bnl they tliow that the dark linos wcto still mote
lefrangiblc than the accomp my mg bright ones, and that the same
lines were pu^senl as lu the picvions photogr.iphs A plain was

exposed foi 2 houis 35 iniiiutos on February 24, but no impressiou

was oblaiued The phologiaph taken on Felnuary 1 3 is identical

with those refer ptmI to in the notes which I have already commu-
nicated to the Staiety In the three ]>hoLog] iplis ot Febiuaiy 22

there appeals to be a slight dimmution in the intensity of the H and

K lines, but otherwise Uicic is no decided change

There is no e\idcncc of itvoluiiou during the twenty days of

observaium In all the phuUigraphs the dark Imcs arc more refian-

giblo than the bright ones, and tho relative velocity deduced from

those of Ft biuaif 3, 7, 1,1, and 22 appeals to be about 000 miles pei

second As this only rcpiesents tbe velocity in the hue of sight, we
are still ignorant of the leal \clo< itics of the two bodies The con-

stant relative velocity indKatcd by the dis[)laooinont of the blight

and dark lines may be legardcd as coiifit ming the supposition thiit

two meteor-swarms oi toraits have collided, t lie lot ifcies being so

groat, and the masses so brnall, tiiai neither was captured by the

other

Tho relative velocity of 600 miles por sotond seems at first sight

to bo abnonnally gioat, but, if we regard each of tho compoiKnt

swarms as moving at tho rate of 300 miles per second, the vi loci ties

aio quite coinpaniblo with tliosj ot other bodies in space Tho star

1830, Groombridge, for example, moves at tho late of 200 miles per

second across tho line of sight, and its real velocity may be much
greater

Eye obsoivatious have been made on eveiy possible occasion The
chief vaimlions fi*om those previously I’oportcd oio the general fading

of the continuous spectrum and the oousequent unmaskiug of the

lines between h and D Micrometric measures of four new lines in

this region wore made by Mr Fowler on February 23 and 24 These,

with the other lines observed at Kensington in tho region F to 0,

are shown m the table which follows The corresponding lines

observed lu the spectra of new stars which have previously appeared,

and those m the spectra of some of tbe bright line stars, are added for

comparison
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It will be seeu that all the lines of Nova Anngao have previously

been recorded m other Novee, or in the bnght-hne Htai>i

The complete spectrum, including the photographic region, was
shown 10 the diagram exhibited on the scraon This, and the light

curve of the spectrum fiom F to C, was drawn by Mi Fowler and
Mr W J Lockyor, on February 22, and confirmed by Mr Fowlor on

February 23 The 3 foot reflectoi and McClean spectroscope were
employed in each case

The changes which are taking place m the Nova are exactly what
would bo expected according to my hypothesis, that new stars are

produced by the collision of meteor-swarms The rapid fading of

the star demonstrates that small masses and nob large ones are en»

gaged, and this is fuitbor confirmed by tho observed diminution* in

the brightness of the continnous spectrum relatively to the bright

lines If two condensed bodies were in ooUisiou, it is evident that

the hues would fade iirst

IIL “ Ou tho Organiflation of the Fossil Plants of tlio Ooal-

Moasnres Part XIX ” By W C WILLIAMSON, LL,D
,

F.R.S., Prof(*flsor of Botany in tho Owens College, Man*
Chester. Received January 18, 1892

(Abstract

)

The author recalls attention to the discovery by the late Rev W
Vernon Harcourt of a fragment of a Lopidodendroid branch, in which

the internal structures were well preserved The specimen was

described and figured, first by Witham, who gave to it the well-known

name of Lep%dodmi>dron Ha/rc(mTU% It was next described by Liudley

and Hutton, m their ‘Fossil Flora/ and still laler, and more scientifi-

cally, by Brongniart, in bis ‘Vog6taux Foss lies ’ In its interior

Brongniart found a single vascular cylinder encasing a medulla At
a later period he obtained fragments of two other plants, in eacdi

of whioh be found the above cylinder, but invested by a second one

which was obviously an exogenous product of a cambium sone.

From these three specimens he unfortunately concluded that the first

belonged to a Cryptogamio Lyoopod, whilst the second and third were

Oymnospenuous Phanerogams These latter examples he further

identified with his genus S%g%llwr%a

This olasshscation was univeraally accepted by the palceobotanioal

world until 1871, when, in his Memoir, Part II, the author annonnoed
his conviction that Lepidodendra and SigillariiB were alike

Oryptogams, and that tho exogenous acme supposed to be cdiaraotoristic

of the Phanerogams was not confined, m ancient times, to that great

divuion of the vegetable kingdom.
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Apart from this general question, now oonclusiTely settled, further

knowledge of L Harcourtix has long been sought for in vain Har-

court’s ongi nal fragment was unforinnntoly an imperfect one Its outer

cortex and foliage were wholly wanting, as well as specimens illus-

trating its vanous siages of growth Recently, however, a very hne

senes of such spc'cirnons hos come into the hands of tlie author, and

a large amount of new information has been obtained from them

Some of the new examples are very voung bran* hes, perfectly in-

vested by tlicir htrk nnd leaves The detailed stiuctures of all the

organs of those s]attm(iis mo now described ni minute detail A
more exact technical uonienelatinc than has hilheito boon employed

18 applied to their various stiuoiures Besides these >onng forms,

other specimens rcHomblmg that studied by Brongtnart, both as

regards condition and ajiparont age, have been obtained, and also one

magnideent oldei and aiborescent example, from Amine, m Scotland,

which, including all its leaves, has been between four and five inches

in diameter

But oven this latter specimen presents no appearance of the

secondary oi exogenous vasuilar iione so common nmongst other much
younger Lepidodendra Hence the author lonelndcs tliat L ITarcouHin

has in this respect been like L Wmmhianumi the well-known Atian

species, in which a magnihcent exogenous rone exists, but which

was only developed when the plants attained to an advanced arbor-

escent rouditiou

Some of these youngest specimens show evidence that they had

boon fructigeroiis tuigs But, before describing those, the author

examines anew the entire subject of the branches to which the names

of Hiiloma and Uhdendron have been applied Both of these have

now been proved io have been fruit-bearmg branches, but ihoir true

relations to each other and to their parent plants are still in a

state of seiions confusion The existing dednitions of those two

types BIO shown to bo aliogethor unsatisfactory
, some specimens

which according to one geneially accepted definition are Halonue

according to anotlier are Ulodendra In fact the two sets of

dohnitiouR overlap in such a manner as roudors them no longer

applicable

Two classes of facts have to be considered here
,
first, the positions

and airangements of the reproduotive {ractifications on the support-

ing branches, and, secondly, the nature of the soars left on the

extenor of the bark after these deoiduons fructifications fell to the

ground. Tho positions of these scars in Uhdendran ore usually

defined os bisenal, being arranged in two longitudinal rows,* one on

each Bide of the sustaining branch, whilst in Halonia these

* In hM Iwt pnhUtation, M Kenanlt reo^nlMt that there see ottetUMi four

•ueh row*
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rows are defined as being more numerons, and the soam qnincnncially

aiTauged In Ulodendron each such soar is farther Hiirrounded

by a large circular, or oval, and very charaoteriatic disk The anthoi

ahowH that the uaaential ami homologous Htinotnic in all these friiit-

lieariDg branchoa is a aniall circular area, forming the summit
of a larger or sniallei conical arrested branch which was covered

with loaves This small upic^il atea represents the part at which
iho deciduons frnchHuition was organically muted with its snstaiu-

ing biHuch Kiuli such branch was snppliod with a distinctiie

form of vascular bundle, which differed alike frt^m those larger ones

seen in ordinary \egetativo branches, and fiom the smaller ones

passing outwaids to the leaves, this bundle is always ahiaptl^

broken off at the extieine apex of the fructigerous tuhciclo in a wfty

domonstiating that it was formcrlv prolonged into sotne decidubus

appendage which is «irol) preset ved in aUtt But Ulodetidron has, in

addition, hiirroiindmg each of these frutl-heai ing points, a flattened

suifat e, thesi/c of which was mainly dependent upon the ago to which

tho tiee had attained when it peiishcd This orbicular sui face was
primarily coxeied with ordinary loaves, normally arranged, but the full

dovolopmont of whuh was arrested the pressure of some external

agent The author ooncludes that the central fructigerous point whs

homologous in all those cases, and that the variations seen m them

aioso largely from the degree of prominence attained by the airestod

lateral branch When that prominence was sufficient, the conc*hki

frntt was pedunrulate, and no distuibanco of the sun^ounding leaves

was produced, but when that olovation was small, or almost non-

existent, the cone was practicully sessile, and, ns it grow, its expanding

base crushed down the leaves winch it covered and thus produced the

large flattened disk ahaiacteristic of UM^ndrov These two names,

f/alonta and Ulod^^ndnm, have no longer any genene value, but tlio

terms Halonial and Ulodcndi-oid may be conveniently letiuned as

adjectives applicable to appropriate specific forms

The author applies these conciusions to his younger specimens of

L HarcourtUt and shows that many of them were fiiiotigorous m the

Halonial foim

The organisation of the leaves of some of these Lepidodondroid

plants has been re-examined As is well known, on the leaf-scars

alike of LeptdodendroH and of J^igtllana^ each scar left on the bark

after the fall of the deciduous leaf had tliree minute points impressed

upon its surface Brongniart regarded each of the three as represent-

ing the entianne of a leaf-trace into the leaf, and very recently some
other observers have arrived at the same conclusion The author, long

ago, showed that the central spot alone represented the vascnlor

leaf-trace, the two lateral ones being merely cellular structures, bat

the details of which were very imperfectly known. These new speoi-

vot. u 2 k
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laeuA demonstrate the exact features of these atructarea Profeasor

Bt^rtrand, of Lilie, and M Hovelacqae, of Paris, have snuultaneoaaly

investigated the two lateral poiuta on the leaf-scar, to which the

former author has given the name of ^anchnoa^ which name Pro-

iesHor Williamson adopts But these two palaBontologista have

farther called attention to a fonith stiuctare in those loaves, hitherto,

m some degree, overlooked
,
and which they designated the

The authoi Ends this organ well developed both in L Harcouttn

and m Leptdophlotos, but rejects the name hgule, ou the ground

that he cannot identify the fossil straeture with the oigan bearing

the same name in living Isootes and Selagtuellu^ He, therefore,

adopts foi the foiiner the teim Adenoid organ, lielieving it U> have

hdd glandular functions* Details are also given of the organisatioii

of several forms of Lopidosti'obi, some of which ate identiticd with

their parent plants

The general conclusion arrived at by the author in reference to

the L llarccmrUxy which lias been so often Tna<lo the subject of

debate dunng the last twenty yeai*s, is that it occupies no exceptional

position amongst the other Lepidodendra, but that whilst palceon-

tologists in various parts of the world quote the species as one with

the organisation of which they wore familiar, they were all alike mis-

taken in their determinations Until now no sjiecmieii of the same

plant has been in the possession of any obseiver less imperfect tlian

that described by Brongniait, hence, when iii the past authors have,

as was my own case, referred varions examples of cortex, leaves, nod

fruits to Lg?idodendron Earcourttt^ we have no evidence whatever

that such references are true ones

If such references are still djclared to be authoritative, I must ask

where the specimens are to be seen that carry our knowledge beyond

what we derived from Harcoart’s imperfect branch

IV. On Biologic Regions and Tabulation Areas ” By C B.

Clakkk, F R.8. Received February 8, 1892

(Abstract

)

Biologic regions have been used for two purposes, vis. (1) to ex-

hibit the most natural primary divisions of the globe, so far as the

distribution of existing Mami^ia (oi of plants or living things) la

concerned
, (2) as areas of rofevenoe on which tiie complete distnbe-

iion of a large genus or order of plants or animals may be tabalated.

It IS clf^arly of the highest importance that one set of areas of

reference should be employed by oil naturalists, as foreseen fay Mr
Wallace when he devised his primary soologio regions and sulvfcgiozis

]f one naturalist tabulates one order of Butterflies on ono geographic
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framework, and anotkor nataralist tabulates another order of Butter-

flies on a different p^eographio framework, the results of the two
naturalists can only be combined by doing the tabulation all over

again, instead of by a simple addition

Naturalists have not agreed on one system of primary reference

areas
,
and, consequently, it is not possible to combine the results

attainod by differtmt writers

The first reason wby naturalists have not accepted Wallace’s

recommendation is that Ins regions do not appear the most natnral

to many naturalists
,
Professor Huxley, Dr Oimtber, and numerous

botanists have pi'0]K)Hod widely difleient regions ns more natural

A second reason why these regions have not been used for Inbulations

18 that their boundaries am (m many important cases) not accurately

defined

I have been for eighteen months past making trial of various

geographic frameworks on whuh to tabiilnto the distribution of

2000 species of plants, ami I have constructed a eonsiderablo

nnmber of maps, and have exe( nted ttial iabnlations of a few geneia

on them 1 have arrived at one condusion which 1 deem of sufficient

importance to bring before this Society, vir , that the two objects

hitherto confounded in the designing of bi>h>gic regions must be kept

entirely separate Biologic regions representing the natural distnbu*

tion of Mammalia or of life are not convenient to use as tabnlation

areas I may venture to say, indeed, that the more perfectly natural

the biologic legions are, and the moie complex and detailed thoir

boundary linos, the more impossible they are to use as reference

areas or as tabulation areas on any considerable scale

The idea of biologic regions presupposes a geographic framVwork
of some kind on which the area of each genus of animalu or plants

was previously plotted It appears to me that all natumlists

ffoologists, botanists, and palcoontologists, might easily agree to use

one system of tabulation areas Out of the results attained on this

system, they might construct various biologic regions, each to please

himself

X have constmoted, as a reference map for my own iabnlations, the

Map B I would urge naturalists to use this, or that a oommittee be

appointed to design a better, which should be put out by authority.

This Map B 1 have gradually arrived at by fixing down accurately

the boundaries, and otherwise modifying the Map A, which is

Wallace’s map of soologic regions My object has been to make the

smallest alterations m Wallace’s map consistent with easy tabula-

tion.

The greater part of the paper here abstracted is occupied with a
detsAled discnssion of various boundary lines in the Map B, m order

to htjmg out clearly the principles which should guide ns m fortaing
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our tabulation orenff One mam object is that our primary frame-

woik of areas and Kub-areas should separate om species and geneiu

(no far as possible) into those areas and sub-areas
,

if a boundary

line IB drawn bctwoon two sub-areas A and B, so that neatly all the

species found on one side of it are also found on tbe other, then we
might as well, in this tabulation, have thrown tlie two sub-areas A aud

B into oie, and saved ourselves labour This brings us i^und prai'»

tically pi*otty nearly to Wallace’s >iew sgtiin , i p
, geographic frame-

work for reference and tabu hit ion must he as near as possible to a

system of natuml biologic i egions, subject to the condition that the

boundary hues are rapidly and accumtely hx^d, and are easily re-

member^ It IB impracfcioablo to efPect laige tabulatioiiM of tens of

thousands of Hpeennens it it is necessary continually to rofoi to

some special large-scale map
The proaeut pipei is uot intouded to include marme regions or

areas

V. * Tlic Electiic Organ of the Skate Observations on the

Stiu( ture, Kebitions, Progressive Development, aud Giowth
ot the Electric Organ of the Skate” By J. C. EWAllT,

M Dm Regius Professor of Natural Histoiy, University of

Edinburgh. Coimuumcated by Plot J. BtJBDON SandKRSOX^

F It S Received February 10, 1892.

(Abstract

)

Aftor referring to the observations of Stark, the discoverer of the

skate’s electric organ, and to the work of Robin, Leydig, Babuchin,

and others, the author describes the arrangement of the muscles in

the tail of Solaobians with a view to determining which musoies in

the skate are transformed into the electric organs

By comparing the caudal musoies of Scylltumf Lamna^ Myliohatia^

and Bata, it u made out that, while tbe middle row of musoular oones

i^mains unaltered m the sharks and rays, it is transformed into a

more or less perfect electric oxgan in the skates, the various members

of the genus Ea%a, It is pointed out that, while the middle row of

muscular cones is .transformed in liuia into eleotno oones, the two

adjacent rows of cones as m the rays and certain sharks dimimsh in

sise. and in soma oases disappear about the middle of the tail

In oonsldenng the structure of the organ, it is stated that, when
the various modifioahons are taken into consideration, it may be

described as oousmting of a series of electric oones made up of more

or less completely metamorphosed musoular Sbres. Tweiily«eight

distinct cones were counted in the ovgma of B ba^w Tb$
which in a half grown fish measured 5 cm in was nit but
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<*otnpl6te]j invested by the last unaltered muscalar cone From the

drwt to the ieuth the cones sli^^btly increased in length
,
but from

ttie eleventh they dimiuished in lengthy the twenty -sixth tneasarmg

only 0 75 cui Beyond tlie twenty-eighth theie were from six to

eight inoouiplete conoH

In transverse sections the anterioi* thud of tlie organ was soeu to

pit*8eut an oval or rounded fotm, while the middle and posterior

thirds weie loss regular, owing to the organ coming into contact

with the vertebral column, and being giooved by the doisal and
ventral muscles

The cones are deKcrtbed as oonHisting of iiumeit>us loculi oi

chambers, each having an electric disc busponded by nerve hbies

from its anterior wall, and occupied m front and beliuid the disc

with gelatinous tissue

It IB estimated that each oigan m U hahit is made up of about

10,000 electric elements, % f
,
about 20,000 m the two organs Tor-

pedo marmorafa has about 500,000, and T gtgantea about 1,000,000,

elements in the two batteries, all considerably larger than those of

the skate

The layers of the electric discs, the electric, striated, and alveolar,

are desenbed m detail , and the various views as to the termination

of the nerve fibrils tn the disc ara leforred to

Tu the chapter on the pixigressive growth of the organ a table is

given to show that in 11 hat%8 the organ, after a time, grows at a

greater rate than the tail in which it is lodged, eg yin fish 00 otn in

length the tail measures about 28 cm
,
and the electric organ

225 cm ,
well-formed discs having an area of 0 8 to 1 sq. mm

In dsh 225 cm in length the tail measures 85 cm
,
the oigan 70 cm*,

and the discs have an area of about 2 08 sq mm In fish from
25 5 to 30 5 cm in length the organ is fi*om 12 78 to 140 cm

,
and

weighs 0 5 to 0 6 gram , in hsh fiom 83 5 to 91 25 cm the org*m is

from 80 50 to 34 25 cm , and weighs from 6 0 to 8 0 grams
,
in fish

157 em*, the organ measures 48 25 om , and weighs 25 00 grams

,

while m 225 cm fish the organ, which measured 70 00 cm , weighed

156 00 grams. These facts, espeoially the great sise and weight of

the organ in large skate (abont 7 feet in length), do not seem to

point to the skate’s organ being in process of degeneration; more
espeoially as the inoroaae m Rise is not accompanied by any histologi-

cal changes of a retrogressive nature, the largest organ examined

being apparently as perfect as that of Torpedo and Gymnatiki

In discttssing the organ froma physiological point of view, reference

u made to the investigations of Sanderson and Gotoh, and it le

pouted out that, when the eleotrio plate is taken as the unit* the value

per square millimetre of the single plate of the skate is in all prob-

ability equal to, if not greater than, that of the torpedo.
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The stmctam of the organs of the skate and toa^pedo are compared

at length, and it is shown that m the oase of the torpedo all the

non-essential stractnres are absent, while the alNeseentuil part, the

eleotnc layer or plate, closely resembles the corresponding layer or

plate in the skate, the electric layer of It ctrculariM being espeotally

hke that of the torpedo

In oonsidering the modifications of the electric organ m the skate

geans, it is shown that m all the British species, with the exception

of & ra/bata^ R ctroulam, and E /«22ontea, the elements are in the

form of discs In the three exceptions the elements are more or less

cap-shaped In B radiata^ as descnlied in a former paper, they are

in the form of thick-walled shallow cups. The electric plate, ap-

parently a greatly enlarged motor plate, lines the cup, which throngh-

out resembles an ordinary striated muscle In E tdrculans^ a more
specialised member of the group, the electric elements are larger and

better developed The cups are deep and well moulded, and the

electric layer is even more complex than in E hafts

,

at least, it more

closely resembles the electric layer of the torpedo Further, the

cops are invested by a thick nucleated cortex, from which a number
of delicate short processes project—^the first appearance of the long

prongs found in R baits In B fallomca the electric olementa stand

nearly midway between the only partially transformed muscular

fibres of E radiaia and the complex discs of iZ bath The cups in

fuUomca are less deep than ui S ctTmlarts

,

and while the electric

and striated layers appear to be all but identical in the two species,

the oortex is decidedly more hke that of B baits The short simple

pcOeesaes of B. <nrotdon« are represented in B fuUomca by processes,

often complex, which, by projecting freely firom the outer surface of

the cup, give it an irregvdar villons appearance, and at once suggest

the prooesses or prongs which are so charaotenstio of the alveolar

layer of B. hoHs

After giving a snmmaiy of his observations on the eleotnc oi^gan

of the skate, the author concludes by pointing out that it is not yet

possible to indicate by what method the electric organs of fishes have

been produced.

Presents, Febrtiarp 25,
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SUMMARY OP THE SECOND AND THIRD CHARTERS.

Extracted from Weld’s Histort op the Rotal Sooiett,

VoL II, pp 494-521

Second Charter, 1663

494

Incorporation and Coi'porate Name
494 The King hiniBelf Founder and Patron

495 Capacity to pnrchafio
, and to grant

, and to sue and bo sued

,

and to have a common Beal
»
(which they have Liboity to

alter at pleasure )

495* Grant of Arms, viz Argent
,

in a Canton Dexter^ the tlxroe

Lions of England and also of a Crest, and Supporters

496 The Council shall consist of Twenty-one
, (of whom, the

President or his Deputy shall bo always one )

496 All other Persons who shall be received and admitted as

Members, by the President and Conned, or any eleven or

more of them (of whom, &c ), or by two Thirds or more of

those eleven or more w%ih%n two Mouths
,
and at all Times

aji(yr those two Months, by the President, Couned, and
Fellows^ or by any twenty-one or more of them (of whom
the President or his Deputy to be one), or by iwo third

Parts or more of the said twenty-one or more
,
and shall be

registered
,
shall be called FelUnvn of the said fioyal Society,

for Life, unless regularly amo\ ed

497 William l^rd Yiscount Brounoker, named to be the fim
President, to continue so tdl the next St Andrew’s Day,

and till another (out of the Couned) should be chosen and

Bwom He himself to be first sworn in before the Lord

Chancellor

497 The President’s Oafh

407 The firat Couned named. To continue till next St Andrew’s

Day, and tdl others shall be eleoted and sworn, unless

amoved for ^ust Cause ; having first taken, before the

President, the like Oath as he took, mutatis mutandis

499 The President, Counoil, and Fellows, or any nine or more of

them (of whom, &c ), may hold Assemblies at any Time or

Plaoe in London, or within ten Mdes of it.

2 LTOI.. U
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499 Tho Presideilti Coiiiioil» and Fellows, or any thirtj-one or more

of them (of whom the Preaident or hia Deputy to be one), or

the major pert of each thirty-one or more, may upon every

St Andrew's Day, annually, eleot one of the Council to bo

their President, who shall continue so, (if not dead or

amoved,) till the next St Andrew's Day, and till another

shall be elected , having first been sworn in before the

Council, or any seven or more of them

500 On the Death or Amotion of a President, or if ho qnit, the

Council or any eleven or more of them may meet to choose

a President out of the Council and the Person chosen by

them, or the major jiait of them, being sworn, shall hold

dnnng the Residue of the Year, and until anothei shall be

elected and sworn

500 On the Death, Amotion, or quitting of any of the Council, (who

are hereby made amoveable by the President and Council

for sufBoieut Cause,) the President, Council, and Fellows, or

any twenty-one or moz'o of them (of whom, Ac ), or the

major part of such twenty-one or more, may supply tho

Vacancy from amongst tho Follows And the Person or

Persons elected shall hold, (being first sworn,) till the next

St. Andrew's Day, and until another or others shall be

elected

501 On St Andrew’s Day, Tm of the Council (but no more) are to

be changed by the President, Council, and Fellows, or any

thirty-one or more of them (of whom the President or his

Deputy always to be one,) or the major part of such thirty-

one or more

501. The President may appoint One out of the Gounoil to he his

Deputy, who may act as such in his Absence, unless the

President make some other Deputy out of the Council

502 The Deputy may, in the Absence of the President, do all Acts

that he himself oould do if present
, but he must first be

sworn before the Council, or seven or more of them.

602 The Society may have a Treasurer, two Secretaries, two or more
Curators of Experiments, one Clerk or more, and two
Sergeants at Mace to attend upon the President All these

are to be chosen and named by the President, Council, and
Fellows, or any thirty-one or more of them (of whom the

President or hts Deputy to be one,) or by the major Part of

such Thirty-one or more; And they must be sworn before

the President or bis Deputy, and the Council, or axqr seven

or more of them.

503 The first Treasurer named ; and also the two first Secretaries.
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508 On erory St Andrew's Day (unless it be Sunday, and then on

the next Day,) the President, Connoil, and Fellows, or any
*Thirty-one or more of them (of whom, Ac ), or the major
Part of such Thirty-one or more, may elect proper Persons

out of the Council to he Treasurer and Secretaries, who,

after boinii' sworn, are to hold their Offices till the following

St Andrew's Day
504 If the Elections of President, Conned, Treasurer, and Secretaries,

or any of them, cannot oonvemently bo made or finished

upon St Andrew's Day, the President, Council, and Fellows,

or any Thirty-one or more of them (of whom, Ac ), or the

mapr Part of such Thirty-one or more, may appoint oi^e or

more other Day or Days till they shall be finished

504 If any of the said Officers die, quit, or be amoved, the

Piusident, Council, and Fellows, or any Twenty-one or more
of them (of whom the President or his Deputy to bo one,)

or the major Part of such Twenty-one or more, may elect

others for the Residue of the Year, and till new ones shall

be elected and sworn

504 The President and Council (evar^ Member of the Council being

always duly summoned to extraordinary Meetings,) or any
Nine or more of them (of whom the Pimdent oi hw
Deputy to be one) may meet m London or within ten Miles

of London , and they, or the major Part of them, may melee

Laws, Statutes, and Ordinances, and transact all Matters

relating to the Management of the Society and its AJEairs,

and all their Acts shall be valid but tiieir Statutes must be

reasonable, aud not coutraiy to Law
505 The President, Council, and Fellows, or any Twenty-one or

more of them (of whom the President or his Deputy to be

always one), or the major Part of such Twenty-one or more,

may appoint one Printer or more, and one Engraver or more,

and authorise them, by writing under the common Seal, and
signed by the President, to print such Things (touching or

oonoemtng the Boyal Society) as shall be given them in

Charge by the Piusident and Council, or any Seven or more
of them (of whom tlie President or his Deputy to be one),

or tbe major Part of such Seven or more They must be

first sworn before the President and Council, or Seven or

more of them

506 The President, Oouncil, and Fellows, or any nine or more of

them (of whom, Ac ), or the major Part of such nine or

more, shell have the same Bight to demand and receive

(by their Assignee or Assignees) the Bodies of ^eouted

2 L 2
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GruninalSy" and to anatomisse them, as the Collage of

Phystciana and the Company of Siirgeons of London nse

or enjoy
*

506 Licence is given to them or any nine fas last above,) or the

major Part of them, to hold a Correspondence, on Philo-

sophical, Mathematical, or Mechanical Sab
3
ectR, with all

sorts of Foreigners, by Letters signed by the President or

hiB Deputy, in the Presence of the Council, or any Seven or

more of them, and m the name of the Society

507 Licence given to the President, Council, and Fellows, or to

the President and Council, or the major Part of them, to

build a College or Colleges in London, or withm ten Milos

of it

507 If any abuses shall happen, or Dissensions anso, they shall be

reformed and settled by the Earl of Clarendon (Lord Chan-

cellor) alone, if living , and after his Death by the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, the ChancolJor or Keepei of the Great

Seal, the Treasurer, Pnvy Seal, Bishop of London, and two

principal Secretaries, for the Time being, oi any four or

more f)f them

508 General Glanses

Third Charter^ 1669

509

Grant of Lands in Cbelsey, Tenure; Bent, Exonerations,

Aoqnittanoos, &o
514 Becital of some Parts of the Second Charter It takes Kotice

that several Powers, granted by that Charter, cannot be
executed but by the President and Council or jieven or mors
of them , by virtue of that Charter This Charter directs

that the President’s Deputy shall continue in Office, although

the President do appoint one or more others And it gives

him express Power to appoint tv^o or more Deputies, out of
the Council, at one and the same Time , who may, each of

them, do the same Acts in his Absence, as he himself could

do if present But th^ mnst first bo sworn before the

Council, or five or more cf them
518. For the Future, the President, Council, and Fallows, or any

nme of them (of whom the President or bis Deputy to Ito

always one), may hold their Assemblies anywhere mftlo
the Kingdom of EnoUAvn.
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*40*

1^18. All Powers, Ac., which could not be exercised heretofore bat

by the President and Coancili or $evin or more of them, may
for the fntaie be exercised by tlie President and Coancil, or

any Jwe or more of them
518 For the future, the l^rtsxde’nt may appoint one Prmter or more,

and one Eugi*aver or more, and authorise him or them to

print such Things (touching or concerning the Boyal
Society) as shall be given to him or them in Charge, by the

Fiesident and Council, or any five or more of them (of

whom the President or his Deputy to be ono), or by
major Part of such five or more They must be first sworn
before tlie President and Council, or anyfive or more of them

5L9 General confii*matoiy Clauses

520. The President and Vice-Presidents are enjoined to take the

Oath of Ohedtence and the Oath of Suprmiacyn before the

Council, or seven or more of them, previously to their acting

STATUTES OF THE ROYAL SOCIETY, 1891.

CHAPTER I

Of the Election and Admation of Fellowt

I, Ho person shall bo proposed, elected, or admitted a Fellow of

the Society on the day of the Anmrersaxy Meeting for electing the

Oonnod and Officers

II. |)7aiy Fellow, previously to lua proposmg a porson as a

Oandidata for Election, shall inform him of the Obligation to be

tnbsaribed, of the earn to be paid for admusion money, and of tbs

payments to be made to the Sooiei^, before be can be admitted

a Fdlow.

in Every snob Candidate shall be proposed and recommended by
a oertifloate in writing signed by nx or more Fellowe, of whom three

at least shall certify their recommendation from personal knowledge

The cNntlfiqate ihall specify the name, rank, profesaion, qnalifloatuniB,

and nsnal plaoe of reeidetioe of tbs Candidate , and being dMtvend

to one of the Seoretanes, or to the Assutant Seosetary, shall ho

legisteved, with the date of delivery, in a book to be kept fim ibe

ptu^pose, and read at the next ordinary meeting ; and, if so osdersd,

^aU he saspended in some convenient plaoe in the Apartmentsef the

Sooipiif the day of Eleotioa.
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IV. Any one of Hef Sfajes^’s eulqects who u a Pnnoe of the

Blood Bojal may, neTertheless, be proposed at one of the Ordinary

Meetings of the Society by any Fellow, and may be put to the vote

for Flection on the same day, provided public notice of snob proposi-

tion shall have been given by the proposer at the preceding Meeting

of the Society

Any Member of Her Majesty's Privy Council may be proposed at

any Ordinary Meeting by means of a certificate prepaied in accordance

with Statute III of this Chapter, no distinction, however, being made
between personal and general knowledge, and the fact of the

Candidate being a Member of the Pnvy Council being alone stated as

the qualification Such certificate, on being allowed by the Society,

shall be suspended in some convenient place m the apartments of the

Society until the day on which a ballot is taken upon it The date

proposed for the ballot, which shall not be earlier than the third

Ordmoiy Meeting after that at which the certificate is read, shall be

announced at the head of the certificate

Y. At the first Oidmary Meeting of the Society in March, the

names of all Candidates proposed subsequently to the first Meeting lu

Marcli of the preceding year, including those whose certificates

liave been resuspended as hereinafter provided, shall be announced by

the Secretary from a list arranged in alphabetical order, without

reference to the dates of the certificates of the Candidates , and these

certificates shall remain suspended until the day of Election

Yl In the first week in April a list shall be printed, containing

the names of all the Candidates so announced at the first Meeting in

March, arranged in alphabetical order, without reference to the dates

of the oertificates, together with the names of the Fellows ly whom
each Candidate is proposed and recommended

,
and a copy of snob

list shall immediately thereafter be sent to every Ordinary Fellow.

YIL The Council shall select by ballot fr^ such printed last of

Candidates a number not exceeding fifteen, to be recommended

to tbe Society for Election; but no such selection by the Connoii

shall be valid unless eleven Members at least be present and vote, a

majonty deciding, or in the event of equality the President havtog a

second or casting vote.

Ylll. At the first Ordinary Meeting of the Society in May, the

President shall read from the Chair the names of the Candidates

whom the Council have selected as moat eligible, ammged in alpha-

betical order , and after such Meeting, a circular letter shall be forth-

with sent to eveiy Fellow, naming the day and hour of Election, atni

inolosing aptinW list of the selected Candidates, with space for autdi

alterations os any Fellow may determine to make in pursunnee cf

Statute X. of this Chapter
'

DC. Tbe election of Ordinaxy Fdlows not indnded in the pvitil-
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leged claases referred to in Btatnte lY of this Chapter, shall take

place on the first Thursday of June, unless the Council shall alter

the day of Election to any other day in the month of June, in which
case due notice of suoh alteration shall be given to ovoiy Ordinary
Fellow *

X On the day of Election two Scrutators shall be nominated by
the President, with the approbation of the Society, to assist the

SecrolATies m exaianniig the lists, and each Fellow present and
voting, shall deliver to one of the Secretaries or Scrutators one of the

printed lists mentioned in Statute YIII of this Chapter, having

erased the name of any Candidate or Candidates foi whom he does

not vote, and, if ho shall have thought fit, having substituted or

added the name of any other Candidate or Candidates contained m
the printed list sent in pursuance of Statute Y1 of this Chapter

XI One of the Socrctanea shall take down the names of the

Fellows who vote, and the Scrutators, after examining the lists with

tlie Secretaries, shall report to the President tho names of the Candi*

dates who shall have been duly elected m compliance with the

Charters, and the President shall announce those names from the

Chair

XII Any Candidate announced at the first Ordinary Meeting of

the Society in Maitsh, as aforesaid, who shall not have been elected,

shall, if his proposers, oi any one of them, so request in writing, con-

tinue a Candidate ,
his name shall be placed m alphabetical ordoi*

with those of the new Candidates to be announced in March following,

and his certificate shall be suspended along with those of the new
Candidates. Any additional qualificatums of such a Candidate may
be set forth m a supplementaiy cei*tifioate to be signed by not fewer

than SIX Fellows

XIII Eveiy person who is elected a Fellow shall appear for hie

admission on or before the fourth Ordinary Meeting of the Society

after the day of his election, or within snob farther time as shall, for

some Buffioient cause, be granted by the Council, otherwise hia

election shall be void

XIY. The admission of any Fellow into the Society shall be at

some Ordinary Meeting, in manner and form following, he having

first made the payments required by the Statutes. Immediately after

the reading of the Minutes has been concluded, he BhaJl subscribe the

Obligation in the Charter-book, and be mtroduoed to the President^

who, taking him by the hand, shall say these words. J do, lb
aujihority mi in the name 0/ the Boyal Bodety of London^ for tfm^rmdng

natural hnotdodgoy admit you a Fellow thereof

XY. Bleotion, the payments made prenoua to admission, and
ifae admuNuon of every person into the Society, with the time ^ereoi^

sbidl be recorded m the Journal-book
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XTI* No person sbaH be deemed a Fellow of the Society until he

hae made the payments required the Statutes, nor shall he be

entitled to vote at any Election or Meeting of the Society until he

shall have been admitted in the manner and form above specified

XVII Persons may be elected into the Society, under the title of

Foreign Members, who are neither natives not inhabitiints of Her
Majesty’s dominions,%ud shall be exempted from the operation of

Chapters II and III of these StatntcHi
,
they shall be selected from

among men of the gi'eatost eminence for their scieutific disooveries

and attainments

XVIII The (youncil shall from time to time, as they shall see fit,

put in nomination persons foi Election as Foreign Members, not

exceeding, with those already elected, the number of fifty

XIX A book shall be kept in which Members of the Council may
enter the names of thosemen of soienco whom they suggest as Foreign

Members , each entry shall be signed by the proposer and be accom-

panied by a short statement of the principal grounds on which the

suggestion is made, and shall be valid for three years only

XX When vacancies are to be filled up, a list of the persons so

entered shall be sent to each Member of the Council together with

nohoe of the Meeting at which the list will be considered At the

Meeting thus appointed further entries may be made, and the claims

of those men of science whose names have been duly entered in the

book shall be considered, and a selection of names shall be made,
from among which the Council, at a subsequent Meeting to be then

appomted, may make nominations to the Society

XXI At the second Meeting the selection of the Candidates to be

nominated shall be by ballot , when, if two-thirds of the Members of

the Council present be in favour of the nomination of any Candidate,

his name shall be proposed at the next Ordinary Meeting of the

Society, and shall be put to the vote at the following Ordinary

Meeting

CHAPTER II

0/iAa OhhgaJtiQn fo be Subscribed

Etbbt person elected a Fellow of the Society shall, before his

admission, subscribe the Obligation in the following words —
We who hme herewtuto subsonbed, do hereby promtee each for hmeelf^

ihat tee wtU endeavour to promote the good of the Boyal Society of

London^ for improving nai^al knowledge^ and to pursue ends for
which the same was founded ^ that we will be presenl at &ye Meetmge of
the Boeutyf ae often as conveniently we can, especiaUy at the Ammoreary
jElleotione, and upon eatraordmary oeeanons, and that we unU observe

the Btatutes and Orders of the said Society. Provided, ikat whensoever
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any of ue ahall signify to the PreaiHeint under hu hand^ that Ke deevreih

to withdraw from the Society^ he shall he free from, this ObhgaUm for

the future

And if any porson oiected shall refuse to subaoribe the said

Obligation, the election of that person shall be void

CHAPTER III

Of the Payments to be made by the Fellows to the Society

I Etruy pel Hon eh^cted a Fellow of the Society shall, before he ih

admitted, pay the sum of ten pounds for admission money, the sum of

four pounds for tho year of his Election, and the same sum annually in

advance so long as he shall ountinue a Fellow of the Society And if

any such person shall refuse or fail to pay the said sums, he shall not

bo admitted, aud his Election shall bo void except tho said sums he

remitted in whole, or in pai t, by special order of the Council Pro-

vided always that, except in the case of Fellows elected under

Statute lY of Chapter I , the admission fee of each Fellow shall be

paid out of the Foe Reduction Fund, and shall not bo demanded of

the Fellow
,
and that, except in the case of Fellows elected under

Statute IV of Chapter I
,
and Fellows elected befoi*e Januaiy, 1879,

one pound of tho annual contribution sball be paid out of the Fee

Reduction Fund
n All who have or may become Fellows of tho Society may at

any time compound for then annual payments, by paying at once the

sum of siBoty pounds

HI All Annual Contnbutions shall be considered to be due on the

25th day of March in each year Every Fellow of the Society hable

to an Annual Payment shall (previously to the 25th day of March lu

every year) bring or send the same to the Treasurer or the Assistant

Secretary And if any such Fellow, aftei* notice sent by post to his

usual address, in May, and again tn September, shall fail to pay the

same before the first day of October in each year, his name shall be

suspended m the public Meeting-room of the Society as being in

arrear, and shall continue so suspended until the sum due be paid

And if any such Fellow shall fail to pay his subscription on or before

the first day of November in each year, no satisfactory reason having

been assigned to the President and Council for such non-payment, he

shall cease to be a Fellow of the Society Provided, nevertheless,

that on a solicitation for readmission being addressed to the President

and Gounoil by an individual so circumstanced, within the space of one

yefur following St Andrew’s Day, the case of the individual so soboit-

shall be stated by the President from the Chair, at one of the

Ordinary Meetings of the Society, and the question of his readmission

hs|»at to the vote at the next Ordinary Meeting of the Society,
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CHAPTER IV.

Oj the Death or Beceas of any Fellow

The Death or Reoesa of any Follow of the Society shall be recorded

in the Journal-book of the Society, and the names of such persons

announced from the Chair, at the AnniverBaiy Meeting for electing

the Council and Officers

CHAPTER V

Of th( Causes and Form of Ejection

I If any Fellow of the Society shall coutemptuously or oontuma-

ctously disobey the Statutes or Orders of the Society or Council , or

shall, by speaking, writing, or printing, publicly defame the Society

,

or advisedly, mahciously, or dishonestly do anything to the damage,

detriment, or dishononr thereof, he shall be ejected out of the Society

II Whensoever there shall appear to be cause for the ejection ofany

Fellow out of the Society, the subject shall be laid before the Council

,

and if a majority of the Council shall, after due deliberation, deter-

mine by ballot to propose to the Society the ejection of the said

Fellow, the President shall in that case, at some Ordinary Meeting of

the Society, announce from the Chair such determination of the

Council , and at the Ordinary Meeting next after that at which the

said announcement has been made, the Society shall proceed to deter*

mine the question, and on its appearing that two-thirds of the

Members pi’osent have voted for the ejection of the said Fellow, the

President shall proceed to cancel his name in the Register, and at the

same time pronounce him ejected in these words

I doj hy the authority and in the name of the Boyal Society of Londonf

for impromnq naiwral knowledge^ declare A* B to he how

([gectedi and no longer a Fellow thereof

And the ejection of every such person shall be then recorded m
the Jonmal-book of the Society, and his name, as ejected, be also

read at the next Anniversary Meeting for Elections

CHAPTER VI

Of the EUoUen of the Oounod and Ojfioers*

I At the two Ordinary Meetings of the Society next preoedix^

the day of the Anniversary Election, the President shall give notice

of the sold Eleotioa^ and declare how much it imports the good o£ the

Society, that such persons may be chosen into Counoil, as are
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most likely to attend the Meetings and bnsinoss of tho Counoili out of

whom thoro may be made the best ohoioe of a President and other

Officers

II Eveiy Fellow of the Society whose residence is known, shall

have notice of tho Anniyersary Meeting for electing tho Council and
Officors for tho year ensuing, by particular aammonn, which summons
shall be sent to the place of residence of such Fellow, a week at the

least before tho day of Meeting
, and shall be to this effect —

These are fa give notice that on the day of

the Council and Olheera of the KoiAii SocrFTi are to he elected

Jot the year ensuing^ at tohich Eleitum your picsence is ex*

peciedt at of the clock the precisely

III Tho Council for the ensuing year, out of which shall bo chosen

the President, Treasurer, Principal Secretaries, and Foreign Secretary

»

shall consist of eleven Membors of the existing Council, and of ten

Fellows who are not Members of the existing Council

TV* The President and Council shall, previous to the Anniversaiy

Meeting, nominate, by ballot, eleven Members of the existing Coun-

cil, and also ten Fellows, not Members of the existing Council,

whom they recommend to tho Society for Eloction into the Council

for the ensuing year The President and Council shall, also, m like

manner, nominate by ballot, out of the proposed Council, the persons

whom they recommend to the Society for eleotion to the offices of

President, Treasurer, Principal Secretaries, and Foreign Secretary

for the ensuing year

y At the ordinary meeting of the Society preceding tho Anni-

versary Meeting, the names of such porsons so recommended for

Election as Council and Officers for tho ensuing year shall be announced

from the Chair

Yl Lists, with the names of the Fellows recommended by the

President and Council, and having a blank column opposite for such

alterations as any Fellow may wish to make, shall be prepared for

the use of the Fellows, one week befoi*e the day of election

VII Two Scrutators shall be nominated by the President, with

the approbation of the Society, to assist the Secretaries m examimtig

the lists,

Vni Each Fellow voting, shall deliver his list to one of the

Secretaries or Sorutators , and the name of each Fellow who shall so

deliver m his list shall be noted by one of the Secretaries,

IX. The Scrutators, after oxamming the lists with the Seoretanes,

shall report to the Society the names of those having the majority of

votes for composing the Gounoil, and filling the offices of Pi*eBident,

TreMurer, Principal Secretanes, and Foreign Seoi^tary; the names

of which persons shall then be announced from the Chahr,
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X For eleoUng any^Member o€ the Ooanmlf or anj Offioer to be

elected by the Society, upon such Tacancies as shall happen lu the

intervals of the Anniversary Elections, the summons for such Elec-

tion, and the proceedings in it, shall be after the same manner as is

directed for the Anniversary Election

XI Upon any vacancy of the President's place, occurring in the

intervals of the Anniversary Elections, the Treasnrer, or, in his

abseuco, one of the Secretaries, shall cause the Council to be sum-
moned for the Election of a new President and the Council meeting

thereupon in the usual place, or any eleven or more of them, shall

proceed to the said Election, and not sc]>arate until the major part of

thorn shall have agreed upon a new President

CHAPTER VII

Of the ^TLudeitii

I The: business of the Presideiit shall bo to preside at all the

meetings, and regulate all the debates, of the Society, Council, and

Committees
, to state and pat questions both in the affirmative and

negative, according to the sense and intention of the meetings
,
to call

for reports and accounts from Committees, and others, to check

irregularities, and to keep all persons to order, to summon all

Meetings of the Council, and Committee of Papers ; and to exeonte,

or see to the execution of, the Statutes of the Society

II The Pi'esident shall take precedence of every Fellow of the

Society, at their ordinary place of meeting
,
and also in all other

places, where any number of the Fellows meet as a Society, Council,

or Committee

III In the absence of the President, one of the Vice-Presidents

shall act as his deputy, and may do, in the absence of the President,

the same acts as the President himself could do if present

CHAPTER VIII

Of the Treasurer and h%9 AccomU^

I Tsb Treasurer, or some parson appointed by him, shall reoeive

for the use of the Society, all sums of money due or payaUe to the

Society
,
and shall pay and disburse all sums due from or payable by

the Society
; and shall keep partsoular Accounts of all suoh receipts

and payments
II Every sum of money payable on aooonnt of the Socieiy,

exoeedmg Ten Pounds, idiall be paid only by order the Conn^

,

but payments for rates or taxes, to any amount, may be made by
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the Treasurer, in^ithout any specifio order of ihe Council for that

purpose

III All sums of money, which there shall not be present occasion

fou expending, or otherwise disposing of to the use of the Society,

shall be laid out m such Government or other securities as shall be
ajiproved of and directed by the Council

IV The Treasurer shall keep a yearly account of all such Fellows

of the Society as pay the sum appointed as the composition ni lieu of

annual paymentK, and also of those who make the annual payments
and in this account shall bo noted iho times up to which the annual

payments have been made, and the arrears due from each Fellow

y The Treasurer shall also keep a book of Cbequo lloceipts for

annual payments, to be filled up with the name of the Fellow paying,

the sum paid, and the time foi which payment is mode
, these

Receipts to be signed by the Tieasurer, or by the Assistant Secretary

receiving the money on the Treasurer’s behalf, who, upon the dohveiy

of the lieccipt to the Fellow paying, is to enter upon tliat part of the

Cheque which is loft in the Book, tho above particulars, and also the

day of pa) ment
VI The TroaMuror shall demand, oi cause to bo demanded, all

arrears of annual payments, as soon as convenient after tbo first

day of May
VII The Accounts of the Treasurer shall be audited annually, a

short time preceding the Anniversary Elections, by a Committee

consisting of three Members of the Council, of whom the President or

one of tho Secretaiies to be one , and of three Fellows of the Society

not Members of tho Council, who are to be nominated by the Presi

dent, with the consent of tho major part of the Fellows present, given

by ballot at one of the three next preceding weekly meetings
,
any

one or more of the said three Members of the Council, together with

any one or more of the said throe Fellows, shall be a Quorum of the

said Committee , the Members of tho said Committee who are of the

Oounoil shall make their Report to the Council held next after such

audit, on or before the Anniversary Election, and the Members

of tho said Committee who are not of the Counuii shall make their

Report to the Society, upon the Meeting next before tho Anniversary

Election, or on the day of tho said Election

VIII. The Treasurer shall have the charge of the Title Deeds of

the Society's Estates, the Pohcies of Insurance, and Securities.

IX As soon after the Audit as may be, and before the Anniver*

saiy M'eotmg, the Treasurer shall cause on abstract of the Society's

Accontits of the preceding year to be printed for the use of

Fellows.
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CHAPTEB IX

Of the Secretaries

I Thf Secretttn^B, or one of them, shall liavo mspeotion over the

Assistant Secretary ,
and shall give the Orders and Directions oon-

oemmg the entering and writing of all minnteB or matters m the

Journal-books of the Society or Conned, or any other Books of the

Society , and also concerning any orders or other writings for the use

and service of the Society

II The Secretaries, or one of them, shall attend all meetings of

the Society, Conned, and Committee of Papal'S, whore, when the

President has taken the Chair, one of the Secretanos shall read the

minotcB, orders, and entries of the preceding meeting, and shall

eftorwards take minutes of the business and orders of the present

meeting, to be entered by the Assistant Secretary in the respective

books to which they relate

III At the meetings of the Society, Lists of the Presents made
from time to time to the Society shall be laid on the Table, by one of

the Secretaries, for the mspeotion of the Follows
, and the Thanks of

the Society to the Donors shall bo proposed from the Chair previously

to the reading of the first Paper One of the Secretanos shall give

notice of any Candidate who stands proposed for election into the

Society at that meeting , and the Secretaries shall read Letters and

Papers presented to the Society, in such manner as tho President shall

direct

IV The Secretaries shall draw up all letters to be written to any

persons in the name of the Society or Council (to be read and
approved of in some meeting of either i*eBpectively), except, for some
particular cause or consideration, some other person be appointed by
the Society or Council to draw up any such letter They shall like-

wise have the charge (under the direction of the Committee of Papers)

of printing the Philosophieal TransacHonSf the Froct^eiings^ and other

publications of the Society

V The letters relating to the bustness of the Society, received

dunng each Session, shall be arranged and kept in the apartments

of tho Society

VI The duty of the Secretary for Foreign Correspondence shall

be to receive and answer all letters from foreign parts relating to the

business of the Society, to return thanks for Presents from Foreigners

made to the Society, and to forward to persona elected Foreign Hem**
hers the Diplomas certifying their election into tij^e Society,
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CHAPTER X.

Of the Assiitant Secretary

I Tr{i< person who nholl be choBen to the ofSoo of Assistant

Secretary, shall either not be a Fellow of the Society, or, if a Fellow,

shall ceaso to bo so, upon his election to and acceptance of that ofQce

II The appointment of a person to the oHico of Assistant Seore*

tury shall bo by the Conucil, to whom the Officer so appointed shall

give secniity, at the discretion of the Council, and he shall roside in

the Society’s House
III The A^mistant Secietary shall be paid for his services,

according to the determiuation of Hio Council , and shall not, besides

such payments, receive any perquisite or profit wliatsoever without

the ezpiesB permission of the President and Council Ho shall bo

subject to such Rules and Orders as shall from time to time be made
or given by the President and Council, and ho shall constantly

be in attendance during ail meetings of the Society, Council, and

Committees

IV Ho shall entoi all the Minutes in the several Journal-books,

and make an Index to every sneh book ho shall lay before every

Council their fair Mmnte^book and before every Committee of

Papers the Society’s Journal-book, to show that the several entries

are fairly made and he shall have the care of the writmg of all

Sammoiises of the Society, Connoil, and Committees

V He shall, under the direction of the Secretaries, have the

charge and custody of the Charter-book, Statute-book, Journal-books

of the Society and Council, Register-books, and Letter-books, as also

of all Papers and writings belonging to the Society
, all which shall

bo kept in the Honso of the Society, that they may be in readiness to

be produced at any meetings of the Society or Council, as the case

may require, or as shall be ordered by the Society, Council, or

President

VT He shall not suffer any person, not being a Fellow of the

Society, to read any Journal-book, Record, or Writing, or any part

thereof, belonging to the Society, noi give any copy thereof, nor

in any way communicate anything contained therein, to any such

person.

VII Ho shall follow the diredaons which may bo given him from

time to time by the Treasurer in respect of that part of his duties

which relates to the Accounts or Gash Transactions of the Society

He shall enter in a Book, to be provided by the Treasuier, all such

sums as he may receive on account of the Society at the instant of

teceiTing such snms ;
and for these sums, so entered by bun, he shall

ho answerable, until he shall have paid thorn to the Treasurer,
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yin He shall attend the Libraiy at such hoars as shall be

appointed for him for the aooommodation of such Fellows of the

Society as shall oomo to read the printed books or manasonpts>

and of any other person who shall be introduced by a Fellow, either

I^ersonally or by letter

IX He shall mark, with the stamp of the Society, all books

accepted or bought by the Society

CHAPTER XI

Of the MeehngH of the Society

I Ths Session of the Society shall commence on the thud

Thursday m November, and end on the third Thursday in June

II The ordinaly footings of the Society shall be on Thursdays

weekly (excepting Chiistmas, Passion, Easter, aud Whilsun weeks,

and such other weeks at Christmas and Easter, in each year, as the

Council may in the pi^eccding year determine, and also Ascension

Day), and shall begin at half*past Four o'clock in the Afternoon

precisely

III No stranger shall be permitted to be present during the

Meeting, unless by invitation of the President, or by his leave or

order upon the recommendation of some Fellow

IV The business of the Societym their ordinary Meetings shall be

to order, take account, consider, and discourse of philosophical expon*

monts aud observations, to lead, hear, and discourse upon letters,

reports, and other papers, contammg philosophical matters
,
as also

to view, and discourse upon, rarities of nature and art and there-

upon to consider, what may be deduced from them, or any of them

,

and how far they, or any of them, may be improved for use or

discovery *

V No letter, report, or other paper shall bo read at any ordinary

Meeting unless it be communicated by a Fellow or Foreign Member,
and it shall bo the duty of each Follow or Foreign Member to satisfy

himself that any letter, report, or other paper which ho may com-

municate, IB suitable to be read before the Society.

VI The President shall determine for each Meeting the com-

munications which arc to be read, and the order in which they are to

be taken Every communication duly received shall, unless other-

wise determined by the Committee of Papers, as provided m
Statute I of Chapter XIII , be read by one of the Secretanes, either

m whole or in part, the title being considered a part, at some oon«

veniont ordinary Meeting of tbe Society, the President having power

to invite the author of any oommunication to give an oral exposi-

• This 1* the wording of the Statute as given in the Statutes of 1BS8.
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tion m place of ibe veading of the communication by one of the

Socretaries

VII At the ordinary Mootinge nothing relating to the StatuteB or

management of the Society Khali be brought forward or discussed

VII r The Anniversary Meeting for the election of tlie Council

and Officers, and the Annual Meeting for the election of Fellows,

shall take place at an houi to bo detormiiied by the Council

CTIArTER XU

Of special General Meetings of the iSocte^

I The President oi Council ina}'’ at any timo call a Special

General Meeting of the Society when it may appear to them to be

neoessarj'^

II Any SIX Fellows may, by notice in writing, signed by them,

and delivered to one of the Seoreinrios at an ordinary Meeting of the

Society, require a Special General Meeiiog of the Society to bo con-

vened, for the purpose of considering and determining on the matters

specified in such lequisiiion, and the Council shall, within one week
after such requisition shall have been so delivered, appoint a day for

a Special General Mooting accordingly

III One week’s notice of any Special General Meeting shall be

given to each Follow resident in the United Kingdom, and such

notice shall state the object of such Mooting

IV At such Meeting no business shall bo brought forwaid except

what shall have been so notified

CHAPTER XIII

Of the Publication of Papers

I The Members of the Council for the time being, shall consti-

tute and be a standing Committee, to be called ** The Committee of

Papers,’’ to wboiu the consideration of the Publication of all Papers

which have been oomraunioated to the Society at their weekly meet-

ings, shall from tune to time bo refem*ed, and who, in the case of any

paper which, though duly received, shall be submitted by the Presi-

dent for their oonsidoration, shall decide whether it shall be read

or no.

II, The Committee of Papers shall meet at such times as shall he

appomted by the President ,
due and sufficient notice of such meeting

himng been previously sent to every Member of the Committee The
meetings ahhll be of two kinds ordinary meetings, at which any
business relating to the publication of papers may be transacted, and
rou h 2 u
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intenm xoeetixtgs hel^ between ordinarj meetings, at wbioh only

snoh business, relating to the publication of papers, as in the opinion

of the President is not likely to give rise to difference of opinion, shall

be transacted ,
and the summons to each meeting shall state whether

the meeting is to be an ordinary meeting, or an mtoiim meeting

III At an ordinary meeting no less number than seven of the

Members of the said Committee (of which number the President,

or in hiB absence a Vice-President, shall always be one) shall bo a

Quotum

f

capable of acting m relation to the said Papeis At an

intenm meeting any five of the Mombers of the said Corurnittee shall

be a Quorum The minutes of an intenm meeting shall bo read for

confirmation at the next ordinary meeting, and the miuutos of an

ordinary meeting shall be road for confirmation at the next ordinal}

meeting, not at any intenm meeting which may intervene

IV The majQiity of the said Coramittec, present at any meeting

thereof, shall decide with rogai*d to any paper commonicatod to the

Society, whether it shall be pnblishod in part or m whole in the

Phihsophwal Tranaaottons or m the Prooeeihnga of the Society, and

shall determine what parts, if any and not the whole, shall be so

published They shall further have power to require as a condition

of publication such modifications of the text or of the illustrations as

may seem to them desirable

V In the case of a paper communicated to the Society, in refei -

enoe to which the Follow (or Foreign Member) communicating it,

has expressed the wish that it may be published m the PhUoaophical

PranaacHontfi the Committee of Papers, by a majority of those present,

shall refer such a paper to at least two persons who ai*e knowing and

well skilled in the particular branch of Science to which the said

paper relates, and who shall separately report in writing (or if one or

botli of thorn happen to be for the time being Members of tho said

Committee, he or they may report orally) their opinion of the said

paper, and m particular as to its fitness to appear in the Philosophical

Tranaactiona Such icports of refei ees shall be considered as con-

fidential communications

In the case of a paperm reference to which no such wish has been

expressed by the Fellow or Foreign Member communicating it, the

Committee of Papers shall have power to refer m like manner the

communication, or not, as they shall sec fit

VI The deciBions of the Committee of Papers shall be determined

by tho majority of votes of those present and voting, and the voting

shall bo open, unless tho Presuiont shall direct that tho voting shall

be by ballot In case of an equality of votes, the President shall have
a second or casting vote

The decisions of the Committee shall be duly entered in tbe

Minute-book of tho Committee
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YII. Onoe, at leasts in everj year, a proper portion of the Papers
which have been communioat^ to the Sooiefy, and bo ordered for

publication by the Committee of Papers, shall bo printed under the

name and title of Philosophical UVamactions of the Boya! Society of
London

,
and from time to time a proper portion of the papers which

have been communicated to the Society and which have been ordered

for publication by the Committee of Papers, but not m tlie Philo*

sophical Transactions, shall be printed, together with such othor

matter as the Council may direct, under the name and title of

pTOceedinqs of the Rtyyfil Soaety of London The time and manner of

printing the Philosophical Transactions and Proceedings shall be fixed

and detei mined by the Conucil, as occasion shall require A num 1>er

of the copies of the Philosophical Transathims and of the Proceedings

80 punted, sufficient to supply the Follows of the Society, shall be

delivered to the Assisl/unt Seci'etary, who shall enter m a book, to be

provided for that purpose, the number of copies recoi vod by him, for

which he shall be accountable to the Council for the time being

VIII The PJiihsophic-al Transactions and Proceedings shall be

printed at the solo charge, and for the use and benefit, of the Society,

and of the Fellows thei^of
,
to the intent that each of the present

Fellows, who actually contributes and pays towards the support of

the Society, or who has compounded for such oontnbotion, according

to the rulen and orders established in relation thereto, or who has for

other particular leasons been exonerated and discharged from such

contnbution by order of the Council, may receive, gratia (but under

proper limitations and restrictions), one copy of such of the Phih*

8op^^oa{ TVansoo^tons and of the Proceedings as shall be printed ae

aforesaid, and that all persons who shall bereaffcer be admitted

Follows shall, under the same conditions, receive, and be entitled to,

the like benefit and advantage

IX The Assistant Secietary shall deliver, graJUs, one of the said

oopios of the TrasisactMns to every Fellow of the Society (except as

hereinafter excepted) who shall demand the same, either in person,

or by letter*

Provided always, that no Fellow whatsoever of the Society shall be

entitled to demand or receive any such copy of the Transactione,

whose election and payment of Admission fees and regular Contribu-

tions shall not liave preceded the date of the time appointed for the

dehveiy of the said Transactions , neither shall the Executor of any
deceased Fellow receive a copy of the Transa^ckons published after the

death of such Follow

Provided also, that no Fellow of the Society shall receive, or be

entitled to receive, gratis, any copy or copies of the Transactions, so

printed as aforesaid, after five years shall have elapsed from the time

of the Assistant Secretaiy's having begun to deliver out such copies
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respeotivelj
; bat hia aegleotusg to demand them fgr so long a hme

shall be deemed a forfeitnxe and derehotion of his right thereto

'

unlesB the Conncil for the time being, upon being made acquainted

with the reason of such delay, and having regard to the circamstances

of the application, and the amount of stock in hand, shall order such

copies as they may think fit to be so delivered

X The Assistant Secretary sliaii further cause to be distributed,

gtdtXB, to all the Fellows of the Society, by post or otberwiso, copies of

the Proceedings, as soon as may be convenient after their appearance

XI If the number of copies of Transaettons and Proceedings so to

be printed shall be greater than what will be reqnisito to supply each

of the Fellows with one copy, such supemumorary copies shall bo

disposed of at such times, and in such mannei, as the Council shall

direct

CHAPTER XIV

Qf the Boohs and Papers of the Society

I Thebb shall be had and kept a Book, called the Oharter*hooh,

whorom shall be fairly written the copy of the Charters, all the Royal

Grants on behalf of the Society, and the Obligation to be snbscnl^d

by the Follows of the Society m their own hand-wntmg
II There shall be kept a Book, called the Statule-hoolf wherein

shall be fairly written, or printed, all the Laws, Statutes, and Consti-

tutions made, or to be made, concerning tbe government and regulating

of the Society or Council
,
and also a Register of the Fellows of the

Society, with the times of their Election and Admission

III There shall be kept JournaUhooks of the Society, and also of

the Council, wherein shall be entered all the minutes, orders, and

busmesB of the Society and Council at their respective meetings , to

which Journal-books any Fellow may have access at such tunes as tbe

Library is open

IV A Book shall be kept, m which the title of each communication

received, the date of its reception at the apartments of the Society,

and the name of the Fellow or Foreign Member who commumcatea it,

shall be duly entered in the order of its reception

V The original copy of every Paper received at the Society shall

be considered the property of the Society, if there be no previous

engagement with its author to the contrary, but any aut^r may
withdraw a paper which has been received but not read ; or may, by
leave of the Council, have a copy of his paper , end it shall bo lu the

power of the Council, if they think fit, to return to any author such

drawings or other illustrations accompanying any paper communicated
by him or on his behalf, which he may ask in writing to be returned

to bxm
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VI All the Papers not nvithdrawn by leave of the Goanoil, and
read to the Society, shall be delivered to the Committee of Papers

,

and all Papers which have not been printed in Uie Trmieactiona or

Proceedings shall be preserved in the archives of the Society for future

inspection
, and shall never be lent out of the Society's House without

Ordei of the Council

VII The Libraiy shall be open to the Follows every week-day
(exclusive of Good Friday and Easter-eve, of Easter week, of a week
at Whitsuntide, and of a week at Christmas), from 11 a m to 6 p m.,

except on Saturdays, when it shall he open from Eleven in the morning
to One lu the afternoon

,
but during the months of August and

September it shall bo closed on week-days, other than Saturdays, at

4 pm
yIII Any Fellow may have the loan of any of the printed Books

of the Society, excepting such as the Council shall order not to bo

taken out of the Library , but he shall not bo aJlowod to have m his

possession more than ton volumes at a time The loan of Manuscripts

IS exclusively vested in the President and Council

IX A List of all Books and Manuscripts borrowed from the

Library of the Royal Society, and of the Fellows of the Society to

whom they are lent, shall be kept in the Libraiy

X All Books whatsoever belonging to the Society shall be returned

at a time to be specified by the Council, m each year , and the Library

shall be closed for one month after such tune, or for such shorter

periods as the Council may direct

XI The value of such Books in the possession of any Fellow as

ore not returned to the Library pursuant to the preceding Statute,

shall be required to be paid by the person who has so detained them

CHAPTER XV,

Of the CoTtmon Seal md Deeds

I Ths Common Seal of the Society shall be kept m a box, the

key of which shall be kept in a sealed packet When the Common
Seal has to be used, this packet shall be opened by the President m
Council

, and at the Council meeting at which it is bo opened, the

Common Seal having been replaced in the box, and the box looked,

the key shall again bo enclosed m a packet, which shall be sealed by
the President with his private seel The box and scaled packet ahsU

be kepft at the Society’s chambers in an iron safe

II Every Deed or writing, to which the Common Seal is to be

affixed, fball be passed and sealed in Council.
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OHAPTIB XVL

Of the Besiraint of Dividends to Fellows

Tub Societj Bhall not, and bj its Laws may not, make any Divi-

df nd. Gift, Division, or Bonus in Money unto or between any of its

Members

CHAPTER XVII

Of the Making and Bepeahnq of Laws

I For the making of any Law or Statute of the Royal Society^

the draught thereof shall be read in Council, and put to the vote, ou

two several days of their meeting Tho first day the question to be

resolved by vote shall bo to this effect, viz
,

Whether the draught of

the said Statute, then agreed upon, shaU be reed at another meeting?
’*

The second day the question shall be to this effect, viz , Who^er
the draught of the said Statute, then agreed upon, shall pass for h

Law, or not ?
’•

II For tho repealing of any Law or Statute, or any part thereof,

the Repeal shall be proposed and voted in Council on two several days

of thoir meeting The first day the question to be resolved by Ballot

shall be to this effect, viz
,

Whether tho Repeal of such a Statute,

or such part thereof, shall be proposed at another meeting ? The

second day the question shall be to this effect, viz ,

** Whether such a

Statute, or such port thereof, shall be repealed or not ?
*' And in

case the said Repeal be agreed unto, the same shall }>e recorded in

the Journal-book of the Council, and the Statute, or part of the

Statute, repealed, shall be cancelled m tho Statute-book

TBS KND.
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i NOTE ON TILE HISTORY OP THE STATUTES OP THE
SOOIKTY.

By M Fo8tk», M a , M D , LL D., Skniok bEORETAitr.

Tlie foUoAMug note was drawn up for the use of the Council of

the Society while preparing the foregoing xevisod edition of the

btututes —
The Fik8t Staiutes

Ann 1603
second Charter, amending the first granted in 16(12,

having been granted April 22nd, 1663, the Statutes were

drawn up in that year A copy of thaso is published ui Weld’s
“ History of the Royal Society/*

The SiATtiTES hiom 1663 to 1752

Dmng thc» succeeding ninety ycais i hanges were from time to tune

made m tlio Statutes , but no new version of the Statutes appears to

have been drawn up until the year 1752 *

“ The laws of the Royal Society, like those of other communities,

were altered from time to time, until they appeared snffiuent to

embrace every contingency that might occur, while they held their

meetings ui Gresham College, vi hich they continued to do foi near the

space of fifty years But the arrangement of the Society’s affairs

liemg somewhat alterad upon possessing a house of then own, it

became necessary to make different establishments m many particulars

and to alter and augment some of their Statutes However, the

greater part of them was still left m the original form, suited to the

Situation of the Society at Gresham College ”—(Preface to Statutes,

Edition of 1776«)

Between 16GS and 1752, the following seem to have been the most

important changes.

The Eleoiton of Fellows.

1668
onginal Statutes, Cap. VI., the Election and

Admission of Fellows,” Sea 1 provides that candidates

be propounded at one meeting, and put to the vote at some other

* The BmithHueeum (xmUiiM a imsU Syo edition, dated 178S, but thxi appeore

to be a Vefbatin oopy of the Statotef of 1668, except that Cap. VI, See. 7, beg^
with the wordf The admiinon of/* inetead of ” The election and admieeion oL"
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meeting at which tweatj-oue Fellows (as prescribed by Charter) are

present, but that erery one of his Majesty’s subjects having the title

aud place of Baron, or any higher title and place, and every one of hm
Majesty’s Pi ivy Council, may be piopounded and put to tlie vote the

same day Aud Sec 3 of the same chapter provides that the name

of every person propounded as a Candidate, together with the name of

the Fellow proposing, shall be entered in the Journal-book,” by

which it appears that ‘^propounding ” by one Follow was suftcieut*

Ann. 1688
bowcwer, the toilowiag was projx>aed on August 2,

and pabsed on August 5 —
“ The Statute for Election of Fellows having by long Expi^nence

been found insufiicient for bringing m persons qualifyed for the ends

of the Institution of the Royal Sciciety, few baJlotting m the negative

and presuming the person to bo well known to the Member that Pro-

posoth the Candidate, it is thought requisite by the Couucoll to prO|x)6e

this Statute following,

—

“ Every person that would propose a Candidate shall first give in his

Name to some of the Councell, that so m the next Councell it may be

discoursed vtvd voce whetlier the person is known to be so qualified

as m probability to be usefull to the Society And if the Councell

return no other Answer but that they desin^ further time to be

acquainted with the gentleman proposed, the Proposer is to take that

for an Answer And if they are well assured that the Candidate may
be usefull to the Society then the Candidate shall be proposed at the

next meeting of the Society and ballotted according to the Statute in

that behalf, and shall immediately sign the usual Bond and pay his

admission mony upon his Admission.”

(Neither the Statutes of 1663, nor the Edition of 1752, make any

mention of the Bond for the payment of the ooutributiou ;
” the words

first occur in the Edition of 1776, but the actual Bonds preserved m the

Archives of the Society date from January 1, 1674, onwards.)

1
In 1727 (January 9th) the following Statute was passed,

that of 1682 being apparently repealed
» Every Person to be Elected Fellow of the Society shall first at a

Meeting of the Society be propounded as a Candidate to be approved

by the Council, and shall recommended by three members, one of

which at least shall be a member of the Council, and one of them shall

at the same Time mention aud specify the qualifications of the said

Candidate. Andafterwaids such Peison shall at another meeting of

the Society (whereat there shall be a competent Number for making
Elections) be refered back from the Council if approved, and shall then

be propounded and put to the Vote for Eleotion, &vuig and £xce|tag
that It shall be free for every one of his Bfajesties Subjects who is a

Peer or the Son of a Peer of Great Britain or Ireland, and for every
one of lua Majesties Pnvy Council of either of the said kingdoms to
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be propounded by any single Person and to be put to the Vote for

Election on the same l3ay, there bemg present a competout Number for

making Elections’'

Ann 1730
however, was in turn, veiy soon, vi«, in 1730,

(hanged to the following form, all mention of Council

being omitted from the Statute —
“ X Every person to be elected a Fellow of the Koyal Society, shall

be pi^ipounded and rec(imm(5udod at a meeting of the Society by three

or more Members , who shall then deliver to one of the Secretaries a

paper, signed by themselves with their own names, specifying the name,
addition, profession, occupation, and chief ipialifications

,
the inventions,

discoveries, works, writings, or other productions of the candidate for

Election , as also notifying the usual place of Ins habitation*

“A fair copy of winch papei, with the date of the day when
delivered, shall be d\(^d up in the common meeting room of the

Society at ten several ordinaly meetings, before the said candidate shall

be put to the ballot Saving and ex(3eptiug, that it shall be free for

every one of his Majesty’s subjects, who is a Peei or the Son of a

Peer of Great Britain or Ireland, and foi every one ot hm Majesty's

Privy council of either of the said Kingdoms, and for every foreign

Prmce or Ambassador, to be propounded by any single person, and

to be put to the ballot for Election on tlie same day, th(>r6 being present

a competent number for making Elections
”

It appears m this form in tho Edition of 1752 as Sec. 10 of Gap VI

The Ainnasion of Fellows

Aon. 1737 In 1727, also on January 9th, the two following Statutes

were enacted —
“IL Every Person who is a Foreigner and every one of his

Majesties Subjects whose habitation or usual place of resideiioe is at

more than forty miles distance from London, shall be and bo deemed

as a Fellow of the Society immediately after ho shall be Elected, and
shall be registered m the Journal Book of the Society as such Provided

always, that no such person shall have hberty to Vote at any Election

or meeting of the Society before he shall be qualified pursuant to the

Statutes. And if he shall neglect so to qualify himsdf the first time

he comes to London when he may be present at a meeting of the

Society and can be admitted , his Eloction shall be declared Void, and
his Name shall be cancelled m the Register.

** IIL No Person shall be Proposed, Elected, or Admitted a Fellow

of the Society upon St Andrew's Day or the Day of the Anniversaiy

meeting for Electing the Council and Officers.”

Theee appear m the Edition of 1752 as Secs. 8 and 9 respectitely

of Cap. VI.
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As far, then, as tha election and admission of Fellows aie cQQoerned,

no new Statutes were enacted in 1752, the Edition of that year

simply adds to the Statutes of 1663 the two enacted lu 1727 and the

one enacted in 1780.

The Election of Council and Officer e

1063
original Statutes, Cap VII, “Of the Election of

the Council and Officer*^” makes arrangciments that the

eleven members of the existing Council who an* to lx» coutmned

should first be det(M mined, after that the ten now members, and finally

the offioers. The Statutes of 1 752, repioduce the chaptei in its original

1786
spctioiis, with the addition of Sec, 13, enacted

in 1735, which proMclcs that m ordei to lessen the

tediousness of the election, Fellows maj give m at the mme time

three lists—(1) of 11 old Members of Council to continue. (2) of

10 new Members, (3) of Officers

The Phtloeophtca! TransaoUom

But the most important changes introduced m 1752, those which

probably led to the issue of the new version of the Statutes mthat year,

Ann 1603
^ Philosophical Transactions In the old Statutes,

Cap XIIL, “Of the Printer to the Society,*' provides for

the priutmg and binding of books, catalogues, and huch other things

by order of the Society or Council , there are no othoi provisions as

Ana 1666
publications The Philosophical Transactions weie

begun in 1665 ; but up to the 46th volume inclusive, pub-

lished in 1749-50, “ the printing of them was always, from time to

time, the single act of the respective Secretaries” (Adv to Philosophical

Transactions, vol. 47), though with rogard to the first number the

Council (Minutes, March 1, 1664) ordered “that the Philosophical

Transactions, to be composed by Mr Oldenbuig, be printed the first

Munday of every month, if he have sufficient matter for it, and that

that Tract be licensed by the Council of the Society, being first reviewed

by some of the Members of the same. And that the President be

desired, now to Licence the first papers thereof, being written m four

sheets in folio, to be printed by John Martyn and James Allestree/*

and this practice of licensing was contmued with reference U>

those papers read before the Society which were pubhshed in the

Transactions

Ann.i7fiQ.
** determined to place the Philo8<q>hical

< Transaettons directly m the bands of the Oouncil, and the

Edition of the Statutes of 1752, while leaving Cap. XIIL intact^

adds the following two new chapters, enacted March 26iii of tiiat

year*—
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Cap. XX. Of the selecting of Papers laid before the Society, in

order for Publication,” establishes and lays down regulations for the

^'Cozomittee of Papera” Tliese regulations are alm<ist verbatim the

same as Secs. 1 to 4 of Cap XIII , “Of the Publication of Papers,” of

the Statutes in foi ce at the present time, except that the Quorum of

the Committee of Papers is five, not seven, and a provision is contamed
that no entry in the Minute-book of the ('omraitteo is to be made
of Papers “ thought improper to be laid liefore the public

”

In the Statute in its original form the Committee “ shall be at liberty

to call in to their assistance any other members of the Society

who are knowing and well skilled in any jiatiicalar bianch of Science

that shall happen to be the subjc^t-niattei of any paper which shall

be then to come under then deliberation,” and almost the same words

ore retained m the Statutes at present in foice The custom of the

Committee is now, and foi a long time has been, to “ call m to their

assistance” two oi more Fellows, by asking for written lepoits, and

such Fellows so assisting ate geneially spoken of as “ referees ” The
earliest mention which has been found in the Sricioty*s rf^cords of a

Ann I 80
“referred” is on May 4^3th, 1780, when a

^
paper by Mr Ludlow was “referred” to Mr Cavendish

and Dr. Iluttoii There does not appear to be a similar record until

March 2Jst, 1831, when a papei by Piof Davy vos
referred to Mr Faiaday By 1832, however, tl.ie piactioe

of leferring papers seems to have become very common For some
time the name of the person (oi persons) to whom the paper was referred

IS stated in the Minutes of the Committee of Papei s, and in all these

cases, including those just mentfonod, the persons in question were

members of the then Council Very soon, however, the name was
omitted, the entry being simply “ referred ” There seems to be no

means of ascertamiiig when “referees” outside tlie Council were

first had recourse to, or when the practice of wiitten repoi-ts firet

began.

Cap. XXI. “Of the Manner of Publication of the Papers laid before

the Sixnety, and defraying the fixpences thereof,” provides for the print-

ing and distribution of the Philosophical Transactions, and is to a large

extent, even in its very words, the same as Secs. 5 to of Cap. XIH.
of the Statutes at present in force, the word “ Clerk ” being used where

**As6istant Secretary” is now used.

Payments hy Fellows*

lu order to defray the additional expenses thus meurred by the publi-

cation and gratis distribution to the Fellows of the Philosophical

Transaottons, the “ admission-money” is by Sec 2 of Oap. XXI. raised

from two guineas to five guineas. In Cap. III. of the Statutes of 1568,
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IS fixed at forty shillings, and indeed, m the Edition of 1752, the

same sum of forty shillings is retained in this Chapter, the error

apparently escaping notice The change from forty sbilhngs to forty-

two shillings (two guineas) seems to have taken place at some tune in

the interval.

The Statltes from 1752 lO 1776

In 1774 and 1775, the Council were engaged m considering the

Statutes, and in 1776 published a now Edition, containing several

important changes An interesting preface to this Edition (fi*om which

a quotation is given above), explains that m spite of large changes m
the practices of the Society, the Statutes had been kept as far as

possible in their original form, and, indeed, the Statutes of 1752 differ

Wn those of 1663 chiefly m the additions described above. In 1776,

however, the Council determined to bring the Statutes into more strict

conformity with the practice of the Society, and in cxiusequenoe the

Edition of 1776 differs widely from the two earlier versions

Five whole chapters are omitted, viz , V,—Of Expenmonts, and the

Peporta thereof, XI, Of Curators by Office, XIIT, Of the Prmter

to the Soaety , XIV, Of Operators to the Society , XVII, Of Benefactors

,

the 21 chapters of 1752 being thus reduced to 16. The preface

explains how the changes m the Society liad long rendered these

Statutes unnecessary

The order of the several chapters is largely altered, the now arrange-

ment adopted being that which has on the whole been followed m
subsequent editions, and is still mamtamed

Thu Elecium of Fellowa.

The regulations for the election of Fellows remam on the
^

whole 1^6 same, save that it is precisely stated that twenty-

one IB ^'the competent number” for makuig an election, a majority

of two-thirds being necessary, and m the Statute relating to what
we now call the “ privileged class,*' the words “ Foreign IVince or

Ambassador” are replaced by the words “Foreign Sovereign Pnnee,

or the son of a Sovereign Prmce, or an Ambassador to the Court of

Great Britain.”

Composition Fee,

hi the Edition of 1752, as stated above, no mention is made of

any “bond** or “composition fee,” but m the next year, 1758

Ana. 17M
Statute, Cap. VL, Sec. 8, oouoeming Feureigu*'

* ers and persona residing more than forty miles from Ijondcmi

was repealed, and tiie foibwmg substituted
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That no one of his Majesties subjects^ or any other person

residing in his Majesties DommiuuB, who shall be elected a Fellow

of the Society, shall be deemed an actual Fellow thereof, noi shall

the name of any snch i>erBon be lU^gistered in the Journal Book, or

printed m the List of Fellows of the Society, until such Person shall

have paid his admission Foe, and given the usual Bond, or paid the Sum
of Twenty-one pounds for tho use of the Society in lieu of contribu-

tions But that upon hu( h payment or giving Rond as aforesaid, it

shall be lawful for the Society to give leave for the name of any such

jiersoti so elected as aforesaid to bo entered in the Journal Book, and

printed in tho list of Fellows of the Soci(»ty Provided always that

no such person shall have liberty to Vote at any Election or Meeting

of the Skicioty, before he shall be duly admitted a Fellow thereof

pursuant to the former Statute
”

This IS the first time that the Statutes contain any reference to a

eonipoBition fee

In 17CG (Doeoniber 11) a Statute was passed increasing
Ann 1766 composition fee fpim twenty to twenty-six guineas

,

and tho Statute of 1753 just quoted le-nppears, with some slight

changes, lu the Edition of 1776 as Sec 8 of Cap I , the ‘‘sum of twenty-

one pounds*’ being altered into *Hhe sum appointed,” and this the

Chapter on payments by Fellows states to be tweut>-six gumeas*

Foreign Members

The Statutes of 1776 contain, what the Statutes of 1752 and 1663

do not, spcicial regulations foi Fellows « residing ui foreign parts and

not subjects of the Bntish Dominions ”

So early as 1664 (Ap. 18) a Statute was panned providing
Ann. 1664 persons “ residing in Forraigne parts,” who are elected

Aim, 1716 Fellows, should not pay fees ; in 1716 a leferenoe occurs to

at,«, 1787, Foreigners who are Fellows, and in 1737 a resolution of

Council (which did not become a Statute) proposed that Foreigners

resident in Loudon might be on the Home List if they paid coutiibutions.

It would appear, therefore, in spite of no mention of tho matter being

made m 1752, that, from an early penod, a distinction was made

between Fellows who were Foreigners and others, and that the Fellows

who were Foreigners did not, of necessity, pay contributions to the

Society. In the Register of Fellows, however, at this date no distinc-

tion of any kind is made.

It was apparently soon felt that the Foreign Mianbers were

too numerous and m some cases not of sufficient diatinctiou; for

in 1761 (March 19) tlie Council, m order to ensure that
Ann 1761.

„ persons residing in Foreign parts, not being subjects

of the Crown of Great Britain, be elected Fellows unless their QaaMoa*
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tioDB be very well known aa well abroad as at home^” enacted a Statute

providing that in the case of anch persons the certiilcate should be

signed by at least “three Foreign Fellows,” as well as at least “by
three F^ellows named m the Home List/’ And in 1765

Ajm. 170B
^ proposal “ to restrain the number of foreign

members,” it was resolved “tliat no foreigner be proposed for election

that is not known to the learned wot Id, by some publication oi

invention which may enable the Society to form a judgment of bis

merit, and that till the number of foreign members be reduced to

eighty, not more than shall be admitted in ont year” A special

mode of procedure in the election of foreigners as Fellows was, at the

same time, resolved upon, providing for the election of two a year

,

and a subsequent resolution (Dec 26) provides that Foreign Members

paying contnbutions shall “ have their names printed in an alphabetical

List next after that of the Uome Members, as Foreign Members*

contributing towards the expenses of the Society,' * and so distinct from

“other foreign members” “who do not contnbute” On January 16

Ann. 1700
limitation U> eighty was withdrawn,

and the above resolutions were then ernliodied m the form

of Statutes. These at the same time provided that the new regulation

should not extend to Foreign Pi uu es or their sons, and gave permission

to foreigiieis resident in Gieat Britain to befX)mo Fellows in the usual

1760 which i>ermi88ion was extended on Jan 26, 1769, to

foreigners who had Vieen resident ni Great Britain for the

Ana 1778 sp^ce of six months Soon after, namely on June 10th, 1778,

the word “ Foreigner ” appears in the “ Register” for the

first time, being placed after the names of Stehelin, Lo Boy, and Le Duo,

thenceforward It is used frequently.

In the Edition of 1776 these regulations, in a somewhat
Ann. 1770 form, are introduced as part of Sec. 8 of Cap L

;

the limitation to the election of two a year is omitted, and the oertifi*

cates, signed by at least three Fellows upon the Foreign List, and at

least by three Fellows on the Home List, aie directed to be suspended

from the dOth November until the weekly Meeting on, or next after,

the 80th May. Some years afterwards, however (March 8,
Ann 1787.

1737^^ this part of Sec. 8 was repealed, and a new Sec 9

added, which provides a somewhat complex mode of procedure m the

election, under the title of “Foreign Members,”! of persons “who are

neither natives nor inhabitants of his Majesty’s domidons/’ The number
IB limited to one hundred. Certificates signed by six or more Fellows

are to be presented at some meeting between Easter and the Auniver*

* It may be remarked that m the early reoorde of the Society the wordi
“ Member “ and ** Fellow " appear to be used indiaorunlnately.

t Foreign Mmher oe diitinguiehad from In the edition of 1776

and thenceforward the term Member, ae apjdiedto an ordnuoy Fellow, tsnem aeed
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sary. At a meeting immediately before the following Eaater a selecticm

of candidates is to be made, and the candidates so selected are to be

balloted for at the next meeting immediately after Easter. These
regulations aie not, however, to apply to Sovereign Foreign Prmces or

then Sons, or to such Foreignors resident in Great Britam as may desire

to become Fellows in the usual way.

7'ht Officefs of the Societyy
the Clerly Lihtxirtany

No changes are made m the Statutes of 177(> for the election of

Council and Officcts , but to meet the changes in the contnhuturns there

are changes lu tho regulations for the Treasurei . There aie also changes

m the duties of tho Secretaries, t hiefly in reference to the Clerk and to

the publication of tho F^hilosophu^il Tiunsactions

Cap X provides regulations for the qualifications, mode of election,

duties and remunerations of the Clerk, tlie Librarian, the Keepei of the

Repository, and the IIouse-Kooper

Tho Statutes of contain regulations for the Clerk,
Ann 1668

prescribe clerkly duties foi him
,
and the »Society had

at fiist neither llo«se-ke(*pei nor Librarmu

When in 1710 tlio Society moved to Crane Court, the office
Ann 1710

Housc-Koeper was established , but the then Clerk was

made House- Keeper. As the Libiary and Ropository wei^ increased

the offices of Librarian and Keepei of tho Ropository were established

,

but both these offices were held by the Clerk, under supervision, during

a certain peuod at all events, of Fellows chosen foi that duty undei

the title of ‘inspectors.” But the Statutes of 1752 contain no regula-

tions for these offices other than that of the Clerk, the Statutes con-

cerning whom remain exactly the same as in 1063 , and m spite of the

special regulations present in tho edition of 1776, it appears
Aim. 1776, Society had never more than one officer to carty

out these several duties, and that he was called “ the Clerk,” until

at a later {lerjod (1823) the office of Clerk was abolished,
Ann. IMS.

Assistant Secretary instituted

The Oriltnafy Meeiinga of the Society

In the edition of 1776, Cap XI “Of Uie Ordinary
Atm. X770. jieetmge of tho Society,” Sec 1 provides that theordinaiy

Meetings should be held on “Thursdays, beginning at 6 pm, and

oontmue about an hour, as usual, at the discretion of the President,”

1706 This Statute was passed in 1766

A 186A
Statutes of 1668 (IV, Sec, 1) provide that the

** ordinary meetings should be held on “ Wednesday, begb-
ning about three of tho clo^ lu the afternoon, and continamg until
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BIX, unleaB the major part of the Fellowe present shall, for that time,

resolve to nse sooner, or sit later/’ And the Statutes of
Ann, 1759 reproduce exactly the Statute (IV Sec 1) of 1668

Nevertheless, the records of the Society show that the day and liour

of the ordinary meeting were more than once changed m the interval,

as they have been smoe The following shows the changes and their

respective dates up to the present time —
1 668 On Wednesdays,

July 1, 1663, changed

Feb 8,1666 „

April 10, 1072 „
Oct 80, 1674

Dec 8, 1690 „

March 1, 1710 „
April 20, 1769 „
June 15, 1780 „

(?) 1831

Feb 19, 1880

at 2 pm
to Wednesday, 3 to 6 p ni.

Thursday

Wedne'»daj,

Thursday

Wednesday
Tliursday

Thursday

Thursday

Thursday

Thursday

at 3 p m

at 3 pm

11 4 ,,

11 8

11 8 ,,

„ 8 30 pm*
11 ^ 80 „

Aim 1681.
The first Statute enacting that no meeting should be held

on certain days or in certain weeks was passed m 1881

,

previously to that the Statutes simply said “upon Wednesday,” or

upon Thursday ” But the practice of having an Autumn recess was
of much older date than this, moreover, the Journal Book shows

that from the earhest times it was customary to hold no meetings on

Ash Wednesday and certain other holy days, and that in particular

no meeting was held on the anniversary of the death of Charles L
In 1661 the Journal Book omits the date, January 80, without remark,

although a meetmg was due upon that day. On January 80, 1666,

the Minute appears, “ This day being the Anniversary Fast-Day, there

was no Meeting of the Society ” In 1667, the entry is, “ The Society

met not> because of the solemne Fast” Similar entries occur m
subsequent years, the last bemg on January SO, 1834. After this date

the custom was omitted

The Admtmon of Strangers to the Meetmgs of the Society

,

Aux. 1759
In the Statutes of 1762, any of his Majesty’s subjects

having the title and place of a Baron, or having any

higher title or place, are permitted to be present at the Meetbgs of

the Society, “ with the allowance of the President ,
” other persons

may attend “ upon leave obtained of the President and Fellows present.”

^ Careful eearoh hm fiuled to *liow when thi« change wu made, bnt it was

probably about thia tunc.
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.1776
^77C> the mention of titled peraoos u omitted, and the

Statute Bimpty providee for “ strangera” being pteeeutk

m -.^^A
Some years later, viz

, m 1784, a new section was added^ to Cap XI as follows —
“YL That tlie meetiriga of the Society may not bo wasted by

unproidtable debatOH, contrary to the intent and meaning of the fiftli

section of this chaptei, it is coustitated, established, and ordained,

that every motion or question, projicsed to be ballotted for by the

Society, shall be fairly transcnlied on paper, and being signed by sik oi

more Fellows of the Society, it shall be by them delivered to one of

the Secretaries at a meeting of the Society , and shall thereupon be

read immediately after the declaration of the Presents on the table

,

and after bmug marked by the Seci‘etary with the date of the day

when dehvored, it shall be fixed up in the (onimon Meeting-room of

tile Society at the next ordinary Meeting
,
and on the Meeting next

following the same, it shall lie put to the Ballot, unlcsH those who
have signed it agree to withdraw it

But nothing contained in this Statute is to be consliucd to extend

to matters lelative to elections, or the ordinal y business of the

Society
”

The motions oi questions projioaed to lie “ballotted for” must

therefore have had i*eferenco to matters of science

Pubhcaftoruti limytds, and Lihraiy*

In Cap. XII ,
the quorum of the Committee of Papers is

raised from five to seven, and the part of the Statute

providing that there should be no entry of rejected papers is omitted

In Cap Xlll, “Of the Manner of Publication of the
Ann, m«.

pgp^jj before the Sixjiety,” the word “ Librarian
”

IS substituted foi that of “Clerk”, also the period during which

surplus copies not required by Fellows must remain before they are

disposed of by the Council, is extended from one year (as ui 1752) to

five years.

Cap. XIV ,
** Of the Books and Papers of the Society,"

Ann a77«. somewhat from the correspoudiug Cap. XVI, “()f

the Books of the Society,” m the Statutes of 1752. The copy of

Statutes^ the List of Benefactors, and the Register of Fellows is

omitted from the Ohaiter Book.* The Statute concerning the Register

* Charter Book never did contain, ae provided by the Statute, Reiguter

of Vellom, but only their eignatoree The Society poctoisei, however, a volume

now ** The Regieter/* wkieh eontaine the names, with dates o$ eleolkm, of

all the Sallows fmm the foundation of the Society up to the year 1875. Sktoe that

dftte the Begister is ooatinued in a second volume

wii L. 2 M
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Books, oontaming iccounto of obsenrations, experiments, &c., and the

Statute concerning the Book of Letters, are omitted*

A new Statute (Sec. V.) is introduced, to the effect that
Ann, 1776

onginal copy of every paper read at the Society shall

be considered as the propeity of the Society, and another (Sec VI

)

provides for the care of the papers read And, lastly, a new Statute

(Sec VII ) iiitioduces, for the first time, into the Statutes regulations

oonoermng the use of the Library. The Libiary is to lie open

Tuesdays and Thursdays, from 11 am to 2pm, and Fellows may,

by leave of the Sonety or of the Oounnl, take out four volumes

for SIX weeks If these are printed books, the Fellow gives merely

hiB note ; if MSS,, a bond of £50 for each

The SiATcrES tnoM 1776 to 1847

The Statutes o/* 1810.

The next edition appears to be that of 1819 j it is, however, merely

a reprint of that of 1776, with the additions of Cap. I ,
Sec 0, as

to Foreign Membeis, and (Jap XT , Sec 6, as to the conduct of ordinary

meetings, mentioned above (p 508 and p 511)

27ie Statutes of 1828

Porei Members.
edition—that of 1828—several impor-

li^ie?to fifty, tant changes are introduced The number of
elected by Oouno

pop^ign Members is limited to fifty , and “ they are

to be putm nomination as candidates at a meotmg of the Council,'’ instead

of the previous complex procedure The regulations for the election

of the Council and officers are much simplified, but not materially altered.

Poretn ^ Statute, Cap. IX , Sec 4, institutes a new oSSce, that
BeoreSwy. the ** Secretary for Foreign Correspondence.” Sintse

1719 the proceeds of the bequest of Mr Bobert Kedc had been

bestowed on some one of the Fellows,” appointed to carry on a

forcttgn correspondence,” but the Fellow performing these duties was

appomted by Council at then pleasure, and was styled Assistant to the

l^retanes Tlie new Secretaiy for Foreign Correspondence was to

rank with the two Prmcipal Secretaries.

The ofiioe of Clerk is abolished, and that of Assistant
aeoreUry. Secretary created. The old Statute relating to the Clerk is,

in oonsequenoe, largely modified. The Assistant Secretaty is made

Librarian and Housekeeper, bat all mention of the Keeper of the

Kepository disappears from the Statutes The facilities for using the

labrary are increased. The annual contribution is raised from

OeatHbutioiu shilling a week," or thirteen shilliugs a quarter, to ** one

pound a quarter,” the admission fee from five guineas
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to ton pounds, und the composition fee from twenty-six g^uineas to forty

ponuds*

The Statutes oj 1831

The edition of 1831* contains a few changes which are of no great
moment, and chieflj refer to payments (Cap III.X the ‘‘bond*’ being
omitted

III 1831 the Statutes ndatiug to the Assistant Secretary were
amended, the separate regulations for Librarian and Housekeeper
being omitted , and, in 1835, the then existing Statute, Cap I, Sec* 5
(enacted lu 1831), that “no election for Fellows, or for Foreign

Members, shall take place excepting on the first' ordinary meetings

of the Society in D(>oembcr, February, April, and June ” was repealed.

The Statutes of 1840

In the next edition, 1840, the most notable change concerns the

election of Officers and Council These are to be put in nomination

by the Piesideut and Council, aaording to the plan at present in use*

A new Chapter, “Of Special Geneial Meetings of the Society** is added*

The composition fee is laised to sixty pounds in the case of Fellows

elected after Dec 11, lB34t exoopt such as have contributed papers to

the Philosophical Tranaaotioiis , the Statutes concerning publications

are thiowu into one Chapter ;
and some shglit changes are made in

the Statutes concerning the Treasurer and Secretaries. Cap XL,

“Of the ordinary Meetings of the Society,** provides for the recess

from the third Thursday in Juno to the third Thursday m November,

and as mentioned above, for the omission of meetings ou certain days.

With the impoi*tant exception of those relating to the election of

Fellows, the Statutes of th*s edition ore very like those at pivsBont m
fcooe.

The Statutes of 1847.

Very booh after, however, viz., m 1846, a Committee of Council was

a{^iuted to cousidei the mode of Election of Fellows, with the result

that in 1847 new Statutes were enacted, regulating the Election of

fifteen Fellows annually, according to the plan at present m use.

These Statutes maik an epoch in the history of the Society

* One form of thli Xdition is simplj a reprint of that of 1828, wit^i an

Appendix of amended BUtutee

2x2
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Tht Chwigeafrom 1847 to 1888.

The most notable changes which have since then been enacted or

proposed are as follows —
On November Srd, the repeal of the Statute relating to the

admission of strangeis to the meetings was moved, but negatived;

and again, on Marcli 21st, 1867, a proposal that the public h& admitted

to tho Ordinary Meetings of the Society wos negatived

In 1865 the privileged class (Gap. I , Sec 4) was extended to include

Foreign Sovereign Piiuces and their sous

In 1866 the practice of paying fot a proportional part of the yeai

was abolished, and the annual jiayment was made one m advance

In 1871 a new Statute was enacted piYibibitmg the payment of

dividends to Fellows

Gn Octobei 3()th, 1873, upon a motion to assimilate the mode of

eloctioii of the Privilegt*d Glass to that of Ordinary Fellows, to place

in the liands of the Couuc il the selection of such candidates, and to

require **evideuce of ascertained special i)ower and disposition to forward

the aims of the Society from exceptiouaJ, personal, oi official advantages

of position, or of groat eminence in any braneli of learning, instead of

any qualification based only on accident of lineage or of political status,"

the Statute concerned was reteired to the consideration of a Committee,

and on Apiil 2Jrd, 1874, the Statute in its existing form was enacted.

On December 17th of same year, 1874, a Committee was appomted
10 consider the elct^tion of candidates for Fellowship, which Committee

presented on November 80th, 1876, a long report giving reasons

why no changes should be made.

In 1878-9 changes were made in tlio payment of fees.

In 1879 the Statutes relating to Foreign Members were altered to

then present form

In 1880 (P'obiuaiy 19th) the houi of meeting was changed from the

eveumg to the aftonioon.

In 1885 the time dunug which the Library is open to Fellows was
extended.

In 1888 the Statute, Gap XI, Sec 2, was altered to admit of an
Ordinary Meeting being held on the day of Election of Fellows, and
Statute, Cap XIU

,
Sec. 7, was alteiod to allow Fellows to receive

their copies of the Philosophical Transactions upon a requestmwntiug.

In drawing up the above note I have been greatly assisted by the

Assistant Secretary



A Note on the Hiitortf of tlie StaiuUe* m
Apfrkihx*

Number ofFdlotoifiom 1700 to 1890.

Prom 1700 to 1790, the numbers can l)e ascertained for certain

years only. Prom 1740 to 1820, the numbers at the decades only are

given

The numbers are exclusive of Poreign Members, and the figures

indicate the numtier of Fellows alive on the Anniversary Meeting of the

year.

1701 125 1883 a 674 1857 % 668
1708 131 1824 678 1858 a 9 647
1708 127 1825 678 1HS9 4 a 637
1704 136 1826 698 1860 • 621
1705 138 1827 679 1861 607
1706 146 1828 678 1862 4 606
1706 149 1829 670 1863 602
1710 a 148 1830 691 1864 » 699
1711 162 1831 606 1865 586
1719 •• 158 1832 « G92 1866 * 678
1718 160 1833 6iK) 1807 564
17U 165 1834 716 1868 548
1716 • i 162 1835 735 1869 644
1716 t * 159 1886 787 1870 ft 544
1717 161 1887 730 1871 542
1700 « a 196 16J8 734 1872 635
172] • 194 1889 749 1873 524
1794 a 222 1840 751 1674 625
1781 % 268 1841 769 1876 515
1784 272 1842 762 1876 611
1788 279 1843 a 769 1877 ft ft 505
1786 % « 282 1844 762 1878 501
1788 205 1845 767 1879 ft ft 488

1846 779 1880 f 486
1740 • 801

1

1847 a a 708 1881 480
1760 # 348 1848 751 1882 477
1780 344 1849 • 748 1883 478
1770 a 378 1860 736 1884 468
1780 • a 47X 1851 720 1885 4 ft 405
1790 • • m 1852 • • 707 1886 ft 464
1800 328 1858 • • 701 1887 ft 465
1810 • • 347 1854 688 1888 4 ft 469
1880 < a 648 1855 • • 671 1889 • 4 466
1881 a « 673 1856 t 081 1890 ft i 466
1888 a a 686
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LIST OP POBTEAITS AND BUSTS IN THE APARTMENTS OP THE
ROYAL SOCIETY AT BURLINGTON HOUSE

*
4
,* Wh«re the eninee aft«r a name are mcomploto, particulars are wanting

Sub D««cnption.
Painter, SngraTorr

or Sculptor

Anuci, Qiorauni Ba
testa

Ariiott, Neil, F B S

Arundel, Thomas How*
ard, Earl of

Aston, Francis, Bee
BS

Booob, Sir Francis,

liOrd Chancellor
Botljr, Francis, F B S

Banks, Sir JosodIi,

Bart , P R 8 i

Ditto ,

‘

Barrow, Sir John, Bart

,

FBS
Bavaria, Charles T)uo>

doTc, Duke of

Birch, Thoinas, D D
,

FBS
Bwlo, Hon Bobert,
FBS

Ditto •

Pliotogmph

Crayon drawing

Oil pointmg

Mecaotinto cn
graring

Oil i>aintmg

Marble bust

Oil painting

Mm Carpenter

T Murray

F Korsoboom

P van Somer

T Lupton, after

T Phillips, BA
T Phillips, B A

Sir F Oliantrey,

BA
S Pearce

J WiUs

F Kersebuom

SirG Ktieller

Sir C Wboatstonei 1876
FBS

Mrs Amott •« 1874

I

Sir Isaac Newton,
j

PBS

Morten Folkas, 1754
Esq

,
P,B S

Bor R Sheep* 1846
shanks

Don Jose de Men* 1818

doza y Bios
Sir F Oliantrey, 1819

BA
J Barrow, Esq,, 1866

FBS
Duke of Bavana • 1786

Executors of Mr 1688
Boylo

Sir C WheatBteme, 1876
FBS

Bradley, James, D D ,

FBS
Brahe, Tycho

Brodie, Sir Benjamin
0, Bart, PBS

Ditto

J Bioliordson • Rev ~* Poach

Ditto

Plaator bust

19 Bfouncker, Viscount, OU painting
PBS

20 Buebauan, Georgi, Ditto
FBS

2 1 Bucklund, Rev Mozzotinto en-
Willwa, FBS graving

22 Buisstkre, Paul, For Oilpauiting
Mem B S*

88 Bamnj,Dr,FBS, ,, Plaster bust

2t Burrow , Sir James Od painting • •PBS

M J Mierovolt

A Tbompon,after
GF WattnRA

Original model ot

the bust by
W Behnes

SirP Lely

Sir B C Brodie, 1873

Sir B 0 Brodie, 1867
Bart

Viscount Brouncker I

F PourbusjSen T Povey* Esq

S Consins, B A

,

after T Phillips,

BA
T Gamsborough

(P)
^

Sip 0, Wlieatatone, 18W
F,R.S.

Peter Buiasthre,

Bsq,FBB.

J B Van Loo Sir J, Burrow 1777
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Subject Description
Painter, Engraver,

or Sculptor
Donor

Date
of gitc

1

[
26 Chmidler, Samuel,

DD<,FBS
Oil painting M Chaniberloiu Executors of Mr

John Chandler,
FBS

17B1

j

1

20 Chardin, Sir John,
FKS

' 27. Charles IT , King,
Founder and Patron

Ditto •

Ditto «

•

Sir P Loly

G* Handfbrd, Esq

•

1867

28 Ditto Marble bust J Nollekens * Ordered by the

Council B 9
im

29 Children, John Qoorge,

Sec. ES
Oil painting S Pearce (?)• Dr J £ Gray,

FBS
1878

30 Ciift, William,FBS Ditto H Schmidt , Mrs Owen , 1868

<31 ColrniU, Darnel, F H 9 Ditto . - D Colwall, Esq t

^

32 Combe, Taylor, Sec B S Ditto Joseph (**) X Dr J E. Gmi,
FBS

1873

38 CopermouB, Nicholas

,

Ditto (on pant 1) liorman of Berhn,
from an original

portrait (see

‘Pliil Trans;
vol Uvu , p 33)

Dr Wolf .

1

1778

1

84. Cuvier, Georges Bronsc bust
*

1

4 • ]! P J David, Esq

86. Dalton, John, F B h
1

' 86 Darwin, Charles, F B S

Oil painting

Etching

B B Faulkner ^

V Bajon, afterW
W Ouless, B A !

^ A Moiuoml Com*
mittee

1841

’ 87. Ditto • •

;

89* Ditto

Photograph
(nnall oval)

Bronze moda]-
lion

1

1

Allan Wj on i

1

Miyor Darwin •• 1887

89 Darwin, Erasmus,
FJtJ9

Medallion, in

Wedgwood
. 1

J Evans, Esq,
Treas B S.

40 Dary, Sir Humphry,
Bart.P.BS

41. Ditto

Oil painting . Sir T Lawrence,
PBA

Lady Davy USB

Photograph of

the statue at

Pensanci

4 e W. J. Henwood,
Esq, FBS.

1873

48 Ditto Wav medallion J Taylor

[
48* De la Beche, Sir Henry

> Thomas, FUS
Mozsotmto eii-

graving
Ou pamting

W Walker, after

H P Bouo
Sir C Wheatstom^
FBS

1878

44 Derham, Bev WiUuim,

i

DD.PBS
G White • •• G Scott, Esq t

1

46. Descartes, Bend Ditto .. F Hals . Dr Maty •• •• 1778

* The portxtttt of Mr Childnm yn» long in liia poMemion, and gireu to me by him when he
left the Hrituh Muteum 1 Imto failed at jet m getting any cluem to the painter of the pletnre
1 hare an idea that it was Mr< Pearce, who afterwards painted the Arotio peotde* (liOtter flrom
the donor, Aug 4^ 1878 )

f Indnded in a list printed in 1684.

i The portrait of Mr Coiube was given to me hj Mr Oharles Toohc, his nephew^ the son of
h» sister tad T Toeke, Xsq., the author of * Prices ' Mr Oombe married the daus^ter of
Dr. X, V Osaj, Sec B S

,
mj uncle I believe the portrait u bj Joseph, who painted all the

handy, (Letter from donor, Aug
, 1878

)
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Subject
i

Deeoription.
|

Fainter, Bngrarer,
or S^ptm Donor Date

of gift

46 JDoUond, John, FES** Oil pam^g W F Withering*
ton, B A

Or Dollond, Kto ,

FBS
1842

47 Ditto

48 XIalw, Leonard

Marble buBt
i

Fleeter medal
lion

— Garland • G Dollond, Ksn

,

FBS
1848

40. BTanp, John, Trciaa

BS
Bronso medal
bon

•
s

John Brans, Ksq 1889

GO Ereljn, John, Sec B S Oil painting F Kersobooui (P) Mrs Evelyn e

51 Vairbaim, Sir Wiltiaxii, Ditto «« 1 B B Faulkner
\
SirW Furbatni 1874

FBS
52 Ditto , Marble bust . F Park •• T Fairbaim, Esq 1862

63 Falconer, Hugh, F B S Ditto • T Butler . A Memorial Ooin*

{
mittee

1866

64 Fanulay, Michaol,
FES

Oil painting ' A Blaikley (paint

ed between 1851
and 1855)

1
3 V QtmvA, TSaq

,

> BBS
1878

55 Ditto a Mezzotmto on

[

gwmg
S CouBuifl, B A.,

after H W
Fickoregill, B A

J P Gassiot, Esq

,

FBS
1870

,

50 Ditto 1 latliograpU «

1

Sir C Wboatfttono,

FBS
1876

S7 Ditto

I

Marble bnet
^

M Koble a H Benee Jonas,

Esq, FBS
1873

68 Ditto Fleeter bust J H Foley, R A Purchased by the
Council, B 8

1885

69 Flamitoed, Bor John, Oil painting T Gibson. John Belchier, Esq 1786
BBS

60 Ditto Ditto » T Gibson (?)
a

61 Volkea, Martiu, B B 8 Ditto a o*! W Hogarth Martin Fulkes, Esq

68 Ditto Flaeterbnet . • • Bar! Stanhope ,

;

1871

;

03 Fonienelle, Bernard le Oil painting H Bigaud Dp Maty, FBS., 1776
1

Boner de, For Mem
BS

1

64 Forbea, Bdward, F B S Flaeterbuet • J G Lough ,0 M»sLoagh«BUhop 1889

66 Fnuikhn, Beniamin,
FES ^

Oil painting a e • Caleb Whitefoord,
Bto

1760

66 Ditto
;
Plaster bust EarlStaahope ,, 1871

67 Franklin, Sir John,
FBS

Lithograph J H Maguire,
after Negeun

J Eiley (?)

SirC Wheatstone,
FBS

1876

68. Gale, Thomas, D D
,

Sec BS
Od painting •

e

69 Galileo Galilei ,

.

Ditto •• After J Suster- Purohaied

70 GaHendl, Fierre Ditto
mans

« a DrF4get,FBS
i

* Ittoludftd m a lut printed in 1884*
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Subject Description
Painter, Engravei

,

or Sculptor
Donor'.

Date
of gift

7J George III , King, HarUe bust J Nollekens Ordered by tbo 1778
Fairou Coimeil KS

72 aUbert, Danei, PBS Oil paintmg • T PhilUps,EA Davies Gilbert,Ssq 1884

73 Ditto Marble bust , E Westmaeott, The Baroness 1644
EA Basset

74 Graham, Thoman, Meazotiqto en J Feed, after J Sir C Wheatstone

,

187G
FK8 graving G Gilbert FES

75 Gray, Kdward Wlut
taler, 8eo KS

Oil pamting SirA Calcott, R A Sir A Calcott 1830

70 Gray, Jolin Edward, Ditto .. Mrs Carpenter • The Botanical 1869
PBS Society

77 Haeh, Theodore, F H 8 Ditto • J Richardson

78 Haller, Albert von, For Ditto , C vou Stoppelaer Dr Sharper, 1877
M«m BS FES

78 HalleT, Edmund, Bo( Ditto M Dahl (r) «

R8
80 Ditto • • Ditto T Murray (?) a a

«

81 Harvey, William, M D Ditto « DcHcyn *• Dr Mappletorf *

82 Hereohel, Sir John, Oil painting 0 A Jensen John Evans. Esq
, 1877

Bart , F R«S Ireas ES
88 Hey, William. FES Plaster bunt (Chantrey oxeonted Kev J B Eeado, 1864

1

a marble bust
from this plaster)

FES

84 Hobbee, Thomoa Oilpfuntmg » W DobMont Dr Paget, FES
(’)

a

8S Ditto ,

,

Ditto »

•

AfterW Dobson a

86 Holland, Sir Henry, Lithograpli • ,

1

• • Sir C Wheatstone, 1876
FES FES

87 Holman, Lieut Jamoa, Oil painting ' G Chinnory '
' Braueatbed by 1868

F.BS
j

Lieut Holman
88 Home, Sir Bverard, Ditto •• T Phillips, R A

J

1

SirB Home, Bart
Bart.FHS

60 Hood, Thomas •

.

Plaster bust •
' B Davis «, 1 £ Davis, Esq 1667

90 Hooker, Sir Joseph
Dalton, FES

Oil punting Hon J Collier From sixty-eight

FoUows, ES
18(4

91. Humboldt, F. H Aloi; ! Bronae statu

under von, For Mem
B.S.

ette
1

92. Hunter, J<^n, F ES Oil painting » B Hornet Sit S* Home, Bart 1660

98* Hmkam, John, MD

,

Ditto • • , T Bcnnel . I

J C Huxbam,
FES Esq, FES

Fine Art Somety94 Huxley,Thomas Henry,
P ES

Etohing (re*

marqueproof)
L Flemeng, after

Hon J Collier

1886

IKS Joule, James Fresoott, OUpomting

_

ITon J Collier .« From a number of 1888
FES Fellows. ES

* Imsladad in a liit printed in 1884
tflaa Aubmr's *Lettoni written Kminent Fenone/ toI ITtFart 2,p 688, where be nentibne
porMit of Hobbea by J B Gaepari aS preeented to the 8oeie^
t^Ebe dog in tbie picture ie mentioned in *Flul* Timna / toI LXX, p 257*
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Subject Descnjitton
Painter, Engraver,

or Sculptor
Donor

Date
af gift

90 Junn» Jamoe, Ml), Oil painting Bev W A Totton 1868

Seo BS
97 LapUu)e,Pierro Simon, Plaster bust

For Mem B8
98 Leibnitz, Gottfried Oil painting

•
^

Dr Wilton 1883

Wilhelm, For Mem
BS 1

99 liiebig, Justoft von Photograph Sir C Wln^tstonc, 187G

For Mcxn BS FKS
100 Locke, John, F K S Oil painting After Sir 0 J Belohier, Esq • 1786

Knoller
101 Lyell, Sit Charles, Marble biis< W Theed, afVer Leonard LyoU, 1878

FBS S Gibson, B A Esq
102 Macolesfleld, Earl of, Oil painting T HudNn (!>) Earl of Maodes 1754

! PBS field

1
103 M*0uUoch, John, Ditto B B baulkner DeqiuvUuvl

Un M'CuUoeh^ MB, FBS
! 104 Malpighi, Marcello, Ditto A M Tolmr Signor Malpighi
‘ For Mem BS
105 Mantel], Gideon Al< Ditto « J J Masquenor W Mantell, Esq t 1869

gemon, FBS
lOb Mankulync, Nenl,

UV.FBS
Ditto A TauderburgU Mrs Memn Storey

I 107 Moirre, Abrahoni de, Ditto • • J Highmore E Wortley Mon
FBS

1 108 MoU, Lithograph H Wo Oouweoberg
*•«»»•.

Sir 0 Wheatstone,
FBS

Dr Paget, FBS

1876

! 109 More, Henry, I) B ,FBS
Oil painting « SirP Uly

01 vv

. 110 Murrhison, Sir Bode
1

Mezaotinto en W Walker, after Sir 0 Wheatstone, 1876

,

nok Impoy, F B S
1

1

graving W H Pickera-

mU,BA
0 Jervns •

FBS

1
111 Ifairtoti, tiir Ituai,

1

Oiipamting Sir 1 Newton
1 I’BS
112 Ditto . Ditto .. J Yonderbank* 0 B Vignoles,

;

1641

Kmi.FBS.
j

IIS Ditto . Ditto J Yanderbank Martin Folkes,

Esq, PBS
1862114 Ditto .. Mtfsrotmto on J Faber, after B MaUet, Esq «

graving Yanderbank
116 Ditto . Ditto After Yanderbank Bov.J A Bdleitcm 1661

^ 116 Ditto Steel engraving T 0 Barlow,B A , Dr« S Orompion .

«

1666
1 after Sir G

Knoller
117 Bitto Pencil drawing

(signed D
L Marchant)

1860118 Ditto Lithograph •• — Baldroy, after Rev 0. Tumor,
L F Roabiliao’s

statue at Trinity

F3S.

110 Ditto

College, Cam
bridge

Marble bust L F ^ubihoo

* Fwnted the jear before Newton dtod.



LiH of PoritaiU and Bmtn

Subject Descnption
Ptuutor, EngmTor,

or Sculptor
Donor ^

Date
of fpit

120 IT'ewton, Sir Isaac,

PBS
121 Ditto

I

Plaster statu

ette

Ditto •

W Theed..

H J Jones, after

L F BoubihoiV
statue at Tnnity
College, Cam
bridge

J Winter, Eiq . IBM

\
122 NoTthampton, S])cu

' car J A, Compton,
Oil pamttng T PhilUps, B k Marquess of North-

ampton
,

Marquess oi, P K S
1 128 Oersted, JoiiHChristian,

1

For Mem KS
Plaster bust Bissen, of Copen

hagen
Miss Banner 1664

1 124 Oldenburg, Uenrr,
' Sec BS
j

125 Puget, SirJuim*s, Burt
' FBS
1

Oil painting • J van Cleef Punhosed

Stocl engrai ing T O Barlow.K A,
after J E Mil-
lais, B A

T O Barlow, Ksq iS76

1

126 Paget, Thomas, D D Ditto . • Murj Beale (t')
#

187 Peacock, G«orge, I)can

of Ely. P E is

Oil painting D Y Blakiston A Committee of
SulwcrilN'rs

1800

128 Pepys, Samuel, P B S

122 Pirogoff,—
Ditto

Photograph

StrG Knelkr S Pejiys, Esq

180. Price, Bicbanl, D D

,

!
FBB

Oil painting 1 B West,PBA Bequeathed by A
Morgan, Esq

,

FBS

1876

1 181 Pneetley, dosoph,

1 FJRS
Photograph

(from a por-

trait) i

SirC Wheatstone,
FBS

1876

1188 Fnngloi Sir John,

j

FBS
Oil painting * Bir J Beynolds, i

PBA !

^

Sir J Pnngle , 1777

188 BamBden,Jea»o,FB8 Ditto •• B Homo
1

Sir E Home, Bart 1860

1 IM. Betmell, James, Major,
FeBS

. 186 Ditto

Wax relief

Poreolaiii me
dalliou

— Hugbolt
1

Sir J D Hooker,
FBS

1890

136 Bonalds, Sir Frunois, Plaster bust .. E Davis S Carter, Esq 1871
FBS.

1

187 Bosst Sir Jamo<i Clark, Lithogmpli After NegoUm Lieut -Col Sabine 1846
B.K,F.B.S

iSa Bomo, WUham Pur Oil painting • J Cattopson Snuth Karl of Bosse »

•

1860
otts. Burl of

,
£ B S

189. Sabmo, Qeneral Sir Ditto • S Pearce . Mrs Sabine i 1806
Bdvard,PBS

140. Ditto Marble bust J Durham P J Oassiot, Esq.,

FB8
1800

141 Sdiellmgt Fnedneh lathograph
1

T Hnn^ey, Eaq , 1846W J TOW 1

148 Behumooher, Heittnch Oil paintmg • U Wolf H. Wolf, Esq
1

1Ohnatian, For Mem
J

BJ8

J
* Included in a lisfe printed in ISAi.



Subject Dosonption
Painter, Bngraver,

or Sculjvtor
Donor

Date
of gift

148 SedgwielE, Ber Adam,
BBS

Mflssotinto en
paving

Oil painting

S Cousins, after

T PluUi»s,RA
Sir G Kneller •

.

Sir C Wheatstone,
FB8

1876

144 Slottue, Sir Hana,
Bart

, P B H
Sir Hans Sloane

148 Smoaton, John, h E S Ditto Mather Brown A Aubert, Kaq

,

FBS
*

146 Ditto .. Ditto •• J Buhardson Ditto • • •

' •

147. Smith, Henry Jolin

Stephen, KBS
Marble bust J. B Boehm, B A

(a KepUca)
A Committee of

Subscribers

1886

148 Bomcn, John, Lord
Chancellor. PBS

Oil punting Sir G Kneller • Sir J Jekyll

140 Somenrille. Mrs Marble bust Sir F Chantrey,

BA
HBH theDukeof

Sussex and other
suhaeribora

1848

160 Southwell, Sir Bobert,

PBS
Oil painting SirG Kneller Sir B Southwell

161 Spolroan, Sii Henry • Ditto .. )> Mytens

152 SpottiewoodeiWilhani,
PBS

Od painting Hon J Collier • A Committee of

Subsenbere
168 SpmttfThomiut.'Riehop

of Booheeter, h B S
Wood engrav
mg

M y Ouclitaftor
SirP Lely

Dr Bldndge Bpratf 1880

164 Stevenson, Bobort, Steel etigraving F Holl, after G
Biohmond

Institution of Oi\ il

Kngmeers
1861

166 Stokoe, Sir 0eorge
Gabnel, Bart , P B S

Oil pamtmg • H Herkomer,BA Fellows of the
Boy^ Boei^

T Haak, ,

FBB

1801

166. Sturm, John Clirieto*

pher
Ditto •« Uejnian DuUaert

167 SuHex, HBH the
Hnito of, P B S

Ditto • T Phillips, B.A .. The ]>uke of Bus*

sex
168 Taj^lor, Brook, Sec

BB
Ditto •• A Bamsay Srf W Toung,

Bart.F.B.S
160» Ditto Autotype, after

nn original

pioturomtbe
posseMion of

Tjad^ Young

• m J*rof A G Green*
hill, FBB

1889

100 ViTiani, Vuicentio,

Kor Mam BS
Oil punting •

.

• • Dr Wilson 1888

161. Waller, Bichard, Sec
BS

162 WaUiB, John, DD,
KBS

Ditto •• T Murray B Waller, Beq . 1711

Ditto •• G Soest Mrs Walhs

168 Watson, Sir Wilham,
MD.PBS

Ditto .. Ij. F Abbot SirW Wataon

164 Watt, James, F B 6 •

.

Marble bust J Hofferman, after

SirF Chantrey,
BX

--Watt. Esq, 1848

166 Wheatstone, Sir
Charles, K.BS

OilpaiUikg . C Martin • • •

.

SirC Wheatstone 1870

166. W ilkins, John, Bishop
of Chester, Sec BS

Ditto Mary Beale •

167 WiUivnason, Sir
Joseph, PBS

Ditto * • • Sir 0. Kneller .. Sir J WsUiamson

1

* Included in n liit pnntedm 1884.
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Subject Desonptiou
Date
otgi^

16B WoUaBtoOt William Oil paiutiug

1

J Jaokaoni B A
|

Family of Dr
Hydo,MD,PR8

ion Woneeter, Rdirnnl Steel onavaiine
I

Wollatton
W Faitliorno •

,
H Dircks, Bsq 1804

! Somemot, 2nd Mar
' quesB of

j

170 Wron, Sip Chnstopher,

i

Oil painting
1

1

!

1

Sip P Lelv
|

S Wren, Esq •

F K S
171 Young, Thomas,M 1)

,

Ditto

' (PSirO Kiioller) 1

H P Bnggs, RA
, J

liudsun Gurney,
after Hip T La^ ' Ksq

1842
FRS 1

1

peiiec, P H A
,

* lucluded in a list imiiU^d in 1834

MiBOXLZiAliBOTTB

1

' Subject Description
Painter Engraver,

or Sculptor

1

I

Donor
Date
of gift

1 Bopreseutuig a Deputa Oil painting E \mntAgc, B A J P GaBBiot, Esq 1878
tion from tlie Council

of the Royal Society

oonsiBting of the Pre-

sident (Lord Wpottcfl-

W), Mr Grove, and
Mr Gassiot to Mr

,

FRS
i

i

Faraday to uigo him
t4) accept tlie Pr<>8i-

,

dentsbm, May, 1857
12 Manor House, Wools

thoroo, the birthplace

of Sir Isaao Newton

Ditto Rot C Tutoop,
FBS

8 Ditto, ftom another Ditto Rev 0 Tumor,
point of view

4 Yulago Ghuzch, Wools
FRS

Ditto •• •« Rev C Turnop,

tliorpe

5 The President, Trea-

surer, the two Honor-
ai7 aud Assistant Sec

retanes of the Royal
Souiety

B Corona of the Sun,

Photograph
1

I

FRS
i

1

Onginal pencil

eketebes
W H Weslej W H Wcsle>,

RoUpse of 1888
7 The Moon • .«

Esq
Enlarged ph»>

tograpU
Coloured sketch

a W DelaBue, Esq,
FRS

The Exakatoa Com-

1864

8 Bruption of KndKatoa,

May, 1888
• •

after a photo- mittee of the
^anh taken
aunnp; the
eruptian

Royal Soiioty

Itt addItSon to the eenee of frained engraved portraiU, the Koyal Society {KneeiBee a huge
eoQeetm etnuk^ xn poittfolioe; and a number of photogfaplu of Fellows
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CATALOGUE OF THE MEDALS H THE POSSESSIOH

OF THE ROTAL SOCIETT.

The BIK06 of tlie ModaU descnbed m tho Oatalogtie are given in inLkes and
docuuala,

1, Amsterdam KoninkUJke Akademle van Wetensohappen.
Medal founded hy M Hoeufft^ 1837, a gold example of which is

awarded annually foi a Latin poem Poetry, holding in one
hand a lyn% with the other places a laurel wreath ut)on the head
of a poet who holds a scroll on which is inscnbea certamina
POE lieA Both aie Htaiuhng Legend certamika poksbom
LATINAB Exergue J p. mknopr k

Jiem te. Within a laurel wreath, ACAPEmA regia pisciplinabvh
NEPJfiRLANDIGA Kxergve. LUGATO lACORT HKNUICI HOEVFFT

2

96 M.

2. Bagllvi, Qlorgio, FR S. Bust of Baglni, r
, hair cuily, in plain

falling collar, doublet buttoned, and cloak. Leg o* baglivus.
MED IN ROM AR< Hit V BT • 80C REG . LONG COLL
Behind s v.

Keu A tnpod encircled by a snake, between a mortar, retort and
other im}>lements of luedicme, &c Leg vnam FAOiBifvs
VTRAMQVB Ex MPOOiril I 55 iB,

3 Baly, William Bust of Baly, /, almost facing, open shirt

Leg IN HONORKM GULIKLMI BALT M.D 03"*^
. 1331. BoloW,

J. B WTON 8C.

Eev, Represeutation of the fa^de of the Boyal Oollege of

Physicians Inscribed around, ou phtsiologiam pelioitbr
KXCULTAM Below, BIH U SMIRKB R A ARCH' , J. 8 & A. U
WYOK SC Ev COLL . RBG MED . LORD 2*28. iB.

4 Batavia. Bataviaasok Oenootsehap van Ktmaten en
Wetenschappen. Medal struck in celebration of the oenteiutrir

of the Society, 1778-1878 Within a wreath of tropical flowers,

SOCIIGTAS ART BCIPKT . HAT . IN . MBMORTAM 1 . SAKO . FBL .

CLAVfti . Below wreath, wtrnkr • bbunbllrs. Inscribed

within a bolder, a . i> . vin . k . Mai ; MDcctxxrni-
MDcccLXxrni.

Rev, A cocoa-nut tree {Cocoa nugtfera^ Linn.) with outiines erf

Java mountains behind, and inscribed withm a border, the motto^
TBN MUTTE TAN ’t GEUBSK . BATAYIA’S GBNOOTSCHAP.

2*894

5 Beoqaeml» Antoine Cdiar^ For. Mem. R.S. Headof Becqueral^
bare, hair short Leg. antoine obbar BBoauBBBL witwm

l'aCADAUIB DBS BCtBKOBS BcloW, ALPR^B DUBOIS.



Po$B€$Hon 43^ the Boyot dfIf

Rev, Spaced on the field, offkrt ls 13 Avnn. 1874 1 ]:.*iil08TB£

POTEK P£8 PBY81CIEN8 lUR 8K8 COKFRIrEH PAR ftE8 AVIS KT
PAR 8B8 APBtlltATBUKS 2*0 M,

C Beneden, Pierre J von. For Mem B. B. Arms of the TJm-
Torfiitjy of Louvain with crest and mipporters, and the motto,

IX PIDK OOXSTANh BclOW, 1 M lENKK
Rev Inscription spaced on the field, civf bvo praolaro p, j

VAX HKNEDEN ]*KK ANM08 XL IX tXIV • LOVAX • BOGBNTI
SCnCXTlIH NAUJILILIBIJS DOCTIRHIMO CIVITAS MKCHLIXIBNfilS

nicuicAViT A^* Win cclxxvji 1 28 . a-

7

ITeadof VauBeiieden,
iL, hair long, bearded Below, ki> ukruth f

Rev, Above, branches of laurel and palm intertwined with scroll

inscribed pat /kontoi oota axatom ia foiuxxua Inacnption

below, VTRO DOCTISaiMO ft CFILUKKimfO P r \AK B1<NEUKX

PKU IIFOKM JAM 1 tSTUA IK tXfVFUHlTATE OAIJIOLICA I OVANIKKHI
pROFBSSonr mi>gocxx\v]-miicgclxxxvi 2 18. ac

8 Berselitui, Jons Jakob, For. Mem R.8 Bust of Beraelius, r.,

ban short, bare jacohls ubuzelitts nat « mdcclxxix
DEN • MOCCCXL^in

Rev Inscribed around, apehtt aeniqmata condita lustrat,
nght and left, v • o ovaiimbtrom ix\ p h lcnporen
FluC Ed HOCIO LOXOK NOHlLlSSlMO PER AXXOS XXX SSCRETARlO
AOAD REG.SOlEXr S\EC 2 22. At

Bigaby, John Jeremiah, F.B S See London, Geological Society

Black, Joaeph. See Glasgow^ Univormty.

2 Brahe, Tyoho. Bust of Brahe, r , hair shoit, m nchly embroidered
doublet aud mantle, round the neck a chain, to whtdi a
medallion portrait is attached Leg, tvcho bkaiti^ Below,
ROOAT F

Rev Inscription, spaced on the field, natus elstnburghi in

SCANIA AN M D XI \ • OBIIT AX M.HC I BIBIKS K17MT8XATIOA

VXnSBBALIS VIBOEVH ILIUSTBIUX H O 000.XXV. nUBAiri) intDlT.

1*64. Afi.

10. Bnusela. Aoaddmle Boyale dea Beienoea et Bellea-Lettres.
Medal celebrating the 100th anniversary of the foundation of

the Academy by the Empress Maria Theresia. Bust of Maria
Theresia, hair m short curls, wearing bandeau decorated with
pearls, drapery falling from the head, fastened at tho breast

with brooch, m low nchly embroidered mwn, and raando
fastened with jewel on the shoulder Leg, lup. haria
THBRESTA . ACAD OOKDJT BoloW, U D V V

Inscription, spaced on tho field, acadkxia sciext . lit

Bt . ART BFXQICA AS . AVO . OtP MARIA , THERESIA
ANNO . HDGOLXXII IXSTITYTA A GVXLIELHO . 1 . BBGK .

AVOV8TO ANNO . MDCOCXVI . RKSTITVTA A . LBOPOLDO . I

ItSOE . AVO . ANNO . MDCCOXLT . AVOTA FR8TA . 8AE0VLARXA .

AOIT ANNO . MnOOCLXXn. 2«0. JR.

11. Ohslittaxda, X. Norske FredarUoi UnlNwndtet Within a
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laurel Wreath the iascnptiou ac^uswiab bbotab kobv
FBIDBKICIANAU 8ACRA eB&tlHKCULAUtA P It BIUrinR .

MPC(*OLXI
Hev. Inscribed around, kx iucstit oiympico TALKHTioa Ex
0 • LOOS P KOrLKlCH F 1*67. OILT

12. [Christiania.] K Norske Frederiks Universitet. Medal
f\>unded 1872, uu the occasion of the celehratum of tlu: union

01 Norway as one Kiuffdom ono thousand years prior A loinale

figUTQ representing' Norway is seated to / , helmeted, hau long,

in right hand a spear, the loft rests on the Norwegian shield

A mantle fastened at the throat with a brooch is thrown back,

disclosing a vest of mad with waistbelt. Alongside the shield

a stone, inscribed m[]iiif] anki Leg tkmpoai mvi'kiimtes

Ex. MDCCCLXXlI, uelow, MlUPELTllUN • INV COBUAPSEK .

SCULP
Eev Within an olive wreath, regm nobvegu'! axnvm
HlfLKStMV^ PIA CELEUUAl VNIV KUSITAS UBOrA FRKOEKI^
CIANA 2 08. A.

13.

K Moreke Frederiks Univereitet. Medal
founded 1878, on the occasion of the downing of King Oscar 11

Busts cfiiijonied, r, of Oscar II of Sweden and Norway, and
Sophia his QiieiMi, both crowned Ilo wears a mantle fastened

with a pm, she, a necklace Leg oscak n kt sophia Non
HUKC REX ET RRGlNA MnC« CLXXUI Ou truncation, O LOOH
p Onthenm, w kuitrich t

Eev Oho, seated, holding a scroll and pen. Around, an olive

wreath. Leg vltat moui Below, u . ii r [Universitas

Regia Fredenuana.] Onthenm, e weioanp pec 1*68. jy

14 K. Monike Frederika Universitet Busts
conjoined, 9 , of Charles XV of Sweden and Norway, and Louisa
his Ciueen, both crowned. He weais a mantle fastened with a
pin, she, a necklace. Leg. caroluh kt loujsa norv svbc.
BEX KT REQiNA Below, t. • LOOH piB. On tho nm,
6GHN1T787’ANN >KC

Mev. The goddeas Athenu, standing to r , reading a scroll ; ou hei

breast the head of Medusa To the nght of the figure an owl
dying to front Inscription, within a liorder, vovenh kt memoh.
VNIVRBSirAH KfiOlA tUFOERlClAKA 1*68. JF

Olarke, Bev. WiUiaxn Braxiwhlta, F B.S. See Sydney, Royal
Society of New South Wale»

15. Oombe, Taylor, F.B.8. Head of Combe, / , bare, hair short.

On tnincation, w j tayloii . Below, PtsTRUoci p.

Eev Within a laurel wreath the msoription, tatlob cohbk
MJU flKO . BOV HOC . DIKl-Cl . HOC . ANT KKEFlfiB OF
COINS Sc AKTlQUiriFS BRITISH HCHEUK PlEP 1826 AGEP 52.

V78. A5.

Mr. Comlie was Secretaiy of the Royal Society 1812-24.
Pistrucci’s original plaster model for this medal was presented to
the British Museum by Dr. Jolm Gray, F.R.S.

16. Ooadnit^ John, F.B.S. Bast of Conduit, n, hair shOTt, neck
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bare, in mantle, faatened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg
lOHAinnes oonduitt • rei . bconrt paa&F : Below, tanner
LONBINI F

Jtev^ Truth introduces Coudut to Hampden holding a staff

surmounted hj a cap of Liberty, a storK at bis feet, and to

Newton, soatM, resting ins hand on a slab, on which is a
dmgram of the plauetary system Leg mebiores fecrbiv
mfrenuo Ex m.dcc xxxvii. 2*26. m

Conduit succeeded Su Isnac Newton, who was his unde by
marriage, as Master of the Mint.

17 Oopenlia^en UniYenitet. Medal struck in celebration of the
400th anniversary Busts eonjomed, r ,

of Christian 1 (founder)
and Christian IX

,
the one wearing a cap and falling collar,

the other bare. Leg chrihtianvs i . christianvs ix •

MucocLXXix On truncation, h oonbadsen.
Rev Denmark seated, I , laureate, and clad in loose draperies,

clasps the extended hand of the goddess Athena standing, who
holds an owl, on her bitiast the head of Medusa. The
left hand of Denmark rests upon the Danish shield (three

crowned lions, and nine hearts) Inscription, qvattvok
EXEGIT BPERAT NOVA 8AKCVX.A YIVAX. Ex* VNIVXRSITAB
UAVK1EN81S 1 85 je

18 Oopernious, Nicholas. Buai of Copermcus, /, hair long, in

coat and fur vest Leg nioolaus coperntcus. Below,
PETIT F.

Rev, Inscription, spaced on the face, natus torunii in Prussia
AN K.GGGC.X.XXU1 OUllT AN M.l>.XUn flBUlEB vmcXSVATIOA
VMITXUBAUB TXBOaVlC JXX.V8TUZUIC M.POCC.XVm D171UK1> tniDIT

1*6. JE

Ctopley Medal. See Ijondon, Boyal Society

19. OsuoBor, Gergeljr, and J&nos Fogarasi. Busts conjoined, I,

hair short, both bore. Leg ozuceor okrixelt fogarasi
JANOS Below, G. RAONITZKI

Rev^ Inscription, a Magyar ntelv 6z6t1ra rrf^jezi^si^k
SMUdKE^I. A MAGYAR TUDOHiNVOB AKAPEMIA MPCGOLXXIV

1*68 GILT

This medal was struck in commemoration of the completion of

thoir great dictionary of the Hungarian language.

20. Darwin, Charles, F.R.8. Medallio Portrait Cast. Bust of

Darwin, hair and beard long, crown of bead bare. Leg
On BUi^ band, ouarlks dabwin 1881. Below, a . l
[A. Legros,]

Plain. 4*5. jl.

Darwin Medal. See London, Boyal Society.

Davy Medal. See London, Royal Society.

21; Descartes, Rend. Bust of Descartes, r., hair long, in plain

falling collar and closely buttoned doublet Leg* renb
DESCARTES. BeloW, GAIXE F

Rev* Inscription, spaced on the face, Nd a la iuts bn

VOL. L, 2 o
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TO0RAINS KK U,1>.XCVI KURT BX K.DCX. OAXABU KBTAX.LIQVS

DBS ABAVDS HOVKBS BBAB^AU 1819 1*6 ^IC

22 Doncaster. Hortionltaral Society Bust of Linneeus* r., hair

short, in vest and cravat, with loose mantle On the breast a
spng of Linnaa hoTtal\e Leg donoastrr horticultubat
60C 1KTT, 1835 CAROLUS 1 iN>iABUS Below bust, J B.

Bev Within a wreath of flowers, the arms and crest of Don-
caster 21 A

28 Dondere, Franz OomellB, For. Mem. B.S Medal struck in

honour of bis Jubilee, celebrated at Utrecht m 1888 Head of

Dcmders, r
,
bare, hair shoit Ltg francibcvs corkblivh

nONUERS X> . XXVll MAII A MDCOCXVlII - MDGCCLXXXVlIl
Below truncation, l jiIngfr n j. p. m. kknobu >

Rtv Within an olive wreath, pfr varias orntes illvstius

BATAvi ADMiRAiioNE JVNCTi. Inscribed around, in mbmoriam
niBI QVO CONDITVM PIVM GORPVB IPSIVS NOMlKE IMSlGNK

Below, W SGHAMMKR. 26^
24 Edinburgh. Royal Society. The Keith Pnze Medal. Bust of

John Napier of Mercbiston (the inventor of logarithms), I
,
hair

long, in ruff and close-fitting doublet. Leg ioaknes nepbrus
db merchiston Below, o f gab ter sciiU*.

Rtv Within a laurel wreath, inqvnii i<eiioitkr exculti
PRAKHJM KRITBIINUK Leg* 80C • REG • EDIK ADJCDICAVIT •

1 75. M

Evane, Johni F.R.S. See London, Numismatic Society

Fogarazi, J, See Czuczoi and Fogarast

25 Folkea, Martin, P.R 8. Bust of Folkes, r., hair short, cap on
head, in loose robe Leg, kaktings folkes arm^ Below,
JA . ANT . DASSIER.

i2«v. Within an ornamental compartment, societatis bkgalih
LONDINI SODALTS M DOG XI 2 15 R

Folkes was President of the Boyal Society for 11 years, having
been elected in 1741.

26. Fraind, John, F.R.S Bust of Freind, hair long, no draper}.

I^g lOANNEB . FUEIKD OOLL HKD I OND « LT . REG .B.S.
On truncation, s v

Rev, An ancient and a modern physician meeting and grasping
right hands , between them, on the ground, are herbs, book,
crucible, Ac. Leg medicina . vetvs . et . nova. Ex, vkam
KAGIUVB VTRAMQVE 2*26. JB.

27 (Galileo Galilei. Bust of Galileo, r
,
hair short, bearded, wearing

ruff and doublet Leg gauluEus galila&i ]Mow, gatraed f.

Kev Inscription, spaced on the field, natus pisis in italia ,

AN . KDLXIV OBllT AN . M.DCXIII. bbbXBS imcnKATlOA
UBIVEBSAIIS TIBOBVX IKtVBTEXUK M DOCG.XVIU. DVEAITD EUXDlT,

28 Gauaa, Carl Friedrich, For. Mem. R.8. Bust ofj Gauss,
r., bare, hair long. Leg* cabolvb fbidebicvs gavss . nat .
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MDCCLXXVII Al-R • XXX OB MUOCOLV »BB . XXKII. BoloW,
BUEIIMER 1< •

Rev Within an ivy v^reath) OEOButva v kbx hankovekae
UATiucuiTicouvM i*RjKcn*i Inscnbed around, acaormiab
8VAK OEOKGIAE AVOVSTAP DBCOUt AtTERXO. ItoloW Wreath,
a star 2 75 mi,

29 [Gaiias, Carl Fiiedrioh ] Another copy 2 75 m,

30. Glasgow University Bast of Joseph Black, /, hair long, and
tied behind, in coat and cravat Ltg johppuus black
UDccxxin MDCcxcix On truncation, n macpuail sc.

Rev Inscription, spaced on the field, in acaulm olasgcfns
FACULTATK MRDICA DISOIPUJ US INQKNIO AC LARORE INBIONIB

FUIFMITIM HOGCE MEKITO OONSSCUTUS B8T 2*76 M
A medical class medal of the University of Glasgow, where

Dr Black had been a professor

31 Gray, John Edward, F.R.B, and Maria S. Gray Busts
conjoined, r , of Gray and Mrs Gray He, bare, hair short, she
wears cap and dress with ribbon round the neck Behind busts,

in the field, i e ! m e ohai Below, o o Adams . sc

18G3
Rev Withm an olive wreath, rRuar in tuf lokd and do
GOOD 2 26 JR

32. Haidlnger, Wilhelm, For. Mem. R.S Head of Haidinger, » ,

htur short Leg wilhblm haidinofb Below k i angf
Rfv Tn relief, the Eastern hemisphere, around which are the

signs of the zodiac. Leg, Iiiscnbed within a border, kie
LKmOdI^T SriJlE STEllFN MDCCCLVl 2 52 JR

33 Halley, Edmund, F R.S Bust of Halley, r
,
hair long, in

loosti mantle trimmed with fur Leg kdmlndub hallf'i •

A DASSIKR F
Rev Within an ornamental border, at the top part a festoon of

fiowers under a winged cherub, astuonomls aegis magnas
BRITANNIA^ HDCCXLIV 2*15. M

Halley was Secretary of the Royal Society, 1713-21.

34 Haneteen, Ohrietopher, For. Mem. R B. Bust of Bansteen,
I , bore, bair short. Leg, ciiristofuoro hanstkkn Below,

n. Bf RGSLILN i.

Rev, Within a wreath of oak and olive, the mscTiption, splbndei
IN orub decob; above, a star. Inscnlied around, sotennia
SEMISKCULARIA (jrHATULATlTR UNIV RKO >R*D MDOCCJVI

15 AC

35. Heidelberg. Univendtkt. Medal m celebration of the 600th
anniversary of the University Bust of Frederick of Baden,
Protector of the University, /, boarded, m uniform, with
decoruticm, and loose mantle trimmed with ermine. Leg
FKIDERICVB . D G BADAUVH . X . DVX . RECTOR . UEID
PERP. Below, SCHWKNZVR

Rev The Genius of Heidelberg standing and facing, her hands
resting, on either side, on oval panels, bearmg, on left, the

bust of the Elector Rupeit, r, founder of the University,

2 0 2
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1856; on nght, bust of the Elector Chorlofl Frederick,

who reconstituted the same m 1803 Jewelled Bcrolln earned
from the base of eadi panel terminate with a laurel and
palm branch The central fi^ire has long flowing hair, and
wears loose drapery which ^ves the arms bare, in left

hand a laurel branch, her feet m sandals, at the girdle

of her waist the arins of Baden, In the distance, in low relief,

the Castle of Ileidelberg Leg Inscnbed withm a bordei,

TNlVEltSlTAS IlKIDFI IIFRQRKSIS A . KVPKHTO . CONDITA • A .

CAROlo « FRiBERioo , iNBTAvRATA. lu the oxorgue, on a
scrolled panel, sAEOvi vu sfxtvh pik avbpicatvb a • n
uuccci^xxvi Below, h . outz , ii schwknzfu j<e(

2 9 A

36 Rim, Quatave Adolphe. Medal, rectangular, struck m
1890, as a tribute of admiration for M. Hirn and his labours.

Bust of Uirn, r, hair long, in coat, collar, and cravat

Upper leg uV8TAVi< adolpuk • iiiitN Lower leg ses .

COMTATRIOTES SKH . AMIS . ADMtRATE\ RS. Behind, uA
AT LOOI> 1 BAOU . XXI AOVT • Ml> CCC XV. BcloW, O • UOTV
MDCOOCXXXIX

Jiev Science, seated, ? ,
watches the flames of a fire burning

upon an antique and raised altar, symliolical of thermo-

dynamics. Her hair, with bandeau, gathered into a knot
behind, she is clad in loose drapery, vmich leaves the arms
bare , in left hand a scroll At her feet an oak garland and a
portfolio, whilst a balance recalls the applications of M Hirn's

researches on vapour Behind her rise branches of laurel, among
which the inscription boikntia, on a bond. In the distance

the profile of the mountains of Ijogelbach with the ruins of the
“ Trois-Cbftteanx d’Eguisheim in the sky are stars, and Saturn.

Leg. On a panel m the right-hand corner, amicvh « piato
BED . MACIK AMlCA VERITAS. BslOW, O. ROTY.

2 42 X 1 8 JP

M. Him died Jan. 14, 1890, just before the issue of this medaL

Howard, John, F.R B See London, Statistical Society.

87 Bmne, Joseph, FRS. Bust of Ilume, almost facing, hair

short, in coat, collar, and cravat. Leg .lus iiuhf esq m.p

F B.8 Below, T II 1

J?«r A wreath of oak leaves above, underneath which inscnp-

tion, Oh CIVIL AND REIIGIOUB LIBERTY, lUE VIRTUOUS AND
BNUOllTENED FRIEND OF JUSTICE AND NATIONAL INTEaUITY,

THE IMPARTIAL & UNDAUNTFD DhFENDFB. 1 52. JP.

36 Hunter, John, F.R.S. Bust of Huntei, r, bare, top of head,

bare, hair around, curly Leg. iohannes hvnteb. Below,
B WYON.

J^ev Withm a laurel wreath, the armorial beanngs of York-
shire College, Leeds , below, on an ornamental scroll the motto
KT AvoPBiTvu 8CIENT1A lijscubed orouiid, withm a border,

COLLEOIVM . OOHITATVS EDORACENCIB O&d SGHOLA MBPIOIKAE.
Koaes separate the two groups of words. Bdow the shield,

ALLAN WTON SC. 2*2. JR.
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39. Himtery WiUiami F.B.S. Bant of Hunter, m tasselledcap, and
abirt with collar open Leg, ouuklhus mrXTKK MDOOxvin .

HocGLXxxiii On truncation of shoulder, k uacphau. ag.

Hev Inscnpiion, spaced on the field, tk acajokm • oulsgurnb .

FAOULTATK AU^niCA 1>IHCirLl.GS INOKNIO AG LABOBK INBIOHIS

rKOCMIUU llOCCIfi CONSECUTUS EST 2 76 Afi

Keith. Medal See Edinburgh, Royal Society.

40. Lawrence, Sir William, Bart., F.B.S. Hoad of Lawrence, /

,

Imro Leg »ruAi awbekop, nAiioNi^TTrs mat 1733 ob
1867 Tlelow, a, b wrON

Rev Within on olive wreath, a shield bearing the arms of

St Bartholomew's Hospital Inscribed around, within a border,

S BARllIOl OMACt IHOSP FI COLL INST 1123 152. A£

Lee, John, F.B.S. See Loudon, Numismatic Society.

41 Linnseua, Carolus. Bust of Linnmiis, r ,
hair long, m vest and

cravat, with mantle over thc^ shoulders On the breast of the

cc^at a sprig of Linnma horeal^^ and his decoration as Knight of

llie Polai Star Leg CAttOLUs timnaeih arch keg fc^v .

AUllATUS Below, TllTMO IIP RGEU.

Rev (Jybele standing, murally crownod, with lion crouching by
her side , m her left hand a key, the iigkit is upraised , she is

surrounded by animals and plants, lu the distance are clouds

with flying buds Three small butterflies are represented to the

left of the figure Inscription, iilaw luctus akoit amissi

Ex POST OIUTU»l UrSALlAE D X . JAN MOCCLXXVIII IIBGB

JtTBKMri' 21 M,

42. liOOke, John Bust of Locke, I
,
haii long, m shirt open at the

collar, and loose mantle Leg, joanmi^s look Below, jag
ROETTIUiS

Rev Inscription, spaaed on the face, mens habitat molem .

VmU . ObOlt M HGC.I xxtv. 21 A,

43. London. Medal struok to commemorate the visit of H M.

S
OMen Victoria to the Corporation of London, Nov 9,

37. Bust of Queen Victoria, f, bare weanng a diadem,
hair bound with fillet and gatheicd into a knot behind. Leg,

VICTORIA RFGiNA Oil truncation, W WION UA
Rev, A representation of the frontage of the (Buldhall, with the

Royal Standard floating above. Exergat leg, only, m honocu
OF her majesty’s visit to the COlirORATION OF lONDUN
9« NOV 1837. 2*16 ac

44. ^ity and Guilds of London Institute. Siemens
Medal Head of Siemens, 4, bare, bearded, crown of head bare.

Leg SIB 0. WILLIAM SIEMENS FRS . D.O.L IN MBMOUIAM .

born 1823 . niEP 1883. Below neck, alian wton.
Rev Within an ivy wreath, for pkofioienct in blbotbioal
EKGiNEEUiNG. luscnbed around, the city akp guilds or
TXINUON INSTITUTE . CENTRAL INSTITUTION. BeloW WlCath,

A. WYON. 202. AC

Geological Society. Bigsby Medal Bust of Bigsby,45.
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bare, / Leg j j BiosBir sld r r.8. bienklu. pbxzb hbpal
pouNBKO 1876 BpIow, a b wyow

Jiev In the centre, a representation of an extinct species of

echinoderin {Agelcujnmtee Diekaont)^ and insonbed around,

AOELACKINITBA DIOKSONI. FOtJKO 1822 CANADA Below, J.

s & A B WTON Beyond, withm a border, awabdrd by THh
GEOLOGICAL SOCIFTY OF LONDON FOR WORK 0» GREAT HERIT.

1 78 >
4 gol4 example of this medal is awarded biennially by the

(^logical Society of London The Royal Society possesses

another specimen of nearly similar design but larger type , it

was struck m bronze, and sulisequently discarded for the smaller

BUfio in gold.

4G [London.] Geological Society. Bigsby Modal fifeo note above
2 r»2 A.

47. ' King’s College Siemens Medal Head of Siemens, I ,

bearded. Leg car ciul sieukns prafmium in arte metai -

TUKOicA D D MDOCCLXXXii. Below truncation, J. s & a b.

WYON
Bev The arms, crest, and supporters of King’s College, London,

with inscription above, colt reg lond In the exergue on
scrolls, SANOTE ET SAinKNTEB Below, A B WYON BC.

1 7. JK.

48 — King’s OoUege. Todd Medal Bupt of Todd, / ,
hair

long, m coat, collar, and bow tie Leg Robert dknti ey todd
M.D V.R K DIED 80 JAN 1860. BelOW, J 8 WYON HC

Rev The arms, crest, and supporters of King’s College, London,
with inscription, kings cotlbgf londun for clinical
MEDICINE On scrolls beneath arms, sancte et sapienter.
Below, J s wton bo. 8*0 m

49.

NnmiBZnatic Society. Bust of John Lee, F.B.S.

(first President), r
,
drapery on neck Below, stothard f

Rev. Spaced on the field, ntjmibmatio society of London
FOUNDED dec" XXlI MDCCCXXXVlll JOHN LRK L.L.D F.B.S

F.S A ERAS PRESIDENT 1*75 A..

50.

Numismatie Society. Jubilee Medal, 1887. Bust
of John Evans, FRS,, r., hair short, m coat and collar

Leg. ion . evans d c.l s*r s pralsidi On truncation,

PINCHES . F
SIC

Rev. Within an olive wreath, ^ Inscribed around, bocietas

0
MT1II8U . I<0)fn . ANM08 CONST . U . KOOOOLXXZTtl. 2*26 M.

Jubilee Medal. Another copy 2 26 x
52 — Soyid Aitronomloal Sodety. Medal of the Boyal

Astronomica] Society Bnatof Newton, bare , behind, nbwton
Ltg, ItOYAt. ABTRONOUICAL 6O0UCTY INST MDOOOZX. BelOW,
NVBBH PKLLENTX HATHESI. On truncation, W. WTON .ABA
HINT.
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Jfov Heraohcrs telescope. Leg qvieqvro nhet notakdum.
(In the exergue of this specimen is inscribed, struck bt pbk-
KISSIOK OF THE COUNCIL FOR THE COLLECTION OF THE
HEV® CHARLES TURNOK . 1840) 1*9* M

This medal was ordered to be struck when the Society reoeiTed

its Royal Charter of Incorporation in 1831, it replacing an earlier

type. The drat impreHsion was issued m 1834 It is struck in

gold, and awarded annually or otherwise, as the Council

detenniues.

53 [London.] Royal Exchange. Medal struck to commemorate the

laying of the first stone of the Royal Exchange Bust of

Queen Victoria, Z., bare, wearing a diadem, hair bound with

fillet, and gathered into a knot tehind Leg virTomA n o
BRITANKIAUUU RROTNA F * I> Oil truncation, W WYON . K A.

Sev. Inscription, spaced on the field, in commemokation of
LATINO THE llRST STONE OP THE NEW ROYAL EXCHANGK BY
H R H PRINCE AT BERT CONSORT OF 11 M QUEEN VlClOBIA

17 JANUARY 2842 IN THE FIFTH YEAR OF HER KKIGN.
1-78 M

54, Royal Society. Copley Medal Athona, seated amidst

emblems of her own attributes, and of the arts aud sciences,

holds out m the nght hand a wreath , m her left arm is the

Efihesian Artemis , on lier breast the bead of Medusa , near her

the armonal shield of Sir Oodfrey Copley. Leg o coplbt
bar’*’ niGNissiMO. Below, t. [John Sigismuud Tanner.]

Rev. The armorial shield of the Royal Society, with crest and
supporters. Leg societas reg . londini Ex On a band
the motto nuuius in verba 1'7 m.

On Ihe obverse of this specimen is inscribed, in the exergue,

CAKOLO ltrll eq 185^
The Omiley Medal, founded in 1736 under the will (1709) of

Sir Godfrey Copley, Bart, FBS, is awarded annually for

distiuguished philosophical I'esearch, and irrespective of

nationality It is struck m gold.

55. —— Copley Medal Another copy, but
without exergal mscnption 1*7. m

56 Royal Society. Darwin Medal Bust of Darwin, I ,

hair and beard long, crown of head bare, m coat and collar. On
truncation, allan wton sc.

Rev. Within a wreath, composed of the leaves and flowers of

]riant8 identified with Darwin's researches {Ampelopeta^ Droeera,

iVimuZa, Nepenthes^ fo.), the inscription oarolvs dabwin
between the dates mdoccix and mpccclxxxtv Below wreath,

ALLAN WTON. 2*25 A.

The Darwin Medal was founded m 1890, aud is awarded bienniallv

for work of distmotion m the field in which Mr. Darwin himself

laboured. It is struck m silver or bronze.

Royal Society. Davy Medal. Bust of Sir Humphry
Davy, n, hair short, in coat, collar and cravat with frilled ahirt

On truncation, a, b. joy so n. MAcrHAn. f.

57.
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Sev, Inscription, spaced on tbe face, thb botal soonBTr to

[ iMipiMt'vDWM ] IN AOCORDAKCB WITH THB WILL OP KinHPHHY
DAVY WHO DEVOTBD THE TESTIMONIAL PBESEWrED TO HIM B'k

TUB COALOWNEXIS OF TUB TYNK AND WRAIt TO THE BN-
couBAGBUBNT OF cuKMiOAL UKREABOH. Bolow, uuder a line,

the date. [The date on thm medal is 1890 J 2 98 a*

The Davy Medal was founded in 1869 uuder the will of Dn John
Davy, F.K S , a brother of Sir Humphry Davy, and is awarded
annually for the most important discovery in chemistry made in

Europe or Anglo-America It is struck m gold

58 [London.] Royal Society. Davy Medal Another copy, inscnbed
BOBBBT WILHELM DUNSEN irUBTAVK ROBFRT K1BCU1I<)FI>.

Dated 1877. 2 98. a
59

,

Bo3ral Society# Royal Medal. Bust of Queen
Victoria, 2, bare, wearing coronet, hair bound witb fillet and
gathered into a knot behind. Leg Victoria reoina soc
UKO * lord PATitoNA , MDCCcxxxviii. Oil truncation

W WYON K A.

Eev A representation of the statue of Sir Isaac Newton, by
lioubiliac, in the Chapel of Tnnity College, Cambridge On
either side of the statue are devices illustrative of Newton’s
discoveries. The diagram on the right is taken from the sixty-

sixtb proposition of the “ Prmcipia ,
** that on the loft illustrates

the solar system Leg beoinae MVNUbiCLNiiA arhitiuo
sociETATiR. Below statuo, newton. 2 86. m

Two Royal medals were founded by George IV., and are awarded
annuallV for the two most important umtnbutions to the advance-
ment of Natural Knowled^ published originally m the Bntisli

domimons, within a period of not more than ten and not less

than one year of the date of the award. They are struck lu

gold and m silver.

60. Royal Society Rumfotd Medal A tripod, sur-

mounted by a dame, with inscnption around, noscbrb qi a.

VIS LT CAUSA. Below, J . MILTON F
Rsv. Inscribed within an ornamental border of leaves, fbjemiuh
optime MERENTI ex INSTITUTO BKNJ , A BUMFOBD 8 • B 1

COMITIS ADJ1TD1CATUM A BEG « BOC . LOND 3*4 A
The Rumford Medal was founded by Count Rumford in 1796,
and 18 awarded biennially for tbe most important discoveries

in heat or light dunng the preceding two years The medal
18 struck in gold and m silver.

This type was discontmuod by order of the Council of tbe Society,

Jan. 15, 1868, and on l^o recommendation of tiie Master of the

Mint. See description below of medal now m use

61 .. n- . Rumford Medal. Head of Rumford, bare
Leg. BENIAMIN AS BVUFOKD B . BOM . IMP COMBS INSTITVIT

Below, MDCoxcvi. On truncation, oh wiener.
Jbe. Within a wreath of oak and laurel leaves bound with ribbons,

OPTXME IN LVCIS GALOBI8QVE NATVBA XZQVIBENDA XKEENTX
ADtVDlQAT BOC. BEO: LOND. 8*4. JE.

62.— — Rumford MedsL Another oqpy. 8*4. m
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68. London St. Thomas’s HospitaL Solly Medal. Head of Solly,

/ , bare, hair shoi t, crown of head bare. Leg. samukl • soixr
F.n*B Below, aptisr k • b . HTWiihsa a.ua j . b & a
B WTON

Rev LiHCiibed around, in mbmoky . oi* mascupl . soixy
I* . R U HUUOhON TO 8^ TIIOMAs’h . 1IOSP1TAI FOVNPKD .

A.P 1873 4* Inmde on the face, awakotp fcoa axcFiT.KNCK
OF bUBOlCAI RKFOllTS TO [welplaiit • tiantaj 2 76 ;f

64. Statistical Society Howard Medal Bustof Howaid,
/ ,

hair long, and tied behind, in coat, collar, and cravat Leg
JOHN noWARD FU8 8HKBIFF OF BtmORD 1778 BcloW, A
B. WYON

Rev A aheaf of com, erect, with luecnption, howard
FObNDKU 1873 . WlllIAU A OIIY MB. I* B 8 FRFSIPKNT.
limcnbod around, withm a bonier, btatihiicai hooit rr

Jfi8TAfibl8Uli.P 1834 3*0 A

65 Marlborough, Charles Spencer, Duke of, F.R.S. Bust of

the Duke, r, in armour and riband across the bieaat Leg
CAROLl H 8P£NG£R. BeloW, J A DASBIER,

luscriptiuii, Pux PR MARLBORotan Mpccxrn 2*16 i

664 Martins. Carl Friedrich Fhilipp von. Rust of Martiun, /,

bare, iiair sliort Leg cak . vu - fh mautivs . Belov,
A. STAJ^Ol-H . P.

Rev Within a tioider, spaced on the face, the inscription, viro
IN BOTANIC A FUIXCIFI 8TVPIO UPK CONSILIO HlBl niOBATIh-
8IMO ACAPFMIA K BOI(*\ P • PVB MFUITO TKUTIO KAl BNP •

Ariub Mpcccixiiii Outer leg
^
above, cvnpipb kt for-

TITBK. Below, UKUVM C0<iN08Gl<RF GAVBAS. 1*9 A
67. Modena. SooletA Italiana della Soienze. Modal m celebra-

tion of the centenary of the Society An eagle upon her nest,

With wings expanded, the rayed sun above Below, xnsbnoa.

Leg witbm a border, hch'ibia’ itauaka pkllb sciknbx
fondata nel 1782.

Rev Withm a circle, the mscnption, i a hoc ifta’ italiana pi- i lk

SOXEN/B nett/ an 1882 CENTENARIO PTLLA XONPABTONK
Without, a wreath of oak and laurel 2 22. a

68. Moivre, Abndhain de, F R.S. Bust of De Moivrc, /*., hair long,

in coat buttoned m front Leg ABRAiiAHts pe hoivke .

Below, I . A. PASSIMR .

Rev Wilhin an ornamental border, utbipbque socibtatis

&BOALIS . LONP BT . UBROL . fiOPALlS • U PCC XLI. 2 15. A

69. Montreid. McGill University. Head of Sir Isaac Newton, t,

bare. Leg. scxentiis . matubmaticis Lr . pixtbtcxs

FXUCiTBR . RXGLLTis Behmd bust, NEirroN. Below,

J, 8. & A. B. WYON SC.

Rev Above, the arms, crest, and motto of the Molson family

Witbm an ohve wreath, anka molson ponavit 1864
inscribed around, cnivbesiias m^uill monib ubc»o . in

POHINO CONFIPO. 1^78. A.
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70 MontreaL MoOill Unlvenity. Head of Watt, n, heir short
Behind, in the field, jameb watt Leg pkksentkd at
UNIVBBSmr MONTKBAt PBIZB FOU APPLIKD BCIR}(CBB

Below truncation, aix^an wtok sc
Bev, A wreath of maple and rose leaves, with thistles and roses

Inscribed around, in memoby of tue meetinc} of tub BHirisn

ASSOCIATION at MONTREAL 1884 BeloW Wreath, A WYON
1 78 M

71. Mnratori, Ludovioo Antonio. Bust of Muraton, r , hair long,

m the cap and garb of a pnesi of the Komish Church. Leg
LODOVIGO AST MUUATOUl BuloW, F. BFERANZA.

Bev» Within a laurel wreath, the mscnptioii, at . paorb oella
STORIA iTALIA>A II . MUNIOIPIO PI MOPBNA XXI . OCTOBRK
HDCCCLXX12 2 16

72 Newton, Bir laaAc, P R 8. Bust of Newton, / , hair short, lu

shirt with open collar and mantle round the shoulders. Leg
ISAACVB NKWTONVS BeloW, 1 C .

Eevn Science, with wings on her head, seated, / ,
leans upon a

table, and holds a diagram of the solar system. Leg. fklix
COONOSGEUE C VVSAS Ex M DCC XXVI. 2*04 iU

73. Bust of Newton, three-quarters, j ,

hair long, in shirt with open collar, and mantle around the

shoulders. Leg. isaacvb newtonivs • Below, t. passiek • v
Rev A representation of Newton’s monument in Westminster
Abbey , on the base is luscnbed, hat • 1 642 . u • 1726. 1*68. m.

74. Bust of Newton, three-quarters,

looking I
,
hair long, in shirt with open collar, and mantle round

the shoulders Leg. ibaacpb newtonivs.
Rev. A wreath of fiowers enclosing the inscnptiou, itq . avr

pniLOBorirvB . ostir 31 . mart . 1727 * matub amkos 85
1*32. M

75. — Bust of Newton, I
, hair long, in

shirt with open collar, and loose mantle. Leg. s^ ibaac
newton.

Rev. A device of a cadnoeus, with cornucopm and laurel branch
Inscnption, kaliipfnny 1793. 1»12. m.

76. Another copy Same de preceding,

but smaller, and rev. without caduceus, the inscription,

farthing 1798. 0*88. jr.

77 — Bust of Newton, hair long, in

cravat and plain coat. Leg. ibaacub newtonivs &1ow
truncation, petit , f

Rev. Inscnption, spaced on the face, natus votsxROPn ik

ANGUA AN . ir.PC.XLU . OIIZIT AN . M PCO.XXYll. Ex
SaaiBB KtTKIBXlTICA VNXVaBBAUS ViaORITX mtOSTBIUll

BLPCOC XTX. rnnuND EDmiT 1*68. jb

78. HordenaklBld, Adolphus Xrions, Bacon. Bust of Nor-
denakibld, r., bare, hair short. Leg. adolphvs macm
NOBPBNBXtOLP . BoloW, W BVITBSXBG C , JABV SC.

Rev. The Gemus of Science, laureate, standing, r., partially dad
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in loose drapery. In her right hand she holds aloft a lamp
illuminating the north polar region of a globe lieneath

Near figure, an anchor, with compass, a ship’s log, and
other navigational instruments Lag asia cikcom: : ^A :

VIOATA Ex IN UONOU P01*17LAKIS SUI SOC . SCIRNT ,

FLNNIOA CCD OUK. BolOW, AHUENHERO DFL W RUNRHEHO
C JAIIN SC

This modal was struck by the Soci^ti^ des Sciences de Fiuiande, m
honour of Baron Nordenskiold, and nn example m gold was
presented to him January 13, 1881 2*21 m

79 Parkes, Edmund Alexander, F.B 8 Head of Parkes, / ,
bare,

Leg Fi>MrNi> alkxandfr farkfs b 1819-p 187G
Below trunration, j s & a b wyon

Witlun a laurel wreath, farkfr mrmoriat mfual
Inscribed without, ‘H IIEPl TO XQMA KAl 1‘HN 4^YXHN
•yriElA 2 2 A

80 Philadelphia Numismatic and Antiquarian Society
Medal Htiuck to commemorate the 2lRt anuiversary (f the

foundation of the Society Bust of Eh K Pnee, I ,
hair long,

m coat, collar and tie Leg fii k price iuiuhident Below,
1879 On truncation, w ii kei f,

Bev The arms, crest, and motto {veatigia mum sequt) of the

Society Inscribed within a bordei, the NVMiBMATir &
ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY OF FUILADA FOUNDED JAN 1 1H58

1 GO JK

Only one copy was struck m silver, which M'as presented to the

President himself , in bronze, 199 were issued,

81 Preel, Johann Svatoplok, and Karl BofivoJ Presl. Busts,

opposite each other, of K B. Piesl and J S Presl The former
m profile, r

,
hair short, wearing coat, collar, and cravat , the

latter, three-quarter face to left, hair parted m middle, wearing
coat, collar, and cra\at. Leg, cauoevs borzvvoj , presi,

NATVa PBAGAE XVII . FEB , A , HDCCCXXXXUII . MOllTVVh

IBIDEtt . II , NOV , A HDCCOnil DK UKD , ET Pflin

PROF F • O • YNIV FRAOKNSI8 .

JOANNES 8VATOPLVK FRBBL , NATV8 ^ PUAGAE . TUT

SBFTEHD . A NDCCLXXXXl • MORTVVS IBIDEM , VI . APIUI.

A MDOCCXXXXVnn . dr , MKD FROI. P . O VNIV .

FRAOENSis Below the busts, in . mrmohiam . joannis
ANTE HOS CENTVM . ANNOS • NATI,

Eeo, A branching tree fern. Inscribed around, fratbbnis et
MATVRAK et . DIBCIFCINAE , VINCVLIS OOKIVNOTl 8*4, iR

82. Pnlteney. Williami Earl of Bath, Bust of Pulteney, r hair

long, in loose mantle. Leg, guiueumus fultknet . a
DABSIER F.

Sev Within a wreath of oak, goubb db bath mdooxuv.
2 16 . M.

88« Purkyiia, Johann E., For. Mem. B.8. Bust, n, hair short, m
coat, collar, and bow tie. Leg, joann . xv . pubky^.
Below, BEIDAN.
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Jtev. iQscnptioji phtsiox^ooiab rbcrntxobts kuxdatori x>eckm
ABIUNC irBXaift UWTVER8ITATI CABOLO - VERBINANDEAl*
ADLACTO FVCUITA6 MEDICA PRAGEKSIS IX PEG. HDCOCI.XVin

1 74 A

84 Quetelet, Lambert Adolphe Jacques, For. Mem. R S. Ilead

of Quetelet, 4 Ltq apoiphub qi-etkaet liolow, braemt f
Jie& Inscription, spaced on the face, apoifuo qurtkiet viro
PE ACADEUIA EOBFGIE MERITO QUINQLI- lUSTRA IN ACTUARII
PFRPATITI MUNKHR i>FLlcrrEU PFRACTA CONGRATUI ANTFS IUJN<’

NUUMUM PIETATIS FT REVERUNTIAB TE8TEM CUDFNPUM
CURAVFRITNT ACAPElflAV KFQIAE BKLQICAE flOCH ANN
aiPOCCI X 1 75 At

85 Rotterdam. Bataaffaoh Qenootsohap der Proefonder*.

vindel^ke Wijsbegeerte Medal struck in celebration of the

llatavian li^ciety’a centenary, 17(59-1869 Inner Icq Withm a

circle formed by a coiled anake, hociktab iniiLOsopHiAi’

FXl*FBllktl>NTAl IH IIATAVA BOTfROPAVl ONTF81MUM. NATAI.BM

CKTFUUANS Outer hg in memouiam htkpuani iioooenpuk
lUMlATOKIS, MDCCJ \.1X-M»CCC1 XIX

Rev Experience, m loose draperies, standing, looking to left. In

her left hand a crowned stad, with scroll entwined bearing the

legend, rfrvm mai.istra, m right an anchor Near, a column,

on the top of which a pair of scales, on the front the Nether-

lands arms sunnouiited by a crown On the left of the figure an
altar, with flames arising, on front the Nethei lands hon rampant,

on a shield. Inscription, ckrtob fekbi kxpewkntia fboctus
Ex J V MINGKR 1. 1*69 AC.

Rumford Medal. See London, Koyal Society.

86 SidiemnitE. Konigl Ungarlsohe Berg- und Forets

Akademie Medal in celebration of the 100th anniversary of

the Academy, 177(»-1870 Bust of Mana Theresia, Queen of

Hungary, r
,
wearing bandeau, vith falling drapery gathered at

the breast On either side a laurel and palm branch. Leg
withm a border, a . hauia therfsia hung; regb
METALLICORUM , ACAPEICIA. BeloW, 0. RADNITZKY

Rev. Inscribed within a border, sriiEMNicii • conpita 1770 •

PRIMUM • HEOUl UK CFCBBRAT 1870. 2*74 AC.

Siemens, Sir Charlee William, F.RS. See London, City

and Omlds Institute, and King’s College.

87. Sloane, Sir Hans, Bart., P.B.B. Bust of Sir Hans Sloane,

cap on head, m loose robe. Leg. uans sloanr xqu
BABONBrrus. Below, a dabszer . f.

• Rev. Inscnption, pracsbs socibtatib rbqi^ ponpinbnsis
xpocxuv. Above, festoons of floweis , below, branches of oak.

2*15* AS.

88 * Anothei copy. 2 15. jr.

89. Soane, Sir John, F.B.B. Bust of Soane, r, bare, hair ^rt
Leg JOHN soake. Below, w . wroN . a . r . A . mint.

Rev. A representation of the elevation of the north-west angle
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of the Bank of England, with mscnption, a tbibutb of
RKSPECT FROM THB BBITIBII ARCHtTBCTS. BcIoW,
in exergue, mdoccxxxtv 2 26 ac.

Solly, Samueli F.R.S. See London, St Thomoe's Ilospital

W Staa, Jean SerTals, For. Mam. B.B. Head of Stas, /,

Below, A . MiriiAUx . n’ArREa lw.
Rev Inscription, spaced on the field, a iian-sarvaib stas,

A LOUVAIN IE 21 AOUT 1813, ]&LU MLMBRK DR I A CT ASBE
DFB HCIKNGLS £N 1841 SOUVENllC JUBiLAlUI> (5 MAT 1891).

Inscribed around, withm a border, acad^'mik rotate des
BCIKNCES, DLS l>TTR1-8 FT 1>I<S BEAUX-ARTS DE DELOIQUF

2 02 JBu

01. Btokeley, William, FJI.S. Head of Stukele^, r , with wreath
of oak leaves Leg rev . ovl btvkelki . Ma> hr & as
Below truncation, cet 64

Rev RepreBeiitutiou of Stonehenge, and below, or mab 4 1765.

M 84 Cast 3 32 js.

92 Sydney. Royal Sooiaty ofNew Bouth Wales. Bust of Rev
William Branwhite Clarke, F R S

,
r

, bearded, weanng acade-

micals Leg wiiLiAM imANwnnE olarxk ma. frh 1878
Below, j s & A n wyon.

Sev Within a wreath, composed of the palms and flowering plants

of Australia, for rfseauciies in natuual sgienoe In-

scnbod around, TnB royal society of new south walks
SYDNEY* Below, J 8 & A B WYON. 218. vF.

98 Sylvester, James Joseph, F R S Bust, I
,
hair and beard long,

crown of head bare, in coal and collar Behmd, hyt.vfbter.

Below truncation, c e barber f

Rev, Within a wreath of oak leaves, jndf . An a.d .

MDOGCIXXTI . VHQVE .AD . AD . M1>C0CLXXX1U. luSCTlbed

around within a border, ft^r beftkm annos . in ,

VNIVKRSITATE . AB . lOUNS HOPKINS FVNDATA . PROFESSOR.
2 62 JB.

94. Thiersch, Frederiok von. Bust of Thiersch, r , hair short, bare.

Below, j. RIBS

Rev, Within an ornamental border, i<ridebiovs tbiersch
pHiLOLOovs Inscnbed without, natvs d xrv m . jvnh
uDOCLXXxiv . omrr d. xxv. m . fkbrvarii hdcgolx.

1*89. JR,

96 Tiedemann, Friedrich, For. Mem. R.B. Bust of Tiedomonn,

r., bare. Leg, pridfricvs tiedeuann nat . d. xxin avo ;

HDGOLXXXI. Below, C. VOIGT

Rev, A star-fish, with msoription vibo de avoknda natvbas
SCIENTJA 1*£R X LVSTRA EOKEGIE MEUITO SODALES. FRANCOF .

A . V. D X MART . HDOCCLTV 1*76 AC.

Todd, Robert Bentley, F.R.S. See London, Emg’s College.
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96. Upsala. Univenitet. Medal atnick i» celt^bration of the 400th
anniversary of the University. Hieadof Oscar II of Sweden and
Norway, r , bare, hair short Leg obcar ii hkx svsci^ i^'T

NORWClIiF Below, A LlNDBkltO

Rev llie Oenius of Upsala, laureate, clad in loose rolies, ts

seated, facing' In her right hand she holds aloft the lamp ot

knowledge, tlie left rests upon the tnangular crowned shield

of Svealand, the head of a crouching lion appearing from behind
(m allusion to Gutalaud) On the left ot the figure emblems
of the arts; above the pole star castn its rays In the

Held a flying bat Inscription, ex tiki^brib per umbras ad
LUCEM Ex PFIUCTA QUATUOK SECLLA CEIBBRAVII
UNIVKRBITAB UPBALIENSIS MDCCOLXXVII LTNDBbKO 2 22 A.

07 Woles, Frederick, Prince of, FB.S. Bust of the Prince,

/ ,
hail long, m at uiuur, nband and star of the darter Leg

T^RLDVIUC WAU-lAP PttlNCBPS BoloW, J A DAfiStER

Rev Two genii, among clouds, supporting the Pniu e*B coronet,

with pluiuen and motto 2 15 a.

98 Watt, James, FRS. Bust of Watt, 9
,
with mantle ovei the

shoulders. Behind, m the field, james watt 1736-1819 Below,
JOBEPll B W\i;N fi

Rev Representation of a steam engine, with sun and planet

motion, and inscnption below, steam engine as constructed
IIT JAMES WATT. 1 86

99

Head of Watt, I , behind head, r watt On trun-

cation, a T sroruARD , below, F i chantrey rad
Rev Clio, looking to r

,
leans in almost upright position against

low pillar, on whuh rests her left hand, with scioll beanng
legend, to oueat men, in right hand a pen Below, fub^ b\

5 PARKER JONDON MDCCCXXVII Right and left, A J STOT-

flAKD F T BTOTHARD R.A. I> 2 46 A!

jSee also Montreal, McGill University

100 Whitworth, Sir Joseph, Bart, P R.S. Bust of Whitworth, I
,

bearded, hair long, ciown of head bare, lu collar and coat.

Leg* SIR iosEi*ii wiiitwortij . babt pub,* d c l .

L E D . dfc^ XXI • . MDCccni On truncation,

18eJi‘ 83 Below, ALLAN wyon
Rev A representation of Whitworth’s measuring inaohme

Instnptiou above, a pifpbrenoe of one uilliontm of an
INCH IB MKABVRKD BY VSING tOVR TU\ E FT AKBB CONCERT ,

beneath, whitwortu bciiolarbhiph fovnped hdccclxviii,
to right, j . 8 . & A . B . WYON 2*26. x.

101 Wray, Daniel, F.R S. Bust of Wray, r., hair short, in mantle
fastened with brooch on the shoulder. Leg* daniel , wray .

ANOLVs AET XXIV. Oil truDcatiou, 1726 Below,
6 FOZZO >

Inscription, ml actvm rbi’vtanb cvh <jvn> svperebbet
AGENDVM. 2*7. JB.
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102. Wron, Sir Christopher, P.B 8. Btist of Wren, / , hair long, lu

vest and loose mantle. L^g cuRisror • wbkn kqvbs
AVB & AuruiTECT Bolow bust, . oniiT . A . D • 1723

ACT 91

Ilfv The west front of St. Paul’s CatiiedraL Upptr Ug
VNVM , PRO CVKCna KAMA H>QVATVB OPV8 . ZflWST
leg. iKCBPT AT> 1675 perj^kct ad 1711. abdsb
S l‘AVJ I 3 O^D , G t> <>AA11 8( VI P Cost 3 92. M.





OBITUARY NOTICES OP FELLOWS DECEASED.

8xr Jon\ H\wkmia\v, civil enginrci, was bom .vl Leeds in 1811,

and was educated at the Gmmniar Hthool of that town After

stTving* a pupilage to an engineei of largo practice in Yiukshiro, ho

went to South Amonca for a few y^ars to Rnpenutend some largo

copper mines, and soon after his return suceecded George Stephenson

as engineer to a railway between Manchester and Leeds This led to

a fiuthei (onnexion with the railways which afterwards expanded

into the great group called the ** Lancashire and Torkshne *' system,

and he soon took a position as ono of tho most eminent railway

eugineors m tho country

After ho established himsolf in London, his practice extended to

other branches of euginceting, and about 1856 be succeeded Mr J

M Reudcl in directing the construction of the great flarboui of

Refuge at Holyhead Ho made, with the sanction of the Government,

extensive alterations of the oiiginal design, and, lu oonsideration of

hiM important sci vices on the work, he reciivcd in 1873 the honour

of knighthood

Among othei large works of his m Great Britain maybe nientionod

docks in London, Hull, and Fleetwood, a mam drainage system for

Brighton, wntorw''orks tor Dublin, important impruroments m the

drainage of the Fen disti icts ,
the foundations of the groat iron forts

at Spithoad, and tho tunnel, 4^ miles long, lately formed nnder the

Sevom, He also devoted much nttentaon to the proposed groat

tunnel under tho Straits of Dover, and considered ho bad favourably

solved the question from an engineering point of view But, sub-

sequently, he doubted the expediency, tm grounds of national policy,

of forming such a connexion between the two countiies, and withdrew

his support from the scheme

He » best known to Londoners by his extension of the South

Kastern Railway from London Bndgo to new termini at Charing

Ciwis and Cannon Street, a very diiEcult and expensive work, cutting

through the heait of London, and requiring two largo now bridges

across the Thames And though artistic critics doubt whether this

has contnbated, like the Thames ICmbauknieut, to the onibelhshmcfnt

of tho Metropolis, there can be no question that it has been of immense

benefit to the mbabitants , and Sir John always held that eestbetu

consideraiiotis were out of place if they inkrforod with works of

public utility

h



n

He was also largely engaged on foreign works Towards the end

of 1863 he visited Egypt, at the request of tbe Viceroy, to report on

doubtful points respecting the Suez Canal, and his emphatic recom-

mendations lod largely to its completion He executed a great ship

canal in Holland, made designs for navigating the First Cataract

of the Nile, and had to do with railways and other largo works tn

Russia, India, the Mauritius, and Brasil

He was one of the most active members of the Institution of Civil

Engineers, and occupied the position of President m the years 1862

and 1863

Sir John was not merely a railway maker; ho paid much attention

to geneml principles, and some that he strongly advocated may be

mentioned One was the allowance of greater latitude m regard

to gradients The oarliei engineers thought that almost any cost

should be incurred for the purpose of getting a road as flat as

possible , and for very heavy traffic to be earned very cheaply this is

always true But Sir John urged that in a vast number of cases it

was preferable to adopt steeper gradients, and so to save ongmal
outlay He rehod on the mechanical skill of engmeers to work such

gradients effectively and safely, and contended that this principle

would lead to a great extension of the system in distnots where it

would be otherwise impracticable It is remarkable how bis pre-

dictions have been vended In the days of George Stephenson, 1 in

264 was thought very steep, and 1 in 100 was said to require

stationary engines Now 1 in 100 is thought nothing of, and I in 40
or 50 IS allowed for important lines, while for mountain distnots we
find gradients of 1 in 4, or even steeper still

Another pnnciple he advocated was that, when the traffic became

\exy large, railways conld never bo worked to their fhll advantage

unless special Imes weie allotted to special speeds, thus separating

the quick from the heavy traffic It was a long time before practical

railway managers appreciated this idea, but the pressure of increased

traffic has lately forced it on them, and it is now being extensively

carried out by duplications of many groat lines

In 1875-76 Sir John filled the honourable office (snoceeding Pro*

fessor Tyndall) of President of the British Association, and gave bis

opening address at Bristol on the 25th August, 1875. He began by
saying —

** Post Presidents have already discoursed on many snl^ects—on
things organic and inorganic—on the mind, and on things, perhaps,

beyond the reach of mind ,
and I have arrived at the conclusion that

humbler themes will not be out of p1a(% on this occasion

1 propose ID this address to say something of a profession to which
my lifetime has been devoted—^a theme which cannot, perhaps, be
expected to stand so high m your estimation as in my own, and I



may have some difficulty in malring it interesting ,
but 1 have chosen

it beoaase it is a sulneot 1 ought to nnderstaiul better than any
other

’*

Half the address was devoted to the history of works of a nature

corresponding to those of modern civil engineering, in a long senes,

compnsing those of the Egyptians, the Assynans, the PemviaiiR, the

Hindoos and Mahomedans, the Chinese, the Carthaginians, the

Greeks, and the Romans, down to the present day Modem engi-

neenng works were then alluded to, particularly steam navigation

and the electric telegraph
, and in regard to tbe speaker’s own

special subject, railways, he dwelt more on economical than con*

stractive views He iHimted out m a striking manner the great

benefits that they had conferred on mankind He said —
Railways add enormously to the national wealth It may he

hnfely assumed that the railways in the British Islands now ^ave the

nation a much larger sum annually than the gross amount of all the

<)ividcnds payable to the proprietors, without at all taking into

account the benefit arising from the saving in time The benefits

under this head defy calculation, and cannot, with any accuracy, be

pat into money But it would not be at all over-estimating this

question to say that in tune and money the nation gams at least

what is equivalent to 10 per cent on all the capital expended ** *

He argued from this that even where a railway would only yield a

small dividend to its proprietors, it was to the national interest that

it should be earned out by Government aid

He also alluded to the subject of safety m mlway travelling —
** It IB well that the elements on which this depends should be

clearly understood It will be thought that longer experience m the

management of railways should go to ensure greater safety, but

there are other elements of the question It depends on the perfec-

tion of the machme in all its parts , it depends also on the nature

and quantity of traffic
, and, lastly, on human caro and attention

, for

so many of these accidents as arise from the fallibility of men will

never be eliminated until the race be improved ”

HOf however, gave some remarkable statistics to show how minute

the nsk of accident really is, and quoted the saying of a former

President of the Board of Trade that he felt safer in a mlway
oamage than anywhere else And,” added Su* John, ” he was not

fer wrong**

He took mtex'est m geology^ and published, m 1842, some good
deeonpttons oi fossil footsteps and fossil trees that had been di»>

covered in works under his care He furthw presented to the Man*
cheater Geological Society, in 1643, a somewhat elaborate theoreiioal

paper on tbe Origin of the Deposits of Coal

He was elected into the Royal Society, by the propositions of



niRBy emiopnt Fellows, cn the Tib of Jene, 1655 He served thiee

times on the Connci], namely, m 1666-69, in 1674-75, luid in 1881-82

In hiB later jenrs ho gave np active practice
, but he retained his

faculties to the last, and be died, at the npe age of 80, on the 2iid of

June, 1891

W P

Pt>TiR Mabtin Doncau was bom at Twickenham in 1824, and
received his early edncation m the Grammar School of that village,

onoe the home of Walpole and of Pope He was afterwards placed

for a short time in a school in Switzorland On his return to

England, ho entei'od the Medioal Department of King's College,

London, in 1842 Here he received his formal scientilio training,

taking his degree of M«B I/ondon in 184C, and lu 18t9 he was olected

an AsBOQiate of his College After acting for a time as assistant to a

doctor at Boehoster, he removed to Colchester, whero a practice had
lieon purohascd for him Here ho resided for many years, and pub-

lished his Hrst scientific essay, which consisted of Observations on

the Pollen-tnbe, its Growth, Histology, and Physiology” (1856)

But he did not at Colchester secnre much time for original research,

for most of that which was left him by his protession was occupied

by ^ork in connexion with the municipality During Ins residence

he filled the office of Mayor, thns proving that he had won the con-

iidence of his fellow-townsmen, while the admirable arrangement of

the local Museum, which under bm direction was reorganised upon

linos for in advance of the time, is a sign of his interest in the educa-

tional institutions of the town About 1860 he took a pmqtioe at

Blackhcath, when he was able to spare more time for scientific work,

devoting himself to the study of fossil Corals , and, as his mferoat

deepened in the problems which they presented to him, he was led ta

abandon the lucrative prospects offered by hts profession, and to

devote himself entirely to onginal i^escarch In thm ho was no doubt

encouraged by the reception accorded to his first palmontologioal

pafiei'S, which were lead in 1863, and gamed for him recognition as a

most able palasontologist In the following year he was appointed one

of the honorary seoretariea of the Geological Society, and two years

later, ho was elected a Fellow of the Eo^al Society

After leaving Blackheath, he settled near Begont's Park, but he

was not long allowed to remain in retirement, for m 1870 ho was

called to the Chair of Geology at King’s College, and a Fellow-

ftliip followed m 1871 Shortly afterwards he aocepted also the

Professorship of Geology at Cooper’s Hill, both of which appoint-

ments he held till his death. He resigned the Secretaxyship the

Geological Society in 1870, after a seven years’ tenure of office, and

ill 1872 he was elected a Vice-President, and President iu 1876 and



1877 la 1681 ke was awarded tke Wollastoa Medal, the highest

honour which the Geological Sooietj can bestow Though be was
moat closely connected with the Geological Society, he was an

inftuential member of other scientific bodies , be served on the

Conncil of the Royal Society from 1876 to 1878, was President of the

Geological Section of the British Association in 1879, and of the

Microacopioal Society fi'oui 1881 to 1883

On turning to Proleftsor Duncan's soientifio work, one is impressed

by the enormous amount bo accomplished, and the wide range of Ins

interests and infiuence His fir*it paper (18r>(>) was botanical, and be

long retained bis attachment to this subject, bis last paper on veget-

able physiology being published in 1874, while, still later on, he

worked out the parasitic Algeo which he discovered in some Silurian

Corals His first important work was the hoi les of five memoirs on

tbo Fossil Corals of the West Indies The subject was full of

difficulties, the living Corals of the area were but little known, so

that the materials for the comparison of the recent and fossil faunas

were quite mNufiicieut But Professoi Duncan aitaiked the subject

with characteristic energy, and his sound common sense enabled bun
to avoid many a pitfall

,
bis memoir was certainly a most valuable

addition to out knowledge of tbe later Tertiary Corals This work
was followed by a long list of numioirs, in which he desenbes the

Coral faunas (especial ly the Cainoaoic) of England, Australia, Tas-

mania, India, Java, Arabia, and Malta His '' Biiti&b Fossil Corals"

IB protiably one of the best contributions published by the Palaxmto-

grapbical Society, bting so much more modern in its method, and

inore thorough m its treatment, than the woik to which it was issued

as a supplement

But though Professor Duncan's interests were piobably at first

rather soo^ogioal than geological, he soon become absorbed m the

line of work uhich he had been led by cireumstances to select He
soon realuMKl that the description of the anatomical structure and the

determination of the systematic pomtion of a fossil did not constitute

the sole duties of a palaeontologist, with him these weie but prelimi-

nary to the oonsidoration of tbe affinities of faunas and tboir bearing

on the physical geography of the past. He was a palieontologist m the

truest sense of the word—not a morphologist who happened to study

oxtmot forms, but a geologist wbo used fossils as a poirologist uses

minerals. Hence his early work on tbo West India Corals com-

menced by a detailed study of their conditions of fossilisation, and

closed by a dtsonssion of their evidence as to the Cainosoio physio-

graphy of the Caribbean region ,
similarly, bis later studies ol the

European Oorals led to kis striking paper on "The PbyBioiU

Geography of Western Europe during tbe Mesozoic and Cainosoic

Penods elucidated by their Coral Faunas."



In hiB later atudj of the Echinoidea, he oommenced with those m
beds the Corals of which he had already examined, Bmxmg the most

remarkable being those from South Australia, which he described in

a senes of papers dating from 1864 to 1887 It was apparently his

interest m the origin of this fauna, with its mixture of Cretaoeons

and Gainozoic genera, that led him to take up the Indian Echinoids,

which, in conjunction with Mr W Percy Sladen, F L S ,
ho mono-

graphed with such detail and care

He studied with especial interest the Echinoids of the Cenomanian,

and by the aid of the small collections of the Hey W F Holland, in

Siuai, and of Dr Carter, in South Arabia, ho giadually built up the

connexion between tho European fauna and that of Koi*thorn India

By his compansou of those of the Peninsular and Extra-Peuiiisulat

areas he demonstrated the existence of the land-barner that stretohod

across India, and away to the south west, of which such important

use has been made in re(*cnt ciintroversy His views on geographical

distribution were original, and had been carefully matured, Ins

lecture on “ The Formation of the Mam Land Masses '* showed that

he did not accept the views of the permanence of oceans and con-

iitienis, a subject upon which ho was com^ieteut to speak with

authority His paper on The Fauna of the Alpine Lakes " prob-

ably dealt the most serious blow ever struck to the theory of the

glacial origin of the Swish lake-basins

But though Professor Duncan did not regard morphology as the

higliest end, ho did not by any means neglect it, thus oui knowledge
of the pengnathio giidlo of the Echinoids and its value m classifica-

tion we owe mainly to him, while his remarkably suggestive and
original essay on the structure of tho ambulacra of the regular

Eofainoidea, perhaps his most masterly pieco of work, has gained the

highest praise even from men opposed to his views

In addition to bis contributions to paleontology, he has done mnoh
in society; he wrote a senes of papers on the anatomy of the

Temnopleundm, Saleniidm, and other groups of the Echinoidea, and
described, amongst others, the Madreporana of the “ Poronpina

"

Expedition, the Opbiunds and Corals of Mergui, and, in conjunction

with his constant collaborator, Mr Sladen, tho Echmodermata from

Greenland Two of his most valuable works are “The Bevision of

the Madreporana,'* and his ** Bevision of the Genera and Great

Groups of the Eobinoidea *' The former was issued in 1885, and con-

sisted of diagnoses of every genus of Coral (excluding the*Bugoea),

and of a classification which has not yet been si^lanted. His
revision of the Echinoidea made a great advance in our knowledge
of every order The application of his own discoveries on the atiibtt-

lacral structure enabled him to bring the Paleohinoidea from chaos
into order, and to replace the artificial arrangement of the Diadema-



tidiB by a natural olaasification ; hia previous detection of the fnnda-

znoutal diflerenoes between the pits of Tmnoplewrue and the foseettes

of TWnecAtntM gave hira the clue to the arrangement of that group

,

and hiB Rubslitution of positive for comparative disposes in many
recent genera baa greatly aided the comparison of the fossil and deep*

sea types* By these two revisions alono Professor Duncan has earned

the gratitude of every palasontologist and zoologist, and has given a

firm basis for future work They arc indispensable works of refer*

enco to every student of these groups

In addition to the Corals and Echmodermata, Professor Duncan
made some oontribuiions to the study of the Protozoa and Sponges^

while his clearness as a teachei led him to undertake a good deal of

lecturing and popular literary work , thus he edited tfao six volnmes

of ' Cassell’s Natural History,* and, amongst others, wrote a pnmer
of physical geography, a volnmo of biographies of the ^Heroes of

Science,’ a paper on Voltaire’s attitude to geology, and edited recent

issues of Ljeli's * Student’s Elements *

To his first love, the Corals, he proposed to return on the conclusion

of hiB revision of the Eobinoidea , he commenced work upon a large

Indian coUootion, and planned a supplement to his revision of the

Madreporana, in which he intended to discuss recent cinticisms and

incorporate subsequent progress But it was not to be He was
smitten with disease, and, after a long and painful illness, quietly

passed away on the early morning of the 28th of May
The fine, keen sense of humour, which remained nnblnnted almost

to the last, the genial kindness with which be was ever ready with

help, especially to younger men, united with the recognition of his

sterling woi th and sound judgment, gamed him wide popularity and
esteem.

Eenrt Maktyn J kFrFHT was the only son of Mr John Jeffery, of

Gwennap, Cornwall, a parish situated about midway between the

towns of Redruth and Penryn He was bom on January 5, 1826, at

Lamorran, near Truro, on the Imnks of the River Fal, at the rectory

of his maternal grandfather, the Rev W Curgenven, who married

the sister of the distinguished Orientalist and missionary, the Rev
Henry Hartyn, B D , the Senior Wrangler m 1801 Mr Jeffery was
also related to the family of the Rev Malaohy Hitchins, Vioar of

St Hilary, near Marazion, the comparer of the Nautical Almanac,”

under Dr. Haskelyne, from 1767 to 1809, and one of the observers of

the transit of Venus at the Royal Observatory in 1769 Mr Jeffery

always referred with a natural pride to these two well-known mathe*
maticid members of his family

The early years of Mr Jeffery were mostly spent at bis father'shome
«t Gwennap, but from the age of seven to fourteen he was a pnjnl at
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the Falmouth Qraromar Rchool On leavmir this school^ in 1840 he
exhibited andonbted aigtia of considerable mathematioal and olassiual

abihty^so much so that he ofPered himself as a tutor in a private

gentleman's family The writer of this notice has seen a copy of

hi8 letter containing a list of the subjects which bo considered him-

self competent to teach, and from it we may gather that he was
really an intelligent youth with more than usual precocity Fortu-

nately for himself, he was, at the advice of some fnonds, sent in 1841

to the Grammar School at Sedbeigb, Yorkshire, where he was
trained by tlie Bov J H Kvans, a late Fellow of St John's College,

Cambridge Here he remained until 1845 In October of that

year he entered as an nndergraduate at St John's College, but soon

after migrated to St Catharine’s College, graduating as B A. in

1849 m the Mathematica] Tripos as SixthW rangier, and in the Clas-

sical Tnpos in the Second Class Ho proceeded to the degree of M A
in 18o2, and in that year he was adjudged the special distinction of

bracketed first Tyrwhitt Hebrew Scholar

Soon after taking his degree, Mr JefFery a< copied the post of

Lecturer in the College of Civil Engineers at Putney, and m 1852 he

was selected by the President and Fellows of Corpus Christi College,

Oxford, to iSl) the office of Seoond Master of Pate's Grammar School,

at Chelieiiham Sixteen years after, on the resignation of the Bev
J)r Hayman, in 1868, ho was appointed to succeed to the vacant

Headma^tership, an office which he retained with success until his

retirement in 1882 Many of his pupils have acknowledged their

indebiedacBs to Me Jeffery for then general success m life, some

of whom have attained high distinction at the Universities, and in

various competitive examinations for admission into the pubho

service

Although, while at the Clioltenham Grammar School, Mr Jeffery's

official time was more especially devoted to the olassioal department,

it IB as a pure mathematician that his name will be most remembered

Shortly after he permanently settled in Cheltenham he commenced
the long and coutuiuona senes of investigationB m pure mathematics

ahich have enriched the pages of the * Quarterly Journal of Pure

and Applied Mathematics,' the * Prooeedings of the London Mathe-

matic^ Society,' the ' Beports of the Bnush Association, ’ and other

scientific jouraate His most importavit papers have been on pure

analysis and analytical geometry, especially on the classification of

oiass-oubics, both in plane and spherical geometry. Instalments of

the similar classifioation for olass-quartios have also been published

He bad been for some time engaged on the continuation of this work
The titles of a few of his numerous papers will give a sufficient indi-

cation of the general oharacter of his investigations —“Two Theo-

rems in Permutations and Combinations, and a Theorem in Ooi^>



grnmoiBB ; **Tbe6piimoalBnzp0^refeiTedioTnl«0^CViordiii»t^ **t

** Oubios o{ tbe Third Olawi with Tnpl« Fooi, both Plane and SplMiit-

oal ,
'* Spfaenoal Class Cnbica with Doubla Foci and Double <770iho

Area*’, **Od Sphero-Cyobdea**» **On the Identity of the Note of

a Nodal Curve of the Fourth Order with those of its Quaiiio and
Sextio Contravariants ”

, and On the Oeneeis of Binodal Qnaiiic

Carves from Conics *’ It appears to have been Mr Jeffery’s mien*
tion to prepare a tezt*book on big favourite subjects Some pro-

gress was made m the preparation of such a work, and he was looking

forward with considerable interest to the publication of a treatise

which he hoped wonld prove useful to the student of the higher

mathematics Only last summer, while the writer was enjoymg bis

hospitality, Mr Jeffery exhibited to him a huge quantity of mathe*

matica! manuscript, beautifnlly written out for the proas, in the pre-

paration of which all his recent leisure hours had been devoted. He
was anticipating with evident enthusiasm the prospect of an early

completion of his labonrs m this branch of pure matbamatios by the

production of a text-book , but, alas * his wishes can never be real-

ised, for the small portion of the work prepared for the press exists

only as a fragmentary record of his mathematical talents, and of the

studious activity of his life to the end His last onginal paper was
oomiuunicated to the London Mathematical Society only a few weeks

before his fatal illness, and it was read at the meeting of the Society

on November 12, nine days after his decease In addition to his

mathematical work, Mr Jeffery has occasionally been occupied m
other Adds of labour, mostly in classics, arobssology, and topo-

graphical history In 1853 he wrote, as a coadjutor with Dr. K
B. Humphreys, on classical composition in Greek uenbios and Latin

prose

On his iwitrement from Cheltenham Ghrammar School Mr Jeffery,

who was never married, took up his residence at Falmouth, partly

that he be in a convenient locality to undertake the mauage-

sn<^nt of a oonsideraBle amount of house property inherited from hia

father, and partly on aooonnt of the comparatively mild winter

oHmate of his native county. Here he identified hims^f with the

active mmiagement of several local scientific institntions, espeoiaUy

of the Boyal Institution of Cornwall, at Truro, and the Boyal Oem-
wa l Folyteohnio Society, at Falmouth, in both of which he had fllled

ite oflioe of Tioe-President, and was a valued oodtnbter to then*

joarnab. Hu paper on the “Early Topc^fraphy of Falmouth," i»

the * Joumai of the Boyal Institution of Cornwall,’ is a most na»

portaut ooutnbution to the local history of that part of OomiwflL

Mr* JeSssy was the Honorary Secretary of the new Falmouth Ob*
smatovy, m which he has taken a great interest smoe its fouadatioiu

the Superintendent, has remarked that he was muoh
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indebted to him for assTBianoe in the inithd diffionliieii of the mag*
n^ngvaph erorkt a depiH^Bnt of the Obserratoiy to which lir. Jef-

fery paid a oonatant pereonal attention. He also retained much
affection for the Falmouth Grammar School, where he reoeived hu
early education, and this he was atwaya ready to show by his advice

and peonniaiy support His loss will be severely felt by all theae

institations

Mr. Jeffefj w ts elected a Fellow of the Royal Society on Jane 3,

1880, but, owing to the diatanoe of his residence from London, he

rarely bad an opportunity of attending the meetings lb was, how-
ever, a great delight to him to spend a few weeks in London each

year, and he nsnally chose the months of May or June, so that he
might enjoy the pleasing association with his scientific friends at one

of tlie annual ooneersastoner He also took great interest in the

meetings of the British Association for the Advanoemement of Science,

at which he was a frequent attendant, and a contnbntor of papers

For some years past Mr Jeffery was troubled, more or less, with an
internal complaint which oooasionally caused him considerable per-

sonal inoonvenienoe, and, latterly, he suffered from the effects of in-

somnia, but still he remained active to within a fortnight of his

death, often walking firom Falmouth to Tmro, a distance of about nine

or ten miles, without any apparent fatigue. He was a great lover of

kmg-walkmg exercise, and, even withm a few weeks of his death,

thongh in lU-bealth, he took a wesxying walk of about twelve miles.

When the vmter vuited him in the past summer, Mr Jeffery ap-

peared to be in better health than usual ; bat m the middle of October

the disease became much aggravated, necessitatmg an operation, and,

after a sh<»rt illness, accompanied by much safleriag, he gradnally

sank. On the Saturday before his death he became partially nncon-

ecions, and on the Monday following wholly so, and in this oondition

he passed away, peaoefhlly, <m the morning of Tuesday, Hovmnber

8, 1881, in the sixty-uzth year of his age. Tlywe days afterwards

his remains were interred in the family vault, with his father and

mother, at Gwennap, the country home of his early yontfa.

S B.

Hvkbt BowMiK Bbxdt, LL D , was bom in 1885- He vras the

second son of Henry Brady, of Gateshead, who for fifty years carried

on an extensive practice as snigeonm that town. He was educated

at the schools of the Society of Friends, at Ackwortfa, and at Tulketh

Hall, near Preston. His ftther was a natandist, and instOlei into

his son a love of natnre, which was fostered at his first school j but

the infinenee that shaped his mature career came from the coUmf of

naturalmtB which has had its headquarters at Kewoastle'*on-1^e far

several generations The names of Bewick, Alder, Albany and John



Hanooolci and others are those of men whom KewossUe has 0(mtrl>*
bated to the roll of Bngbsh natnraliata, and t)ie Brady family would
seem to hare been thoroughly permeated with the lo^ enihiuiiasiii

for the study of natural history

On leaving school, m 18&0, Brady was apprenticed to the late Hr.
Thomas Harvey, phormaoentioal ohemist, of Leeds, and m 185fi he
entered upon bnsiness for himselfm NewcaBtte-on<Tyne

His conspionons ability soon gained for him the support of the

medical profession and the public, and be laid the foundation of the

very extensive business in wholesale and retail pharmacy and soien*

tide apparatus subsequently conducted by the drm of Brady and
Martin During the twenty-one years of his business life, Mr Brady
was closely identified with the Pharmaceutical Society, and he

became the President of the Bntish Pharmaceutical Conference m
1872 He was for many years on the Council of the PharmaceutiGal

Society, and greatly contributed to the progress of that body by
developing the scientific education of pharmaceutical chemists.

His more direct contributions to science were in the form of re-

searches m natural history, espeoialiy on the Foraminifera His first

publication seems to have been a contribution, in 1663, to tbe British

Association, as a report on the dredgingof the Northumberland coast

and Dogger Bank , his last was a paper which appeared only a short

time ago, on tbe mmnie organisms with which his name will always

be connected Between these two he published a latge number of

researches, including a monograph on Oarboniferoas and Permian

Foraminifera, an exhaustive report on the Foraminifera of the Chal-

lenger Expedition, as well as monographs on Parkena and Lo/tuna^

and on Pci^morphtna^ in which he was joint author with Mr. W K
Parker, F.BS., and I^fessorT Bupert Jones, F.B Thereporton

the Foraminifera is embodied in two quarto volumes, one containing

814 pages of text, and the other 114 plates, which possess great artistic

merit. The bibliography of the snbjeot alone oconpies forty-six pages

of the first volnme. The illustrations of such works are of much
importance, and the author gave to this department of his work the

featiduniB oare of a skilled draughtsman. By these wqrks he not

only established a position both in this country and abroad aa one of

the highest authorities on the subject, but, what is of more import-

ance, largely advanced onr knowledge Every one of his papers ia

oharactenaed by the most oonseientioua accuracy and jnstioe; and

thoui^ hu attention was largely directed to olassiflcation and to the

morphological points therein involved, hia mind, as several of faia

papers indicate, was also oeoupied with the wider problems of mor^

ph<dcfioail and biological interest which the study of these lowly

feme suggests.

In ld74 he was elected a Fellow of this Sodety, and in 1888 served



on cmr Ccmncil In ttie smne jtnr the IT&ivereity ef AtNurdeen oonp

Ihmd upon him the^degree of LL»D., in reeogiutiion cC hu soientifie

work, and he also reocnved from the Emperor of Asetna a Taloahle

gold medal, aa a mark of hie appreciation of the valuable aeeiefcaiuMi

which Hr Brady had rendered to the Hof-Mneeoio.

He was a man of slight physique and delicate health, and in later

years he*waa oompeiied to leave bia bumneea and seek refage m
wamw oiimateB than our own In hia travels he visited the United

States of America, the Upper Nile, India, Ceylon, Japan, Java,

Austraba, New Zealand, and varione islands of the Paoido Ocean

His last jonrney was in the winter of 1890, when, with some friends,

he visited Cairo and ascended the Nile He was laid up at Cairo

with osdema of the feet and legs, from which he never quite recovered,

but the actual cause of his death, which oocorred on the 10th of

Jannasy, 1691, was a rapid attack of pneumonia*

He accomplished an immense amount of work, which remains m a
monnment to his unwearied patience and industry His amiabdiiy

won for him a huge oirde of fnends, and he could have wished no
higher tribute to his memory than that offered by Dr Michael Foster,

who wrote as follows in * Nature,’ January 29th, 1891 Sdenoe
has lost a steady and fruitful worker, and many men of science

have lost a friend and a helpmate whose place they fed no one

else can fill His wide knowledge of inany*bra!io1ies of soimitifio

inquiry and his large aequaintanee with soientifio men made the

honn spent with him always profitable, bis sympathy with art

and bteratare, and that specid IraowJadge of men and things whidi

bekmgs only to the travelled man, m^e hun weloome also whoa
scimice was unknown, while the brave patience with which he bore

the meiny troubles of enfsebled health, hu unselfish tiiooghtfalness

for interests other than his own, and a ssnse of humoor which, whan
needed, led him to desert bis usual staid demeanour for the mersiment

of the moment, endeared ban to all his fnends.”

Th» eatalogaes of the Boyal Society show that, down to 1683, Hr,

Beady was the author of thirly papers and monographs. He has

heqneathe4 to the Society the very valuable portion of his library

which relates to the study of the Protosoa This colleotian, which

now lorms a distinot seotion of t{ie Society’s Idlwairy, and for Ibo

maiiiienaTioe find increase of which ho made provimon, ooasists of

some IfiO volumes, inotuding, besides many older worke on the stthQ**^

of great rarity value, hu entensive aenea of ooUaotsd axoolpt

^llemoirB and Papers relatiiig to the Forami&ifet%’ gpthmed*

arranged, and annotated by him during many yeaie of labour*

W. C. JL.A,
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SiK Gkorob Edwabd Paost was bom at Tarmouth in 1809 He
waa the seventh of seventeen children, of whom Sir James Paget,

Bart , F B S ,
IS the only survivor Hts early education was at the

Charterhouse He was admitted at Cams College, Cambridge, in

1827, and graduated in Arts as Eighth Wrangler in 1831 He waa
elected Fellow of his college lu 1832, graduated as H B in 1833 and
as M D in 1839, was elected physician to Addenbrooke's Hospital m

and held the office for forty-three years, retiring in 1884, when
a marble bust of him was placed in the hospital, as a memorial of hit

long and valued services He represented the University of Cam*
bridge on the General Medical Council from 1864 to 1860, and waa
then chosen President of the Council, from which post he retired id

1874 In 1872 he was appointed Eogius Professor of Physic by the

Crown, and held the office till hia death He became Fellow of the

Royal Society in 1873, and was ihade K C B in 1885 He became
Fellow of the Lloyal College of Physicians 1830, was made Hon M D
Dublin 1867, Hon D C L Duibam 1870, Hon LL D Edinburgh

1871, Hon D 0 L Oxford 1872, and was President of the Meeting of

the British Medical Association at Cambridge in 1864 His writings

were ** A Notice of an Unpublished Manuscript of Harvey in 1850

,

the Address as President of the Medical Association in 1864, tho

Harvoian Oration '* in 1866 , and various papers in the medical

journals He married in 1851, and left seveial children He died

m January, 1802 He was an excellent physician, and enjoyed large

practice iu and around Cambridge for many years

He was a man ofgroat ability and firm character, remarkably quick,

yet scrupulously accurate, truthful and very cautious, attentive tO'

detail, wise in judgment, and earnest lu purpose By his wisdom,

watchfulness, and seal ho largely promoted the success of the Cam-

bridge Medical Scliool ,
and by his love for his University and hts

rectitude of oharaoter he won the confidence of the men of Cambridge,

who ail regarded him with respect and affection, and rejoiced in the

honour done him by the Queen and by vanoos universities TheBO

qualities and his genial, land manner gave him a large circle of warm
friends Added to all this, his brightness and cheerfulness, his great

stores of accurate information and his inexhaustible fund of aueodotea

and stones, the relation of which in his precise and humorous style

was most tolling, and his fondness of social life made him a delightful

oomponiou He was a spare, brisk, active man, enjoyed good health,

sad oontmued conscientiously the duties of his professorship 1»11,

having entered his eighty-third year, he sneoumbed to tlie influenza m
January last.

G. M. H.

Ste Jaubs Cairo was the son of James Caird, of Strsmaer He
was born in 1816, educated at Edinburgh High School and JJnvremtf^

e



and a6 an early period tnmed hia attention to those a^cultural and

economic questions to which he orentaally devoted the greatoi part

of hjs life

In 1849 appeared the first edition of his work on * High Farming,’

and in the autumn of that year he visited Ireland, which was stall

suffering from the efTects of the famine of 1840-47, and leportod to

the Government upon the agnculinral outlook in that island In the

following year ‘The Times’ obtained the services of Mr Caird as

commissioner to investigate the condition of agriculture in England*

His letters to that newspaper constituted the tiist general account of

English agi’icnlture since the time of Arthur Young, and they after-

wards appeared lu book form In ]8«59 he published an account of a

TiBit to the Prairie Lands of the Mississippi Basiu, diiecting atten-

tion to their extraordinary agricultural capabilities

In 1857 Mr Caird entered Farhament, and in the session of 1864

he at length earned a resolution lu favour of iho collection of agri-

<raltural stntishcs As a result of this vote the Agncultuial ileturns

fur Great Britain were commenced These have been issued annually

since 1866, and have proved of the highest value In 1869 be again

visited Ireland and published a pamphlet on the Land Question

After the great Indian famine of 1876-77, Mr Caird served upon
the Commission which was appointed to enquire into the whole suh-

3cct, and ho afterwards embodied his own views and conclusions in

his work, ‘ India , the Jjand and the People
*

In 1882 Mr Caird was knighted, being created KCB In 1886

he joined Earl Cowper’s Irish Commission, and i% 1889, upon the

formation of the new Board of Agnculture, Sir James Caird became

a member of the Board, and was appointed a Privy Councillor One
of his last undertakings was the preparation, at the request of the

Bayal Agricultural Society of England, of an account of the work of

the Society during the first fifty years of its existence This valuable

retrospect appeared m 1890, in the opening nnmbei of the Third

Senes of the Society’s Journal, under the title of “ Fifty Years* Pro-

gress of Bntish Agnoaltnre '*

Sir James Caird was elected a Fellow of the Boyal Society in

1875 He was a J.P for Eirkoudbnghtahire, and a D L and J P for

IT^igtcmshire He died in London, February 9, 1892

Coi/ONEL Jambs AtrotSTus Gbakt, 0 B , C S 1 ,
died at Nairn on tho

11th February He was bom at Naim in 1827, “a son of the

manse,” being the son of the parish minister. After being educated

at the Grammar School, and at Maa^sohal College, Aberdeen, he

obtained in 1846 a commission m the Indian Army In India he

saw much hard semoe * was present at the two sieges of Moolian,

the battle of Gujerat, the rdtef of Lucknow, under Havdook, and



Ills fingerless right hmd bore testimony to the wounds be re*

<161vod.

But biB claim to fame and public notice rests upon bis work as an

African explorer, at a tune when a dark pall of ignorance still spread

over most of Central Afnca, and when the real souroos of the Nile

were still a mystery In 1859 Burton and Speke returned fi*oin the

heart of Africa, after the former had discovered Lake Tanganyika,

and the latter Lake Ukorowe, which he named tho Victoria Nyunza,

and nghtly coiijeciured to be the mum source of the Nile But
the two allies quanelled, and Grant from the first championed his

fnend Speke, and ooeompaiued Iiim in 18(30 when he was cornrms-

siouod by the Royal Geographical Society to lead an expedition for

the exploration of the Victoria Nyunza Crossing to tho mainland

fi'om Zanzibar, the travellers maiuhed 1^ Unyanyembe to the conntiy

on the west shore of the lake There tiny made friends with the

King Bumanika, of whom, and the men who constituted the lulmg
population of the region, OTunt often spoke m kindly remembrance

He had a high opinion both of tho counily and of the people, and was
wont to compare the chiefs, with their retainers, to the old chiefs of

hiB native Highlands, who, like tliem, were c attlo rearers and cattlo

raiders, proud of their descent, scornful of work, but hospitable and

honourable after their own fashion In July, 1862, the explorers

reached their goal, the point wbeio the Nile issues fi*ozD tho northern

shore of the Victona Nyanza, thus verifying Speke's piedicUon

They followed the Nile for 120 miles, when they were obliged to

leave it, but thej^ struck it again 70 miles lower down, and at length

reached Gondokdro, in February, 18(38, whore they met Samuel

Baker, who had been sent out to assist them On their return to

England the two explorers were lecoived with enthusiasm Grant

was given the Gold Medal of the Royal Geographical Society in 1864,

in whidh year he published an interesting and instructive work, under

the title ** A Walk across Africa ,
” he also contributed to the account of

tile botany of the expedition, which fills a volume of the ‘ Transac'tions

of the Linnean Society * In 1866 he was made a Companion of the

Bath In 1868 ho served m the Abyssinian (campaign, and for his

services was made a Companion of the Star of India He became a
Fellow of the Boyal Society in 1878

He was one of the simplest, mosit modest, and genial of men, and a
tmiversal favorite a man of commanding stature, but with the

kindliest expression of face. After his return from Abyssinia, his

time was mostly spent between London and Naim His death has

oansed a sad blwk in the large circle of his friends and acquaintanoes.

J T. W
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note on the energy absorbed by
(Boble), 409

Qalton <F ) elected an auditor, 166
Oaussian functions, detonnuiation of

the Talue of the, and oompansun of

Mmultoneous magnetto distorbaiioei

at several observatories (Aduns), 128
Clntatoob of Indian rays, further ob

larvutioDs on the; behte natund
hishuy notes from UM Indian

Marine Burrgy steamer *' Jnrectiga*

tor," Senes 2, Bg. 12 (Wood Meeon
1^ Albonk), 202

diWludat (Psm 0 ) sleeted, 1
admitted, 79

** €lwgar*'bMr plant *’ and the organisms

eompoalai & a eontributiett to I2ie
]

etndr of fsiinimtetsoihjeasts and
btolena (Ward), 261,838

GoldtJumininm aeeiea of alioya, on the
meltingpointeofthe (Boberte-Autten),
667,

Gould {Benjanun Apritorp) eleotod a

fomjte member, XM
GovammeDt Grant of d,0002 , atwonni

of the appropnahon of the, 242
Grant (Jamea Augustus), obituary

notice of, xiT

Gravitation ronstent and mean density
of the earth, on a detenmnation of
the, by means of the common lu^nce
(Poyntmg), 40

Guns, note on the eneny absorbed by
fncuon m the bores oMiiled (Nobli ),

409

Halliburton (William Dobinson) elected,

1

admitted, 79
Hardy (W B) on some histological

features and pbvsioJogical properties

of the poslcBsophageal nerve oord ut

the Grustacea, 144
Harley (V ) tlie rdle played by sugar lu

the animal economy Pmuiunar^
r note on the behaviour of sugar lu

I

blood, 442

I

Hawkihaw (Sir John) obituary notici

of, 1

Heart, oontnbutions to the physiology

and pathology of the tnatnmahau
(Boy and Adami), 433

on the electromotive phenomena
of the mammalum (Bayhss end Star
hng), 21X ^ iL

Heat produced by eomprcssing liinidr

and solids, on the uieaeurexneut of the
(Burton and Marshall), 180

Heathoote (F G) See Y Or Smolair
Heavisido (Oliver) eleetod, X

on the forces, stresses, and fluxts

of energy m the electromagnetic fie.d,

X26
Heniisaotion of tlie spinal oord in

monkeys, results of (Mott), 120
Hertoun (E F ) and G F Feo, note
on the audibdity of single sound
waves, and the number of vibrations

necessary to produce a tone, 818 ^
^

HersoheU (Lord) elected, 8X8
admitted, 407

HiU (M J M ) On the locus of stogular '

pomte and lines whiob occur nt oon ^

nexion witb the theory of the kxms
of ultimate intersectious of a syitem
of surfaoes, ISO

Hmdoo astronomy, on (Brennaiid)r834«
Hojdunson (J.) note on the density tif

alloys of mckoi and mm, X2X
Huggins (W ) and Mrs Huggma, pro-

Itnuauy note on Nova Aurigv, 483,
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irvdroeen and oxYgen on the relatiTe
dentituts of, 11 (Ba;fleigh), 448

iDstability of penodio motion, on
(Xhomnon)* 104

J ron and niokel, note on the density of
allots of (Hopkinfton), 121

- - and other magnetir iuhstanoes, on
the tnfluenee of temperature upon the
magnetiaation of (Wilde), 100—

' in chioniatin, on the denionstm.
tion of the preeonoe of, by nni^ro

chemioal methods (Mocallum), 277

.Teffery (Henry Martyn) obituary notioe
of, YU

Johnson (G- 8 ) on the bases (orflanio)
in the Juice of flesh Part I, 287

Kew Committee, appendix to report for
IHOO, 155

KilMur (H ) and W E Airton, the
thermal euussivity of thin wires in
air, 166

Langley (J N ) on the origin from the
smnu cord of the oerrital and upper
tfioracic synijiathetic flbres, with some
observations on white and grey rami
(tommuuioantes, 446

I/apworth ((Hilaries) awarded Bojal
medal, 220

Larynx, on the mechanism of the
closure of the Preliminaiy com*
inumcation (Stuart), 323

Lees (C H) on the thermal conduc
tivities of crystals and otlier bad eon
duetors, 421

Ijcyden jars, experiments on the dis
charge of (Lodge), 2

Liquids, on the niechanioal sirotchmg
cit an expenmcmtal determination of
the volume -exlensihilitj of ethyl
alcohol (Worthington), 423

J.i\or, on some of the vanatioiis observed
in the rabbit*!, under certain physio
logical and pathological cuouiu*
stances (Bruntou and T^ldpine), 200

Luckyer (J N ) note on the spectrum
of Nova Aungss, 481

on the new star m Aunga, 407,
406

T«gous of singular points and lines which
occur m oonnoxion with the theoiy of
the locus of ultimate iuterseciions of
a system of surfaces, on the (ifill),

180
1 t'ldge (0 J ) experiments on the dis*

idiarge of I^yden jurs, 2,

Miuiilium (A B) on the demonstra*

tion of the pretence of iron mehroin
atm by micro chemical methods,
277

Magnetic distvrhanoes at several oh
servatories, eompanson of simn)
tancous, and determioattoo of the
Ynhic of the Gaussian functions for
those observatories (Adams), 129

Magnetisation of iron and other mag
netio aiibatanoes, on the influente of
toropomture upon the (Wilde), 100

Mammalian heart, contributions to the

on the electromotive phen(»
uicna of tlu) (Bayliss and Starlmg),
211

Marcet (W ) rosearohes on the absorp'
tion of oxygon and formation of
carhonie acid in ordinary hnmui i

respiration, and in the respiration of
nir rontaimng an excess of oarlMnn
acid, 6N

Marr (.Tohn Edward) elected, 1
admitted, 7l>

Marshall (W ) and 0 I Burton, on
the ineasiirement of the heat produced
hv compressing liquids and solids
ISO

MaxwoU-BolIxroann doctnne nsgarding
distribution of energy, on some test
cases for the (Thomson), 70

Mean density of the earth and the
gravitation constant, on a detemuna
tion of the, by means of the common
haUnce (Poynting), 40

Medals in the possession of the Royal
Society, catalogue of the, 524

Medals, presentation of the, 220
Meyer (Victor) awarded Davy modal,

231,

Mirrors of telescopes, note on the
necessity of using well annealed and
homogeneous glass for the (ComirKRi),
262

Mond (Ludwig) elected, X
—— admitted, 79
Mott (F W ) results of hemlseetibn of
the spinal cord in monkeys, 120

Mynapoda, a new mode of resinration
in the (Sinclair), 200, 360

Nickel and iron, note on the density nf
alloys of (Uopkinson), 121

Noble (A ) note on the energy absorbed
by friction in the bores of nfled guns,
400

Noi a Aungss, note on the spectrum ot
(Lockyer), 431 (0m Auriga

)

— prchminaiy note on (Hug
gins and Huggins), 465
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Obituai^ uotscei of Fellows dooooeed
Bmdr, Heni^ Bowmon, x
Coira, Sir Jamoe, xui

Puncan, Peter Martin, ir

Ghwnt, Jamee Augustue, xit

Bftwltshaw, 8ir John, i

Jeffoiy, Heni7 Martjrn, vii

Paget, Str G-eorge fidward, un
Officers, nomination of, 104—- election of, 2dl
Oxygen, rxporimont on magnofiNiu of

liquid, 247, 261—“ reBoarohes on the ahnorplion of,

and formation of carlxinit aoid in

ordinary human roBpiruiion and in

the respiration of air contAiuiiig an
ex(!0ss of (arbonie acid (Marcel), '>8— and hydrogen, on the relative

densities of, No II (Rayleigh), 448
Oxone, expenmeiit a itli liquol, 2<>l

Paget (Sir George fidward) obitnan
notice of, xni

Parker (T J ) additional observations

on the devdopiueiit of Aptt^ryx

Periodic motion, on instability ot

(Thomson), 194
Perry (J ), W fi Bumpner, and W h

Ayrton, quadrant eleotrotnetora, 63
Photometry, colour Part 111 (Abney
and Posting), 869

Plants lead ndphuno aoid lead peroxide

cell, a study of the, from a chemical
standpoint Port I (Robert son),

105
Part IF A disc ussion of tlie i

chemical changes occurring in the (*e]J

(Armstrong and Robertson), lOS
Portraits and busts m the apartments of

the Royal Hooiety, list of, 516
Postcesopnagea] nerve cord of the Crns

tocoa, on some histological feeturce

and physiological properties of the

(Hai^), 144.

Poynting (J H ) on a determination o*

the mean density of the t^rtU and
the gravitation constant b\ nioaiis of

the common balance, 40
Presonto, lists of, 76, IIN, 1^(4, 187, 214.

867, 874, 859, 403, 485, 443, 463,

476
Presideni, address of the, 210—— congratulations of Hooiety oFcred

to. on hM elevation to the peerage,

818

Quadrant eleotrometors (Ayrton, Pen^,
and Sumpner), 68

Queen, address of symjiatln to the,

318
letter of aiknoa tedguiout for,

i^vhy

Raiiu (ummunicantos, some obsen u

tions on white and grey (Langley).
446

Ramsey (W ) and H Young, on some ol

the pr^rtics of water end of steam
254

Rayleigh (Lord) on the relative densi

1)08 of hydrogen and oxygen No»l]
tlH

Rays, further observations on the geatu
tion of Indian , being natural history

notes trouL H M Inman Marine Snr
vc\ fltoainer “ Investigator ** Senes
IT No 2 (Wood-Manon and Alcook),
202

Re)iuIsion and rotation produced by
ahariml ing elcHrio cunrnts (Walker)

,

255
Respiration, nwearches on the ahsorp

(ion of oxygou and formation of
larhonic and in ordinary human, and
in tho respimtion of air containingan
excess of t orlMmicacid (Marcet), 58

« and (iiculation, ou the changen
evoked in the, by electncnl excitation

of the door of the 4ih ventiuh
{Spencer), 142

in the Myriapods, a new modi of

(Sinclair), 200, 3B8
Rolxiis AitHten (W 0 ) on the melting

]ioint8 of the gold aluminium senes of
alloys, 367

RtdiertsoTi (G If ) n study of the Plantd
]i ad sulphunr acid load peroxide cell

from a chcmmal standpoint Port 1,

105— aud U fi Armstrong, a study bf
tile Plants lead sulphuno aoid lead

peroxide cell in>m a chiuniral stonrl

jMHUt Port II A disvuksion of tho
choniioal changes o(*cumng lu thi

cell, 108
Roik, note on some spoiimens of, which

have been exposed to lugb tempera
turns (Bonney), 896

Roy (OH) Slid J G Adami, oontn
butiuTis to the pbyBiolo|^r and paiho
logy of the mammalian heart, 435

Rfloker (Arthur W ) awarded Royal
medal, 280,

Safety lamps, an appamtus for testing

the sciisitironess of (Clowes), 122
Sauroptorygia, the nature of the
shoulder girdle and elavicuhr aHeh in

(Seeley), 446
Schunck (E) couinbutions to the

chemistry ot chlorophyll No TV,
'

143, B02
Behuster (A ) and A W Crowsley, ou
the clootrolvaiM of siher nitrate

raenUt 34

1
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btfvtUjr (H G) tb« naturo of ilia

houldtf uui oUvioul^r %
iSsnioptesi^gia, 446 *.

Sh»w. (WtUmm Napiot) elected, li

-~^ittod,120 'K*
bitrSr tn vaenot »n the oleotH»^

Ivaifl of (SdbiliBter and ClroiMdej),

844
t^iYiclair (F G ) a tiea mo<le of raspira

tion m t^ba M^napoda, 200, 858
Skate, observaUoOtt ou tht* structure,

relations, progressive derelopuient,

and growth of the oloctne organ of

the (Kwart), 474
Sound wares, note on the audibility of

single, and the number of vibrottons

necessary to piodui o a toue (Herromi
and Veo), 8XH

Spectrum of Kora note on tbe
(Lockjrer), 431 (iS'er also 407. 466 )

Spencer (W G
) on the thunges L\okc«l

in the oiroulation and respiration h)

electrical excitatton of the floe} of tht
4th rentncl^f 142

Spinal cord in ftionkeys, results ol4iefni-

seotioti of th^ (MaM), 120 >

Spore-pruduoiqg xneuiMFs, studiesm the
morphology of ^rcUuunary siat«

merit on the Lyodpodina) and Ophio-
glossaoeir (Bdwm), 205

Stamton (H T) elected an auditor,

166
Starling (£ H ) and W H Bayliss, on
tbe eleotrumotire phenomena of the
mammaltan heart, 211

— a notoonthelptory of the (Foster),

Stebm and water, on some of the pro
irerties of (fiamsay), 264

Strathnrger (Bduaxd) elected a foreign

laembor, 194
Stnsrt (T, Ah the mechanism

tbe ol^pr«lK^i|j4mgrnx Prdimuiaty
'

" coininumci^^^i|ll6
Sugar in the economy,

niared hsL.^HjIViiaiiiiiinBini imitsi lOih rhn

442
Snmpner (W E),W F 4yrton, and
i Vetry, quadrant electrometers,

68 ,

on the locus of singular points

anoTltnes whatfll occur m connexion
wiUi the theory of the' locus of ulti

0ate intersections of a system of
(lliU), 18U

SympaUietio fibres, on the origin from
the sinnal cord of the cervical and
iiplier thorado (Langley ), 446

Tabulation areas and biol<ujc^lMdim«,

on (Olarko), 478* '

ITaccfatu (Pwtro) elected iMlgp
memner, 194

Temaiy alloys, on certain Part V
Determinatiou of varioHe oniical

curves and tbour tie-lmes aand hmiUng
points (Wnght), 372

Thermal conductivities of crystals and
other bod condiuHors, on tna (Lees),

421
Thermal emissivity of thin wires in air

(Ayrton and kilgour), 106
Thermometer, on a compensated an

(Oalltudar), 247
Thompson (Siivatuis Phillips) elected, 1

i^mittedk 79
Thomson (SirW ), oflenHl oongratulii

tions of bociet^ on his elevation to th<

peoragi, 31S
on instabihty of jicnodic motion,

194— on tome tost cases for the Maxwell
Boltzmann doctrine regarding disUi

bution of energy, 79
Tizard (Thomas Houty) elected, 1

admitted, 79

Tfiist funds. 287
? ^

1

Yanas, ^on the pressure of wind on
^ curved (Dines), 42 t.

Vice Pi^dcqts, appointment of, 847

Wales, Pnnae and Princess of, addresi*

of sympathy to the, 81S
letter of acknawJadgmonl

far^ 31&
Walliar (G T») repulsion and rotation

^ produced by alternating electno oui'-

renta, 266
Ward (H M ) the “ ginger beer plant

”

and tlie organisma composing iti a
cxmtnbution to tlie study of tennen
taiion yeasts and bactena, 861, 868

Water and steam, on some iff the pro
parties of (Bamsay and iToaiig), 254

Wilde (H ) on the influagoatf tampon,-
ture upon tbe niagnetUMTOft of iron

and other magnetic substaaoea, 109
Williamson (W 0 ) on the organisation

of the fossil plants of the aual

measures Part XIX, 469*

Wind, on tbe pressure of, on curved

vanes (Dines), 42
Wood-Mason (J ) and A Aloook, fur-

ther observations on the gestation of

Indian rays, being natural hktori

notes from H M Indian Mqipiu*
Surrey steamer ** Invesligator

8enes2,No 11.202
Worthington (A M ) on the mechanluil

stretching of liquids “» •wS
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(ultffv

raneui crltlool eumn^ and their

linoi uul4ii»itmg points, 872.

lr«Q (0. 7.) and K S'. Jlsnroun, note Oil

of slh^ fotand watei^'

atadtne num^ tiif ^ratjations i^ooes*

singf to produoe a boaoi SMt. ^
^

Totutg (S ) and W BamUf, tm Udme
of the properties of vatst and of
stesm, 254
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